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PREFACE
With this volume is continued the publication of the finds from the Potters' Quarter in
Corinth. The first volume, which was published in 1948, contained, beside the account of the
excavation and the description of the site, the study of the architecturaland sculptural material
and of the metal and glass objects. The terracotta figurine moulds were also included in the
belief that it was preferable to publish all the material which was ready at that time -than to
delay the publication further by waiting until the study of the terracotta figurines had been
completed. In addition to the figurines, the present volume includes the lamps and various
miscellaneous objects in terracotta and stone. A third volume, which is now in preparation,
will contain the pottery and the fragments of painted pinakes; this will complete the publication
of the Potters' Quarter.
Among others who have given me help and advice in the preparationof the present volume,
I am particularly indebted to Oscar Broneer for information about the lamps from the Potters'
Quarter,and to Gladys Davidson Weinberg for allowing me to read in manuscript the chapter
on terracottas in her volume on the miscellaneous finds of Corinth (now published as Corinth,
XII). My indebtedness to others will appear in the text. The photographs of the figurines are
nearly all the work of H. Wagner, except for a few by N. Charissiadesand Cedric G. Boulter;
the lamps and loomweights were mostly photographedby Charissiades,with a few by Wagner,
the other miscellaneous objects mostly by Wagner. I am grateful also to M. Alison Frantz for
making new copies of many of the figurine photographs,and to Homer A. Thompsonfor putting
the facilities of the Agora at her disposal for this purpose. The drawingsof Figures 4 and 7, most
of Figure 3 and part of Figure 5 are by MarianWelker, Figure 6 and part of Figure 5 by Winifred McCulloch,Plate 49 by Piet De Jong, Figure 2 and Plate 60 by Joseph M. Shelley, Figure 8
and parts of Figures 3 and 5 by Richard Stillwell, Figure 1 and Plates 48 and 51 by the author.
To the plan of the excavation on Plate 60 have now been added indications to show the location
of the various deposits and areas in which the figurines, pottery and other objects were found.
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

AGNESN. STILLWELL
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THE POTTERS'QUARTER

CHAPTER

I

TERRACOTTA FIGURINES
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INTRODUCTION

That the Potters' Quarter of Corinthwas almost equally important as a Coroplasts' Quarter
is amply shown by the great nunmberof terracotta figurines found there. Over twenty-three
hundred were inventoried, and various uninventoried fragments make the total number more
than three thousand.1 These covered a period ranging from the first half of the 7th century to
about the third quarter of the 4th. There appeared to be only three terracottas which fell much
outside this period, a fragment of a Mycenaeanfigurine and fragments of two Roman heads, the
latter being surface finds. A large proportion of the figurines occurred in deposits, either in
shrines or in dumps of refuse from manufacture. Beside figurines, these deposits included vases,
lamps and other material. Through these other objects the terracottas from deposits can be
dated with fair accuracy, and in turn can be used for dating the figurinesfound outside deposits.
The chronological evidence thus obtained in the field of terracotta figurines and the determination of exactly which types of terracotta are of Corinthian origin are probably the chief
contributions which the Potters' Quarter can make to our knowledge and understanding of
Corinthianart in the archaic and early classical periods. Since so little Corinthianstone sculpture
has been preserved, or has been identified with certainty as Corinthian, and since the bronzes
of Corinth have not survived in sufficiently large numbers except for those of certain limited
periods, the terracotta figurines assume unusual importance. Hence this unbroken sequence
from the Potters' Quarter, illustrating the changes and trends of three and a half centuries, is
of particular value.
Not only is it clear that in the Potters' Quarter vases and figurines were made in the same
workshops, but there seems to be some evidence that they were painted by the same men, and
it is not impossible, furthermore,that the same men might actually have made both figurines
and vases. In the case of the pyxides with plastic heads it is highly unlikely that the heads and
the rest of the vase would not have been painted by the same man, even though the original
mould for the heads would presumably have been made by a special coroplast. Many of the
figurines of the late 6th century and the first half of the 5th century are very similar in their
decoration to vases of the Conventionalizing style,2 and there are several earlier figurines
decorated in an Orientalizing style which is very similar to that employed on vases. I, 10, for
example, has a rectangular panel containing a vertical snake much like that sometimes found
on the handles of oinochoai. I, 19, has the upright zigzags so commonly employed as a rim
decoration of skyphoi, while the careful diagonal zigzags of XXIII, 12, are like those frequently
seen on krater rims. The patterns of VIII, 29, XII, 1, and XXXII, 8, are all drawn from
1 In counting the uninventoried material, only bodies of
animals, feet of Korai, etc., were considered; a great mass of
legs of animals and small fragments of other figurine types

1*

must include a considerable number of figurines not represented in the total count.
2 Cf. I, 34, 40, 41, 43, IV, 8, and XXXVI, 8-10, 12-20.
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vases. Not only is the decoration of a figurine very often similar to that on a vase, but one
figurine, III, 7, is even constructed like a certain type of oinochoe handle. On the whole, it
seems almost certain that the same workmen painted both figurines and vases, and it is highly
probable that a potter may often have turned his hand to the making of figurines.
For the purposes of study, the terracottas from the Potters' Quarter, particularly the handmade figurines, since these are more difficult to date on the basis of style, were divided roughly
into three groups:
I. Early, comprising the 7th century and the first half of the 6th, and coinciding with the
Corinthian Orientalizing style. This group is illustrated mainly by the figurines from Well I,3
from the Aryballos Deposit, and from a scattered "deposit" along the west edge of the hill
outside the part of the South Long Building which is opposite Stelai Shrine A. The latest
figurines of the group are those from the deposit in Trench J and those found scattered through
the rest of that trench.
II. Middle, belonging to the second half of the 6th century and the first half of the 5th, and,
therefore, in general showing decoration in the Conventionalizing style. This group revolves
around the Aphrodite Deposit and the deposit in Stelai Shrine A.
III. Late, including the second half of the 5th century and the 4th down to the end of the
Potters' Quarter in the third quarter of the century. It comprises the Circle Deposit, the
deposits in the Rectangular South Pit, the Circular South Shrine, the Shrine of the Double
Stele and the Terracotta Factory.
CLAY AND PAINT

Probably the most useful factor, aside from its occurrencein a dated deposit, in determining
the period of a figurine is the quality of the clay and paint. Some fairly safe rules may be laid
down,4 although occasionally one meets exceptions. The use of hard, light-colored clay, for
example, though in general characteristic of early figurines, is not infrequent in figurines of
a late period, and soft clay, in the same way, may be used in early figurines, though rarely.
Most of the criteria for the determination of date by the color and quality of clay and paint
were worked out from the handmadefigurines,but the many datable figurines in the mouldmade
groups corroboratedthe findings.
In the Proto-Corinthianfigurines from the Potters' Quarterthe clay is very fine in texture
and fired to an extreme hardness. The colors most often found are a pale yellow or yellowish
green, with gray less often seen. A few of the figurines are unpainted; where painted decoration
is employed, only one color is found on each figurine.5The most usual color is black, occasionally
fired to a brownish black; on two relief fragments a thin red is used. The paint is shiny rather
than matt.
In Corinthian figurines of the late 7th century and the first half of the 6th, the clay is also
almost invariably finely sifted, compact in grain and fired very hard, though only occasionally
as hard as the Proto-Corinthian clay.6 In color it is usually light, either clear, pale yellow,

3For a list of the deposits mentioned here, with the
figurines, lamps, etc., found in them, see below pp. 21-24.
See also Plate 60.
4 The following remarks concerning clay and paint will be
found to be largely corroborated by the observations of
Jenkins (Perachora,pp. 192f.). Slightly differing conclusions
were reached on a few points, and the greater amount of the

material from the Potters' Quarter seemed to warrant an
independent study of the fabric.
6 At Perachora also figurines dating before the last quarter
of the 7th century tend to be decorated in only one color, although there are two exceptions (ibid., p. 200, nos. 16 and 18).
6 One might differ somewhat from Jenkins' remarks (ibid.,
p. 192) on the subject of "'Proto-Corinthian'and 'Corinthian'
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greenish yellow, grayish yellow, pale green, yellowish buff or pinkish buff. Many of these
variations of color are doubtless the result of differing conditions in the kiln, and do not necessarily indicate that as many different varieties of clay were employed. The colors of the paint
used in Corinthian figurines of the period before the middle of the 6th century are a warm
brownish black, purple, a pure, rather dark red and, very rarely, white. With the exception
of the white, these form a hard surface which cannot be perceptibly worn off by friction, but
may chip under a blow. This would not, of course, be true where a thin wash of color is used
but even then the color is quite stable. The black paint is usually quite lustrous;7 the red is
usually somewhat lustrous, but sometimes matt.8 Most of the variations to be observed in the
black and red paints, like those in the clay, are probably caused by a difference in firing. The
black paint is particularly liable to such changes, and ranges from a dark brownish black to a
brown which has a warm orange tinge. Even on the same figurine inequality of firing may cause
wide variation of color. In general, it seems to be the case that the black paint is more nearly
black, or sometimes even slightly grayish, on figurines or vases where the clay is fired green or
gray, and that the warmer brown or orange shades appear on buff or pinkish clay. The red
paint is much less subject to variation of color, although it is sometimes of an orange-red or
purplish red shade. It is often used as a wash so dilute that its lustrous quality is lost. Even
when diluted, it does not seem to be very fugitive.9 The red paint is usually applied directly
to the clay without the black undercoat which is more often found later. The purple, although
also very hard, has a matt surface which is rough to the touch. It varies in color from a beautiful
royal purple to a dull brownish purple. The particularcombination of shiny orange-brownpaint
and either shiny red paint or purplish red matt paint, which appears on several figurines from
Well I and on a number of others which are similar in style, may be taken to be invariably a
mark of early date. In the majority of cases the brown is used on the hair and the red on the
garment. The white paint, which is of extremely rare occurrence,is thin and tends to be quite
fugitive. In a figure of a bull, XXIX, 1, which is perhaps one of the earliest figurines from the
Potters' Quarter, the head is decorated with a thin, chalky white paint not unlike the white
slip in use at a much later period. Although it is not certain, a very dilute white paint seems to
have been employed as a backgroundfor a decorative band on the dress of VIII, 37, a figurine
of the second quarter of the 6th century. A similar white paint, applied over black, was used
in a single thin stripe on the back of VIII, 32; this figurine,however, though of early 6th century
style, is perhaps actually of much later date. A white slip is very rarely found on figurines of the
Early and Middle periods.10The greater purity and finer color of Corinthianclay, as compared
pink." Study of the Potters' Quarterfigurines has tended to
show that the figurines of the late 7th and early 6th centuries
which are pinkish or buff in color are usually made from clay
of quite as good quality as that of the Proto-Corinthianfigurines. Even if the clay in the majority of early Corinthian
terracottas is not fired to the extreme hardness of ProtoCorinthian figurines, only occasionally can it be said to be
"ill-fired, soft and friable." These adjectives are more applicable to figurines of the 5th and 4th centuries.
7 See also ibid., p. 193.
8 Among the early figurines, I, 28 and;33, are the only ones
on which we find the powdery matt paint which is so common
in later periods. Neither of these figures is from a datable context, although No. 33 at least certainly seems to be of early
style.
9 Jenkins (ibid., p. 193) states that the red lustrous paint
is not found after the 7th century, but is replaced by a matt

paint "often only thinly applied and hardly ever enduring."
Among the 6th century figurines from the Potters' Quarter
there are several instances of the use of a fairly lustrous red
paint, e.g., VIII, 24. The soft, powdery matt red paint so
common after the middle of the 6th century seems to me to be
quite different, and I am inclined to think that the thin red
paint of the first half of the 6th century is a diluted form of
the hard, lustrous red rather than the matt, always keeping
in mind, of course, that all are the same basic pigment,
differently treated.
10See also ibid., p. 192. A slip is used on one figurine, VIII,
56, which is of late 6th century style, but this is related to the
Kore types and may equally well be of later date. A trace of
white slip on XXI, 6, is so small that it may perhaps be
regarded as accidental. A white slip is used on XXXVI, 5, a
shield from Stelai Shrine A, which is datable in the late 6th
century.
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with clays found elsewhere in Greece, make the use of the white slip unnecessary. The inferior
firing of the clay in late 5th and 4th century figurinesresults in an increaseduse of the white slip.
When we reach the Middle Group, that is, figurines of the second half of the 6th century and
the first half of the 5th, the clay is not as helpful a factor in dating as it was in the Early Group.
It has a tendency to be softer, but this softness is even more characteristic of the Late Group.
On the other hand, many of the figurines of the Middle Groupare made of quite as good clay as
the earlier ones. A soft, powdery, very finely sifted brown,brownish buff or reddish buff"1 clay
first makes its appearancein this group. The color and quality of the paint are more distinctive
in this period than those of the clay. In general, its surface is matt, and its tendency under
friction is to rub off rather than to chip. This is invariably true of the red paint, which tends
to be powdery, but there are instances where the black paint is as hard and shiny as in the
Early Group. The colors vary to a certain extent, but those most frequently found are a rather
brownishred, a dilute, streaky brownishblack and a purplewhich is also usually rather brownish.
Yellow,12of a deep ochre shade, appears for the first time, but is rarely used. A thick white
paint, applied over other paint, appears on one figurine, I, 35, of the Middle Group, and on an
undated fragment, XXXII, 18. Red or purple paint is sometimes applied over a preliminary
coat of black, a method of application only occasionally found in the Early Group and rarely,
if ever, in the Late Group.
In figurines of the Late Group,i. e., of the second half of the 5th century and the 4th century,
the clay and paint show very few distinguishingcharacteristics.The clay may be quite hard and
of good quality, but much of it is soft and easily worn away by friction. Its color is almost
always rather muddy, various shades of brown and red are very frequently found, and we
seldom see the clear yellow or buff of earlier periods. In the Late Group, and particularly in
the handmade animal figurines of 4th century date, a white slip is often employed, sometimes
alone and sometimes as a foundation for other colors. This slip is usually rather chalky; occasionally it is of a hard variety with a smooth surface. The paint in this period is sometimes
of excellent quality, but more often dilute and lusterless. The number of available pigments is
greater, but in the great majority of handmade figurines only one or two colors are employed,
usually a dull, thin black and a dull purplish or brownishred. Purple is much more infrequently
found than in the Early Group. Yellow is occasionally used, particularly on animal figurines.
Blue, in a matt paint, appears for the first time. A sky blue, either light or more intense, occurs
on several figurines which are datable in the late 5th century and occasionally on 4th century
figurines. A bluish gray occurs on a fragmentary female figurine, XVII, 5, of the late 5th century, and a shade which is similar, but bluer, on a 4th century male figure, XVIII, 9. The
earliest instances of the use of pink are on figurines from the late 5th century deposit in the
CircularSouth Shrine. Two other colors, both in matt paint, which do not seem to occur before
the first half of the 4th century, are a brilliant crimson red and a maroon red. The crimson is
used very occasionally,13and the maroon is found on only one figurine, XVIII, 10.
Several lumps of actual pigment14were found in the Potters' Quarter. The pigment most
commonly found and in the largest lumps was red ochre or ferric oxide. This varies considerably
11 This is probably the same as the "'Corinthian' pink"
referred to by Jenkins (ibid., p. 192).
12 At Perachora yellow is also rarely used, but it
does
occur on several 7th century figurines (ibid., p. 193).
'3 See XII, 17, and XVIII, 9 and 11.
14 For my information about the chemical nature of the
pigments I am indebted to Miss Marie Farnsworth, who has

kindly analyzed for me various samples of the red and pink
pigments. The blue and yellow pigments from the Potters'
Quarter are undoubtedly the same as those found in the
South Stoa at Corinth,samples of which she has also analyzed
(Journal of Chemical Education, XXVIII, February, 1951,
pp. 72-76),
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in color according to whether it is pure or has an admixture of other materials, such as silica.
Several lumps of a purplish red pigment (KM154) were found in the court of the Terracotta
Factory, others (KM156) in the East Deposit, east of the factory, and still others (KM155)
in this general area. One small lump (KM151) from the same area, which was a clear, light red
in color, turned out to be quite pure red ochre, and is probably the same pigment used for the
brilliant red occasionally found on 4th century figurines. A small lump (KM157) from south
of the Terracotta Factory seemed to be a mixture of red and yellow ochre. Two small lumps
of pink pigment were also found to be red ochre, but diluted with calcium carbonate. Of these
KM152 had a slightly orange tint, while KM153 was slightly purplish. These were found fairly
close together toward the southern end of the excavation. Small lumps of yellow ochre were
also found in various places, and a few bits of blue frit. One of the latter (KM159) came from
the same area as the pink pigment, and another (KM158) was found in the area south of the
Terracotta Factory. The various blues, sky blue, blue-gray, etc., found on the figurines are
probably the blue frit, either in a pure form or with a slight admixture of other materials. In
most cases the date of the lumps of pigment is not certain. The examples of red ochre from the
East Deposit may be dated in the first quarter of the 6th century, while those from the court
of the Terracotta Factory belong to the third quarter of the 4th century. The blue and pink
pigments are also probably of late date, since neither is used on figurines until the late 5th
century.

SIGNIFICANCE OF TYPES

In the figurines from the Potters' Quarter a very wide range of types is represented; how
wide may be seen in a glance at the headings of the various classes into which the catalogued
material was divided for convenience in handling (pp. 25-243). The mouldmadegroupsinclude,
not only all the Corinthian stock types which have long been well known in Corinth and elsewhere, but a great number of figurines, of both early and later periods, which reveal considerable
individuality, including many which are not paralleled elsewhere. The handmade figurines
comprise many human and animal types, sometimes perfunctorily executed, sometimes
fashioned and decorated with the greatest care. Most of the figurines manufactured in other
centers are limited to representations of human or animal subjects, but in the Potters' Quarter
there is a great wealth of other material, such as models of boats, carts, furniture, tools, etc.
Most of these are without parallels elsewhere, even in Corinth itself; they seem to have been
made for the workman's own amusement or to exercise his ingenuity, rather than as objects
for sale.
The significance of the figurines and the reasons for making certain types rather than others
are not always clear. The strong preponderance of female types is noteworthy, since they
outnumber the male figures two to one.15It might be supposed that they were intended for
dedication in the shrines of female deities. They include two Athena types, possibly more, and
several Artemis types, but the greater number of those identifiable by attributes are what are
usually classified as Aphrodite types. Most of these are in the standing and seated Kore groups
and might equally well represent votaries of Aphrodite, if indeed one can attribute any significance at all to the attributes. Among the male figures there is one Hephaistos type. It seems
15 If, however, one should consider that the handmade
horse and rider should be classed among the male types

rather than among the animals, then the female and male
subjects are more nearly equal in number.
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doubtful, however, whether the identification of a figurine, even where it is reasonably certain,
has much significance. A survey of the general mass of figurines dedicated in the shrines of the
Potters' Quartermakes it appear unlikely that the purchaseror dedicator paid much attention
to the subject matter of the figurine.16In the Circular South Shrine, for example, we find
standing and seated Korai with doves, Artemis figures, reclining male figures, seated boys and
standing youths, and yet the shrine had only one stele, hence probably only one deity to whom
offerings were made. The great popularity of animal figures as offerings in shrines seems also to
indicate a lack of regard for the significance of the objects dedicated. Certainly they cannot be
regarded as substitutes for sacrificial animals, since the bull and the goat are very rarely
represented, and the sheep is less frequently found than the horse and the dog, which were only
occasionally regarded as suitable animals for sacrifice. The horse is by far the most common
animal type, but such deities as are usually associated with the horse, like Poseidon and
Demeter,17are not otherwise known to be connected with the Potters' Quarter. The dog, of
course, might suggest that Artemis was one of the deities worshipped,18and several Artemis
types are represented among the terracottas. Korai with doves and bows, and horse and rider
figures were found at both the Argive Heraion and Perachora, and horses and riders and Korai
with doves at Tiryns, where one would expect to find only representations of Hera, if the
dedicators paid strict attention to the appropriatenessof their offerings. At the sanctuary of
Demeter Malophorosin Selinos many female figurineswith doves were found; either the significance of the type was ignored by the dedicators or else the dove does not, as is so often assumed,
identify a female type as Aphrodite. On the Acropolis at Athens, where many of the figurines,
from the area in which they occurred, should be dedications to Athena, there were found, in
addition to definite Athena types, many female types carrying flowers, fruit, birds and animals. The range of types at the temple of Athena Kranaia at Elateia and at the Kabeireion
was very wide, and many other instances might be adduced where shrinescontained a number
of figurine types which had no special appropriatenessto the divinity of the shrine or appeared
to be definitely inappropriate. Possibly one might say in general that female types tend to be
dedicated to female divinities, although many of the types may not have a specific connection
with the divinity to which they were offered, and that male types tend to be more numerous
in the shrines of male deities; note, for example, the overwhelmingpreponderanceof female
types on the Acropolis and the unusual number of male types at the Kabeireion.
The underlying causes of the popularity of one figurine type or another are usually obscure;
probably after the late 6th century, when we see the beginning of a mass productionof figurines
which could be made from a single mould, ease of manufactureis a strong factor. Attractiveness
and "eye appeal" might be a reason for the popularity of some types, such as the Korai, but
would hardly explain the seated boy. In the case of the many handmade animals dedicated it
is again probably ease of manufacture and hence cheapness, perhaps together with a certain
feeling for their charm, which determinedtheir selection rather than the thought of any possible
significance. Probably the only conclusion one can safely draw is that, although the mouldmade
types which were popular as religious offerings had their ultimate origin in representations of
deities or of votaries making appropriateofferings, in representations of the heroized dead, or in
16

Comparealso Rouse, GreekVotiveOfferings,pp. 391f.
Cf. Farnell, Cults of theGreekStates, III, pp. 50-62, and
IV, pp. 14-25.
18 The dog, however, seems to have been merely a hunting
17

companion of Artemis and never to have been sacrificed to
her, although such sacrifices were made to Hekate (ibid., II,
pp. 507f.).
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imitations of perhaps not fully understood imported types (e. g., the seated boy and the horse
and rider relief), they soon lost their specific significance and were repeated by the coroplasts
and dedicated by the worshipperswith little or no thought of the identity or even always of the
sex of the deity honored. The priests were interested in the complications of theogony and
differentiations of deities, but the artisans and the ordinary worshipperswere not. An analogy
may be drawn from the eikon or holy picture which one often sees kissed with a devoutness
undiminished by the fact that the worshipper often knows nothing about the saint but his
name and sometimes, one suspects, not even that.
The representations of inanimate objects do not, in general, seem to have much religious
significance. Indeed, most of them, with the exception of the mirrors, shields, astragaloi and
decorative disks, were not found in shrines. The shields and disks probably have some cult
meaning; the mirrors might seem to suggest Aphrodite, though the mirror does not appear to
have been a specific attribute of hers; the astragaloi seem to have had various uses of a more or
less religious nature,19e. g., as amulets, as a means of divination, as offerings by children at
adolescence, and perhaps as attributes of Aphrodite.

CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES

An analysis of the distribution of the various figurine types throughout the period covered by
the Potters' Quarter leads one to certain general conclusions. The period which included the
7th century and the first quarter of the 6th was preeminently the era of the mouldmade, or
partly mouldmade, female figurine considered as a more or less individual work of art. During
the 7th century these figurines are usually in a standing position; in the 6th century theymllay
be either seated or standing, perhaps somewhat more often seated. The bodies are generally
handmade until about the end of the third quarter of the 7th century, when they begin to be
supplanted by a composite type in which mouldmade, handmade and wheelmade elements are
combined in a way which frequently indicates a considerable expenditure of time and labor.20
This is the normal type until about the second quarter of the 6th century. The modellingof the
faces in the figurines of this type usually reveals a considerableamount of skill, indeed often a
sensitiveness and delicacy which would have made them masterpiecesif they had been executed
in stone. In this period a large number of the female types are heads broken from pyxides, but
these too show the same refinement of contour and subtlety of modelling. After the first quarter
of the 6th century we begin to find side by side with the composite type with wheelmade lower
body a simpler type with an entirely handmade body, and this type continues to be made down
to the end of the archaic period. Most of the examples are seated figures with broad, flat,
slab-like bodies. The change of technique seems to be due to an increasing disinclination on the
part of the coroplaststo put much time and effort into the making of figurines,again presumably
the result of a willingness on the part of the public to accept cheaper and more quickly made
terracottas. Some figurines of better quality, however, must have been occasionally produced
at the end of the archaic period. Heads as finely modelled as those of VIII, 55, and XIII, 7, must
surely have been provided wiith bodies of better quality than the slab-like ones common in
the 6th century.
For the second half of the 6th century we have very few datable figurines. The deposit in
19Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquites
grecqueset romaines,s.v. talus.

20

See also Perachora, pp. 194f.
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Trench J is probably to be dated about the middle of the century, as well as most of the material
found in the same area. This comprised both handmade figurines and composite figurines, some
with handmade and wheelmade bodies, some with entirely handrnadebodies. Part, at least, of
the Aphrodite Deposit and perhaps the deposit in Stelai Shrine A are probably to be assigned to
the end of the 6th century. In each of these deposits was found a composite female figurine with
entirely handmade body, illustrating nearly the last stage of this long-lived type. As far as we
can learn from the scanty material available, the second half of the 6th century seems to be
a period of transition in terracottas as it is also in pottery. The composite figurine has deteriorated in quality and diminished in numbers to the point where it has practically died out, and
the "stock types" have hardly begun. During this period of transition in the field of mouldmade
terracottas the handmade figurine for a brief period comes into its own. It has, of course, a very
long tradition behind it, but it now begins to be made in ever increasing numbers. In the late
6th century handmade figures outnumber mouldmade ones, and are also superiorto the handmade figurines of either earlier or later periods. The fact that the handmade female figures, and
the animals as well, at this time are not only better shaped than either the earlier or later ones,
but are usually far more carefully finished and decorated, must show that considerable time
and effort could be expended on them and a profit could still be made. With the deterioration
of the composite mouldmadefigurine and the beginning of the rather stereotyped figures which
were made in a single mould, it may well be that purchaserswho desired a certain amount of
individuality in their figurines turned to the handmade terracottas. It may have been this
increased demand which stimulated the coroplasts to produce handmade figurines which were
carefully modelled in spite of their small size, and which were finished, by the use of painted
designs and applied details, with considerable originality. One of the chief reasons for the
greater use of painted decoration in this period is probably the change, at about the middle of
the 6th century, from the Orientalizing animal style in Corinthian vase painting to the Conventionalizing style with its wealth of abstract patterns which were far better suited for the
decoration of the small, irregular surfaces of a figurine than were the animal zones of earlier
periods. It is probably the late 6th century which sees the beginning of the mass production of
figurines which could be made from a single mould, with the back left flat, and which needed
little or no re-working, notably the standing and seated Korai and the reclining male figures.
This technique had, of course, been employed to some extent in the 7th century for standing
female figures, but now begins to be used more extensively and in a wider range of types and
poses. This trend toward the wholesale production of terracottas seems to have made it no
longer profitable to produce figurines which were a combination of handwork, moulding and
the use of the wheel.21The very popular standing and seated Korai, though mainly datable in
the 5th and 4th centuries, certainly reflect the style of the late 6th century and the general
types very probably originated in that period. Oneexample, XIV, 1, of the male recliningfigure,
seems to be of late 6th century date, althoughthe otherdatable examples of the type arelater. Both
this type and the standing Kore probablyimitate bronzetypes of the late 6th-century. Protomai
of the characteristic Corinthiantype probably also originated in the late 6th century, although
again the datable examples are later. The same may also be true of the sphinx, cock and running
Gorgon reliefs.
The trends of the first half of the 5th century are richly illustrated by the figurines from the
21 A similar trend away from individualism and toward
standardization seems to be discernible in Boeotian terra-

cottas after the middle of the 6th century (Grace, Archaic
Sculpturein Boeotia, p. 41).
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Aphrodite Deposit and the deposit in Stelai Shrine A. These comprise a wealth of types, including handmade figurines, stock mouldmadetypes, and a few handmadefigurineswith mouldmade heads. The earliest examples of the standing and seated Korai, the standing youth, the
sphinx, cock and snake reliefs, all occur in these deposits and most of these types probably
originated in this period, although some of the Kore mould-types22may go back to the end of
the preceding century, and possibly some of the others as well. With one probable exception,
the earliest reclining figures also come from these deposits. As we might expect, the finest
examples of the stock types come from these early 5th century deposits. Such figurines as the
standing Korai, X, 1 and 2, particularly the latter, and the reclining figure, XIV, 2, illustrate
the original high quality of these figurine types which later became so stereotyped. Curiously
enough, the finest terracottas from the first half of the 5th century are male; the best terracotta
wvehave from the early years of the century is a male head, XIII, 7. There are several fine heads
(cf. XVIII, 2 and 3) wvhichare probably to be dated around the second quarter of the century,
and the fine reclining type, XIV, 2, seems to be of the same date. The type of the standing
youth may have originated at the same period.
We have also much evidence, chiefly from the deposit in the CircularSouth Shrine, concerning
the figurine types being produced in the latter part of the 5th century. The mouldmade stock
types seem to have been extremely popular at this time. All the datable standing youths except
one belong to this period.By far the greatest number of the mould-types of the reclining figure,
the seated boy and the sphinx relief, and many of the mould-types of the standing and seated
Korai and female protomai, seem to have originated at this time. Many of them, notably the
female types, still reflect the style of the late 6th century. In addition to the stock types we have
a number of more individual types, both male and female, often of fine style, e. g., XVII, 1, 2, 5
and 12, and XVIII, 1-3. It might be supposed that with the great popularity of the mouldmade
types and their increasing variety handmade terracottas might have begun to disappear. In
actuality most of the handmade types hold their own, and several show a distinct increase in
popularity. The male types, however, never numerous at any time, do become even less common.
The handmade female figurine shows a fairly even distribution over later periods. The most
striking advance comes in the numbers of animal figurines. The horse and rider figures, of which
about twice as many were found in the late 6th and early 5th centuries as in the late 7th and
early 6th century period, are again doubled in number in the late 5th and 4th centuries. The
figures of doves are also more numerous, becoming increasingly so in the 4th century. The
5th century, then, is characterizedby a) the development of the stock mouldmade types, with
more male mould-types originating in this periodthan in any other; b) the comparativelysmall
number of individual mouldmade figurines; c) the continuation of most of the handmade types,
with a distinct increase in the popularity of animal figurines.
To illustrate the trends of the 4th century we have again a wealth of material from the Shrine
of the Double Stele and the Terracotta Factory. These deposits bring us down to about the
third quarter of the century. Handmade female figures continue to be made; the handmade
male figure nearly disappears. The popularity of the handmade animal figurine continues. The
horse and rider type occurs in considerable numbers in the latest TerracottaFactory deposits.
The doves, mouldmade as well as handmade, are more popular than they have been before.
Probably all the handmade mules belong to this period. The mouldmade stock types, such as
the standing Kore, the reclining figure, etc., remain as popular as ever, although of these fewer
22

By "mould-type" I mean a single mould and all the identical figurines which might be made from it.
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new male mould-types than female originate in this period. In addition to the stock types which
have remained popular since the late 6th and early 5th centuries, a great many new mouldmade
types of more individual characteroriginate in the 4th century, the great majority of them being
female. Toward the end of this period one sees an increased interest in comic types, especially
those drawn from the theater.
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One of the most interesting results of a study of the Potters' Quarterfigurinesis the light shed
on the handmade figurines, hitherto so little considered beside the mouldmade types. In the
Potters' Quarterover 700 more handmade figurines than mouldmade were found. Of particular
significance is the fact that they occur along with mouldmade types in all periods. There is
certainly no longer any justification in assuming,as has so often been done in the past and even in
the comparatively recent past, that a figurine is primitive or even necessarily very early merely
because it is handmade. In fact, in the Potters' Quarterthe proportion of handmade figurinesis
just as large in the later 4th century deposits in the Terracotta Factory as at any previous
period. In antiquity the handmadefigurinesobviously had a certain value. Onesmall figure, I, 16,
bears an inscription, probablypart of the name of the owneror dedicator.Thereareseveralinstances in which a handmadefigurinewas repairedafter having become damaged. In one female figure
a break in the body was retouched with paint; in the case of several other female figurines, and
even two horses and a model of a couch, paint covering a broken surface must indicate an
attempt to put the two broken parts together again. The neatly painted patterns and the careful
attachment of such applied details as locks of hair, necklaces and poloi are evidences of the
effort expended on many of these figurines and the interest felt in them. One female figure is
only 0.022 m. in height, but is decorated with applied disks for eyes, applied locks of hair down
the back, and an applied band of hair encircling the head under an applied polos of an unusual
trefoil shape.
A study of the handmade figurines from the various datable deposits makes it clear that a
certain amount of development, or perhaps one should say change, can be traced. Although they
are naturally not as useful a means of dating as the mouldmade figurines of individual style
which reflect the artistic trends of their periods, the handmade figures are certainly more useful
on the whole than the stock mouldmade figures in which the same mould-types are often
repeated over a long period of time. The type of clay and paint used in the handmade figurines
and the types of painted patterns are helpful in dating them, and much may be learned from
such details as the shape of the face in the human figures and the shape of the mane and the
outline of the body in the horses.23The statement that the handmade figurines "are of no
artistic and very little chronological significance'"24seems to need modification, at least as
regards the second phrase; to attribute artistic value to them might perhaps betray an undue
weakness for their charm.
ORIGINOF FIGURINETYPES
CORINTHIAN

Perhaps the most important contribution of the Potters' Quarter figurines, aside from the
chronological evidence obtainable from them, is the fact that through them one may learn
23 For a more detailed discussion of the chronology of the
handmade figurines see the introductions to Classes I and
XXIII.

24

Jenkins, Dedalica, pp. 8f.
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exactly what figurine types are of Corinthian origin. Although one may trace various outside
influences from time to time, there are, with not more than three or four exceptions, no actual
imports and one may be fairly certain that, with these exceptions, any figurine found in the
Potters' Quarterwas manufacturedthere. Identical mould-types found elsewhereare practically
certain to be also Corinthian. Very frequently also figurines from other sites, although not
exactly paralleled in the Potters' Quarter, may be traced back to Corinth with a considerable
degree of probability through their stylistic connections with some of the Potters' Quarter
terracottas.
Apparently in the earlierperiods terracottas were rarely exported from one place to another.25
Corinthian figurines of the 7th century, with rare exceptions,26travelled no further than the
Corinthia and, of course, Perachora across the gulf. Although some terracottas were exported
from Corinth in the first half of the 6th century, such exports do not become really numerous
until the late 6th and 5th centuries, the period of the mass production of figurines which were
made from a single mould. Of these, the standing Kore type was by far the most widely
exported; these figurines have been found all over the Greek world, occurring at most of the
localities to which Corinthian Orientalizingpottery had been carried in the late 7th and early
6th centuries. Other less important types, such as the seated Kore, the female protome, the
sphinx and cock reliefs, etc., were also exported, though in lesser numbers and over a more
limited area. Strangely enough, the reclining male figures, of which so many were found in the
Potters' Quarter, were hardly ever exported. The fact that the purely Corinthianmould-types
of the reclining figure, fine as many of them are, were in so little demand outside Corinthshows,
surely, that local reclining types were already popular in the localities which habitually imported Corinthianfigurines of other types. The same seems to be true also of the seated boy and
the horse and rider relief. Although these latter types are found at many sites and are often not
unlike the Potters' Quarterexamples, they seem never to be of Corinthianmanufacture.
Not only figurines were exported from the Potters' Quarter,but occasionally an actual mould
seems to have been sold. A mould for a decorative disk was found in the cave deposit at Pitsa
and another in the Agorain Athens; presumablya disk made from such a mould would have been
much too fragile to withstand transportation. A mould, found at Olynthos,27for a decorative
disk is possibly Corinthian,although the descriptionof the clay makes it seem unlikely. A mould
for a 4th century female head, found near Thermon,28is described as being of "fine white-green
clay" and so may be of Corinthian provenance, although it is probably a little later than the
latest Potters' Quarter figurines; its style seems to be related to that of late 4th century
Corinthianfigurines.
Another important way in which Corinthianfigurinetypes were disseminatedwas the copying
by local coroplasts of figurines imported from Corinth. This was not a matter of imitating the
style of the imported figurine, as was also widely done, but of making a mould from the figurine
and using this to produce other figurines. This procedureis certain in all cases where a figurine
is identical with a Potters' Quarter mould or mould-type, but is not of Corinthian clay. The
practice seems to have been very commonly followed in Aetolia, where a number of figurines
have been found which are identical with Corinthianmould-types, but are describedas being of
red clay.29At Tiryns30copies in local clay of figurines of the seated and standing Kore types
26

Cf. ibid., pp. 38f
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Cf. B. M. Cat. Terracottas, B 49, pl. V.

27

Olynthus,VII, pl. 45.

, VI, 1920-21, p. 97, fig. 31.
)Apx.
Cf. 'ApZ. AeXr., VI, 1920-21, pp. 69f., fig. 4 (right) and
fig. 5 (second from left), and p. 79, fig. 11, 2; probably also
28
29
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were found, as well as imported Corinthianfigurines of the same mould-types. Three standing
Korai from Troizen31which seem to be of the same mould-types as Korai from the Potters'
Quarterare said to be local imitations. Two moulds from Olynthos,32in addition to the decorative disk mentioned above, if not actual Corinthianimports, certainly look as if they had been
made from Corinthianmodels. A mould from the north slope of the Acropolis,33presumably of
Attic clay, since the color of the clay is not mentioned, nevertheless looks more Corinthianthan
Attic in style. It is not unlike heads from the Potters' Quarter.34The hair appearsto be arranged
in scallops, with ridges running back at right angles to the edge of the hair, the normal Corinthian method of modelling the hair in the archaic period. This arrangement occurs on Attic
figurines, but is far less common than the "layered"hair, in which the hair is arrangedin narrow,
wavy, parallel, horizontal bands, with each successive band appearing to overlap the one below
it, or the snailshell hair, in which the hair is arranged either in a single row of large curls or in
several narrow horizontal rows of tiny curls. The long face, the broad, heavy chin, the large
mouth and the indication of eyelids all tend to differentiate the head from most Attic terracotta
heads. It seenis not unlikely that this mould was taken from a Corinthianfigurine.
In cases where figurines of similar types are found at different sites, it is sometimes difficult
to determine the direction in which the influence was carried. In general, it seems to have been
the standing Kore, the original idea of which may have come from East Greece,35which had the
widest influence of any of the Corinthiantypes. Other Kore types, most of them modelled more
or less in the round, were prevalent at many sites, notably in East Greece and Sicily. The flatbacked Kore figure, as defined on page 84, of which examples have been found all over the Greek
world, in local clay as well as in Corinthian, seems to be definitely of Corinthian origin. The
Corinthianseated Kore, always recognizable by the form of the chair, had also some influence
outside Corinth, though this was far more limited in amount and in range. To an even less
degree this is true of the female protome which, in the form in which it most frequently occurs
in the Potters' Quarter, is undoubtedly a Corinthian innovation. The case seems to be quite
different with the reclining male figure. Although these have been found in large numbers at
Corinth, they seem, with two apparent exceptions, not to have been exported. They do not
appear to have influenced the reclining types in other places nor, on the other hand, to have
been much influenced by similar types elsewhere. It seems probable that the reclining type
originated in the East and thereafter followed an independent course of development at a
number of centers. The only figurines of this type which appear to have been exported are two
from the Kabeireion which are of the same mould-type as our XIV, 2; these are almost certainly of Corinthianclay. The same independent development in a number of different centers,
after an initial impulse from further east, seems to be the case also with the seated boy type.
The standing youth type, on the other hand, which was comparatively short-lived, probably
originated in Greece. It was far more popular in Boeotia than elsewhere, although it is unlikely
to have originated there. A less common type of seated boy, that wearing the pilos and wrapped
in a chlamys, may be of Boeotian origin. In the mouldmade figurines which are not stock types,
especially those of post-archaic date, one can occasionally detect influences in one direction or
another, but these are better discussed in the catalogue under individual figurines.
Poulsen and Rhomaios, Erste vorlaiufigerBericht iuberdie
dinisch-griechischenAusgrabungenvon Kalydon, figs. 60 and
66, although the clay is not described.
30 Tiryns, I, pp. 87f., pls. I, 8, and VIII, 1, 2 and 8.
31 Welter, Troizenund Kalaureia, p. 22, pl. 9b, 8-10.
32 Olynthus,IV, pl. 59, nos. 419 and 420. As I have not seen

these, I am unable to say whether the clay could be Corinthian.
33 Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 187, fig. 25.
34 Cf. VIII, 34, and Corinth,XV, part 1, pl. 30, no. 12.
35 See B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32, p. 39.
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The relationship between the Argive and Corinthian terracotta industries may be traced
from the 6th century on. The influence of Corinth on the Argive terracottas seems to be considerably stronger than that in the opposite direction.36Certaindetails of applied decoration on
Corinthian figurines, however, are probably of Argive origin, e. g., the row of applied disks
round the edge of the polos in I, 37, and VIII, 41, the single disk at the front of the polos in
I, 36, and VIII, 32, the twisted collar of I, 28, possibly the construction of the chair in VIII,
24, these figurines all probably of 6th century date, and perhaps the applied upper garment of
I, 43, from the late 5th century. An uninventoried fragment of a female figure had a broad, flat
strip of clay applied across the breast in the manner of numerous Argive terracottas. The flat
body, with "wings" at the sides, of XVII, 16, which is probably of late 5th century date, seems
to echo a certain Argive figurine type. The horsemen with applied shields perhaps reflect the
influence of the Argive type of rider in which the shield is more often present than omitted.
Only two such riders were found in the Potters' Quarter (cf. XXIII, 14), but similar figurines
of Corinthian clay have been found elsewhere in Corinth.37A rider, KT17-3, and a fragment
of another, which have applied helmets, may also imitate the Argive riderswhich normally wear
the helmet.
Corinthian imports into Boeotia begin by the end of the 8th century and are particularly
numerous in the late 7th and early 6th centuries;38Corinthianvases have also been found in
Lokris,39a region which must be included in any discussion of Boeotian figurines. For Corinthian
influence on Boeotian art from the middle of the 7th century to about the middle of the 6th
there is much evidence.40Grace41has suggested that the middle of the 6th century marks a
return to a purer Boeotian tradition in figurine style, now influenced by island art rather than
Corinthian.The importation of Corinthianvases into Boeotia continues, however, in the second
half of the century;42the extreme scarcity of datable figurines of the late 6th century from
Corinth makes impossible a comparative study of Boeotian and Corinthian figurines in that
period. Even in the 5th century the exportation of Corinthian pottery to Boeotia does not
entirely cease. Miniaturevases of Corinthianmanufacture are found at Boeotian sites throughout the 5th century.43Examples of a group of vases, commonly called Boeotian, but almost
certainly Corinthian,44are said to have been found at Tanagra.45The clay of these vases looks
definitely Corinthian. Two other vases in Athens which are of the same style and similar clay
are said to have been found at Corinth;46others have been found in the main excavations of
Corinth and in the Potters' Quarter. One of the latter came from near Stelai Shrine A and is

36 For Corinthian influence on the Argive industry, see
B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32, pp. 32-40; Perachora, pp. 241f.;
Tiryns, I, pp. 54f. and 86f.
3 Corinth,XII, nos. 24 and 25.
38 Cf. Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 185; Ure, Aryballoi and
Figurines from Rhitsona, pp. 19-46.
39 Cf. Payne, loc.cit.; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 375f.
40 Cf. Grace, Archaic Sculpturein Boeotia, pp. 7f., 15, 26,
29-40; Ure, op. cit., p. 54; B.S.A., XIV, 1907-08, pp. 313316; Mon. Piot, I, pp. 33f.; Knoblauch, Studien zur archaisch-griechischenTonbildnerei,pp. 190 and 192f.
41 op. cit., pp. 40-48.
42 Cf. B.S.A., XIV, 1907-08, pls. IX, e and 1, and XI, e
(and probably other Corinthianvases in this series of graves,
although it is not clear in all cases whether they are imports

or imitations); J.H.S., XXIX, 1909, p. 312, fig. 2, nos. 8 and
9, and p. 319, fig. 7, no. 9; Ure, 6th and 5th Century Pottery
from Rhitsona, pl. VIII, 130.28 and 126.87; Payne, op. cit.,
nos. 1505 and 1520.
43 Cf. Ure, op. cit., p. 23; -Api. QXr., III, 1917, p. 236,fig.
170, nos. 2, 5, 9; Wolters and Bruns, Das Kabirenheiligtum
bei Theben,I, pls. 19, 2, and 20, 1 and 2; examples from the
Thespian polyandrion.
44 See also Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 312.
45 B. M. Cat. Vases, III, pl. XXI; Ath. Mitt., XXVI, 1901,
p. 146, no. 4, or perhaps no. 3 (see p. 143).
46 Collignon and Couve, Catalogue des vases peints du
Musee National d'Athenes, pl. XXXIX, no. 1120; Ausonia,
IV, 1909, p. 217, fig. 51.
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perhaps thereforeto be dated in the first half of the 5th century. It seems to me very likely that
vases of this style influenced the painters of Boeotian R. F. vases in the second half of the
century.47Further comparisons of Corinthianpottery of the second half of the 6th and the 5th
century with various classes of Boeotian B. F. pottery48which normally are decorated with
floral or figure motives or a combination of both, but practicallyalways in silhouette, might show
that the style of these Boeotian vases was also derived to some extent from certain types of
Corinthianpottery with floral decoration and a silhouette figure style.
In the 5th century we also find many figurines of very similar style both in Corinth and at
various Boeotian and Lokrian sites. A considerable number of those from Boeotia are of
Corinthian clay, and there are undoubtedly many more which either have not been published
or have not been recognized as of Corinthian manufacture; I omit mention of those which I
have not actually seen. Among the Corinthian imports are included the following types:
standing and seated Korai,49reclining male figures50and cock reliefs.51Examples of other
types which I do not know certainly to be of Corinthian clay, but of which the same mouldtypes have occurred in both Boeotia and the Potters' Quarter, include female protomai52and
satyrs playing the double flutes.53Still other types which are found in both the Potters' Quarter
and Boeotia (or Lokris) are the standing youths,54seated nude boys,55seated boys with pilos
and chlamys,56 Kriophoroi57and sphinx reliefs.58One must mention also the male head from
the Potters' Quarter, XVIII, 2, which is perhaps of the same mould-type as two heads from
the Kabeireion and very closely related to a standing youth type found in Boeotia, and the
Hephaistos figurine, XVIII, 8, which is perhaps from the same mould as a figurine said to be
from Lokris. All the Corinthianfigurines from Boeotia will be seen to be of mould-types which
in the Potters' Quarter seem to be datable mainly in the third quarter of the 5th century,
sometimes, as in the case of the reclining figures and the cock reliefs, in the first half of the
century. In most of the other instances mentioned above where figurines of similar types have
been found in Corinth and Boeotia the Corinthian examples are again usually datable in the
third quarter of the 5th century. Evidence of date is lacking for most of the corresponding
Boeotian figurines, but what evidence there is points to the same period. A figurine from
Rhitsona59came from a grave which is probably to be dated ca. 440-430 B.C., and a similar
figurine seems to have been found in the Thespian polyandrion60.The type of the youth with
the cock does not seem to occur at Halai6l until after 450 B.C. Even handmade figurines were
occasionally imported from Corinth into Boeotia in the 5th century.62 Perhaps the most
47Cf. Ath. Mitt., LXV, 1940, pls. 4-28.
48

Cf. Jahrbuch, XLVIII, 1933, Arch. Anz., cols. 1-42,
figs. 27-37; J.H.S., XLVI, 1926, pp. 54-62; B.S.A., XLI,
1940-45, pp. 22-28; J.H.S., LV, 1935, pp. 79f.; Ure, op. cit.,
pls. XXII, 139.40, XXIII, XXIV (except the miniature
skyphoi), and XXV, 114b. 7-9, 11; Wolters and Bruns, op.
cit., pls. 60, 1, 2, 5, and 61, 1-3; A.J.A.,

LIII, 1949, pls.

XXXIV and XXXV, A. Most of these are datable in the
second half of the 5th century. The style of the earlier
Boeotian "Geometricizing"vases shows considerable similarity to that of the vases mentioned above. The "Geometricizing" vases were dated by Mrs. Ure "well before 550 B.C."
(J.H.S., XLIX, 1929, p. 165), but compare Beazley's dating
of Grave 50 at Rhitsona "shortly after the middle of the 6th
century" (Hesperia, XIII, 1944, p. 57). Such vases are illustrated in: J.H.S., XLIX, 1929, pp. 160-171; J.H.S., LV,
1935, pp. 227f.; Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung, III, fig. 169;
Ath. Mitt., LXIII-IV, 1938-39, pp. 107-110.
49 See under X, 8 and 19. Winter, Typen, I, p. 58, no. 3, is

obviously a Corinthian Kore type, though no figurines from
this mould were found in the Potters' Quarter. Ibid., p. 50,
no. 7, from the Kabeireion, is probably of the same mouldtype as XI, 2 (see p. 95).
50 See under XIV, 2.
51 Jacobsthal, Die melischen Reliefs, p. 90, nos. 6 and 7,
probably from the same moulds as XXII, 3 and 5.
52 See p. 98, an example from Eutresis.
53 See under XIX, 7.
54 See p. 113.
56 See p. 115.
56 See under XVIII, 6.
57
58

See under XVIII, 4.

See p. 159.
59 Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, pl. XX, 139.44.
60 Ibid., p. 74.
61 Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 386.
62 See under XXVII, 6 and 8.
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significant of the Corinthian figurines found in Boeotia are the two reclining figures from the
Kabeireion, which are made from the same mould as XIV, 2, and are almost certainly of
Corinthian clay. These have heads of a style which is commonly considered to be Boeotian;63
the treatment of the drapery, however, with its thin folds of nearly uniform width separated
by wide, flat areas, reminds one strongly of a female terracotta in Berlin,64said to have come
from Corinth. These reclining figures and the male head, XVIII, 2, are characterized by an
arrangementof the hair in which the locks at the sides and back are cut off just below the ears
and the front hair is usually gathered into a small knot over the forehead. This arrangementof
the hair seems not to be limited to Boeotia alone,65although it obviously had a great popularity
there.
Since in the field of terracottas any influence at least to the middle of the 6th century is in the
directionof Corinthto Boeotia, and Corinthcontinuedto export vases to Boeotia even longerthan
that, there seems to be no reason for assuming that in the 5th century the trend will be in the
opposite direction. Moreover,if it appears that Boeotian potters are still influenced by Corinthian wares in the 5th century, then there seems to be even more likelihood that Boeotian coroplasts will still be following the lead of Corinthiancoroplasts, instead of the reverse being true.
Since a number of figurines of Corinthianmanufacture have been found in Boeotia, chiefly in
the second half of the century, but also in the first half, it is more reasonable to assume that
the masses of locally manufacturedfigurines in the same style were inspired by Corinththan to
complicate matters by supposing that the Corinthianscopied Boeotian types and exported the
copies to Boeotia. There can be no possibility in the Potters' Quarter of the import of actual
figurines from Boeotia, at least figurines of the types under discussion; the Corinth examples
of these types are definitely of Corinthianclay. Since the reclining figures just mentioned are
earlier than the great bulk of Boeotian figurines of the same style, it seems probable that
Corinthiancoroplastsoriginated,in the second quarterof the 5th century, a style which achieved
an enormous popularity in Boeotia and was endlessly imitated throughout the rest of the
century.66 The Corinthian was not, of course, the only influence working on Boeotia in the
5th century, nor probably even the most important influence. Much Attic pottery has been
found there and the Boeotian potters freely imitated Attic wares. In the field of terracottas the
Boeotian female types of the 5th century seem to show Attic influence.67Since, however, no
Attic prototypes have been found for the Boeotian male types of the same period68and since
such figures, as we have seen, were being made in Corinthat a period earlierthan the great mass
of Boeotian male figurines, it seems more likely that these types in Boeotia are derived from
Corinth. Both the Corinthian and Boeotian terracottas presumably reflect a sculptural style.
If this style is found to derive ultimately from Athens, as seems likely in view of the position
of Athens in this period, then the Boeotian male terracottas do in a sense show Attic influence,
but an influence transmitted to them through Corinth.
Other outside influences need not be discussed in detail. The strong influence of the Orient
on the early art of Corinth needs no elaboration. After the initial impulse in the 7th century,
See p. 135.
Schneider-Lengyel, Griechische Terrakotten, fig. 26.
Dorothy Burr Thompson informs me that the clay of this
figurine is yellow. A figurine which is very similar, though
not identical, was found in Rhodes (Salzmann, Necropolede
Camiros,pl. 18, 2).
65 Cf. K16ter,Myron im Licht neuererForschungen(Dissert.
Giessen, 1933), pp. 14f.
63

64

2

66 Of the figurine types in this style, the standing and
seated youths were by far the most popular. At the Kabeireion alone were found more than 700 standing youths (Ath.
Mitt., XV, 1890, pp. 359f.) and about 100 seated boys in
pilos and chlamys (ibid., p. 363).
67 Cf. Acta Archaeologica,VIII, 1937, pp. 71-77.
68 Cf. ibid., p. 78.
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however, there seems to be very little direct influence from the East, merely the independent
working out of the ideas already transmitted, although occasionally a later figurine, as, for
example, VIII, 40, seems to reflect a more direct influence from East Greeceand, as has already
been pointed out, the types of the seated boy and the rider relief appear to have been inspired
by Oriental prototypes. The relationship between the terracottas of Athens and Corinth is
still rather obscure. It does not seem, however, that the Corinthiancoroplasts were often influenced by Athens to the extent of directly imitating Athenian terracottas, even at a period
when the potters were closely copying Attic vases.69 Since Corinthian figurines show a consciousness of the sculptural trends of various periods, and since Athens was the chief sculptural
center on the mainlandfrom the second half of the 5th century on, the influences which affected
the Corinthiancoroplasts may often be assumed to have originated there.

RELATIONS

WITH STONE

SCULPTURE

It is possible here to discuss only briefly the relationshipbetween our terracottas and stone
sculpture. Connections between individual figurines and individual statues will be studied in
the catalogue. The close correspondence of style between clay and stone figures of the 7th
century has often been noted. In the latter part of that century and the early part of the next
the standing female figure with the bloused upper garment, the belted waist and the narrowskirt
was popular in both mediums. As we shall see, the same type appears in the handmade terracottas at a somewhat later period. The Kouros, perhaps even more popular in stone sculpture
at this period than the female type, hardly occurs at all among Corinthianterracottas. Probably
the greater difficulty of modelling a nude figure accounts for the rarity of Kouroiin clay. Perhaps
the fondness of the coroplasts for painted decoration also led to their greater interest in the
draped female figure. If the potters and the coroplasts were the same or at least worked in the
same workshops, as seems to have been the case, the interest in decoration rather than in the
modelling of the body is understandable. The popularity in the second half of the 6th century
of the draped Kore statue with its rich Ionic drapery, which was particularly strong in Attica
but extended to many other centers as well, must explain the Corinthianfondness at a slightly
later period for the standing Kore type in clay. In Corinth the interest in the female figure in
Ionic costume is manifested not only in the various types of draped Korai in clay but in the
many bronzes, particularly mirrorhandles, which developed the same subject. For the 5th and
4th centuries we have so few examples of stone sculpture which are certainly attributable to
Corinth that it is hard to say how close is the relationshipbetween the terracottas of this period
and the sculpture. It is particularly difficult for the 5th century, since so many of the terracottas
of that period still reflect the style of earlier periods. Some of the figurines of better style,
however, such as XVII, 1, 5, 6, 12, 20, and perhaps 17, and XVIII, 1, 2 and 3, show a consciousness of the sculptural ideas of their periods. In the 4th century there seems to be more evidence
that the coroplasts were conscious of current trends in sculpture. At this time, however, as in
all previous periods, any influence from the larger field of sculpture is severely restricted by the
nearly unvarying rule of frontality among Corinthian terracottas. In the late 5th and 4th
centuries the only advance in the pose of the body since the archaicperiod is the greater freedom
of the arms and the fact that the weight is sometimes distributedlunequally on the feet. The head
69 Further study of the figurines has led me to the
conclusion that the direct influence of Athens is less than I
thought previously (Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 87).
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may at times turn slightly in one direction or the other, but the rest of the body is always
intended to be viewed from the front. To this rule there are practically no exceptions among the
Potters' Quarterfigurines; XVII, 21, is one rare example of a revolving pose.
As a general rule any similarity between stone sculptures and terracotta figurines seems to be
the result of new trends and inspirationsworkingindependently on both fields. Only rarely does
the style of a terracotta appear to show direct imitation of a particular statue, although such
figurines as XVII, 8, 17 and 20, at least, may be derived ultimately from some original in
sculpture. The figurine of Athena, XVII, 32, from the Shrine of the Double Stele looks as if it
might possibly be an example of such a proceeding, although there is no extant statue which
is even very close. In general the influences which worked on both stone and clay sculpture
seem to have affected them contemporaneously.Where terracottas do not appear to keep pace
with stone sculpture, it is usually, in Corinthat least, the result of a conservatism which led the
coroplasts to repeat certain types long after the equivalent type had vanished from stone
sculpture, or had developed along entirely new lines. Along with these there are always other
contemporary terracottas, as we have seen, which show a complete awareness of the prevailing
artistic trends. It is a curious fact that occasionally clay figurines seem to be stylistically
somewhat in advance of stone sculpture of the same period. This phenomenon may perhaps be
explained in many cases by the fact that the material of a clay figurine is less durable and hence
sometimes gives an effect of greater softness of modelling, particularly when worn. A figurine
which is made of very hard clay almost always looks more archaic than one whose clay is softer.
It is interesting to comparetwo figurines such as VIII, 33 and 34, which are from the same mould
but made from clay of greatly differing hardness. If it were not certain from a comparison of
their details that they were from the same mould, one's first impression would probably be
that stylistically they were of different periods.In a few instances, however, details seem actually
to appear in terracottas well before they can be traced in sculpture; examples are the treatment
of the hair in VIII, 25, and various details of IX, 2, a head of the first quarterof the 6th century,
which are paralleled in the Lyons Kore.

CONCLUSION

The preeminent position of Corinthin the coroplastic industry duringthe 7th and at least the
early part of the 6th century has been generally recognized, and need not be further elaborated
here, although many of the archaic terracottas from the Potters' Quarterare representative of
the finest work of that period. The later output of the Corinthian workshops, however, has
tended to be underestimated. Undoubtedly the reason for this is that Corinth turned out so
many rather stereotyped figurines and that these were so widely exported and hence now so
widely known that, when one thinks of Corinthianterracottas from the 5th century on, one is
apt to think only of figurines of these stock types. It is a pity that the Corinthian coroplasts
found so ready a market for their less inspired creations, for these have tended to obscure by
their very quantity the less numerous terracottas of real beauty which were made in the same
factories. Although it is true that the general average of quality is not as consistently high later
as it was in the late 7th and early 6th centuries, Corinthianterracottas of the highest quality
may be cited to represent any period during the 5th and 4th centuries, and even later, although
those wrhichpostdate the Potters' Quarterare beyond the scope of this book.
A number of superior figurines of the 5th and 4th centuries from the Potters' Quarterhave
2*
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already been mentioned (pp. 1If.). With these one should include some of the best of the Potters'
Quartermoulds,70the portrait head, No. 26, one or two of the female heads, particularlyNo. 36,
and the fine fragment of a draped figure, No. 92. There are also a number of Corinthianfigurines
of fine style from other excavations in Corinthand from Perachora. Among those from Corinth
may be mentioned two from the main excavations7"and three examples of a single type from
the Asklepieion.72One of the former (no. 143) is a fragmentaryfigure of a Leda type, a half nude
figure in a running position with the right knee raised, carrying the swan in her right hand,
while with her left she holds her himation out from her head. The figure is similar to one in the
British Museum,73though the mould is not the same. The type was imitated elsewhere, as at
Olynthos.74Although the three figurines from the Asklepieion are of a curious dark red clay
which does not seem typically Corinthian,it is unlikely that three imported figurines from the
same mould would have been found together. The style is rather differentfrom that of most other
Corinthianterracottas of the period. The date should be about that of the temple sculptures from
Epidauros. The head which is preserved on one of these figurines is very close to that of an
acroterion from the temple.75 The rather hard style of the drapery, in which the folds are
represented by thin ridges of nearly uniform width, somewhat resembles that of another
figurine from Corinth.76A draped female figure from Perachora,77although of a very peculiar
style, is quite sculptural in quality; its style resembles that of a fragment, XVII, 11, from the
Potters' Quarter and a seated figurine found elsewhere in Corinth.78It may also be compared
with a figurine in Berlin,79said to come from Megara, another in Paris,80and others from
Tiryns8land Aetolia.82A head from Perachora,83which is presumablyof Corinthianmanufacture,
is of a style which is related to the best of the Potters' Quarter moulds. Other figurines of
uncertain provenance in various museums are probably also Corinthian. Among the finest of
these are two of late 5th century date, a group in Athens84representing Aphrodite and Eros,
and a female figurine in Berlin,85said to have come from Salamis. Although Kleiner86calls it
Attic, the style looks very Corinthian and the clay is almost certainly S0.87 A figurine in the
Louvre88is probablyfrom the same mould, except for the head. Several variants are said to have
come from Corinth,89but very similar figurines were made in other places also, probably in
imitation of the Corinthiantype.90
In conclusion, one may stress again the consistency of Corinthianterracottas of the archaic
period. Production in the 7th and early 6th centuries maintained a consistently high level of

part 1, pp. 96, 100, 110.
Corinth,XII, nos. 143 and 146.
72 Corinth,XIV, pl. 52, 1 and 2, pl. 53, 2 and 3.
73 Winter, Typen, I, p. 69, no. 7. Winter (op. cit. p.
XXVIII) mentions a figurine of the same type which is probably from Corinth. See also Danish National Museum,
Catalogueof the Terracottas,p. 34, no. 300, where Winter, op.
cit., p. 69, no. 7 b, is said to come from Corinth.
74 Olynthus, IV, pl. 40.
75 Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors, fig. 711; compare also
a head from the pediment (Jahrbuch,XLI, 1926, p. 92, Beilage I, 3).
76 Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. LXXXVI, E 19.
77 Perachora,pl. 98, no. 129.
78 Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. LXXXVI, E 20.
79 Konigl. Museenzu Berlin, AusgewdhltegriechischeTerrakotten,pl. XIX.
80 Winter, Typen, I, p. 80, no. 6, here said to come from
Athens, but see ibid., p. XXVIII, where he suggests a Corinthian origin, and Nachtrdge,p. 265, where he mentions two
similar figurines from Corinth.
70 Corinth,XV,
71

81 Tiryns, I, pls. XI, 11 and 12, XII, 6 and 7, and XIII,
1-3, 9.
82
'ApZ.Az?v., VI, 1920-21, pp. 90-92, figs. 24, 4, and 25.
83 Perachora, pl. 97, no. 328. Jenkins' date in the last
quarter of the 5th century is surely much too early. The head
should be closer to the date of the Terracotta Factory moulds.
84 Cartault, Terrescuites grecques,pl. I, right.
85 Koster, Die griechischenTerrakotten,pl. 37.
86 Tanagrafiguren,p. 131.
87 I am indebted to Dorothy Burr Thompson for the inforl ation that the clay is a "blond yellow."
88 Charbonneaux,Les terrescuites grecques,no. 37.
89 Winter, op. cit., p. 81, no. 2 (cf. also no. 2 b), p. 82, no. 5,
and Nachtrdgeto p. 83, no. 4.
90An example in Boston (87.405) is of a grayish tan clay
which cannot be Corinthian, and an example in the British
Museum (Winter, op. cit., p. 83, no. 3) I am informed by Mr.
R. A. Higgins is of a gray clay which he considers to be
Boeotian.
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quality;91 although the quality began to fall off in the second quarter of the 6th century, the
figurines of the rest of the 6th century maintaineda fairly uniform level, with few examples which
are superiorto the rest and few which are markedly inferior. It is not really until the early 5th
century that we begin to observe the inconsistency which is so striking a feature of Corinthian
terracottas from then on. All through the 5th and 4th centuries, and continuing well beyond
the time limit of the Potters' Quarter, we can trace in the Corinthiancoroplasticindustry two
streams, a flood of figurines of "stock types", such as the Kore figures, the reclining figures,
etc., and of more individual types which are only a little more inspired,but also a thin trickle
of figurines of grander conception and strongly sculptural style. Too often only the flood of
mediocre types has been observed; if the Corinthiancoroplasts were judged, as they should be,
by the best products of their art, their work would be found to be at least the equal of that
of any other center.

LIST OF DEPOSITS

Since, in describing the finds from the Potters' Quarter, reference will frequently be made
to various deposits of vases and figurines or to areas in which such objects were found in
unusual numbers, a list of these deposits and areas, with their general dating, is here appended.
The page references are to Corinth, XV, part 1, where the location and character of these
deposits, etc., are described; the number following the page reference indicates the location of
the deposit on the plan on Plate 60 in this volume. Under each are listed the figurines, lamps,
loomweights, etc., described in the catalogue below. The metal and large stone objects may be
found in the catalogues of the preceding volume. The pottery will appear in a forthcoming volume.
North Dump (p. 13; D 4 on plan): A comparatively small area covered thickly with discarded
pottery and a few figurines,lamps and other objects. Most of the pottery was of Early Corinthian
style, although there was a considerable amount which was Late Proto-Corinthianand Transitional, and a comparatively small amount dating from the 6th century and later.
Figurines: VIII, 3 and 14; IX, 1; XXXI, 1; XXXII, 10, and perhaps 6; XXXVI, 1.
Lamps: 11, 23, 40, and perhaps 41.
Miscellaneous: 5, 7, 11, 12, 13, 30.

AryballosDeposit (p. 21, note 23; D 3): A pile of vases, with a few figurinesamong them, dating
from the last quarter of the 7th century.
Figurines: I, 15 and 18; VIII, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 23; XXXII, 3.

"Deposit" at west edge of hill (pp. 5 and 15): Not a true deposit, but a narrowarea between the
south end of the South Long Building and the edge of the hill, just opposite Stelai Shrine A.
Here a number of figurines were found and a large amount of broken pottery, mostly of the
first quarter of the 6th century. This is really a part of the Road Deposit, but is somewhat
separated from the main bulk of the deposit.
Figurines: I,:10 and 11; IV, 2 and 4; VIII, 6, 16, 26, 27, and probably 19; XXIII, 6;
XXXII,

5.

Lamps: 3, 15, 25, 29, 30, 31, 47.
91 See also Jenkins, Dedalica, p. 6.
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Well I (pp. 12f.): The fill from the well consisted of a number of figurines and lamps, and a
very large amount of pottery ranging in date from the third quarter of the 7th century to the
second quarter of the 6th, but belonging predominantly to the last quarter of the 7th century
and the first quarter of the 6th.
Figurines: I, 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 14; VIII, 1, 5, 10, 18, 21, 25; XXIII, 2, 3, 4, 5; XXVI, 1; XXXII,
29; XXXIII, 17; XXXVI, 2; XXXVII, 15, 33, 39.
Lamps: 4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 17, 24, 28, 38, 39.
Miscellaneous: 1, 4, 6, 14, 21, 50.
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Road Deposit (pp. 15 and 21): A thick layer of discarded material, mostly pottery, with
many lamp fragments also, from the roadway outside the South Long Building and the North
Long Building, particularly the latter. This material is datable throughout the 6th century and
well into the 5th.
Figurines: XXXIV, 1; XXXVII, 70.
Lamps: 2, 8, 16, 20, 22, 26, 33, 34, 35, 42, 44, 46, 49, 50, 51, 53, 55, 57, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73.
Miscellaneous: 9, 10, 19, 49.
Deposit itn Trench J (p. 16;92 D 1): A small deposit of vases and a few figurines, probably
datable in the second quarter of the 6th century, perhaps near the end.
Figurines: VIII, 37; XXIII, 12 and 13.
"Scattereddeposit" itn Trench J (p. 16): A considerable number of vases and figurines found
scattered in the area near the Deposit in Trench J, and probably of about the same date.
Figurines: I, 25 and 26; IV, 7; VIII, 41 and 42; IX, 4 and 7; XIII, 6; XXIII, 14; XXXIII,
12; XXXVII, 1.
AphroditeDeposit (p. 23; D 6): A small deposit of vases and figurines, named from the inscribed bronze bowl which it included, which seems to be datable in the late 6th and early 5th
century.
Figurines: I, 35 and 38; IV, 9; VIII, 49; IX, 10; X, 1 and 2; XIX, 2; XXII, 14; XXIII,
17 and 18; XXVII, 8; XXIX, 13; XXXI, 5; XXXVI, 11.
Lamps: 84 and 85.
Deposit in Stelai Shrine A (p. 23): A mass of vases, figurines and a little other material
found packed into a small walled enclosure, and probably to be dated mainly in the first half
of the 5th century.
Figurines: I, 37, 39, 40, 41; III, 4 and 5; VII, 1; VIII, 54; XI, 1; XIV, 2, 13, 14; XXII,
5, 15, 21; XXIII, 19, 20, 21, 22; XXV, 7, 8, 9, 10; XXVI, 3; XXVII, 6, 7, 9; XXVIII, 1;
XXXIV, 3; XXXV, 2; XXXVI, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12; XXXVII, 10.
Lamps: 59.
Area aroundStelai Shrine A and the AphroditeDeposit.
Figurines: IV, 8; XX, 1; XXII, 3 and 28; XXX, 5; XXXV, 1.
Lamps: 58.
92 The date suggested here is probably too late; the deposit is probably to be dated a little before the middle of the century rather than after.
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RectangularSouth Pit (p. 31; D 11): A cutting containing mostly pottery, with some mould
fragments and figurines, which seem to be datable around the third quarter of the 5th century,
probably at the end of that quarter and the beginning of the next.
Figurines: 1, 45; V, 6; VI, 8; XIV, 21; XVII, 10; XXI, 9 and 10; XXII, 26; XXXIII, 5;
XXXVII, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75.
Lamps: 62, 63, 64, 78, 79, 89.
Miscellaneous:25, 26, 27, 57, 72.
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Circular South Shrine (p. 32): A small walled enclosure around which a great number of vases
and figurines were found, all probably belonging to the third quarter of the 5th century.
Figurines: I, 43 and 44; III, 8, 11, 14; VIII, 58; X, 4, 9, 16, 17, 20, 23, 27, 29, 30, and
probably 13; XI, 2; XII, 11; XIV, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 28; XV, 1, 4, 5;
XVI, 1, 3, 4, 5; XVII, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 44; XVIII, 4 and 5; XIX, 7 and 8; XX, 8; XXI,
8; XXII, 7, 8, 9, 24, 25; XXIII, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29; XXV, 13, 14, 15; XXVI, 7; XXVII,
10; XXX, 7, 8, 9; XXXIV, 6; XXXV, 3; XXXVII, 7, 8, 11, 54.
Lamps: 87 and 88.

Circle Deposit (p. 16; D 2): A small deposit of vases and figurines found not far from the
deposit in Trench J. It is much later, probably of late 5th century date.
Figurines: I, 49; III, 12; VIII, 32 and34; X, 6, 10, 12; XI,6; XII,9; XIV,4; XVII, 15;
XXVI, 6; XXVIII, 2; XXXIII, 9; XXXVI, 18.
Lamps: 65 and 66.
Miscellaneous:29.
Area of the "Erosa Shrine" (pp. 28f.): Not a true deposit, as the vases and figurines included
in it were found scattered. They seem to be mostly of late 5th or early 4th century date.
Figurines: V, 5; X, 7; XII, 8; XIV, 24; XVII, 14, 28, 29, 30; XXIII, 24; XXVI, 4 and 5;
XXXIII, 16.
Shrine of the Double Stele (pp. 49f.): A small building containing numerous objects, mostly
figurines, probably of the first half of the 4th century.
Figurines: I, 50, 51, 52, 53; II, 8; III, 16; V, 7; VI, 9; VII, 5 and 6; X, 28, 32, 33, 34,
36, 37; XI, 5, 8, 9, 10; XIV, 11, 12, 26, 29, 30, 31, 33; XVII, 23, 24, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 46;
XVIII, 7, 8, 9, 10; XX, 4 and 9; XXII, 1 and 16; XXIII, 30 and 31; XXVI, 8, 9, 10;
XXVII, 11, 12, 13; XXX, 6; XXXIII, 22; XXXIV, 7, 8, 9; XXXVI, 23; XXXVII, 3,
25, 46, 51, 52, 62.
Lamps: 92.
TerracottaFactory:A number of separate deposits were found in this area and are designated in
the catalogue as "Deposit 1 of the TerracottaFactory," etc. Some contained only pottery, and
wvillnot be included here.
Deposit 1L(p. 37): Immediately south of the southwest cornerof the court, and datable in the
third quarter of the 4th century.
Figurines: VII, 7; X, 35; XXIII, 34 and 35; XXV, 16; XXVI, 11.
Ljamps:82.
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Deposit 2 (p. 36): Inside the court, along the west wall, and of the same date as Deposit 1.
Figurines: I, 56; XII, 16; XIV, 25 and 36; XXIII, 33; XXXIV, 10; XXXVII, 36.
Lamps: 96.
Miscellaneous:32, 37, 38, 39, 45, 75.
Deposit 6 (pp. 42f.): In the northwest corner of the East Room, and probably of the same
date.
Figurines: X, 24; XXIV, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; XXVII, 14 and 15; XXVIII, 5; XXXVI, 24;

XXXVII, 64.
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Lamps: 94.
Miscellaneous:47.
Deposit 8 (p. 45): Outside the Terracotta Factory to the south. The date is uncertain, but
many of the objects seem to be datable in the late 5th century.

Figurines:XX, 26; XXIX, 30.

Lamps: 61, 90, 91.
Deposit 9 (p. 45): Outside the factory to the south, but further away from it. Probably
of the same date.
Figurines: XI, 4; XIV, 23; XXII, 17; XXIX, 5; XXXVI, 21.
Lamps: 60.
From various places in the TerracottaFactory (pp. 34-49): Objects from outside the deposits,
probably mostly datable in the third quarter of the 4th century.
Figurines: I, 24 and 57; X, 26; XIV, 15; XVII, 1; XIX, 13; XX, 5, 10, 18, 19; XXII,
2 and 22; XXIII, 32; XXXIII, 6; XXXVII, 37 and 38.
Lamps: 74, 83, 93, 95.
Miscellaneous:48, 77, 78.
LIST OF PATTERNS

The following terms have been used to designate particular patterns which occur more or
less frequently on the figurines:
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FIG.1.

TERMINOLOGY OF PATTERNS

CATALOGUE
CLASS I. HANDMADE STANDING FEMALE FIGURES

Of this type there are more examples than of any other, except the handmade horses. In
all, 269 were found, of which 214 were inventoried, and 57 are described below. It is possible
that a few of the largerfigurinesoriginallyhad mouldmadeheads and really belong in ClassVIII,
but where there was any doubt they have been put in Class I. Obviously, we cannot expect very
marked changes in the essentially simple form of the handmade female figurine. The shape of
the body in particular gives us very few clues to the date of a figurine. The pose, with only rare
exceptions, is strictly frontal and the legs are always together. Only the arms vary in position.
The modelling of the face, however, shows a certain amount of development, or at least change.
In dating the figurines of Class I the greatest reliance must be placed on the quality of the
clay and paint, and on the type of painted patterns employed. The kind of applied decoration
which is used is also sometimes helpful.
Early Group.
In this group we find a variety of methods of indicating the face. The pointed, faceless head,
which is merely an upright spike at the upper end of the body, has the most primitive appearance. There are only five examples of this type, all from early contexts. In another figurine,
KT1-6, the spike is slightly pinched to mark the face. Nos. 1, 4 and 11, all of which have been
placed in the Early Groupfor other reasons, exemplify a second method. Here the face is of the
"beak" type, formed by pinching the clay into a point at the front of the head. Nos. 5 and 6
are both unparalleled. In the former the head is merely an upright, flat, tongue-shaped projection without face. In No. 6 the projection is wedge-shaped, with the pointed end serving for
the chin and with a large lump of clay added for the nose. No. 2 is the earliest example of the
"gash" type of face. In Well I this type occurred in equal numbers with the pointed, faceless
head and is doubtless contemporary, but it has more of a future. The front of the head is
pinched out to form a face, and then either cut back sharply under the nose to leave a flat
area for the mouth and chin or else hollowed out between the nose and chin, so that these
become very prominent. The "gash" face shows little change over a long period of time; as a
general rule, however, the faces of the late 7th and early 6th century figurines are raised,
whereas later they are more likely to be vertical in plane.TIn No. 9, for example, the face is
raised so much that the nose and the top of the head form a horizontal line. The "disk" face, so
common later, does not appear in the Early Group. The representation of the eyes by applied
I Cf. also Perachora, p. 103, no. 332, and pp. 224f., nos. 140, 141, also probably datable in the last quarter of the 7th
century and first quarter of the 6th.
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disks of clay occurs in No. 17 and in several other figurines, none of them from a datable context. No. 20 is unique in having gouged holes to indicate the eyes, and No. 24 presents the
unusual feature of large, shallow depressions to represent the eyes and, in addition, an applied
strip of clay for the chin. This figurine, however, is so peculiar in all respects that it is uncertain
to which group it belongs.
The modelling of the body in the figurines of this group offers little for study. Although the
lower part may be either cylindrical or slightly flattened, the cylindrical shape is by far the
more frequent. It is not until the very end of the period covered by the Early Group that one
finds any of the extremely flat figures (cf. No. 23) which are more characteristic of the Middle
Group. The arms are usually extended forward, sometimes to the side. In the case of two
figurines only, Nos. 1 and 2, the arms are raised upward. This pose appears to be a survival
from earlierperiodswhereit is the usualone. By the late 7th centuryit seems to have disappeared.2
The indication of the feet begins at an early period, as is illustrated by No. 4 from Well I,
but is less frequent than in the Middle and Late Groups. Usually the bottom of the skirt forms
a circular base. In No. 4 an attempt was made to show the modelling of the back, and in No. 12
a fairly serious effort to model the breast and shoulders makes the figurine look quite like a
prima donna of the old school. No. 14, from Well I, also shows some indication of the breast
and waist. No attempt is made to represent the breasts in any other of the figurines from
Well I. In KT1-56, however, which is from an early context, as also in Nos. 20 and 21, they are
represented by applied disks, and in No. 19 by painted circles. In No. 24, which may not,
however, be an early figurine, they are modelled directly from the clay of the body.
Among the three groups greater differences may be observed in the field of decoration than
in that of modelling. These show themselves in the elaboration of painted designs and in the
application of hair, necklaces, etc. In the Well I deposit we find several examples of the applied
polos, as well as of applied locks of hair, usually grooved to indicate waves. As a rule, the hair
is long in the figurines of the Early Group, but in No. 11 we find it arrangedin a cap-like mass
on the head. One of the Well I figures, No. 9, wears a necklace formed of applied bits of clay. The
use of two applied necklaces on the same figurine does not seem to occur before the end of the
period representedby the Early Group (see No. 25), although in No. 11 we find one applied and
one painted necklace. A figurine which seems to be of early date, No. 21, has a decorative strip
of clay applied to the border of the skirt. It appears to be the rule that figurines of the Early
Group do not carry objects in their hands.
The painted decorationin this groupis fairly simple, althoughthere is a certain amount of variety. Some of the figurinesare entirely unpainted, and a few are completely, or nearly completely,
covered with paint, including the head.3The figures from Well I are decorated very simply, if at
all. The hair, polos and skirt may be painted, the hair and polos in solid color and the skirt
either in solid color or in vertical panels.4 A feature of a number of figurines of this group,
including Nos. 8, 15 and 19, which does not occur later is the painting of the garment beginning
high under the arms, with the breast left unpainted.5 All the datable examples of this type
of decoration came from late 7th and early 6th century contexts, and the others are almost
certainly contemporary. Only two figurines, KT1-24 and KT1-28, have decoration in other
than solid color on the polos, in one case a brown and a red line, in the other a row of dots. The
2 Cf. also ibid., p. 194.
3 Two figurines, No. 1 and KT1-4, seem to have been

entirely painted. No. 3 and a related figurine, KT1-2, are
covered with paint down to the bottom of the skirt.

4 No. 19 is an exception in that the decoration is arranged
in horizontal bands.
5 Cf. also Perachora, pl. 99, no. 144 (and no. 143?), and
Mtiller,Frilhe Plastik, nos. 316, 317.
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skirts of Nos. 9 and 10 have vertical border stripes and a zigzag pattern down the front. The
decoration of the skirt with vertical lines depending from a horizontal stripe at the waist, as
in Nos. 13, 18 and others, seems to occur only on figurines of early date.6 It is probably a
survival from the Mycenaean period when it is the usual method of decorating the lower part
of figurines.A few other motives are found on figurines of apparently early date; these include
vertical zigzags (Nos. 9, 10 and 19), dots (No. 18), swastikas and dot rosettes (No. 11), and
maeander (No. 22). In general, however, it is not until the Middle Group that the painted
decoration becomes at all elaborate. Of the figurines which have been assigned to the Early
Group, only No. 21 has painted sandals. In this figure also the toes are indicated by incision.
Painted necklaces are infrequently found (cf. Nos. 11 and 16). Painting of the eyes and mouth
occurs in the Early Group, but not in the figurines from Well I or in the single example from
the Aryballos Deposit in which the face is preserved. In a number of others, however, the
features are indicated by paint. As a rule, both eyes and mouth are of the same color, although
in No. 12 the eyes are black and the mouth red. Only in one figurine, KT1-25, do the eyebrows
appear to be indicated.
Briefly, we may summarize the chief characteristics of the Early Group, as compared with
the Middle and Late Groups, as follows:
1. Hard clay, usually light in color.
2. Hard paint, shiny rather than matt (except for the purple), with a tendency to chip
rather than to rub off.
3. Combinationof red and orange-brownpaint.
4. Back usually painted, as well as front.
5. "Beak" and "gash", but no "disk" faces.
6. Faces raised.
7. Hair usually long.
8. No objects in hands.
9. Bodies cylindrical rather than flat.
10. Few moulded neeklaces.
11. Simple, but carefully applied, painted decoration.
12. Garmentsgenerally painted in solid color or vertical panels.
13. Upper edge of painted garment often high under arms, with breast left unpainted.
Middle Group.
Concerningthe modelling of the face and body in this group, few generalizations can safely
be made. One may say, however, that very flat bodies are more frequently found in this group
than in the other two, and the shoulders tend to be broader. In two figurines of this group we
find the only departure from frontality among the terracottas of Class I. In KT1-82 the head
is turned to the side; the upper part of the body of No. 28 is twisted forward and to the side.
Some of the faces in this group are formed of applied lumps of clay, shaped in a more or less
naturalistic manner; this type of face is well illustrated in one small group of figurines, Nos.
29-34. In the Stelai Shrine A figurines we find faces similarly fashioned, but very small and
nearly concealed by the hair (cf. Nos. 40 and 41). The "gash" face still survives among the
figurines from this deposit and the Aphrodite Deposit (cf. Nos. 37 and 38), although differing
6 Compare the similar decoration on a figurine from Sparta (Art. Orthita,pl. XL, 6) and the straight or zigzag vertical
lines on many 6th century Boeotian figurines.
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from 7th century faces of this type in being vertical in plane, rather than tilted upward.
Although long locks are also found in the Middle Group, the hair is more often worn in a caplike mass. The stephane or polos more often has a sharp upper edge and for nearly the first
time7we find it decorated with painted patterns and applied ornament. Features of the dress
which seem to be characteristicchiefly of the Middle Groupare the indication of the folds of the
skirt by incised grooves, and the broadening and flattening of the upper part of the body to
give the garment a bloused effect.
In general, one finds far greater elaboration of detail in the Middle Groupthan in the others.
Applied ornament is much more frequently employed; disks are carried in the hands,8 applied
necklaces are more commonly seen and are treated in a more elaborate and varied wvay,and even
the polos may be decorated with applied disks. The painted decoration is also more varied and
more extensively employed. The garments are still often decorated in solid color, but more
frequently show a wealth of painted patterns which are taken over directly from the vases of
the Conventionalizingstyle. We no longer find the vertical panels of the earlier period, but the
patterns are now usually applied in horizontal zones. They consist most frequently of fringe
pattern, horizontal bands, and maeanders of different types. The horizontal stripe across the
breast, which did not occur in the Early Group,is very common in the Middle and Late Groups.
The back of the figurine is sometimes decorated and sometimes not, although the lower border
of the skirt is usually continued around the back. One figurine of the Middle Group, No. 38, is
entirely covered with paint. In several figurines of this group, Nos. 31, 32, 35, and 36, we find the
use of vertical incised lines to represent the folds of the skirt.
Nos. 29-34 form a small and homogenaeousgroup with a number of common characteristics,
chief among which is careful workmanship.None is from a dated deposit, but their general style
seems to point to the Conventionalizingperiod. The hardness of the clay in Nos. 29, 30, 31, and
34, the good quality of the purple paint, and above all the extreme neatness and care with which
they are modelled and decorated tend to show that these figurines should be dated in the late
6th century rather than the 5th,9 and so somewhat earlier than the bulk of the figurinesfrom
Stelai Shrine A and the Aphrodite Deposit. These six figures are all small in size, with broad
shoulders and bodies wvhichare usually very much flattened. The face is formed by an applied
lump of clay, moulded more or less to the shape of the human face; the features, however, are
hardly modelled at all, but are left to be indicated in paint. The hair is generally arranged in
a cap-like mass, with the waves indicated by vertical grooves. Pointed projections form the
feet, and the hands are held forwardwith disks resting on them. Here for the first time wvefind
(in Nos. 31 and 32) the bloused upper garment10and the indication of skirt folds by vertical
grooves. In these figures the stephane or polos is sharp-edged.
Characteristicscommonly found in the Middle Group, though some of them (1-3, 14 and 15)
are shared with the Late Group, are as follows:
1. Clay less hard than in the Early Group.
2. Matt paint, wvitha tendency to rub off rather than to chip.
3. Paint mostly red or browNnish
black.
7One figurine of the Early Group, KT1-28, has a row of
painted dots on the polos.
8 These disks, which become very common from now on,
probably represent cakes, doubtless considered as religious
offerings.
9 No. 34 is decorated with the same patterns which appear
on a female figure represented on a fragmentary vase from

the Aphrodite Deposit; this vase seems to fall between the
Late Corinthian (I) and the Conventionalizingstyles.
10Several of the mouldmade female figures of the end of
the 7th century and the beginning of the 6th show a very
similar modelling of the body. Cf. VIII, 6, 18, etc. It occurs
more rarely in the later figurines of ClassVIII, as in VIII, 37.
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4. Red paint often applied over preliminary coat of black.
5. Flat bodies.
6. Broad shoulders.
7. Rounded faces.
8. Hair in cap-like mass.
9. Sharp-edgedpolos, often decorated.
10. Bloused garment.
11. Incised skirt folds.
12. Elaborate painted and applied decoration.
13. Patterns in horizontal bands.
14. Painted stripe across breast.
15. Objects carried in hands.

Late Group.
The bodies of the figurines in this group are mostly cylindrical in section, except for the
flattened shape usually found in connection with faces of the "disk" type. The hair is almost
invariably omitted. A figurine, KT1-161, from the Circle Deposit, probably datable in the
late 5th century, seems to be the latest to show applied hair. The polos is usually very heavy
and broad enough to cover the upper part of the face. The moulded necklace is more infrequent
than the painted; when it does occur, it is likely to take the simple form of a narrow strip of
clay across the breast, ending in a disk on either shoulder and with a third disk forming a
central pendant. Balls and disks frequently rest on the hands.
Types of face which are rather similar to the earlier "beak" and "gash" types still are found,
but differ from those of the Early Group in being formed from added bits of clay, instead of
being modelledfromthe clay of the head. The most common formula among the figurines of the
Late Group, however, is the representation of the face by a flat disk. In cases where the polos
is preserved it is not evident whether or not the face is a separate disk attached to the head.
In one figurine, KT1-186, however, the loss of the polos reveals that the clay at the top of the
head was pressed into a high, tongue-shaped projection with sharp edges, and that the upper
part of this projection was then bent downward against the lower part to form the face. The
angle was covered by the polos. The latter also served to conceal the omission of hair, and is
often of such generous width that it seems designed also to conceal the omission of features.
This method of fashioning the face, which is easier than shaping and applying a separate bit of
clay, was probably employed in all the "disk" faces of the Late Group. That the true "disk"
face is probably a late development is evidenced by the following facts. The formula does not
occur in the female figurines which can be dated in the 6th century or even in those from Stelai
Shrine A."1Faces of this type never occur in conjunction with the typical paint or characteristic
patterns of early periods. By the time the formulahas become popular,the moulded locks of hair
and the incised waves so common from the 7th century down into the 5th have disappeared.
The "disk" face probably developed out of such simplified methods of representing the face
as that of Nos. 40 and 41 from the Stelai Shrine deposit. No. 45 from the Rectangular South
Pit, althculghthe head is missing, in other respects closely resemblesfigurines of the type which
11 "Disk" faces occur on horsemen from Stelai Shrine A,
and female figurines may have been made in a similar fashion
at the same period, although they can hardly have been very

numerous, since none is preserved. A seated female figurine,
III, 4, from Stelai Shrine A has a "disk" face, but it is slightly
rounded in section instead of being flat.
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nornally has the "disk" face. Three figurines of this type were found in the CircleDeposit (see
No. 49). There is a certain amount of evidence to indicate that part, at least, of the latter
deposit is of roughly the same date as the deposits in the Rectangular Pit and the Circular
South Shrine. We have, then, strong indications that in Class I the "disk" face had already
appeared by the late 5th century. Two examples from the Shrine of the Double Stele show that
it was employed in the early 4th century. In figurines from the later 4th century deposits in
the Terracotta Factory we find a type of face which developed out of the "disk" face. It is
fashioned in the same way, but its surface is rounded rather than flat and is sometimes slightly
pinched to indicate the nose, while a shallow gash marks the mouth. This type represents the
final stage in the sequence of handmade figurines from the Potters' Quarter. The "disk" face,
which had become more or less a mere symbol standing for the human face, has here received
a final modification through the desire to distinguish the features to some slight degree, but
still with the expenditure of the least possible effort.
The painted decoration in the figurines of the Late Groupis far simpler than in those of the
preceding group. It consists mainly of horizontal stripes, limited usually to two, at the shoulder
and skirt border, or to three, with the additional stripe at the waist. Dots also are sometimes
found, but the characteristic motive of the group is the fringe pattern. Although this pattern
appears in the Middle Group and even once in the Early Group, it is far more common in the
later period. It is used mostly at the bottom of the skirt, where it consists of a row of upright
verticals joined to the border stripe, but it is often employed also at the waist or shoulder in
the form of pendant verticals. In the Late Group the backs of the figurines are as a rule left
undecorated. One figurine, No. 51, is entirely covered with paint. Incision is only rarely
employed in this group. Incised skirt folds appear on one figurine (KT1-160), and on No. 48
both horizontal and vertical incisions are used to decorate the skirt.
The decoration is not only of a much simpler kind than in the preceding groups but it is
far more carelessly executed. The modelling of the figurine is no less hasty and rough; the
body is crudely shaped and asymmetrical, and bits of clay are left adhering to the surface. A
few of the figurines of this group, particularly those from the CircularSouth Shrine, are quite
as good as those from Stelai Shrine A, but as far as most of the others are concerned, the
production of handmade figurines here reaches an extremely low level.
The following characteristics may perhaps be singled out as distinguishing marks of the Late
Group:
1. Soft clay.
2. Nearly exclusive use of dull black and red paint.
3. Bodies usually cylindrical, though flat in "disk-faced" tvpe.
4. "Disk" faces.
5. Omission of hair.
6. Heavy poloi.
7. More painted than moulded necklaces.
8. Use of a few very simple painted patterns, particularly fringe pattern and horizontal
stripes.
9. Carelessmodelling and decoration.
10. Backs usually undecorated.
11. Disks or balls in hands.
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Handmade standing female figurines are of frequent occurrence in other excavations at
Corinth12and many of Corinthianmanufacture were found at Perachora.13They may occasionally have been exported to other places,14although one would not expect them to be carried
to any great distance. In the archaic period this is, of course, one of the commonest of all
terracotta types elsewhere as in Corinth. The development of the type could probably be
clearly traced from a much earlierperiod. In Crete,for example, there are examples of figurines15
from the Late Minoan and sub-Minoanperiods which are not unlike the simpler examples from
the Potters' Quarter, such as Nos. 1-6. Of a group of figurines from a deposit at Eleusis16
several examples are very close to the familiar Mycenaean type with the cylindrical body,
flat-topped head and round or pointed projections for the arms, while others show the narrower,
more elongated arms and the beak face, pinched together from the sides, which are characteristic of 7th century Attic figurines, and all show the higher head, flattened from front to back,
which is also characteristic of Attic figurines of the latter period. Examples from Sounion17
which were found with Corinthianvases and female mouldmade heads of the early 6th century
are still mostly of this type. Figurines from the north slope of the Acropolis,18which apparently
go dowvnat least through the 6th century, are again mostly of the same type. Two of these
have a "gash" face; this type of face seems to be represented also in one of the Sounion figures.
Figurines of the characteristic Attic type from the Acropolis19seem to be datable after the
middle of the 6th century. This Attic type is not unlike the earlier Corinthian types in its
general effect, being of a simple, cylindrical shape with little applied decoration. The face,
however, which is pinched together from the sides and pinched again at the top, is not paralleled in Corinthianfigurines. In the field of decoration the garment of the Corinthianfigurines
is more often treated as a whole, with the blouse and skirt being decorated alike, while such
of the Attic figurines as have painted decoration usually have the blouse and skirt decorated
differently, probably an inheritance from the Mycenaean figurine.
The simpler types of Argive handmade figurines20are also not unlike the Corinthian,although
again the type of head is different. In these the face is formed by pinching the clay of the head
at the sides, so that there is a slight ridge down the center for the nose, more roundedthan in the
Attic figures and with sides more parallel, and a shallow depression at either side in which a
round pellet is applied for the eye. Hair and polos are usually added, the formervery frequently
in two parts, slightly separated in front to indicate the parting. The other type of Argive
terracotta which is characterized by a lavish use of applied decoration,21locks of hair, poloi,
necklaces, shoulder pins, even children, is not paralleled in Corinthian figurines, although
12 Corinth, XII, nos. 1-6; Corinth, XIV, pl. 6, no. 5;
A.J.A., X, 1906, pl. X, 2; A.J.A., XXX, 1926, pp. 448f.;
A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 529, fig. 11; Art and Archaeology,
XXIII, 1926, p. 115; Winter, Typen, I, p. 33, no. 1; Martha,
Cat. fig. Ath., no. 520.
13 Perachora, p. 103, no. 332; pp. 224-227, nos. 139, 140,
142-149, 152.
14 Muller, Fruhe Plastik, no. 317 and perhaps no. 316,
from the Argive Heraion, look as if they might be Corinthian.
15 Cf. Borda, Arte cretese-miceneanel Museo Pigorini di
Roma, pls. XLIII, 10, 12; XLIV, 1-10.
16 A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, pp. 279f., fig. 10.
17 3Apt. 'Ep., 1917, pl. 9 (most of two upper rows).
18 Hesperia, IV, 1935, pp. 193-195, fig. 4, b-k. Cf. also
Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 264, fig. 19, no. 29, from the Agora.
19Cat. of Acrop. Mus., II, pp. 323, 346f.; Jahrbuch,VIII,
1893, Arch. Anz., pp. 140f., nos. 1, 2; Winter, Typen, I, p. 24,

no. 5. Ibid., p. 24, no. 9, is of a somewhat more developed
type.
20 Cf. Tiryns, I, nos. 41, 42, 142, 143, pl. VI, 2 (pl. VI, 3, 4,
are similar in shape, but are said to have mouldmade heads);
Schliemann, Tiryns, nos. 77-84, pl. XXV, k; Arg. Her., II,
pp. 16-19, figs. 1-7,12-17, pl. XLII, 1-6, 12; Mffller,Frilhe
Plastik, pl. XXVII, 315-317 (from the Argive Heraion, the
last two possibly Corinthian); B.C.H., XXX, 1906, p. 37,
figs. 63, 64 (from Argos); B.C.H., LXXIII, 1949, pp. 378f.,
figs. 9, 1, and 10, 2 (from Epidauros); Winter, Typen, I, p. 26,
no. 8 (fromTegea); 'ApX.IEcp.,1912, p. 159, fig. 37, right (from
Lykosoura); Perachora,pp. 247f., nos. 263-265. Two figurines
from Skillous (Apx. 'Ecp.,1931,p.51,fig. 31,1 and4) certainly
look as if they might be Argive.
21 Cf. Arg. Her., II, pp. 19f., figs. 18-20, pl. XLII, 7-11,
13; B.C.H., XXX, 1906, p. 37, fig. 65 (from Argos).
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occasional figures seem to show a slight amount of Argive influence in such details. The bodies
of the Argive figurines are frequently somewhat flattened, rather than cylindrical. This is
perhaps an indication that they are generally later in date than most of the figurines of our
Early Group.22The painted decoration of the Argive figures is extremely simple, where there
is any at all.
Other local types of handmade female figures seem to show less similarity to those of
Corinthianmanufacture. The Boeotian examples, both an early 6th century cylindrical type23
and the more common flat type24which did not occur at Rhitsona after the middle of the 6th
century,25 are far removed. While a few Spartan handmade figurines are quite similar to
Corinthian examples of the simplest types,26 the majority of them have little in common
except the cylindrical form of the lower body.27 In general, the short, heavy bodies form a
marked contrast with the usually elongated lower bodies of the Corinthianexamples. The faces
tend to be larger and to be squarer in outline, with the eyes indicated by holes or by applied
pellets with a hole in the center.

Face pinchedat sides. Small flat cap on head. Arms
raisedupward.
I (KT1-11). Upper part of figure, probably female,
The fact that the armsare raisedupwardindicates
with "beak"face. Plate 1. H. 0.035. Right arm and an early date. The modellingof the head, however,
tip of left brokenoff.
showsthat the figurineis later than No. 1.
Buff clay, mostly fired red. Tracesof black paint,
mostly firedred, over entirefigure.Eyes indicatedby 3 (KT1-2). Cylindrical female figure with pointed
off.
shallow round depressions,probably originally with head. Plate 1. H. 0.039. End of left arm broken
mostly
black
paint,
Hard
buff
clay.
Hard
brownish
applieddisks. Armslifted upward.
The upward position of the arms probably indi- fired brownishorange. Arms forward.Head slightly
rates that the figurine should be dated in the first, roundedon top, but with no face. Painted stripenear
tather than the second, half of the 7th century. By bottom of skirt. Rest of figure, includinghead, covche end of the 7th century the pose seems no longer eredwith paint nearlyto this stripe.
From Well I. This figurine and two very similar
to be found. The clay, though not soft, is not as hard
ones
fromthe same deposit, althoughof a type which
as one would expect at so early a period.
is the most primitivein appearanceamongthe hand2 (KT1-15). Cylindricalfemale figure with "gash" made figurinesfrom the Potters' Quarter,can probface. Plate 1. H. 0.057.
ably not be dated beforethe third quarterof the 7th
Bright olive-green,brittle clay, nearly a waster. century, the date of the earliest pottery from the
deposit. One of the other figurines,KT1-1, is nearly
22 In the publications of Argive handmade figurines anywith No. 3; the other, KT1-3, is of similar
identical
thing more specific than a generally archaic date is seldom
given. See also B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32, p. 24, p. 31, note 1, shape, but is decoratedwith a large irregularblack
p. 32, note 1.
splotch on front and back. Figurinessomewhatsimi23 Cf. Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, pp. 54-56, pl.
lar to these have been found elsewhere.28
Early Group

XIII, upper row. Grace (Archaic Sculpture from Boeotia, p.
25) states that these are precisely like those from the Acropolis already mentioned. The two groups have only the
decoration in common, however; the modelling of the head is
quite different.
24 Cf. Ure, op. cit., pp. 55-57, pl. XIII, 117.5, 117.1, 117.2,
117.4,49.426; Winter, Typen, I, p. 4, no. 1, p. 5, no. 5; Grace,
op. cit., fig. 14; Jahrbuch, III, 1888, p. 343, fig. 26; Danish
National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 14, nos. 135-139;
K6ster, Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 5; Sieveking, TerrakottenLoeb, I,
pl. 1; Bruns, AntilkeTerrakotten,fig. 3; Bull. ant. Beschaving,
II, 1, p.12, fig. 1 left and right).
25 Ure, op. cit., pp. 55-57. Cf. also Grace, op. cit., p. 21.
Bruns, op. cit., p. 9, suggests that the type may have continued well down into the 5th century.
26 Cf. Art. Orthia,pl. XL, 2 and 3.
27 Ibid., pp. 155f., pl. XL, 1-8; B.S.A., XV, 1908-09, p.
122, fig. 4, 48, 49, 51, 62, p. 125, fig. 5, 83, pl. VI, 26; B.S.A.,
XXIX, 1927-28, p. 81, fig. 3, nos. 17-19.

4 (KT1-12). Cylindricalfemale figure with "beak"
face. Plate 1. H. 0.031.Lockof hairfromback missing.
Very hardyellowishgray clay. High appliedpolos.
Five appliedlocks, horizontallygrooved,over shouldersand back. Face representedby smallsharppoint.
Arms forward.Bottom of skirt pinched to indicate
feet. Back slightly modelledto indicatehips.
From Well I, hence probablyto be dated in the
last quarterof the 7th century or the first quarterof
the 6th.
5 (KT1-13). Upperpart of cylindricalfigure.Plate 1.
28 Arg. Her., II, pl. XLII, 1; Art. Orthia, pl. XL, 3; and
Dorpfeld, Alt-Ithaka, II, pl. 76 c, no. 5. Cf. also a Late Minoan
figurine from Crete (Borda, op. cit., pl. XLIII, no. 10).
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H. 0.033. Right arm and tip of left brokenoff. Sides
of head chipped.
Very hard gray clay, covered with fingerprints.
Black paint. Head thin, flat, tongue-shapedand faceless. Arms extended to side and a little forward.
Traceof black paint on top of head.
The peculiarshape of the head makesthis figurine
unique among the Potters' Quarterterracottas.The
color and unusualhardnessof the clay, however,indicate an early date. A comparisonmay be noted
with a figurine from Sparta29which is formedlike a
cross, with flat, tongue-shapedprojections for the
head and arms. Figurines of this type were said to
occurwith pottery of 700-635 B.C. and to be "probably late in this period."
6 (KT1-14). Upper part of figure. Plate 1. H. 0.033.
Left arm and part of right gone.
Hard clay, red inside and light yellow on surface.
Head wedge-shapedwith sharp edge at top. Narrow
end of wedge serves for chin. Large lump of clay
addedfor nose. Armsoutstretchedto sides.
Fromthe back the outline of this headis muchlike
that of No. 5. The stronglyprojectingnose and chin
are paralleledin many of the succeedingfigurines.A
figurinefromRhodes30showsa very closeresemblance
in the modellingof the face, as well as in the ridge at
the top of the head.
7 (KT1-17). Cylindricalfemale figure with "gash"
face. Plate 1. H. 0.077. Armsbrokenoff.
Very hardyellowishgray clay. Surfaceapparently
worked over by wetting partially dried clay and
patting with fingers. Sharp-edgedpolos with ends
hanging down behind. Nose and top of head form
nearly straightline. Armsoutstretchedto sides.
FromWellI, and probablyto be datedin the latter
part of the 7th century. A very similarfigurinewas
found at Perachora.31
8 (KT1-20). Upper part of cylindrical female figure
with "gash"face. Plate 1. H. 0.049. Armsbrokenoff.
Very hard clay, grayish red at core and grayish
buff outside. Surfacere-workedwith use of water on
dry clay, as in No. 7. Hard red and orange-brown
paint. Six straight applied locks of hair down back.
Dressand polos red, hair brown.Dresscoversback of
shouldersbut begins at underarmsin front.
From Well I. The provenance,the clay, the paint,
the type of face and the raised head all mark this as
an early figurine, probablyof the latter part of the
7th century. The face is similarto that of No. 9, except that it projectsmore.The use of red paint on the
garmentstogetherwith brownon the hair, occurring
also on other figurinesfrom this deposit, seems to be
Art. Orthia,pl. XL, 8.
30 Muller,FrThe Plastik, pl. XX, 273.
31 Perachora,pl. 99, no. 140.
29

3

33

a mark of early date. For the treatment of the hair
and polos comparea figurinefrom the ArgiveHeraion,32and for the shape of the body and the line of the
painted garment compare other figurines from the
same site.33The use of straight appliedstrips of clay
for the hair is paralleled on figurines of the same
periodfromPerachora.34
9 (KT1-21). Cylindricalfemale figure with "gash"
face. Plate 1. H. 0.075. Ends of arms and part of
necklacemissing.
Very hard buff clay. Red and orange-brownpaint.
Face raised so that nose and top of head form nearly
horizontalline. Appliedpolos, painted red. On either
shoulderlong, thin appliedlock with deep horizontal
grooves.Rest of hair indicated only by brownpaint.
Appliednecklacewith disk at center. Arms forward.
Red band crosses upper back and covers breast to
waist. Two red stripes at sides of skirt form panel
whichcontainslargeverticalzigzagpattern.
From Well I, and obviously contemporarywith
No. 8.
10 (KT1-22). Lowerpart of cylindricalfemalefigure.
Plate 1. H. 0.074.
Hard yellowish gray clay. Red and dilute brown
paint. Shorthorizontalred band at waist. Downfront
of skirt red and brownstripe at right side, single red
stripe at left. Inside panelthus formed,verticalwavy
line in dilute brown,probablyintended to represent
snake. Severalbrowndots at right of it.
From the west edge of the excavation, opposite
Stelai ShrineA, hence probablyof early 6th century
date, since most of the sherdsin this areawereof the
MiddleCorinthianstyle. The clay and paint are typical of the Early Group.The painted design is very
similarto that of No. 9. Theverticalsnakein the panel
is like that occasionally found on the handles of
Orientalizingoinochoai.
11 (KT1-31). Cylindricalfemale figure with "beak"
face. Plate 1. H. 0.06. Arms and part of base broken
off. Publishedin A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 23, pl. I, 8.
Light brown clay. Hard orange-redand purple
paint. Eyes indicated by small ovals outlinedin red.
Trace of red for mouth. Cap-likehair, painted red,
nearlyreacheseyes; encircledby seriesof fine incised
lines with short incisions crossing at right angles.
Threeshortverticallines paintedat back edge of hair.
Thin appliednecklace,decoratedwith row of purple
dots. Elaborate necklace above, indicated in purple
paint, consists of stripe all round neck with row of
dots above and pendantsbelow; above center, semicirclebisectedby shortverticalline. Onfront of dress
Arg. Her., II, p. 16, fig. 4.
tiller, FriRhePlastik, pl. XXVII, 316, 317.
Perachora, pl. 99, nos. 140, 141. Compare also Winter
Typen, I, p. 24, no. 12, for the hair and also the type of face.
32
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purpleswastikas,one betweennecklacesand three on
skirt. Similarswastikason back. Down either side of
skirt two purple dot rosettes.35Wide purple border
aroundbottom of skirt with fringe pattern at upper
edge.
From the west edge of the hill near where No. 10
and severalother figurineswerefound. The early 6th
century thereforeseems the most probabledate for
the figure. The type of face is similar to that of a
figurine,No. 4, from Well I. The particularcombination of orange-redand purplish paint seems to be
typical of early terracottas.The only possible doubt
as to the early date of the figurinearisesfromthe use
of the fringedborder,which is commonon later figurines (cf. Nos. 32, 33, etc.) and doesnot appearon any
from Well I. We have, however,no positive evidence
that such a bordercannotappearon an earlyfigurine.
The three little vertical lines at the back edge of the
hair may representthe hanging ends of a net; possibly the cross-hatchedsurfaceof the hair is intended
to indicate the presenceof a net.
12 (KT1-33). Femalefigurewith "gash"face. Plate 1.
H. 0.075. Arms, applied polos and most of necklace
missing.

Hard buff clay. Powdery orange-redpaint, applied on preliminarycoat of hard black paint. Head
lifted. Hair and dots for eyes black, mouth red.
Originallyhad thin appliednecklacewith small disk
in center. Thinred line belownecklaceand encircling
disk. Dress red nearly to bottom of skirt. Arms forward. Waist indicatedand upperbody rounded.Separate lump of clay under edge of base, with incised
line down center,representsfeet.
13 (KT1-35). Cylindricalfemale figure with "gash"
face. Plate 1. H. 0.074. Armsbrokenoff.
Hard grayishbuff clay. Black paint. Nose and top
of head form horizontal line. Possibly had applied
polos. Large black spots at cornersof mouth represent eyes. Top of head, tip of nose, shoulders,black.
Black stripe acrossback of shoulderswith black spot
below. Two bands on skirt, with vertical stripes
between.
Vertical stripes on the skirt, depending from a
horizontalline at the waist, seem to be a typically
early pattern. They occur also on No. 18 and on
several other figurines. A very similar figurine was
foundin the main excavationsof Corinth.36
14 (KT1-37). Femalefigurewith "gash"face. Plate 1.
H. 0.106. Armsbrokenoff. Face chipped.
Very hard yellow clay, mostly fired red. Shallow
depressionbetweennose and chin. Very high applied
polos. Two applied locks, horizontallygrooved, over
each shoulder.Armsforward.
From Well I, and probablyto be dated at the end
99, no. 147.
Corinth,XII, no. 5.

35 Cf. Perachora,pl.
36

of the 7th century or beginningof the 6th. The proportions of the face and the modellingof the breast
and waist give the figure a somewhatmore naturalistic appearancethan the preceding figurines. Another figurine,KT1-29, of the Early Grouphad nine
locks of hair, similarly shaped and grooved, applied
at the back. A very similar treatment of the hair is
seen on a figurinefromAegina.37
15 (KT1-38). Upperpart of cylindricalfemalefigure.
Plate 2. H. 0.042. Armsgone.
Hard yellow clay. Dilute red paint. Face slightly
pinchedtogether;very slight incisionfor mouth.Hair
in solid applied mass falling to shoulders behind,
slightly wavy beside face. Applied polos; beneath it
two thin applied fillets, painted red. Applied necklace and pendant disk painted red. Arms forward.
Skirtpaintedred.
From the AryballosDeposit, hence to be dated in
the last quarterof the 7th century.
16 (KT1-39). Cylindricalfemale figure with inscription. Plate 2. H. 0.043. Armsand head missing.
Yellow clay. Black and powderyorange-redpaint.
Breast somewhat rounded. Black painted necklace
with five long red pendants. Broad red band across
shoulders; rest of dress black. At bottom of skirt
incisedinscription:MNAM?.
Thisfigurineis a litle difficultto assignto its proper
place in the series. The use of a powderyorange-red
paint without a preliminarycoat of black might be
taken as an indicationof later date. The outlineof the
body, however,as seen from the side is very similar
to that of No. 12, and the lower part of the body
resembles that of No. 11. The inscription, in the
Corinthianalphabet and the Dorian dialect, doubtless representsthe beginningof the dedicator'sname.
17 (KT1-43). Upper part of female figure. Plate 2.
H. 0.039. Right shoulderand left arm gone.
Pale buff clay. Shallow depressionseparatesnose
and chin. Eyes representedby small disks, hair by
long groovedstrip of clay.
The pellet eyes and applied grooved locks of hair
The
are paralleledin two figurinesfrom Perachora.38
face and hair are also very similar to those of a
figurinefoundat Corinth.39
18 (KT1-53). Lower part of female figure. Plate 2.
H. 0.049.
Light brown clay. Paint black, mostly turned
orangein firing. Row of dots aroundwaist. Back has
dots above waist and is painted black below. Across
back of neck horizontalline with verticallines above.
Band across front, with alternate vertical lines and
rowsof dots runningto bottom of skirt.
Aegina, pl. 108, 18.
Perachora,pl. 99, nos. 144, 145.
39 Winter, Typen, I, p. 33, no. 1.
37
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19 (KT1-60). Part of female figure.Plate 2. H. 0.06.
Head, part of armsand lowerpart of body missing.
Pale grayishyellow clay. Orange-redpaint. Breasts
indicated by painted circles. Front of skirt below
waist decoratedwith row of upright wavy lines borderedby horizontallines; underthis, horizontallines
alternatewith rows of short vertical strokes. Skirt in
solid colorbehind.
The quality of the paint indicates a fairly early
date for this figurine.The patternsused on the skirt,
both the uprightzigzaglines and the rowsof alternate
dots and lines, are, of course, amongthe commonest
motives on Early and MiddleCorinthianpottery. The
shape of the body, the extending of the arms to the
sides and the placing of the upper edge of the skirt
just underthe arms are details closely paralleledin a
figurinefromPerachora.40

20 (KT1-62). Flat female figure. Plate 3. H. 0.04.
Left arm and part of right gone.
Pale grayishyellowclay. Blackpaint. Claypinched
to formnose; top of head high and somewhatconical.
Eyes representedby deeply gougedholes and mouth
by long incision. Breasts indicated by applied disks
with blackspots in centers.Topof headpaintedblack,
also shoulders,narrowvertical stripe on either foot,
and three bands acrossfront of skirt.
One other figurine, KT1-56, which has applied
disks, in this case entirelypaintedblack, to represent
breasts,was found in a predominantlyearly 6th century context, and shows the characteristicallyearly
motiveof verticalstripes,crossedby horizontalstripes,
on the skirt.

21 (KT1-65). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 2. H.
0.038. Head and armsgone.
Hard buff clay. Red paint. Mouldednecklaceconsists of applied strip, painted red, with five pendant
disks. Breasts indicated by applied disks. Dress
painted red, with low neck line. Feet applied under
broadappliedskirt border,unpaintedexcept for row
of red spots; separationof feet and of toes markedby
incisions.Red stripesindicate sandals.
22 (KTI-69). Fragmentof flat femalefigure.H. 0.027.
Onlybottom of skirt preserved.Feet missing.
Hard grayish brown clay. Purple paint applied
over black, and black over purple. Opening cut in
front to insert feet. Dress painted purpleover black,
except for wide, semi-circularborder above feet,
which is decoratedwith simple black maeanderon
purple.
23 (KT1-77). Flat femalefigure.Plate 2. H. ca. 0.126
(not quite certain as two parts do not actuallyjoin).
40 Perachora,pl.

3*

99, no. 143.
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Parts of face, polos and arms missing, anidsection out
of center of body. Partly restored.
Hard gray clay. Hard red paint. Face similar to
that of No. 25. Broad polos with ends joining in front,
instead of behind, as is usual. Four long, irregular,
applied locks at back, incised rather hastily and
painted red. Left arm forward; right, which is extended upward, is about twice width of left and perhaps includes object of some kind supported on arm.
Garment painted red.
The type of face and the quality of the red paint
indicate a fairly early date for this figurine, perhaps
about the same as that of No. 25, possibly a little
earlier. Two other figurines, KT1-78 and KTI-79,
are probably by the same hand. A figure from the
main excavations of Corinth4l is also very similar in
shape and type of face, and wears the same high polos.
A resemblance may also be noted to a fragmentary
figurine from Troy.42
24 (KT1-70). Upper part of large flat female figure.
Plate 4. H. 0.081. Arms broken off.
Brown clay with gray core. Thick brownish purple
paint. Nose pinched to sharp edge; eyes indicated by
very large shallow depressions with spot in center.
Short horizontal strip added for chin. Mouth painted
purple, also large spot on left cheek (probably accidental). Painted necklace with pendant. Arms raised.
Breasts indicated by applied bits of clay, roughly
modelled. Front of dress purple, also band across
shoulders and around backs of arms.
The dating of this peculiar figurine is very difficult.
At first glance its appearance seems thoroughly primnitive. The clay, however, is of a kind rarely used for
early figurines, and the purple paint, though quite
hard, has a brownish tinge which is more usual in
terracottas of a somewhat later date. A somewhat
similar purple paint is, however, used on a figurine,
KT1-73, which, from its type of face, would appear
to be at least as early as the 6th century. Although
No. 24 was found in the Altar Room of the Terracotta Factory, immediately suggesting a date in the
4th century, we must remember that the few clay objects found in this room are by no means all of the
same date. The figurine may, therefore, either be
fairly early, perhaps of 6th century date, or else it is
the result of an experiment made at a much later
period.
25 (KTI-75). Upper part of cylindrical female figure.
Plate 2. H. 0.045. One lock of hair and upper necklace
missing.
Pale grayish clay. Black paint. Purple paint, applied over black. Strongly projecting face close to
"gash" type, but only slightly indented for mouth.
Applied polos. Nine thin ribbed locks of hair, painted
no. 3.
Schliemann, ilios, p. 746, no. 1518.

41 Corinth,XII,
42
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black. Moulded necklace with shoulder disks and
pendant. Above, traces of second applied necklace
with pendant. Traces of purple on dress.
From the "scattered deposit" in Trench J, which
is probably of about the middle of the 6th century.
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26 (KT1-213). Lower part of flat female figure. Plate
2. H. 0.045.
Light brown clay. Brownish black and applied red
paint. Body broad and very flat; apparently formed
of longer slab, doubled back on itself at bottom.
Applied feet with incised toes. At bottom of skirt red
border, black line, band of simple black maeander
between black lines; all these drawn in curve to
emphasize projection of skirt over feet. Rest of skirt
covered with long outlined tongues with thin black
centers and short darts between tips; black line below
tongues.
From the same area as No. 25, hence probably to
be dated around the middle of the 6th century. The
color of the clay and the black paint are paralleled on
vases from the deposit in Trench J.

MiddleGroup

27 (KT1-134). Cylindrical female figure. Plate 2. H.
0.029. Head, part of left arm, necklaces, disk on right
shoulder broken off.
Yellowish brown clay. Very shiny, hard black
paint. Extremely short arms; left may have held
some object close to body. Trace of applied necklace,
painted black, around neck. Black stripe below.
Across breast traces of another necklace with shoulder
disks, painted black, and pendant. Arms painted
black, also stripe down sides. Front of body decorated
as follows: two rows of Z maeander; two rows of
broken maeander; two horizontal lines with short
vertical lines between; two rows of Z maeander. Two
very small projections for feet, painted black. Back
decorated with black streaks, mostly vertical, and
broad border near bottom.
The Conventionalizing patterns indicate a date
after the middle of the 6th century, but the hardness
of the clay and paint probably show that the figurine
is not as late as the 5th century.

28 (KT1-97). Part of female figure. Plate 2. H. 0.06.
Head, arms and lower part of body gone.
Buff clay. Hard black paint and powdery orangered paint applied over black. Right arm forward.
Upper part of body slightly inclined to right and
slightly twisted forward. Modelling of legs under garment indicaited in front; back roughly but effectively
modelled, showing turn of body. Two elaborately
moulded necklaces: upper unpainted and vertically
grooved perhaps to imitate twisted collar, with six
very small pendant disks close together; lower broad
and vertically grooved, with three small disks at
center. Two black dots between necklaces may indi-

cate breasts. Black paint on shoulders and across
neck. Dresspaintedred over black.
That this figurine is probablynot later than the
middle of the 6th century is indicated by the preliminarycoat of black paint underthe red, although
the powderyquality of the red paint shows that the
figurine is unlikely to be of much earlier date. The
freedomof the pose and the quality of the modelling
are rather unusualfor the 6th century. An instance,
however,of similarmodellingexists in a figurine,IV,
4, whichis perhapseven earlierthan this. Another6th
century figurine, III, 3, shows a similar pose. Free
poses are, of course,moreeasily achievedin clay than
in stone. The twisted collaris possiblyan imitation of
those frequentlyseen on Argivefigurines.43
29 (KT1-104).Flat female figure. Plate 2. H. 0.042.
Pale yellowish gray clay. Black and brownish
purplepaint. Face formedof separatelump; nose and
mouth very slightly modelled.Appliedstrip, painted
black and markedby fine verticalgrooves,represents
hair. Eyes black, mouth purple. Either hand holds
disk on which is dash of purple. Necklaceindicated
by incised line and elliptical pendant with dot in
center. Two small pointedprojectionsfor feet. Broad
purple band all around shoulders; similar band at
bottom.
For a discussionof this and some of the succeeding
figurinessee p. 28. The incisednecklaceand pendant
are not paralleledamongthe otherfigurinesfromthe
Potters' Quarter.
30 (KT1-105).Flat female figure. Plate 2. H. 0.044.
Disk missingfromnecklace.
Pale gray clay. Paint same as that of No. 29.
Applied hair painted black but not grooved. Black
spots for eyes, mouth purple. Thin appliednecklace,
painted with black spots, ending in shoulderdisks,
decoratedwith purple crosses; at center of necklace
traces of applieddisk with circle painted roundit in
purple. Either hand holds small ball. Wide purple
bandsacrossbreastand bottom of skirt. Few splashes
of black acrossback of shoulders.Front of skirt decorated with two rows of indistinct black patterns
(perhapscrosses)borderedby thin blacklines.
Therecan be little doubt but that No. 29 and No.
30 were made by the same hand, if one looks at the
broad shoulders,the flat body, the modellingof the
face, the arrangementof the hair, the cakes in the
hands, and the quality of the paint. Their date is
more uncertain;they are placed at this point in the
series because they seem closest to the group from
Stelai ShrineA.
43 Cf. Tiryns, I, pls. I, 1, 3, III, 1, 5, 7, 8; Winter, Typen,
I, p. 26, no. 2, p. 27, no. 6, p. 28, no. 9; Arg. Her., II, pls.
XLII, 9, 13, XLIII, 7, 8, 10, XLIV, 2-5, XLV, 11 and 13;
Perachora, pls. 110, nos. 244, 245, 247, 250; 111, no. 261;
Asine, fig. 225, 4.
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31 (KT1-106). Upper part of female figure. Plate 4.
H. 0.04. Left arm broken off.
Hard pale gray clay. Paint similar to that of Nos.
29 and 30. Face similar, except that nose is more
prominent, with slight ridge pinched underneath to
mark mouth. Sharp-edged polos with purple line at
upper edge and row of black dots below. Cap-like hair,
painted black, with vertical incisions in front. Eyes
and brows black, mouth purple. Upper body flat,
lower cylindrical. Right hand holds elliptical object
(dove ?). Purple band all round shoulders, round arms
and down sides. Three vertical incisions indicate folds
of skirt. Black line across front of skirt.

32 (KT1-107). Female figure. Plate 3. H. 0.053. Left
arm, object in right hand, part of hair missing.
Pale grayish yellow clay. Black and brownish red
paint. Sharp-edged polos, black inside'and decorated
outside with red line around upper edge and row of
red dots below. Hair in two parts, both painted
black: long strip across forehead and falling to
shoulders, with short incisions to indicate waves, and
flat piece, rounded at bottom and ribbed with horizontal grooves, representing heavy mass falling down
back. Trace of red on eyes, brows and mouth. Thin
applied necklace with central pendant and smaller
shoulder disks, all painted red. Right hand hollowed
to hold object. Vertical incised folds all around skirt.
Projecting feet painted red. Bands of red around
shoulders, down sides, across lower edge of blouse and
around arms. Band around bottom of skirt has fringe
pattern at upper edge.
No. 32 obviously belongs, in spite of its different
coloring, with the three preceding figurines. The
shape of the face and the appearance of the hair in
front is alike in all four. The body of No. 32 is identical
in shape with No. 31. They resemble each other also
in the shape and decoration of the polos, the painting
of the face, the position of the arms, the painted
bands around the top and sides of the blouse and
around the arms, and, finally, the fluting of the skirt.
A general resemblance may be noted between No. 32
and a figurine from Tegea.44

33 (KT1-108). Cylindrical female figure with "beak"
face. Plate 3. H. 0.044.
Brownish gray clay. Black and powdery red paint.
High, sharp-edged polos, with row of black dots between black lines. Hair over forehead vertically
grooved and painted black. Black dots for eyes.
Applied necklace with small disks at center and
shoulders; larger disk above. Red disk on right hand,
perhaps originally also on left. Traces of broad black
collar around neck; red of dress covers it in front.
Necklace and front of dress red. At bottom of skirt
black band with fringe pattern above and below.
This figurine was found with No. 32 and has certain
44Winter, Typen, I, p. 27, no. 3.
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characteristics in common with the group, notably
the shape and decoration of the polos, the arrangement of the hair, the finishing of the back and the
position of the arms, although it differs in other
respects, especially in the more cylindrical shape of
the body.
34 (KTI-110). Small cylindrical female figure. Plate
2. H. 0.023. Head and left arm broken off.
Buff clay. Hard black and purple paint. Hair black.
Thin purple necklace with pendants. Upper part of
dress painted purple (covering black stripe around
shoulders) and decorated, front and back, with short,
vertical incised strokes arranged in horizontal rows.
Skirt painted black and decorated, front and back,
with row of incised vertical zigzag lines, tower pattern
and fine horizontal zigzag line round lower edge. Tip
of right arm painted black.
The breadth, flatness and angularity of the shoulders, combined with the cylindrical shape of the
lower body, relate this figurine to Nos. 31 and 32. The
quality of both the black and the purple paint and the
extreme care used in the decoration of so small a
figure should indicate a date not later than the 6th
century. The band of upright zigzags, which is the
common decoration around the rims of Orientalizing
skyphoi in the early part of the century, may possibly
show that the figurine belongs to the Early Group.
On the other hand, a female figure with rather similar
decoration on the skirt appears on a fragmentary
vase, KP1179, from the Aphrodite Deposit. This
figure has an incised horizontal zigzag near the bottom of the skirt and groups of vertical incised zigzags
above. The date of this vase is probably somewhere
in the second half of the 6th century. For the upright
wavy lines on a figurine compare No. 19. The use of
incised patterns for decoration is unusual. The way in
which the decoration was applied is interesting. First
the skirt and a band around the shoulders were
painted in black, then the patterns were incised, and
finally the purple on the upper part was added, perhaps as an afterthought.
35 (KT1-111). Female figure wearing jacket. Plate 3.
H. 0.109. Left arm, object in right hand and left side
of base broken away. Published in A.J.A., XXXV,
1931, pp. 23f., pl. 1, 1.
Light brown clay. Hard polished brownish black
paint (partly fired reddish brown), powdery red and
thick white paint. Head slightly inclined to right.
Face small; nose a little raised above surface, and
slight cut indicates mouth. Back of head conical.
Sharp-edged polos, painted red. Hair indicated by
black paint and by shallow, irregular gouging of surface. Eyes and brows black, mouth and necklace red.
Thick jacket with round neck and short puffed sleeves.
Two or three fine incised lines at neck border. Purple
border, wider at bottom, round jacket, with row of
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small white dots applied round edges. Small white
circle with dot inside drawn at angle of front and
bottom borders. In front, row of white squares, each
with dot in center, painted on bottom border. Modelling of breasts and legs indicated under garment.
Right hand slightly hollowed to hold object. Skirt
painted black; slight fullness, especially between legs,
indicated by vertical grooves. Two white lines encircle upper part of skirt. Nearer bottom similar
white line with irregular strokes in white above.
Across lower front edge of skirt a broad purple border,
with tower pattern in white, edged above and below
by row of white dots. Feet rather crudely represented
by lumps of clay, square at ends and slightly turned
inward. Small, irregular base, painted black.45
From the Aphrodite Deposit. This figurine is one
of the most unusual from the Potters' Quarter. The
open jacket is a type of garment very rarely found in
Greek art. It appears, in a longer form and with long
sleeves, on a relief in Broom Hall,46 and a jacket very
similar to this is worn by Medea on the Talos vase.47
The empty sleeve which hangs over the right shoulder
of Medea on the Peliades relief48may also be part of
such a garment and the long-sleeved jacket is thus
probably Oriental in origin. A terracotta figurine from
the Acropolis49appears to have a long, open jacket,
but this is probably sleeveless. That the jacket of No.
35 is of heavy material is shown by the thickness of
the edges, especially at the back of the neck where
the edge forms a distinct ridge. The general shape of
the outer garment is not, of course, far removed from
the bloused garments of Nos. 31 and 32. These figurines share with No. 35 the unusual feature of
grooves indicating the folds of the skirt. The position
and modelling of the arms are also very similar in the
three figurines, as well as the shape and position of
the polos. Nearly as peculiar as the garment is the use
of white paint overlaid on another color. On very few
of the Potters' Quarter figurines is white used except
as a slip on which to lay other colors or as a means of
concealing inferior clay.50 The clay used in No. 35 is
very hard. The red paint is fairly good and the black
is of unusually good quality. The patterns used on the

garment are not those typical of Conventionalizing
pottery. We should perhaps, therefore, place this
figurine earlierthan the Stelai Shrine A group,perhaps in the late 6th century. A fragmentaryfigurine,
KT1-113, whichis very similarin scale and style was
found not far from the AphroditeDeposit. The shape
of the shouldersand arms and the modellingof the
breast are very similar. This figure does not wear a
jacket, but the dress is sharply bloused at the hips.
An applied necklace is worn, and the dress is
decoratedby a broad red band, with fringe pattern
at its loweredge, acrossthe breast. The figurinesmay
well be by the samehand.
36 (KTI-117). Small flat female figure with "gash"
face. Plate 2. H. 0.041.Right armand left side of base
brokenoff.
Reddish buff clay. Black and red paint. Slash for
mouth, painted red. Perhaps traces of red on eyes.
Appliedpolos, painted red, with small disk in front.
Underpolostwo smallelongatedbits of clay, also red,
perhapsintended for ears, or possibly hair. Painted
red necklace with central pendant. Left hand holds
red-paintedcake. Small red spots on upper part of
dress.Front of skirt black,with fourverticalgrooves.
Broad black stripe down back. Edge of squarebase
paintedblack.
The lowerpart of the body, especiallyin the color
of the paint, the folds of the skirt andthe shapeof the
added base, reminds one strongly of No. 35. The
single applied disk at the center of the polos is
paralleledin severalfigurinesfrom Tegea.51

37 (KT1-119). Femalefigure with "gash"face. Plate
4. H. 0.086. Part of left arm and several disks from
polos and necklacemissing.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Black dots for eyes,
mouthred. Widepolos,paintedblack,partly overlaid
with red; alongedgerow of red disks (originallynine).
Long applied lock, horizontally grooved, falls over
either shoulder.Four shorterlocks, similarlywaved,
hang in close mass behind.Hair paintedblack. Small
ball in right hand. Appliednecklace, painted black,
with small red pendants (originally seven). Dress
black, overlaidwith broadred bordersaroundshoul45From the appearance of the under surface of the left
ders and lower part of skirt. Black stripe on under
foot where it is exposed by the breaking of the base, it looks
as if the figure had been finished first without the base, which side of hand.
may have been added to enable the figurine to stand.
From Stelai Shrine A, thereforeprobably to be
46 Conze, Die attischenGrabreliefs,pl. CLVI, 819.
dated in the first half of the 5th century. The model47 Furtwangler-Reichhold, Gr. Vasenmalerei, pls. 38, 39.
ling of the face is very similarto that of No. 25. The
48 Kat. Skulpt. Berlin, IV, pl. 78; Brunn-Bruckmann,
persistenceof this type of face is interestingbut not
Denkcmaler,
pl. 341 b.
49 Jahrbuch,VIII, 1893, Arch. Anz., p. 147, fig. 30.
surprising,as it was an easy and natural method of
50 See pp. 5f. The white paint employed on XXIX, 1, an
modellinga face. For female figurineswith a row of
animal figurine of the 7th century, is thin and chalky like the
applied disks on the polos see under VIII, 41. This
slips used on later figurines; it is not the thick white paint of
detail may reflectArgiveinfluence.
this figurine. The paint used on VIII, 32, is also thinner; that
of VIII, 37, if it exists at all, is extremely dilute. A white
paint, however, which is rather similar to that of No. 35
appears on a fragment of a wheel, XXXII, 18.

51Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 26, nos. 7, 8, p. 27, nos. 5, 6,
p. 28, nos. 1, 5; Zervos, L'art en Grece(1946), no. 93 (right).
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38 (KT1-120). Cylindricalfemale figure with "gash"
face. Plate 3. H. 0.078. Left arm and shouldergone,
parts of necklaceand braceletmissing.
Pale clay. Entire figure coveredwith black paint,
even under base. On lower part both clay and paint
fired red. Face similar to preceding, but broader.
Heavy roll, vertically slashed, representshair. Originally had two appliednecklaces.Bracelet on right
arm.
From the AphroditeDeposit. The mouldedbracelet is a most unusual feature. Other figures entirely
covered with paint are 1, 1, I, 51, and III, 15. A
mouldmadefigurine,VIII, 43, of whichonly the head
is preserved,is completelypainted.

39 (KT1-123).Lower part of cylindrical female figure. Plate 4. H. 0.045. Feet brokenoff.
Hardreddishbuff clay. Black andredpaint. Entire
skirt painted red, with exception of wide reserved
band at bottom of front, which is decorated with
petal pattern; leaves alternatelyblack and red (over
black),and separatedby thin blacklines.
From Stelai Shrine A. The petal pattern is, of
course, extremelycommonin Conventionalizingpottery, especially as a decorationon the shouldersof
oinochoai.It is undoubtedlyderivedfrom the earlier
tonguepattern.
40 (KT1-128). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 3. H.
0.051. Right arm and objectin left hand gone.
Hard pinkish clay. Black and brownishred paint.
Applied hair, vertically grooved and painted black,
nearly covers face. Applied polos, decorated with
black dots, has narrow applied band aroundupper
edge. Left hand hollowed to hold object, probably
disk. Back paintedred; broadred band acrosscenter
of front. Reservedbands acrossbreast and bottom of
skirt showtraces of maeanderpatternin black.
Fromthe samedeposit.Theface is a debasedvariation of that employedin Nos. 29-34 (see also p. 27).
41 (KT1-129). Flat female figure. Plate 3. H. 0.074.
Left foot brokenoff.
Pinkish buff clay. Black and red paint. Face and
hair same as preceding. Sharp-edgedpolos, painted
black inside and decoratedoutside with Z maeander
in black. Red spots on disks in hands. Body very flat
with roundededges. Front of dress decoratedas follows: red and black stripes acrossbreast; hook maeanderin black; wide doublehook maeanderin black,
with black line above and below; row of spirals in
black, separated by thin red and black lines from
second row of similar spirals drawn upside down;
thin black line below. Black dots between spirals.
Broad red stripes down sides and aroundbottom of
skirt. Back of shoulderspaintedred.
From the same deposit. This figurineis so close to
No. 40 that it must have been made by the same
hand. The width and flatness of the shoulders,the
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position of the arms,the arrangementof the hair, all
remind us of the little group of figurines, already
described,which begins with No. 29. The example
from the Stelai Shrine,however,shows the Conventionalizingstyle at its height. Not only are the patterns used the typical ones of that style, but the
coloring also is characteristic.The rather powdery
brownishred paint and the dilute brownishblack are
exactly those used on vases of the same period. We
have only to compare this figurine with the vases
fromthe Stelai Shrineto see that the pottery and the
figurines of that deposit were largely decoratedby
the samepainters.
42 (KT12-4). Lowerpart of nude femalefigure.
Plate 2. H. 0.041.
Light grayish brown clay. Black paint. Short
curved stripe outlines hips. Row of horizontalblack
stripes down outside of either leg. Short thin stripes
on front of right leg.
This fragmentis one of the only two nude figures
to be found among the handmadefemale figurines,
the otherbeing III, 18. It is impossibleto say at what
periodit was made.
Late Group

43 (KT1-135). Flat female figure. Plate 5. H. 0.049.
Head, left arm,right hand brokenoff.
Veryhardbuff clay. Red andbrownishblackpaint.
Wide strip of clay, broadin center and narrowingto
blunt point at ends, applied across breast. Edges
paintedred; inside, two lines in dilute brown,parallel
to sides of scarf and meeting at ends, contain between them four spirals, facing each other in pairs,
separatedby verticalredlines. Narrowerstrip applied
across waist; decoratedwith brown and red stripe.
Skirt decoratedwith Z maeanderand broken maeander in dilute black, bordered and separated by
black lines. Broad red band at bottom. Feet project
very slightly. Back undecorated.
From the CircularSouth Shrine.The depositfrom
this shrineis dated at about the third quarterof the
5th century. The decorationof this figurineis typical
of the Conventionalizingstyle in patterns and coloring. Vases decoratedin this style have become comparativelyrareby that period,but it is not necessary
to assumethat the figurineis earlierthan its deposit,
since at least one vase from the deposit is decorated
in quite as good a style. The costumeis unusual.The
strip of clay applied across the breast may be an
imitation of the applied overfold of the peplos frequently seen on Argive figurines.52This overfold is
52 Cf. Tiryns, I, pl. II, pl. III, 2, 7-9, pl. IV, 1-4, pl. VII,
1 and 2; Arg. Her., II, p. 24, fig. 34, p. 26, fig. 40, pl. XLIV,
3; Winter, Typen, I, p. 27, nos. 2, 3, 6, p. 28, no. 1 (all from
Tegea); Perachora, pl. 110, no. 254. For its use on another
Corinthianfigurine see ibid., pl. 94, no. 84.
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squareor rectangularin shape and applied to cover vertical red lines. Two lowest stripes continueround
the breast and upperarms. The appliedbelt is found back.
only on this figurine and on one other, KT1-159,
47 (KT1-144). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 5. H.
which camefromthe CircleDeposit.
0.036. Right arm and end of left brokenoff.
Hard buff clay. Black and red paint. Head added
44 (KTI-137). Cylindricalfemalefigurewith "beak"
in separate piece; pinched together to form face.
face. Plate 3. H. 0.068.
Grayish yellow clay. Dilute black paint. Face Black dots for eyes and red for mouth. Top and back
formed by small applied piece of clay, pinched to of head and applied polos painted black. Arms outformpoint. Appliedpolospressedflat in frontlike hat stretchedto sides. Broad red band aroundshoulders
brim; row of black spots on upper surface. Eyes with fringe pattern at lower edge. Red stripes down
indicated by dots; black stripe down nose. Front of sides. Red band at bottom, with fringe pattern at
figure crossed by three black bands, intersected by upperedge in back.
From the west edge of the hill near the second
thin vertical lines. Large disk in right hand, in left
largeflat disk with smallerdisk on top; black spot on tower of the City Wall. Five other figurinesfound in
the same area are of similarstyle.
upperdisk. Pointed feet.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. The "beak"face
48 (KT1-154). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 5. H.
in the figurines of the Late Groupis distinguished
0.035. Head and right arm gone.
from a rathersimilartype of face found in the Early
Red clay. Black and red paint. Black hair. Red
Groupby the fact that in the later figurinesan extra
around shoulders.Narrow moulded necklace,
stripe
bit of clay is added to make the face, while in the
painted red; black dots on disk pendant.Black spots
early ones the face is worked from the clay of the
under necklace. Arms painted red. Skirt red, with
head.
three horizontalincised lines at waist. Lower down,
45 (KTI-138). Flat female figure. Plate 5. H. 0.057. black band, painted over red, borderedby incised
Head,arms,left foot anddisk on left shouldermissing. lines and decoratedby short, vertical incised lines.
Hard yellow clay. Black and red paint. Applied Incisedline near bottom.
necklace with disks; traces of red. Upper necklace
The incisions, in this case made after the figure
indicated by red paint. Front of dress has red bands was painted, are a very unusual method of decoraat waist and bottom, and blackband crossedby three tion.53With the shapeof the body comparea figurine
verticallines.
from Tiryns.54Two other figurines, KTI-152 and
From the Rectangular South Pit, hence to be KTI-153, are very close in style to No. 48.
dated at about the third quarterof the 5th century.
Unfortunately,No. 45 is the only handmadefemale 49 (KT1-172). Flat female figure with "disk" face.
figure from this dated deposit. Even more unfortu- Plate 4. H. 0.075. Left arm missing.
Pale gray clay. Purple and dilute brown paint.
nately, the head is missing.It may have beenlike that
Broad
polos appliedlow over face. Top of head, polos
of No. 44, but perhaps approachedthe "disk" face
and
feet
painted brown. Mouldednecklace, painted
type more closely, since the body of the figurine
with
purple,
three disks. Flat disk in right hand.
resemblesfiguresfromthe CircleDeposit which have
of
Lower
part
body very flat. Twowide brownstripes
that type of face (cf. No. 49). It is interestingto have
front.
across
a date indicated,if not fixed, for a very commontype
From the CircleDeposit, and probablyto be dated
of handmadeterracotta,that consistingof a tall, flat
in
the late 5th century, possibly in the early 4th.
figurewith "disk"face, decoratedwith stripesacross
Another
figurine,KTI-173, from the same deposit is
the
and
in
the front of
body
unpainted back. From
in shape, decoration,quality of clay
nearly
identical
of
the hardness the clay, the good quality of the paint
and
and
is doubtlessby the same hand as
paint,
etc.,
and the comparativelysmooth surface of the figure
49.
No.
that
No.
45
an
we may assume
represents early exampleof the type.
50 (KT1-158). Female figure. Plate 5. H. 0.053. Left
46 (KTI-142). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 3. H. arm, head, right shoulderand feet brokenoff.
Hard buff clay. Hard shiny black and dull red
0.053. Armsbrokenoff.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Face formed like paint. Thin moulded necklace, painted with black
that of No. 44. Eyes indicated by black dots and dots; small disk pendant. Red stripe below. Across
mouthby red spot. Hairrepresentedby appliedband, breast second moulded necklace with small disk on
vertically groovedand painted black. Black painted shoulderand three small central pendants. Necklace
necklace with pendant. Across breast black and red
53 Compare the incised necklace of No. 29, the incised
stripes, joined by short red lines. Broad black band patterns
on the garment of No.
and the incised skirt folds
acrosswaist. Black line and row of black dots below. occurringin several figurines. 34,
54 Tiryns, I, pl. VI, 4.
At bottom red stripe and black band connected by
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decorated with black dots; black spot on shoulder
disk and on middlependant. Smallreservedsquarein
center of skirt, surroundedby red hollow square,in
turn surroundedby large,black open rectangle.Wide
red borders down sides of skirt and across bottom.
Separatebits originallyaddedfor feet.
From the Shrineof the Double Stele, dated probably in the first half of the 4th century.The decoration of the garmentis unlike that of any of the other
figurines.The use of hard,fine clay and paint of such
excellent quality is hardly to be expected at that
period.It is possiblethat this figurinecomesfroman
earlierperiodof the shrine,55but the two periodsare
probablynot far apartin date.

51 (KT1-164). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 3. H.
0.072. Part of polos and tips of armsmissing.
Very hard pinkishgray clay. Entire figurecovered
with hard black paint. Face very nearly "disk"type,
with flattenedlump addedfor nose. Very high applied
polos. Heavy applied necklace, pinched to point on
shoulders,with pendantdisk at center.Armsforward
and perhapsheld objects.
Fromthe samedeposit.For otherfigurinesentirely
coveredwith paint, see under No. 38. The method of
fashioning the face is most unusual. Although the
applicationof a flat disk of clay to the front of the
head to form the face is a very commonformula,the
addition of a separatebit of clay for the nose occurs
on only one other figurine,III, 15.
52 (KT1-165). Small cylindricalfemale figure. Plate
5. H. 0.034.
Reddish buff clay. Black and red paint. Face
formed of roundedbit of clay. Black dots for eyes.
Traces of red under chin, probably intended for
mouth. Very wide polos, decoratedwith red stripe
between black lines. Black painted necklace; red
band round shoulders. Pointed arms extended forward, painted with vertical red stripes. Red band
roundbottom of skirt. Feet projectslightly.
Fromthe same deposit.
63 (KT1-168). Flat female figure with "disk" face.
Plate 3. H. 0.076.
Hard yellowish brown clay. Hard brownishblack
paint. Black spots for eyes and mouth. Wide applied
polos. Top of head black. Black necklace and stripe
across breast. Hands joined, holding large ball, decorated with black spot. Broad black band across
bottom of skirt, with narrowerband above. Projections for feet.
From the same deposit. For the disk held in both
hands in front of the body, compareIII, 13, and a
figurinefromthe main excavationsof Corinth.56
54 (KT1-175).Femalefigure.Plate 5. H. 0.041.Head,
part of rightarlmand tip of left armmnissing.
55

Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 50.
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Red clay, slightly lighter on surface,coveredwith
white slip. Breasts modelledfrom clay of figure, apparently not added separately.Arms forward.Very
small projectionsfor feet. Figureprobablyhollow.
This figure is placed here on account of the similarity of the white slip with that of a figurine,KT1174, from the Shrine of the Double Stele, but it is
quite unlike any other of the handmade standing
figures57and there is no evidencefor datingit.
55 (KT1-184). Cylindricalfemale figure with "disk"
face. Plate 5. H. 0.054. Part of armsmissing.
Hardyellowishgray clay. Black paint. Face nearly
coveredby wide polos. Tracesof blackon top of head.
Black necklace and stripe across breast. Arms forward. Pointed feet and borderof skirt paintedblack.
56 (KT1-195). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 4. H.
0.066.
Reddishbrownclay. Brownishblack and soft purplish red paint. Face formedby doublingtop of head
back on itself, but has much greater depth than in
"disk" type. Black spots indicate eyes. Short slash
for mouth, painted red. Black spot at tip of chin.
Polosblackwith purplishborderat loweredge. Top of
head black. Broadred band encirclesshoulders.Left
arm, bent at elbow, holds small red disk. Red stripe
across arm. Red band down either side of skirt and
around bottom. Base round behind and square in
front, with cornerspinchedto indicatefeet.
Found in Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory, in
connectionwith coins of the third quarterof the 4th
century. Anotherfigurine, KTI-196, without doubt
by the same hand as No. 56, was found in Deposit 1
of the TerracottaFactory. Comparealso the style of
a horseand riderfigurine,XXIII, 34, fromDeposit1.
The differencebetweenthe "gash"faces of the Early
and MiddleGroupsand faces of the t.ypeof No. 56 is
considerable;the latter is reallythe "disk"type, with
the surfaceroundedand an incisedline addedfor the
mouth.
57 (KT1-197). Cylindricalfemale figure. Plate 4. H.
0.073. Part of left armmissing.
Hard reddishbuff clay. Black and red paint. Face
like preceding except that chin is pressed against
neck. Black spots for eyes, red on incisionfor mouth.
Very wide polos with two black stripes. Top of head
black. Painted necklace consists of two black lines,
close together,with elongatedred pendant at center.
Black spot on right hand. Acrossfront of waist red
stripe with three elongatedred spots at lower edge.
Red stripes down sides. Red stripe acrossfront near
bottom, with fringe pattern at upper edge. Feet
black.
A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 210, fig. 13.
Compare, however, III, 18, which was found in the
same place.
56

57
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From the TerracottaFactory. This figure is quite decorationof the skirt is similarto that of a figurine
similarto the preceding,but may possibly,on account from the main excavationsof Corinth,58
said to have
of the harderclay and paint and the more elaborate been foundin a late 5th centurycontext.
necklace and dress design, be a little earlier. The
58 Corinth,XII, no. 2.
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Of the sixteen figures and fragments of figuresbelongingto this type, eight are here described.
Except for No. 1, which is entirely different, all these figures are quite homogeneousin style, and
are presumably nearly contemporary. Since No. 8 and two other figures of this type were found
in a deposit of the first half of the 4th century, Class II as a whole, with the exception of No. 1,
must be considered as of late date. The characteristics, with the same exception, are the same:
a tall cylindrical body, "disk" face, broad polos, wide, flat arms and no painted decoration.
Groups, usually of women, dancing in a circle, alone or with a central figure which may be
musician or sacred object, appear early in Greek art. Among the earliest representations of a
circular dance in the round is the terracotta group of three dancers, a lyre-player and a dove
found at Palaikastro in Crete.' This is of the L. M. II period. From the Geometricperiod we have
several bronze groups from Olympia,2 apparently with five or seven dancers and no central
figure. A bronze group from Arkadia,3 perhaps of the same period, represents four goatlike
beings dancing in a circle. Circlesof dancers are, of course, very frequently seen on vases of the
archaic period. In the form of terracotta figurines, however, they are not particularly common,
except in Cyprus.4An example from Rhodes5 is not unlike those from Cyprus. A single figure
from Corinth6,which is very close to the Potters' Quarter type, is probably from a dancing
group, and a flute-player from such a group was also found at Corinth.7Two figurines of Corinthian fabric from Perachora8are perhaps from such groups. Both figures are painted and are
earlier in date than most of the Potters' Quarter examples; they are perhaps contemporary
with No. 1. A fragmentary base "bearing traces of at least four figurines" was also found at
the same site,9 and must be the base for a dancing group. Similar groups occur also among
Argive terracottas10,and a figure from one was found on the Acropolis at Athens11and another at Lousoi.12
1

Charbonneaux,Les terrescuites grecques,no. 3.
Olympia, IV, pl. XVI, 263 (with mention of two similar
groups and fragments of three others); Neugebauer, Antike
Bronzestatuetten,fig. 13. For a photograph of the first see
Zervos, L'art en Greace
(1946), no. 63.
3 Brommer, Sat yroi, figs. 1 and 2.
4 Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II A, pl. XXXIII, 279 (three
figures around a flute-player); Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros,
pl. XVII, 5 (a fragment with two dancers and a flute-player),
pl. CXXVII, 6 (a group of about six dancers and two tambourine-players), pl. CXXVII, 4 (three dancers surrounding
a sacred tree); de Ridder, Collectionde Clercq,V, p. 123, no.
106 (three figures dancing about a vase and a colunm which
supports a nest of doves, while the tambourine-playeris outside the circle); Myres, Cat. of Cyp. Mus., nos. 5401-5447;
Swed.Cyp. Exped., I, pl. LXVIII, 13; ibid., III, pl. CCXXXIII,
123. These groups are all handmade. Mouldmade dancing
groups are also not uncommon among Cypriote terracottas
(cf. Cesnola, op. cit., pl. XXXIII, nos. 274-278, 280, 281;
Ohnefalsch-Richter,op. cit., pl. XVII, 6, pl. CXXVII, 5, and
Myres, op. cit., nos. 5315-5334, 5448-5466). For isolated
figures playing double flutes, cf. Cesnola, op. cit., pl. V, nos.
30, 33, 35, 36.
2

5 Lindos, pl. 87, no. 1955 (with three dancers and a fluteless flute-player). Ibid., no. 1956 is a flute-player, probably
from a similar group.
6 A.J.A., X, 1906, pl. X, 2.
7Corinth, XII, no. 7.
8 Perachora, pl. 99, nos. 142, 149. The lower edge of the
former looks as if it had been broken from a base; the arms,
however, are not sufficiently raised for a dancing figure.
9 Ibid., p. 226, (under no. 142).
10Ibid., pl. 111, no. 263; Arg. Her., II, p. 16, nos. 3, 4 (the
flute-players of p. 18, nos. 21-23, may also come from dancing
groups, and perhaps also a figure, pl. XLII, 7, which stands
on a base); Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 153, nos. 82, 83. The fragmentary group of Tiryns, I, pp. 83f., no. 143, may represent
a dance, although not a ring dance, as one of the figures stands
behind the other.
11Winter, Typen, I, p. 24, no. 9. Ibid., p. 23, no. 3, represents a flute-player, but there is no indication that the
figure formed part of a group (see Cat. of Acrop. Mus., II,

pp. 345f., no. 1215).
12

Jahreshefte,IV, 1901, p. 40, fig. 33.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSES II-III
1 (KT2-1). Cylindricalfemale figure and arm of another. Plate 5. H. 0.03. Left arm and head brokenoff.
Hard gray clay, mottled in firing. Black paint.
Wide applied necklace with five flat applied disks.
Black spot on right shoulder.Right hand joined to
arm of next figure, hand of which is painted black.
Back painted black nearly to bottom; broad stripe
acrossfront of skirt.
This is the only figurefrom a dancinggroupwhich
has any decoration.Thereis no doubt, however,that
there are two joined arms on the right side and it is,
therefore,almost certainthat the two figuresformed
part of a circulardance. The quality of the clay and
paint seem to indicate an early date, probablyin the
6th century, althoughall the other figuresof ClassII
appearto be of much later date.13
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are formed of thick rolls. Hands attached to lower
ends.
Anotherfigurine,KT2-6, is very similarto this.
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4-7 (KT2-7, 2-8, 2-9, 2-10). Dancinggroup.Plate 4.
Preservedheight of flute-player(KT2-7): 0.066.
Extremelyhardgreenishgray clay. Figuressimilar
in style to Nos. 3 and 8.
Thesefourfigureshave been restoredas a groupof
four women dancingin a circle with the flute player
in the center, all set into a round base. The figures
were all found togetherand are of identical clay. The
two which are preservedto the bottom show clearly
that they were set into a base. Enough of the arms
was preservedto give their exact length and thus the
size of the circle.Therestorationwith four dancersis,
therefore,quite certain.The right arm of one figureis
2 (KT2-2). Cylindricalfigure playing double flutes. always appliedto the back of the left arm of the next
H. 0.044.Flutes, left arm,part of right and lowerpart figure.
of body nmissing.
8 (KT2-11). Cylindricalfigure from dancing group.
Hard buff clay. Very flat applied polos. Face
Plate 4. H. 0.085. Part of both armsmissing.
square in outline and flat, without features. Very
Yellow clay, burnedred in front and buff on back.
deep, wide gash in center, with two rolls of clay inflat "disk" face half covered by broad polos
Very
sertedto representdoubleflutes. Armsraisedto hold
applied to front and sides. Enough of the bottom is
flutes.
preservedto showthat the figurestood on a base and
This fragmentdiffersfromnthe other flute-playing
it stood at the very edge of the base.
that
figuresin having the ends of the flutes insertedin a
From
the Shrine of the Double Stele, as also two
gash in the face instead of being coveredwith an apfragments of similar figures, KT2-12 and KT2-13,
plied strip of clay.
which are possiblyfromthe same groupas No. 8. We
3 (KT2-5). Upper part of cylindricalfigure playing have, then, a probabledate in the first half of the 4th
century for one of these dancing groups. The group
doubleflutes. Plate 5. H. 0.052.
Pale yellowishgray clay. Very high polos, applied consistingof Nos. 4 to 7 is doubtlessnot far from the
acrossfront of head only. No face, except short strip same date, since the figuresin both groupsare almost
of clay applied to cover upper ends of flutes, which identical.

CLASS

III. HANDMADE SEATED FEMALE FIGURES

There are relatively few of these in comparison with the standing figures. Only 38 were
catalogued, and of these 18 are described below. Five uncatalogued fragments bring the total
to 43. In general, the observations made in Class I are true also of Class III, and the seated
figures have been placed in the same chronological groups as the standing figures. Here,
however, a fixed classification is made more difficult by several exceptional figurines which are
quite different from anything else in Class III, and frequently from any other figurine in the
Potters' Quarter. The great majority of seated figures fall into the Late Group. Only two
belong with certainty in the Early Group; neither of these was found in a dated deposit, and
probably neither is datable before the 6th century. The handmade seated male figure is likewise
very rare before the middle of the 6th century, and again there are only two examples in the
Early Group.
Most of the figurines of Class III have a flat body, usually bent at right angles at the hips
and again at the knees. Although there is not sufficient material to enable one to generalize
13 Compare, however, the 6th century figurines, perhaps from dancing groups, found at Perachora (Perachora,pl. 99,
nos. 142, 149).
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about developments in style, it seems to be the case that the figurines of the Early and Middle
Groups tend to be broader in proportion to their height than the later ones. Although No. 11
from the Circular South Shrine and No. 16 from the Shrine of the Double Stele have wide
bodies, the shape which is more typical of the Late Group is tall, narrow and very nearly of
the same width from shoulders to feet; this type of body is exemplifiedby Nos. 8, 9, 10, 15 and 17.
The method of support varies. Props are sometimes attached to the back of the figure. Most
common are the two straight, peg-like supports used in Nos. 5 and 16, and in several of the
uncatalogued fragments1; one figure, No. 8, has a prop of oblong shape. Three figurines have
seats of different kinds, No. 4 probably a chair, No. 17 a stool and No. 3 an irregular base.
No. 12 and probably No. 13 are seated on doves; No. 14 is of similar type, although the seated
figure is missing. In the case of No. 6 the sides of the skirt form the support. A few figures had
no visible support and were doubtless seated on separate objects of some kind. No. 15, for
example, was probably propped on two sticks.
Seated female figures of Corinthian fabric have occasionally been found at Corinth2and
elsewhere, but are far less common than those of the correspondingstanding type. It seems to
be true that at most sites, as in Corinth, where handmade figurines are found in any number
the standing types are more numerous than the seated. This is certainly true of Attic and
Spartan figurines; in Boeotia the standing type was more common at Rhitsona, at least. In
the Argive fabric, however, the seated type achieved an enormous popularity.3
Early Group
1 (KT6-7). Upper part of large, flat female figure.
Plate 4. H. 0.075. Head, right arm and part of left,
part of necklacemissing.
Hard yellow clay. Black and purple paint. Thin
purple necklace with row of small dots below and
anchor-shapedclasp4in centerof back. Appliednecklace below, also paintedpurple,pinchedinto point on
shoulderand with small centraldisk. Armsdecorated
with purple stripes and scattered black and purple

dots. Breasts modelledand left unpaintedexcept for
purplespot in center. Front of dress purple,at waist
appliedover broadblack band.
The hardnessof the clay and the colorand quality
of the purple paint indicate a fairly early date, perhaps in the first half of the 6th century,possiblyeven
earlier.

2 (KT6-11). Upper part of flat seated female figure.
Plate 5. H. 0.052. Arms, necklace, part of hair, one
ear missing.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Face originallyhad
1 Compare also those of two figurines with mouldmade
rounded
profile;cut back deeplyundernose, with flat
heads, VIII, 34 and 46.
2 Corinth,XII, nos. 8-12; A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 210, fig.
13 area below. Chin projects slightly. Narrow,almond(probably a seated figure); B.C.H., III, 1879, p. 34, no. 11; shaped eyes, drawn with fine black line and small
Perachora,p. 104, no. 333, p. 225, no. 141. Heuzey, Fig. ant. central dot. Traceof red on mouth. Hair appliedlow
Louvre, pl. 40, 1, said to come from Kyrenaika, certainly over brow, vertically grooved and painted black.
looks as if it might be Corinthian. The clay is described as
Smallelongatedbits of clay representears. Twoneckyellow. Probably this is the figurine to which Jenkins refers in
Perachora, p. 212 (the reference to Heuzey, pl. 49, 1, ob- laces painted in thin, parallel red lines. Traces of
viously cannot be correct). If so, he seems to consider it
appliednecklacebeneath.
Argive.
Among the handmadefemale figures I, 36, is the
3 Cf. Tiryns, I, pp. 59-61 (over 500 examples were said to
only
parallelfor the renderingof ears by the applicahave been found); Schliemann, Tiryns, pp. 156-159, nos.
tion of separatebits of clay.
87-91; Arg. Her., II, pp. 19-22, nos. 33-35, 49-53, 55-63
(over 1500 examples were said to have been found); B.C.H.,
XXX, 1906, p. 37, fig. 65 (from Argos); Winter, Typen, I,
p. 26, nos. 1 (from Tiryns), 2 (from Mycenae), 3 (from Tegea);
B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 424, fig. 63, no. 346 (from Tegea);
Martha, Cat. fig. Ath., nos. 541-545 (from Tegea, including
over 300 examples); Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 20, nos. 183, 184 (from Tegea); Asine, fig. 225, 3-5;
Perachora,p. 247, nos. 257-260.
4 For a rather similar ornament, in this case on the front
and painted upside down, see I, 11.

MiddleGroup
3 (KT6-12). Small flat seated female figure. Plate 5.
H. 0.033. Part of left arm missing.
Hard brown clay. Very hard, shiny black paint.
Face pinched in thin ridge down center. Very wide
polos, which broke while being applied and was
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pieced;upperedge paintedblack.Black spot on right
hand. Body apparentlyformedby bending long roll
in middle and pressingtwo parts together. Division
line clearly visible down back and on lower part of
front. Upper body turned to right, head even more
strongly.Lowerpart of skirt black, also part of back.
Irregularflat base, with bottom paintedblack.
The clay and paint demanda fairly early datingin
the MiddleGroup,i.e., probablyin the secondhalf of
the 6th century.The figurineclosest to it is I, 27; the
very hard brown clay, slightly yellowish, and the
hard, shiny black paint, brownishwhen diluted, and
not easily removablefrom the clay, are almost identical in the two figurines.I, 27, was placed with the
Stelai ShrineA figurinesbecause of the Conventionalizingpatternsused on the dress.The clay and paint,
however,seemto indicatea date earlierin the history
of the Conventionalizingstyle than most of the figurinesfrom Stelai ShrineA. At any periodNo. 3 would
be an interestingfigurine. Its freedomof pose forms
a curiouscontrastwith its hasty modelling.Thereis,
of course,the possibility that the effect of torsion is
due to some accident. The same explanationmight,
of course,apply also to I, 28, and IV, 4, whichshow a
similartwist of the body, but in any case these three
figurinesare interesting.
4 (KT6-16). Upper part of flat seated female figure
with "disk"face. Plate 5. H. 0.047.
Red clay, mottled with buff and gray. Face half
covered by very wide polos. Strip around back of
waist formspart of seat.
From Stelai ShrineA, hence probablyto be dated
in the first half of the 5th century.Faces of this type
do not occur among the standing handmadefigures
fromthis deposit,5but a "disk"face, flatter than that
of No. 4, which is somewhat rounded, is the rule
among the handmadehorsemenfrom the deposit. A
fragment very similar to No. 4 was found in the
Odeiondepositin Corinth.6
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6 (KT6-18). Seated female figure. Plate 6. H. 0.036.
Head, object in left hand, left foot, brokenoff.
Very hard, light brown clay. Soft brownish red
paint. At backfourflat mouldedlockswith horizontal
incisions. Flat moulded necklace, painted red, with
five disks, each with red dot in center and tiny pinpoint holes. Red stripes above and below necklace.
Right hand holds small disk and perhaps held another object. Red stripe on arms. On lower part of
skirt three vertical incisions. Large red square on
skirt, with fringe pattern dependingfrom upperline
and broken maeanderbelow. Feet project at front
corners of base; two foot-like projections at back.
Lowerpart of figurehollow.
From the areajust outsidethe secondtower of the
City Wall where several fairly early figurines were
found. The clay and paint seem to indicate a date
perhapsslightly earlierthan the Stelai Shrinedeposit.
The methodof makingthe feet is ratherunusual.The
front was made as a plaqueof uniformthickness,cut
off straight across the bottom. A deep vertical cut
was made a short distance from the edge at either
side and the two narrow flaps thus separatedwere
slightly elongatedand bent outwardto form feet. To
make the remaining piece between them a little
shorter,its lower edge was thickenedby pressingup
fromthe bottom.
7 (KT6-21). Upper part of seated female figure.
Plate 6. H. 0.057. Armsand most of necklacemissing.
Surfacemuchbroken.
Brownclay. Black, partly fired red, and red paint.
Face strongly pinched, with small incision, painted
red, for mouth. Small black dots for eyes. Applied,
vertically grooved hair, painted black. Low applied
polos, also with short vertical grooves. At back five
appliedlocks with few deep,widely spacedhorizontal
incisions. Broad applied necklace. Traces of second
applied necklace across breast with red central
pendant.Row of black spots acrosswaist. Below, red
stripe and horizontalblackzigzag.
From the same area as No. 6. The unique feature
of this figurine is the method of construction. The
body is formedby placing three heavy vertical rods
of clay close together for a foundationand covering
them with a thin layer of clay, muchof whichhas disappeared.Unfortunatelythe lower part of the figure
is brokenaway, but the rods continueat least to the
point where a sort of lap of clay was added in front.
The method of constructionis mucli like that used
for the handlesof large Orientalizingoinochoai.

5 (KT6-17). Flat seated female figure. Plate 6.
H. 0.053. Left armbrokenoff (restored).
Yellow clay. Black and purplepaint. Face pinched
strongly together, but not distinguishedfrom neck.
Applied hair; applied polos above with ends joined
and falling to shouldersbehind.Both painted purple.
Black dots indicate eyes. Black painted necklace.
Frontof dress,sides,upperback andspot on righthand
paintedpurple.Reservedstripe at loweredgeof skirt.
Feet applied underedge. Two leg-likepropsbehind.
From Stelai ShrineA. The face, thoughmuchmore
stronglypinched,resemblesthat of a standingfigure,
KT1-124, which is from the same deposit. Similarin
Late Group
both also is the wide applied band which represents
the hair and the narrowerone for the polos.
8 (KT6-22). Seated female figure with "disk" face.
Plate 6. H. 0.056. Part of right armmissing.
5 I, 40, approximates it most closely.
Yellowish brown clay. Applied polos. Left hand
6 Corinth,XII, no. 8.
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holds flat disk. Figuresupportedby flat oblong prop
whichwidens at bottom.
From the CircularSouth Shrine, and thereforeto
be datedat aboutthe thirdquarterof the 5th century.
In comparison with earlier seated figures certain
changes in style may be noted, the most important
being that the figure has become much narrowerin
proportionto its height and that the width is fairly
uniform from the shouldersto the feet. Eight fragmentary figurines,of which two, Nos. 9 and 10, are
describedin the catalogue, are of the same type as
No. 8. A seated figurine in the Louvre,7possibly
Corinthian,has very similarproportionsand type of
face. Props of similarshape may be observedon figurines8from Lousoi and Boeotia, though these figures showno other similaritieswith ours.

9 (KT6-25). Upper part of flat seated female figure.
Plate 6. H. 0.044. Head and armsbrokenoff.
Buff clay. Red paint. Thin red necklace with
elongated pendant. Red stripes around shoulders,
down arms and down sides of body. On lap large,
square, flat plaque perhaps representingtray, with
red line roundfront and side edges.

10 (KT6-26). Lower part of seated female figure.
Plate 6. H. 0.048.
Buff clay. Red and black paint. Red stripe down
either side. Red stripes across knees and bottom of
skirt with fringe pattern above. Projecting feet
paintedblack aroundedges.
Obviouslymade togetherwith preceding.Another
fragment,KT6-27, is also by the same hand.

11 (KT6-31). Upperpart of flat seated femalefigure.
Plate 6. H. 0.064. Necklacesmissing.
Soft red clay. Rounded face nearly covered by
appliedpolos. Short,pointedarmsextendedforward.
Tracesof appliednecklaceacrossbreast with central
disk and large shoulderdisks. Tracesof secondnecklace hangingto waist.
From the Circular South Shrine. The face is
formedby extending the top of the head to a point
and bendingthe tip down, but not flattening it as is
the casewith the true "disk"face. An almostidentical
figure was found in the Odeion deposit in Corinth
(MF 2676), and there is anothervery similarfigurine
from the main excavations.9Comparealso Heuzey,
Fig. ant. Louvre,pl. 40, 1. For a very similar type
with a mouldmadehead see VIII, 34.

Light yellowish brown clay. Dove has unusually
long legs. Topof headhigh andformsanglewith beak.
Femalefigurewide and flat with projectingfeet.
From the CircleDeposit, and probablyof late 5th
century date. The figureis very much like one found
elsewherein Corinth.'0In this, the rider, like No. 13,
holds a disk in front of her in both hands. The head is
of the "disk"type with a broadpolos. The tail of the
dove is turned downward. Another dove, No. 14,
with tracesof a seatedfigureis very similarto No. 12.
Since it was found in the CircularSouth Shrine,it is
of about the same date.
13 (KT6-38). Upper part of seated female figure.
Plate 5. H. 0.031.
Soft brownclay. "Disk"face, squarein outlineand
partly coveredby appliedpolos. Hands hold disk.
This figure closely resemblesone from the main
excavations of Corinth,mentionedunder No. 12, in
the kind of clay, type of face, polos, and positionof
hands and disk, and doubtlessalsocamefroma group
of a femalefigureseated on a dove. For the posewith
the disk heldin front of the body, comparealso I, 53.
A figurinefromthe early excavationsof Corinthl"also
holds a disk against the breast with both hands.The
polos is similar and also the face, as far as one can
judge from the photograph,and the height is the
same. The three figures from the Potters' Quarter
(Nos. 12, 13 and 14) and those fromthe main excavations, then, may have been made by the same hand.
A similarfigure, somewhatsmaller,also seated on a
dove, was foundin the Asklepieion(Askl.41).
14 (KT41-103). Seated dove, with traces of figureon
back. Plate 5. H. 0.053. Feet of dove brokenoff.
Soft red clay. Body very narrow and elongated.
Tail large, fan-shaped,hollow underneathand bent
downwardat sharpangle. Riderfaced right side.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. The shape of the
body and head of the dove is very close to that of
XXVII, 10, which is also from the same deposit. A
dove from the early excavationsof Corinth'2also has
traces of a rider, seated sideways, and is of very
similarshape.

15 (KT6-33). Seatedfemalefigure.Plate 6. H. 0.057.
Right leg, parts of polos and hair missing.
Hard gray clay. Figure coveredwith black paint.
"Disk"face with flattened appliednose. From under
applied polos project two small rolls, representing
short locks. Originallyhad four or five appliedlocks
12 (KT12-5). Lower part of female figure on dove. down back. Right hand perhapsholds object. ComPlate 5. H. 0.047. Tail and tip of dove's beak broken plicated pair of appliednecklacescross each other in
off.
front and run underarms.Fromone at right two thin
loops hang in front of body and one behind. Small
I

Heuzey, Fig. ant. Louvre,pl. 40, 1.
Jahreshefte, IV, 1901, p. 41, fig. 37; J.H.S., XXVII,
1907, p. 70, fig. 2.
1' Corinth, XII, no. 9.
8

10 Ibid., no. 12.
' A.J.A., II, 1898, p.
210, fig. 13.
12 Ibid., p. 210, fig. 11.
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bits of clay applied to necklace. Left-hand necklace
hangs lower in front; two applied loops at waist,
small bit of clay at upper edge and largerbit under
right arm. Figure only slightly bent at knees. Two
deep holes run up into body behind; figure perhaps
supportedon sticks.
The closest parallelto this strangefigurineis I, 51,
from the Shrine of the Double Stele. The quality of
the clay and paint is very similar.In both cases the
entirefigureis coveredwith paint. Thefaces showthe
most striking resemblance;both are of the "disk"
type and both, alone of all the handmade figures,
have the nose representedby a flat appliedbit of clay.
The seated figure is probablyalso to be dated in the
first half of the 4th century.
16 (KT6-35). Flat seated female figure. Plate 5.
H. 0.044. Head, arms, lower part of body, object on
lap missing.
Reddish buff clay. Black and red paint. Two applied locks, horizontallygrooved and painted black,
in front. Thin red necklace with black dots below.
Red stripe acrossbreast, down arms and down sides.
On left shouldersmall circle with criss-crosslines inside, crudelyscratchedin paint. Acrossbreast row of
hook maeander, row of black dots between black
lines, and row of irregularblackspots. Tracesof large,
flat rectangular object on lap; red stripes and
scratchedpattern on edge. Back decoratedby black
line acrossneck and by row of three black squares
(originallyfour) with black dot in centers;perhaps
representschair back. Two leg-like props with irregular black spots.

CLASS

IV.
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From the Shrineof the Double Stele. The red and
blackpaint is of as good quality as that used on I, 50,
from the same deposit. The Conventionalizing
schemes of decoration are well executed, and the
modellingof the hairis also very carefullydone.
17 (KT6-37). Lowerpart of flat seated femalefigure.
Plate 5. H. 0.034.
Soft orange red clay. Red paint. Hands on lap,
perhapsoriginallywith objects.Tracesof red on dress
and stool. Stool made by pressingout long flat strip
and foldingit to form three sides of square,with upright sides double in thickness; finished at bottom
with little projectionson corners.
For the type of seat comparea handmadefigurine
in the Louvre.13
18 (KT12-15). Nude seated female figure. Plate 6.
H. 0.038. Lowerpart of legs brokenoff.
Soft yellowishbuff clay. White slip. Brownpaint.
Arms very short and extended forward.Breasts indicated by small applieddisks. High cylindricalhead
with deep hole through top. Face sharply pinched.
Brownpaint on eyes, spots on front of neck (probably
part of necklace),navel and pubes.
Thefigurewas foundwith I, 54, whichit resembles
in the softness of the clay and in the use of a white
slip. The latter figure, too, although obviously represented as clothed,has the breasts very prominently modelled. The only other nude handmadefemale
figurineis I, 42.

HANDMADE STANDING MALE FIGURES

Of this type there are 34 examples, of which 13 merit description. In addition, there are
15 uninventoried fragments, which include also a few examples belonging to the next class.
Since there are so few examples of the type and such wide variation among them, generalizations
are hardly profitable. The standing figures are all of comparatively early date and there is
none which can be placed with certainty in the Late Group.The faces, where they are preserved,
are so widely divergent in style that they cannot be classified as in the female type. With the exception of Nos. 12 and 13, which have been placed at the end of the list for other reasons, all
the heads are bearded. Long hair is also the rule, except in the case of No. 10. The applied
polos is as frequently found as among the female figurines.
With the exception of No. 10, the figurines are nude. No. 12 wears only a band across the
breast, doubtless a sword belt. A necklace is found on only one figure, No. 11. In Nos. 3 and 5,
the entire body is painted red; the back and sides of No. 1 are painted black, the shouldersand
breast of No. 2 red. The breast and navel are indicated in one instance (No. 11) by painted dots,
in another (No. 2) by applied disks, while in No. 8 the breast is indicated by painted semicircles
with a dot inside.
13

Heuzey, Fig. ant. Louvre, pl. 40, 1.
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Only a few handmade male figures have been found in the main excavations of Corinth.'
Except for riders, such figures seem to be equally rare on mainland sites outside Corinth.2A
few Argive examples3are close to the correspondingfemale type, with vertically pinched faces
and pellet eyes. They wear an applied cap or a polos. A few have a gashed mouth, with a
flattened area below marked by vertical grooves to indicate the beard.4 The Spartan male
figures5are also very close, as regardsthe face, to the female type. A few examples of handmade
male figures from other sites may be mentioned.6
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Early Group
1 (KT14-1). Upper part of cylindrical male figure.
Plate 6. H. 0.033. Part of armsbrokenoff.
Buff clay. Black paint. Top of head high and probably added separately; slight depressionall around.
Deep groove for mouth makes nose and chin very
prominent. Black eyebrows and spot on mouth.
Small incised circleswith black dots inside represent
eyes. Top of head, arms, sides and back of figure
black. Black paint covering both cheeks probably
indicates beard, also long streakfrom chin to breast.
In style and in the colorof the clay and paint this
fragmentmay be comparedwith 1, 13. Both figures
are probablyof late 7th century date.
2 (KT14-8). Upper part of cylindrical male figure.
Plate 6. H. 0.043. Head, armsand legs gone.
Pale gray clay. Purplish red paint. Arms out.
stretched to sides. Head attached in separate piece.
Two applied disks on breast, with larger disk for
navel. Back of shoulders painted red, also breast,
pubes and applieddisks.
Found outside the South Long Building, opposite
Stelai ShrineA, and probablyto be dated in the early
6th century.

3 (KT14-4). Torso of male figure. Plate 6. H. 0.063.
Body above breast,right leg below knee, and all left
leg missing.
Pale gray clay, entirely covered with dilute red
paint.

4 (KT14-6). Upper part of male figure. Plate 7.
H. 0.067. Tip of right arm broken off. Published
in A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 24, pl. I, 2.
Hard buff clay. Hard brownishblack paint. Face
triangularwith sharpchin and flat nose. Eyes representedby applieddisks, paintedblackwith blackeyebrows.Beardin dilute black. Inside of short incision
for mouth carefullypainted red. Top of head conical
and painted black. Applied hair, painted black, in
two masses, roughly square in section and horizontally incised, on shouldersand longer part, tapering
towardbottom, over back. Thin appliedpolos, painted black. Body flat across shoulders.Left arm close
to side, right hand a little forward.Body, especially
back, well modelled, though roughly; surface shows
small bits of clay addedin final working.Black spots

on pubes,left hip and left hand.Head turnedslightly
to left; body considerablytwisted, perhaps not intentionally.
Found in the same area as No. 2. To date this
figureby its style is very difficult. In I, 35, from the
AphroditeDeposit we find the only parallel among
the female figures. The quality of the hard, shiny,
brownish paint is very similar in both. The low,
conicalshape of the top of the head, the modellingof
the nose and the shape of the shouldersare much the
same in both, and there exists a great similarity in
the workingof the surface.I, 35, seems to be somewhat earlier than most of the figurines from the
Stelai Shrinedeposit, and is probablyto be dated in
the late 6th century. If the resemblancesare sufficient to justify us in connecting the two figures,
then the male figure should also be dated in the late
6th century. The arrangementof the hair, however,
is like that of early 6th centuryworks.In the Kleobis
and Biton statues at Delphi7the head is encircledby
a fillet and the hair is divided in three parts, with a
long mass behind and shorter locks over either
shoulder.Thetreatmentof the hair, both in front and
at the back, is very similarto that of a bronzestatuette in Berlin.8A pointed mass of hair at the back is
foundon one Kouros9whichmay be dated nearerthe
middle of the century. Separatethick locks in front
of the shouldersseem to occurmorefrequentlyin the
Corinth,XII, nos. 14-19.
Cf. Tiryns, I, p. 55; Arg. Her., II, p. 13.
3 Ibid., p. 17, no. 16; Ath. Mitt., XX, 1895, p. 315, fig. 32,
from Kalaureia (perhapsa rider). 'ApZ.'Ecp.,1912, p. 160, figs.
38, 39, from Arkadia, are possibly Argive.
4 Cf. Arg. Her., II, p. 17, no. 15; Schliemann, Mykenae,
pl. XIX, no. 106.
5 Art. Orthia,fig. 112, pl. XL, 12. These, with the exception
of grotesques, seem to be the only undoubtedly male figures
among those illustrated. The rest, even those with a "gash"
face and a prominent chin which looks like a beard (see ibid.,
p. 155), seem more likely to be female.
I Winter, Typen, I, p. 23, no. 2, p. 24, no. 7 (from the
Acropolis); Olympia, IV, pp. 44f., nos. 279-83, 286-89; Ath.
Mitt., XXXVI, 1911, pl. VI, 1, 2 (from Olympia); Jahreshefte,
IV, 1901, p. 43, fig. 48 (from Lousoi). N. d. Sc,, 1937, p. 329,
fig. 80, right (from the Heraion of Lucania), may be Corinthian. It is not certainly male.
7 F. de D., IV, pls. 1, I.
8 Neugebauer, Die minoischen u. archaisch-griechischen
Bronzen,pl. 20.
9 Richter, Kouroi, fig. 249.
2
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first half of the century than in the second. The and black Zmaeanderbelow. Breasts indicated by
arrangementof the hair in the figurine, taken to- two black semi-circleswith dots inside. Red stripe
getherwith the placeof finding,seemsto make a date aroundleft arm and black spot underarm.
From the area of Stelai Shrine A. The decoration
earlierin the 6th centurymorelikely.
of the polos is in the Conventionalizingstyle, hence
5 (KT14-7). Lowerpart of large male figure. Plate 6.
the figurinemust be dated afterthe middleof the 6th
H. 0.073. Body missingabovewaist and belowmiddle
century. The hard clay and the excellent quality of
of calves.
the paint suggesta date in the late 6th centuryrather
Brown clay, entirely covered with thick purplish than in the 5th.
red paint. Knees roughlyindicated.
From a small deposit of sherds, mainly of the 5th 9 (KT14-11).Lower part of male figure. H. 0.043.
century, at the south end of the excavation. The Feet brokenoff.
figurine, however, is probably of 6th century date.
Yellowclay. Black and red paint. Modellingsimple
XXIX, 11, was foundwith it.
but skilful.Largered spot on left hip; slight breakin
6 (KT14-13). Male head. Plate 6. H. 0.031. Polos surfaceprobablyindicates hand rested on hip. Black
trefoil spot on pubes. Strip of clay addedfor support
gone.
Hard, light green clay. Black paint. Head made against back of lower legs. Tracesof red on front of
with deep projection at bottom for insertion into anklesperhapsindicate boots.
From the AphroditeDeposit, and probablyof late
figure. Top of head flat. Depressionaroundforehead
wherepoloswas probablyapplied. Nose juts sharply. 6th centurydate.
No chin. Very prominentcheekbones. Eyes rendered
10 (KT14-14). Upper part of male figure. Plate 6.
by rough,deeply incisedcircles,paintedblack. Black
H.
0.046. Chin,part of polosand part of armsmissing.
on browsand aroundsides of head. Holes for nostrils,
buff clay. Black (firedred)andred paint.
Yellowish
painted black. Black paint on cheeksand undernose
had "gash"face. Nose very prominent.Top
Probably
probablyindicatesbeard.
and flat; deficiencyconcealed
This head, being without parallel, obviously an of head extremelylow
red.
by
large
polos,
painted
Outstandingappliedears.
experimentand perhapsa grotesque,is impossibleto
black
Oval
with
central
dots. Black beard. Red
eyes
date exactly. The light-colored,extremely hard clay
and
and aroundwaist,
across
shoulders
arms
stripes
makesit probablethat the head is at least as early as
in front by vertical red lines. Black spot
connected
the first half of the 6th century, and may well be of
7th century date. An interestingcomparisonmay be on back.
made with Minoanheads from Palaikastro,10which 11 (KT14-16). Torsoof malefigure.Plate 6. H. 0.043.
also have a long projectionfor the neck, a strongly
Buff clay. Brownpaint. Body fairly well modelled.
salient nose, holloweye socketsand no chin.
Thin necklacein brownpaint with dots below. Two
7 (KT26-6). Boy, supportedby arm of largerfigure. dots on breastand one at navel.
Plate 6. H. 0.063. Armsand right foot brokenoff.
12 (KT14-20). Upper part of male figure. Plate 6.
Pale yellowishclay. Figureerectwith armof larger H. 0.053.
Right arm, polos, part of hair, fragments
figure, preservedto elbow, appliedacrossback. Hair from
body missing.
in heavy appliedmass on shoulders.
Reddish buff clay. Black and red paint. Face
From TrenchJ, wheremany of the figurinesfound
slightly pinchedtogetherfor nose and with slight inseemed to be datable about the middle of the 6th
cision for mouth, painted red. Eyes oval with large
century. Several other figurines from this area are dots in centers.Eyes andbrowsblack.Tracesof broad
made of the samevery pale clay (cf. I, 25).
polos. Top of head painted black and covered with
little curved incisions to represent hair. Three apMiddle Group
plied locks, horizontallygrooved and painted black,
reach to waist behind. Similarshorterlock on either
8 (KT14-18).Head and shoulders of male figure. shoulder, two more on breast. Broad red
diagonal
Plate 5. H. 0.031.
band with fringe pattern along both edges crosses
Hard yellowish buff clay. Hard black and red breast.Tracesof uncertain
object, partly paintedred,
paint. Face flat, almost like disk, with pinchednose. in left hand. Pubes indicatedby short horizontalline
Elongatedblack spots for eyes with heavy eyebrows. with short verticalline at center.
Mouth red. Beard renderedby black stripe around
The face somewhatresemblesthat of I, 32, which
edge of chin and across nose, hair by long applied belongsto the MiddleGroup.The malefiguremay be
strip, painted black, with ends flattened against of the same period,but, on the other hand, the soft,
chest. High, sharp-edgedpolos; redline at upperedge powdery quality of the red paint may indicate a
10 B.S.A., IX, 1902-03, pl. XII, 38, 39.
later date.
4
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13 (KTI4-25). Malefigure. Plate 6. H. 0.054. Tips of
armsbrokenoff.
Soft yellowishbrownclay. Red paint. Hair applied
in vertically grooved strip over forehead and down
back in squaremass, cross-hatchedwith fine vertical
incisionsand deeperhorizontalgrooves;tracesof red.
Upper body long and legs disproportionatelyshort;
feet paintedred. Tracesof red aroundwaist.
The softness and peculiar dark color of the clay

almost certainly precludea date in the 6th century.
The fact that this figure and the precedingalone are
beardlessmay be a furtherindicationthat they should
be dated comparativelylate. An extraordinarylikeness exists between this figure and a Cretanbronze
statuette." Thelikenessmustbe fortuitous,if MIuller's
dating immediately after the Minoanperiod is correct.
11 Miller,

FriuhePlastik, pl. XIX, 267, 269.

CLASS V. HANDMADE SEATED MALE FIGURES

Of this class there are only 11 representatives, and a few uninventoried fragments. Of these,
6 are describedin the catalogue, and, in addition, two isolated riders are included. Little can be
added to the scanty observations drawn from the preceding class, except that the seated
figures, i. e., the non-riding figures, are very rare before the middle of the 6th century. As
before, nudity is the rule; the only exception is the applied chlamys of a rider, No. 5. Long hair
is less common than among the standing figures, probably because most of the figurines belong
to the Middle and Late Groups; beards, perhaps for the same reason, are less frequently seen.
The non-riding figures are supported by a single prop behind. Similar supports are often seen
in handmade, or partly handmade, male figurines from other sites.1 A few examples of seated
male figures from outside Corinth are included among those listed on p. 48.

Early Group

1 (KT15-1). Seated male figure. Plate 6. H. 0.034.
Head, right arm, part of left, and legs from knees
down brokenoff.
Hard pinkish buff clay. Hard black paint, fired
-red-brown.Three splashes of paint across front and
three across back; large spots on knees, thighs and
arms.
The hardness of the clay and paint indicate an
early date, perhapsin the 7th century. A rather similar figure, KT15-2, was found with a chair to
which it obviously belonged. It is described under
XXXIII, 8.
2 (KT17-8). Rider. Plate 7. H. 0.047. Arms,legs and
polos missing.

low depressionsin which are applieddisks with black
spots. Wide black stripe for beard; continuedin thin
line acrossforehead,apparentlyto indicate eyebrows.
Applied polos, with traces of black. Bits of clay,
applied high at sides, representears. Black spots on
shoulders,legs and disk in left hand. Front of body
covered with thin lines in dilute black, possibly intended to indicate modelling, but more probably
merely decorative. Black on pubes. Originallyhad
tail-like support behind, against which figure leans
ratherthan sits.
An interesting comparisonmay be made with a
figurinefrom Lykosoura;2 this has a squareface surroundedby an applied strip of clay which probably
representsa beard.The eyes are applieddisks and the
nose is pinchedlike that of No. 3, but with a sharper
edge. The figure wears a conical cap, and carries a
small animal.

Buff clay. Hard black paint. Very deep gash for
mouth, painted black inside. Eyes represented by
large applieddisks with black spots. Top of headvery
high and conical; painted black. Had applied polos. MiddleGroup
Back painted black, continuedin front in wide band
4 (KT15-5). Seated male figure. Plate 7. H. 0.048.
acrossbreast and waist.
This figure, to judge from the deeply slashed Parts of arms,legs, rearsupportand polosbrokenoff.
mouth and high, pointedhead, and the quality of the
1 Cf. Winter, Typen, I,
black paint, should probably be dated early in the
p. 219.
2 'Apt.
6th century.
'Eq., 1912, p. 160, fig. 38. Ibid., fig. 39, represents a

3 (KT15-3). Seated male figure. Plate 7. H. 0.077.
Right arm and rearsupportgone. Latter restored.
Grayishbuff clay. Black paint. Flat face, slightly
pinchedto formnose. Eyes representedby large shal-

complete example of the same type from another site, but the
face of the fragment in fig. 38 is much closer to that of our
figure. These figurines were considered by the excavator to be
female, doubtless on account of the long garment. No explanation was given for the applied strip of clay around the
face.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSESV-VI
Yellowclay. Blackpaint, firedorange-brown.Deep
slash made under nose, with clay below flattened
down to level of neck. Appliedpolos with black spot
in center. Black spot on breast. Front surfaceof legs
painted. Originallyhad tail-like rear support. Two
painted spotsjust above.
For the face the closestparallelin ClassI is No. 36,
which was assignedto the Stelai Shrinegroupin the
first half of the 5th century.
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5 (KT17-1). Rider in chlamys. Plate 7. H. 0.037.
Right arm and leg brokenoff.
Pale greenishgray clay. Tracesof black paint on
chlamys. Rounded "disk" face, slightly pinched at
sides. Chlamysformedof flat piece of clay with ends
overlappingunderchin; longerin back than in front,
and longeron left side than on right.
From the area of the "Erosa Shrine."The date is
uncertain.Some of the objectsfrom this area seemed
to be of late 5th and early 4th centurydate. The type
of clay, however, used in this figurine looks earlier.
An applied mantle or scarf formed of a flat strip of
clay similarto the chlamysof this figureis occasionally seen on mouldmadefemalefigures.3
LateGroup

6 (KT15-9). Seated male figure. Plate 7. H. 0.049.
Armsand legs brokenoff.
Grayish brown clay. Unusually deep gash for
mouth, slightly curvingupward;nose very large, and
chin extremelypointed and somewhatspoon-shaped.
Very heavy applied polos. Flat tail-like support, set
so that figure sits with legs nearly straight out in
front.

CLASS

VI. HANDMADE
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From the RectangularSouth Pit, and thereforeto
be dated aroundthe third quarterof the 5th century.
A possible comparisonmay be made with a figure
from Kalaureia,4which is seated with legs widely
spread.Themouth appearsto be slashed,and a heavy
polos with applied disks is used on the head. A figurine from the Heraion of Lucania5is quite similar
to ours; the mouthis not, however,as deeplyslashed.
A figurine of a rider in Copenhagen6,published as
Cypriote, has a very similar face and also wears a
polos.
7 (KT15-10). Seated male figure. Plate 7. H. 0.057.
Right ear, right arm and left leg missing.
Pale grayishyellow clay. Black and thick redpaint.
Small depression for mouth, painted red. Nose
slightly pinched. Eyes represented by black dots
with black browsabove. High, sharp-edgedpolos; inside paintedred, also lowerfront edge and three spots
above. Ears, applied high up, have sharp edges and
red spots in front. Diagonalblackstripe acrossbreast.
Applied disks on breast and navel; black dots in
centers.Black paint on pubes. Tail-likeprop,bent at
tip to give better support.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele, hence probably to be dated in the first half of the 4th century.
8 (KT15-11). Seated male figure with "disk" face.
Plate 7. H. 0.057. Supportand tip of left foot gone.
Supportrestored.
Soft gray clay. Brownish red paint. Red stripe
acrossface. Tracesof red on wide polos. Armsfolded
in front and hold thick disk, painted red. Tracesof
red all over body.

GROTESQUE FIGURES

This class is represented by 30 figurines and a few uninventoried fragments. Only 11 are
here described. The handmade grotesques, with the possible exception of the child, No. 11, are
invariably male, and all are represented in a seated position. They belong to the Middle and
Late Groups; only the rider, No. 1, seems to be earlier. A few, particularly No. 7 and several
fragmentary figurines of the same type, may have had mouldmade heads, on the analogy of
XIX, 2 and 3, which show a very similar modelling of the body. No. 10, however, which is
similarly modelled, has a handmade head. All the figures of this type, with both handmade
and mouldmadeheads, are comparablewith a group of figurines which are probably of Boeotian
origin.1There is, of course, as always in handmade figurines, wide variation in style and modelling, but the comic effect is obtained by more or less un:varyingmethods. Most common are
the following: 1) over-emphasis on individual parts of the body; 2) use of certain poses apparently recognized as comic; 3) fantastic painting of the body. The parts of the body which
3 Cf. Richter, Ancient Furniture, fig. 45; Ausgewdhltegr.
Terrakotten,pl. IX, 4 (fromCorinth); Winter, Typen, I, p. 28,
no. 5 (from Tegea).
4 Ath. Mitt., XX, 1895, p. 315, fig. 32.
4*

5N. d. Sc., 1937, p. 329, fig. 80 (right).
6 Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas, pl. 2,

no. 14.
l See introduction to Class XIX.
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are enlarged for comic effect are the nose (Nos. 2 and 6), ears (No. 8 and probably No. 2),
mouth (No. 8), abdomen (Nos. 2, 3 and 5), posterior (No. 5), and phallus (No. 8). The poses
characteristic of grotesque figures are roughly three: in the first the hands clasp the abdomen;
in the second one or both hands rest on the hips; and in the third one hand is placed on the
breast and the other is raised. The last probably caricatures a forensic gesture. Painting to
gain comic effect varies, of course, with the individual figures. Sometimes large areas of the
body are painted, while the rest is left uncolored (cf. Nos. 2, 3 and 5). A frequent method is the
employment of color on parts of the body which are normally left unpainted. In No. 8 large
spots decorate the front of the body. Touches of color appear in unexpected places: on the
cheek (Nos. 1 and 2), nose (Nos. 2 and 6), arm (No. 2), hand (Nos. 3 and 4) or thumb (No. 9).
These three points hold good for the grotesques from the Potters' Quarter at least, and have
been of great help in sorting out from the mass of unintentionally grotesquefigurinesthose which
the potter's fellow workmen probably greeted with appreciative laughter.
Outside Corinth completely handmade human grotesque figures are not common, although
figures with handmade bodies and heads which are probably mouldmade are frequently found;
the modelling of the handmade parts in many of these figurines shows considerableresemblance
to several of the Potters' Quarterfigures. Two types of handmade male grotesque figurine were
found at Sparta.2 The first, a seated type, is not paralleled at Corinth. The other, which has
one hand placed on the breast or stomach and the other raised to the head, may be compared
with No. 3 (compare also the pose of XIX, 3); most of the examples of this type seemed to be
of 7th century date.

Early Group

I (KT17-30). Grotesque rider. Plate 7. H. 0.061. Left
arm and tip of left leg broken off.
Very hard brownish gray clay. Black and red paint.
Legs broad with rounded ends. Hands bent outward
to grasp mane of horse. Long, triangular face, pinched
sharply to form nose; tip of nose red. Mouth indicated
by groove, eyes by gouged depressions with curved,
incised brows. Black dots in eyes; brows black. Across
left cheek, three short, thin, black lines. Beard and
hair black. Large ears with black line down front surfaces. Forehead and top of head covered with small,
gouged holes. Back of body and arms black.
The hardness of the clay and paint indicate an
early date, probably at least as early as the first half
of the 6th century. That the figure is intentionally
grotesque seems clear from the lines drawn across the
cheek.

MiddleGroup
2 (KT16-5). Grotesque seated male figure. Plate 7.
H. 0.058. Ears, legs and part of support missing.
Hard buff clay. Red and hard shiny black paint.
Nose very large with blunt tip. Lips roughly indicated
by slight ridges. Originally had applied ears. Top and
back of head black. Red stripes down nose and across
cheeks. Eyes indicated by large black ovals with
large spots in center; thin, arched brows. Beard and

moustacheblack. Hands appliedto stronglyprotruding abdomen.Broad black band, with fringe pattern
at upper edge, crosses breast diagonally. On left
shoulderred stripe and black line with fringepattern
along lower edge. Front of body, except right shoulder, and back to waist paintedred. Threered stripes
roundeither arm. Circlesincised on breast and navel
before paint applied. Mitten-shapedhands; fingers
divided by deep incisions, painted black. Traces of
red on hands. Appliedgenitals, paintedred. Black on
pubes. Black stripe aroundright thigh. Broad prop
behind,crossedby two red stripes.
The paint is of the type frequentlyfound on vases
and figurines of the Conventionalizingstyle. It is,
however,hardto assignthe figure to any less general
date than the second half of the 6th century or first
half of the 5th. For the pose with the hands on the
stomach, comparea figurine from Delphi.3For the
incised circles on breast and navel, compare three
terracottafigurines, two male and one female, from
Olympia4and an Etruscanbronzefigurine.5
3 (KT16-6). Grotesqueseated male figure. Plate 7.
H. 0.045. Nose, left arm, left leg and rear support
brokenoff. Leg and supportrestored.
2

Art. Orthia,p. 156, pl. XL, 9, 10.

3 F. de D., V, pl. XXIII, 2.
4

Olympia, IV, pl. XVII, nos. 280, 281, 290.

5 Goldscheider,Etruscan Sculpture,no. 69.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASS VI
Brown clay. Brownishblack paint. Very flat face,
with long incision, painted black, for mouth and
black spots for eyes. Beard black. Hair indicated by
cap-likemass, flat on top; part aroundface vertically
incised and paintedblack. Two large disks appliedon
breast. Right hand on protruding abdomen. Hand
paintedblack; fingersseparatedby grooves.Front of
body perhapsoriginallycoveredwith paint.
Probablyof about the same date as the preceding.
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4 (KT16-8). Grotesqueseated male figure. Plate 7.
H. 0.035. Head, most of left arm, object on left
shoulder,right leg, rear supportand left foot broken
off.
Yellow clay. Black and red paint. Hair black behind. Beardindicatedby short,verticalblackstrokes.
Right hand on hip,with thumbseparatedandpainted
red; thin red lines on hand probablyindicate fingers.
Left forearmbent forwardand apparentlysupported
object on shoulder.Red band encirclesbody, running
over left shoulder and under right arm. Above it
irregular,short black lines, and below thin, irregular
red stripes, probably indicating hair. Black dot at
navel and black on pubes. Red stripe acrossbent left
knee.
5 (KT16-9). Grotesqueseated male figure. Plate 7.
H. 0.032. Head, parts of arms,right leg brokenoff.
Grayishyellow clay. Black paint, probablyoverlaid with purple. Applied strip on right shoulder.
Head probably attached separately. Front of abdomen shows large, cone-shapedprotuberance.Posterior also protrudes strongly. Short, pointed legs,
slightly bent at knee.
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LateGroup
8 (KT16-21). Grotesque seated male figure. Plate 7.
H. 0.067. Part of left side of face with eye and ear,
most of polos, right arm and left leg broken off.
Hard buff clay. Black paint. Head made in separate piece, probably with projection to fit into
socket (cf. IV, 6); clay added at back for greater security. Nose pinched to sharp ridge, leaving shallow
depression at either side; eye indicated by large applied disk with black spot at outer edge. Long strip,
applied under nose, probably represents upper lip;
pinched-in slight ridge along center. Lower lip also
very prominent. Sharp-edged chin. Lower lip, chin
and top of head black. Tip of applied polos preserved
over right ear. Head turned strongly to right. Right
arm probably raised. Left hand on hip; black spots
on left shoulder and elbow. Two black dots on breast
and one at navel. Large black spots on front, sides
and legs. Figure ithyphallic; traces of black. Tail-like
support.
From the Rectangular South Pit, and therefore
datable in the third quarter of the 5th century. Most
of the polos was broken in the process of making the
figurine, and the broken surface of the tip which remained was painted over. The black spot on the eye
was perhaps intentionally placed at the outer edge so
that the figure appears to look over its shoulder.

9 (KT16-25). Small seated male figure. H. 0.018.
Head, right arm, legs and rear support broken off.
Grayish brown clay. Black and red paint. Left
hand on hip; thumb separated and painted red. Red
dot at elbow. Wide red band around body, over left
shoulder and under right arm; traces of thin black
6 (KT16-12). Grotesqueseated male figure. Plate 7. lines and dots above and below perhaps intended to
H. 0.065. Part of polos and face, arms, legs and rear suggest anatomical detail. Black on pubes. Broad
supportmissing.
support.
Grayclay. Black and dilute brownishpurplepaint.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele, hence probBack of head reducedto small conical point. High, ably datable in the first half of the 4th century.

sharp-edgedpolos, painted purple. Face, raised almost to horizontal position, very flat with cheeks
renderedby conicalbosses.No forehead.Nose formed
by applied strip; turned up end resembles disk,
painted purple and with two small, deeply bored
nostrils. Black paint on back of head and neck.
Tracesof black indicate beard.Wide purplenecklace
with three large pendants;row of small purplespots
across breast perhaps secondary pendants. Black
stripe on pubes. Originallyhad large supportbehind
with blackspot above.

10 (KT16-26). Grotesque seated male figure. Plate 7.
H. 0.065. Nose, right arm and tip of left, left leg and
right below knee, and rear support broken off.
Brown clay. Head flat and rectangular. Ears applied at upper corners. Slight depression for mouth.
Lower face flat and square, perhaps indicating beard.
Left hand on breast.
For the pose and the shape of the face, compare
Winter, Typen, I, p. 219, nos. 1-4, and F. de D., V,
pl. XXIII, 2. The position of the ears may indicate
7 (KT16-19). Part of seated grotesque male figure. that a satyr type is intended.

Plate 7. H. 0.053. Head, arms, legs and support
11 (KT26-4). Grotesque figure of infant, supported
hand of larger figure. Plate 7. H. 0.052. Right arm
and
by
geniPale clay. Applied disks indicate navel
most of left, legs below knees, object in mouth
and
apart.
tals; similar disk on right hip. Legs wide
off.
broken
support.
Figure probablyin "orator"pose. Tail-like

missing.
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Red clay, yellowishbrownon surface.Upperbody
turned at right angles to lower. Body fat with prominent abdomen. Top of head flat. Ears project
straight outward. Mouth open, with part of small
object projectingfrom it. Flat strip applied to back
probablyrepresentsdrapery.Large hand applied to

back of shoulders;thumb separate, fingers divided
by grooves.
Thereis no evidence for dating this figure, but it
can hardly be very early. It is probablya caricature
of a Kourotrophostype.

CLASS VII. HANDMADE RECLINING FIGURES
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Only ten examples of this type are preserved, and all but three are described below. Five of
these figures are from datable deposits. None appears to antedate the equivalent mouldmade
type, which probably does not originate before the late 6th century. There is little information
to be extracted from the class as a whole. Any development must be in a circle, since the
earliest and latest examples show a striking resemblance to each other. In general, they are
very crude in form and rather carelessly decorated. The faces are chiefly of the "disk" type
or of the related type, illustrated by No. 5, which has a rounded rather than a flat surface.
Except in the case of No. 2, which differs in other respects also from the rest, the polos is worn.
Several show a stripe running diagonally from the left shoulder under the right arm; this
doubtless suggests the edge of the drapery which is seen at the same point in the mouldmade
reclining figures. As in the mouldmade type, the left hand usually holds an object, in most
cases a phiale, and the right rests on the side. The couch is generally rather amorphous,although
those of Nos. 1 and 7 are recognizably shaped and provided with legs or end supports.
Although the mouldmade reclining figure was very popular and has been found on many
different sites, there seems to be no parallel for the handmade reclining figure of the Potters'
Quarter. Not even elsewhere in Corinth, to the best of my knowledge, have such figures been
found. A female reclining figurine in Dresden1has a crude handmade body and couch, but the
face is mouldmade. A figurine in Athens,2 of unknown provenance, is said to be handmade; the
clay is said to be yellow.
MiddleGroup
1 (KT18-1). Smallhandmaderecliningfigure.Plate 8.
L. 0.053. One leg of couch broken off. Published in
A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 24, pl. I, 4.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Couch has four
short legs. Arms applied; right lies along side with
hand curved inward,left holds large phiale with flat
central boss. Slightly rounded "disk" face, partly
covered by heavy polos. Polos and top of head
painted red. Body, arms,face and backof headpainted black, also phiale, back and ends of couch, and
large spots on front of couch.
From Stelai Shrine A, hence datable in the first
half of the 5th century. The paint is the slightly
grayish black, brown when diluted, which occurs on
severalotherfigurinesfromthe deposit.
2 (KT18-9). Handmade reclining figure. Plate 8.
L. 0.079. Arms,right foot and most of couchmissing.
Brownish gray clay. Hard, shiny black and thin
purple paint. Body flat and lies on back. Legs flattened at ends to represent feet; divisions of toes

indicated in black. Face rounded, with shallow cut
for mouth, painted purple. Eyes indicated by elongated blackspots with curvedbrows.Cap-likeapplied
hair, modelled in irregular ridges and hollows;
paintedblack. Garmentpurple.Upperpart indicated
only in paint; edge crossesbreastdiagonallyfromleft
shoulder. Lower part formed of thin sheet of clay
wrapped around legs. Headboard of couch rectangular, with purple edge and small black dots over
ront surface.
3 (KT18-10).Very small handmaderecliningfigure.
Plate 8. L. 0.032. Left armand most of couchmissing.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Body lies on back.
"Disk"face nearly coveredby broadpolos. Red spot
on face. Polos and top of head black. Right hand
holds disk, probablyrepresentingphiale.Twovertical
red stripes on front of body, with horizontalstripes
between. Wide red band aroundneck. End of couch
paintedred.
'Jahrbuch, XL, 1925, Arch. Anz., col. 151, fig. 47.
2 Martha, Cat. fig. Ath., no.
818.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSES VII-VIII
LateGroup
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4 (KT18-3). Handmade reclining figure. Plate 8.
L. 0.044. Phiale missingand edge of base chipped.
Pale yellowish clay. Black and purple paint. Figure supported by left elbow on oval base, hollow
underneath. Right arm at side; left bent to hold
phiale. Large, projecting nose and flat chin. Polos
and back of head black. Black spots for eyes. Purple
stripes around waist and diagonally across breast.
Black spots along right arm. Short black stripe probably indicates feet, and anothermarks separationof
body and couch. Black spots on front and ends of
couch.
This figure is closer to the mouldmadereclining
type than any of the others, but is certainly handmade.
5 (KT18-5). Handmade reclining figure. Plate 8.
L. 0.068. Polos and left foot brokenoff.
Light brownclay.Brownishblackand purplepaint.
Slight depression underneath couch. Small round
cushion,brownon front end, appliedunderleft elbow.
Left hand holds large applied saucer, with small
brown spot in center nearly covered by irregular
splash of purple.Right arm at side; large open hand
formed by two projections. Brown spot between
thumb and fingers. Right knee drawn up. Feet
painted brown. Face formed by elongating neck to
point which is bent downwardagainst neck. Brown
spots for eyes, and spot on side of neck. Originally
had appliedpolos. Purple stripe acrossbreast. Along
front of couch wide brown stripe crossed by four
shortvertical strokesin purple.
From the Shrineof the Double Stele, and datable
in the first half of the 4th century.Anotherreclining
figurefromthe same deposit,KT18-4, is close enough
to have been made by the same hand. The polos,
which is preservedin this figure, is extremely broad
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and heavy. The style of both figurinesis somewhat
similarto that of I, 56, from a 4th century depositin
the TerracottaFactory.
6 (KT18-6). Upperpart of handmaderecliningfigure.
Plate 8. H. 0.052. Arms, legs, and front of couch
brokenoff.
Pale clay. Black and purple paint. Face formed
like preceding,but pinchedto formnose and has flat
applied disks for eyes. Black dots on eyes and large
purplespot on mouth.Largeappliedmoustache,with
ends bent downward; painted black. Sharp-edged
polos appliedacrosstop of head, with ends falling to
shoulders;paintedblack. Two purplespots on breast.
Purple stripe at lower edge of figure. Couchslightly
hollowunderneath.
From the same deposit.
7 (KT18-2). Handmade reclining figure. Plate 8.
L. 0.072.
Hard, pale grayish green clay. Dilute brownish
black paint. Arms short and broad. Phiale in left
consists of thick disk with smaller disk in center.
Right arm bent, with small disk on hand. Rounded
"disk" face with applied polos. Black stripes across
face, polos and body. Painted necklace. Tips of feet
and left hand black. Couchhigher than usual; lower
edge curved downwardin front. Supportedon two
heavy, disk-like projections at ends. Clay stuffep
between head of couch and neck of figure. Across
lower end of couch two curved horizontallines, another along lower front edge, and vertical stripes on
front.
From Deposit 1 of the TerracottaFactory. The
figuremust, therefore,in spite of the excellentquality
of its clay, be dated at least as late as the middle of
the 4th century. The close resemblancebetween this
figure and No. 1 is astonishing,consideringthat at
least a hundredyears lie betweenthem.

FIGURES
FEMALE
MOULDMADE
CLASSVIII. ARCHAIC

Of this group there are 87 examples, of which 59 are here described. They range in date from
possibly the middle of the 7th century to about the early 5th. Also included are one or two
figurines from deposits of later date; since their style is pure archaic, we may assume either
that the figurines antedate their deposits or, more probably, that they are contemporarybut
made from moulds of much earlierdate, or from copies of such moulds. The membersof this class
and the next, particularlythose of the 7th century and the first half of the 6th, are probably the
most interesting and important of all the Potters' Quarterfigurines. Since so little Corinthian
sculpture has survived from the period before the middle of the 6th century, any terracottas in
addition to those already known must be of considerable importance. Corinthian art of that
period can hardly fail to win admiration if it is judged by the best of the Potters' Quarter
heads and those, presumably from the same factory, which were found at Perachora. Of these
the 7th century heads are most important, since heads of the first half of the 6th century have
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been available to some extent on pyxides and as architectural terracottas. To the figurines of
the Proto-Corinthian period we must add five moulds' already published, and three reliefs,
XXI, 1-3, two of them small fragments. Except for the earliest mould, they can perhapsadd little
entirely new information to the studies of Payne and Jenkins, but they form a valuable addition
to the scanty number of surviving Proto-Corinthian figurines. The chief value of the archaic
figurines from the Potters' Quarter is, of course, the chronological information which they
provide. A very large percentage of the total number of figurines in ClassesVIII and IX came
from deposits which can be fairly wvelldated by the pottery also found in them. Practically
all the 7th century figurines were found in deposits. Those from the Aryballos Deposit form a
particularly valuable group, since the pottery with which they were associated seemed to
belong nearly entirely to the last quarter of the 7th century. A small group of figurines from
the North Dump could be fairly well dated in the third quarter of the 7th century and perhaps
the very beginning of the last quarter. The figurines from Well I, witlhthe probable exception
of VIII, 1, are datable in the last quarter of the 7th century and the first quarter of the 6th.
For the second quarter of the 6th century we have the figurines found in the deposit in Trench J
and in the area around the deposit. The Aphrodite Deposit and the deposit in Stelai Shrine A
are largely post-archaic, since they are datable in the late 6th century and the first half of the
5th, but they contained a few terracottas of archaic style. Several figurines of definitely archaic
type which were found in late 5th century deposits are most interesting in connection with the
persistence of early types in later contexts, a phase of Corinthian art whieh was noted
particularly in connection with the handmade figurines.
Several methods of fashioning the bodies of the figurines of this class were in use. These
coincide in the main with the methods indicated for the Perachorafigurines.2In many instances,
as in the Perachora material, the body was entirely handmade. This technique was already in
use in the Proto-Corinthian period; compare Nos. 1 and 2, and probably also No. 4. In the
6th century the handmade body becomes increasingly the rule, until by the second quarter of
the century it is nearly always employed. In the seated figurines, with the exception of No. 9,
the body is handmade. It is nearly always broad and flat in shape, and bent at the waist and
knees; in No. 21, which is probably seated, the lower body is much thicker than usual.Frequently
the entire front of a figurine was cast in a single mould, a method which is essentially the same as
that of a relief; if a background were left around the figure, a relief instead of a free-standing
figure would result. Figurines of this type belong for the most part to the last quarter of the
7th century; the technique became, of course, extremely popular-muchlater for the fabrication
of such stock types as the standing and seated Korai, reclining figures, etc. The third method
noted at Perachora is also employed in the Potters' Quarter figurines; the fourth method is
not paralleled in the Potters' Quarter. In the former a cylindrical, wheelmade lower body is
combined with a mouldmade head and a handmade upper body. The lower body was hollow,
narrowing slightly at the waist, and flaring more or less widely at the base. This method was
employed particularly in the last quarter of the 7th century and the beginning of the 6th. In
the Potters' Quarterit appears first in No. 7, which can hardly be dated later than the beginning of the last quarter of the 7th century. Usually the upper part of the body, as also in the
Perachora figurines, seems to have been made hollow, probably being shaped while the figurine
was still on the wheel, and then afterwardstuffed wvithwads of clay for greater strength. In the
Potters' Quarter the wheelmade body does not seem to occur after the early part of the 6th
1

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 87-90, nos. 1-5.

2 Perachora,pp. 193-5.
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century, with the possible exception of VIII, 51, which is probably of early 5th century date.
At Perachora the partly wheelmade figurine apparently survives as late as the third quarter
of the 6th century.3
Several figurines, including one datable in the last quarter of the 7th century, seem to have
bodies which are at least partly mouldmade; this is exclusive of the type made in a single
mould like a relief. In the case of VIII, 9, the entire front of the body appears to have been
made in a mould, a rather unusual proceeding for a seated figurine.4The fact that the break at
the right elbow where the attached handmade forearmhas largely disappearedshows a smooth,
flat surface certainly tends to indicate the use of a mould. Moreover,the line of breakagedown
the center of the sides, as seen in the profile view, seems to indicate the point where the handmade back was added to the mouldmade front. The edges of the back surface of the legs
probably mark the edges of the mould. Among the figurines of the first half of the 6th century
No. 37 is certainly an example of a partially mouldmade body. A fragmentary relief, XXI, 5,
from the same mould was also found in the Potters' Quarter.There is no reason to suppose that
only the head of the relief was mouldmade, and the upper body of the relief and of the figurine
must have been formed by the same method, since they are identical in modelling. The skirt
of the figurine is cylindrical, but, since it is solid, it must be handmade rather than wheelmade.
The lower body of the relief may also have been handmade.
The combination of handmade, mouldmade and wheelmade elements produces a body which
is, typically, broad and rather flat across the shoulders, narrowssharply at the waist, and has a
slender, cylindrical skirt. The contrast between the broad, flat upper body and the slenderer,
more cylindrical skirt is, of course, the result of the technical processes employed. Conversely,
one might say with probably greater justice that this technique was developed with the express
aim of producing a figure of this shape, an order of events which seems to be borne out by the
fact that female figures in the sculpture and vase paintings of the period very frequently have
just this shape, and one can hardly suppose that a fortuitous technical process in the making
of terracottas could be responsiblefor a style widely employed in sculpture and on vases. Oddly
enough, in the handmade group (Class I) the bloused figure is characteristic of the figurines
which fall somewhat later in the 6th century, a fact possibly explained by supposing that
handmade figurines followed the style of the mouldmade ones after a considerablelapse of time.
By the second quarter of the 6th century the change in technical processes has brought about
a complete change of silhouette. The body is now entirely handmade; it is usually broad, flat
and slab-like, with no change in width from the shoulders to the feet. Figurines of this type are
normally seated.5 The handmade body of the 7th century (cf. VIII, 1 and 17) was usually much
thicker. Figurines with slab-like lower bodies, but with handmade upper bodies which still
show a bloused outline, have already occurred fairly early in the 6th century (cf. Nos. 19
and 24).
The proportions of the body in the archaic figurines seem to bear little relation to date, as is
evident from a glance at Nos. 7 and 11, both from the same deposit; in one the lower body is
long in relationto the upper, and in the other the lowerbody is disproportionatelyshort. Onemay
say, however, that the tall, slender, short-waisted figure seems always to be early, while the
Ibid., pp. 216f., no. 91.
Several even earlier seated figurines from Perachora
(ibid., pp. 198f., nos. 6-12) had mouldmade bodies.
5 At Perachora (ibid., p. 211) figurines of this flat seated
type are said to have occurredas early as the late 7th century,
3
4

but, since the heads alone are preserved in the two examples
dated in the 7th century, it seems hardly possible to draw
from them any certain deductions about the shape of the
bodies.
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short, heavy figure, although it may also be early, is not necessarily so. It seems to be generally
true that in figurines of the late 7th and early 6th centuries the head is often rather large in
proportionto the body, while by the later 6th century it is more likely to be disproportionately
small. In practically every instance, both early and late, where the arms are preserved, they
are extremely short; No. 9, an unusually well proportionedfigure, is, of course, an exception,
and also No. 11, whose arms were included in the mould for the front of the body instead of
being attached by hand, as is generally the case.
The shape of the face in the archaic figurines has often been discussed and needs little
attention here. In general, Proto-Corinthianheads are rather long, but taper toward the chin,
so that the outline is generally oval or U-shaped. A short, broad type of face appears at a fairly
early date, e. g., Nos. 5 and 6, which may be dated somewhere around the beginning of the
last quarter of the 7th century. After that period the faces may be either short or long; they
usually have a rather broad jaw and chin, although in the second quarter of the 6th century
one finds a long, strongly tapering face along with the short, broad type.
In the individual features one can trace a certain amount of development. The chin, for
example, in our earliest Proto-Corinthian heads, though tapering, is rounded in outline; in
actual length it may vary from the very short chin of XXI, 1, to the very long one of VIII, 2,
and in profile from the full, rounded line of VIII, 2, to the flat, sharp-edged line of VIII, 3.
In the last quarter of the 7th century it tends to become broader, though still rather short.
Exceptions are VIII, 7, and IX, 1, in which it is long, narrow and pointed; the latter head, of
course, hardly counts, as the chin is the result of re-working and in the original mould was
much shorter and more rounded. By this period the broad, very prominent, forward-jutting
chin has already made its appearance (see VIII, 11) and is very frequently found through the
first half of the 6th century. Toward the end of the first half the broad, heavy chin gives way
to a type which is still prominent in profile, but is narrowerand more tapering, as in VIII, 39,
and IX, 7, and a type like that of VIII, 41, which is still rounded, but extremely short. In
7th century heads the mouth is always quite straight. By the beginning of the 6th century,
though it is still rather straight, there is an infusion of affability and by the second quarter of
the century the mouth is usually curved in a distinct smile.
The eye affords us little for contemplation, partly because in so many cases it was either left
almost entirely to be indicated by paint or else the original modelling is obscured by paint. A
type of eye which has a very strongly arched upper lid and a more or less straight lower lid
seems to occur most often in the first quarter of the 6th century, although it is not the only
type employed at that period. The almond-shaped eye with strongly marked lids is rather
characteristic of the second quarter of the century. More may perhaps be learned from the
modelling of the nose, even though in many instances it is not preserved. In Proto-Corinthian
heads, as has often been noted, it is quite small and well-shaped, and does not project strongly
from the surface of the face. By the end of the 7th century it becomes broader and somewhat
more prominent. Many heads of the first quarter of the 6th century have a large nose which is
triangular in outline and strongly salient in profile. Although it is still rather prominent in
profile view, by the beginning of the second quarter of the century the nose becomes much
narrowerand tends to be noticeably long and thin as seen from the front. After this period it is
more difficult to generalize; a tendency for the nose to become shorter is perhaps to be noted.
The ears have already begun to be represented in Proto-Corinthianfigurines,6as is shown by
6 At Perachora also they seem to appear first in the third quarter of the 7th century (ibid., p. 200, no. 18).
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VIII, 3, where, although they lie nearly at right angles to the surface of the cheek and are set
a little too high, they are fairly well modelled. An ear also appears in a mould, No. 2, from the
Potters' Quarter, datable shortly after the middle of the 7th century; it lies flat on the front
surface of the hair, but is fairly accurately located. In a head, VIII, 6, of about the beginning of
the last quarter of the century the ears are well shaped and well placed, although they still
tend to lie somewhat at right angles to the cheek. In a slightly later figurine, VIII, 9, the ears
are much too small and set far too high, as well as at too great an angle to the face. By the 6th
century the ears are usually represented, and are fairly well modelled and set. The presence or
absence of ears does not seem to indicate an earlier or a later date, but merely whether or not
the particular artist felt himself equal to attempting them.
In the hair of the archaic figures, although it is invariably worn hanging to the shoulders,7a
certain amount of development can be traced. In the Proto-Corinthian heads, as has often
been pointed out, the edge of the hair forms a horizontal line across the foreheadjust above the
eyebrows. In the earliest head from the Potters' Quarter, the mould No. 1, the front hair,
which barely clears the eyebrows, is left plain. In a somewhat later head, VIII, 2, it is arranged
in two rows of tiny curls along the lower edge of a forward-jutting mass. The relief fragment,
XXI, 1, and a figurine, VIII, 6, have a row of spiral curls over the forehead. A little more of
the forehead is visible than in the two earlier heads; in VIII, 5, the area left uncovered by the
hair is about the same. In VIII, 7, the front hair juts sharply forward without curls and the
forehead has become still higher. The side hair in the Proto-Corinthianheads usually falls in
front of either shoulder in such a way that the neck is partly covered; its surface may be plain
or horizontally ribbed; the ends are usually cut off square. In VIII, 1, which is one of the
earliest of this class, the side hair seems to fall at the sides of the neck in a somewhat wavy
lock, perhaps similar to those on several early figurines from Perachora8.The last quarter of
the 7th century is a period of transition in hair styles. Some figurines of that time, e. g., VIII,
12, from the Aryballos Deposit, still cling to the earliertradition of a straight line of hair across
the forehead and square-ended, wig-like masses at the sides. Two other heads, VIII, 11, and
IX, 1, the former from the same deposit, still have the horizontal hair line over the forehead but
the side hair is divided into separate locks. In still another figure, VIII, 9, from the same deposit,
we find the earliest example of a hair style which persists throughout the next century. The
central parting has become very marked, with the hair at either side of it arrangedin scallops;
the forehead area which is now visible is a low triangle. The side hair falls behind the shoulders
instead of in front. The horizontal line over the forehead recurs once in the 6th century, in
VIII, 33 and 34, both from the same mould. The wig-like arrangement at the sides makes a
brief reappearancein VIII, 23. During the 6th century the hair line shows a tendency to rise
gradually until the area of the forehead forms a high, sharp-apexed triangle or a high, rounded
surface, although there are a good many exceptions. In an arrangement which seems to be
characteristic particularly of the second quarter of the 6th century the scallop at either side of
the central parting is smaller than the rest.9 The side hair of the 6th century figurines may fall
behind the shouldersin a horizontally ribbed mass, or it may lie over the breast in ribbed locks,
which are occasionally handmade and applied.
Where a headdress is worn, the polos is usual; this is sometimes a part of the mould and
sometimnesadded by hand. One head, VIII, 33, has a low, flat, slightly conical cap applied to
I The only exception is VIII, 52, which may not be of the
archaic period.

8 Cf. ibid., pl. 88, nos. 6, 16, 18.

9 See under IX, 2; also Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 91f.
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the top of the head; another figurine, VIII, 34, from the same mould, however, wears a polos.
Painted and applied necklaces both occur, as in the handmade figurines. A necklace appears
on one of the earliest figurines of this class, VIII, 1, although it does not recur until the
last quarter of the 7th century. The earliest applied necklaces, such as those of VIII, 18 and
37, are carefully made and show considerable variety in the shape and arrangement of the
pendants. The later ones are fairly well standardized and consist of one or, more frequently,
two bands ending in shoulder disks. The upper band carries a varying number of disk pendants.
The applied shoulder bands of VIII, 18, are unparalleled, although VIII, 34, has two short
strips of clay which start from the shoulder disks and are pressed flat against the breast.
The garment is practically always the same, the characteristic long Dorian sheath. In the
earlier periods the upper part is either tight-fitting or somewhat bloused at the waist, and the
skirt is narrow and usually without folds. In the figurines, mostly of the second quarter of the
6th century and later, which are flat and handmade the skirt is naturally wider. Skirt folds are
indicated in one figurine, VIII, 37, probably datable early in the second quarter of the 6th
century, and perhaps in VIII, 29, which is somewhat earlier. In VIII, 51, which is probably to
be dated at the very end of the archaic period, the skirt is vertically fluted, while in VIII, 50,
which is probably of the same period, a heavy fold is represented at one side and other folds
seem to be indicated by painted lines; the Ionic dress is probably represented. Where sleeves
are indicated, they are occasionally of elbow length, but more often reach only about halfway
to the elbow. Sometimes they are indicated only by paint, sometimes, as in VIII, 6, 20, 32 and
37, a slight fullness around the shouldersindicates the sleeves, which may be further marked by
paint.
A very interesting fashion, which makes a brief appearancein figurines of the latter part of
the 7th century, is the short cape worn over the shoulders. Whether this cape was a removable
garment or whether it was attached to the neck of the dress is difficult to determine, although
an ivory relief in New York10may furnish a clue to the arrangement. Study of the various
figures on which it appears leads one to the conclusion that in some instances it is certainly
a separate garment worn over the dress, while in others it seems more likely to have been an
extra piece attached to the neck, or two extra pieces attached to the sleeves, to give the effect
of a cape. Capes appear on two figurines from the Potters' Quarter,VIII, 7 and 11, both from
the Aryballos Deposit, one probably datable in the third quarter of the 7th century and the
other in the last quarter; it is also probably present on a fragment of a relief, XXI, 3. It is, of
course, found on the figurine from Perachora1lwhich seems to be from the same mould as our
VIII, 11, and it also occurs on another Corinthian figurine.12Capes of various types may be
noted elsewhere on a number of female figures, mainly datable in the second half of the 7th
century. The cape is found most frequently on works of Cretan origin. It occurs on statues,13
such as the statuette from Auxerre, the Prinia statues and the statue from Eleutherna, and
traces of it are said to be visible on a seated statue from Mallia.14It is also depicted on the relief
on the under side of the architrave supporting the Prinia statues,15 on a stele from Prinia,16
bronzes17from Dreros and Arkades, and a pithos from Prinia.18It is also found on a number of
10 A.J.A.,

XLIX, 1945, pp. 261-269, figs. 1, 9.

" See under VIII, 11.

Corinth,XII, no. 86.
Mon. Piot, XX, pp. 19-22, pls. I, II; Annuario, I, 1914,
p. 56, fig. 21 A, p. 62, fig. 24 A; A.J.A., XXVIII, 1924, p.
269, fig. 1.
12
13

14

Annuario, II, 1916, pp. 312-314.
Annuario, I, 1914, p. 61, fig. 23.
16 Mon. Piot, XX, p. 21, fig. 13.
17 Jahrbuch, LI, 1936, Arch. Anz., cols. 217-219,
fig. 3;
Annuario, X-XII, 1927-29, p. 377, fig. 490.
18 Annuario, I, 1914, p. 68, fig. 38.
15
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terracotta reliefs and figurines of Cretan origin."9On the Greek mainland contemporary examples may be seen in an ivory plaque from Sparta,20bronze reliefs21 from the Argive Heraion
and Olympia, and a statue from Boeotia.2 A short cape seems to be visible on a fragment of a
statue from Samos.23It appears also on figurines24from the Argive Heraion, Troizen and the
Menelaion at Sparta. The statue from Hagiorgitika25also wears a short cape, but this is apparently not worn over both shoulders, but passes under the right arm and over the left shoulder. A short cape is occasionally found on bronzes of much later date.26It also appears on statues27from Akrai in Sicily and figurines28from Sicily and Italy. On one of the statues the cape is
worn in the manner of the Hagiorgitika statue. The Sicilian figurines which show this garment
are perhaps to be dated considerably later than the Cretan and mainland Greek examples.29
Coloris far more conservatively used in the mouldmade figurines than in the handmade. The
hair is usually painted and also the details of the eyes. Garments are painted in solid color
somewhat more often than in patterns. Most of the 7th century figurines are either unpainted
or decorated in only one color. As a general rule, no more than two colors are employed on a
single figurine; these are black or brown and red or purple. One figurine, however, VIII, 20,
which is indisputably early, probably as early as the late 7th century, is decoratedin four colors,
brown, grayish black, purple and pinkish red. Another, VIII, 32, which has three colors in its
decoration, although of archaic style, may possibly be actually of considerablylater date.

1 (KT3-1).Partofflat femalefigure.Plate 10. H. 0.112.
Head, right arm and lowerpart of body missing.
Pale yellowish green clay of extreme hardness.
Black paint. Head probablymouldmade.Handmade
body narrow and flat, with rounded front edges.

Black paint on sides of neck probablyindicates hair
Thin painted necklace with central pendant; trace
of applied disk, painted black, above center. Broad
vertical black stripe between disk and upper edge of
dress.Upperarmnot distinguishedfrombody. Lower
arm bent upward, with tip slightly flattened to
19Ibid., p. 103, figs. 58, 60; B.C.H., LIII, 1929, pp. 390indicate hand. Hand and wide stripe down outer side
395, figs. 8, 11, pl. XXV, 1, 2; B.C.H., LIV, 1930, pl. X (left); of forearm painted black. Upper dress has black
B.C.H., LV, 1931, pl. XV, 1-3; Poulsen, Orient, p. 149, fig. checkerpattern. Two parallellines with chevronpat175; Mon. Ant., VI, 1895, col. 188, fig. 25 (lower right). Jahrbuch, LV, 1940, Arch. Anz., col. 12, fig. 11, is probably also tern between form narrow belt. Wide stripes down
sides of skirt and two thin parallellines down center
Cretan.
20 Art. Orthia,pl. XCVIII, 1.
divide skirt into two narrowvertical panels; in each,
21 Hampe, Frilhe griechischeSagenbilder,pl. 41; Jahrbuch,
series of squares, alternately black and unpainted,
LII, 1937, Olympiabericht,pls. 30, 31.
formlargecheckerpattern. Back undecorated.
22 A.J.A., XXVIII, 1924, pp. 267-275, figs. 3-5.
From Well I. This figurinepresentsan appearance
23 Buschor, AltsamischeStandbilder,fig. 72.
24 Arg. Her., II, p. 33, fig. 63; Welter, Troizenund Kalaureia,
as primitiveas that of any fromthe Potters' Quarter.
pl. 9a, 1-6 (said to be of local clay); B.S.A., XV, 1908-09,
The extreme hardnessof the clay and the types of
p. 121, fig. 3, no. 33.
used are indications of early date, but just
patterns
25 B.C.H., XIV, 1890, pp. 382-4, pl. XI.
h-owearlyit is difficultto say. The checkerpatternis
26 Jahreshefte,IV, 1901, p. 34, figs. 20-22; Compterendude
used on garmentsfrom an early period, occurringin
l'Academie des inscriptions et belles-lettres,1911, pp. 266f.,
figs. 2-4.
Geometric,Proto-Corinthianand other wares.30At
27 Pace, Arte e civilta della Sicilia antica, II, p. 4, fig. 4;
later periodsit is more rarely seen, althoughit does
Annali della R. Scuola normale superioredi Pisa, VI, 1937,
occur on the Penteskouphiapinakes3' and on the
pp. 134-6, figs. a-c.
28 Mon Piot, XXII, pl. XV (from Megara Hyblaia); perFranvoisvase.32Checkersappear on the upper part

haps also Mon. Ant., XXVII, 1921, cols. 172-5, fig. 16
(from Megara Hyblaia); Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, fig. 110,
pls. XXXI, 3, XXXVII, 1, 4 (from Selinos); Gabrici,
Daedalica Selinuntia, pl. IV, 6, 8, 9 (in Societa Reale di
Napoli, Memoriedella R. Accademiadi Archeologia,Lettereed
Arti, XV, 1936); A.J.A., XLV, 1941, p. 471, figs. 23 (right)
and 24 (from Metapontum); Monumentiinediti, XI, pl. LVI,
12 (from Tarentum).
29 See Quarles van Ufford, Les terres-cuitessiciliennes, pp.
39-42, where they are dated in the late 6th century, together
with the two fragmentary statues, already mentioned, from
Akrai (ibid., p. 128).

of the garment on an ivory plaque from Sparta,33
30Cf. Arg. Her., II, pl. LVII, 19; Perrot and Chipiez,
Histoire de l'art, VII, p. 175, fig. 59; Johansen, Les vases
sicyoniens, pl. XX, 1; Pfuhl, Malerei und Zeichnung, III,
figs. 108-110. Compare also a terracotta shield from Tiryns
(B.S.A., XLII, 1947, pl. 18 A, a).
31 Ant. Denk., II, pl. 40, 2 b; Jahrbuch,XII, 1897, p. 38,
fig. 29.
32 Furtwangler and Reichhold, Gr. Vasenrnalerei,pls. 1
and 2.
33 Art. Orthlia,pl. XCVII, 2.
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dated in the middle of the 7th century. Otherterracotta figurines of 7th century date with garments
decorated in large checkers have been found at
Lindos34and at Perachora.35The chevronpattern is
also found on Proto-Corinthianvases,36chiefly those
of about the second quarterof the 7th century. It is
rarelyseen on Corinthianpottery.37Ona fragmentary
figurinefromPerachora38
the samepattern is used as
a skirt border.On the bronzecuirassfrom Olympia39
it appears frequently as a decorative band on the
garments,and it is similarlyused somewhatlater on
one of the Penteskouphia pinakes.40The figurine
from the Potters' Quartermust be dated at least as
early as the third quarter of the 7th century, the
period of the earliest pottery from the well deposit.
It is possible that it should be dated even earlier,
althoughin the absenceof the head one cannot state
definitelythat this is so. Besidethe use of the checker
pattern, the figurine showsother points of similarity
with one of the figurines from Perachora already
mentioned,41 and looks at least as early. The Perachora figurine was dated in the first quarterof the
7th century, although it is not certainthat it is correctly dated so early.

2 (KT9-27). Upper part of female figure. Plate 11.
H. 0.057. Armsmissing.
Very hard pale yellow clay. Hard black paint.
Front of head mouldmade,rest of figure handmade.
Hair projects strongly over forehead;double row of
small curls forms straight line low over brows. Hair
over forehead painted in black spots, perhaps to
emphasize modelling of curls; rest of hair entirely
black. Projectingmass at either side roughlydivided
into three horizontallyribbed locks. Eyes indicated
by large black rings with black dots. Dress decorated
in black scale pattern; large dots in centers. Black
stripe for belt. Back entirely black. Arms extended
to sides. Black paint on brokensurfaceof right arm
indicates either loss of arm before figure was decorated or attemptedrepairlater.
This fragment, though far from prepossessingat
first glance, offers somethingmorethan beauty. It is
that rare thing, a Proto-Corinthianfigurine, and, as
such, worthy of some attention. The carelessworkmanshipin both the mouldmadeand the handmade
34Lindos, pl. 81, no. 1872.

Perachora,pl. 88, nos. 5 and 16. In the first example, as in
our figurine, large checkers are used on the skirt and smaller
checkers above.
36 Cf. Johansen, op. cit., fig. 55, pls. XXVII, 1 c and d,
XXIX, 2 b, XLI, 1, 2.
37 See the handle of the vase held by the Louvre comast
(C.1V.A.,France 12, Louvre 8, III C c, pl. 4, 8).
38 This fragment is, as far as I know, unpublished. See
also under No. 16.
39 Olympia, IV, pl. LIX.
40 Ant. Denk., II, pl. 24, no. 22.
41 Perachora,pl. 88, no. 5.
35

parts is surprising;one expects better of the ProtoCorinthianartist. The extreme shallowness of the
face in profile, the flat top of the head42and the
straightlow line of the hair as it cuts acrossjust above
the eyes are typical of Proto-Corinthianheads. The
modellingof the face is so sketchy that it is hard to
date the figure very closely. The most likely date,
however, seems to be about the middle of the 7th
century. The arrangementof the front hair, with the
two rows of tiny curls and the forwardprojection
above them, is identical with that of a Cretanhead43
dated by Jenkinsin the period 655-645 B.C. In profile, also, the forwardprojectionof the hair has exactly the same outline, discounting, of course, the
handmadebackof the headin the Corinthianfigurine.
The scale pattern is, of course,a very familiarone
on Proto-Corinthianvases. It occursalso on statues,
figurines,etc., of early date, whereit is employedto
decoratethe upperpart of the figureonly. It appears,
for example,on the statuette from Auxerre,44on the
bronzecuirassfromOlympia,45
on an ivory relieffrom
Sparta46and on a Cypriote terracotta.47It is commonly found in the 6th century also, as on the Nike
of Delos,48on bronzes49and on B.F. vases;50 it is, of
course,a frequentpattern on the breastsof sphinxes.
3 (KT9-1). Fragmentof largehead. Plate 9. H. 0.048.
Most of polos and hair, and part of nose brokenoff.
Very hardpale buff clay with pinkishcore. Surface
covered with small cracks, indicating clay used was
too dry. Face very flat. Eyes large, shallow and indistinctly modelled.Mouthlarge.Chinflat with sharp
edge; slight depression underneath gives effect of
doublechin. Smallflat ears, set too high. High polos.
Hair in flat massesat sides with broadhorizontalribs.
From the North Dump. The head very probably
belongs in the third quarterof the 7th century.The
profileshows the flatness typical of Proto-Corinthian
faces, but the state of the surfaceprevents any very
close study of the individual features. The fullness
underthe chin remindsone of No. 11.
4 (KT9-69). Female head. Plate 11. H. 0.039. Top of
head brokenoff. Featuresbattered.
42 The top of the mouldmade head
was flat. The rounded
surface which appears in the photograph is the handmade
back of the head, which projects a little higher.
43 Jenkins, Dedalica, pl. IV, 5. For a profile view see
B.S.A., XXXI, 1930-31, p. 106, fig. 31. The same arrangement of the hair appears in another Cretan head (Jenkins, op.
cit., pI. V, 1).
44 Mon. Piot, XX, pl. I. A drawing of the scale pattern
appears on p. 13, figs. 6, 7.
45 Olympia, IV, pl. LIX.
46 Art. Orthia,pl. XCV (figure at left).
47 Rev. arch., XI, 1908, p. 159, fig. 4.
48 Ath. Mitt., XIV, 1889, pp. 319f.
49 Jantzen, Bronzewerkstdtten,pl. 26, 110; Monuments
grecs, II, pl. 11, center.
50 Cf. Pfuhl, Mal. u. Zeich., III, figs. 235, 241.
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Hard gray clay. Hair falls to shoulders in flat,
square-endedmasses with fine horizontalribs. Right
shoulderwiderthan left.
The greater width of the right shoulderpossibly
inidicatesthat the figure formed one of a pair. The
style of the headis muchlike that of a mould,No. 3,51
from the Potters' Quarter,though the cheeks of the
mouldseem to be somewhatflatter.
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5 (KT3-5). Upper part of female figure. Plate 11.
H. 0.063. W. 0.027. Forearmsbrokenoff.
Very hard, light gray clay. Figure solid. Round
face with large, superficialeyes. Hair in horizontal
line over forehead; at sides falls behind shoulders.
High polos. Shouldersnarrow; upper arms close to
sides.
From Well I. The head and body were probably
made in a single mould. The missinglowerarmswere
probablyhandmade.The low, straightline of the hair
over the foreheadindicatesa date in the 7th century.
The features are too worn to permit of very close
dating, but the fact that the hair falls behind the
shouldersratherthan in front probablyindicatesthat
the figurineshouldbe dated in the last quarterrather
than in the third quarter. A certain resemblanceto
the seated pair in the British Museum (see under
IX, 1) suggeststhe early part of the last quarter.

6 (KT3-6). Upperpart of largefemalefigure.Plate 10.
H. 0.107. W. 0.069. Break at right side of face.
Forearmsmissing.
Very hard, light yellowishgreen clay. Hard, shiny
blackpaint. Broadjaw and wide, full lips; nose rather
broadat tip. Eyes largeand widely opened,with lids,
centraldots and eyebrowspaintedblack.Left eye has
fine scratchedline aroundcentral dot and also under
eyebrow. Hair worn low across forehead; at either
side of central parting four scallop-shellcurls. Ears
well placed, but lie flat on front surface of hair. At
sides line of hair curves up over shouldersand then
dips down to center of back; edge in slight relief all
around.Hair painted black. Hollow handmadepolos
of unusual height; black stripe round lower edge.
Neck disproportionatelylong. Sleeves end above elbow; edges of dress in low relief at arms and neck.
Arms close to side, with forearmsextended forward;
upperarm too short. Body narrowssharplyat waist;
skirt probablywheelmade.
From the west edge of the hill at a point outside
Stelai Shrine A where many early sherds and figurines were found. The mouldfor the front must have
includedthe upper body at least as far as the lower
edge of the hair. At the waist the space between the
front and back of the upper body is solidly stuffed
with clay. The forearms were attached separately.
The back of the head and hair, although probably
made by hand, was modelledwith the greatest care.
"1 Corinth,XV,

part 1, p. 89.
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Thehandmadepoloswasjoined to the headwith such
care that one runs into the other without a break.
Underthe chin are severalmarkswhich show that a
little superfluousclay was scrapedoff with a knife or
other instrument.52This is, however, the only evidenceof carelessnessin a figurinewhich was designed
<andfinishedwith the greatestskill and originality.
The date of this figuremust lie somewherenearthe
end of the third quarterof the 7th centuryor the beginning of the last quarter. The head shows certain
points of similaritywith that of the Proto-Corinthian
lion lekythosin Berlin,53notablythe broad,triangular
nose, the large, straight mouth, the unusually long
neck and the square-endedmassesof hair hanging at
the sides. The painted detail obscuresthe modelling
of the eyes in both cases. The Berlinlekythosis dated
by Johansenand Payne at ca. 650 B.C., by Jenkinsin
the years 645-640 B.C. That the Potters' Quarter
figurine must be of somewhatlater date is indicated
by the much greaterdepth of the face as seen in profile. The profile, indeed, seems at first glance to be
very similar to that of the statue from Eleutherna,54
but on accountof the batteredconditionof the latter
this resemblanceshould not be over-stressed.The
depth of the face in both heads, however, is noteworthy. A fairly closeresemblancemay also be traced
in certain other details, such as the shape of the face
as seen from the front, the low, scallopedline of the
hair over the forehead,the large, full-lipped mouth
and the round, rather short chin. The Eleutherna
statue is dated by Jenkins55at ca. 620 B.C. The
Corinthianfigurine may be a little earlier, but is
probablyroughlycontemporarywith the Eleutherna
figure. The profile of our head may also be compared
with that of a head from Perachora56which, as we
shall see, is from the same mould as a head from the
Potters' Quarter, IX, 1. The resemblanceis less
markedwhen the heads are seen from the front, but
they are probablynearly contemporary.The arrangement of the hair in spiral curls over the foreheadis
similarto that of the statuette from Auxerre;57in the
latter, however, there are only six curls, and the
spiralsare turnedtowardthe centralpartinginstead
of away fromit. The spiralsin a fragmentof a poros
head from Corinth58
also face the center.
7 (KT3-16).Standingfemalefigure.Plate 10.11.0.103.
W. 0.036. D. (base)0.031. Forearmsbrokenoff.
Hard,polishedgrayishyellowclay. Very dilute red
52 If a concave line under the chin was desired, it was, of
course, necessary to retouch the figurine after removal from
the mould.
53 Payne, ProtokorinthischeVasenmalerei,pl. 23, 1 and 2.
54 Jenkins, Dedalica, pl. VIII, 1 a.
55 Ibid., p. 64. Cf. also Homann-Wedeking, Die Anfdnge
der griechischenGrossplastik,p. 122.
56 Perachora,pl. 89, no. 19 b.
67 Jenkins, op. cit., frontispiece.
58 A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 450, fig. 11.
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Skimatari Museum.64It is found earlier on ivories
from Nimrud,65and occurs also on an ivory figure
from Ephesos, recently dated in the 6th century.66
The arrangementof the back hair is rathersimilarto
that of a bronze figurine, perhaps of slightly later
date, in Munich.67

9 (KT3-11). Seated female figure. Plates 9 and 11.68
H. 0.119. W. 0.052. Back of head and right side of
hair and neck broken off (restored). Small pieces
missing from waist and back of left arm (restored).
Right arm from'elbow, and left from wrist missing.
Hard, light yellowish brownclay. Extremely hard
brownish black and purple paint. Almond-shaped
eyes, slightly raisedabove surfaceof cheeks;outlined
in thin black line, with large central spot. Arched
brows drawnin black. Small ears, set too high. Hair
lies over foreheadin broad flat waves with central
parting, falls in heavy mass behind ears, and dips
down back in curvedline. Strandsindicated by very
fine, wavy incisedlines, parallelto scallopsover forehead and continuingdown sides. Hair painted black
over incisions, with traces of purple, probably accidental, over black. Forearms,well shaped, though
handmade, extended forward; surface finished by
paringwith knife. Roughly finished surfaceof break
at left elbowshowsplace at whichhandmadeforearm
was attached. Surface of broken left wrist painted
over in black,indicatingancientrepair.From behind
kneesto heelslegs cut downvery straight,with sharp
edges. Straight, close-fitting, short-sleeved dress,
painted purpleover black; lowerfront edge in relief.
Purplepaint coversback of figure and feet, including
soles. Skirt curves upwardslightly over either foot,
dips in little point between them, and at back falls

59Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 92, no. 11.
60 Perachora,pl. 91, no. 41.
61 Mon. Piot, XX, pI. II.
62 Ath. Mitt., LV, 1930,
Beilage XLVII; Hampe, Fr;ihe
griechischeSagenbilder,p. 38.
63 Bruns, Die Jagerin Artemis, pl. 1, 3. The shape of the
body in this figure is quite similar to that of our terracotta,
although the former is incised on a flat surface.

A.J.A., XXVIII, 1924, pp. 267-275, figs. 3-5.
Hogarth, Excav. at Ephesus, pl. XXIX, 2-4, 7, 8.
66 Ibid., pls. XXI, 6, XXII; J.H.S., LXVI, 1946, p. 90,
note 190.
67 Compare the profile view on Plate 10 with Jantzen,
pl. 27, 112.
Bronzewerkstdtten,
68 The photograph on Plate 11, which was taken before the
rest of the figurine was found, seems to give a better idea of
the modelling of the face.
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paint. Long pointed chin. Eyes ringed by shallow
grooves. Cheeks flat and receding. Hair straight across forehead; thick lock falling to breast at either
side is ribbed nearly all around so that it looks like
series of large beads. Hair in solid mass behind, falling
nearly to waist; curved lower edge in relief. Lower
arms, handmnade,attached separately and extended
forward. Lower body formed by hollow, wheelmade
cylinder, flaring slightly at bottom. Small hole in
center of bottom. Traces of red paint all over garment. Surface of head and entire upper body shows
obvious signs of having been finished with knife.
From the Aryballos Deposit, which contained
vases mostly of the Early Corinthian style. The other
figurines from the deposit seem to agree fairly well
with the style of the late 7th century, with the exception of No. 23, which is perhaps to be dated at the
beginning of the 6th century. It is probable that No. 7
is one of the earliest objects in the deposit. The shallowness of the face in profile, which is very marked,
miakes it unlikely that the figurine can be later than
the very beginning of the last quarter of the 7th
century. The curious sunken eyelids recur in a much
later mould.59The mould for the front of the head in
No. 7 must have included the upper body as far as
the ends of the hair. The space between the neck and
the mass of hair behind may indicate that the back
was handmade, although the modelling of the back
hair, with its sharply cut edges, produces the impression of its having been moulded. The wheelmade
lower body is paralleled in a number of figurines from
Perachora, one60of which, like the figurine from the
Potters' Quarter, shows an exaggerated fullness of
the skirt at the back, just below the tightly pulled
belt. This fullness in our figurine makes the slight
forward inclination of the upper body appear more
pronounced than it really is. A similar fullness in the
statuette from Auxerre6' makes the upper part of the
body appear to bend forward, although actually it is
probably only the head which is inclined. No. 7 probably has a short cape or cape-like sleeve, like that of
No. 11.
The single lock of hair in front of either shoulder is
a much less common arrangement than the rather
broad, square-ended mass, or the group of two or
three locks. It is, however, paralleled in the Boston
cauldron attachment,62 dated by Hampe in the second
quarter of the 7th century, on an engraved mirror
handle in Boston,63 and in a female statue in the

8 (KT3-17). Upper part of female figure. Plate 11.
H. 0.036. W. 0.03.
Yellow clay. Dilute red paint. Mould probably
much worn as featuresare blurred.Cape-likemass of
hair around shoulders,with edge in relief; cut off
squarein front and falls low over back in curvedline.
Armsshort stumps, extendedforward.Figure hollow
inside. Narrows at waist; skirt wheelmade. Figure
bends forwardslightly at waist, like preceding.Surface workedover with knife. Tracesof red paint on
dress.
Fromthe samedeposit. The clay, the paint and the
mannerin which the surfaceis finished are identical
with those of No. 7, andthe date is probablythe same.
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nearly to heels. Feet rather large; bottoms roughly
modelledto shape of sole.
From the AryballosDeposit. The figurineis completely solid. The front, with the exception of the
forearms, seems to be entirely mouldmade; two
separate moulds may have been used for the head
and body. The back was probably handmade. The
figure is probablyto be dated in the last quarterof
the 7th century with the majority of other objects
from the AryballosDeposit. The profile reflects the
style of that period in the comparativeshallowness
of t-heface fromfront to back,the small,slightly projecting nose,69the firm, but not heavy, chin, and the
probablelack of depth in the back of the head70.The
colorand quality of the paint also tend to indicate an
early date.
The triangulararea of the foreheadunderthe hair
is usuallymorecharacteristicof 6th centuryfigurines.
The arrangementof the hair is rathersimilarto that
of a later figurine,the Louvre comast,7'except that
less of the forehead is exposed. Though rare in
figurines before the 6th century, it is paralleledin
Early Corinthianvases, particularlyin the head of
Iole on the Eurytios krater.72The arrangementin
waves aroundthe forehead,leaving a triangulararea
in the center, and in a thick mass drawnbehind the
ears at the sides is essentiallythe samein both heads.
The shape of the nose and the slight angle it makes
with the foreheadis similarin both. The shape of the
eye in the figurine may be comparedwith that of
Amphitrite on a Corinthian pinax73 also probably of

late 7th centurydate.
The arrangementof the side hairin a roundedmass
whichswellsoutwardslightlyis paralleledin a bronze
head in the AcropolisMuseum.74The thin, slightly
wavy grooves incised on the surface of the hair are
exactly the samein both heads. In the Acropolishead
the hairlies in a straightline over the forehead.
Both the mouldmadeand the handmadeparts of
the figurineare fashionedwith the most painstaking
care, and the whole figure is skilfully finished. It is
certainlyone of the most beautifulfigurinesfrom the
Potters' Quarter.The body is modelledwith the utmost simplicity, but with no lack of skill. The
modelling of the face, too, is very restrained. Its
beauty lies in the delicate modellingof the nose, the

fine drawing of the eyes75 and brows, and in the
69 The delicacy of the nose rivals that of the head on the
Louvre lekythos (Payne, Necrocorinthia,pl. 47, 5).
70 In restoring the back of the head the
curve of the top of
the head was carefully followed and the restoration is fairly
certain.
71 Ibid., pl. 48, 13 and 14.
72 Ibid., pl. 27, fig. 34 A.
73 Ibid., fig. 34 B; Ant. Denk., II, pl. 39, 1. Compare also
the eye of Amphitrite on another pinax (ibid., pl. 24, 10).
74 Homann-Wedeking, op. cit., fig. 33.
75 The eyes are only slightly modelled, and were left almost entirely to be indicated by paint.
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simplicity of the hair with its carefullydrawnwaves.
Not the least of the figurine'sattractionsis the rich
beauty of the purple paint, the color of which is
intensified by being applied on a dark background.
In contrastto many Corinthianterracottaswherethe
original modellingis obscuredby a carelessapplication of paint, the paintingof this figurineis donewith
unusual care and delicacy. Even -the modelling and
painting of the soles of the feet are indicationsof the
pridethe artist felt in this figurine.
10 (KT3-8). Fragmentof largefemalefigure. Plate 9.
H. 0.056.Left shoulder,part of armand part of breast
preserved.
Yellow clay. Hard purplepaint. Body formedby
thin shell (ca. 0.004 m. thick), with forearmadded
separately. Small lump of clay inside shoulder for
added strength. Thin purple necklace.Broad purple
band aroundshouldersand acrossbreast, with elongated trianglesdependingfrom lower edge. Tracesof
painted decorationat waist. Broadpurplestripe runs
fromtop of shoulderbehindarm;anotherstripedown
side of arm ends at narrowerband encirclingwrist.
From Well I. Probably of late 7th century date.
The modellingof the shouldersis like that of No. 9,
and the purplepaint is of similarquality.
11 (KT3-13).Standingfemalefigure.Plate9. H. 0.146.
W. 0.031. Surfaceof face worn.
Pale grayish yellow clay. Black and dilute red
paint. Figure solid; entire front probably made in
single mould. Back flat and smooth, with edges projecting beyond outline of figure and finished by paring with knife. Eyes outlined in black, with dots in
centers. Chin sharp-edgedwith fullness underneath,
giving effect of doublechin.76Ears placedfar back in
fairly correctposition.Hair in straightline over forehead. Modellingignored when hair was painted, as
black paint was applied in scallops low over eyes.
Three thin locks at either side, slightly ribbed and
painted black. Hair at back indicated only by paint.
High polos, slightly tapering to top, where it was
pared off with knife. Traces of red on polos, with
narrowreservedband aroundbottom. Figure stiffly
erect. Right hand very long with fingers reaching
nearly to knees. Left hand not indicated. Dress
painted red, front and back. Bottom of skirt curves
upwardat centerto clearfeet. Feet close togetheron
low, semi-circularbase; traces of red on front edge,
which was finishedby paringwith knife. Toes of left
foot indicatedby incisions.
From the AryballosDeposit, hence datable in the
last quarter of the 7th century. A fragmentaryfigurine, KT3-14, from the same mould was probably
made and decoratedat the same time as No. 11. The
break at the waist of this fragmentfurnishesan opportunityof noting that the clay was pressedinto the
76

This feature is shared by No. 3.
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of hair over foreheadcontinuedin narrowgroove all
roundhead. Hair falls on breast and back in wig-like
mass with horizontalloweredge; hairin front slightly
longer,with edge in higherrelief. Hair paintedblack.
Arms very short, attached free of body and turned
up slightly at ends to indicate hands. Lower body
formedby thin, solid cylinder. Dress painted purple
figure.
over black.
From the AryballosDeposit, hence presumablyto
Figurinesof this type, in which the entire front of
the head and body is made in a single mould and the be dated in the last quarterof the 7th century. The
back is left flat, are essentiallyreliefswith the back- purplepaint is very similarin qualityto that of No. 9.
ground cut away.78 Similar figurines, in some cases The modellingof the body and the arrangementof
with a little moreof the backgroundleft at the sides, the hair remindone of a contemporaryfigurinefrom
have been foundin variouslocalities,especiallyin the Perachora.89
Peloponnesos and Crete. All are characterizedby
13 (KT3-18). Lower part of very tall female figure.
close-fitting, belted garments with semi-cylindrical
H. ca. 0.153. D. (base) 0.054. Th. of walls: ca. 0.005.
skirts and by arms held close to the sides with the
fingers extended downward. Examples from Pera- Largepiece missingfromupperpart of skirt.
Pale greenishgray clay. Hard purplepaint. Lower
chora79and the Argive Heraion8O
seem to be of about
body
wheelmade,hollow and extremely long. Skirt
the same date as ours. Figurinesof similartechnique
purple
except for reserved band round waist. Very
have been found at Sparta,81at Troizen,82and in
at bottom. Underside punchedwith eight
flare
slight
Crete,83where the type makes its appearanceearlier
holes,
round
and elongated.
in the 7th centurythan it does at Corinth.A groupof
From
the
AryballosDeposit. The lower part of a
nudefiguresfromPraisos84may also be cited for their
figurine
from
Aegina90resemblesthis fragmentvery
similar technique and pose. The modelling of the
closely.
lowerbody in No. 11, with the edge of the skirt curving up over the feet, is paralleledin a numberof early 14 (KT3-22). Lower part of female figure. Plate 8.
figures, e.g., in the statuette from Auxerre,85the H. 0.068. D. (base)0.047.
Nikandra statue from Delos,86and figurines87from
Pale gray clay. Black and purple paint. Figure
Perachoraand Sparta. An interestingfeature of this wheelmade,with concentric grooves visible underfigurine is the short cape88around the shoulders, neath. Slender at waist, swelling above and below.
visible only over the arms, where its curved edge is Inside hollow. Coveredwith black paint over which
shownin relief.
are traces of purple.
Fromthe North Dump.The majorityof the sherds
12 (KT3-15). Upper part of female figure. Plate 11.
here
wereof the secondhalf of the 7th century.
H. 0.042. W. 0.033.
Hard pinkish gray clay. Yellow clay slip. Very 15 (KT3-24).Lowerpart of tall femalefigure.Plate 8.
hard black and purplepaint. Probablyonly front of H. 0.113. D. (base)0.05. Break at one side.
head mouldmade.Surfaceof back, thoughwell modGrayishbrownclay. Lighterclay slip. Wheelmade.
elled, was handmadeand shows traces of trimming Lowerpart slenderwith wide flare at bottom. Inside
with knife. Traceof blackpaint on eyes. Straightline hollow.Largehole in centerof bottom with five very
smallholes in circlearoundit.
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mould in three successivelayers. The last layer is so
distinct that we must perhaps suppose that it was
added after the other two had dried. A relief from
Perachoraand a head identical with it77are almost
certainlyfrom the same mould as the Potters' Quarter figurine.The Perachorahead gives a much better
idea of the modellingof the face, so badly wornin our

77 Perachora,pl. 103, nos. 190, 191. The height of the relief
is given as 0.157; probably the background left above the
polos accounts for the greater height.
78 For a discussion of the origin of the type see Miller,
Frihe Plastik, pp. 87-89.
79 Perachora,pl. 103, no. 192.
80 Arg. Her., II, pp. 32f., figs. 58, 62, pl. XLVI, 5.
81 Art. Orthia,pl. XXIX; B.S.A., XXXIII, 1932-33,pl. 8,
no. 7. For a figure of similar type in ivory cf. Art. Orthia,pl.
XCVI, 2.
82 Welter, Troizenund Kalaureia, pl. 9 a, 1-6.
83 Cf. Miiller, op. cit., pl. XXX, 333; Mon. Ant., VI,
1895,
col. 188, fig. 25, 6.
84 A.J.A., V, 1901, pl. X, 1-4.
85 Mon. Piot, XX, pls. I, II.
86 Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmdler,pl. 57 a.
87 Perachora,pl. 92, nos. 56, 60, pl. 103, nos. 185, 192; Art.
Orthia,pl. XXX, 5, 6.
88 See pp. 60f.

16 (KT6-1). Lower part of flat seated female figure.
Plate 10. H. 0.08. W. 0.049.
Hard pale yellow clay. Hard red and brownpaint.
Very thin, flat, board-likefigure,wideningslightly at
bottom. Thin applied side borders, painted brown;
joined by shorter,unpaintedstrip near bottom. Rest
of skirt red except for reserveddesignin main panel
whichrepresentsnudefigure,doubtlessmale, striding
to right. Onehandrests on hip. No interiordetail.
Found near the west edge of the hill outside Stelai
Shrine A, an area which yielded a numberof early
figurines.The claimof this fragmentto an early date
is strengthenedby the extreme hardness and light
89
90

Perachora,pl. 91, no. 38.
Aegina, p. 379, fig. 310.
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color of the clay, and by the quality of the red paint
and its employmentin connectionwith brownpaint.91
The head was probably mouldmade.Fragments of
severalsimilarfigures,flat with appliedborders,were
found in the cave deposit at Pitsa,92and another at
On the skirt of the latter figure were, I
Perachora.93
believe, two panels, in either of which was a painted
animal.A chevronpattern markedthe bottom of the
skirt. The Potters' Quarterfragmentis probablyto
be dated in the early 6th century. The style of the
figurein the panelis reminiscentof a numberof bronze
reliefs, probably mostly of Corinthianorigin. The
sceneson these are in metopeform, borderedby wide
bands. The pose of ourfigure,with the legs in striding
position and one or both arms bent at the elbow, is
paralleledon severalof these reliefs.94

17 (KT3-9). Lowerpart of flat femalefigure.Plate 8.
H. 0.051. W. 0.043. Part of feet brokenoff.
Very hard pinkish clay, yellow on exterior, with
polishedsurface.Brownishblack and thin red paint.
Fragment handmade and completely solid; rectangular in section with sharp edges. Slight thickening
at bottom. Feet representedby two lumps pressed
into bottom of figure. Along each edge runs vertical
stripein redpaint appliedoverthinnerstripeof black.
Two wide black stripes down front, overlaid with
wider red stripes, and two more down back divide
surface into panels.Each of three front panels decorated with black tower pattern. Similar pattern,
but larger,runs down eitherside of figure. Thin black
borders on back and front, just above feet; correspondingborderson sides are widerand in red.
From the Aryballos Deposit, hence probably of
late 7th century date. This fragmentbears a curious
resemblance,probablynot to be taken very seriously,
to a fragmentarystatue of about the same date from
Mt. Ptoon.95In this also the lowerbody is rectangular
in section with sharp angles; the feet in both figures

91Cf. I, 8-11. Two of these were found in the same area
as the figurine under discussion.
92 The important finds from this site in the western
Corinthia are still unpublished. I am indebted to Mrs. Semni
Karousou for permission to mention those which are relevant
to the Potters' Quarter material.
93 This fragment does not appear among the published
terracottas from Perachora. Possibly it is part of the unpublished material from the Agora. I owe my knowledge of
it to Payne.
94 Cf. Jahrbuch,IX, 1894, Arch. Anz., p. 118, fig. 12 (from
Corinth); Perachora,pl. 50, nos. 4, 5, 11, 12; Aegina, pl. 114,
9-11; Olympia, IV, pl. XXXIX, 699, and Jahrbuch, LII,
1937, Bericht iiber die Ausgrabungenin Olympia, pp. 60-63,
pls. 15, left, 17, left; Ath. Mitt., XX, 1895, pl. XIV, and
J.H.S., XIII, 1892-93, p. 264, fig. 30 (from the Acropolis);
B.C.H., XVI, 1892, pl. XI (from Mt. Ptoon); Ath. Mitt., XLI,
1916, pl. IV, center (from Italy). The pose, though not the
proportions of the figure, is paralleled in another of these
reliefs from Delphi (F. de D., V, pl. XXI, right). For the
dating of the Delphi relief see Perachora,pp. 144f.
95 B.C.H., X, 1886, pl. VII, left.
5*
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have much the same shape. The tower pattern is not
a common Corinthian motive. Before the second
quarterof the 6th century it occursvery infrequently;96 later it appears several times on the Penteskouphiapinakes,97where is it employedas a border
motive for garments.It is similarly used on a Late
Corinthianvase.98
18 (KT3-2). Upperpartof largefemalefigure.Plate 9.
H. 0.09. W. 0.093. Front half of head, back of
shoulders, most of hair, polos, left arm and band
acrossleft shoulderbrokenaway.
Extremelyhardyellowishgray clay. Back of head
smooth; slight projection at top probably part of
polos, at base of which appear overlappingends of
thin applied strip of clay which surroundedit. Two
narrowapplied locks, horizontallygrooved,fall over
left shoulder.Arms forward;right arm round at end
with vertical hole. Thin moulded necklace ends in
small, thick shoulderdisks, each with smaller disk
attached. Ring-shapedpendant at center, with four
very small disks, overlappingeach other, covering
junction of pendant and necklace. At either side,
halfway between pendant and shoulder disk, four
small applied disks; two cover width of necklace,
with two smallerones, applied one above the other,
nearer center. Across right shoulder broad applied
band with applied disk at either end. Front disk of
similar ornament on left shoulder preserved. Just
belownecklacebody narrowssharplyfor waist.
From Well I, hence probablyto be dated in the
last quarterof the 7th century or first quarterof the
6th. The broken surfaceof the back providesan opportunity of examiningthe method of construction.
The missing face was doubtlessmouldmade,and the
back of the head was fashionedby hand. The space
betweenwas solidly stuffed with clay. The back and
front of the body werehandmade.Inside eithershoulderwas stuffeda thick roll of clay. In front, wherethe
waist narrows,the thicknessof the clay wall is greater
(ca. 0.008 as against the averagethicknessof 0.0025),
probablyfor increasedstrength at a point wherethe
figure was naturallyweaker. On the inner surfaceof
the breast three small holes were punched halfway
throughthe thickness of the clay. The lower part of
the figure was probablywheelmade.The arms were
made by hand and attached after the other parts of
the figurine had been put together. The polos, hair,
96 Cf. Johansen, Vases sicyonients,pl. XIX, 5, and perhaps
Pottier, Vases antiques du Louvre, pl. 48, E 634, where it
seems to be the pattern on the borders of the himatia.
97 Ant. Denk., II, pl. 24, 22; pl. 30, 1, 12; pl. 39, 2. Cf. ibid.,
pl. 29, 8, for a more elaborate form of the pattem; a similar
variation occurs as a decoration on the shoulders of Corinthian vases (cf. Payne, Necrocorinthia,pl. 43, 1; Pottier, op.
cit., pl. 51, E 643). It also appears on a statue from Delos
(Homolle, De antiquissimis Dianae simulacris Deliacis,
pl. III).
98 Payne, op. cit., pl. 39, 2.
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necklace and shoulder bands were also, of course, handmade additions, to have been made from the
added afterward.Shoulderbands occur on no other samemould.
figurine from the Potters' Quarter,except possibly
21 (KT3-4). Upper part of female figure, probably
No. 34.
seated. Plate 8. H. 0.071. W. 0.05. Arms brokenoff.
Very hard yellowish gray clay. Black and purple
19 (KT6-10). Two fragments of large seated female
figure. H. (upper part) 0.043. W. 0.063. H. (lower paint. Front of head mouldmade,rest made by hand.
part) 0.076. W. 0.054. First fragmentincludes front Eyes indistinctly moulded, but indicated by purple
of neck and breast. Second includes lower part of spots with heavy brows above. Forehead and chin
recedestronglyfrom tip of nose. Hair scallopedover
body from knees down;right foot brokenoff.
Hardyellow clay; lowerpart has pinkishcore.Red foreheadwith centralparting;faintly ribbedat sides.
paint. Head doubtless mouldmade.Front of upper High,solidpoloswithbackgroundnot entirelytrimmed
body showstwo layers of clay, with spaceinside body off at sides. Edge of hair at back forms slightly
filled solidly with clay. Two applied locks, close to- curvedline in ratherhigh relief. Purple paint covers
gether and ribbed with shallow horizontal grooves, hair,leavingwide spacefor centralpartingandcurved
fall over breast at either side. Lower part of body areafor right ear. Thinpurplenecklace.Broadpurple
handmade,and extremelybroadandflat. Faint traces band all around shoulders. Front of dress painted
of red paint on front, probablyaccidental.Twopieces black. Armsforward.Back has strong convex curve;
of clay attached at front representfeet; two slight figure probably seated and looking slightly downincisions at front edge of left foot suggest toes. Bot- ward. Back unpaintedfrom shouldersto waist, pertom of skirt slightly thickened; border formed by haps indicating area originally covered by back of
chair.
thin appliedstrip above feet.
From Well I. Fromits provenanceit can hardly be
Found on the west slope of the hill, where they
must have fallen from a location near that of Nos. 6 later than the first quarter of the 6th century. The
closest parallelto its style is the pyxis in the Hearst
and 26.
The heads on this are very similar to
Collection.100
20 (KT3-29). Upper part of female figure. Plate 8. No. 21 in profile; note also the curiousgroove under
H. 0.065. W. 0.05. Forearmsbroken off. Face bat- the lower lip. The arrangementof the hair of our
tered.
figurine,which is very similarto that of No. 20, and
Brown clay. Purple, pinkishred, brown and gray- the polos, whichis of the same shape as those of Nos.
ish black paint, all ratherdilute, except purple.Pro- 11 and 20, makeit possiblethat No. 21 shouldnot be
truding eyes ringed by heavy purple lines and with dated as late in the first quarterof the 6th centuryas
traces of purple on eyeballs. Hair projects slightly the Hearst pyxis.
over forehead, and has central parting; not distinguished at sides from surfaceof neck and shoulders. 22 (KT9-30). Upper part of female figure. Plate 9.
Hair painted purple. Back of figure flat; painted H. 0.046. Part of polos and tips of locks on left side
purple from top of high polos to shoulders;painted brokenoff. Face battered.
Pale yellow clay. Purple and orange-brownpaint.
belowin red over brown.Front of upperbody painted
gray-black.Red band aroundwaist. Space between Hollow handmade polos; round base thin moulded
front and back solidly stuffed with clay. Surface of ring with applieddisk at eitherside, eachwith smaller
break at waist, as well as under surface of interior disk on top. Ring paintedbrown;top of head purple.
stuffing,painted over in red and gray-black,indicat- Threethin locksof hair,horizontallygrooved,applied
in front of either shoulder. Three very broad, flat
ing ancientrepair.
Found in TrenchJ, but outside the actual deposit locks, horizontallygroovedand roundedat ends, apand not connectedwith it, since the figurineis prob- plied to back. Hair painted brown. Forehead and
ably to be dated in the late 7th century. The figure chin recede strongly from tip of nose. Mouth very
is remarkableonly becauseof the repairin antiquity large and slightly curved upward. Traces of brown
and becauseof the unusualassortmentof colors em- outlining eye. Painted necklace consists of two thin
ployed in decoratingit. The arrangementof the hair parallellines in brown,with two dots on each. Dress
and the shape of the polos, as well as the use of the paintedpurple.
purplepaint, clumsily applied,on the eyes and hair,
The particularcombinationof purpleand orangeare features which this figure exhibits in common brown paint almost certainly puts this figurine into
with No. 21, althoughthe latter is of somewhatlater the last quarterof the 7th century, or into the early
date. The modelling of the eyes in No. 20 may be 6th. The recedingforeheadand chin are like those of
comparedwith that of IX, 1. A headfromPerachora99 No. 21, which is probablyof early 6th century date.
is close enough in all respects, if we ignore various
99Perachora,pl. 90, no. 35.

100 University of California Publications in
Archaeology,I, pl. 32, a and b.
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23 (KT9-10). Upper part of female figure. Plate 8.
H. 0.07.
Red clay. Hair in cap-like mass on top of head,
slightly scallopedin front and hanging to shoulders
at sides. Face square,with extremelybroadand prominent chin. Eyes indistinctly modelled.Nose small
and forms slight angle with forehead.Mouthlarge.
From the AryballosDeposit,whichhas been dated
in the last quarterof the 7th century.This head, however, shouldperhapsbe dated at the beginningof the
6th century.Clayof this colorwouldbe most unusual
in a 7th century Corinthianfigurine, and it is surprising even for the early 6th century. The large
mouth and extremelybroad, square,projectingchin
may be comparedwith those of a pyxis head and a
head from a bronzeoinochoe,both dated by Payne0l'
is so
ca. 590-580 B.C. A head from Perachora'l02
the
condition
in
23
of
poor
similarto No. that, spite
of both heads and the trimmingof No. 23 at the sides,
one may at least suggestthe possibilitythat they are
fromthe same mould.
24 (KT6-2). Seatedfemalefigure.Plate 10. H. 0.078.
W. 0.037. Face, forearms,lower part of body and
parts of chairbrokenoff.
Very hardyellow clay. Hard shiny black and hard
purplish red paint. Two long applied locks of hair
followline of shouldersand armsas far as elbows;six
shorterlocks down back, appliedclose together.Hair
painted black; short, irregular horizontal grooves.
Edge of dress at neck in slight relief. Dress painted
red, partly applied over black. Upper part forms
blouse, coveringarmsto elbow. Elbows rest on arms
of chair,with forearmsextendedforward.Lowerbody
thin and flat. Chairelaboratelyconstructedof strips
and rolls of clay, unpainted.Originallyhad four thin
legs. Back formedby two thick rounduprights,connectedby broad,flat strip.Ends of uprightsflattened.
Crossformedof two thin rollsfills spacebetweenback
rest and seat. Arms fashionedfrom rolls, blunted at
front ends, joined to seat by strips which continue
line of legs.
The figurine,as we have it, is entirely handmade,
but it is almost certain that so elaborate a figure
would have had a mouldmadehead. A figurine with
In
a somewhatsimilar chair was found at Tiryns.103
this chair also the open area of the back is filled by
two crossedbands. The arms and the back supports
end in large disks.104
The figureitself, like ours, has a
very flat lower body and long locks hanging over the
shouldersand upper arms. The head is mouldmade.
The unusual elaboration of the chair in No. 24,
101 Necrocorinthia,p.
102

235, pl. 48, 3, 4.

Perachora, pl. 91, no. 43.

Tiryns, I, pl. II.
104 Similar disks terminating the arm rails appear in other
representations of chairs (cf. Richter, Ancient Furniture, figs.
5, 45).
103
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which differs from the block-like forrn of the chairs
in most Corinthian figurines, may possibly indicate
imitation of an Argive type. The quality of the clay
and paint in the Potters' Quarter figure would
normally suggest a date not later than the early 6th
century; the Tiryns figurine is, of course, much later.
25 (KT3-3). Upper part of female figure. Plate 10.
H. 0.061. W. 0.053. Nose, mouth, chin and top of head
broken off.
Very hard grayish yellow clay. Hard red paint.
Large, heavy-lidded eyes. Face rather flat. Trace of
red at broken edge on top of head probably indicates
existence of polos. Hair over forehead deeply scalloped; fine lines, parallel to edge, mark separate
strands. Applied locks, one at either side of face and
six close together down back, horizontally grooved
and with rounded ends. Dress painted red.
From Well I. The front of the head alone is mouldmade. The upper body was made in two parts, with
the space between stuffed with clay. It is rather
difficult to determine the date. There seems to be a
rather strong resemblance in the treatment of the
eyes and hair between this head and the heads on a
pyxis in New York.105The latter was dated by Payne106
at about 550 B.C. "on the evidence of the heads." It
seems possible, however, that they may not be quite
so late, particularly when one compares them with
such Middle Corinthian heads as Necrocorinthia, pl.
48, 5, 8 and 9. The great bulk of the pottery from
Well I was of the Early and Middle Corinthian styles.
A comparatively small amount which may be Late
Corinthian is probably not very late in the period.
Moreover, the extreme hardness and yellow color of
the clay and the color and quality of the red paint in
this figurine, as well as the fact that the body is not
flat and slab-like, also make it very unlikely to be
later than the early part of the first quarter.
It is interesting that the arrangement of the hair
over the forehead is paralleled in much later works,107
such as the Karyatids of the Siphnian Treasury at
Delphi and a fragment of a Nike from the Acropolis.
The provenance of the Corinthian head and the
quality of its clay and paint make it quite out of the
question that it can be contemporary with these
works, but one may note the similarity of the deep
scallops over the forehead, the high ridges of the
waves, the fine incisions which indicate the strands
of the hair, and the deepening of these incisions in the
hollows of the waves and their extreme shallowness
over the ridges. The exposed area of the forehead in
the figurine is, as we should expect, much less.
105 A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, pp. 217-222; Richter, Kouroi, pl.
CXXXIV, fig. 476 (for the profile view).
106 Necrocorinthia,p. 322, no. 1309.
107 F. de D., IV, pl. XVIII; Payne and Young, Archaic
Marble Sculpturefrom theAcropolis, pl. 50, 4.
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26 (KT3-7). Upper part of female figure. Plate 10.
H. 0.072. W. 0.046. Face and armsbrokenaway.
Hard pinkish buff clay. Yellow clay slip. Brown,
black and purplishred paint. Eye slightly protuberant. Ears indicated. Hair scalloped over high forehead; shallow horizontalribs on front and side surfaces of side hair. Hair painted brown; at back
indicated only by paint. High polos, probably includedin mould, painted red. Narrowfillet, reserved
and apparently outlined by thin red lines, crosses
hair in front. Dress painted red over thin brownish
wash. Forearms forward. Figure narrows at waist;
skirt formedby thin, hollow cylinder.Tracesof black
paint on broken surface of waist probably indicate
ancientrepair.
From the west edge of the hill, opposite Stelai
ShrineA. A single mouldwas probablyemployedfor
the front of the head and shouldersof this figurine.
The upperbody was hollowwhenfirst made and then
stuffed solidly with clay. The forearmswere attached
separately; clay was added to join the mouldmade
part to the lower body, and bits of clay aroundthe
elbow bridged the spaces between the arms and the
waist. The cylindrical lower body was probably
wheelmade.The paint, and particularlythe combination of brown on the hair and purplish red on the
dress,is at least an indicationthat the figurineshould
not be datedvery late in the 6th century.The arrangement of the hair and the shape of the body are very
close to those of No. 37, whichis probablyto be dated
early in the secondquarterof the 6th century. No. 26
is probably, on account of its provenance and the
quality of the clay and paint used, slightly earlier
and may perhaps be placed toward the end of the
first quarter.

came from a vase, the opening for the mouth of the
vase should appearin the top of the head. The reworking of the surface after the head was removed
fromthe mouldand the lack of close parallelsfor the
style make dating difficult. The clay and paint, as
well as the provenance,seem to indicate a date probably in the first quarterof the 6th century.
28 (KT9-8). Female head. Plate 11. H. 0.052. Face
battered.
Hard yellow clay. Polos mouldedwith head; narrow raised ring near top. Hair arrangedwith one
large scallopon either side of centralpartingand rest
drawnbackstraightbehindears.Fine incisedstrands,
parallelto edge on front hair. Side hair has shallow
horizontal ribs. Left ear higher than right. Eyes
circular and shallow with heavy lids. Two parallel
incised lines cross breast. Two slanting incisions appearto indicate positionof shoulders.'09
The head is too badly preservedfor one to be able
to date it with any certainty. It is possibly to be
assignedto the first quarterof the 6th century, possibly later. It has several unusualfeatures and in its
original state must have been an interesting type.
The arrangementof the hair is most peculiar;it may
be comparedwith that of the protome,XII, 2, which
is probablyto be dated in the early 6th century. The
circular,heavy-liddedeyes may also be comparedin
these two heads. Themodellingof the earsis unusual;
a thin raised rim partly encirclesa smooth, slightly
convex innersurface.
29 (KT12-3). Fragment of female figure. Plate 11.
H. 0.047. W. 0.041. Fragment from bottom of skirt
preserved.
Hard yellow clay. Black and purplepaint. Figure
hollow; rectangular in section, flaring at bottom.
Near bottom of one of long sides, probably front,
shallow rectangle cut into surface and horizontally
fluted. All four sides decoratedwith narrowanimal
friezes, separated by thin black lines; figures in
silhouette with incised details and -appliedpurple.
Dots for filling ornament. Front: lion or panther.
Side (beginning at bottom): 1) goose, facing left;
2) panther, facinlgleft; 3) ?. Back: 1) two geese,
facing left, and animal (lion?), facing right; 2) lion;
3) 2.
The style, although the miniature size of the
animals makes it difficult to determine, might be
either Early or Middle Corinthian.Figurines with

27 (KT9-9). Female head. Plate 11. H. 0.038. Nose
brokenoff.
Very hard, polished yellow clay. Hard red paint.
Sides and back cut downstraight.Heavy, low applied
polos, paintedred, encircleshead; narrowraisedring,
unpainted, round base. Hole punched at either side
of neck, and three holes vertically through back of
polos. Hair straight at either side of central parting
and finely scalloped in front of ears. Side hair
horizontallyribbedwith irregularincisions, made by
hand. Hair paintedred. Eyes shallowwith heavy lids.
Mouth straight with lips thrust slightly forward.
Traces of red on eyes and mouth. Ears indicated.
Entire surface,even of face, shows distinct traces of
paringwith knife.
From the same area. The holes at the sides of the
neck are hard to explain. Plastic vases frequently 3; and Perachora,pl. 106, no. 221. Similar holes appear in a
have suspension holes at this point,10 but, if the head
108 Compare the siren and sphinx vases illustrated in
Maximova, Vases plastiques,pl. XLIII, 161; Winter, Typen,
I, p. 227, no. 1; C.V.A., Great Britain 6, Cambridge1, pl. VI,

plastic vase from Selinos (Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, pl.
XLIII, 5) which has a rather crude handmade body, presumably female, and is probably of Corinthian origin.
109One might mention the possibility that the head comes
from a sphinx or siren figure. Comparethe incised lines outlining the base of the wing in the mouldmade dove, XXVIII, 5.
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animal decorationare rare,110
but on vases garments painted necklace in purple with four slightly elonwith such decorationarrangedin zones are not un- gated purple dots at center. Dress painted purple
appliedover black; sleeves end at elbow. Short forecommonlydepicted."'1
arms attachedseparatelyand extendedforward.
30 (KT3-26). Lowerpart of cylindricalfemalefigure.
From the CircleDeposit, the date of which is unPlate 11. H. 0.054. D. (base)0.031.
certain. A few of its figurines are related to others
Light grayish yellow clay. Hard brownish black which can be dated in the
second half of the 5th
paint. Figurehollowinside, but with very thick walls. century. No. 32 is,
however, of early 6th century
Bottom shows distinct marks of wheel. Back and style. It may
actuallyhave been made at that period,
sides painted black. Broad stripe across bottom of althoughit is also possiblethat it was made at a later
front. In reservedpanel on front straight black line date from a mould of archaic
type; this was almost
down left side and thin wavy line downright. Panel certainlythe case, as we shall see, with anotherfigdivided by horizontalstripesinto three zones: 1) row urine, No. 34, from the same deposit. The mould
of thin vertical lines; 2) filling of small black dots; fromwhichthe head of No. 32 was madestill exists113
3) at right, heavy black circle with dot in center and and it too exhibits certainfeatures,such as soft clay,
what appearsto be pair of runninglegs below (per- thin walls and blurred detail, which make it seem
haps warrior covered by shield?), at left, irregular later than its style would indicate. It is, therefore,
black splotch.
very possible that No. 32 was made at a compara31 (KT9-29). Female head. Plate 9. H. 0.055. Back tively late periodfrom a mould which is itself a late
repetition of a genuinely archaic mould. The single
of head brokenoff.
Pale yellow clay. Very high polos, perhapspart of applied disk at the center of the polos may be seen
mould; three small applieddisks at upperedge. Hair also in I, 36. It is a feature of a numberof figurines
in fine scallops over foreheadand horizontalribs at from Tegea.114
sides. Eyes prominent.Mouthvery largewith strong33 (KT9-20).Femalehead.Plate 12. H. 0.037. Part of
ly protrudinglips.
The type is extremely close to that of two pyxis cap brokenoff.
Pale grayishgreenclay. Thin black paint. Back of
heads, IX, 2 and 3, and a mould, No. 7,112 from the
head
very flat; low conical cap appliedon top. Hair
Potters' Quarter, all of which are probably to be
narrow
has
central parting, and is worn straight
dated in the first quarterof the 6th century.
acrossforeheadin largeflat scallops,each with round
32 (KT3-32). Upper part of female figure. Plate 11. shallowdepressionin center;scallopscontinueddown
H. 0.06. W. 0.055. Tips of armsbrokenoff.
sides in wide horizontal ribs. Lids very strongly
Pale yellow clay. Pinkish buff clay slip applied marked,especiallyat innercorners;lowerlid straight,
over neck, face, front hair and polos. Black, purple upper arched. Lips slightly smiling. Black paint on
and white paint. Space between front and back of hair, eyelids and pupilsof eyes.
This head is probably to be dated in the first
body stuffedwith clay. Heavy chin. Deep depression
at cornersof mouth and underlower lip. Eyes fairly quarterof the 6th century, though not too early in
deep-set, with details indicated almost entirely by that period. The style may be comparedwith that of
paint; lids and eyebrowsoutlinedin brown(probably the heads on the BritishMuseumpyxis.115The oblong
dilute black) with large brown spot in center of eye. shape of the face, with its broad, squarechin, is the
Hair in smallwaves over forehead,drawnbehindears same, and the modellingof the mouth is not unlike,
and falls in ribbedmassesto shoulders;paintedblack. althoughthat of No. 33 is somewhatharderand more
Large ears, placed too low. High hollow polos hand- angular.We may also comparethe treatmentof the
made, but carefullyjoined to head; painted black, eye, with the stronglyarchedupperlid and the more
overlaid with purple. Applied disk in center, with or less straight lower lid. Another comparablehead
purple cross. Hair behind indicated by black paint;
lower edge marked by white line over black. Thin
113 Ibid., pp. 90f., no. 8.

See p. 38, note 51.
Payne, Necrocorinthia,pl. 48, 12, 15. There are several
Selinos (Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, col. 238, fig. 121), dec- other pyxis heads from the same mould as those on the
orated with animal friezes in Late Corinthian style. A much British Museum pyxis. Those on a pyxis from Selinos (Mon.
earlier example was found at Perachora (Perachora,pl. 87, Ant., XXXII, 1927, pls. LXXXV, LXXXVI, 10) were comno. 4). Note also a relief of the 7th century (Levi, Terrecotte pared by Payne (op. cit., p. 339) to the British Museumheads,
del Mus. Naz. di Napoli, fig. 130). Here the garment is but apparently not recognized as being not only similar,but
decorated with friezes of human figures.
probably actually from the same mould. An isolated pyxis
II' Cf. Lindos, pl. 127, no. 2629 (attributed to Sophilos); head in Manchester (J.H.S., LIV, 1934, p.
207. fig. 1),
Pfuhl, Mal. u. Zei,ch., III, fig. 202 (fragment of vase of wrongly said to be from the same mould as Necrocorinthia,
Sophilos); Furtwingler and Reichhold, Gr. Vasenmal., pls. pl. 48, 1-4 (an error corrected in Univ. of Calif. Public. in
1-3 (Frangois vase).
Class. Arch., I, p. 214), is certainly from the same mould as
112 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 90.
the British Museum and Selinos heads.
114

110There are fragments of a large female figure from

115
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of aboutthe same date is a maleheadfrom Selinos,116 deposit, this figurinemust have been made at a conwhich resemblesours in several respects, notably in siderablylater period,either from an unusuallylongthe modellingof the eyes and in the treatmentof the lived mould or from a later repetitionof it. Many of
hairin broadwaves with a centraldepressionin each. the figurinesfrom the CircleDeposit seemedto be of
The arrangementof the hair in horizontallyribbed late 5th century date, and this figurine might have
masses at the sides and in large,shallowwaves cross- been made as late as that period. The modellingof
ing the foreheadin a straightline may be compared the body, however,resemblesthat of Nos. 45, 46 and
with that of a slightly earlier figurine from Pera- 49, all of which seemed to belong in the middle or
chora.117Another head from Perachoral18may be secondhalf of the 6th century.
from the same mould as No. 33. Still another head
The type of figure, with a mouldmadehead, flat,
which is very probably from the same mould was handmadebody, appliednecklaceswith disks at the
found at the Heraionof Lucania.119
shouldersand at the center, and two straight props
The succeedingfigurine is identical with No. 33, behind,is very commonin the 6th century. Otherexbut seemsactuallyto have been made at a later date. amplesfromthe Potters' Quarterare Nos. 45 and 46.
A comparisonof these two heads from the same or, The type is discussedin Perachora,pp. 211f., where
more likely, an identical mould is very illuminating. publishedexamplesfroma numberof placesare cited.
No. 33 is made of very hard clay and the features, To these may be added: Winter, Typen, I, p. 28, no.
except the nose, areprobablyvery closeto theirorigi- 6 (fromAtalante);N. d. Sc., 1937,p. 219, figs. 5 and 6
nal state. No. 34, on the other hand, is made of very (fromthe Heraion of Lucania); Welter, Troizenund
soft clay and the features are thereforemuch worn. Kalaureia,pl. 9 b, no. 12; OpusculaArchaeologica,
V,
The result is that its style looks much later. The out- pl. XXIV, no. 111; Zervos,L'arten Grece(1946),no.
lines of the mouth are so changedby wear and the 93, left (from Tegea); Corinth, XII, nos. 77-82;
expressionso softenedthat if only the mouths of the Corinth,XIV, pl. 6, no. 6.120Thereis also an unpubtwo heads were preserved one would hardly guess lishedexamplein the DelphiMuseumwhichis certainthem to be of the samemould-type.
ly Corinthian.A figurine of this type in Boston,121
although it does not seem to be of Corinthianclay,
34 (KT3-33). Seatedfemalefigure.Plate 12. H.O.111.
was presumablymade from a Corinthianmould or a
W. 0.073. Arms, lower necklace, legs from knees copy of
one, since it is very probably of the same
down, most of rearsupportsmissing.
mould-typeas a head from Perachora,122
and is also
Soft red clay. Brown clay slip. Purple paint.
very closeto the style of such Corinthianheads as our
Mouldmadehead identical with preceding; turned
No. 34 and Corinth,XII, no. 81. The continuationof
slightly to right. Nose triangularand stronglysalient the applied skirt bordersup
to the shoulderdisks is
fromline of forehead.High polos,hollowinside. Back
paralleledin Perachora,pl. 93, no. 80, which also has
of head flat. Handmade body very broad and flat.
a decorativestrip acrossthe lap, perhapsrepresenting
Across breast thin appliednecklacewith three small
a belt, as in No. 34. Anotherfigurineof similartype
disks at center; large uprightdisk on either shoulder in
Boston (01.7770),which seems to be Corinthian,
with another behind for support. Faint traces of
holds a handmadeinfant in the left arm. The style of
secondlower necklacealso ending at shoulderdisks.
the head is rather similar to that of our No. 27 and
At eitherside, beginningat shoulderdisk, was a short
the mouldNo. 1 .123 Thefigurinefromthe Heraionof
thin roll of clay with lowerend flattenedagainstbody
Lucania,whichis very probablyfromthe samemould
at waist. Broad flat strip appliedacrosslap; similar
as No. 34 (see under No. 33), was also made into a
strips downfront edges of skirt. Few traces of purple Kourotrophostype
by the addition of a handmade
paint on front of body. Two heavy props behind.
infant. Figurineswhich are very similar to this type
From the CircleDeposit.The mould-typeis identiwith slab-likebodies and mouldmadeheads, but are
cal with that of the preceding,whichis probablyto be
entirelyhandmade,also occurat Corinth.124
datedin the first quarterof the 6th century.The very
soft red clay and the carelessmodellingof the body 35 (KT9-7). Female head. Plate 11. H. 0.057. Parts
in No. 34 seem to precludeany possibilitythat it was of polos missing.Face much battered.
Hard yellow clay. Hard black and purple paint.
made at the same time. Like No. 32, from the same
Handmade
polos encircles head; thin ring applied
116 Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, cols. 220f., pl. XLI, la.
round
base.
Ring probably unpainted; polos black
This is probably Corinthian,as the clay is described as "oliveyellow." Payne (Necrocorinthia,p. 340) also considered it
Corinthian.
117 Perachora,pl. 90, no. 25.
118 Ibid., pl. 93, no. 63. Five heads from the same mould
were said to have been found. The Perachora head looks a
little narrower than ours, but this impression may be the
result of a difference in lighting.
119 N. d. Sc., 1937, p. 219, figs. 5, 6.

120

Several other examples were found in the Asklepieion.
Museum of Fine Arts, Greek and Roman Antiquities,
fig. 42. It is said on the authority of the dealer to have come
from Tripolitza.
122 B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32, pl. 16, 1.
123 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 92.
124 See III, 11. Heuzey, Fig. ant.
Louvre,pl. 40, 1, which is
of similar type, may be Corinthian.
121
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with tracesof appliedpurplein front.Mouldprobably
included similar polos, as moulded ring appears at
right side, later coveredby appliedring. Hair parted
in center; flat scallopsover foreheadand faint horizontal ribs on sides. Hair black. Ears flat against
hair; thin black lines on right ear indicate modelling.
Shallow eyes with heavy, clearly cut lids. Black on
eyeballs and brows. Thin black necklacewith small
pendant.Dress purple,with curvedupperedge. Thin
reservedstripe separateshair and garmentbehind.
Although the face is entirely destroyed,with the
exceptionof the eyes, the details preservedare sufficient to indicate that this head and the followingare
probablyfrom the same mould. The size is the same,
the proportionsof the face, and all the details which
permit comparison,such as the shapeof the eyes, the
smooth scallops of the hair over the forehead, the
shape of the large, outstandingears, and the narrow
mouldedring aroundthe base of the polos. Thesetwo
headsarein many detailsextremelycloseto the heads
on Middle Corinthianpyxides125in Corinthand the
BritishMuseum,and alsoto the ApollofromTenea.'26
Themodellingof the ears,the outlineof the eyes (note
especially the renderingof the tear ducts) and the
shape of the rather sharp chin are very similar to
those of the Apollo. The treatment of the hair is
identical. Payne dates the British Museumpyxis at
ca. 580-570 B.C. The Apollo of Tenea is probably
slightly later. Ourheads may perhapsbe dated early
in the second quarterof the 6th century. The treatment of the eyes, though ratherless delicate,may be
comparedwith that of a mould from the Potters'
Quarter,127also to be dated in the second quarterof
the century.A strikinglyclose parallelalso exists between the Potters' Quarterheads and a bronzeproThe arrangementof the hair
tome from Tarentum.'28
in smooth scallops over the forehead, the narrow,
superficialeyes, ringedby heavy lids, the thin-bridged
nose, the narrow, firmly closed, slightly upturned
lips, the firm chin whichmakesa sharpanglewith the
lower lip, the flat cheeks, slightly modelled at the
cornersof the mouth, all prove the close relationship
betweenthe bronzeprotomeand the clay heads. The
protome was published as Spartan,129but from its
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close affinity with the Potters' Quarterheadsit seems
much more likely to be of Corinthianorigin. Also to
be comparedwith the heads fromthe Potters' Quarter is a small ivory head from Delphi.130Similarare
the long face, the long, thin nose, the ratherthin, upcurved lips and the sharp chin. The arrangementof
the hair, with scallopsaroundthe foreheadand horizontal ribs at the sides, is the same. The Delphihead
has the two smaller scallopsin the center which are
characteristicparticularlyof the second quarter of
the 6th century. Its style certainly seems to reflect
strongly the style of Corinth.13'Anotherhead which
has points in common with our heads is that of a
statue in Berlin.'32The modellingof the hair over the
foreheadis very similar, and one may comparealso
the shapeof the mouth and chin.
36 (KT9-12). Female head. Plate 12. H. 0.038. Top,
back and right side of head brokenoff.
Dark gray clay. Probably from same mould as
preceding.Thin moulded ring round base of polos.
Nose long with thin bridge. Lips protruding and
slightly smiling; deep hollow under lower lip. Chin
small but prominent.

37 (KT8-28). Female figure. Plate 12. H. 0.138.
W. 0.053. Fragment of hair at right side, part of
polos, forearmsand lowerpart of skirt brokenoff.
Buff clay. Black and purplish red paint. White
paint? Front of head and probably upper body
mouldmade.Face very long and narrow,with cheeks
sloping back sharply. Mouth slightly curved, with
narrow under lip and prominent upper lip. Large
eyes, set rather deeply at inner corners.Lower lids
straight, upper strongly arched. Eyes outlined in
black with spot in center. Thin archedbrows. Hair
black; thin vertical grooves over foreheadand deep
horizontalgrooves at sides. Back hair falls to waist;
groovesbegin fromboth sides and meet in V-pointin
center. Appliedring at base of polos preserved.Thin
applied necklace with central pendant, sphericalin
shapewith small protuberanceabove;pendantpainted red over black. Edge of dress in relief at neck.
Forearmsattachedseparatelyand extendedforward.
Solid, slightly flattened cylinder forms lower body.
Four deep vertical grooves at either side represent
125 A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 543, fig. 22; Payne, op. cit.,
folds; at front and back flat panel which widens
pl. 48, 12, 15. The former is dated by Amyx (Univ. of Calif.
toward bottom. Dress painted red over black, with
Public. in Class. Arch., I, 9, p. 214) near the end of the Middle
Corinthianperiod, by Payne (op. cit., p. 342) at the beginning exception of narrow belt at waist and broad band
of this period. As far as the heads are concerned, the later down front, which are reserved.Front band perhaps
date seems perhaps more likely in view of their relationship shows traces of very dilute wash of white; it is borwith such heads as those on the British Museum pyxis and dered at neck by narrow red stripe and decorated
our VIII, 35-37, all of which are datable at or slightly after
the end of the first quarter of the century. Comparealso the
hair of IX, 8, and the mould No. 9 (Corinth, XV, part 1,
pp. 91f.).
126 Curtius, Antike Kunst, II, 1, fig. 258.
127 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 91f., no. 9.
128 Festschriftfur James Loeb,pp. 91-94, pl. XII.
129 In From the Collectionsof the Ny CarlsbergGlyptothek,

II, 1938, pp. 109 and 111, it is suggested that this head shows
Attic influence.
130 B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pl. XXXV (fifth from right in
upper row).
131 See also under IX, 2.
132 From the Collectionsof the Ny CarlsbergGlyptothek,II,
1938, p. 109, fig. 31.
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with black pattern which begins as brokenspiral,133 front may be comparedwith the heads on a pyxis
foundin the North Cemeteryat Corinth.'36
but breaksdownon skirt.
The figurinemay also be closely comparedwith a
From the deposit in Trench J. The vases of this
depositareuniquein many respects,but areprobably workin marbleof the early 6th century,the standing
Theshapeof the face is strikingly
of Late Corinthianstyle. The deposit was primarily goddessin Berlin.137
one of vases and includedonly four figurines,the one similar,long and narrow,with a broadchin and flat
under consideration,two horses,XXIII, 12 and 13, cheeks.Althoughthe nose of the statue is much more
and a detachedrider.Evidencewhichshowsthat No. salient in profile, its shape as seen from the front is
37 cannot be of 7th century date, and is unlikely to comparablewith that of the terracottain the straight
be as early as the first quarterof the 6th century,is parallel lines of the upper part and in the flaring
foundin a fragmentof a figurein relieffromthe same nostrils. The eyes seem to be of similarshapein both
mould, XXI, 5. Part of the breast of this figure is figures, and in both the lips show the same definite
preservedand shows that the garment, like that of upward curve, although in profile the lips of the
the free-standing figure, had a decorated vertical figurine are seen to project forward much more
panel but, instead of the broken spiral pattern, the strongly.The outlineof the chin in profileis the same.
alternatingtriangle ("cone")pattern was employed. The treatmentof the hair over the foreheadis not unThe latter does not seem to occur before the 6th like, althoughthe hair line comes lower in the terracentury.134Although it appears occasionally on cotta; the arrangementat the back is, of course,
Middle Corinthianvases,135it is, of course,far more different, but we may still compare the rows of
common on vases of the Conventionalizingstyle, parallelgrooveswhich begin at either side and meet
hence is usually to be dated after the middle of the at the center, in a V-point in the figurineand in an
6th century.The shapeof the body affordsno definite inverted V in the statue. The costume of the Berlin
evidencefor dating the figurine.The belted garment goddessalso showscertainpoints of resemblance.The
with the full bloused upper part and the narrow upper part is bloused, with the fullness pulled in at
cylindricalskirt is characteristicof the figurinesfrom the waist, and the pleated skirt has a vertical front
the AryballosDeposit and the depositin Well I. One panel,paintedwith a decorativepattern.
In view of the alternatingtriangle pattern in the
of these deposits belongs almost entirely in the last
quarterof the 7th century,and the otherincludesthe other figurinefrom the same mould,we are probably
same periodand also the first quarterof the 6th. The saferin consideringthat No. 37 is of about the same
shape of the body is closest to that of No. 26, which, date as the deposit in which it was found, and in
from its provenanceand the type of paint used, is assigningit to the secondquarterof the 6th century.
unlikelyto be of a periodlater than the first quarter It may well, however, be the earliest object in the
of the 6th century. The arrangementof the hair is deposit and, indeed, its relationshipswith such figalso most closelyparalleledin No. 26.
urines as Nos. 26 and 33, the heads from the North
The modellingof the face showslittle resemblance Cemetery pyxis, and the Berlin goddess, which is
to that of other figurinesfrom the Potters' Quarter, probably to be dated around the end of the first
althoughNos. 33 and 36 are perhapsclosest. Indeed, quarter of the 6th century or early in the second
the stronglyindividualcharacterof the face of No. 37, quarter,'18indicate that No. 37 should be placed
probablyattributablelargely to the peculiarmodel- nearer575 than 550 B.C.
ling of the mouth, with its stronglyprojectingupper
Two minorpoints in regardto the finishingof the
lip and the drawn-inlower lip, makes it difficult to figurine merit brief mention. The renderingof the
find satisfactoryparallelsanywherefor its style. The hair in a point on the back is rather unusual. The
profileand the lowerhalf of the face as seen fromthe closestparallelin ClassVIII is No. 6, althoughin this
figurethe loweredge of the hair is curvedratherthan
pointed. Comparealso the hair of the handmademale
133This simple form of the broken spiral pattern does not
figure, IV, 4. The pointed arrangementoccurs in a
seem to occur at all on vases of the Corinthian Orientalizing few other works,e.g., on a Kourosfrom Pto6n139
and
period, although it is found occasionally in Proto-Corinthian
on
bronze
and
The
figurines
from
Tegea'40
Crete.'4'
(cf. Arg. Her., II, pl. LIX, 1 a, 18 a and b, 19 a and c). Outside Corinth it occurs also on vases of early periods, e.g., late broad decoratedpanel on the front of the garment
Geometric (cf. Langlotz, GriechischeVasen in Wiurzburg,pl.
6, no. 66, and De'los,XV, pls. XX-XXV) and early Attic (cf.
C.V.A., Germany 2, Berlin 1, pls. 12, 1 and 2, 14, 1, 38, 2). A
much more elaborate form of it does occur in Middle and
Late Corinthian pottery (C.V.A., France 12, Louvre 8, pl. 3,
and Payne, Necrocorinthia,pl. 43, 1). For spiral patterns used
as decoration on the front of a dress see Muller, Friuhe
Pltstik, no. 333, a Cretan terracotta.
134 Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 334,note 1.
135 Cf. ibid., pl. 28, 5.

136

A.J.A., XXXIII, 1929, p. 543, fig. 22.
Ant. Denk., IV, pls. 11-18.
13 Cf. Payne and Young, Arch. Marble Sculpt., p. 1;
Gotsmich, Problemeder frihgriechischenPlastik, p. 46.
139 B.C.H., XXXI, 1907, p. 197, fig. 8.
140 C. B. Acad. Inscr., 1911, pp. 266f., fig. 4.
141
Neugebauer, Die mninoischen
und archaischgriechischen
Bronzen,pl. 20.
137
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occurs also on Corinthianvases,'42usually on the tical, wavy incisions indicate locks. Two horizontal,
upperpart of the body only. On the Frangoisvase,143 slightly wavy lines incised acrossback separatehair
which is of about the same date as our terracotta, and dress. Forehead and chin recede strongly from
thereare severalexamplesof a decoratedpanelreach- line of nose. Thin painted lines on browsand around
ing from the neck to the hem. A fragmentof a large eyes; dots for pupils. Four thin vertical lines drawn
vase,'44perhapsBoeotian, is decoratedin relief with on nose. Largeirregularspot on mouth. Thin curved
the figureof a womanseated on a bull; a panel down lines drawn down cheeks. Hair in front irregularly
the centerof the skirt has an incised false spiral,i.e., streakedwith paint. Stripe painted all aroundface.
a series of circles connectedby diagonal lines. On a Thinpaintednecklacewith largecentralpendantand
bronzehelmet from Delphi,'45also decoratedin relief two thin wavy lines at either side. Dress decorated
with a woman seated on a bull, the skirt panel has a with short vertical lines, horizontalstraight and zigseries of double spiral motives. The front panel is zag lines.
and simiFrom a deposit of pottery (the East Deposit)
and ivories,147
foundalso in early bronzes146
lar decoratedpanelsare occasionallyfoundon archaic southeast of the TerracottaFactory.153The type of
statues. In the Auxerrestatuette'48the panel appears paint used is similarto that on many of the sherds
only on the skirt and contains a design of squares from this deposit,most of which were of MiddleCoenclosed within squares; in a female statue from rinthianstyle. This shouldplace the head in the first
Delos'49the panel, again only on the skirt, is dec- quarterof the 6th century, though probablylate in
orated with a pseudo-maeanderpattern;in a female that period. It is quite unlike any other Corinthian
torso in the National Museumin Athens'50the panel figurine.If the lines downthe nose and on the cheeks
appearson the upperpart of the figure(the lowerpart are intendedto indicate age,'54the figurineis a most
is not preserved)and was presumablydecoratedwith unusualcharacterizationfor that period,particularly
painted patterns; the upper part of a female torso so because female grotesques,which are uncommon
fromAeginal5'(the lowerpart is againmissing)has a amongCorinthianfigurines of any period,are almost
border which contains the same pseudo-maeander unknownin the archaicperiod.
pattern as the Delos statue. As we have seen, a nar39 (KT9-16).Upperpartof flat femalefigure.Plate 11.
rower panel, also decoratedwith the same pattern,
H. 0.051. Parts of necklace and polos missing.Break
appears on the skirt of the Berlin goddess. On two
over one eye.
fragmentarystatues from Ephesos'52a panel on the
Very hard pale yellow clay. Purple paint. High
skirt is decoratedwith a maeanderpattern.
polos,partly handmade.Flat ribbedmassesof hair at
38 (KT9-42). Female head. Plate 12. H. 0.07. Polos sides.Eyes largeand shallow.Lips slightlyup-curved.
Chin small and pointed. Thin appliednecklacewith
and part of hair missing.Face battered.
Hard brownclay. Hard brownpaint, fired orange- large shoulderdisk. Trace of second lower necklace
red on back. Probably from complete figure, but hangingfromdisk. Dresspurple.
The body was of a flat type, either standing, like
brokenin antiquity, as there is paint over surfaceof
break at shouldersand also on clay stuffing between No. 49, or seated,like No. 34. The style of the head is
front and back of figure. Top of head unpainted, remarkablyclose to that of IX, 7, which is probably
showing that applied polos originally concealed it. to be dated in the secondquarterof the 6th century.
Hair straight across forehead; at sides partly moulded It is also closely comparablewith a head from Perawhichcamefroma figurineof similarshape.
and partly applied.Back of head painted; thin, ver- chora,155
142 Cf. Payne, Necrocorinthia, pl. 15, 4, 5, 10, pl. 18, 2;
Pottier, Vases antiques du Louvre, I, pl. 16, A 468, pl. 43, E
586, E 588; C.V.A., France 12, Louvre 8, III C a, pl. 17, 23;
Collignon and Couve, Catalogue des vases peints du Mus6e
National d'Athenes,pl. XXII, 490.
143 Furtwdngler and Reichhold, Gr. Vasenmalerei, pls. 1
and 2. Cf. also Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts, XLVII,
1949, p. 86, figs. 1, 2.
144 C.V.A., France 10, Bib. Nat. 2, pl. 94, 2; De La CosteMesseliere,Au Musee de Delphes, pp. 161f.
145 B.C.H., LXXIII, 1949, pp. 421-436, fig. 3.
14G Cf. Jantzen, Bronzewerkstitten,pl. 27, 111.
147 Poulsen, Orient, figs. 53, 57; Art. Orthia, pls. XCII, 1,
XCVI, 2.
148 Mon. Piot, XX, p. 13, fig. 6.
149 Homnolle,De antiquissimis Dianae simulacris Deliacis,

153Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 18.

pI. 3.
150
151
152

40 (KT9-28). Female head. Plate 13. H. 0.032. Back
and polos brokenaway.
Hard red clay. Originallyhad handmade polos.
Hair in small scallops over forehead, with ridges
runningback to polos. Each ridge covered by very
fine incised lines runningparallelto edge of scallops.
Side hair has horizontalribs and fine vertical incisions. Eyes long, almond-shapedand superficial;
heavy lids cut back sharplyto surfaceof face. Nose
prominent.Mouthlarge and straight.Ears extremely
long, thoughwell placedand carefullymodelled.
The clay is of a kind not usually employed in

Ath. Mitt., LXIV, 1939, pl. 62.
Jahrbuch,LIII, 1938, Arch. Anz., cols. 529f., figs. 45, 46.
B. M. Cat. Sculpture,I, part 1, figs. 61, 64.

154 A grotesque male figurine, VI, 1, also of the first half of
the 6th century, has lines drawn on the cheeks.
155 Perachora,pl. 93, no. 74.
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Corinthianfigurines and the style seems somewhat
un-Corinthian,althoughit is really not very far from
that of such heads as Nos. 35 and 36. On the whole it
seems probablethat the head is of local origin, perhaps under East Greekinfluence.'56Evidence which
tends to confirmits Corinthianoriginis furnishedby
two heads which are probablyfrom the same mould.
One was found at Aegina,157and is described as
Corinthianand of "pale yellow clay." The other
and seems also to be of
comes from Perachora,158
Corinthianclay. The date of the threeheadsprobably
lies in the secondquarterof the 6th centuryB.C.

Argiveinfluencein the presenceof this detail on the
Potters' Quarterfigurines.The necklaceof No. 41 is
similarto that of No. 48.
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42 (KT26-1). Upper part of two seated female figures. Plate 12. H. 0.071. W. 0.08. Tips of outer arms
broken off. Breaks on face and neck of left hand
figure.
Light brownclay. Brownishblackandpurplepaint.
Inner armsformedfrom one piece of clay, with shallow groove to mark division. Low, sharp-edgedapplied poloi with top and upper part of front painted
purple; aroundlower edge row of small purple dots
41 (KT3-30). Upper part of seated female figure. on narrowreservedstripe. Hair black; painted scalPlate 13. H. 0.063. W. 0.052.Lowernecklacemissing. lops at edge do not quite follow those of mould. NarEdge of polos chipped.
row reservedline markscentralparting. Eyelids and
Grayishyellow clay. Eyes flat and strongly pro- brows outlined in black; black spot on eye balls.
truding.Hair in fine scallopsover forehead.At either Painted necklace across throat conisists of two thin
side three thin locks, slightly ribbed, hang to breast. parallel lines, with three small purple dots below.
Seven horizontallygroovedlocks, broaderand longer Shoulder disks of applied necklace decorated with
than mouldedones in front, appliedratherunevenly circle of black dots aroundlargerspot of purple apto back. High, sharp-edgedappliedpolos, with thin, plied over black. Dress and necklacepainted purple
flat applied disks (originally about nine) covering over black. Arms forward; each hand pierced by
front surface; heavy appliedring aroundbase, with smallverticalhole.Broadappliedstrip,paintedblack,
long pointed ends which cross behind. Elaborateap- acrossbacks evidently representsback of chair.
plied necklace, ending in large disks on shoulders;
From TrenchJ, and probablyto be dated around
four small disks appliedalongupperedge of necklace the middle of the 6th century. Both heads, like that
and four along loweredge. Underright shoulderdisk of the precedingfigurineand others, are made from
appears end of second necklace which fell to lap. the mouldNo. 13, or froman identicalone. The paint
Broad, flat body, bent just under necklace. Arms seems to be of a type commonlyused in the earlier
forward;roundedends piercedby verticalhole.159
vases of the Conventionalizingstyle (cf. also I, 35).
Found in the area aroundthe depositin TrenchJ. Groupsof two womenon a single seat, althoughnot
Part of the mouldfrom which the head of this figure common,do occur,beginningat a fairlyearlyperiod.'62
was made was also found in the Potters' Quarter,'60 The groupwhich parallelsours most closely is one in
as well as several other heads taken from the same the BritishMuseum.163
Thisis said to have comefrom
mould or from moulds of identical type. The date Thebes,but is proved to be of Corinthianmanufacappearsto be about the middle of the 6th century. ture by the discoveryat Perachora164
and in the PotAlthoughthis feature occurs on only one other figu- ters' Quarter165
of heads from the same mould which
rine from the Potters' Quarter,I, 37, the row of flat are of Corinthianclay. In the British Museumgroup
disks applied to the polos is very frequent among
Argive terracottas,'61and we must doubtless asume Tiryns, p. 364, no. 168; Zervos, L'art en Grece(1946), no. 93,
156

Comparethe eyes of two protomai, XII, 5 and 6, which
also seem to show East Greekinfluence. The treatment of the
eyes is also very similar to that of a mid-6th century Kouros
from Attica (Richter, Kouroi, pl. LXIV). Compare also the
treatment of the hair.
157Aegina, p. 382, no. 88, pl. 110, 3. The scale seems to be
the same as that of the Potters' Quarter head and, from
photographs at least, the details of the face appear to be
identical. The only difference lies in the hair. The fine, wavy
lines running parallel to the edge are not visible in the Aegina
head, but, if the mould from which the head was made had
become somewhat clogged with clay, details as fine as this
might very easily be lost. The treatment of the hair at the
sides also seems to be different, but this part of the Aegina
head was probably re-worked by hand after removal from
the mould.
158 Perachora,pl. 94, no. 86.
159 Comparealso Nos. 18 and 42.
160 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 92f., no. 13.
161 Cf. Tiryns, I, pls. II, III, 1-9, IV, 1, 2; Schliemann,

left (from Tegea); B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32, pl. 16, 5; Ath.
Mitt., XX, 1895, p. 315, fig. 32 (from Kalaureia). Compare
also a figurine said to come from Thebes, but not impossibly
of Argive origin (Winter, Typen, I, p. 27, no. 7).
162 Compare ivory groups from Sparta (Art. Orthita,pls.
CXXIV, CXXV) and a terracotta group from Crete (Poulsen,
Orient,pp. 165f.).
163 B. M. Cat. Terracottas,
pl. V, B 49; Schneider-Lengyel,
Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 12. Incidentally, I might point out a fact
which does not seem to have been previously noted. The seat
on which these figures rest is a cart rather than a throne,
since at either side a pair of vertical holes is pierced for suspending the axle by strings, and a larger hole, pierced
horizontally through the edge of the seat between the figures,
must have been intended to receive the end of the wagon
pole. Comparecarts of similar type from the Potters' Quarter
(XXXII, 1 and 2). Since writing the above, I learn from Mr.
R. A. Higgins of the British Museum that he also has observed that this is a cart.
164 Perachora, pl. 89, nos. 19, 20.
165 See IX, 1.
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the bodies are flat and handmade, with the inner
shoulderstouching and the forearms extended forward, as in our group.The heads are mouldmadeand
are, of course,considerablyearlierin style than ours.
The pierced hands of our figures may indicate that
they also wererepresentedas drivinghorses. Groups,
handmadeand of Argivemanufacture,of two women
seated together166
have been found at Perachoraand
the Argive Heraion. Comparealso a group, again
handmade,fromBoeotia.167
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43 (KT9-26). Female head. Plate 13. H. 0.027. Polos
missing.

Pale yellow clay, entirelycoveredwith blackpaint.
Back flat. Tracesof appliedpolosacrossfrontof head.
This head was made from the same mould as the
two preceding.
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The figureprobablyhad a mouldmadehead of the
type of the preceding. Another fragment, KT6-10,
fromthe Potters' Quarteris very similar,except that
the necklacesare muchheavierand the upperone has
a single centraldisk instead of two. The armwhichis
preservedin this fragment is very short, ends in a
blunt point and is raisedupwardand to the side.
47 (KT9-64). Femalehead. Plate 11. H. 0.035.
Light greenclay. Black and blackishpurplepaint.
Head very small with flat back; painted purple on
top and black on back and sides. Mouldedpolos with
narrowverticalridges;thin fillet aroundbase. Purple
spots on cheeks and mouth. Painted necklace consists of broadblackstripewith purplecentralpendant
of trefoil shape and black oval pendantat eitherside.
This head appearsto belong in the third quarter
of the 6th century,perhapsnearthe end of the period.
It is probablyfrom the same mould as some better
preservedheads from Perachora169
and on a pyxis in
New York.170Other heads which also seem to be
rathersimilarare on a pyxis in the CastellaniCollection.171A head from Ithaka,172though not from the
same mould,is closelyrelatedin style.

44 (KT25-6.1). Fragment of female head. Plate 13.
H. 0.013. Neck and part of shoulderspreserved.
Yellow clay. Brownishblack and brownishpurple
paint. Hair painted black; at back reserved stripe
separatesit from purple dress. Thin black necklace
with three lines depending from it, each of which
probablyhad pendantat end.
This fragment is probably also from the same 48 (KTI-66). Large flat female figure. Plate 14.
H. 0.092. W. 0.042. Head, armsand left foot missing.
mould.
Yellow clay. Black paint. Head probablymould45 (KT9-18).Upperpartof flat femalefigure.Plate I.
made. Heavy applied necklace with large shoulder
H. 0.053. Part of necklacemissing.
disks; six smallerdisks appliedto necklace.Disks and
Grayish red clay. Purple paint. Low handmade hair paintedblack.Feet insertedunderbroadapplied
polos, painted purple. Tracesof purple on hair. Ap- skirt border; painted
black, with toes indicated by
plied necklacewith large shoulderdisks; centralpen- perfunctoryincisions. Dress black, except back of
dant formed by two small disks. Traces of second skirt.
lowernecklace.
For the applied skirt bordercompareNo. 49 and
The face is too much worn to permit the figurine figurines173from Perachoraand Syracuse.The neckto be closely dated, althoughit is probablynot earlier lace is similarin type to those of No. 41 and a
figurine
than the middleof the 6th century. The figureis of a fromPerachora.174
type which is very commonin the 6th century; see
under No. 34, where other examples are cited. In a 49 (KT3-35). Flat female figure. Plate 14. H. 0.15.
number of figurines of this type the necklaces are W. 0.057. Arms, left shoulder disk, lower necklace
identical with those of Nos. 45 and 46. The head and left cornerof base missing.Breakat right side of
which seems to be closest to No. 45 in style is on a body.
Soft red clay with gray core. Soft purple paint.
figurineof this type from Selinos.lm
Mouldmadehead, very small in proportionto body.
46 (KT6-9). Upper part of flat seated female figure. Hair finely scallopedover foreheadwith centralpartPlate 13. H. 0.039. Head, arms, lowerbody and part ing; finely ribbed at sides. Long protrudingeyes and
of supportsbrokenoff.
169 Perachora, pl. 96, no. 110. Jenkins assumes that this
Hard, pale grayish yellow clay. Hard black and head came from a seated Kore (his Type A of the L.C. IV
thin brownishpurple paint. Two applied necklaces, seated type), but this type of Kore invariably wears a
painted purple,with small shoulderdisks; two small different kind of polos (see our Class XI). Since the head is
disks at centerof uppernecklace.Front of dressbelow not from a seated Kore, there is no need to date it as late as
the last quarter of the century. Amyx (Univ. of Calif. Public.
necklacepainted black. Tracesof purple on sides of in
Class. Arch., I, p. 215) also recognizes that the type beskirt. Two propsbehind.
longs in the third quarter.
166

lbid., pl. 111, no. 258; Arg. Her., II, pp. 21f., nos.

59-62.
167 Winter, Typen, I, p. 5, no. 2; Zervos, L'art en Grece
(1946), no. 92 (where the provenance is given as Tegea).
168 Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, pl. XLIII, 7.

170 Ibid., pl. 32, j, k; Richter, Archaic Greek Art, figs.
138, 139.
171 Mingazzini,Vasi dellaCollezioneCastellani,pl. XXVII,3.
172 B.S.A., XXXIX, 1938-39, pl. 18, 24.
173 Perachora,pl. 93, no. 81; N. d. Sc., 1895, p. 178, fig. 76.
174 Perachora,pl. 94, no. 94.
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slightly smiling mouth. High polos, hollow inside,
with applied band at upper edge; traces of purple.
Applied necklace with central pendant and large
shoulderdisks, latter with smallinciseddot in center.
Lower necklace hung to waist. Front and sides of
dress, below necklace, painted purple, except for
applied lower border. Feet roughly shaped with
straight inner edges and curved outer edges. Low
rectangularbase, with top curved upward to join
bottom of skirt; traces of purple on front and side
edges.
Fromthe AphroditeDeposit. The style of the head
is difficult to determine.The figurinemay belong in
the late 6th century, perhaps even in the 5th. The
flat lower part of the body, with the applied skirt
borderand projectingfeet, is paralleledin No. 48.
50 (KT3-37). Lower part of female figure. Plate 12.
H. 0.066. Part of sides and most of back broken
away.
Buff clay. Black, in places diluted to brown, and
red paint. Probably mouldmade. Resembles Kore
type (cf. X, 4). Thick,roundedroll on left side, which
probablyrepresentsfold of draperyheld up by left
hand, is paintedred in front and along edge; on back
red stripe from upper end diagonally to bottom of
skirtprobablyindicatesdiagonalfold. Smallredcrosses on upper front and thin red line at waist. Thin
verticallines on skirt perhapsindicate folds; lines at
back rather irregular. Thin brown stripe encircles
skirt at knees. Wide red borderaroundbottom with
fringe pattern in front. Toes carefully renderedby
incisions. Sandals representedby red stripes across
toes and criss-crossred lines on instep. Rectangular
base with roundedcorners.Upper surfacepartly red
and partly black. Row of black dots around edges,
with red line above at front edge and black at side
and back edges.
The paint usedis characteristicof the Conventionalizing style. A fragmentary handmade figurine,
KTI-133, offers a close parallel.The paint is identical; the divisionof the skirt into two panels,the wide
borderwith the fringe pattern, and the sprinklingof
the field with small crossesmake it possiblethat the
two figures were decoratedby the same hand. Another fragment of a handmade figurine, KT1-214,
also has the skirt coveredwith crosses,but the border
is formed by two red bands and two black lines instead of the fringepattern.

Black stripe across toes and three vertical black
stripes on instep representsandals.Low squarebase,
slightlyhollowunderneath,with roundedcornersand
edges. Upper surface black. Red line aroundupper
and lower edges. On front and left side irregular
broken maeanderin black; maeanderon right side
roughly indicated by black dots and dashes. Short
verticalblacklines on back of base.
Thefeet and base in both shapeand decorationare
so similarto those of the precedingfigurinethat there
is every likelihoodthat they were made by the same
hand. Moreover,the clay and paint used in the two
figures are nearly identical. One may compare also
the fringepattern at the bottom and the black stripe
furtherup. Both fragmentsare perhapsto be dated
as late as the early 5th century. If it is wheelmade,
No. 51 is an unusuallylate exampleof this technique.
52 (KT9-51). Female head. Plate 13. H. 0.027. Part
of crest missing.
Light grayishbrownclay. Hard black and soft red
paint. Hair, slightlywaved,wornlow on foreheadand
arrangedat backin fourlargeloops on right side, two
on left. Hair paintedblack. Appliedcrest fromtop of
head to back of neck, cut off straightin front; upper
edge red. Eyes indicated only by paint, with black
outlines,largespot in centerand archedbrows.Small
mouth, paintedred, with lips divided by incisedline.
Chin extremely heavy. Ears slightly modelled; two
red dots inside each.
The paint indicatesa date later than the middleof
the 6th century,but it is hard to date the head more
closely. The fact that the hair is not worn long, as is
otherwiseinvariablythe case with the archaicfemale
figurines,may indicatethat the headis of 5th century
date.

53 (KT9-58). Female head. Plate 12. H. 0.042. Part
of polos and face on left side brokenoff.
Yellowishbuff clay. Black and soft red paint. Low
handmade polos with red stripe round base. Hair
painted black; scalloped over forehead, with deep
groovemarkingcenterof eachwave, and horizontally
ribbedat sides. Eyelids, pupilsand high archedbrows
indicated in black. Small, upward curved mouth,
with thin red line painted on it. Small circularred
spot on eithercheek.
The type of paint used is characteristicof the Conventionalizingstyle. With the head may be compared
those froma pyxis in the British Museum,175
dated by
Payne
in
late
the
6th
century.
Compare
also
the style
51 (KT3-38). Lowerpart of cylindricalfemalefigure.
of
a
mould
from
the
Potters'
The
Quarter.176
treatPlate 13. H. 0.042.
ment
of
the
hair
is
similar
to
that
of
other
heads
of
Buff clay. Brownish black and red paint. Inside
about
the
same
period,
e.g.,
Nos.
55
and
56.
hollow. Skirt fluted in vertical roundedfolds as far
as lowerborder.Widered stripe downeitherside, and 54 (KT3-36). Flat female figure. Plate 14. H. 0.133.
broad red borderaroundbottom with fringe pattern
at upperedge. Black band furtherup. Toes curl over
175 Payne, Necrocorinthia,pl. 35, 6.
edge of base; divisionscarefullymarkedby incisions.
17 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 94, no. 18.
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W. 0.046. Upper necklace and parts of lower, right
arm and feet missing.
Soft brownclay. Head very small,with high, broad
polos. Slight indentationsaroundneck indicate thin
appliednecklace,now lost, with five smalldisks along
lower edge, and perhapswith shoulderdisks. Heavy
lowernecklacewith largeshoulderdisks, now missing,
and two small disks at center; lower disk originally
encircledby large ring pendant. Forearms forward
with small disk in left hand. Bottom slightly thickened to form base. Tracesof projectingfeet.
From Stelai ShrineA, henceto be dated at the end
of the 6th century or in the first half of the 5th. It
wouldbe difficultto date the figuremoreclosely.
66 (KT9-49). Large female head. Plate 11. H. 0.05.
Breakson surfaceof hair and neck.
Light brown clay. Thin red paint. Hair over forehead has central parting and thin vertical grooves
close together, crossed by few horizontal incisions.
Three locks at either side, probably partly applied,
with short horizontalincisions.Tracesof red on hair.
Top and back of head smooth.Eyes largewith heavy
lids. Nose very long and thin, with deep round depressionbetweenit and large,smilingmouth.
This charmingand well modelled head is rather
deceptive in appearance,since the wearing of the
clay, which is not very hard, has blurredthe surface
and softenedthe features.The style, however,seems
to be that of about the end of the 6th century.177
The
arrangementof the hair, which may be compared
with that of Nos. 53 and 56, seemsto be typical of this
period.
56 (KT9-34). Female head. Plate 12. H. 0.045. Part
of polos missing.
Rather gritty red clay with gray core. White slip.
Red paint. High applied polos. Hair in heavy mass
roundface with thin incisions,closetogether,at right
angles to edge. Side hair horizontallyribbed. Traces
of red on hair over white slip. Prominentchin.
Althoughthe style seemsto be that of the late 6th
century, the head need not necessarilybe dated before the 5th or even the 4th century. The white slip
and the type of clay point to a date later than the

79

style would suggest. The arrangementof the hair is
like that of Nos. 53 and 55. The style of the head may
be comparedwith that of the "Damia"figure from
Aegina.'78

57 (KT9-52). Female head. Plate 8. H. 0.027. Half of
polos missing.

Light brownclay. Hard brownishred paint. Face
raised,with chin thrust forward.Heavy mass of hair
at either side of central parting painted red and
arrangedroughly in herring-bonepattern. Red line
and row of red dots round upper and lower edges of
polos, and clusters of incised dots of pin-point fineness in center. Face very crudelymodelled.Outlines
of eyes and brows,dots for pupils,and mouthpainted
red. Long earrings,painted red and decoratedwith
tiny incised dots.
58 (KT9-53). Upper part of female figure. H. 0.06.
Armsand centralpendantof necklacemissing.
Soft red clay. Low polos with hollowin top. Neck
broad and flat. Flat applied necklace with shoulder
disks and centralpendant.
From the Circular South Shrine, and therefore
perhapsto be dated, despite its archaicstyle, in the
third quarterof the 5th century.
59 (KT5-40). Head of Athena. H. 0.037. Face battered. Top of crestbroken.
Light brownclay. Black and red paint. Helmet of
Attic type with thick crest. Upper edge of crest red,
also line at either side of front edge and line separating crest from helmet. On either side of helmet black
palmette,upsidedown,with two spiralsat base; stem
of front spiralbegins at forehead.Each palmette has
five thin leaves. Hair black.
From outside the South Long Building. There is
not enoughleft of the face to indicate any date. Most
of the finds from this area were of early 6th century
date, but the use of the palmettemay indicate a later
date, possibly in the late 5th century when the palmette was a popularpattern on Corinthianvases.179
The delicacy of the painting indicates that the figurine was probablyof superiorworkmanship.
178 Arch. Zeit.,

XXV, 1867, pl. CCXXVIII, 3.
Compare,however, earlierAttic vases where the helmet
of Athena is decorated with a palmette (Burlington Fine
177 Compare bronzes of this period, such as Payne, Necro,
Arts Club, Catalogueof Objectsof GreekCeramicArt, no. 135,
corinthia, pl. 46, 4, and Langlotz, Gr. Bildhauerschulen- and Murray and Smith, White Athenian Vases in the British
pl. 54 b.
Museum, pl. XIV).
179
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Of this class there are 14 examples, of which all but one are described below. All but Nos. 5
and 6 are female, and all but No. 6 are handles from convex pyxides; No. 6 probably formed
the knob of a pyxis cover. The female heads which formed the handles of pyxides have been
exhaustively published elsewhere1and the Potters' Quarter heads for the most part furnish
little new information. The two male heads mentioned above are interesting because male heads
are rare in this class of terracottas, and because the use of a moulded head as a cover knob
seems to be otherwise unknown in Corinthian pottery until more than a century later. The
most important of the class is probably No. 1, since it appears to be the earliest pyxis head yet
found. Since the stylistic connections of the individual heads are discussed in the catalogue
and have already been dealt with to a great extent in the introduction to Class VIII, there is
no need for a general discussion of them here. In consideringthe heads of this class we must not
forget the very important group of moulds found in the Potters' Quarter,2which were used for
making heads for pyxides as well as heads for figurines. Several of the pyxis heads from other
excavations and in museums were made from these moulds.
1 (KT9-38). Upper part of female figure. Plate 10.
H. 0.088. Nose and armsbrokenoff. Brokenat waist,
with largepiece missingfromback.
Grayishgreen clay. Probablyfrom pyxis, as head
is flat on top and has slight projectionat back. Arms
small and crudelyfashioned.Figurenarrowsat waist.
Hair forms straight line low over forehead; finely
scalloped at edge. Two short, horizontally ribbed
locks at eitherside; at left side few horizontalgrooves
and line separatinglocks incised by hand. Face long
and flat, with eyes stronglyprotrudingfrom surface.
Two short vertical ridges between brows added by
hand. Mouth short with thin protrudinglips. Chin
long and extremelypointed.
From the North Dump, which contained pottery
mainly of Early Corinthianstyle, but also a considerable amount of Late Proto-Corinthianand Transitional. The low horizontalline of the hair over the
forehead also suggests a date well back in the 7th
century. If the head is from a pyxis, as it certainly
appearsto be, it must representone of the earliest
appearances,if not the very earliest, of the convex
pyxis with handlesin the form of humanheads. Only
one such vase is noted by Payne3for the Early Corinthianperiodand the shapeis apparentlyunknown
before that time. From its style our head must be
very early in the Early Corinthianperiod,i.e., nearer
625 B.C. than 600 B.C. At first glance one wouldnot
be struck by the resemblancebetweenthis head and
a groupof four heads4from Perachoraand Boeotia.
1 Payne, Necrocorinthia,pp. 293, 306f., 322, 332; B.S.A.,
XLIV, 1949, pp. 214f.; Univ. of Calif. Public. in Class. Arch.,
I, pp. 213-5.
2 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 90-93, nos. 7-9, 13, 14.
3 op. cit., p. 293.
4 Perachora, pl. 89, nos. 19, 20; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,
1349, pl. V; Schneider-Lengyel,Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 12.

If one examinesthe heads more carefully,it becomes
apparentthat the chin is the only feature in which
our head differsfrom the others. In all other respects
the heads are identical. Those from Perachoraand
Boeotia all show one curious feature - the double
stampingof the mouth. The changein the lowerpart
of the face in our head is evidently the result of an
effort to obliteratethis fault. Underthe chin one can
see where a separate bit of clay was added. In the
process of working down the surface to erase the
lower stamping, the chin became flatter and much
more elongated. In spite of the very different appearanceof the lowerpart of the face, there can be no
doubt that our head is from the same mould as those
from Boeotia and Perachora.
2 (KT9-15). Female head, perhapsfrom pyxis. Plate
13. H. 0.039. Back brokenaway.
Pale yellow clay. Thin black and red paint. Hair
has centralpartingand small scallopsover forehead;
low ridge runs back fromeach scallop.Faint tracesof
black on hair, and also red (fillet 2). Broad face with
high forehead.Plane of eye tilted slightly downward.
Mouth large, with lips thrust forward and marked
depressionunder lower lip. Very broad, heavy chin.
Ears very largeand set too low.
This head is nearly identical with a mould from
the Potters' Quarter,5which was dated toward the
end of the first quarterof the 6th century. Thereare
several other heads which are probably from the
same mould and others which are of very similar
style (see under mould). To these may be added the
heads from a pyxis in Copenhagen,6which are also
extremelyclose in style. The inclinationof the plane
of the eye must indicate an attempt to balance the
5
6

Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 90, no. 7.
C.V.A., Denmark 2, Copenhagen2, pl. 89, 8.
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upwardtilt of the headwhenit was in positionon the 4 (KT9-44). Upper part of female figure, probably
pyxis. The many points of comparisonbetween this frompyxis. Plate 9. H. 0.096. W. 0.08. Armsbroken.
Pale yellow clay. Figureends in finishedsurfaceat
head and the Lyons Kore7give an illustrationof the
curiousfact that occasionallya terracottawill appear waist. Body handmade,with arms extendedto sides
to be stylistically well in advanceof a workin stone. and forward.Hair has deeply incised centralparting
To the list of heads, given in the publicationof the and very shallow,broadscallopsover forehead.Falls
mould, in which the central parting of the hair is on shouldersin two narrowrectangularprojections.
marked by smaller scallops may be added several Forehead low and broad. Eyes large, circular and
ivory heads from Delphi,8which are probablynearly protruding,with stronglymarkedlids. Nose largeand
contemporarywith the mould, a sphinx from a grave stronglysalient.Chinand cheeksvery full. Earssmall.
monument9and a terracottaantefix fromApollonia,10 Back very irregularlymodelledwith large lumps of
both also probablycontemporary,and two terracotta clay. Back of head sliced down straight.
From Trench J. The deposit of vases from this
acroteriafromTarentum,1 whichareprobablyof late
6th century date. A marble sphinx from the Kera- area, in which the figurine, VIII, 37, was also inmeikos in Athens"2has a somewhatsimilar arrange- cluded, seemedto be of Late Corinthianstyle. Other
ment of the hair. The antefix from Apollonialooks figurines from the same area, though not from the
Corinthianin style; the face, as well as the arrange- actual deposit,weredatablearoundthe middleof the
ment of the hair,resemblesthat of No. 2. Of the ivory 6th century (cf. VIII, 41 and 42); one at least, VIII,
heads from Delphi three13are very close in style to 21, was earlierthan the deposit. The presentfigurine
our pyxis head; comparenot only the arrangementof should perhapsbe dated aroundthe end of the first
the hair, but the shapeof the eyes and their clear-cut quarterof the century. A comparisonwith the head
lids, the wide, smilingmouth and the broad,rounded of the Louvre comast vase15 reveals rather close
chin. The chief differencelies in the greaterbreadth similarity.Note in both the great breadthof the face
of the face in the ivory fragments. Certainlythese at the temples, the low triangle of the forehead,the
ivory heads, if not made in Corinth,show a strong large, widely opened eyes and the prominent,bluntCorinthianinfluence.Anotherof the heads resembles ended nose. In profile the resemblancebetween the
anotherPotters' Quarterhead (see under VIII, 35). two heads is even more striking. The chin of the
A few of the other heads seem also to reflect Corin- comast is obscuredby the beard, but the latter was
thian style, but others, particularlyamong the male undoubtedlya handmadeadditionto the mouldmade
figures,seem to be of quite differentstyle; they may head, andin the profileview it seemspossibleto make
be East Greek,an attributionwhichhas been usually out the original heavy roundedoutline of the chin.
suggested for the entire deposit. There seems to be The comast is dated by Payne around585-575 B.C.
no reason,however,why all the objects should have fromthe style of the decorationon the vase, and the
the same origin, particularlyin view of the marked Potters' Quarterhead must be contemporary.
differencein style among them. The Delphiandepo5 (KT24-1). Male head, probablyfrom pyxis. Plate
sits were found only ten meters14from the building
13. H. 0.047. Nose and mouthbrokenaway.
whichis now usuallyidentifiedas the Treasuryof the
Light yellowishbrownclay. Black paint, fired red
Corinthians,surely a most interesting relationship,
on one side. Hair finely scallopedaroundforehead;
which may not be a coincidence.
flat, faintly ribbed masses at sides. Eyes almond3 (KT9-21). Female head, possibly from pyxis. H. shaped, with well markedlids and bulging eyeballs.
0.032. Back of head and most of right side of face Hair, beard,eyelids and pupilspaintedblack.
Thefact that thereis a deepgrooveacrossthe back
gone.
Green clay. Black paint. Probably from same of the headas if to fit it to the rim of a vase, andthat
mould as preceding, although somewhat smaller. the backof the headis paintedonly abovethe groove,
Faint traces of black on hair, aroundeye and on line makes it fairly certain that the head came from a
pyxis. It was undoubtedly made from a miouldindividinglips.
A third head, KT9-36, perhapsalso from a pyxis, tended for a female type,16and the addition of the
painted beard probably represents the individual
seemsto be identicalwith Nos. 2 and 3.
fancy of a workman.The drawingof the eyes and the
arrangementof the hair seemclosestto those of VIII,
7Payne and Young, Arch. MarbleSculpt., pl. 24.
8 B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pl. XXXV (several examples).
35, whichis probablyto be dated early in the second
9 Richter, Archaic Attic Gravestones,fig. 51.
quarterof the 6th century.
10 Jahrbuch,LVII, 1942, Arch. Anz., cols. 370f., fig. 44.

11N. d. Sc., 1936, pp. 196-200, pls. XII, XIII.
12 Jahrbuch,LVIII, 1943, Arch. Anz., cols. 391-444, figs.
31-36.
13 B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pl. XXXV, lower left.
14 bid., p. 118.
6

15 Payne,

Necrocorinthia,pp. 235f., pl. 48, 13, 14.

16 A male head from Selinos (Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927,

pl. XLI, 1, p. 220), which is probably Corinthian,also reflects
a female type.
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6 (KT9-13). Malehead. Plate 13. H. 0.048.
Pale whitishyellow clay. Black paint. Hair deeply
scalloped over forehead, with smaller scallops at
either side of centralparting; slight depressionalong
centerof eachwave. Sidehairin heavy, faintly ribbed
masses, cut back to plane of neck just below level of
chin. Hair paintedblack. Acrossfront of head narrow
mouldedfillet with edges slightly raised. Large projection at back of neck indicates lower edge of hair;
paint stops here in series of small scallops. Round
ears, set too low. Face long and narrow.Thinpainted
brows,stronglyarched.Eyes small and deep-set;thin
groove separatingeyelids and eyeballs17possibly incised after removal from mould. Nose thin, slightly
curveddownwardat tip, with nostrilsindicated.Wide
mouth with thin upperlip. Pointed chin; under surface slants stronglydownwardto neck. Beardpainted
in dilute black; traces of thin moustache. Narrow
paintedline aroundbase of neck.
This head, like the preceding, is a female type,
transformedinto a male head by the painted beard.
Thelong, heavy, cylindricalneck,whichis handmade,
and the curiousway in which the hair projectsat the
sides and back, make it probablethat the head was
used as the knob for the cover of a pyxis, although
such a usageis otherwiseunknownin Corinthianpottery of the Orientalizingperiod.'8The style is without
parallelsamongthe female heads, althoughVIII, 35,
affordsa comparisonin respectto the arrangementof
the hair and the use of the mouldedfillet.

eyes, probablyindicatesa date somewhatlater in the
secondquarter.
8 (KT9-14). Female head. Plate 13. H. 0.04. Fragment under chin, surface of hair at right side, and
most of back of head brokenaway.
Yellow clay. Black paint, partly fired red. Modelling of back shows head comes from pyxis. Shallow
depressionaroundhead representsnarrowfillet. Hair
in scallopsover foreheadwith two smallerscallopsin
center;19fine incisionsparallelto edge, continuingas
far as fillet. Deep centralpartingruns to top of head.
Side hair strongly marked with raised horizontal
ridges, coveredwith very fine verticalincisions.Hair
painted black. Eyes large and shallow;lids indicated
only by thin paintedlines. Pupils and arched,plastic
brows also painted. Bridge of nose very thin and
sharp;formsnearly straightline with forehead.Thin
paintedline separateslips. Earslargeand well placed.
Broad painted necklacewith slightly scallopededge,
probablyindicating small pendants, and with large
pendantin center.
In most respects this head is very close to the
mould No. 9, which was dated in the secondquarter
of the 6th century.As the face seemsa little longerin
proportionto its width than does that of the mould,
the head probablywas not made fromthis particular
mould. The plastically renderedeyelids, which are
very prominentin the mould and in a head, XXI, 4,
probablymade from the mould, are entirely lacking
in this figurine. The unusually careful modelling of
the hair,20ears,etc., however,probablyindicatesthat
in the originalmould the eyes also were renderedin
detail. A blurringof their outlinesmight easily result
fromthe cloggingof the mouldwith clay. Two heads
from the main excavationsof Corinth21are probably
from the same mould. The eyes, like those of No. 8,
lack detail. The arrangementof the upperhair is the
same, though the fine detail of the strands does not
show, but the side hair of one of these heads hasbeen
re-worked,giving an effect more like that of No. 7.
Anotherhead whichis probablyfromthe same mould
is used on a handmademale figure from the Asklepieion.22The arrangementof the hair is the same, but
again the fine details are lost. A pyxis head from
Syracuse,recently published(N. d. Sc., 1949, p. 207,
fig. 9), is probablyfrom the same mould.

7 (KT9-11). Female head, perhapsfrom pyxis. Plate
13. H. 0.055.
Yellow clay. Hard black paint. Purplepaint? Low
handmade polos, carefully attached to head. Hair
scallopedover foreheadwith central parting; flat at
sides with broad horizontal grooves. Hair black.
Large eyes, indistinctly modelled; brows, lids and
pupilsindicatedby paint. Nose long with thin, sharpedgedbridge.Thinlips thrust forward.Smallpointed
chin. Ears well placed.Mouldmadenecklacewith two
thin strandshangingfrom small disk at either side of
neck; paintedblack. Dressblack,possiblywith traces
of appliedpurple.
Found in Trench J, with No. 4. The features resemblequite closely those of VIII, 39, especiallythe
flat eyes, indicated only by paint, the thin nose, the
protrudinglips and the small, pointed chin. These
two heads are similarin style to VIII, 35, and VIII, 9 (KT9-23). Female head. Plate 13. H. 0.051. Piece
36, which are probablyto be dated at the beginning brokenfromleft side. Tip of nose gone.
Very hardyellow clay. Black paint. Back preserves
of the second quarter of the 6th century. The less
all
points of attachment to pyxis. Top of head flat.
careful modellingof No. 7, notably in the hair and
Hair low across foreheadin scallopedwaves, which
17 This is a rather unusual feature, which is also to be seen
in a mould from the Potters' Quarter (Corinth,XV, part 1,
p. 92, no. 11), or rather in the cast from it.
18 A pyxis illustrated in Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 332, fig.
174 bis, with a female head employed as a knob on the cover,
is dated by Payne about the middle of the 5th century.

19For this arrangement of the hair see No. 2 and Corinth,
XV, part 1, pp. 91f., no. 9.
20 All the incised details must have been present in the
mould, since there is no sign of retouching.
21 MF
8343 and Corinth,XII, no. 80.
22 Corinth,
XIV, pl. 54, no. 6.
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run in low ridges to top of head. Eyes long and
almond-shaped,with brows,lids and pupilsindicated
in paint. Eyes apparentlyroughly remodelledwith
knife; right eye smoothed off nearly to surface of
cheek. Black line betweenlips. Ear faintly indicated.
Hair and dress painted black; necklineof dress high
aroundthroat.
The arrangementof the hair is similar to that of
VIII, 40. With No. 9 we may comparea head from
Perachora,23also from a pyxis, which shows an
identical arrangementof the hair and even a similar
re-workingof the eyes. It is not impossiblethat the
two heads are fromthe same mould.24The modelling
of the mouth and chin, not well preservedin the
Perachorahead, is good. The re-workingof the eyes
in both heads leaves little indicationof their original
modelling,although the generaloutline seems to be
close to that of VIII, 40. The head is probablyto be
dated in the second quarter of the 6th century,
but the dating of the head from Perachoraat about
560-550 B.C. seems somewhat too late, in view of
the fine modelling of the mouth and chin in the
Potters' Quarterhead.
10 (KT9-3). Female head, perhapsfrom pyxis. Plate
13. H. 0.024.
Hard, polished buff clay. Head sliced straight
down back and also acrosstop. Projectingridge left
at back, presumablyto attach head to pyxis rim.
Hair parted in center with strands indicated by
parallelridges. Almond-shapedeyes project strongly
from surface of face; lids indicated by thin lines
lightly incisedon surface.Archedbrowsindicatedby
raised ridges. Large, upward-curvedmouth formed
by two similarridges. Ears very carefullymodelled,
though set too near eyes.
From the AphroditeDeposit. Since only this small
fragmentof the vase was found,it is probablethat it
has no real connectionwith the deposit, but merely
happenedto be in the earth whichcoveredit. Among
the finds fromPerachorais a pyxis head25whichmust
have been made fromthe same mould. It differsonly
in being painted. The date must be somewhatafter
the middle of the 6th century. The rather unusual
treatmentof the hair in straightstrandsis paralleled
in a much earlierhead, that of the mould No. 6.26
23

Perachora,pl. 108, no. 231.
The addition of painted eyebrows above the moulded
ridge of the brows makes the forehead of No. 9 appear lower.
25 Ibid., pl. 108, no. 237.
26 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 90.
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11 (KT9-32). Femalehead. Plate 13. H. 0.055.
Soft, light brownclay. Black paint, fired red. Top
of head flattenedto supportrim of pyxis. Hair in fine
scallops over forehead. Three long, thin, finely
ribbedlocks over either shoulder.Large,protuberant
eyes. Ears at right angles to face. Hair and dress
paintedblack. Thinpaintednecklacewith smallpearshapedpendant.
This head was certainlymade from a mouldfound
in the Potters' Quarter.27Its date probably lies
aroundthe middleof the 6th century.
12 (KT9-25). Female head. Plate 13. H. 0.045. Both
shouldersbrokenoff.
Flat plaque of clay, attached to back of mouldmade front, projectsabove top of head.
The head is identicalwith that of the preceding.It
is slightly larger,and was perhapsnot made fromthe
same mould,but fromone of identicaltype.
13 (KT9-24). Female head. Plate 13. H. 0.087. Nose
and right earringbrokenoff.
Hard pale yellow clay. Black paint, and thick
purple, applied over black. Wide cutting at back of
head for rim of pyxis; at bottom, fragmentof vase
still attached. Solid polos, with narrow raised ring
aroundbase; front shows traces of mouldeddecoration in very low relief, perhapstongue pattern. Hair
projectsstronglyover foreheadin doublerow of snailshell curls. Flat, horizontallyribbed masses at sides.
Hair and polos painted purple over black. Eyes
heavy-lidded, perhaps with traces of black paint.
Earring probablyin form of bunch of grapes. Thin
black necklacewith six pear-shapedpendants,painted purple over black; black spiral on either shoulder
perhapsrepresentsshoulderdisk. Dress purpleoverlaid on black.
This head, with its elaborate coiffure, moulded
polos, large earrings, small face and long neck, is
certainly much later than the heads already described. Pyxides with handles in the form of female
heads arerareafterthe middleof the 6th century,but
this head can hardlybe earlierthan the late 6th century. The doublerowof heavy snail-shellcurlsappears
on male heads of this period.28A similar coiffureis
foundon a protome,XII, 5, whichalso has an earring
in the shapeof a bunchof grapes.

24

Ibid., pp. 92f., no. 13.
Payne and Young, Arch. Marble Sculpt., pls. 103,
1 and 2, 104.
27

28 Cf.
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Of this very common type of figurine the Potters' Quarteryielded 166 more or less complete
examples. To this number must be added 88 uninventoriedfragmentaryfigures.2Of the standing
Korai 37 are describedbelow;3 as a rule only one example from each different mould is included.
The standing Korai as a whole exhibit many common features, along with slight variations of
detail. Thirty-one individual mould-types can be distinguished among the Korai from the
Potters' Quarter.4To these must be added three actual moulds,5two for complete figures and
one for the head alone. Only one of these is possibly connected wvithany of the types illustrated
by the figurines. Of many of the mould-types only a single example was found; of the others
we have representatives, from the Potters' Quarter alone, varying in number from two up to
seventeen.
The standing Kore may be defined as a figure with the front made in a single mould, which
stands in a frontal position with the legs straight, is dressed in a chiton and wears a high polos
over long hair, and has a low base under the feet. With the exception of the "Spes" type and
one other, No. 3, all the standing Korai carry attributes in both hands. The base may be
rectangular or semi-round in shape; in one type only, No. 3, it is two-stepped. In the great
majority shoes are represented.6The chiton usually has a long overfold, falling lower at the
sides than in the middle. The skirt may have fine pleats all round; it may have folds only
between the legs and at the sides, or it may occasionallyhave both pleats and folds.7In addition
to the chiton, the himation is worn in certain standing Korai, notably in the "Spes" type. Here
it falls from the right shoulder,passes under the left arm, and falls in swallow-tail folds around
the waist and hips. In No. 2 and in one of the moulds (No. 50) it is worn like a shawl over
both shoulders.In anothertype, No. 3, it passes over the left shoulder, under the right arm and
across the waist to the left arm, where it conceals the hand; it falls nearly to the bottom of
the chiton, and hence is much longer than in the "Spes" type. The backs of the figures may be
perfectly flat, or they may have an oval hollow at the point where the figure is broadest,
presumably to lighten the weight of the clay; occasionally a V-shaped trough is cut with a
knife. After the figure was removed from the mould, the back and sides were usually trimmed,
sometimes carefully and occasionally very negligently. This trimming often results in a dif-

1 The class as a whole corresponds to Payne's Types 1-3
(Necrocorinthita,
p. 245, note 3), to Jenkins' LC. IV standing
types A-D, F (Perachora, pp. 218f.), and to Knoblauch's
Type C (Studien, pp. 129f.).
2 To avoid duplication, only feet were counted; the total
number is probably, therefore, much larger.
3 Many of the figures of this class may not seem to be
worth publishing. From an artistic point of view this is
certainly true. Since, however, many are from fairly well
dated deposits, it seemed best to include an example of each
different mould-type, in the hope of affording some aid in
dating figurines from other excavations which may be
identical with any of the mould-types originating in the
Potters' Quarter.
4 Differences among some of the mould-types are barely
perceptible. The difficulty of distinguishing among them is
enhanced, moreover, by the slight variation in size, caused
by differing conditions of firing, among figurines from the
same mould. Other differences are attributable to the use of
good or inferior clay, to the care or lack of care employed in
moulding the figures, to the sharpness or indefiniteness of
detail determined by the age of the mould itself, and in many

cases to the hand-trimming of the figurines after removal
from the mould. Careful study of details, however, enabled
the mould-types to be distinguished fairly definitely. There
were among them minute variations in drapery, attributes,
etc., especially in the relative measurements of their details.
Certain moulds, moreover, exhibit small imperfections which
recur in all the figurines from those moulds.
5 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 95, no. 20, p. 104, nos. 51, 52.
6 In the catalogue shoes may be assumed to be worn,
unless it is otherwise stated.
I Compare Perachora, p. 219, where it is stated that the
figures with only the central pleat between the legs are
earlier than those with the skirt entirely pleated. It is true
that in the Potters' Quarter all the finest Kore types, those
which seem closest to the style of the late 6th century, have
a marked central pleat and side folds and, with one exception,
the mould-type of Nos. 12-14, the rest of the skirt is unpleated. The earlier dating of the type with the central pleat
would, of course, be applicable only to the original mould.
In the Potters' Quarter, and doubtless at Perachora as well,
the actual figurines from even these moulds of archaic type
may be dated anywhere in the 5th century.
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ference in outline even in two figures from the same mould. Further re-workingof the figurines
is very rare. In some of the figurines of the "Spes" type the right hand is bored, presumably
to allow the insertion of an attribute in clay or in some other material. One fragmentaryfigurine
(not illustrated, but mentioned under No. 20) is unique in having the hair re-worked by fine
incisions. Painted decoration is also rare among the Korai, although many are covered with a
white slip.
The flat standing Kore of the type defined above, as opposed to the dissimilarEast Greekand
Sicilian types, which are usually modelled in the round, is certainly Corinthian in origin. A
large number of the figurinesof this type found outside Corinthare obviously of Corinthianclay.
Practically all the mould-types which occur anywhere are found also in Corinth, and many
others, as will be seen in the following catalogue, are found only in Corinth and often only in
the CorinthianPotters' Quarter. Moreover,three of the actual moulds for making such figures
have been found in the Potters' Quarter. A very few mould-types from outside Corinth,
although probably of Corinthian manufacture, are not represented in the Potters' Quarter.
One of these is a figurine said to come from Boeotia,8which has a dove and a fruit, and there is
another from Lindos9with a cock and a fruit. One of the standing Korai from Ithaka10is said
to have a dove in either hand. This sounds rather unlikely, and it is more probable that a dove
and fruit are the attributes. A figure from Kalydon,11said to hold a flower and a fruit, differs
from most Kore types in having fine pleats on the shouldersof the chiton. Although the figurine
is probably of local manufacture, the type looks Corinthian.
The Corinthianstanding Kore type appears to have had an immense popularity not only in
Corinth but all over the Greek world. It is found not only at many Greek mainland and island
sites, but as far afield as Italy, Sicily, Kyrenaika, Albania and South Russia. A list of the sites
at which it has occurredshows, as one would expect, that it is most frequent in Corinthand the
Corinthia (including Perachora), and that the Argolid has the next greatest number. Aetolia is
next, and then follow Ithaka, Aegina, Attica and Boeotia. The number of standing Korai
certainly of Corinthian mould-types which have been published, with the addition of several
unpublished examples in museums, reaches a total of over 260. This figure obviously represents
only part of the total number found in excavations. The 254 figurines and fragments from the
Potters' Quarter bring the total to well over 500, a number which must represent only a very
small fraction of the enormous number produced in antiquity.
In the Potters' Quarterthe earliest Korai come from the Aphrodite Deposit and are probably
to be dated in the early 5th century, perhaps in the late 6th. Two mould-types were found only
here, two others begin here and can be traced through the 5th century. However, despite their
archaic features and costume, most of the Korai, when they are found in datable deposits,
occur only in those of the 5th and 4th centuries. Doubtless many of the individual mouldtypes originated at a comparatively late period. Other types, though not appearing in the
Potters' Quarter before the late 5th century, may find their beginnings in the true archaic
period. One of these is the fine "Spes" type (ef. No. 4), which is purely archaic in style.
I know, however, of no example of this type which can be dated certainly before the third
quarter of the 5th century.
8 Winter, Typen, I, p. 58, no. 3. The arrangement of the
drapery may be compared with that of No. 23, but the fruit
is larger and other details seem to be different. The details of
the drapery are very close to those of No. 18. Is it possible
that the object in the right hand of the Winter figure was
really a fruit and was mistaken for a dove ?

9 Lindos, pl. 100, no. 2182. Comparethe style of our No. 1,
the details of which are similar, except for the attributes. The
scale seems to be about the same.
10 B.S.A., XLIII, 1948, p. 113, no. A 3.
11Poulsen and Rhomaios, Erster vorlauf/igerBericht iber
Ausgrabungenvon Kalydon, fig. 67.
die ddnisch-griechischen
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The standing Kore type was so common and so blindly repeatedthat the purchasersof these
figurinesprobably thought very little about what they represented.The Artemis type is easily
recognized. The majority of the others seem to find their ultimate origin in an Aphrodite
type; the dove, flower and fruit are all possible attributes of this goddess. Less clear is
the origin of the "Spes" figures. It is highly probable, however, that the figurines of this
type do not represent anything more specific than female figures. In this they are paralleled
by the Acropolis Maidens, whom they distinctly recall in costume and pose.12
The traditional term "Spes" figure, so freely and often so loosely employed, had best be
defined here. For the purposes of the following discussion, it is assumed to be a figurine with
a mouldmade front and flat back, wearing a chiton and himation, and standing in a stiffly
frontal pose, the right hand on the breast, with or without an object, and the left hand at the
side, holding a fold of the drapery. This very common and widely spread variety of figurine
occurs in several closely related but distinguishable mould-types,13 four of which are represented in the Potters' Quarter. These mould-types may be classified as follows:
I. Drapery in three swallow-tail folds, one at right side and two in front.
A. Right central swallow-tail longer. Double fold in central pleat of skirt. Right hand
closed and usually pierced. Cf. No. 4.
B. Left central swallow-tail longer. Double fold of central pleat of skirt not as distinct.
Right hand usually pierced.
1. Right arm bent at right angles. Cf. No. 5.
2. Right arm bent upward.
C. Left central swallow-tail longer. Wreath in right hand. Lower edge of skirt probably
follows contours of feet.
D. Similar to B, but smaller. Right hand not pierced. Cf. Nos. 6 and 7.
II. Drapery in two swallow-tail folds. Object in right hand.
A. Swallow-tail over center of body rounded at bottom. Cf. Nos. 8-10.
B. Swallow-tail pointed at bottom.

The first type, I A, of which No. 4 is an example, is distinguished from the others chiefly by
the fact that of the two swallow-tail folds hanging at the center of the body the one below the
figure's right hand is very slightly the longer. Also, the two folds of the central pleat of the
skirt are very sharply cut and distinct. Figurines of this mould-type have been found at Pitsa,
Tiryns and Olynthos (see under No. 4). These, like No. 4, are decorated with red paint on the
drapery. Likewise, the right hand is bored and the backgroundunder the left arm is cut away.
In the photographs of the Tiryns and Olynthos figurines the curved folds over the legs are not
distinguishable, but the mould-type is certainly the same as No. 4.
I B, of which only one fragment, No. 5, was found in the Potters' Quarter, differs in that the
swallow-tail fold beside the left hand of the figure is very slightly longer than the other. The
central pleat of the skirt has a double fold which is less distinctly marked. Figurines of this
mould-type have been found in the Argolid, Phokis, Italy, Sicily, Kyrenaika, and perhaps
12 The type is
also found in bronzes (cf. The British
Museum Quarterly,IX, 1934-35, pl. XL), although a closely
related type in which the right hand is extended forward is
far more common.
13 A
figurine from Perachora (Perachora, pl. 95, no. 95)

does not fall into any of these groups. It has two swallow-tail
folds in front, but the one which falls between the legs is
much narrower than in any of the common "Spes" types.
The right hand carries a bud.
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Spain (see under No. 5).14As in the first type, the hand is piercedfor the insertion of an attribute.
The backgroundmay be cut away under the left arm, but more often is not. The size is the same
as that of the first type. Two fragmentary figurines from Tiryns,'5 also probably Corinthian,
are identical with I B in all respects, except that the right arm is bent so that the hand rests
on the breast instead of just under it. A fragment from the Argive Heraion16is also very similar,
except that the left arm is more bent.
The third type, I C, which did not occur in the Potters' Quarter, is characterized by the
circularwreath in the right hand. The swallow-tail fold near the left hand is slightly the longer.
Another distinction, though this is not certain, seems to be that the lower edge of the skirt,
instead of forming a nearly straight line, follows the contours of the feet. Again the size is the
same. Figurines of this type, made of Corinthian clay, have been found at Corinth,"7and at
Pitsa,18Perachora19and the Argive Heraion.20Other examples, some of which are Corinthian
and others are probably local imitations, have been found at several other sites.21
The fourth type, I D, of which Nos. 6 and 7 are examples, is practically identical with I B,
except for its smaller scale.
The last two types, II A and II B, are distinguishable by the arrangementof the drapery in
two swallow-tail folds, instead of three. In II A, of which No. 8 is an example, the central
swallow-tail is rounded at the bottom, and a fruit is carriedin the right hand (see under No. 8
for other examples of the type). The diagonal folds across the skirt are very characteristic of
this type. In II B, which is probably also of Corinthianorigin, although no examples have been
found in Corinth itself, the swallow-tail fold over the center of the body, instead of being
curved, hangs in a long point, and a flower is carriedin the right hand. The diagonal skirt folds
do not occur in this type. Examples have been found at Tiryns,22the Argive Heraion23and the
temple near Thermonin Aetolia.24A very curious "Spes" type, of which one example was found
at Perachora,25is somewhat similar to Type II B.
Other "Spes" figures, more or less removed from the Corinthian types, appear in various
parts of the Greek world. Fairly close to the Corinthiantypes is one which has been found in
Attica and in Rhodes.26The drapery, with the three swallow-tail folds, is very closely related
to that of Type I. The head, however, is different and the right hand holds a pomegranate.
A Kore type from Halai,27except for the dove in the right hand and the lack of the high polos,
is very similar to our "Spes" Type II B, and is probably a direct imitation of a Corinthian
type. It is apparently of early 5th century date. Other types from Halai28are less similar. Many
terracottas which resemble the Corinthian "Spes" type at least in pose and type of garment
have been found at Rhodes and in South Italy and Sicily. Related also to the "Spes" types

14 A figurine of the type of either I A or I B was found at
Kalydon (Poulsen and Rhomaios, Kalydon, pl. XLV, fig. 66),
but from the photograph it is impossible to say of which

type it is.

Tiryns, I, pl. VIII, 3.
Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVI, 3. Ibid., pl. XLVI, 10, may be
of the same type.
17 Corinth,XII, no. 91; A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 598, fig. 9,
left.
18 Here the wreath was obviously applied by hand.
19Perachora,pl. 95, no. 96. Six of this type were said to
have been found.
20
Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVI, 8.
21 Martha, Cat. fig. Ath., nos. 582, 583 (from Tegea);
B.C.H., LXII, 1938, pl. LIII A, upper right (from Kirrha);
'ApZ. A\-7., VI, 1920-21, p. 70, fig. 5, left (from the temple
15

16

near Thermon in Aetolia); D6rpfeld, Alt-Ithaka, II, pl. 78 a,
16 (from Lachidia in Akarnania); B. M. Cat. Terracottas.
p. 87, B 88 (said to come from Melos); Winter, Typen, I, p.
57, no. 3 (said to come from Melos); Reinach, Ant. Bosph
Cimm., p. 132 (from Pantikapaion).
22 Tiryns, I, pl. VIII, 4. In this figure a hole is bored
through the right hand.
23 Arg. Her., II, p. 33, no. 161. This fragment is probably
of Corinthianclay.
24
'ApZ.AeX-7.,VI, 1920-21, p. 69, fig. 4, left.
25 Perachora,pl. 95, no. 95.
26 Winter, Typen, I, p. 57, no. 1; Salzmann, Necropolede
Camirus,pl. 20 (center); Lindos, pl. 99, no. 2174.
27 Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. X, II-b-3.
28 Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 470, figs. 163, 167, 168.
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are the figurines in the round, in both terracotta and bronze, which show the same pose and costume.
Of the Corinthian Kore types which represent Artemis there are two main variations, both
found in the Potters' Quarter. Both types carry a fawn on the right arm and a bow in the left
hand. In the first type, of which Nos. 12-14 are examples, narrow pleats cover the entire
surface of the skirt and of the overfold below the waist. Between the legs there is a slightly
raised fold, also pleated. This is by far the more common type in the Potters' Quarter, but is
rare elsewhere, although one example has been found at Kirrha and probably another at
Perachora (see under No. 12). The second Artemis type, of which No. 15 is probably an example, differs chiefly in that the skirt is unpleated, except for the four pleats of the central
fold. Another characteristic feature is the more or less straight line of the folds which appear
just inside the curve of the bow. Those of the first type show a very wavy outline. A third
difference is seen in the fact that the pleats of the overfold curve a little to the right, instead
of being vertical, as in the first type. The second type is far more widely distributed and has been
found at many sites on the Greek mainland, and also in Albania and South Russia (see under
No. 15). A third type, illustrated by No. 16, in which a lotos bud replaces the bow in the left
hand is quite rare. There are only two examples from Corinth, and probably a third from
Tiryns.
Other variations of the Artemis type, occurringchiefly at Kalydon, may also be of Corinthian
origin. One figurine from Kalydon29represents a type not, I think, paralleled elsewhere. The
figure is very tall (0.18 in height) and slender. An animal is carried on the right arm and a bow
in the left hand. The skirt is unpleated, except for a heavy central fold, and the lower edge of
the overfold slants strongly downward to the left. Fragments of other Artemis types were
apparently found in Aetolia.30Still another variation is represented by three examples in the
Schimatari Museum. The numerous Kore types from Kerkyra,31the majority of which are
Artemis types, pose a difficult problem.Corinthwould seem to be the most likely place of origin
and the style of some looks rather Corinthian,but none of the published examples are paralleled
in the Potters' Quarter.32Many of them, moreover, are far more elaborate than the usual
Corinthiantypes and some details, such as long, thin locks of hair which fall over the breast and
garments of which the entire surface is covered with very fine pleats, are quite unknown among
Corinthian Korai.
1 (KT4-24). LargestandingKorewith dove and lotos
bud. Plate 15. H. 0.142. W. 0.047.
Hard yellow clay. Hair vertically grooved over
foreheadand horizontallyribbed at sides. Overfold
of chiton, below waist, covered with fine, slightly
wavy, vertical folds. Skirt has finely groovedcentral
pleat and hangingfolds at sides. Large dove in right
hand; slenderbud in fingers of left hand. Feet well
modelledwith toes indicated.
From the AphroditeDeposit, hence probablydatable in the late 6th or early 5th century. This therefore representsone of the earliest Kore types. Only
one other certain fragment of this mould-type was
found, althoughanotherfragment,KT4-141, is possibly fromthe same mould. The detailedrenderingof
the garmentand of the dove33and the carefulfinishing of the back and edges are evidencethat the figu-

rine was made in a period beforethe Kore types became stereotyped.The combinationof dove and bud
does not appear on other Korai from the Potters'
Quarter.It does, however, occur on one from Perachora.4 The scale of the latter figure is the same as
that of No. 1, but a comparisonof the photographs
29

Poulsen and Rhomaios, Kalydon, p. 37, pl. XL, fig. 60.
'ApZ. Azkr., VI, 1920-21, p. 69, nos. 4-6.
31 B.C.H., XV, 1891, pp. 29-84, pls. I-VII, VIII, 2;
Winter, Typen, I, pp. 96, nos. 4-7, 97-101, 102, no. 4.
32 Quarles van Ufford, in Les terres-cuitessiciliennes, pp.
50f., suggests a Corinthian origin for figurines of the type of
B.C.H., XV, 1891, p. 32, fig. 4, pl. I, 1 and 2. Ibid., pl. I, 4,
is related to a type of which one example at least (Winter,
op. cit., p. 57, no. 4 b) seems to have been found in Corinth.
33 The dove is unique among those held by Kore figures in
having both wings and tail modelled.
34 Perachora,pl. 95, no. 97.
30
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seems to show solmeslight differencesin the details.
A comparisonof the actual figurines,however,might
show that the mould-type is the same. A figurine
probably in a French provincial museum35is very
close to this mould-type. The chief differencesseem
to be the disappearanceof the dove's tail and the
pleats of the central fold of the skirt, both of which
might be the resultof wear,and the differingarrangement of the folds under the left arm, which could
have resulted from a break in the mould before the
Potters' Quarterfigure was moulded. On the whole,
it seems not unlikely that the two figurinesare from
the same mould.

2 (KT4-26). StandingKorewith dove and lotos blossom.Plate 15. H. 0.107. Publishedin A.J.A., XXXV,
1931, p. 24, pl. I, 3.
Buff clay. Overfoldfinely pleated. Skirt has narrow central pleat and folds at sides. Himation worn
like scarf over shouldersand hangs in swallow-tail
folds slightly below edge of overfold.Fine folds along
upper edges of himation and over elbows. Hair scalloped over forehead. Toes indicated. Lotos blossom
consists of lozenge-shapedcentral part between two
thinnerleaves.
From the same deposit. This is also one of the
earliestKorefigures, and is the most delicatelymodelled of any from the Potters' Quarter.No other
exampleof the type was found.
3 (KT4-2). Small standingKore with fruit. Plate 15.
H. 0.058. Head missing.
Pale yellowishclay. Entire surfaceof chiton finely
pleated.Himationcoversleft shoulder,encirclesbody
at waist, and covers left arm; falls nearly to ankles.
Right hand holds fruit. Doublesteppedbase.
Oneotherexampleof this type was found,and also
a fragmentof a third. One, perhapstwo, were found
in the main excavations of Corinth36and one in the
cave deposit at Pitsa. The latter shows a curiously
over-sizedhead,quite out of proportionto the rest of
the figure. One of the Corinthexamples(the other is
headless) also has an over-sizedhead. The moulded
base makes it possible that this is a comparatively
late type, perhapsof late 5th centuryorigin.
4 (KT4-5). Large standing Kore of "Spes" type.
Plate 14. H. 0.123. W. 0.052. Head missing.Breakon
left arm.
Red clay with polished surface. Red paint. Skirt
has two pleats between legs and short, curved folds
runningdiagonallyacrosseitherleg. Himationcrosses
breast from right shoulderunderneathleft arm, and
falls below waist in three swallow-tailfolds. Hole in
closed right hand for inserting attribute. Feet well
modelledwith toes indicated. Backgroundcut away
Tudot, Collectionde figurines en argule,pl. 72, F.
no. 102; no. 101 is nearly identical, but
slendererin its proportions,possibly as the result of trimming.
35

36 Corinth, XII,
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under left arm. Red paint on two shorter swallowtails.
From the CircularSouth Shrine,and therefore,in
spite of its archaic appearance,to be dated in the
third quarter of the 5th century. Another example,
also complete except for the head, was found in the
samedeposit. Theseare examplesof the "Spes"Type
I A (see p. 86). Othersof this mould-typehave been
foundin the cave at Pitsa, and at Tiryns37and Olynthos.38
6 (KT4-7). Fragment of standing Kore of "Spes"
type. Plate 14. H. 0.064. W. 0.057. Preservedfrom
waist to knees.
Soft reddishclay.
This fragmentis the only representativefrom the
Potters' Quarterof the secondtype of "Spes"figure,
TypeI B 1 (see pp. 86f.). Thoughnearlyidenticalwith
the preceding,it is distinguishableby the fact that
the swallow-tailfold beside the left hand is a little
longerthan the other. The curved folds over the legs
in this type are extremely well marked. Figurines,
doubtlessof Corinthianorigin, from this mouldhave
beenfoundat Tiryns,39Kirrha40
near Delphi,Cumae4l
and Agrigentum,42and there is one in the Louvre
said to come from Kyrenaika.43A figurine from
in Spainis possiblyof this type, although
Emporion44
the surface incrustationsmake it difficult to determine some of the details of the drapery.Thereis also
a figurineof this mould-typein a private collectionin
England.45Anotherin Boston (01.7772)is perhapsof
this type.
6 (KT4-4). Standing Kore of "Spes" type. Plate 15.
H. 0.082. Head and feet brokenoff.
Yellowish brownclay. Red paint. Very similar to
preceding, except for smaller size. Arrangementof
himation identical.Left hand partly closed with fingers pointing upward. Single pleat between legs.
Tracesof red all over himation.
From the Circle Deposit, and hence probably of
about the same date as the precedingtype, which it
Tiryns, I, pl. VIII, 2.
Olynthus,VII, pl. 19, no. 157. From the other contents
of the grave in which this figurine was found it seems likely
that it may be of about the same period as ours. Another
figurine from the same grave (ibid., pl. 33, no. 263) is closely
related to a figurine in Berlin (Schneider-Lengyel,Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 26), which is said to have come from Corinth and
which appears to be of late 5th century date.
39 Tiryns, I, pl. VIII, 1.
40 B.C.H., LXII, 1938, pl. LIII A, 6, 7, 8. These figurines,
although apparently all of the same type, are of varying
sizes. If the photographs were all taken at the same scale,
then no. 6 is closest in size to the general mould-type.
41 Mon. Ant., XXII, 1913, pl. LXXIII, 7; Levi, Terrecotte
del Mus. Naz. di Napoli, fig. 90.
42 Marconi,AgrigentoArcaica, pl. XV, 1.
43 Charbonneaux,Les terrescuites grecques,pl. 11, 1.
44Bosch y Gimpera,L'art greca Catalunya, pl. XXIII.
45 Chittenden and Seltman, GreekArt, pl. 26, no. 111.
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stronglyresembles.This is an exampleof the "Spes" 10 (KT4-11). Fragment of standing Kore. Plate 14.
type I D (see pp. 86f.).
H. 0.049. Lowerpart of skirt preserved.Feet missing.
Light brownclay.
7 (KT4-10). Lower part of standing Kore. Plate 15.
From the CircleDeposit. This fragment,from the
H. 0.055. Feet missing.
samemouldas Nos. 8 and 9, gives us the arrangement
Soft brownclay.
of the skirt, showingthe triple central pleat and the
From near the "Erosa Shrine." This fragmentis
diagonalfolds acrossthe legs.
from the same mould as the preceding, and shows
moreclearlythe arrangementof the swallow-tailfolds 11 (KT4-12). Upperpart of large standingKorewith
of the himationand the centralpleat of the skirt.
pomegranateand lotos bud. Plate 14. H. 0.068. Head
brokenoff.
8 (KT4-8). Large standing Kore of "Spes" type.
Red clay. Chiton pleated below breast in fine,
Plate 14. H. 0.092. Head and lower part of body
shallow,wavy folds. Fingers of right hand spreadas
nuissing.
in No. 8; pomegranaterests on tips of fingers.
Hard buff clay. Red paint. Himation falls in two
No other example of this type was found. It is
large,finely pleatedswallow-tailfolds. Right hand on
probablyof about the same date as Nos. 4-10.
breast, with fingers spread and small fruit between
thumb and forefinger.Left hand holds skirt at side. 12 (KT4-13). Upper part of Artemis with fawn and
Chitonpainted red.
bow. Plate 16. H. 0.066. W. 0.048. Head brokenoff.
Twootherfragments(Nos. 9 and 10) fromthe same
Polished buff clay. Red paint. Overfoldpleated in
mouldenableus to restorethe lowerpart of the figure. fine wavy folds; those insidecurveof bow morewavy.
The folds acrossthe legs are diagonaland run in the Tracesof red on chiton.
same directionon both legs, giving a twisted appearFrom the Circle Deposit, and probably to be
ance to the skirt. The central pleat has a triple fold. dated in the latter part of the 5th century. Of the six
One of the other fragmentscame from the Circular otherexamplesof this type fromthe Potters' Quarter
South Shrine and the other from the CircleDeposit, none was found in an earlierdeposit. One came from
indicatingthat this mould-typealso must be assigned a smalldepositjust east of the CircularSouth Shrine,
to the second half of the 5th century, with the two and can probablybe dated in the third quarterof the
precedingtypes which it stronglyresembles.It is an 5th century. TWOsmall fragments were found in the
exampleof the "Spes"type II A (seepp. 86f.). Several Shrinieof the Double Stele, showing that the type
figurinesof this type, one complete,werefoundin the may have continued into the early part of the 4th
cave at Pitsa. One from Corinthis in the National century,althoughtheir presencein the shrinemay be
Museum in Athens (N.M. 5706).46 Outside Corinth accidental,since they are so small. A fragmentfrom
figurinesfrom this mould have been found in Argos, the same mould was found near TempleE in CorAetolia, Attica, Boeotia, Phokis, Kyrenaika and inth,49 there is a nearly complete example from
elsewhere.47A figurine from Cyprus48looks like a Kirrha,50
and a fragmentfromPerachora5lis probably
debasedimitation of this type.
of this mould-type, but otherwise this particular
Artemis type seems to be confined to the Potters'
9 (KT4-9). Fragment of standing Kore. Plate 14.
Quarter.
H. 0.041. Fragment from central part of body preserved.
13 (KT4-15). Lowerpart of Artemiswith bow. Plate
Yellow clay.
16. H. 0.089. Feet found after photograplh
was taken.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. This fragment,
Yellowclay, mostly fired red.
from the same mould as the preceding, shows the
This fragmentcame from near the CircularSouth
elaboratedetails of the overfold.
Shrine. It is from the same mould as the preceding
and shows the arrangementof the lower part of the
46 The figurine illustrated in
'ApZ. AeX-., XV, 1933-35,
p. 28, fig. 12, is probably either this figure or another figurine, drapery.The skirt has a wide fold between the legs,
N.M. 5902, of unknown provenance, in the National Museum. with four pleats, and a ridge down either side of the
47 'ApZ. AeXk7.,VI, 1920-21, p. 70, fig. 4, right (from the
legs. Therest of the skirtis coveredwith fine, slightly
temple near Thermon, where sixteen of this type were said to wavy pleats, with exactly the same spacingas those
have been found); Knoblauch, Studien, p. 129, no. 82 D
(from Athens); Schneider-Lengyel, Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 27 of the overfold.
(from Boeotia); Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas, pl. 20, no. 182 (from Boeotia); a fragment in the
Chaironeia Museum, certainly of Corinthian clay; B.C.H.,
LXII, 1938, pl. LIII A, upper left and lower left (from
Kirrha); Charbonneaux, Les terres cuites grecques,pl. 11, 2
(from Kyrenaika); Heidelberg University, Die Welt der Griechen (1948), fig. 9. Winter, Typen, I, p. 57, under no. 2, lists
several other examples as of this type.
48 Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II A, pl. XXXII, 266.

14 (KT4-18). Lower part of Artemis. Plate 16. H.
0.054.
Yellow clay.
49Corinth, XII, no. 92.

B.C.H., LXII, 1938, pl. LIII A, second from right in
upper row.
50

51 Perachora, pl. 95, no. 98.
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This fragmentfromthe same mouldshowsthe feet excavations in Corinth53are made of the same red
and base. The edge of the skirt curves up over the clay. Although it is not apparent at first glance, a
feet. The base is hollowunderneath.A knife was used figurine from Tiryns54is probably from the same
to cut a deeptroughinto the back of the figure.
mould. To the Tiryns figure have been applied a
number of handmade details, a niecklace,a dish of
15 (KT4-19). Upperpart of Artemiswith fawn. Plate cakes, and a largecake of triangularshape.
16. H. 0.07. Head brokenoff. Part of surfacegone.
17 (KT4-23). Lower part of standing Kore with
Hard buff clay.
That this fragment, although very close to the pomegranate(?). Plate 14. H. 0.075.
Light yellowish brown clay. Long swallow-tail
precedingtype, is froma differentmouldis shownby
the details of the draperywhich falls underthe right folds under arms. Central part of overfold finely
elbow. The surfaceshows very clearly both the thin pleated. Skirt has central fold with three pleats and
layer of clay which was pressedfirst into the mould also heavy folds at sides. Objectin left hand perhaps
and the solid backingbebind.The innersurfaceof the pomegranateheld upside down.
Fromthe same deposit. No other exampleexists in
latter, invisible, of course,in the finishedfigurine,is
coveredwith fingerprints,showingthat it wasworked Corinth,but severalwere found in the cave at Pitsa.
roughlyinto shape beforeit was put into the mould. These show that a three-leaved lotos blossom was
One other fragmentfrom the same mould was found held in the right hand.
in the Rectangular South Pit and shows that this
18 (KT4-27). Standing Kore with two fruits. Plate
secondArtemistype is contemporarywith the other.
15. H. 0.089. Head brokenoff.
Both figurines of this mould-type are made in the
Yellowclay.Red paint.Overfoldpleatedin straight
same way and probablyby the samehand. Unfortunshallow
grooves,widely spaced. Skirt has centralfold
ately, it is impossibleto determinethe arrangement
with four pleats, and heavy pleated folds at sides.
of the lowerpart of the drapery.It is probable,howTracesof red on right side. Toes indicated. Fruit in
ever, though not certain,that this fragmentis an exright hand probablypomegranate;that in left may
ample of the more commonArtemistype (see p. 88).
be quince, as short grooves appear to radiate from
This type differsfromthe other chiefly in having the
top.
skirt unpleated except between the legs. Moreover,
Koraiof this type arefairly commonin the Potters'
the pleats of the overfold curve a little to the right
Quarterand extend over a wide period. They are
instead of being vertical, as in the first type. The
easily recognizedby the type of pleats used on the
curve seemsto be presentin No. 15, and for that reaoverfold and by the very wavy edge of the drapery
son it is probablyan example of the second Artemis
underthe right arm. Thereare in all eleven examples.
type. The height of this type is about 0.14 m. ExThe earliest of these is from the AphroditeDeposit
amples52have also been foundin the cave at Pitsa, at
and datable in the late 6th or early 5th century and
the Argive Heraion, Lousoi, Thespiai, Kirrha, perthe latest are an example from the CircleDeposit,
haps at Elateia, and in Aetolia, Albania and South
probablyto be dated in the late 5th century,and two
Russia.
from a depositof similardate south of the Terracotta
16 (KT4-21). Artemiswith fawn and lotos bud. Plate Factory. Six of the figuresshow traces of decoration
in red; in three cases this takes the form of a painted
16. H. 0.101. Head and feet brokenoff.
Red clay. Overfoldapparentlywithout pleats ex- necklace. Several figurines of this mould-typewere
cept where folds hang from elbows. Folds at center foundat Pitsa, others55in the Argolid,Aetolia,Maceand sides of skirt. Modellingof legs well indicated donia and Sicily. A figurine from Apollonia in Albania,56two figurinesin the British Museum,57
said
underdrapery.
From the CircularSouth Shrine, and hence con- to come from Melos, and a figurine of unknown
temporarywith the other Artemis types. The other provenancein the Royal OntarioMuseumof Archaefigurine, KT4-22, of this mould-typefrom the Pot- ology in Toronto58(C. 960) are probablyof this type,
ters' Quarterand an identical figure from the main and perhapsalso some of those listed under Winter,

52 Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVI, 11; Jahreshefte,IV, 1901, p. 37,
fig. 25 (from Lousoi); Heuzey, Fig. ant. Louvre, pl. 18 bis, 1
(from Thespiai); B.C.H., LXII, 1938, pl. LIII A, second from
left in upper row (from Kirrha); 'ApZ. Z\r., VI, 1920-21, p.
70, fig. 4, center (from the temple near Thermon); Ugolini,
Albania Antica, I, pl. LVII, fig. 68; Compte-rendu,1872, pl.
III, 4 (from Kertsch). The Thespiai figurine is said to be of
"bright orange" clay, and therefore it is presumably not
Corinthian. A figurine, of unknown provenance, in the Royal
Ontario Museum of Archaeology in Toronto (C. 961) is
probably of this type, and probably also a figurine in Bonn
from Elateia (Jahrbuch,V, 1890, Arch. Anz., col. 12).

Corinth,XII, no. 93.
Tiryns, I, pl. I, 5.
55
3Apz. -c, XV, 1933-35, pl. 2, 1 (from Argos); Arg.
Her., II, pl. XLVI, 4; B.C.H., XXIX, 1905, p. 307, fig. 25
(from Troizen); Welter, Troizen und Kalaureia, pl. 9 b, 9;
'ApZ.A?-., VI, 1920-21, p. 70, fig. 5, second from right (from
the temple near Thermon); Olynthus,XIV, nos. 183-5; N. d.
Sc., 1905, p. 440, fig. 23, right (from Caltagirone).
56 Albania, 1935, pl. XVIII, 6.
57 B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 87, B 86 and B 87.
58 I owe my knowledge of the Toronto Kore figurines to
Dorothy Burr Thompson.
53
54
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19 (KT4-43). Standing Kore with dove and pomegranate.Plate 15. H. 0.099. Head brokenoff.
Yellow clay. Overfoldbelow waist and entire skirt
deeply grooved to indicate folds. Groovesstop near
bottom of skirt, leaving narrow border above feet.
This type is even more common in the Potters'
Quarter than the preceding, and covers the same
range of date. The earliestexampleis again from the
AphroditeDeposit. Several come from late 5th century deposits, one from the CircleDeposit and three
from the CircularSouth Shrine. Thereare in all sixteen figures and parts of figures belonging to this
mould-type. Only three have a white slip and only
two show traces of painted decoration,in both cases
a red necklace.TheseKoraiwerepossibly made from
a Potters' Quarter mould.60Elsewhere in Corinth
identical figureshave been found,6'there are several
examples from the cave at Pitsa, and a fragment
fromIsthmia62is probablyfromthe samemould.Another example of the type was found at Perachora
(formerlyon exhibitionin the NationalMuseum,but
not illustrated in the publication). A figurine from
the templenear Thermonin Aetolia63is probablyalso
frointhe samemould.Like manyAetolianterracottas,
this figurine, though probably of local clay, was
do ubtless made from an importedCorinthianmould.
Two figurines from Boeotia64are possibly from the
same mould. This gives a total of about thirty examplesof this popularKore type.

pointed instrument.65Both hair and chiton show
traces of a very hard brownishred paint. The other
fragmentis from the Shrineof the Double Stele. It,
like No. 20, had strips of clay appliedunderneaththe
base. In this fragment the feet are painted red.
Severalfiguresof this same type werefound at Pitsa.
Four figurinesfromTiryns,66two of Corinthianorigin
and two of local manufacture,are probably of this
mould-type (comparethe curved lower edge of the
overfold as contrasted with the somewhat angular
outline in Nos. 19, 27, 28, etc.). A fragmentfrom the
is perhapsalso fromthis mould.
ArgiveHeraion67
21 (KT4-37). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.
Plate 16. H. 0.072. Head and lower part of body
brokenoff.
Yellow clay. Tracesof red paint. Skirt has central
fold with four pleats and also pleated folds at sides.
Small, egg-shapedfruit in left hand.
There are two other fragments from the same
mould,one of whichis made of identicalclay and decorated with similar red paint. Figurines68which are
probablyfrom the same mould have been found at
Lindos and at MegaraHyblaia. All the details of the
draperyaremuchsharperthanin ourfigurine;in them,
for example,the overfold,which appearsto be nearly
smoothin the Potters' Quarterfigurine,is seen to be
finely pleated. A figurinefrom Troizen69
which seems
to be of the sametype is said to be a localimitation.

22 (KT4-40). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.
Plate 16. H. 0.092. Head brokenoff.
Yellowishbrownclay, partly fired red. White slip.
Overfold
unpleated. Skirt has central and side folds.
20 (KT4-57). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.
Toes
appear
to be indicated. Small fruit in left hand
Plate 17. H. 0.087. Head and front of base brokenoff.
probably
pomegranate.
Brown clay. Type rather similarto preceding,but
One other fragment is probably from the same
much smaller;front of figurinein much higherrelief,
mould.
pleats of overfoldand skirt much closertogetherand
ridges between grooves more rounded. Small oval 23 (KT4-56). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.
fruit in left hand. Impressionat either side of under Plate 15. H. 0.094. Head brokenoff.
surface of base shows where two flat strips of clay
Soft red clay. Overfoldunpleated.Skirt has pleats
were added.
between legs and at sides. Feet unusuallyfar apart.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Only two other
From the CircularSouth Shrine.No other figures
fragmentsof the type were found. One, KT4-145, is fromthis mouldseemto exist.
from near Stelai Shrine A, but not from the actual
deposit. It is unique amonigthe Kore figuresin that 24 (KT4-58). Standing Kore with dove and pomethe hair has been re-workedby gouging with a fine granate.Plate 15. H. 0.108.

59Masner, Die Sammlung antiker Vasen u. Terracottenim
K. K. Oesterreich.Museum, p. 93, no. 884.
60 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 104, no. 52.
61 A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 212, fig. 18, from the theater; MF
2494 from the Peribolos of Apollo; several examples from the
Asklepieion (Corinth,XIV, pl. 52, no. 4, and Askl. 47e, 103
and 106); N.M. 4407 in the National Museum in Athens;
Heuzey, Fig. ant. Louvre, pl. 18, 2 (said to have been purchased in Corinth).
62 B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32, p. 87, fig. 12 a.
63
'ApZ. T VI, 1920-21, p. 70, fig. 5 (second from left).
64 Winter, Typen, I, p. 58, no. 3, h and i.

65 The treatment of the hair may be compared with that
of XVII, 31, from the Shrine of the Double Stele. The paint
is also very similar. In view of the fact that the Shrine of the
Double Stele is so close to the Stelai Shrine, it is perhaps safe
to assume that the Kore fragment originally belonged in the
former shrine.
66 Tiryns, I, pl. VIII, 8.
67 Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVI, 9. The object in the left hand is
certainly a fruit, not a flower.
68 Lindos, pl. 100, no. 2180; Quarles van Ufford, Les
terres-cuitessiciliennes, fig. 29.
69 Welter, Troizenund Kalaureia, pl. 9 b, 8.
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Hard, light gray clay, pinkish outside. Skirt and
part of overfoldpleatedin narrowfolds. Back deeply
hollowedout.
From Deposit 6 of the TerracottaFactory. The
type is similar to No. 19, but it is smaller and the
folds of the drapery are less deeply grooved. There
are ten examplesfrom the Potters' Quarter.Of these,
four come from the depositsin the East Room of the
TerracottaFactory. The figures are very well modelled, however, and it is likely that the original
mouldantedatesthe 4th century.Onefigurine,not as
well made, from the CircularSouth Shrine, is probably, though not certainly, from this mould. There
are two other mould-types(cf. Nos. 27 and 28) which
are practically identical with this and make the
assignmentof the figurinesvery difficult. This particular type, however, is usually recognizableby an
imperfectionof the right foot and by two thin folds
on the left side of the overfold, outside the elbow.
Fragmentsof this type werefoundin the Asklepieion
at Corinth.

25 (KT4-60). Standing Kore with lotos blossomand
fruit. Plate 16. H. 0.077. Head and lowerpart of body
brokenoff.
Red clay. Red paint. Skirt and overfold below
waist finely grooved in slightly wavy lines. Threeparted lotos blossomin right hand, small roundfruit
in tips of left fingers. Traces of red paint on upper
part of garment.
There are in all eight examples of this type, of
whichonly two are datable. Theseare fromthe Circuilar South Shrine, and are much less well moulded
than the rest. We may reasonablysuppose,therefore,
that the mould itself was made at a slightly earlier
periodand that the two figuresfromthat shrinewere
taken from it after it had becomemuch worn. Figurines of this type have been found elsewhere in
also at Pitsa and at Perachora.7'
Corintb,70
26 (KT4-68) Standing Kore with lotos blossom and
fruit. Plate 15. H. 0.081. Head missing.
Brown clay. White slip. Red paint on upper part
of garmentand red borderacrossbottom.
From the area of the Terracotta Factory. This
figure is very close to the preceding,except for its
very small size.
27 (KT4-102). Standing Kore with dove and pomegranate.Plate 16. H. 0.098.
Hard yellow clay. White slip. Skirt and overfold
belowwaistfinely pleated.Front edge of base curved.
Head inclinedslightly to right side.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. There are six
figurines in all from this mould. Four of these are
from the Shrine of the Double Stele. All are charac70 Corinth, XII, no. 94 (a complete example); also MF
3349.
71 Perachora,pl. 95, no. 100.
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terized by the roundedoutline of the base in front.
Onlyone shows signs of decoration- red aroundthe
edges of the overfold,on the lips and on the feet. All
were roughly hollowed out with a knife after they
wereremovedfromthe mould.
28 (KT4-106). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.

Plate 15.H. 0.105.
Soft brown clay. Type very similar to preceding,
but somewhatlargerand less sharplymoulded.Head
inclined slightly to right, and base tipped up to left.
Skirt pleated, but folds of overfoldare very faint.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. There are
two otherexamples,both fromthe same deposit,both
made of the same clay, and both showing the same
inclinationof bead and base.
29 (KT4-127). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.
H. 0.094.
Hard yellow clay with brown core. Orange-brown
paint. Modellingquite irregularand detailsindistinct.
Figurevery thick; massof clay addedto backof head.
Skirt faintly grooved.Lowerpart of body disproportionately short. Polos and top of head painted. Spots
on eyes; two short horizontallines on hair probably
intendedfor eyebrows.Stripes downsides of overfold
and acrossshoulders.Wide stripe acrosslowerpart of
overfoldand anothernearbottom of skirt. Feet, dove
and fruit painted.
From the CircularSouth Shrine.The type is similar to the preceding.The figure is more elaborately
painted than is the case with any other of the Korai.
30 (KT4-100). Standing Kore with two fruits. Plate
16. H. 0.108. Part of head broken.
Coarse,dark grayish brown clay. Traces of white
slip. Lower part of overfold and entire skirt finely
pleated. Roundfruit in right hand, small fruit in tips
of left fingers.Poor mouldingof figure partly caused
by use of inferior clay. Feet and part of base bent
upward.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Seven figurines
from this mould were found in the Potters' Quarter.
All show the sameimperfectionin the mould, a break
which in the figurineresults in a roughprotuberance
extending from the left hand over the edge of the
overfold.Two of these figurescamefromthe Circular
South Shrine and one from the Erosa Deposit. A
figurine from Perachora72is very similar, and may
possibly have been made from the same mould before it became so worn. A figurine from Troizen,73
said to be a local imitation, seems to be of the same
mould-type.
31 (KT4-97). Standing Kore. Plate 16. H. 0.08.
Lowerpart missing. Severalbreaksin front of body.
Hard pinkish brown clay. Hard shiny black and
72

Perachora,pl. 95, no. 101.
Troizenund Kaclaureja,pl. 9 b, 10.

73 Welter,
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matt redpaint. Hair, eyes and eyebrowsblack,mouth 35 (KT4-76). Standing Kore with dove and pomered. Wide red stripe across breast. Black paint on granate.Plate 15. HI.0.106.
Hard,paleyellowishgray clay. Whiteslip. Red and
lower edge and broken surface probably indicates
thick yellow paint. Features indistinct; chin slopes
ancientrepair.From same mouldas preceding.
32 (KT4-90). Standing Kore with pomegranateand strongly downward.Skirt and overfold below waist
faintly grooved.Polos and hair yellow. Tracesof red
small fruit. Plate 16. H. 0.107.
all
over garment.
Red clay. White slip. Hair over foreheadvertically
From
Deposit 1 of the TerracottaFactory. Of this
incised; hair at sides shows faint horizontalgrooves.
mould-type
there are seventeen examples. Five of
Overfoldhas shallow folds below waist. Pleats bethese
are
from
the deposit above mentioned,another
tween legs indicated, not by raised ridges, but by
is
that deposit, and three more are
from
very
near
threeshallowgrooves.Ridge downeitherside of skirt.
from
Deposit
2.
others are also from the area of
FQur
Edge of skirt not distinct from feet. Toes indicated.
the
Terracotta
Factory.
Only two are from the CirBase very small. Pomegranate in right hand and
It
cular
South
Shrine.
is
evident, then, that this is
small oval fruit in left.
4th
essentially
a
century
type,
althoughoriginatingin
From the Shrineof the Double Stele. Of the eight
the
late
5th
century.
Most
of
the examples from
figuresfrom this mould,five came from this deposit.
I
Deposits
2
and
are
made
of
inferiorclay and
very
Most are very well moulded and the features are
are
very
badly
moulded,
probably
from
a wornmould.
particularlysharp and definite. The head is bent a
All
of
them
are
a
covered
with
white
slip, most of
little downward.The nose is concavein profile.Elseshow
themn
traces
of
red
on
the
garments,
and three
where in Corinth also the type is fairly frequent,
have
yellow
paint
on
the
head.
occurringin the finds from the main excavations74
and also in fragmentsfrom the Asklepieion.One of 36 (KT4-129).StandingKorewithtwo fruits(?).Plate
the other examples from the Shrine of the Double 17. H. 0.1.
Stele, KT4-92, is remarkablefor the perfectpreservaLightgrayclay.Whiteslip.Redpaint.Pinkpaint(?).
tion of the white slip. No otherfigurinefromthe Pot- Figure slender; very poorly moulded and carelessly
ters' Quartershows the slip in such good condition. trimmed.Appearsto have pleats betweenlegs. Traces
The fruit in the right hand was paintedred.
of red on polos, garment and front of base; perhaps
on face, hands and feet.
pink
33 (KT4-116). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.
From
the Shrineof the Double Stele. Hardly any
Plate 16. H. 0.1. W. 0.033.
other
mouldmade
figurineis as poorly made as this.
Yellowishbrownclay. Tracesof white slip. Figure
The
mould
itself
must
have been extremelvwornand
very broad in proportionto height. Skirt pleated in
the
clay
was
carelessly
appliedto it. After the figure
three heavy folds at either side; central part plain.
taken
was
of
out
the
mould
the edges were trimmed
Folds echoed in part of overfold which hangs from
a
with
but
knife,
very roughly. Anotherfigure from
arms.Feet small.
From the same deposit. Of the five figurinesfrom the same deposit resemblesthis quite closely and is
this mould, three are from this deposit. An example probablyfromthe samemould.It has, however,been
trimmed quite differently and presents a different
was also foundin the early excavationsin Corinth.
shape.
34 (KT4-111). Standing Kore with dove and fruit.
Plate 16. H. 0.092.
37 (KT4-130). Standing Kore with dove and fruit?
Brown clay. White slip. Red paint. Details very Plate 15. H. 0.094.
indistinct. Skirt shows faint folds. Traces of red all
Hard, pale yellowish gray clay. White slip. Figure
over uppergarmentand on feet.
short and broad. Details so indistinct as to be barely
From the same deposit. There are six figurinesof distinguishable.Figure roughly moulded and carethis type, all fromthis deposit.All are of equallypoor lessly trimmed.
clay and equallybadly moulded.
Fromthe same deposit.
7' Corinth,XII, no. 97, is perhaps from this mould.

CLASS XI. SEATED KORAI.1

These number 41 in all, to which may be added about 30 uninventoried fragments. In the
catalogue ten are described. Each of these ten figurines represents a different mould-type. To
these we must add three actual moulds,2 only one of which seems to bear any possible re1 The class partly corresponds to Payne's Type 4 (Necrocorinthia, p. 245, note 3) and Jenkins' LC. IV seated type A
and B (Perachora,p. 220).

2 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 104f., nos. 53-55.
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lationship to any of the figurines. It is even more difficult to distinguish among some of the
mould-types than it was in the case of the standing Korai. Not only is the pose practically
always exactly the same, but the costume is treated with very little detail and the attribute is
unvarying. The figure is seated on a high-backed chair with the legs close together and the
feet resting on a small base. The costume consists invariably of the chiton and a high polos, and
all the figures have shoes. The hair is long. In eight of the mould-types the right hand holds a
dove and the left rests on the knee. In the other two types both hands rest on the knees. The
chair is of the characteristic Corinthiantype with no arms, a solid, block-like seat, and a high
back which has a rounded projection at either upper corner. In four of the mould-types the
figure is completely solid with a flat back; in the other six it is a hollow shell, with thinner walls
than in the case of any of the standing Korai. As before, a white slip is sometimes used and,
more rarely, paint.
Like the standing Kore, the seated type seems to have originated in the early 5th century.
Again, however, most of the datable examples come from the later 5th and 4th century deposits,
although in most cases the costume and features remain thoroughly archaic in style. The type,
as described above, is definitely Corinthianin origin, although seated female figures naturally
show an independent development in many places. The Corinthian type, however, is always
recognizable by the form of the chair, the stiff, frontal pose, the sheath-like garment, the polos,
and the fact that only the front of the figureis mouldmade.Figurinesof this type, sometimes of
local clay, but more frequently of Corinthian clay, have been found in several places outside
Corinth, but only on the mainland of Greece and in Aegina. The type does not in any way
approach the standing Kore in popularity, being neither so frequently found nor so widely
distributed. Of the figurines which have been found outside the Potters' Quarter about 23 are
from Corinth, several more from Pitsa, 11 from Perachora, 12 from the Argolid, while 7 are
scattered in Aegina, Laconia, Boeotia, Aetolia and Macedonia,and there are others of unknown
provenance in the Louvre and Toronto museums. When the 41 figurines and 30 fragments from
the Potters' Quarterare added to this number, a total of about 130 is reached, about a fourth of
the total number of standing Korai known.
Several Korai similar to Nos. 1, 2 and 3 have been found in Corinthand elsewhere, but where
the differences in the three mould-types are so very slight, it is impossible to say definitely,
merely from a study of photographs, to which mould-type they belong. In most cases I am
inclined to think that it is that of No. 2, with the straight-sided chair and sharply angled
outlines. A number of such figures have been found in the main excavations of Corinth,3
others at Tiryns,4 the Argive Heraion, at Kalyvia Sokhas near Sparta6, the Kabeireion,7the
temple near Thermonin Aetolia,8and at Olynthos.9There is a fragment of a seated Kore in the
Aegina Museum and another example, of unknown provenance, in Toronto (C. 959). A figurine
from the Asklepieion in Corinth is certainly from the same mould as No. 1. Another example,
3A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 214, figs. 19, 20; Corinth,XII, nos.
118, 119; Corinth, XIV, pl. 52, 5. Corinth, XII, no. 118,
perhaps from the same mould as our No. 1, shows much more
clearly than the Potters' Quarter examples the arrangement
of the hair. This is drawn in thin, only slightly wavy strands
from the central parting, and seems close to a hair style which
is characteristic of the middle and third quarter of the 5th
century.
4 Tiryns, I, pl. I, 8. Of the five examples from Tiryns (one
from earlier excavations) one was of Corinthianclay, and the
rest were apparently local imitations.

5 Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVI, 15. The six examples were
apparently of Corinthianclay, with traces of red paint.
6 B.S.A., XLV, 1950, p. 274, fig. 10, 3.
7Winter, Typen, I, p. 50, no. 7.
8 'ApZ. Aspt., VI, 1920-21, p. 74, fig. 7, 4. This is apparently of Corinthianclay, also with traces of red paint.
9 Olynthus, IV, pl. 23, no. 255; ibid., VII, pl. 30, no.
247; ibid., XIV, pl. 53, no. 140.
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in the Louvre,10is probably closest to No. 1, since the sides of the chair seem to flare outward
slightly. Eight seated Korai found at Perachora1lseem to belong with our No. 3. Thus, of the
first three Potters' Quartermould-types, we have a total of 13 examples from the Potters' Quarter, about 15 from elsewherein Corinth, 8 from Perachora, 11 from the Argolid, 6 from the rest
of Greece, and 2 of unknown provenance, making about 54 in all. As this is nearly half the
total number of seated Korai, it is evident that these three mould-types were by far the most
popular.
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I (KT7-5). SeatedKorewith dove.Plate 17. H. 0.087.
W. 0.045. Left side of chairbrokenoff (restored).
Buff clay, partly fired red. Figure hollow,with no
back. Hair horizontallyribbed at sides. Left hand on
knee, with fingersclosedand thumb extended.
From Stelai Shrine A, hence to be dated in the
first half of the 5th century. There are three other
figuresfromthe samemould,two of whichcamefrom
the region of the "Erosa Shrine." The fourth figure
has a white slip, and the front surfaceand the back
cornersof the chairare paintedred. A figurefromthe
same mould, found in the Asklepieion,12is not only
made of the same clay and coveredwith a white slip,
but similar red paint is used and applied in exactly
the same way on the front of the chair and on the
back corner. This figure was obviously made, or at
least painted, by the same hand as the painted example from the Potters' Quarter.For other possible
examplesof this mould-type,see pp. 95ff.

hind with knife. Broad red band across shoulders.
Feet and chair red. Edges of sleeves, which fall to
elbows,outlinedin red. Traceof blue on dove.
From Deposit 9 of the TerracottaFactory, hence
probablyto be dated in the late 5th century.
5 (KT7-20). Seated Kore with dove. H. 0.091. Fragment frombottom and piece of left side brokenaway.
Reddishbrownclay. Red paint. Edgesnot as sharp
as in previoustypes. Back cornersof chair flare outward. Figure hollow and open behind. Chairpainted
in dilute red.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. The other
two Koraifromthis mouldwerefound in the Circular
South Shrine.This type is closest of any to the three
moulds for seated Korail4which were found in the
Terracotta Factory, especially to No. 54, but the
figurine does not fit any of them quite exactly. It is
possible that it comes from an earlierversion of the
mould No. 54, which would have been a little larger.

2 (KT7-11). Seated Kore with dove. Plate 17.
H. 0.066. W. 0.039. Head brokenoff.
Light brown clay. Figure flat behind and completely solid. Similar to precedingexcept that position of dove is slightly differentand sides of chair do
not flare at bottom.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. There are four
other Koraifromthis mould,three of which are from
the same deposit. Two figuresfrom the Stelai Shrine
deposit seem to be identical and may be from the
same mould. For possible examplesoutside the Potters' Quarter,see p. 95.

6 (KT7-1). Seated Kore with hands on knees. Plate
17. H. 0.057. Head and projectionon right side of
chairbrokenoff.
Soft brown clay. Hollowed behind with knife.
Hands closed and rest on knees. From breast to bottom of skirt garmentpleatedin fine parallelfolds.
From the CircleDeposit, and probably a type of
the late 5th century. Thereare three other figurines
fromthe same mould,all made of extremelypoorred
clay; all lack heads. Anothercomesfromthe main excavations at Corinth15and one (Askl. 47 a) from the
Asklepieion.Severalmore were found in the cave at
3 (KT7-18). Seated Kore with dove. Plate 17. Pitsa. These are also of red clay, but have sharper
H. 0.085. W. 0.041.
detail; in none of these figuresis the head preserved.
Reddish buff clay. Figure solid, with flat back. A figurinefrom the Argive Heraion,16also headless,
is of Corinthianclay and made fromthe same mould.
Face broaderthan that of No. 1.
Thereis one other fragmentfrom the same mould. Three figurinesfrom Perachora'7seem to be of this
A figurine from Perachora'3is probably also from mould-type.
this mould.
7 (KT7-34). Seated Kore with hands on knees. Plate
4 (KT7-16). Seated Kore with dove. H. 0.065. 17. H. 0.06. Head, feet and left projectionof chair
brokenoff.
W. 0.043. Head brokenoff.
Hard,polishedyellowclay, pinkishtowardbottom.
Buff clay. Red and blue paint. Hollowed out be
Figure
solid. Hands open on knees. Slight indication
10 Winter, op. cit., p. 121, no. 7.
11 Perachora,pl. 96, no. 102.
Corinth,XIV, pl. 52, no. 5.
13
Perachora, pl. 96, no. 102. Seven other identical figurines were said to have been found.
12

14

15
16
17

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 104f.
Corinth,XII, no. 122.
Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVI, 13.
Perachora,pl. 96, no. 103.
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of modelling of breast and legs under tight-fitting
garment.
The date is uncertain,but it shouldbe quite early
on accountof the colorand texture of the clay.
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Buff clay. Purpleand brownishblackpaint. Figure
solid; very roughlymodelledand carelesslymoulded.
Brown and purple bands around polos continued
down shoulders.Eyes and brows outlined in brown;
mouth red. Brownon chairprojections.Brownstripe
8 (KT7-29). Seated Korewith dove. Plate 17. H. 0.1. acrossbreast, with fringe pattern dependingfrom it.
W. 0.042.
Sides of figureoutlinedin brown.Right arm painted
Deeply hollowed behind. Hair scalloped around brown. Purple
stripe with fringe pattern at waist.
foreheadand ribbed at sides. Left hand lies closedon Brown stripe
across bottom of skirt, with purple
thigh. Overfoldof chiton, edgesof sleevesand folds at
fringepatternat upperedge.
sides of skirt indicated. Legs slightly modelled.Back
From the same deposit. The extremecrudenessof
of chair narrowsslightly toward top. Red paint on the modelling
and the method of decoration are
hair, right arm, and edges of chair.
ratherreminiscentof X, 29, from the CircularSouth
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. Two frag- Shrine.
mentsfromthe samemouldwerefoundin the Circular
South Shrine, indicating that the type probably 10 (KT7-39). Small seated Korewith dove. Plate 17.
originatedin the secondhalf of the 5th century. The H. 0.07. W. 0.038. Fragmentof loweredge brokenoff.
Light brown clay with red core. White slip. Red
features are much more distinct than those of the
other seated Koretypes, and the draperyis indicated and yellow paint. Deeply hollowedout behind, even
in greaterdetail. The style of the head may be com- back of head. Very roughlymodelled.Polos and chair
paredwith that of a late 5th centuryhead, XVII, 13. yellow. Tracesof red on breast.
From the same deposit.
9 (KT7-35). SeatedKorewith dove. Plate 17. H.0.08.
W. 0.038.

CLASSXII. PROTOMAI
AND MASKS

These comprise 32 examples, 19 of which are described below. With only five exceptions
No. 3 (Gorgon), No. 4 (lion) and Nos. 15-17 (male), they represent female heads. The male
heads, as well as some of the female heads, are masks rather than protomai. The most common
form among the female protomai consists of a head with a large plaque attached beneath the
neck. In Corinthianprotomai this plaque exhibits a rounded outline, although No. 1 is squareended. When protomai of the type with the rounded plaque are found in datable deposits they
are always those of the late 5th and 4th centuries, although in several cases the style is that of
the late 6th century. There are no protomai of the 7th century in the Potters' Quarter, and in
the 6th century they are less common than they are later. The male heads are all probably of
4th century date. All the protomai and masks seem to be of Corinthian manufacture but, with
the exception of Nos. 8-14, they are mostly isolated examples, unparalleled either in the Potters' Quarter or elsewhere. Several of them, moreover, differ markedly in style and general
appearance from most Corinthianfigurines.
The most common protome type is exemplified by Nos. 8-14; it has a rounded bust, a high
polos, pierced for suspension, and long hair. It is invariably left unpainted. Protomai of this
type are found most frequently in Corinth and the Corinthia, and when found elsewhere are
almost always of Corinthian clay'. Of this particular type there are twelve examples from the
Potters' Quarter, from five slightly differing moulds, three from elsewhere in Corinth, about
eight from the cave at Pitsa, five from Perachora,eighteen from the rest of Greeceand two from
Italy, making nearly fifty in all. The distribution is practically the same as that of the standing
Korai. Attempts to determine whether or not similar protomai from other sites are identical
with mould-types from the Potters' Quarter have been unsatisfactory, since the mould-types
1 A few protome types of Boeotian and Attic origin are
more or less similar in shape (cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 242,
7

nos. 1-5, 7; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. XVI, IV-a-4; Danish
National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 18, no. 162).
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differ so little among themselves and since in the case of many of the published exampleswe
are dependent on drawings or poor photographs. The protomai, therefore, which seem closest
to the Potters' Quarterexamples of this particulartype are listed below and where possible they
have been related to one or another of our mould-types.
Corinth: Corinth,XII, no. 113, and perhaps no. 111; MF 2725 from the Odeion deposit. The
latter is certainly from the same mould as our No. 8. Corinth,XII, no. 113, is very close to our
No. 13, and no. 111, if it is from a protome, is similar to our No. 8, though not identical with it.
Perachora: Perachora,pl. 96, nos. 114, 115. Five examples were said to have beenfound. No. 114
is related to, though not identical with, our No. 10. No. 115 is probablyidentical with our No. 13.
Pitsa: Of the protomai from this site several were perhaps from the same mould as our No. 9
and others were perhaps identical with No. 10.
Lousoi: Jahreshefte,IV, 1901, p. 42, fig. 40. The arrangement of the hair is similar to that
of No. 9, but the features seem more like those of No. 10.
Argive Heraion: Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVII, 6, p. 38, nos. 222, 223. Of the various protomai
found here this type at least, comprisingfour examples, appearsto be Corinthian.It seems to be
related to either No. 10 or No. 13.
Tiryns: Tiryns, I, p. 84, no. 147 a, fig. 25. Two examples were found. The size seems greater
than any of ours.
Hermione: Two protomai from graves, formerly exhibited in the National Museumin Athens.
These are possibly from the same mould as No. 10.
Aegina: One example in the Aegina Museum.
Vari: A.J.A., VII, 1903, pl. XI, 12. This protome may perhaps be comparedwith No. 10.
Eutresis: Goldman, Excav. at Eutresis, fig. 312, 14. This may be from the mould of No. 10.
Lachidia: Dorpfeld, Alt-Ithaka, II, pl. 78 a, nos. 2, 10, 12. Of these no. 10 seems most closely
related to our No. 10.
Ithaka: B.S.A., XXXIX, 1938-39, pl. 18, no. 26.
Olynthos: Olynthus, IV, pl. 5, no. 19; ibid., XIV, pl. 6, no. 7.
Sybaris: Atti e memoriedella Societa Magna Grecia,1929, p. 27, fig. 11.
Caltagirone:N. d. Sc., 1905, p. 440, fig. 23, center.

1 (KT12-1). Female protome. Plate 17. II. 0.044.
One side of head and breast brokenoff. Chipmissing
fromback.
Extremely hard grayish yellow clay. Black paint,
mostly disappeared.Hair in shallow,scallopedwaves
over foreheadand in wideribs at sides; paintedblack.
Eyes largeand circular;lids, pupilsand browspainted
black. Eyes also outlined by rough incisions. Lips
very full; chin ratherreceding.Ears indicated. Thin
painted necklace with central pendant. Black dress
border. Front of dress, and top and back of head
coveredwith small black dots. On back three small
figures in black silhouette with incised details: two
women in profile, facing each other and holding
wreath,with small girl betweenthem, facingright.
This protome,with its squarebust, representsan
entirely differenttype from any of the following.2In
2 For the shape compare a protome in the Acropolis

Museum (Winter, Typen, I, p. 240, no. 4).

drawing and details the dancers on the back are
identical with figures on certain skyphoi of Middle
Corinthianstyle.3 The protome is, therefore, to be
datedin the first quarterof the 6th centuryand is the
earliestof the series.
2 (KT12-2). Femalehead on disk. Plate 18. H. 0.039.
Reddish clay. Thick oval disk with flat, irregular
back. Hair has central parting; strandsindicated by
fine parallel grooves. Eyes large and circular with
heavy lids. Nose short,salientand somewhatconcave.
Mouth straight with thin lower lip. Chinheavy and
projecting.
Though obviously archaic in style, this head is
quite unlike any of the other archaicheads from the
Potters' Quarter. The treatment of the hair in
3 Cf. Collignon and Couve, Cat. vases Ath., pl. XXII, no.
544; Masner, Samml. ant. Vasen u. Terrakottenin Wien,
fig. 6.
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straight strands, while not exactly paralleled in either,
may be compared with an earlier head, the mould No.
6,4 and a later one, IX, 10. A disk from Tiryns,5 also
with a full front head in relief, shows a very similar
treatment of the hair. Clay disks with female heads in
full front are not uncommon,6 but are usually in
lower relief and of later date than No. 2. A protome
from the Argive Heraion7 is more like No. 2 in that it
represents a full front female head in high relief. The
style seems to be rather similar. Another head from
the Argive Heraion8 is of the usual protome form, but
resembles No. 2 in many details, particularly in the
treatment of the hair.

3 (KT40-11). Large head of Gorgon. Plate 19. H.
0.066. Tip of nose chipped.
Reddish clay. Thick purplish red paint. Back irregular, very thin at top and heavy at bottom. Face
broad and square with low forehead and large eyes.
Cheeks drawn up into strong protuberances. Mouth
wide and grinning, with tongue projecting over lower
lip. Hair in shallow scallops over forehead; long, irregular strands at sides. Hair and neck red. Brows
and stripe down center of nose red, also spot on eyeballs. Lower part of face covered with thick layer of
paint. Back covered by large star pattern in red, consisting of upright cross and diagonal cross.
The date of the Gorgon is difficult to determine. A
7th century date seems to be precluded by the
arrangement of the hair, which is either a series of
scallops such as that on the Acropolis Gorgon9 or,
more probably, a series of separate strands, forming
scallops at the edge and separated by grooves which
run diagonally back from the forehead, such as are
frequently seen on Middle and Late Corinthian
vases.10 The proportions of the face and certain details, such as the large, superficial eyes, with the
strongly arched upper lids and the straighter lower
lids which are cut back sharply to the level of the
cheek, and the modelling of the cheeks, recall the
Gorgon of the Kerkyra pediment.11 The thick coating
of paint over the mouth, which obscures its details,
mnakesit impossible to compare it with that of the
Gorgon from the pediment; the mouth of the latter
is, however, less wide. The Potters' Quarter figurine
may also be compared in several respects with a

4Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 90. There seems to be no valid
reason for dating this mould in the second half of the 6th
century (cf. J.H.S., LXXI, 1951, p. 264). Its style is very
close to heads on Early Corinthian vases, and a completely
circular eye would be very unusual in a Corinthianterracotta
of the late 6th century.
6 Tiryns, I, p. 61, fig. 16.
6 Cf. Rom. Mitt., XII, 1897, p. 284, nos. 2, 3.
7 Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVII, 8.
8 lbid., pl. XLVII, 11.
9 Payne and Young, Arch. Marble Sculpture,pl. 1.
10 Cf. Payne, Necrocorinthia,figs. 25, A-C, and 27.
1 Rodenwaldt, AltdorischeBildwerkein Korfu, pl. 13.
7*
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bronzerelief from Sparta,12which is perhapsof later
date. The color of the purplish red paint on the
Gorgonis much like that found adhering to vases
from a dump southeast of the TerracottaFactory
(East Deposit).13These vases, which had been used
to hold paint after they had been broken,wereof the
Middle Corinthian style. The Gorgon is perhaps,
therefore,to be dated in the first quarterof the 6th
century.
4 (KT50-2). Lion head. Plate 17. H. 0.029. W. 0.021.
Yellow clay. Plaque roughly rectangularin shape
with rounded corners. Face surroundedby mane,
which is modelledin fine vertical ridges. Slight depression down center of forehead. Round eyes, encircled by narrow grooves. Short wrinkles on nose.
Mouthindicatedby long thin line.
The date probablylies in the 6th century.

t (KT11-1). Part of female protome. Plate 19. H.
0.09. W. ca. 0.062. Part of polos, centraland left side
of face missing.Brokenoff at neck.
Very soft brownclay. Thinshellwith no back.Low
polos aroundfront of head. Two rows of snail-shell
curls over forehead.Eyes large, almond-shapedand
very superficial;surroundedby heavy lids. Ear carefully modelled,but set a little too high. From right
ear hangs large earringin shape of bunch of grapes.
This protome, although made from clay which is
probablyCorinthian,in style seemsto show an influence from outside Corinth,probablythe same influence as in No. 6. Too little is left of the face for us to
attempt to date the protome. The shape of the eye,
however, is fairly close to that of No. 6, which is
probablyto be dated in the third quarterof the 6th
century.The grapeearringsare paralleledin only one
head from the Potters' Quarter, IX, 13, which is
probablyof late 6th centurydate. Actualpendantsof
this type were presumablysuspendedfrom a ring.'4
In the British Museum15
there are clay imitations of
earringsin the form of bunchesof grapes.
6 (KT11-3). Face from female protome. Plate 19.
H. 0.05.
Brown clay. Eyes almond-shapedand superficial.
Lips full and smiling,with narrowdepressionrunning
fromcornersof nose underlowerlip. Heavy chin with
slight dimple.
Another fragmentary head, KT11-2, from the
same mould was found. Again the clay is probably
local, but the style is not typically Corinthian.The
modellingof the eye is like that of No. 5. The prominent, slightly cleft chin remindsone of East Greek,
B.S.A., XXVI, 1923-25, pp. 266-268, pl. XXI.
Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 18.
14 Cf. Hadaczek, Ohrschmuck,
p. 52, fig. 97. Similar earrings
are represented on a 4th century bronze mirrorin the British
Museum (Ztichner,GriechischeKlappspiegel, p. 72, fig. 34).
15 B. M. Cat. Jewellery, pl. XLII, 2157.
12

13
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but particularlyof South Italian and Sicilianheads.16
The doublerow of snail-shellcurls,like those of No. 5,
also is found on many of these Italian and Sicilian
heads, and the modellingof the eye may often also be
comparedwith that of Nos. 5 and 6. A fragmentfrom
Perachora'7seems to be identical with No. 6. As the
scale is the same, it is quite possible that the two
heads are fromidenticalmoulds. The Perachorahead
is published as "East Greek" and is said to be of
orangeclay. The clay of ourfragmentis of a colorand
quality very commonly found in Corinthianterracottas. It seemshardly possiblethat our figurinewas
imported;it is more likely that it is a local imitation
of a foreign type, perhaps made from an imported
mould.A strongsimilaritymay be noted betweenthe
protomeand a fragmentaryfemalehead in marblein
the MetropolitanMuseum.-8From the style our fragment should be contemporarywith two heads of
whichbelongin the latter
Koraifrom the Acropolis,"9
part of the third quarterof the 6th century.

Corinth.The style is very close to that of one of the
Acropolis Korai,20which is probably to be dated
early in the last quarterof the 6th century. The protome itself may be of much later date, if it is really
connected with the "Erosa Shrine," although the
quality of the clay and the sharpnessof the modelling
indicatethat an earlierdate is also possible.The style
is very similar to that of a protome, presumablyof
Boeotianorigin,fromHalai.21
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9 (KT11-9). Female protome. Plate 19. H. 0.084.
W. 0.06.
Reddish buff clay. Larger than preceding. Hair
rises in slight peak over forehead and is ribbed at
sides. Eyes small with heavy lids. Face triangular
with pointed chin. Hole in front of polos. Knife used
to cut clay at back of head and neck into V-shaped
trough.
Fromthe CircleDeposit. Anotherprotome,KT118, fromthe same depositand one, KT11-18, fromthe
CircularSouth Shrine, though slightly smallerthan
7 (KT11-5). Fragment of female protome. H. 0.027. No. 9, are probably from the same mould. Several
Lowerpart of face preserved.
protomaifromthe cave at Pitsa are perhapsfromthe
Soft brownclay. Traceof red at cornerof mouth. same mould. This protomeis probablyto be dated in
Lips full and slightly parted. Upper lip distinct cu- the secondhalf of the 5th century, althoughthe type
pid's-bow. Lower lip also has slight depression in probablyoriginatedin the late 6th century.
center.
This fragment, though so badly preserved, still 10 (KT11-14).Female protome. Plate 18. H. 0.08.
shows traces of very fine modelling. Another frag- W. 0.052. Cornerof polos brokenoff.
Hard, light yellowishgray clay. Hair markedwith
ment, KT11-4, is of very similar style, though not
vertical grooves over foreheadand horizontal
short
fromthe same mould.
grooves at sides. Hole for suspension. Face rather
8 (KT11-12). Female protome. Plate 18. H. 0.072. narrow. Nose distinctly concave in profile. Mouth
W. 0.054. Part of polos and hair missing at left side. smiling.
Hard grayish yellow clay. Tracesof white slip all
This mould-type is distinguishableby two small
over front surface. Broad, flaring polos. Hair over cracksin the mouldwhich make raisedridges on the
forehead marked with short vertical grooves; hori- figurine,one on the lowerlip and the other underthe
zontally groovedat sides. Face narrow,with shallow, chin. Threeother protomai,KT11-11, KT11-15 and
almond-shapedeyes and short, projecting chin. Be- KT9-59, are probablyfromthe same mould. The last
low neck largeconvex plaquewith curvedloweredge. of these is peculiarin having no hole for suspension.
Hole throughbase of polos.
Several protomaifrom outside Corinthare either of
Fromthe areaof the "ErosaShrine."Thisprotome this mould-typeor of a very similarone (see p. 98).
is technically superiorto the succeedingones, made
of good clay, carefullymouldedand with very sharp 11 (KT11-17). Head of female protome. Plate 19.
details. One other head, KT11-13, from the same H. 0.05. Brokenoff underchin.
Hard grayish clay. Red paint. Head much larger
mouldwas foundin the Potters' Quarter,and a fragand
heavierthan others.Hair groovedverticallvover
ment, MF 2725, in the deposit in the Odeion at
foreheadand horizontallyat sides. Hole in front of
16 Cf. Levi, Terrecotte
del Mus. Naz. di Napoli, figs. 10-19
polos. Red stripe roundupperedge of polos.
(from Lokroi); N. d. Sc., 1913 (Suppl.), figs. 83-90, 96, 98,
From the Circular South Shrine, and therefore
103-106, 118, 122-147 (from Rosarno Medma); Mon. Ant.,
in the third quarterof the 5th century. The
datable
XXXII, 1927, pls. LXIV, LXVII-LXX (from Selinos);
Quarles van Ufford, Les terres-cuites siciliennes, figs. 64, mould-typeprobablyoriginatedat an earlierdate.

66, 69.
17 Perachora,pl. 113, no. 296.
18 Curtius, Antike Kunst, II, 1, fig. 201.
19Payne and Young, Arch. Marble Sculpture,p. 21, pls. 32
and 35, 3. It seems possible to trace a stylistic development
from these heads down through such heads as ibid., pls. 70,
74, 81, 82, 89, to the South Italian and Sicilian terracottas
mentioned above.

12 (KT9-60). Head of female protome.Plate 19. H.
0.057.Brokenoff acrossshoulders.Fragmentsmissing
from polos.
20
21

Ibid., p. 28, pl. 43, 2.
Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. XVI, IV-a-4.
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Buff clay. Back smooth and flat. Shouldersunusuallysquare.Face long andnarrow.Details blurred.
13 (KT11-15). Head from female protome.Plate 19.
H. 0.041.
Brownclay. Broadpolos with hole at base. Large,
shalloweyes. Shortverticalgrooveson hair over forehead; horizontalribs at sides.
This head, as far as one can judge from photographs, seems to be identical with one from Perachora.22A protome fragmentfrom Corinth23is also
very similar.The eyes in all three are very superficial
and the lids arebarelydifferentiatedfromthe eyeball.
14 (KT11-10). Female protome. Plate 18. H. 0.078.
W. 0.054.
Soft brownclay. Smallertype than any of preceding. Hair scallopedaroundforehead;small depression
inside each scallop. Hole in polos slightly off center.
Back of head and neck nearlysolid.
A similararrangementof the hair in loops appears
on another protome head, KT11-16, and on a head
from a sphinx relief, XXII, 25. Comparealso heads
from Selinosand Agrigentum.24
15 (KT22-10).Grotesquemalemask.Plate 18.H. 0.045.
Buff clay, partlyfiredred. Red paint. Back slightly
hollow. Hair projects over forehead; short vertical
ridges run upward from edge. High, wrinkled forehead and stronglymarkedbrows. Snub nose and full
cheeks. Long, roundedbeard with ends of very long
moustache droopingover it. Streak of red paint on
left side of beard,continuedon back.
This maskis probablyof early 4th century date.
16 (KT24-12).Malemask.Plate 19.H. 0.069.W. 0.045.
Brown clay, entirely coveredwith white slip. Pale
pink paint on face and beard. Low, broad polos set
well forwardabove heavy, projecting mass of hair,
arrangedin large waves. Face small with indistinct
features. Long, spade-shapedbeard. Ends of long
moustachedroop over beard, and long, pointed tuft
of hair hangs from lower lip nearly to bottom of
beard. Hole in center of polos. Back of head entirely
hollow.
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory, and
thereforeprobablyto be dated in the third quarterof
the 4th century. The head probablyrepresentsDionysos, and is perhapsa reflectionof a type popularin
Boeotia25throughout the 5th century and into the
4th, although none of the later Boeotian masks are
very close to that from the Potters' Quarter.One in
Perachora,pl. 96, no. 115.
Corinth,XII, no. 113.
24 Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, pl. LVIII, 3; Pace, Arte e
civiltt della Sicilia, II, p. 82, fig. 80.
25 Ath. Mitt., LIII, 1928, pp. 90f., Beilagen XXVII, 2-5,
XXVIII, 1-4; Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. XX, IV-b-2; Danish
National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 31, no. 277, pl. 36,
nos. 305, 308; Sieveking, TerrakottenLoeb, I, pl. 13, 1;
Pottier, Diphilos, pl. X, 204; Laumonier, Terres cuites de
Madrid, pls. XVI, 14, XVII, 11, XXII, 11. A mask of very
22

23
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Wiirzburg26shows a rather similar shape in profile,
but all are much broaderwhen seen from the front.
The peculiar treatment of the beard, with the long
triangleunderthe lowerlip, is not paralleledon any.
17 (KT24-9.1). Fragmentof comic actor mask. Plate
18. H. 0.034. Part of right side preserved.
Reddishbrownclay. White slip. Pink and brilliant
crimsonred paint. Eye large and bulging,surrounded
by wrinkles. Nose broad at base, concave in profile
and with very pointed tip. Mouth widely stretched
with thick lips; actual mouth opening probablyleft
hollow. Inside of lips painted red; rest of face, even
includingeye, pink.
The style is very similarto that of the comic actor
moulds from the TerracottaFactory,27and the fragment is doubtlessto be dated aroundthe middle of
the 4th century.For the crimsonred paint see pp. 6f.
18 (KT11-7). Head from female protome. Plate 19.
H. 0.055. W. 0.061. Brokenoff underchin. Right side
of face rnissing.
Soft brown clay. Very low, broad polos, which
covers top of head; hole piercedin top. Hair parted
in middle with heavy masses at either side of forehead. Cheeksfull. Inside of head hollow.
The date of this protomecan hardlybe earlierthan
the 5th century.A fragment,KT11-7.1, of a protome
of similar type also shows a polos which covers the
top of the head and has a hole piercedin the top. One
ear is preserved,showinga largeroundearringon the
lobe. Protomai of identical type, slightly smaller,
were found at Pitsa. The type of headdress,with the
broad,low polos which coversthe top of the head, is
paralleledin heads28from Lousoi and Olynthos.It is
perhapsborrowedfrom Rhodes,29where it very frequently appearson protomai.
19 (KT9-57). Fragmentof femaleprotome.Plate 17.
H. 0.023. Top of head preserved.
Red clay with gray core.Handmadepolos, set into
groove round head; round applied rosette in front
with irregularmarkingsin center to suggest flower.
Top of head flat; irregularlygougedwith small shallow pits. Hair over forehead parted in center and
waved; separate strands renderedby raised ridges.
Inside of head hollow.
The style of the fragmentseemsto be very close to
that of a protome fragment from Olynthos.30The
rosette, which was, of course,handmade,is modelled
in a differentmannerin the Olynthosfragment.
similar type in Munich (Jahrbuch, LIII, 1938, Arch. Anz.,
col. 436, fig. 20) is published as South Italian. It appears,however, to be from the same mould as Danish National Museum,
op. cit., pl. 36, no. 305.
26 Ath. Mitt., LIII, 1928, Beilage XXVIII, 4.
27 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 103, nos. 44-48.
28 Jahreshefte,IV, 1901, p. 42, figs. 43, 44; Olynthus, IV,
29 Cf. Lindos, pI. 114, no. 2447, pl. 115, etc.
pl. 5, no. 26.
30 Olynthus,VII, pl. 18, no. 156.
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Of the eight figurines in this class all but one are described below. Two other archaic male
heads may be found in Class IX. One is a rare instance of the use of a male head for the handle
of a convex pyxis and the other probably formed the knob of a pyxis cover. Class XIII affords
little material for generalization. The bodies of only the first three figurines are preserved.
These are handmade and represented seated, doubtless as riders. The fragment, No. 5, shows
that the figure from which it came was entirely mouldmade, unusually large and probably in
a standing position. There is no evidence to show on what type of figures the remaining heads
were used. One of them, No. 7, is an unusually fine example of late archaic style.

1 (KT17-17).Rider. Plate 20. H. 0.043. Arms, lower
legs and head brokenoff.
Pale yellowishclay. Black paint. Body handmade,
but well modelled. Head, doubtless mouldmade,attached separately.Anatomicaldetails drawnin thin
black lines. Curvedlines underbreast with small dot
above. Deltoid muscles indicated by curved lines,
navel by small circle, stomach muscles by square
with vertical and horizontalline crossing at center.
Curvedlines outside square indicate ends of ribs;
musclesover ribs indicatedby diagonallines. Curved
line on eitherside of hip muscle.Blackpaint on pubes.
Hair appears at broken edge of neck behind, with
fringeon top of shouldersand in middleof back.
The figurine is well proportionedand the careful
indication of anatomical detail makes it quite unusual. The delicacyof the drawingis surprising.The
breast and stomachmusclescome out strongly,while
the others are subordinatedby being drawn even
morefinely and by the use of a moredilute wash. The
figure may be of late 6th century date, since the
anatomicaldetails seem to link it with sculptureof
that period.12 (KT23-20). Rider. Plate 18. H. 0.084. Arms, right
leg and part of left brokenoff.
Pale clay. Red paint. Legs bent at knees. Handmade body long andcylindrical.Hair finely scalloped
over forehead;horizontalscratchedgrooveson shoulders. Eyes large and protruding.Nose slightly concave. Red paint on pubes.
In style the head is extremelyclose to that of the
mould No. 13,2 though perhaps not actually made
fromit. The figurinemust be dated about the middle
of the 6th century.
3 (KT23-19). Seated male figure.Plate 18. H. 0.079.
Arms, left leg and part of right, and part of polos
brokenoff.
Light brownclay. Black andredpaint. Body handmade; head probably mouldmade. Vertical hole
pierced underneathbody. Flat, shallow eyes, out1 Cf. Richter, Kouroi, pl. CIV, fig.
364; Payne and Young,
Arch. Marble Sculpt., pls. 105, 108, 1-4.
2
Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 92f.

lined in black, with dot in center. Mouth small with
sharpline separatinglips; tracesof red. Hair in heavy
roll around head and irregularlygrooved locks on
shoulders.Part of narrow applied polos appears in
back. Hair painted black. Breast indicated by short
curvedline with dot below.
The modellingof the face may be comparedwith
that of a female head, VIII, 52. The male figure is
probablyno earlierthan the late 6th century,perhaps
even later.
4 (KT24-2). Male head. Plate 18. H. 0.037. Small
breakson chin and top of head.
Light yellowishbrownclay. Black paint, fired red
on one side. Purplepaint. Hair not indicatedbehind,
but apparentlyworn long. Slight traces of purpleon
top and back of head. Hair projects strongly over
forehead;edges scalloped.Waves indicated by small
gouged depressions, each with incised semi-circle
under it. Face long and narrow.Eyes heavy-lidded;
black spot on eyeball. Eyelashesrepresentedby four
small dots on either upper lid and line under lower
lids. Heavy brows drawn in black. Nose turned up at
tip. Beard painted around chin; moustache drawn in
thin, downward curving line. Large ears, painted
black inside.
The closest parallel among the female heads seems

to be the mould No.

10.3

We may note in both the

narrowness of the face, the concave profile of the
nose, the pointed, projecting chin and the smiling
mouth. The mould is probably to be dated late in the
third quarter of the 6th century. The arrangement of
the hair of the figurine is probably an imitation of that
sometimes found on late 6th century heads in stone.4
5 (KT25-30). Right leg from very large male figure.
Plate 18. H. 0.076. Preserved from hip to knee.
Buff clay, partly fired red, with polished surface.
Knee slightly bent. Leg extremely well modelled.
Front muscle of thigh indicated by shallow depression
running down outer side of leg. Traces of red paint on
inside of leg. Broken surface of knee painted thickly
over in red, indicating ancient repair.
Ilbid.,p. 92.
4 Cf. Payne and Young, op. cit., pis. 103, 104.
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6 (KT24-5). Male head, possibly mouldmade,wearing pilos. Plate 18. H. 0.031. Chipbrokenfrom front
of pilos.
Soft yellowish brown clay. Eyes formed by small
disk in shallowdepression.Nose curved downwardat
tip. Lips slightly parted. Moustacheapplied in two
separate curved pieces. Small triangular piece attached under lower lip on surface of spade-shaped
beard. Appliedears at right angles to head. Slightly
flaringrim of pilos less distinct behind, since back of
head is modelledby hand.
From TrenchJ, wheremost of the figturinesfound
could be dated in the secondquarteror the middle of
the 6th century. The spade-shapedbeard with the
small superimposedtriangle below the lower lip is
also to be seen in several statues, notably the Poseidonfrom Livadhostro5and an archaicbronzehead
from the Acropolis.6 We may also comiparethe
beardedheads of the east pediment of the temple of
Aphaia7 and a marble mask in Berlin.8 From its
relationshipwith these later works, the terracottais
perhaps to be dated later than most of the other
objectsfrom TrenchJ, perhapsat least as late as the
end of the 6th century.
7 (KT24-4). Large head, probably male. Plate 18.
H. 0.043. Brokenoff at neck. Most of stephane, surface of head on right side, right eye, nose, right ear
missing.

Pinkish buff clay. Hard brownishblack and powdery red paint. Hair in cap-like mass low over eyebrows;paintedblack. On back of neck hair furrowed
by deepverticalandhorizontalincisionscrossingeach
other. Rest of hair furrowedin deep grooves,close together, which run vertically up from forehead and
are continuedin circles aroundcrown of head. Low
stephaneappliedroundhead; red line aroundbottom
and traces of patternin black above. Archedeyebrow
delicately drawn in black. Eye indicated only by
paint. Two thin curved black lines outline eye, with
large spot in center; very fine eyelashes, fewer on
lower lid. Mouth very small and painted red; slight
incision marks division of lips. Applied ears set at
right angles to cheek; modelling indicated by thin
grooves.On neck traces of scrapingwith knife.
The arrangementof the hair indicates that our
head is probablymale. Male heads of the early 5th
century often show a coiffure in which the hair is
worn short in front and combed down straight over
the forehead,whereit ends in snail-shellcurls, and is
worn long in back and rolled, usually over a fillet.9
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The arrangementof the hair on our terracottaseems
to differslightlyin that the backhairis not rolledover
a fillet. The cross-hatchedsurfacepossibly indicates
a net, into which the hair is gathered,but, since the
use of nets on the hair seems to be infrequentin the
Greekperiod,it is probablethat the cross-hatchingis
a method of representingribbed locks such as those
of a Kourosfrom Mt. Pto6n,10or even such a treatment as that of the StrangfordApollo." It is hard to
tell whether the front hair of the terracottais short
or long. If it were short, it would probably end in
curls or curly ends over the forehead;the modelled
waves make it seem morelikely that it is long. Aside
from the arrangementof the hair, indications that
the head is of early 5th centurv date are to be found
in the very massive, roundedchin, the convex curve
of the under side of the chin, the very slight undercutting below the lowerlip and the fact that the lips
are straightratherthan smiling.Fairly close parallels
to the modelling of the mouth and chin are to be
found in such early 5th century works'2as the Kore
of Euthydikos, the "Kritianyouth" and the "blond
youth." The quality of the red paint, soft, powdery
and applieddirectlyto the clay, is consistentwith an
early 5th century date. The head of a male figurine
from Sparta, as nearly as one can judge from the
drawingin Winter, Typen, I, p. 177, no. 3, and the
descriptionin Ath.Mitt., II, 1877,p. 300, no. 5, seems
to resembleour terracottavery closely in the shape
of the face, particularly that of the chin and the
straight mouth, in the arrangementof the hair and
the stephane,and in the paiintingof the hair and eyes.
The head presentsseveralfeatureswhich are quite
unusual among figurinesfrom the Potters' Quarter:
the grooveswhich follow the contoursof the head,'3
the cross-hatchingof the back hair, the separatebits
of clav attachedfor the ears, and above all the treatment of the eyes and especiallythe representationof
eyelashes.Despite its poor preservationit is obvious
that the head must have been one of great beauty.
Its charmis due in part to the delicatedrawingof the
eyes andbrows,andin part to the exquisitemodelling
of the chin, whichis firm and roundedwithout undue
heaviness and shows a curve of pure beauty in the
line whichswellsupwardto meet the reversecurvein
the line of the neck.

XVI (left), for a photograph taken since the latter statue was
reconstructed. A variation of this coiffure, in which the long
back hair is braided and the ends of the braids are broughtto
the front of the head, either under or over the short front
hair, is well known on both statues and vases. Cf. Payne and
'Ecp.'ApZ.,1899, pl. 6.
6 Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmdiler,pl. 2.
Young, op. cit., pl. 114; Brunn-Bruckmann, op. cit., pls. 26,
7 Gerke, GriechischePlastik, pls. 66-69.
42; Pfuhl, Mal. u. Zeich., III, fig. 416.
10 B.C.H., XXXI, 1907, pl. XXI.
8 Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Katalog der griechischen
11
B. M. Cat. Sculpture,loc. cit.
2.
pl.
III,
Skulpturen,
12 Payne and Young, op. cit., pls. 85, 112, 114.
9 Cf. Ant. Denk., III, pl. 28; B.C.H., XI, 1887, pl. XIII;
13
Compare a similar treatment in such Attic heads as
B. M. Cat. Sculpture, I, part 1, pl. XLIII; 'Ep. 'Apt., 1899,
pl. 6. See Karo, Greek Personality in Archaic Sculpture, pl. ibid., pls. 86, 3; 90, 6, 9; 91, 9; 100.
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Of this rather numerous group we have 108 inventoried examples, to which may be added 40
uninventoried fragments. Below are described 38 figurines, including a seated female figure,
No. 31, which probably once formed a group with a reclining figure. Five moulds for reclin'ing
figures were also found in the Potters' Quarter.' Thirty-four mould-types can be distinguished
among the reclining figures; two moulds for which no equivalent figurines were found supply
two additional mould-types. Eighteen of the mould-types yielded only one representative each
among the Potters' Quarter figurines. By far the greatest number from any one mould is
twenty-three (see under No. 9).2 Seven figurines of this same mould-type were found elsewhere
in Corinth.
The reclining figures here, as almost invariably elsewhere, are without exception male.
Reclining figures found at other sites have sometimes been called female, but I know of very
few which are unquestionably female.3 The pose admits of only slight variation. The figure lies
on its left side with the body above the waist in a more or less vertical position with its weight
resting on the left elbow. The right arm usually lies along the side with the hand resting on the
right knee. The left hand may be empty or may hold a phiale, fruit, kantharos or lyre. In two
cases only (see No. 35) an object is held in the right hand, and in one instance (No. 37) both
hands hold the object. The couch on which the figure lies is usually a low, rectangular base,
but is sometimes more elaborately modelled with legs, draperies, etc. This latter type of couch
seems to make its appearance after the middle of the 5th century. There is usually a cushion,
either single or folded, under the left elbow. The drapery of the figures always shows essentially the same arrangement. A himation covers the left arm and lower part of the body, and
leaves the right arm and breast bare. The hair may be either short or long, and the polos may
be worn or omitted. In general, one may say that if the polos is worn, the hair is long, and that
when the hair is short, the polos is not worn.4Practically all the mould-types which originated
in the late 5th century have short hair and no polos, while the polos and long hair are more
popular in the 4th century. The reclining figures are more often beardless than not. As is the
case with the standing Korai, most of the reclining figures are unpainted, although some are
covered with a white slip. The painted figures show decoration in the usual colors of black and
red, also in pink and, more rarely, in yellow. In most cases little re-workingof details was done
after the figurine was taken from the mould. A handmade back was frequently attached to the
ICorinth, XV, part 1, p. 105, nos. 56-60.
2

This number includes six uninventoried fragments.
3 The following are certainly female: Charbonneaux, Les
terres cuites grecques,no. 24; Zeitschrift fiur bildende Kunst,
LVI, 1921, p. 169, fig. 14, p. 170, fig. 15; Catalogue of Acropolis Museum, II, p. 381, nos. 1213, 1214 (apparently identical with ZeitschriftfuirbildendeKunst, LVI, 1921, fig. 14);
Jahrbuch, XL, 1925, Arch. Anz., Col. 151, fig. 47; Jahrbuch,
XLIII, 1928, Arch. Anz., col. 374, fig. 88; Kekul6, Terracotten von Sicilien, pl. XXV, 2-4; Collection Lecuyer, II
(1885), pl. Z4. Corolla Ludwig Curtius, pl. 23, 2, is a group of
a male and female figure, both reclining. lbid., pl. 22, 1,
seems to be the result of an experiment in which a female
head and breast were added to a male figure (ibid., pp. 89-94).
It is said to be Boeotian, but the style of the head is strikingly,
even suspiciously, similar to that of two Attic heads, both
from the same mould (Charbonneaux, op. cit., no. 32, and
B. M. Cat. Terracottas,pl. XVIII, B 19). Another Attic head
(Winter, Typen, I, p. 62, no. 6) is also very close. Since the

rest of the figure strongly resembles a figurine which comes
from the Kabeireion (Corolla L. Curtius, pl. 22, 2) and is
presumably Boeotian, one is impelled to wonder about the
authenticity of the figurine, although Sieveking (ibid., p. 92)
considered it genuine. Knoblauch (Studien, p. 189, no. 399)
lists it as an Attic figurine. Biardot, Les terres-cuitesgrecques
funebres, pl. VIII, 3, is possibly also female (ibid., p. 274),
altbough the presence of the seated female figure at the end
of the couch would seem to indicate that the reclining figure
is male. B. M. Cat. Terracottas,C 47 and C 540, both probably
of late date, are described as female; ibid., B 285, however,
which is certainly male, is also described as female. There is
a female reclining figure in bronze in Frankfurt (Jantzen,
pl. 2, 8 and 9).
Bronzewerkstdtten,
4 Nos. 11 and 18, in which the polos is worn over short
hair, might appear to be exceptions to this rule. In both
cases, however, the polos is not a part of the original mould,
but was applied by hand.
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thin-walled, moulded front, making the figurine hollow. Many other figures, however, are
thick and flat-backed, and resemble a relief.
The great majority of the individual mould-types can be dated from deposits. The general
type of the reclining figure may have originated,like the standing Kore, late in the 6th century.
Only one example, however, seems to be actually of 6th century date and this example, No. 1,
which differs markedly in style from the others, probably imitates a bronze type fairly directly.
It seems somewhat more likely that the reclining figure as a type originated in the early 5th
century. By far the great majority of mould-types begin in the 5th century, although there are
a few which do not occur, at least in the Potters' Quarter, before the 4th century.
A large number of reclining figures have been found in the main excavations of Corinth,5
and the type continues here into the Hellenistic period.6 Outside Corinth almost no figurines
have been found which exactly duplicate the reclining types of the Potters' Quarter. As in the
case of the seated boy type (ClassXVI), this must mean that the reclining type did not originate
at Corinth, but merely developed there as it did independently in several other localities. As a
matter of fact, the reclining figures of East Greek origin seem to be more widely spread than
the Corinthian, and the Tarentine figures are, of course, far more numerous. A brief mention
of these two local types may not be out of place here. The East Greek reclining figure7is extremely simple in style and allows of very little variation in detail. It is marked by the simplicity
of the drapery, by the full, round face and by the small rhyton held in the left hand. It is found
chiefly in Rhodes, but also in Samos and Aegina, and even in Sicily. Several figurines found in
Boeotia are extremely close to the East Greektype.8 A few reclining figures which are also East
Greek9show a more slender type of body and somewhat more detailed drapery, and other objects, such as the lyre or kantharos, are substituted for the rhyton. The Tarentine figurines 10
are generally more elaborate and exhibit a far greater diversity of mould-type. Although their
provenance is confined almost entirely to Tarentum itself, they exist in enormous numbers;
between 20,000 and 30,000 are said to have been found in a single deposit.11The archaic ones
are fairly simple, consisting of a beardless, long-haired type on a low, plain couch, holding a
bowl in the left hand, and a bearded or beardless type on a slightly more elaborate couch,
holding a bowl, kantharos or lyre, and usually wearing a high polos with moulded disks along
the lower edge and a central ornament at the upper edge. The later figurines are usually bearded
and rest on very high couches. The polos normally takes the form of a heavy wreath, usually with hanging fillets, often with the addition of rosettes or a surmounting palmette ornament.
In addition to the more important East Greek, Tarentine and Corinthian types, reclining

5 A.J.A., II, 1898, pp. 216f., nos. 21, 22 (23 examples);
Corinth,XII, nos. 154-173, 177; several from the Asklepieion,
including Corinth, XIV, pl. 53, nos. 13, 14.
6 Corinth, XII, nos. 291-307; Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 108,
fig. 2, p. 148, fig. 7 (lower right); A.J.A., X, 1906, pl. XII, 20.
7 Lindos, pl. 110, no. 2344; Clara Rhodos, III, fig. 136;
Winter, Typen, I, p. 191, no. 2; Boehlau, Aus ionische u.
italische Nekropolen, p. 159, pl. XIV, 2; Aegina, p. 381,
fig. 313; Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, figs. 220, 541 (from Gela);
N. d. Sc., 1925, p. 304, fig. 59 (from Syracuse). A bronze
figurine from Samos (Buschor, Altsamische Standbilder,
fig. 181) is of very similar type.
8 Cf. Winter, op. cit., p. 192, no. 3; B.S.A., XIV, 1907-08,
pl. XIII, f; Jahrbuch,XL, 1925, Arch. Anz., col. 150, fig. 46;
Knoblauch, Studien, fig. 19. The first two of these are very

similar to the bronze figurine from Samos (J3uschor,loc. cit.).
Knoblauch, loc. cit., wrongly called an "hetaira", is assigned
by him (p. 174) to Athens; the style, however, seems closer
to the East Greek types.
9 Cf. Lindos, cols. 569f., fig. 60, pl. 110, nos. 2348, 2350,
2351; Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 26,
no. 248; Winter, op. cit., p. 192, no. 6. Perachora, pl. 114,
no. 294, is probably also East Greek.
10Cf. Levi, Terracottedel Mus. Naz. di Napoli, pp. 24-30;
B. M. Cat. Terracottas, B 447-456; Winter, op. cit., pp.
198-205; N. d. Sc., 1936, pp. 152-160; Wuilleumier, Tarente des origines a la conqu6teromaine, pl. XXVIII, 2,3;
Die Antike, XIV, 1938, p. 162, fig. 3.
11Arch. Zeit., XL, 1882, pp. 284-322; J.H.S., VII, 1886,
pp. 9f.
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types showing local peculiarities of one kind or another appear in Boeotia,12Aetolia13and other
places. Of all the local types the Boeotian approaches the Corinthian most closely, expecially
the examples from the Kabeireion. These usually represent dignified, bearded figures of rather
archaic style, in which the modelling of anatomy and drapery is very close to that of the
Corinthianfigures. Although most of these types do not occur at Corinth, they probably show
Corinthian influence and it is possible that some of them are really Corinthian mould-types,
since two beardless figures of very similar style from the Kabeireion are actually from the
same mould as figures found in Corinth (see under No. 2). Very fine reclining figures in bronze,14
for the most part of late 6th century date, have been found at various sites, and it is probable
that the reclining type in clay is derived from that in bronze. The significance of the reclining
type has been a subject for argument for well over a century. Since the Potters' Quarter has
provided no fresh material on this subject, any discussion here of the possible meaning of the
type is pointless.
1 (KT19-7). Beardedrecliningfigurewith fruit. Plate
19. H. 0.056. L. 0.066.
Pale greenish yellow clay. Red paint. Back of
figure added by hand, but back of couch left open.
Head and upperbody disproportionatelylarge.Beard
perhapsappliedby hand; gougedwith short parallel
strokes.Polos appliedaroundfront of head, with two
fillets hanging from it; upper ends project above
polos. Right arm stretchedalongside, left elbowrests
on small, vertically grooved cushion. Small fruit in
left hand. Edge of himation heavily folded and
grooved; runs from left shoulderacross waist. Shallow diagonal grooves on drapery covering legs.
Tracesof red on polos, left hand and breast.
This figure seems to be genuinely archaic and is
probably to be dated in the late 6th century. It is
very well moultdedand trimmed and the headdress
is carefully applied. The style of the head seems to
show some similaritieswith bronzesof Peloponnesian
origin. In two of these,15particularly,we may note a
verysimilartreatmentofthebeardin parallelgrooves;
the broad faces and wide mouths may also be compared.
2 (KT19-1). Reclining figure with fruit. Plate 20.
H. 0.069. L. 0.099. Published in A.J.A., XXXV,
1931, p. 26, fig. 24.
Light green clay. Thin brownish purple paint.
Figurehollowwith handmadeback. Base rectangular
with roundedcorners.Left elbow on small cushion;
small egg-shapedfruit in hand. Head very high on
top. Hair wornlow over foreheadin smallknot. Short
locks at sides end just below ears; back of head
roughly modelled to continue this line. Strands
faintly marked on front by thin grooves; hair at
sides horizontallygroovedwith wavy edge. Face and
breast well modelled.End of draperydrawnover left
shoulderand falls to base. Threediagonalridgedfolds
acrosslegs. Draperypaintedin thin wash.
From Stelai Shrine A, where another figurine,

KT19-2, from the same mould was found.'6 There
are also two other fragments, one from the area of the
"Erosa Shrine." A small fragment of a figurine from
this mould was found in the main excavations of
Corinth."7Also from the same mould are two figurines
in the National Museum in Athens, found at the
Kabeireion.18 These seem to be of Corinthian clay.
The type is a very fine one, and this figurine, No. 2,
in particular is beautifully finished. The rather unusual combination (doubtless due largely to the
chance of firing) of green clay and brown paint is very
12 Winter, op. cit., p. 192, no. 5, p. 193, nos. 1, 2; Ath. Mitt.'
XV, 1890, p. 358 (fifty examples from the Kabeireion);
CorollaL. Curtius, pl. 22, 2. For other figurines of Boeotian
provenance which seem to be related to East Greek types
see note 8. Compare also Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 412, III-f-I
(from Halai).
13 'ApZ.AsX,., VI, 1920-21, pp. 83-89, figs. 19-23. Some
of these figurines may well be of Corinthian origin or made
from Corinthian moulds in local clay. Their style is in many
respects close to that of a group of figurines from the Agora
in Corinth (Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 106-110, fig. 2). The
Agora figurines have been dated in the middle of the 3rd
century. Since, however, the rest of the Aetolian deposit
contains so little material which appears to be later than the
4th century, it seems unlikely that the reclining figures alone
would all be later; if some or all of them are of 4th century
date, it follows that the similar figurines from the Corinthian
Agora may not all be as late as the middle of the 3rd century.
14 Cf.Olympia,IV, pl. VII, 76; Neugebauer, Die minoischen
und archaisch griechischen Bronzen, pl. 30, 190, pl. 36, 217;
pl. 2, 6-9; Buschor, op. cit., fig. 181;
Jantzen Bronzewerkstatten,
de Ridder, Bronzes de l'Acropole,no. 758; B.C.H., LXXIII,
1949, pl. XXIX, 1; Art in America, XXXII, 1944, pp. 19-24,
figs. 1, 2. For further references see Neugebauer, op. cit.,
under no. 217.
15 Ibid., pl. 21, 161; Bieber, Die antiken Skulpturen in
Cassel, pl. XXXVIII, 114.
16 This figurine differs from No. 2 in having the breast
and front surface of the face in the same plane. The face of
No. 2 is turned a little more to the right, a change which
could easily be made while the figurine was still unbaked.
17 Corinth, XII, no. 160.
18 One of these is Winter, Typen, I, p. 194, no. 4 (N.M.
10305).
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striking. The arrangement of the hair and the severe
style of the features point to a date in the second
quarter of the 5th century. For the dating see also
p. 185. Knoblauch'9 says that this figurine shows Attic
or loniain influence. Attic influence is possible, but
the Rhodian figurine to which he compares it seems
to have little in common except the pose and the
arrangement of the hair. The latter is characteristic
of the period rather than of any particular locality.
The face of the Rhodian figurine can hardly be compared, since it shows such lingering archaisms as the
superficial eye and the upcurved mouth, while in No.
2 there are no longer any traces of an archaic style.
3 (KT19-18). Bearded reclining figure with phiale.
Plate 18. H. 0.061. L. 0.071.
Grayish brown clay. Back flat, with flaring strip
of clay added behind base to enable figure to stand.
Head large, with high polos. Hair finely grooved over
forehead, falling at sides in long, slightly wavy locks.
Left arm bent at elbow; extended forearm handmade,
with flat round saucer applied to it.
From Stelai Shrine A, hence probably to be dated
in the first half of the 5th century. In another figurine, KT19-19, from the same mould the applied left
armi and phiale are slightly different. A fragment
from the same mould was found elsewhere in
Corinth.20

4 (KT19-5). Reclining figure with fruit. Plate 20.
H. 0.06. L. 0.085.
Dark brownish red clay. Figure hollow below shoulders. Left arm supported on folded cushion; round
fruit in hand. Drapery covers left shoulder and end
falls beneath left hand. Face narrow with square
chin. Eyes large and superficial. Short hair worn low
on forehead.
From the Circle Deposit, and probably to be dated
in the late 5th century. The only other figure from
this mould was found in the same deposit. It is
slightly larger than No. 4, but the clay of the latter
looks a little overfired and the figure has probably
shrunk in the baking. A fragment from the main
excavations of Corinth21 is perhaps from the same
mnould.
5 (KT19-8). Bearded reclining figure with fruit.
Plate 18. H. 0.058. L. 0.074.
Light brown clay. Back hollow below shoulders;
back of head roughly modelled. Edge of drapery
forms heavy roll over left shoulder and across waist.
Head round with short hair and short, heavy beard.
Ends of moustache droop over beard. Eyes long,
narrow and shallow.
From the Circular South Shrine, and hence of
about the same date as the preceding. The pose, ar19
20
21

Stutdlien,p. 49, note 133.

Corinth, XII, no. 154.
Ibid., no. 155.
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rangementof the drapery, etc., are very similar to
those of No. 1. The only other figurine from this
mould, with the exception of an uninventoriedfragment, is a fragmentaryfigure found in a deposit of
similardate south of the TerracottaFactory. In this
case the draperyis painted a bright reddishpurple.
The uninventoriedfragmentcame fromnthe Circular
South Shrine.This mould-type,then, does not occur
outsidethe late 5th century.
6 (KT19-1I0).Bearded reclining figure with fruit.
L. 0.081. Head brokenoff.
Red clay. Back finished like that of No. 5. Type
very similar; legs longer and with deeperdepression
between them. Flat cushionunder left arm. Edge of
draperyforms heavy roll. On right shoulderappears
end of appliedlock or fillet.
From the same deposit. Another figure from the
same deposit is identical in type but considerably
smallerin size (0.074 in length). It seems very likely
that this decrease in size is the result of several
repetitionsof the mould.
7 (KT19-21).Recliningfigurewith fruit(?). Plate 22.
H. 0.056. L. 0.067.
Pale greenishclay. Figure hollow with handmade
back. Left elbow supportedon roundcushion.Object
in left hand. Heavy edge of draperyover left shoulderbendsin right angleto crossbody at waist. Curved
parallel folds across legs and diagonal folds on side
belowleft shoulder.Hair probablyshort.
Found near Stelai Shrine A. This is a fairly frequent type in the Potters' Quarter,since there are
eight examplesin all.22It is probablethat No. 7 did
not actually belong to the Stelai Shrine deposit,

since the other datable examples of the type came
from later deposits. A figurinefrom the same mould
and a fragmentof anothercame from the CircleDeposit, one came from the CircularSouth Shrine and
another from the Shrine of the Double Stele. Two
more were found in Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. Thus the type occursin most of the depositsof
the late 5th and 4th centuries.Five of the figurines
are coveredwith a white slip and have red paint on
the flesh. A mould for this type was found in the
TerracottaFactory.23In this mould the details have
becomefairly indistinct. It is unlikelythat this is the
originallate 5th centurymould,still in use in the 4th
century, since it lacks an imperfectionin the base
near the feet whichis presentin all the figurines.For
this reason it seems probablethat this mould is a
repetitionof the earlierone, made afterthe latter had
become much worn; in the later version the imperfectionin the originalmouldwas corrected.
22 To these may
be added six small uninventoried
fragments; two of these were found in the Shrine of the
Double Stele.
23 Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 105, no. 58.
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8 (KT19-28).Recliningfigurewith fruit(?). H. 0.068.
L. 0.074. Severalbreaksin surface.
Soft brown clay. Tracesof white slip. Only upper
part of back added. Type nearly identical with preceding, but somewhat larger and with sharperoutlines. Head moreupright,with hair projectingaround
face. Folds acrosslegs and diagonalfolds on left side
cut moredeeplythan in precedingtype.
Thereis only one otherfigurineof this mould-type.
The greatersize and the greatersharpnessof detail in
these two seem to indicate that they represent a
somewhatearlier version from which the mould for
No. 7 was taken. If this is the case, the actual mould
from the TerracottaFactory would be the third of a
series of moulds for this type. A fragmentfrom the
same mould as No. 8 was found in the Asklepieionin
Corinth.

9 (KT19-31). Reclining figure. Plate 22. H. 0.06.
L. 0.068.
Buff clay, partly fired red. White slip. Pink and
thin yellow paint. Narrow,roundedmoulding along
upper edge of base. Upper part of body nearly upright.Roundhead,shorthair,shallow,almond-shaped
eyes and heavy chin. Left elbow supportedon flat
cushion; hand closed, but apparentlyholds nothing.
Drapery covers left shoulder and crosses body at
waist. Flesh paintedpink and hair yellow.
From the CircularSouth Shrine.Figurinesof this
mould-typeare very numerousin the Potters' Quarter, comprising seventeen inventoried examples.24
The fact that two of these are from TrenchJ possibly
indicates that the type may have originatedin the
6th century. Althoughthe shallow archaic eye adds
some confirmation,it seems more likely that this
type, like most of the rest, is of 5th century origin.
Seven of the figures are from the CircularSouth
Shrine, one from the region of the "Erosa Shrine,"
and one from the Circle Deposit, showing that the
type is most frequentin the late 5th century. In the
4th century there are two examplesfrom the Shrine
of the Double Stele and two from the Terracotta
Factory. This same type occurselsewherein Corinth,
once in the early excavations (MF 2758), once in the
Odeion deposit (MF 2683), once in a deposit in the
South Stoa,25and four times in the Asklepieion.26
Another (W 159) was included among articles confiscated from a tomb robber and may have come
from the cemetery.Only one other figurinefrom this
mould, one of those from the Shrine of the Double
Stele, shows the same color scheme as No. 9. In an24 Six of the uninventoried fragments are also of this
mould-type, making a total of twenty-three examples from
the Potters' Quarter. One of the fragments came from the
Terracotta Factory.
25 Corinth, XII, no. 166.
26 Corinth,XIV, pl. 53, no. 13; Askl. 96, 98, and one other
example.

other, KT19-33, the draperyand cushionare painted
brownishpurpleand the front of the baseis decorated
with vertical stripes,alternatelyblack and purple.
10 (KT19-52). Reclining figure with fruit. H. 0.055.
L. 0.059.
Brownclay. White slip. Pink paint. Figure hollow
with handmadeback.Left elbowrests on flat cushion;
small fruit in hand. Short hair. Flesh painted pink.
From the same deposit. The type is very close to
the preceding.Only one other figurine,also from the
same deposit, is certainlyfrom the same mould,27although there are three figuresfrom the Shrineof the
Double Stele which are practicallyidentical and may
perhapshave comefromthe samemould.In addition,
there are three other figurines,two of which are from
the CircularSouth Shrine,which are also very close,
but vary a little in size and in the position of the
head. A figure (MF433) from the same mould as No.
10 was found elsewherein Corinth.
11 (KT19-58). Reclining figure with fruit(?). Plate
21. H. 0.052. L. 0.057.
Buff clay. White slip. Yellow and light pinkishred
paint. Figure hollow with handmade back. Type
rather similar to preceding. Heavy applied polos.
Flesh painted red. Polos and front of couch yellow.
Tracesof red on uppermouldingof couch.
From the Shrineof the Double Stele.
12 (KT19-48). Reclining figure. Plate 21. H. 0.05.
L. 0.065.
Red clay. White slip. Figure hollow with handmade back. Type similarto No. 9 in most details, except that edge of drapery forms curved, instead of
angular,line from shoulderacrosswaist.
Fromthe same deposit. The only other exampleof
the type is fromthe same deposit.
13 (KT19-60).Part of largerecliningfigurewith kantharos.Plate 19. H. 0.081. L. 0.031. Mostof back preserved; of front, only part of torso and arms, and
upperend of base.
Hard, light buff clay. Thin white slip. High rectangularbase. Left elbow supportedon folded cushion. Drapery drawn in deep folds across left elbow
with end falling over cushion.Edge of draperylies in
zigzagfold acrosswaist.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. The figure was
made either from the mould No. 5928 or from an
earlierversionof the mould.The extensive re-working
of the surfaceand sharpeningof the detail in the figurine has alreadybeen discussedunderthe mould. The
single other fragmentfrom the same mould is from
the CircleDeposit. The moulditself showslittle of the
fine modellingof these two fragmentsand therefore
27 Two
uninventoried fragments of this mould-type may
be added. One was from the Shrine of the Double Stele.
28 Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 105.
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we must perhapsassume that they were made from
an earlierversionof the mouldor, less possibly,from
the existing mould before it had become so badly
worn. The modelling of No. 13 is extremely fine,
especiallythat of the nude right arm and breast. The
hand is not as well done, but the drapery,and particularly the way in which it fades into the background under the right arm, is extremely well
handled. The kantharos is of a type with high,
straightsides, bent in sharplytowardthe stem. From
an observationof the brokenedgesit becomesobvious
that the entireback was madein a separatepiece and
then fitted to the front; fingerprintsappear on the
surfaceof the break, and inside the figure wherethe
edges were pressed together the surface is deeply
gouged.

14 (KT19-59). Upper end of large reclining figure.
Plate 18. H. 0.093.
Yellowclay. White slip. Pink and red paint. Figure
hollow;head and shoulderssolidand slightlymodelled
behind. Type very similar to preceding.High base,
double cushion,draperyin folds over elbow and falling in swallow-tail end over edge of base. Head of
mid-5th century style: round face with heavy chin,
large eyes, full, well-modelledmouth, and nose which
formsstraightline with forehead.Hair wornin broad
waves low on forehead.Hair red and flesh pink.
From the same deposit. As far as one can judge,
the type is identicalwith the precedingexcept for its
much smaller size. Shrinkageas extensive as this is
hardly possible, so that we are obliged to admit the
existence of two mould-typeswhich are identical in
detail and differ only in size. The head is very fine
and that of No. 13 was doubtless similar. In the
mouldfromwhichthe latter may have been taken the
arrangementof the hair is the same; the featuresare,
however,too indistinctfor comparison.
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head and right arm, and also part of legs. Several
breakson surface.
Soft red clay. White slip. Red and yellow paint.
Hollow except head and shoulders.Couchvery high;
legs roundin section,swellinga little at top, with two
heavy mouldedrings at bottom. Front and ends of
couchcoveredby drapery;lowerpart of legs painted
yellow. Doublecushionunderleft elbow.Left forearm
telescoped.Left hand large and very badly modelled,
probably handmade; holds slightly hollow saucer.
Draperyover left shoulderand acrosswaist. Onright
shoulder appears rounded end of hanging fillet.
Tracesof red paint on hand and back of neck; flesh
probablyoriginallyentirelypainted.
Fromthe CircularSouth Shrine.
17 (KT19-89). Large reclining figure. Plate 22. H.
0.098.L. 0.118. Head of figureand threelegs of couch
brokenoff.
Hard polished yellow clay. High couch with four
flat, square-ended,handmadelegs. Handmadeback
added to figure. Left hand closed, with thumb and
forefingerpointing upward.Draperyover left shoulder, with heavily folded end falling over couch. Shallow, curvingfolds overlegs. Onright shoulderappears
end of appliedlock or fillet.
Fromthe same deposit.
18 (KT19-91). Reclining figure with fruit. Plate 22.
H. 0.065. L. 0.069.
Hard polishedyellow clay. Few streaksof thin red
paint on legs. Head and shoulderssolid, rest hollow.
Left elbowon small cushion.Draperyover left shoulder; end appearsunderleft hand. Head very high and
conical. Hair in fine waves over forehead;fillet applied acrossfront of head. Face long and narrowwith
largeeyes. Threediagonalfolds acrosslegs.
From the same deposit.29The type is strongly
reminiscentof No. 2, from the Stelai Shrine. No. 18
is much smaller,the fillet has replacedthe knot over
the forehead,the face is different,and the details are
considerablymore blurred, but otherwise the two
figures are the same. Is it possible that the later
figure is the result of repeated copying of the same
mould which produced the Stelai Shrine figure?
Somewherein the series the alteration of the head
must have occurred, probably with the idea of
modernizingthe type. A very similarfigure,of larger
size, is illustratedin Cramer,Gr. Alterti.mersiidruss.
Fundorts,pl. IX, 43.

15 (KT19-62). Part of large reclining figure with
kantharos. H. 0.077. Breast, shouldersand left leg
preserved.
Orange-redclay. Thin pinkish red paint. Type
related to Nos. 13 and 14. Base has deep horizontal
groovehalfway down. Drapery covers left shoulder;
swallow-tailend appearson thigh. Kantharosof different type, with high rim, wider and more rounded
body, and very slender,high stem. Red paint on flesh.
Back added by hand and perhapshad small rectangularcutting.
From the court of the TerracottaFactory. There 19 (KT19-90).Reclining figure. Plate 22. H. 0.069.
is a secondsmall fragmentof the same type, made of L. 0.069.
similarclay.
Brownclay, partly fired red. White slip. Pale pink
paint. Figure hollow with handmade back which
16 (KT19-64). Two fragmentsof very large reclining
flares at bottomn.High couch with front legs in low
figurewith phiale.Plate 20. H. 0.157. Length of complete figurine probablyca. 0.15-0.155. Both ends of
29 A smallfragment,uninventoried,
was alsofoundin the
couch preserved with upper part of figure, except same deposit.
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20 (KT19-86). Recliningfigurewith phiale.Plate 22.
H. 0.064. L. 0.069.
Yellowclay.Whiteslip.Red andpinkpaint.Except
for solid head and shoulders, figurine has neither
sides nor back and cannot stand. Left elbowon large,
round cushion. High polos; hair in long locks over
shoulders.Himation in heavy twisted folds around
waist; corner spread over cushion. Himation also
coversfeet. Flesh paintedpink, himationred.
From the same deposit. The male type with the
high polosis ratherunusualfor the 5th century.

couchwith supportat either end. Draperyover front
of couch has slightly raised borderand hangs in two
square ends. Outlinesof figure very indistinct. Perhaps holds phiale in left hand. High polos. Hair red.
From Deposit 9 of the TerracottaFactory, and
hencepresumablyto be dated in the late 5th century.
24 (KT19-98).Reclining figure with fruit. Plate 20.
L. 0.085. Head brokenoff.
Light brown clay. Figure hollow with handmade
back. Left elbow supportedon round cushion. Edge
of draperycrossesbreastin curvedline. Shallowfolds
close togetheralonglowerpart of legs.
Found in front of the stele in the "Erosa Shrine,"
and probablyto be dated in the late 5th or early 4th
century. The modellingis extremelycrude.

25 (KT19-11). Small reclining figure with phiale.
Plate 23. H. 0.05. L. 0.068.
Light brown clay. White slip. Red paint. Figure
hollow with handmadeback. Low couch with edge
and legs indicatedin low relief; leg at lower end has
moulded ring around bottom. Left elbow on flat
cushion. Abdomenand thighs thrown well forward.
Heavily folded edge of draperydips down in front,
exposing abdomen. End of drapery lies under left
hand, but does not pass over arm. Round face. Short
hair. Flesh paintedred.
FromiDeposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. Of the
seven other figuresfrom the same mould, four came
from Deposit 1 of the factory. As a sixth figure also
was found in the TerracottaFactory, most of the
figurines of this type are seen to be of 4th century
date. The fact, however, that one came from the
CircularSouth Shrineshowsthat the type originated
in the 5th century,though probablynot much before
22 (KT19-80). Lower part of reclining figure with the third quarter.In the case of four of the figures,
lyre. Plate 21. L. 0.067. Legs, except feet, and right including the 5th century example, yellow paint is
arm preserved.
employed,eitheron the hair or the front of the couch,
Hard polishedyellow clay. White slip. Pinkishred or on both. In two cases both red and yellow are used
paint. Figure hollow. Right hand closed, and lying on the couch.
furtherforwardthan usual. Draperyin curved folds
aroundwaist and in long, diagonalfolds along legs. 26 (KT19-66). Reclining figure with kylix(?). Plate
22. H. 0.067. L. 0.068. Chipmissingfromface.
Armpaintedred.
fragment,
this
date
of
the
Hard, pale grayishyellow clay. White slip. Hollow
for
no
evidence
Thereis
fine
the
and
with
handmadeback whichis finishedby paringwith
the
clay
of
color
and
quality
but the good
as
early
as
knife.
Left elbow supportedon large, folded cushion;
least
at
a
date
indicate
probably
modelling
the 5th century. A fragment from the same mould in hand large kylix(?) with offset rim. Drapery
(MF 3495) was found in the main excavations of covers left shoulder and falls in rounded end over
front of couch.Upperbody nearlyupright.Polos and
Corinth.
long hair.
23 (KT19-99). Small reclining figure. Plate 21. H.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele.33Seven of
0.052. L. 0.057. Leg at lowerend of couchbrokenoff. the ten figures of this type came from the same
Light brownclay. Red paint. Figuresolidwith flat deposit.Onlyone is fromthe TerracottaFactory, and
back; bottom flares to enable figure to stand. High that is smallerthan the rest and very badly moulded.

21 (KT19-105).Lower end of large recliningfigure.
Plate 21. H. 0.081. L. 0.091. Legs and lower end of
couchpreserved.
Very hard, light brownclay. Figure has very thin
walls; hollow with handmade back. Base has irregularly rounded end and flares towardbottom. Legs
of figuredisproportionatelyshort and feet large. Toes
indicated. Edge of draperylies in heavy roll across
thighs, muchlowerthan in any otherrecliningfigure,
and projectsin high relief at ankles. Shallow,gouged
folds. Tracesof retouching.
From the RectangularSouth Pit, and hence to be
dated in the third quarterof the 5th century. In its
crude style and violent distortionsof anatomy it is
very like a mould of similardate from a deposit east
of the TerracottaFactory and othermouldfragments
fromthe same area.32

30One of the uninventoried fragments was of this mouldtype.
31 Corinth, XII, no. 162.
32 Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 95, no. 21, p. 110, nos. 88, 91.

33 Two uninventoried fragments from the same deposit are
also of this mould-type. A third fragment came from the
Circular South Shrine.
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The deteriorationof the type indicatesprobablythat
the originalmould had been copied. In fact, four of
the figuresfromthe Shrineof the Double Stele are of
the smaller,inferiorvariety, showingthat the mould
had already been repeatedearly in the 4th century.
The indication of the stomach muscles is characteristic of this mould-type.Severalof the figurineshave
pink or red paint on the flesh. One, KT19-70, rather
better mouldedthan the rest, has the flesh painted
bright red and the phiale yellow. The polos is yellow
with a red stripe along the upper edge. Two figures
from the same mould were found elsewhere in
Corinth.34

27 (KT19-83). Recliningfigurewith phiale. Plate 21.
H. 0.051. L. 0.078. Head brokenoff.
Brown clay. White slip. Hollow with handmade
back. Left elbow rests on largefolded cushion. Hair
falls to shoulders.Draperylies acrossleft elbow and
falls in long roundedend over front of couch.
The type is very similarto the preceding.No. 28,
fromthe samemould,showsthat the style of the head
also is close to that of No. 26. There are two other
inventoriedfragmentsfrom this mould, which is apparently a late 5th century type. One is No. 28; the
other was found in Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. Two small uninventoried fragments may be
mentioned; one is from the CircularSouth Shrine.
Threefigurinesof this mould-typewere found in the
Asklepieion.35
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with long, flat strips hanging to shoulders.Drapery
treated with grooved folds, close together, covering
left arm and running diagonally across legs. Right
hand on knee; left holds smallshallowphiale,slightly
hollow. Female figure mouldmade,applied after recliningfiguretaken from mould. Armsmouldedonly
to elbows; forearmsintended to be added by hand.
Hair in very high, pointed knot at back of head, and
arrangeddown center in low ridge which ends in
triangular knot over forehead. Earrings probably
worn. Pleated chiton which appearsonly at feet, and
himation which falls below knees, fluttering out in
two points at either side.
From the same deposit. The treatment of the
draperyin the femalefigureis not unlike that of the
figures in the cart group, XVII, 36, and also has
details in commonwith XVII, 32; note the shallow,
groovedfolds and the projectingpoints of the himation. The malefigure,with its high polos and hanging
fillets, is the only one of the whole series, with the
exceptionof No. 32, which seemsto have anythingin
commonwith the numerousrecliningfigures of the
Tarentinedeposits. The combinationof a reclining
male and a seated female figure is, of course, very
common in the Tarentine group. A rather similar
figurine,in whichthe femalefigureis also completely
muffled in drapery, was found in Attica,36and another in Tiryns.37There is another in the Trieste
Museum (no. 1492). Examples from the Agora at
are said to be of 3rd century date.
Corinth38

28 (KT19-87). Upper part of reclining figure with
phiale.Plate 21. H. 0.046.
Red clay. White slip. Red paint. Fromsamemould
as preceding.High polos. Round face. Hair in two
long curved locks falling in front of shoulders.Red
paint on flesh.
From the CircularSouth Shrine.

31 (KT8-13). Seated female figure with fruit. Plate
21. H. 0.082.
Light brown clay. White slip. Red paint. Hair in
high knot. Right hand holds largeroundfruit against
breast. Left hand on knee. Garment,hair and lips
painted red. Back flat and roughly finished. Figure
only slightly bent to indicateseated position.
Fromthe same deposit. The figureis includedhere
29 (KT19-103).Very small recliningfigure.Plate 21.
H. 0.032. L. 0.055. Head missing. Break at left arm. becausethe appearanceof the back seemsto indicate
Pale yellowish clay. Left arm supportedon large, that the figure was seated on a couch and probably
flattened cushion. Drapery falls over left shoulder; formedpart of such a groupas the preceding.
end lies beneathleft hand.
32 (KT19-97). Upper part of reclining figure. Plate
Fromthe Shrineof the Double Stele.
22. H. 0.052. Cornerof headdressbrokenoff.
Yellow clay. White slip. Red paint. High polos,
30 (KT26-3). Reclining figure with seated female
in center, with three small square bosses just
rising
figure.Plate 20. H. 0.098. H. (recliningfigure)0.093.
below
upper edge; around lower edge row of oval
L. 0.113. Feet of femalefigurebroken.Breakin front
Hair projectsin wavy mass aroundface. Edge
bosses.
of couch.
of
falls in curved lines across breast. Flesh
drapery
Rebuff.
Hard greenishyellow clay, partly fired
hair
red.
and
painted
female
clining figure hollow with handmade back;
in
of Stelai Shrine A, but it may
the
area
Found
at
and
leg
figurehas flat back. High couchwith edge
a
from
the Shrineof the Double Stele,
be
easily
stray
end
upperend in low relief;slants downwardto lower
it
the
found
near
surface. The elaborationof
as
was
where leg is not indicated. Male figure wears very
at
and
sides,
high polos acrossfront, rising in center
36
Corinth, XII, no. 164, and MF 2723 from the Odeion
deposit.
35 Corinth, XIV, pl. 53, no. 14; Askl. 97, and one other.
34

Winter, Typen, I, p. 196, no. 3.
Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 356, fig. 157.
Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 107-110, fig. 2, nos. 3-6. For
the dating see also note 13 above.
37
38
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ing flat phiale with thin raised ring surrounding
smallcentralboss. Edge of draperyformsheavy folds
low on abdomen.Left leg straight.
A fragmentfromthe centerof a muchlargerfigure,
KT19-104, is identical in type. This shows that the
left hand graspedthe edge of the himation. In this
fragmentthe flesh is painted pink, the draperyred
and the front of the couch yellow. Amongthe reclining figures these two are the only ones in which the
right hand holds an object.

33 (KT19-78). Reclining figure. Plate 21. H. 0.054
L. 0.061.
Pale grayish yellow clay. White slip. Pink paint.
Left elbow rests on flat cushion. Details very indistinct. Flesh paintedpink.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. Two other
figures from the same deposit are almost certainly
from the same mould. Thereare two fragmentsfrom
the Asklepieion(Askl. 95 and one other) which are
perhapsthe same. In these, however,the details are
clearerand seem to show that a fruit was held in the
left hand.

36 (KT19-84).Bearded reclining figure with fruit.
Plate 21. H. 0.059. L. 0.062.
Light brown clay, partly fired red. White slip.
Light yellow paint. Figure hollow with handmade
back. Left elbow on large cushion; small roundfruit
in hand. High polos. Front hair marked by short
vertical grooves. Pointed beard and droopingmoustache. Breast ratherprominent.Draperyhangs from
left shoulder. Shallow folds between legs. Traces of
yellow on front of couch.
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory, and
hence of mid-4th century date. Thereis no other example of the type, but from the style it seems very
likely to have originatedin the 5th century.
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the headdress, though not its form, invites comparisonwith No. 30. The modellingof the face and
draperyis not dissimilar,and the two figurinesmay
well be of the same date. An identicalhead was found
in the Odeiondeposit.39The headdressis most peculiar; in fact, its only connectionseemsto be with the
Tarentine reclining figures. These often wear a
similarhigh polos with a row of small disks in relief
alongthe loweredge and a largercentralornamentat
the upperedge.40

34 (KT19-81). Upper part of reclining figure with
lyre. Plate 20. H. 0.065.
Yellowishbrownclay. White slip. Figuresolidwith
flat back; piece of clay addedalongbottom to enable
it to stand. Left elbow on small cushion.Very heavy
body and small head. Hair in horizontally ribbed
locks. Draperycovers left arm in fine folds; end falls
over front of couch.
Anotherfragment,from the Shrineof the Double
Stele, is identical in type, but considerablysmaller.
Two figurinesfrom the same mould were found elsewherein Corinth.4'

37 (KT19-85). Upper part of reclining figure with
phiale.Plate 21. H. 0.055. Top of head broken.
Reddish brown clay. White slip, well preserved.
Purpleand pinkpaint. Elaboratecouchwith moulded
rings round leg. Polos. Long hair, arrangedin large
waves over forehead. Long narrow face with long
beard and droopingmoustache. Drapery covers left
shoulder.Phiale held in both hands; flat with raised
rim and raisedboss in center.Hair, beard,moustache
and couchpaintedpurple,flesh pink.

35 (KT19-94). Small reclining figure with phiale.
38 (KT19-108).Reclining figure. H. 0.05. L. 0.065.
Plate 21. L. 0.06. Head brokenoff.
Hard red clay. White slip. Long hair and applied
Light yellowish gray clay. Figure solid with flat
Left elbow on cushion;right arm crossesbody
polos.
back which is slightly thickened at bottom. Left
nearly
to edge of couch. No addedback.
elbowon flat cushion.Right handrests on knee,holdThis type, of which only this examplewas found,
39Corinth,XII, no. 171.
is fairly close to No. 25. Thereis, however,morehair
40 Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 199, nos.
2, 4, 5, 7, p. 200,
aroundthe face and the position of the right arm is
nos. 2-6.
41 Corinth, XII, no. 158; MF 854.
different.

CLASS XV.

MOULDMADE STANDING YOUTHS

The group numbers only fifteen figurines, five of which are described below. The mouldmade
standing youth represents a distinct figurine type in itself, since all the examples of the type
have certain common characteristics. Only the front of the figure is mouldmade, the back
always being flat. Where the feet are preserved, they rest on a small, square base. The arms
are usually at the sides. The left hand (in one case the right) usually holds an object, most
frequently a lyre, more rarely a purse or phiale. The himation is the only garment worn and is
usually arrangedlike a shawl over both shoulders.
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Since so few representatives of the type were found, it is impossible to state exactly what the
range of date is. One fragment was found in the Aphrodite Deposit, but is possibly an intrusion,
as there is no other evidence to show that the type originated before the middle of the 5th
century. The rest of the datable examples were all from the second half of the 5th century, six
from the CircularSouth Shrine and one from the Circle Deposit. None was found in any of the
4th century deposits. The only head preserved, that of No. 1, is of a style which seems to have
originated in the second quarter of the 5th century. It shows exactly the same arrangementof
the hair as a reclining figure from the Stelai Shrine deposit (XIV, 2) and a large male head
(XVIII, 2); the hair is cut off just below the ears and is knotted low on the forehead (see
introduction to Class XVIII). Both these figurines are probably to be dated in the second
quarter of the 5th century, and the standing youth type may have originated then. Since,
however, we have no examples which are certainly datable before the middle of the century, it
may perhaps be possible that it did not begin until the third quarter, as a late reflection of a
sculptural style popular at an earlierperiod. Outside Corinthno figurineshave been found which
are from the same moulds as any of the Corinthianexamples; this fact doubtless indicates that
when figurines of related type are found elsewhere they represent a development which went
on independently of Corinth, whether the type originated there or not.
Several very similar types were extremely popular in Boeotia and Lokris.1These figures are
either nude or wear a himation like a shawl over both shoulders. They carry various objects,
cocks, phialai, strigils, aryballoi, lyres, etc.; the type with the cock was especially popular. In
a number of these figures the hair is arrangedin the same way as that of the Corinthiantype.
In style they are also closely related to the Boeotian kriophorostypes (see pp. 135f.). Onthe whole
it seems less likely that the type originated in Boeotia and spread to other centers than that the
original idea came from Athens or Corinth and was adopted by the Boeotian coroplasts. The
evidence from Halai2 shows that there the type of the youth with the cock begins in the second
quarter of the 5th century and is most popular toward the end of the century, dying out in the
4th. Similar figures are found at Rhitsona3 in the third quarter of the 5th century and also in
the Thespian polyandrion.
1 (KT21-1). Standing youth with lyre. Plate 22.
H. 0.11. Front edge of base broken.
Reddish buff clay with red core. Back flat with
slight depressionin center. Stands on small square
base, with legs slightly apart. Left hand holds lyre;
left arm covered with diagonal folds of himation.
Hair in short, waved locks at sides of face; low knot
on forehead.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Five other fragments from the same mould were found in the Potters' Quarter,one in the same deposit and one in the
CircleDeposit, showing that the type is essentially
one of the secondhalf of the 5th century. These five
fragments are entirely painted red. Several others
were found in the Asklepieion,and these were also
painted in the same pinkish red. Another figurine,
KT21-8, from the CircularSouth Shrine represents
a slightly differentmould-type;it is a little smaller,
and the himationis less distinct. Thereare two other
figurines from this mould: one was found in the
8

Aphrodite Deposit; the other, which was painted
pink, is very possiblyof 4th centurydate.
2 (KT21-13). Fragmentof standingyouth with lyre.
Plate 21. H. 0.035. Head and legs brokenoff.
Brownclay. White slip. Pink paint. Armsat sides,
left hand holding lyre. Both arms covered with
diagonal folds of himation. Applied object (lock of
hair?) on left shoulder.Flesh paintedpink.
A completefigurinefrom this mould was foundin
the Asklepieion.4Its head is somewhattoo large for
the body; a polos is worn. Beside the lyre in the left
hand, a phiale is probably held in the right. The
appliedobject on the shoulderdoes not appear.The
1 Cf. Winter, Typen, I, pp. 182-187; Danish National
Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 33, no. 291; Hesperia, XI,
1942, pl. XIV; F. de D., V, pl. XXIII, 18. For other references
see Acta Archaeologica,VIII, 1937, pp. 77-80.
2 Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 386, 393f., 399.
3 Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, p. 74.
4 Corinth, XIV, pl. 54, no. 10.
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type is very similarto Winter, Typen, I, p. 185, nos.
1, 2, 4, althoughthe head is different.
3 (KT21-9). Small standing youth with purse (2).
Plate 21. H. 0.055.Head andright forearmbrokenoff.
Red clay. Right foot slightly advanced and knee
bent. Right forearm,added separately,probablyextended forward. Left hand at side, holding object
which looks like long purse.
A figurine from elsewherein Corinth5is of very
similartype.
4 (KT21-10).Fragment of standing youth with
phiale.H. 0.051. Centralpart preserved.
Soft brown clay. Red paint. Right knee slightly
5

Corinth, XII, no. 189.

bent. Phialeheld at side in right hand. Figurepainted
red.
From the Circular South Shrine. For standing
youths of similar type see Winter, Typen, I, p. 184,
nos. 2, 3, 7, and p. 185, no. 2, all from Boeotia and
most fromthe Kabeireion.
5 (KT21-11).Fragmentof standingyouth with purse.

Plate 21. H. 0.049. Preservedfromwaist to knees.
Red clay. White slip. Back slightly hollowed. Figure leans on left elbow, apparentlyon tall, square
pier. Long purse hangs from left hand. Right arm at
side. Lower body draped in himation; upper edge
falls in diagonalfolds.
From the same deposit.

CLASS XVI. MOULDMADESEATED Boys

This class is also a small one, consisting of only 13 figurines, to which may be added five
uninventoried fragments. Six are described below. Again, only the front is mouldmade. The
figure may be either solid with a flat back, or hollow wvitha back roughly added by hand. All
rest on a square or rectangular base. The pose is in general the same: the left leg is bent and
lies on the base in front of the body, the right knee is drawnup with the foot resting on the base,
the left hand rests on the base and supports the figure, and the right hand is placed on the
knee. These figures, with one exception, are completely nude. The hair may be either short or
long. In addition to the thirteen figurines and five fragments, five moulds for making figures
of this type were found in the Potters' Quarter.1Four of these came from the mid-4th century
deposits of the Terracotta Factory; the fifth, from which No. 1 may have been made, seems,
from its style, to be much earlier. Of the figurines, Nos. 3 and 4 are extremely close to the
moulds Nos. 61, 62 and 63; in fact, No. 4 and the mould No. 62 (or possibly No. 64) seem to be
identical. Both figurines, however, were found in the late 5th century deposit of the Circular
South Shrine and both moulds in the 4th century Terracotta Factory deposits, indicating that
during that time the mould-types were merely repeated without alteration. No. 1 and the
mould No. 61 represent the earliest type. The large, shallow eyes and wide-lipped, smiling
mouth are of archaic style. The mould, from the color and quality of its clay and the use of
setting lines, is probably genuinely arehaic. Of the four figurines which are identical with this
mould, two were found in deposits of the second half of the 5th century. None of the figurines of
the seated boy type occur in a context earlier than this, nor, indeed, in any later one. In fact,
of the eighteen figurines and fragments, twelve, or two-thirds, came from the Circular South
Shrine. The four moulds from the Terracotta Factory show, presumably, that figurines of this
type were still being manufactured in the 4th century, although none was found in a 4th
century deposit.
These figurines obviously represent children, but the origin of the type and its significance,
if any, are uncertain; the pose is probably, however, merely a conventional way of denoting
childhood. The type is an extremely popular one, especially in the eastern Mediterraneanarea;
in each place in which it is found to any extent it exhibits its own local peculiarities. Except
perhaps for Perachora, the purely Corinthianversions of the type have not been found outside
1 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 105f., nos. 61-65.
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the Corinthia, and they are rare even in Corinth, since very few examples were found in the
main excavations or the Asklepieion. We must doubtless assume that the seated boy type is
not Greek in origin. In fact, its origin seems to lie much further east, perhaps in Syria. The
parts of the Greek world where it is most commonly found are Rhodes2 and Cyprus.3 Such
figures occur not infrequently in Cypriote stone sculpture,4 some apparently as early as the
first half of the 5th century. Mention must also be made of the related Graeco-EgyptianHarpokrates type.5 Although the seated boy type is found in Italy and Sicily,6its popularity is not as
great there as in the eastern Mediterranean.About 150 examples are said to have been found
in the IKabeireion;7 of these one type8 is very close to those from the Potters' Quarter. Three
from Perachora9are classed as East Greek. Their clay is, however, described as "yellow"; they
are very similar in type to our No. 1; and, to judge from the photograph, there seems no
apparent reason why they should not have come from Corinth. There are a number of other
seated boy figurines from the mainland of Greece which do not seem to be of Corinthian
manufacture; two moulds for this type are included among the Olynthos examples.10
(KT20-4). Seated boy. Plate 23. HI.0.06. W. 0.049.
1 Yellowish buff clay. Figure solid with flat back.
Low rectangularbase with rounded corners. Short
hair. Largeshalloweyes and smilingmouth.
From the CircularSouth Shrine.Three other figures from the samemouldwerefoundin the Potters'
Quarter;one was from the CircleDeposit and thus
probablyof about the same date as No. 1. A fifth was
foundin the main excavationsof Corinth,"1
and there
is a fragment from the Asklepieion12which may be
fromthe samemould. Thetype seemsto be very close
to that of a mould, No. 61, from the Potters' Quarter,13and, thoughthe figurinesare all slightly smaller

than the mould, they may still have been made from
it, or perhapsfroma later repetitionof it. The mould
seems to be of genuinely archaic date. Figurines
from Olynthosl4are not unlike in style. Another figurine, similar to No. 1 but larger, is from South
Russia.15A type from Perachora,16where three are
said to have been found, is very similar as far as the
body is concerned;the head is missing.

Ohnefalsch-Richter, op. cit., pl. XXXIII, 1-5; Cesnola,
op. cit., I B, pls. CXXX-CXXXII.
5 Cf. Kaufmann, Graeco-dgyptische
Koroplastik,pls. 19-22;
Konigliche Museen zu Berlin, Die aegyptisch-griechischen
Terrakotten,pls. 5, 6.
6 Cf. B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 141, B 413, p. 151, B 476,
B 477; Winter, Typen, II, p. 266, nos. 5, 6 c, p. 268, no. 3,
o-s, nos. 10 and 11; Mon. Ant., IX, 1899, p. 261, fig. 53.
7 Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p. 363.
8 Winter, op. cit., p. 268, no. 3.
9 Perachora,pl. 114, no. 295.
10Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 37,
no. 309; Olynthus,VII, nos. 280-287; ibid., IV, no. 417; ibid.,
XIV, nos. 273-5, 279-82; 'Apr. AeX,r.,XV, 1933-35, p. 37,
fig. 19, upper right and left (from Argos); Hesperia, XI, 1942,
pl. XV, III-c-I, III-c-2 (from Halai); F. de D., V, pl. XXV,
4; three in the ChaironeiaMuseum from the graves of Abai.
11 Corinth, XII, no. 192.
12 Corinth, XIV, pl. 54, no. 26.
13 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 105f.

3 (KT20-6). Seatedboy. Plate 23. H. 0.062.W. 0.051.
Pale grayishyellow clay. White slip. Figurehollow
with back flaringat bottom. Position similarto that
of No. I, except that body and head are inclined
slightly to left. Long hair falls over shoulders;low
knot over forehead. Body very fat, with rounded
breast and abdomen.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. The two other
figures from the same mould came from the same
deposit. A figurine from the Asklepieion (59) is
probably the same. The type is very close to two
mouldsfromthe TerracottaFactory, Nos. 62 and 63,
but is not quite identicalwith either.

2 (KT20-1). Seatedboy. Plate 23. H. 0.061. W. 0.048.
Breakin right shoulderand back.
Light buff clay, partly fired pink. Bright purplish
red paint. Figure hollow with handmadeback which
flares at bottom. Rectangularbase, higherthan that
of preceding.Position similar,except that right leg is
2 Cf. Lindos, pl. 111, nos. 2363, 2364, 2369, 2371-73, pl.
thrown further outward and head is inclined back112, nos. 2381, 2382; Clara Rhodos, IV, figs. 164, 370; B. M.
andto right. Navel andbreastslightlymodelled.
ward
Cat. Terracottas,p. 117, B 264-268.
Toes indicated. Short hair. Front and sides covered
3 Cf. Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, pl. XCII, 2; Cesnola,
Cyp. Antiq., II A, pls. XXXVI, XLIV, XLVII, 370, 373; with red paint, except base, feet and left hand.
Swed. Cyp. Exped., II, pls. XLII, 4 (3), CLVIII, 11 (Dr 2);
The featuresappearto be of late 5th centurystyle.
ibid., III, pls. CLIX, 535, CLXXX, 24.
The
seatedboy type illustratedin Winter, Typen,II,
4 Cf. J.H.S., LVIII, 1938, p. 21, fig. 7; J.H.S., XII, 1891,
no. 3, fromthe Kabeireion,is rathersimilar.
p.
268,
p. 318, fig. 4; B. M. Cat. Sculpture, I, part 2, pp. 64-68;

8*

14
15
16

Olynthus,VII, no. 283; ibid., XIV, nos. 279, 281.
Winter, Typen, II, p. 268, no. 9.
Perachora,pl. 114, no. 295.
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4 (KT20-10). Seated boy. Plate 23. II. 0.064. Part of
both sides and most of back brokenaway.
Buff clay. Dilute red paint. Very similarto preceding. Body inclined to left, but head nearly erect.
Long locks on shoulders; no knot over forehead.
Wrinkle between breast and abdomen. Front and
sides, except base, paintedred.
From the same deposit. A secondfragmentsimilar
to this, fromthe same deposit, shows strongtraces of
burning. The type is very close to the mould No. 62
from the TerracottaFactory, and the two figurines
were very possibly though not certainly, made from
it. They might, however, have been taken from the
mould No. 64, only a fragmentof whichis preserved.

hollowwith back slightly flaring at bottom. Position
similar to preceding,except that body is more upright and right leg in more vertical position. Right
arm holds small pointed object against breast. Long
hair.
Fromthe same deposit.
6 (KT20-13). Large seated boy. Plate 23. H. 0.069.
W. 0.077. Head, and part of left side and arm
missing.
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Pale green clay. No back; base continuedaround
sides. Base right-angledat left side, curved at right.
Position as usual, with body inclined to left. Right
knee projectswell forward. Thumbs modelled separately and fingersdivided by grooves. Abdomenand
5 (KT20-12). Seatedboy. Plate 23. H. 0.06. W. 0.049. breastwell rounded.
Soft, pale grayish brown clay. White slip. Figure
MOULDMADE
CLASSXVII. POST-ARCHAIC
FEMALEFIGURES

Of these 121 were found and 54 are described. A little less than half of the total number were
isolated heads. Most of the figurines of this class represent distinct types. In only a few cases
were two or three figurines from the same mould found. The group is supplemented by a large
number of moulds (Nos. 21-25, 29-42, 86-94, 97-99)i both for bodies and heads. A number of
the heads in Class XVII probably belonged to jointed dolls, especially those with holes pierced
through the head and neck. Some of the unpiereed heads probably also came from dolls and,
since it was impossible to determinewhich were from dolls and which were not, it seemed better
to keep all the heads in this group.
Little development can be traced in the bodies of the figures, since strict frontality is the
rule even in the latest figurines, and, as a matter of fact, even in Corinthian figurines of a
period later than the Potters' Quarter. As a concession to the growing freedom of sculptural
poses, the weight is sometimes placed more on one leg than the other, and the head is sometimes
turned slightly to right or to left. One arm may be placed in a different position from the other;
in the archaic figurines both arms were held straight at the sides or were bent at the elbows,
with the forearms extended forward. The costume shows certain changes, particularly in the
more varied use of the himation and the greater number of head-coverings depicted. The
muffling of the entire upper body, and even the hands, in the himation becomes a favorite
device. The folds of the drapery gradually become more naturalistically modelled, although in
only a few instances do they attain the extremely realistic treatment found in sculpture. The
adornment of the hair is no longer limited to the polos. A cloth fillet, plain or folded, is sometimes worn, and occasionally a cloth cap at the back of the head; the kekryphalos, or bag,
makes its appearancein the 4th century and the flat hat in the same period. A cap with a very
high conical peak is representedin two heads. There are also changes in the arrangementof the
hair. After the archaic period it is seldom worn long. In the second half of the 5th century,
particularly the third quarter,2the hair is often parted in the middle and rolled at either side
over a fillet. It has been suggested that this arrangement originated in the Peloponnesos,
perhaps even in Corinth.3Around the end of the century we begin to find the hair arrangedin
1

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 95f., 98-102, 110f.
Compare the examples cited under No. 2. One of the
earliest examples in sculpture is the head of Kore on the
2

Eleusis relief (Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmdler,pl. 7).
3 RMm.Mitt., XLIV, 1929, p. 22; Rom. Mitt., XL, 1925,
pp. 211f.
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a low, triangular knot over the forehead.4 This knot gradually assumes a more exaggerated
height, in some instances becoming almost grotesque. Sometimes there are two knots, one over
the forehead and another further back. The treatment of the surface of the hair becomes more
impressionistic. Instead of the central parting and symmetrical scalloped waves of archaic
heads, the surface is usually modelled with short strokes of varying size and depth, or with
irregular scratches or vermiculations. On two heads we find an arrangement of the hair in
separate twisted or wavy strands which is rather similar in effect to the later "Melonenfrisur."
The modelling of the face reflects roughly the same changing trends which may be traced
in sculpture. The faces of the late 5th century are round in outline; the eyes are large with
strongly marked lids, the mouth is wide, either straight or slightly drooping at the corners, and
the chin is heavy and rounded. In the early 4th century the face becomes narrower.The eyelids
and eyebrows begin to droop downwardat the outer corners.5The treatment of the eye becomes
more impressionisticas the 4th century goes on. The characteristicdroop of the brows and upper
lids at the cornersis exaggerated. The fact that the lower lid is often not indicated at all gives
an effect of greater softness to the modelling of the eye. The mouth becomes shorter, though it
remains full and straight. The chin becomes smaller. The general impressionis of much greater
softness, though one must remember also that the clay used in the 4th century is likely to be
softer and more crumbling than that used previously. A characteristic feature of 4th century
heads is likely to be a very small face, appearing in conjunction with a neck of exaggerated
length and thickness.
A few words may be said about the technique of the figurines. Usually the head and body
seem to have been made in two separate moulds and then stuck together with clay. Sometimes
three moulds may have been used, one for the face and two more for the front and back of the
body. The combination of mouldmade head and handmade body is far less common than in the
archaic period.There is considerablevariation in the amount of re-workingdone on the figurines
after they were taken from the mould. In figurines of which the front only was mouldmade, the
back of the head and neck were sometimes roughly shaped by hand, occasionally in a very
effective manner. The forearms were in some cases left to be made by hand and attached.
Applied decoration, such as poloi, fillets, hats and earrings, is frequently used; the applied
necklace no longer appears. A considerable amount of the modelling of the hair was left to be
done by hand. It very often shows fine scratches and stippling which must have been produced
by a very sharp-pointed instrument, and short, shallow grooves which appear to have been
made with the side of an instrument. Although such re-working is usually confined to the
hair, we occasionally see signs of retouching in the drapery. Many figurines show no retouching
at all; the Athena (No. 32), on the other hand, is an instance of a figurine in which the present
surface is very largely the result of re-working and application of handmade detail.
Among the figurines of this class, most of which are of rather undistinguished style, a few
are noteworthy for their strongly sculptural feeling. No. 6, probably of early 5th century date,
is a fragment of a very large figurine which recalls the style of some of the terracotta sculpture
from Olympia in its simple modelling and effective use of color. No. 5, datable later in the
4For probable late 5th century examples in sculpture cf.
Kat. Skulpt. Berlin, III, pl. 35 (although this relief is dated
at ca. 370 B.C. by Curtius in Das griechischeGrabrelief,p. 2);
Conze, Die attischenGrabreliefs,pl. L.
5 This tendency may be seen already in Olynthos heads of
the late 5th century (cf. Olynthus, VII, pl. 13, nos. 96, 99,

101-3). A similar treatment of the eye may be noted in vasepaintings which are datable around the third quarter of the
4th century (cf. Pfuhl, Mal. u. Zeich., III, fig. 596; Schefold,
Kertscher Vasen, pls. 13 a, 15 a; Langlotz, Gr. Vasen Wiurzburg, pl. 245, no. 867).
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century, is distinguished by the same characteristics. Nos. 1 and 2 are examples of a late 5th
century type which is strongly Polykleitan in style. No. 8, a fragment from one of the finest
figurine types of the late 5th century, can probably not be claimed as Corinthian. A head of
about the same date, No. 12, is certainly one of the finest examples of clay modelling on a small
scale to be found anywhere among Greek terracottas. The two figurines, Nos. 20 and 21, show
a certain amount of sculptural feeling in spite of their very small scale. The head of a child,
No. 51, has a strongly plastic quality along with its subtlety of modelling. Although only fragments, Nos. 52-54, which are from very large figurines, seem to show in their modelling a certain simplicity and grandeur of style.
Several figurines from the Shrine of the Double Stele form a particularly interesting and
unusual group; these are the figure of Athena, No. 32, the seated female figure, No. 33, the
pair of women in a cart, No. 36, and six small female heads, KT1O-42 to 10-47, which are of
very soft clay and badly preserved. With these we must consider several other figurines from
the same deposit, two standing male figures, XVIII, 9 and 10, a seated male figure, XVIII, 7,
a figurine of a reclining male figure and seated female, XIV, 30, a relief of the horse and rider
type, XXII, 1, and fragments of two others, two couches, XXXIII, 22, and KT56-7, and two
objects, XXXVII, 51 and 52, of uncertain identification. The human figurines show a general
similarity in the treatment of drapery. The female figures wear a chiton and a himation which
reaches to the knees or below. The trick of muffling the hands in the drapery is very characteristic, as also a fondness for straight, tightly pulled folds between the shoulder and the bent
forearm. The seated female figure and the horse and rider relief are distinguished from the rest
by the fact that the folds of the drapery form thin, rounded ridges which vary to some extent
in width and degree of projection from the surface. In the others the folds tend to be flat ridges,
separated by shallow, scratched grooves; the emphasis is on the grooves rather than the ridges.
This technique is combined in the two standing male figures with broad, lightly rounded folds
in the lower part of the figure. The seated female figure and the rider relief have concentric
looped folds toward the bottom of the garments; a similar fold appears between the knees of the
seated male figure. Of the other figures only XVIII, 10, has folds which are at all comparable;
here, however, as generally in the drapery of the majority of the larger group, it is the hollows
between the folds which are accented, rather than the folds themselves. The hair and features
of XVII, 33, show careful and delicate modelling. The features of the seated male figure and the
two figures of the reclining group are very small with little detail in the modelling. The face of
the Athena is similar, particularly to the male figure of the reclining group, but the eyes are
renderedin greater detail. In most of the other heads, including a fragment, KT31-4, from the
same mould as the rider relief, both the hair and the features are renderedin a very impressionistic manner. The hair is indicated by an irregular pitting of the surface, probably done after
the figurine was removed from the mould. The seated female figure, the seated male figure and
two of the rider reliefs are of very hard yellow clay and the clay of the reclining group is rather
similar. That of the Athena is also hard, but of a greenish gray color. The clay of the other
figurines is much darker, being in most cases a rather dark gray or gray-brown and, in the
case of XXXVII, 52, two of the isolated female heads and a fragment, uninventoried, of a
riderrelief, a dark red-brown, the latter perhaps the result of over-firing, as the clay is very
crumbly. The colors used in painting the Athena are the black anldpurple very commonly used
on Potters' Quarterfigurines and there is nothing unusual about the thin red employed on the
seated female figure. On the cart group, the two standing male figures and the couches pink
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is used, on the cart group, the couches and XXXVII, 51, a dark yellow, and on the two standing
male figures appear three very unusual colors, a crimson red, a maroon red and a grayish blue.
Although all the figurines are obviously related, it seems certain from the clay and the
treatment of the details of the heads and the drapery that there are two, possibly three, artists
involved. The reclining figure, the seated male figure and the Athena are somewhat related in
style, although it is not certain that they are by one hand. The seated female figure and the
horse and rider relief are probably by one hand and the remaining figurines by another. Since,
however, most of the figurines of these three groups show details in which they resemble
figurines of the other groups, it does not seem that there can be any great difference in date
among them. The dating presents several problems. Superficially, the two standing male
figures seem to have affinities among figurines of the late 4th century and even later, and one
might suppose from this that they should be dated later than the rest of the material from the
Potters' Quarter. In view of the fact, however, that much of the pottery from the shrineseemed
to fall into place between the pottery of the various 5th century deposits and those of the
Terracotta Factory, that one group of miniature vases of a type found only in the shrine seemed
to imitate Attic vases datable in the second quarter of the 4th century,6 and that none of the
pottery was of the types which are characteristic of the TerracottaFactory deposits of the third
quarterof the 4th century, it would seem that the Double Stele deposit is unlikely to be of a date
later than the middle of the 4th century. It is, of course, possible that the two standing male
figures and the cart group, which look later in style than the rest, were put in the shrine later
than the others. As a matter of fact, these figures, the couches and all the other figurines and
fragments which were made of very soft dark clay, were found together in the space between
the main stele of the shrine and a block in front of it, and were presumably placed there when
the shrine was buried. Also in the same space, however, were found not only several other
figurines of normal Corinthianclay and of more usual types, such as handmade female figures,
doves and standing Korai, but also a miniature lamp and thirty-two miniature vases which
seemed in no way different from those found in the rest of the shrine.Even if we put this material later than the rest of the deposit scattered in the shrine,it is difficult to date it later than the
third quarter of the 4th century. In order to date any of the material even as late as the end
of the 4th century, we must suppose that, some twenty-five years after the disaster which
wrecked the Terracotta Factory in the third quarter of the 4th century and caused the abandonment of the Potters' Quarter as an industrial center, some one dedicated these figurines in
a shrine which, as far as the evidence goes, had received no other offerings in the intervening
years, and then buried the shrine. This might seem not impossible, except for the extremely
poor clay of several of the figures, which are so crumbly as to suggest that they were overfired. It seems curious that figurines in such condition should have been brought from another place and dedicated here. On the whole, it seems probable that the great bulk of the
material in the deposit, including the figurines mentioned above as of light clay, is datable
in the first half of the 4th century, probably mostly in the second quarter, and that the figurines of dark clay, which were obviously among the latest dedications, should perhaps be
dated a little later, but probably not later than the middle of the century. Since these figurines
are of such a distinctive style and one which seems fairly removed from the stylistic trends of
earlier periods, it may be that they are among the forerunnersof a new style which is seen
6

Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 50.
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reflected still later in figurines from Asia Minor (see under XVIII, 9).
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1 (KT5-11). Artemis. Plate 23. H. 0.132. Head, legs
below knees,tips of spearsmissing.
Brown clay. Red and light blue paint. Back handmade.Figurehollowwith narrowrectangularopening
in center of back. Finely pleated chiton falls a little
below knees. Overit animal skin (probablypanther)
crosses breast diagonallyfrom right shoulderand is
wrappedtightly aroundwaist; long tail on right side
and head on right hip. High hunting boots with
raisedborderaroundtop. Right knee bent. Left hand
holds thin, curved throwing-stick.Right arm supports against shouldertwo spears. Traces of red on
part of chiton over breast,on animal skin, on throwing-stick and on spears.Tracesof blue on spears.
Foundin the TerracottaFactory,northof the East
Room, but not contemporarywith the bulk of the
material from the factory, which is of 4th century
date. The figurine is probablyfrom the same mould
as one in Berlin.7In this a dog is representedas lying
behindthe feet of Artemis.The left armis coveredby
a himation fastened on the shoulder. This himation
seems to have been a handmade addition, since in
ourfigurineit does not appearat all.8Thehead of the
Berlin figurineis very fine and appearsto reflect the
style of the late 5th century (see under No. 2). Its
provenanceis variouslygiven as "Greece,""Thisbe,"
and "Boeotia, ostensibly Thisbe,"that of a figurine9
apparentlyfrom the same mould as "Thebes."There
is no reasonto supposethat the two fragmentsfrom
the Potters' Quarter are anything but Corinthian.
Hence, either they are copies of a Boeotian type, or,
moreprobably,the type itself is of Corinthianorigin.
The male counterpartof this figure may be seen in a
type occurringin Boeotia10in which the pose and
costume are similar; the male figure, presumably
Dionysos, carriesa throwing-stickin the right hand
and a kantharosin the left.
2 (KT10-19). Female head with fillet. Plate 23.
H. 0.052.
Soft red clay. Few traces of white slip. Back of
head added by hand. Hair parted in center, drawn
back at either side and rolled over broadfillet which
encircleshead. Strands of hair indicated by shallow
incisions, folds of fillet by two long shallowgrooves.
Face ratherroundwith largeeyes and straightmouth.
Found in the CircularSouth Shrine, and presumably to be dated about the third quarterof the 5th
Koster, Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 36; Schneider-Lengyel, Gr.
Terrakotten,fig. 41. K6ster (op. cit., p. 62) says that there is
another figurine in Berlin which is identical,b ut smaller.
8 The neck line of the chiton also differs slightly, but there
may have been a little retouching in one figure or the other.
9 Winter, Typen, II, p. 163, no. 2 b.
10Ibid., I, p. 18I, no. I. For other correlated Artemis and
Dionysos types, see under No. 17.

century. The head is probablyfrom the same mould
as the precedingfigure of Artemis. As nearly as one
can judge from photographs,the head is identical in
all respectswith the head of the Berlin figurine discussedunderNo. 1. Theface has the samefull outline,
and the features,though much worn, seem to be the
same. The arrangementof the hair, with the central
partingand the wide, foldedfillet over whichthe hair
is drawn,is the same in both heads. Even the small
details of the hair treatment correspond,as far as
comparisonis possible. The fact that the head was
found in a fairly well dated deposit gives us a date
for No. 1 and also for the Berlin figure. Koster has
justly pointed out that the figurine is strongly
Polykleitanin style,'1but his date, "at the end of the
(5th) century," is too late; a dating in the third
quarterof the 5th centuryor the beginningof the last
quarterfits the periodof Polykleitosequallywell and
must be the correct one. The modelling of the face
and the arrangementof the hair are closelyparalleled
in a number of works,12the originals of which are
probablyto be dated at about the third quarterof the
5th century, and also in terracottas13of about the
same periodor slightly later.
3 (KT8-5). Seated female figure. Plate 25. H. 0.16.
W. (base) 0.063. Depth of base: 0.088. Most of front
and left side brokenaway.
Soft brownclay. Figurehollowwith thin walls and
open base. Back flat with large rectangularopening
in lower part. Solid, high-backedchair with round
projections at upper corners. Double-steppedfootstool. High polos. Hair low on foreheadand hanging
in ribbedlocks at sides. Roundface with long, narrow
eyes, rather heavy nose and full lips. Chiton has
sleeves to elbow and long end of drapery falling in
swallow-tailfolds at right side. Heavy, finely pleated
fold between legs. Arms apparentlyheld in front of
body.
Fromthe CircularSouth Shrine.Winter, Typen,I,
p. 73, no. 7, seems to be a similartype, and perhaps
also Goldman,Eutresis, fig. 310, 1. Comparealso a
figurinein the NationalMuseumin Athens,'4said by
Poulsento be Corinthian.
11 Compare, for example, the treatment of the hair and
the style of the face with those of the Lansdowne Amazon
(Gardner, Six GreekSculptors, pl. XLII).
12 Cf. Africa Italiana,IV,1931,pp. 1-31, figs. 9, 11, 15, 19;
Schrader, Phidias, figs. 17, 18; Mahler, Polyklet und seine
Schule, figs. 24, 25, 27; N. d. Sc., 1921, p. 395, figs. 6 a and b;
Kat. Skulpt. Berlin, IV, pl. 71.
13 Cf. Rom. Mitt., XL, 1925, pp. 201-212, figs. 16, 20, 21;
Charbonneaux,Les terrescuitesgrecques,nos. 37, 55; Sieveking,
TerrakottenLoeb, I, pl. 14, 3; Roscher, Lexikon dergr. u. rom.
Mythologie, "Nike", fig. 18.
14 Acta Archaeologica,VIII, 1937, p. 56, fig. 34.
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4 (KT8-6). Lower part of large seated female figure.
Plate 26. H. 0.114. W. (base) 0.078. Depth of base:
0.099. Most of left side brokenaway.
Brown clay. Red paint. Figure hollow with large
rectangularopeningin back and smallersquareopenings in sides of chair.Double-steppedfootstool.Right
arm at side with hand on knee. Long fold of drapery
falls to right knee. Finely pleated fold between legs
and doublefolds at either side of skirt. Red stripe on
edges of footstool continuedaroundsides of chair.
From the Circular South Shrine, where it was
found lying against the east face of the stele. This
figure and No. 3, as far as they are preserved,are
practically identical, except in size. They are certainly the workof the same artist.
5 (KT12-8). Fragment from bottom of extremely
large draped figure. Plate 27. H. 0.116. W. 0.116.
Right foot, bottom and both sides of base brokenoff.
Buff clay. Purplish red paint and dilute bluish
gray paint. Left foot slightly advanced. Shallow,
groovedfolds between legs and heavier folds outside
legs. Upper edge of base projectsin roundedmoulding. Top of base and upperpart of skirt painted red.
Wide borderreservedaroundbottom of skirt; lower
half painted with wide gray stripe which has small
wave pattern at upperedge.
From the same deposit. The fragmentfar exceeds
in scale any figurefound in the Potters' Quarter,except the followingfragment.Theoriginalheightof the
figurine must have been nearly 40 cm. From the
slight backwardcurve of the legs it seems probable
that the fragmentis from a seatedfigure.The modelling of the foot is simple and skilful, and the treatment of the draperyis markedby extremesimplicity
and dignity. The droopingcurve of the bottom of the
skirt is particularlyeffective. Neither the gray paint
nor the wave pattern occur on any other figurine
from the Potters' Quarter.The figure is extremely
thick, but it is impossibleto say whethera moulded
back was also added. The present back surface was
scrapedwith vertical strokesof an instrumentwhich
had a blade about 0.012 m. wide. Before this was
done, however,a large mass of clay was pressedinto
the hollow left under the base, so that the present
back presentsa completelyvertical surface.
A fairly close parallel for this figure exists in a
fragment (MF 3366) from the main excavations of
Corinthwhichis of about the same scale. It is of hard
grayishyellow clay, and representsa foot restingon a
high, right-angledbase with a roundedmoulding at
top and bottom. The upper mouldingseems to have
about the same profile as that of the fragmentfrom
the Potters' Quarter,but it is decoratedwith a large,
roughly drawn Lesbian leaf pattern in black. The
manner in which the skirt is painted is also very
similar to that of our fragment. A wide reserved
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borderat the bottom is decoratedwith patterns (unidentifiable)in black paint, and the upperpart of the
skirt is painted red. A somewhatsimilar,but darker,
gray paint is employed; the red, however, has an
orangeratherthan a purplishtint. It is possiblethat
the two fragmentsare from the same mould but one
cannot, of course, determine this point definitely.
The foot of MF 3366 seemsnarrowerthan that of the
Potters' Quarterfragment, and also appearsto rest
on a sandal.Moreover,the edge of the skirt seems to
fall more abruptlyover the sides of the right foot. A
fragment of a figurine from the Asklepieion15is of
about the same scale. It representspart of a seated
female figure, wearinga chiton and with a himation
overthe shoulders.A lock of hairfalls on the shoulder.
6 (KT25-49).Fragment of drapery from very large
figure.Plate 23. H. 0.089.
Hard yellow clay. Dull black and purple paint.
Fragment represents end of swallow-tail drapery.
Both sides of each fold have wide black border,
bounded by narrow reserved lines. Thin black line
follows edge of either fold. Rest of draperypainted
purple.Tracesof black and purpleon back.
The way in which the back is finished seems to
show that this piece was made in a separatemould
and then attached to the rest of the figure. The unusually large scale links this fragmentwith the preceding. Thereis no indication of date, but the fragment is of even finerstyle than No. 5 and the clay and
paint are far superior.The dull, slightly grayish appearanceof the black paint makesa 5th centurydate
more likely than one in the 6th, but the fragmentis
probablyto be dated early in the 5th century. One
may comparethe very similarmodellingand painting
of the draperyon an early 5th centuryclay torso of a
warrior from Olympia.16In this figure and in our
fragmentthe paintedbands are very skilfullyapplied
so that they emphasize the slightest curve of the
draperyand bringout the constructionof the folds in
the most accurateand naturalisticmanner.
7 (KT5-15). Female figure with dove. Plate 23. H.
0.087.
Yellowish buff clay. White slip. Figure hollow;
back made by hand and roughly modelled at neck.
Long chiton, nearly covered by himation which
reaches below knees and falls in heavy, fluttering
folds at left side. Left hand holds drapery; right
carriesdove.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. There are four
other figuresfrom the same mould, all from this deposit and all finishedin the sameway.
8 (KT5-24). Fragment of large female figure. Plate
28. H. 0.068. Left side of upper part of body preserved.
15
16

Corinth,XIV, pl. 56, no. 42.
Jahrbuch,LVI, 1941, Olympiabericht,pl. 52.
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parapet.23Very similarfolds are seen in many figures
in the frieze of the Nike temple.24The modellingof
the body underthe draperyis also closely paralleled
in the Nike parapet.25In the pose, the arrangement
of the draperyand the style of the face, as far as it is
possible to comparethem, the type is very nearly
related to a series of reliefs usually representingPan
and three Nymphs. The leader of the Nymphs is
usually of our type26 or, more rarely, of a related
type27in which the right arm is bent upwardagainst
the breast instead of being at the side. It is not
possibleto date these reliefswith any certainty, but
there seems to be no reason why some of them at
least shouldnot go back to the late 5th century. Almost exactly the same type as that representedby
our figurinetype occursalso in Neo-Attic reliefs.28A
figurein whichthe arrangementand treatmentof the
draperyis similar and the pose is the same, though
reversed,is representedon a bronze mirrorsaid to
come from Corinth.29Somewhatsimilarfiguresoccur
on late R.F. vases.30
It seems very probable that the figurines, the
parallel types on reliefs and the other figures of
similar type all go back to some original of the late
5th century, and probably a famous one, since the
type was so often repeated. A statue of a draped
female figure, of which there are replicas31in Copenhagen and Munich, has been associated with the
group.32The type is not exactly the same as that of
the figurines, since the right arm is bent upward
17 Charbonneaux,Les terrescuitesgrecques,
no.55 ;SchneiderLengyel, Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 54. Encycl. photog., Louvre II, against the breast, and the left hand is uncovered.
p. 197, gives a front view of the figure. The figurine is said to The modellingof the draperyover the left arm and
have come from Athens, but its history (cf. B.C.H., XVI,
hip is reminiscent of the figurines, but the rest is
1892, pp. 74-79) shows that its original provenance is different, particularlythe folds beside the left leg,
unknown. Winter, Typen, II, p. 145, no. 1, gives references to
three other figurines of this type, all apparently of unknown which fall in simple, vertical ridges instead of being
provenance, although Boeotia is suggested. The one formerly swept back in ogival curves. Thesestatues, therefore,
in the Greau collection (Coll. J. Greau: Cataloguedes terres though certainlyrelated, do not seem to be copies of
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Hard, coarse brown clay with dark gray core.
White slip. Figure hollow inside; back probablyalso
mouldmade.Arm and body envelopedin thin himation. Hand on hip, drawing drapery tightly across
body.
It is probablethat this beautifullymodelledfragment is not Corinthian.The clay does not resemble
the usual clay of either Corinth or Attica, and is
perhaps from some other source. A figurine in the
Louvre17is close enough in modelling and in the
arrangementof the draperyto have come from the
same mould.18This figurineshows that the body was
completely wrapped in the himation, which also
covered the back of the head. The head was bent
downwardand the right hand held the draperyout at
the side. There are several other figurines of very
similartype.19
The type seems to find its closest affiliations in
late 5th century sculpture. The arrangementof the
hair, parted in the center and drawn over a fillet at
the sides, is very common at that period (see also
No. 2). The face is surely not far removedfrom that
of Hegeso20and the "Aphroditeof Frejus."'21The
drapery behind the body, which begins in shallow
folds hardly raised above the surface of the left leg
and then flows backwardin a series of deep, parallel,
ogival ridges with an occasional thin, shallow fold,
still parallel,between the ridges, reflects the style of
such works as the Nike of Paionios22and the Nike

cuites grecques,1891, pl. XXI) is much smaller in size than
the others. Although most of the details follow the general
23
type, a few are different: the himation seems to cover the hair
Carpenter, The Sculpture of the Nike Temple Parapet,
completely, and the lower edge of the chiton is either omitted pls. V, XXX. The Neo-Attic relief in Florence (ibid., fig. 12)
or differently treated. Even if this figurine is genuine (note, which imitates the style of the parapet is particularly close
however, the apparently perfect preservation and the in drapery detail to the figurine type.
24 Blimel, Der Fries des TempelsderAthenaNike, pls. I-IV.
statement that "the color has been mixed with a vitreous
25 CompareCharbonneaux,
glaze which is not often seen on ancient figurines"), it is not
loc. cit., with Carpenter,op. cit.,
p1. XXVII.
an exact replica of the type.
26
18 The upper part of the left arm in the Louvre figure (cf.
Cf. Walter, BeschreibungderReliefs im kleinenAkropolisB.C.H., XVI, 1892, pl. IV) seems to have fewer folds. This museum in Athen, no. 176; Ath. Mitt., XXXVII, 1912,
probably indicates retouching in the Potters' Quarter pl. XIV; Ashmole, Catalogue of Ancient Marbles at Ince
fragment. In the figurine from the same mould illustrated in Blundell Hall, no. 218; 'Eqp.'ApZ., 1905, pl. 3, col. 118, fig. 4.
Burlington Fine Arts Club, Catalogue of Objects of Greek A.J.A., VII, 1903, pl. III, is probably also of the same type.
27 Cf. B.C.H., V, 1881, pl. 7.
CeramicArt, no. 263, the folds over the arm are prominent
28 Cf. Hauser, Die neu-attischenReliefs, type 34, pp. 41-43,
and perhaps also show retouching.
19 Winter, op. cit., p. 145, nos. 2, 3, 5. To the examples
nos. 56, 57; Ann. d. Inst., 1863, pl. L, 1; Brunn-Bruckmann,
cited under no. 2 add Burlington Fine Arts Club, Exhibition Denkmdler, pl. 599 C (central figure). Compare also an
of Ancient GreekArt, pl. LXXVIII, E 28.
elaborated version of the type on an altar in the Lateran
20 Schrader, Phidias, fig. 309.
(Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike, fig. 86).
29 Pfuhl,
21 Picard, Manuel d'arche'ologie
Mal. u. Zeich., III, fig. 623.
grecque,II, 2, fig. 248.
30 Cf. Weege, op. cit., figs. 98, 198.
22 Olympia, III, pl. XLVII. Comparethe lower edge of the
31 Arndt, La GlyptothekNy-Carlsberg, pl. 65 and fig. 54.
drapery of this figure (Schrader, op. cit., fig. 234) with
32 Studniczka, Kalamis, pp. 26-38 (in Abhandlungender
Burlington Fine Arts Club, Greek Ceramic Art, no. 263, or
khnigl.sachsischenGesellschaftder Wissenschaften,LIV, 1907).
Schneider-Lengyel, loc. cit.
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the same originalas that whichinspiredthe figurines worksof the third quarterof the century,35although
and the reliefs.
the treatmentof the hair seems to indicate a slightly
later date. It is a very successfulattempt to represent
9 (KT10-17). Female head with high polos. Plate 25.
in terracotta the exuberanceof such hair styles as
H. 0.06. Surface of face badly preserved. Ends of those whichappearon coins of the late 5th century.36
polos broken.
Both hair and face have much in commonwith the
Very soft brownclay with red core. Surfaceof hair head on a mirror37dated at the end of the 5th century.
irregularlyvermiculated.Neck long and broad.
The definite and clear-cut modelling,the distinctly
From the CircularSouth Shrine. The head is possculpturalquality of the face, and the controlledfreesibly fromthe samemouldas a figurinefromthe main dom of the hair make this head the finiestterracotta
excavations of Corinth,33although re-workinghas
of the periodfromthe Potters' Quarter.
madethe appearanceof the hair quite different.
10 (KT8-11). Lower part of seated female figure. 13 (KT10-22). Small female head with polos. Plate
24. H. 0.027.
Plate 28. H. 0.063. Part of right edge brokenaway.
Buff clay. Low solid polos, with front mouldedin
Soft brown clay. Figure hollow with rectangular
low
relief; pattern indistinguishable(perhapslotos
opening in back. Rectangular footstool. Right foot
Hair divided into strandsover foreheadby
flowers).
slightly advanced.Heavy fold of draperyat left side.
short
incised
lines, and falls in large waves to shoulHorizontalfolds scratchedacrossbottom of skirt.
ders.
Full
lips
and broadchin.
Fromthe RectangularSouthPit, henceto be dated
The
style,
though
not as fine, is somewhatsimilar
in the third quarterof the 5th century. The fragment
to
that
of
the
preceding.
was madefroma mould34foundeast of the Terracotta
Factory. The comparisonof the two is interestingas 14 (KT5-5). Fragment of female figure. Plate 28.
showing the amount of trimming done after the H. 0.036. Centralpart of front preserved.
figurine was taken from the mould. The base and
Red clay. White slip.
sides have been extensively cut down. The dating of
From the regionof the "ErosaShrine."The figure
the figurineis important,as it gives an approximate was hollow; probably both front and back were
date for the mould and thereforefor the small mould mouldmade.It is probably of late 5th or early 4th
deposit east of the TerracottaFactory.
centurydate.
11 (KT5-6). Fragment of female figure with dove.
Plate 25. H. 0.037. Preservedfrom neck to waist.
Soft reddishbrownclay. White slip. Figurehollow
with thick walls and handmadeback. Chitondraped
in folds over breast; sleeves to elbow.
For the dove with one wing raised, compare
vonSicilien, pl. II, 2 (the sleeved
Kekule, Terracotten

16 (KTIO-5).Femalehead. Plate 24. H. 0.03.
Soft reddish buff clay. Red paint. Hair in heavy
mass, covering ears; impressionistically modelled
with irregularly shaped grooves and ridges, and
painted red. Round face. Eyelids strongly marked.
Mouth short with full lips which turn down slightly
at corners.
chiton is also similar to that of our fragment), and
From the CircleDeposit. This head is probablyof
Winter, Typen, I, p. 73, no. 8. The rather peculiar
5th or early 4th century date. The treatment of
late
style of the draperyremindsone of a small group of
the
hair
is rather similar to that on several grave
figurines,mostly of late 5th century date, mentioned
of
stelai
about
this period.Y8
on p. 20 as similarto Perachora,pl. 98, no. 129.
12 (KT10-2). Female head with stephane. Plate 24. 16 (KT8-7). Upper part of female figure with handH. 0.034.Breakon front of neck.Publishedin A.J.A., made body. Plate 25. H. 0.062. Left arm and part of
right brokenoff.
XXXV, 1931, p. 26, pl. I, 7.
Red clay. Body very flat, with forearmsapplied
Yellow clay. Hair indicated by short, shallow
and extendedforward.Draperyformsflat,
separately
groovesat edge of foreheadand irregulardepressions
of varying size and shapeabove. Hair above stephane
35 Comparethe head of Apollo from the east frieze of the
carefully modelled with short, broad grooves. Face Parthenon (Furtwingler and Uhrlichs, Denkmdlergriechischer
oval. Eyes have rather heavy upperlids which slant und romischerSkulptur, fig. 16), the heads from the base of
downwardat outer corners. Mouth large and well the statue of Nemesis at Rhamnous (Brunn-Bruckmann,
pl. 464, 203-5, and Richter, Sculpture and
modelled with full lips which curve downward at Denkmdler,
Sculptors of the Greeks, fig. 635), and the heads from the
corners.
Argive Heraion (Arg. Her., I, pls. XXX-XXXIJ, XXXVI).
This fine head is probablyof late 5th centurydate.
36 Cf. Lange, GotterGriechenlands,fig. 59; Regling, Die
The style of the face is not far removedfrom that of antike Milnze als Kunstwerk, pls. XXV, no. 544, XXVIII,
33Corinth, XII, no. 148.
34 Corinth,XV, part 1, pl. 32, no. 21.

nos. 581-583, 589-592.
37 Zuchner, Gr. Klappspiegel, pl. 28.
38 Cf. Gerke, Griechische Plastik, nos. 200, 206; Conze,
Die attischenGrabreliefs,pl. LXV (figure at right).
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wing-shapedprojectionsat shoulders.Hair parted in
center. Thin,sharpridgesrepresenteyelids.
Probablyof late 5th century date. A fragmentary
figurine from the Odeion deposit39has very similar
"wings"and the arms are attachedin the same way.
The "wings"perhapsreflect Argiveinfluence.40
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shows an arrangementof the draperywhich is like
that of the Louvre figurine. The arms are missing.
The dog is seated at the left of the figure. The workmanshipmakesit difficult to determinethe date exactly, but it should perhapsbe placed at the end of
holds
the 4th century.46Another,found at Laurion,47
a phialein the right hand and the position of the left
17 (KT12-7). Lowerpart of very large Artemiswith hand suggests that a wooden spear may have been
dog. Plate 25. H. 0.179.
inserted.A Cypriotestatuette,48though also a Bendis
Brown clay. White slip. Red paint. Arms hand- type, is less closelyrelatedto the figurines.
made and attached separately.Figure hollow; back
The style of the heads of the Lecuyerand Louvre
almost entirely open except across bottom. Finely figurinesis difficult to judge, but the formerat least,
pleated chiton to knees. Traces of nebris; head per- from its style and the arrangementof the hair, does
haps visible underleft arm, and one leg down middle not seem necessarilylater than the early 4th century,
of skirt. Right knee slightly bent. Traces of red perhaps even the late 5th century.49The relatively
indicate boots. Right forearm extended forward; small size of the face in the Louvrefigurineseems to
hand open with palm upward.Left arm extended a indicate a date in the 4th century. The finding place
little forwardand to side, with fingershalf closed.Be- of the Potters' Quarterfigure is not very helpful,
hind figurelargedog with small, pointedhead.
since it might equally well be dated near the middle
Found just outside the East Room of the Terra- of the 4th centurywith the TerracottaFactory deposcotta Factory. The figuremay be furtherrestoredon its, in the late 5th century with the small mould
the analogy of a figurinein the Lecuyer Collection,41 deposit also found east of the factory, or at any
said to comefrom Corinth.The figurinesappearto be periodbetween.The cult of Bendis was establishedin
of aboutthe same size. The Lecuyerfigurinediffersin Attica by the second half of the 5th century.50The
several details: the dog is modelled differently; the type of the figurinesapproximatesvery closely that
nebris seems to be slightly different; the left hand representedon two reliefs of late 4th century date.5'
holds the draperyat the side; the base is round in- The figure of Bendis in both reliefsholds a phiale in
stead of square.The positionof the right hand of our the right hand and a spearin the left. Sincethis figure
figurine,like that of the Lecuyerfigure,suggeststhat is obviouslyintendedto representa statue, it is quite
a phialeis to be supplied.The left hand is curvedas if
possiblethat the figurinesmay reflectthe samestatue
to hold a stick of some kind. Onthe analogyof reliefs, or a similarone. The Potters' Quarterfigureis closer
this may be restoredas a spear.42Anotherfigurineof to it, sincethe left handis in a positionto hold a spear.
a very similartype is in the Louvre.43its provenance The dog is an addition to the terracottatype which
is apparently unknown, but, since the photograph does not appear in the reliefs. The original statue
appearsto show a thick white slip which is well pre- could easily, of course,be of a date that is somewhat
served,the figure is not likely to be Corinthian.It is earlier than the reliefs. A statue of Artemis in the
very close to the Lecuyerfigure except for the differ- Leconfield Collection,52somewhat restored, and a
ent arrangementof the animal skin; moreover,the
46 Cf. From the Collectionsof the Ny CarlsbergGlyptothek,
right hand, obviously handmade,is in a position to
III,
1942, p. 170, note 3.
hold a spear rather than a phiale. Related to these
47 Hartwig, op. cit., fig. 3.
figurines is a group of terracottas44of Tarentine
48 B. M. Cat. Sculpture, I, part 2, no. C382.
origin, the earliest of which are of late 5th century
49 For a terracotta figurine of Artemis wearing the short
date; these also wear the short chiton, animal skin chiton and nebris and with a dog at her feet, but obviously of
and pointedcap, but have in additiona lion skin worn later date, see Furtwangler, SammiungSabouroff,II, pls. 125,
over the head, underthe cap, and over the shoulders. 126.
50 From the Collectionsof the Ny CarlsbergGlyptothek,III,
Thesefiguressometimeshave an animalbesidethem, 1942, pp. 169-188.
and usually carrya bow or quiver,or both.
51 Hartwig, op. cit., pls. I, II; Melanges Perrot, pp. 95-102,
A type very similar to the Louvre and Lecuyer figs. 1, 2. In a relief in Athens, which came from Pharsalos
figurinesis found in marblestatuettes. Oneof these45 (Svoronos, Das AthenerNationalmuseum,pl.XLIX, no.1380),
no. 10.
40 Cf. Tiryns, I, pls. VI, 6, VII, 3.
41 Collection Lecuyer, I, 1882, pl. B, center; Winter,
Typen, II, p. 163, no. 3.
42 Cf. Hartwig, Bendis, pls. I, II.
43 Rev. arch., II, 1903, p. 385, fig. 2.
44 Jahrbuch, XLVII, 1932, Arch. Anz., cols. 314-334,
figs. 1, 2; J.H.S., XLVII, 1927, pp. 93-101; Mon. Piot, XXX,
pp. 48-51.
45 Rev. arch., II, 1903, pl. XVI.
3CCorinth,XII,

Artemis wears the animal skin, short chiton and boots, and
holds a spear (possibly a torch) in the left hand, but a deer
instead of a dog stands behind her. Compare also Rizzo,
Prassitele, pl. CLIII (figure at right), a similar type, but
without objects in the hands.
52 Rev. arch., VI, 1917, p. 295, fig. 7. Compare also the
following statues, either fragmentary or restored: De Clarac,
Muse'ede sculpture, IV, pl. 567, no. 1209; Arndt, Einzelaufnahmen,no. 1797; Konigl. Museenzu Berlin, Beschreibungder
antiken Skulpturen, no. 62; and perhaps also Matz and von
Duhn, Antike Bildwerkein Rom, I, nos. 678, 693.
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very similar statue in Rome53 may be derived from
the sameor a similaroriginal.In these statuesthe dog
is present, although seated instead of standing. The
type is so closelyrelatedto a groupof representations,
both statues and reliefs of Dionysos,54who appears
in the same costume, that when the head and attributes (these are usually modern restorationsin the
statues) are missing, it is often difficult to distinguish the two types. In one of these figures of Dionysos a pantherreplacesthe dog;55 in the rest no animal
is present.It has been suggested that the original of
this Dionysostype belongedin Corinth.56
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Red clay, brown on surface. Tracesof white slip.
Figuresolid. Low, squarebase. Right knee bent with
foot drawnback.Right handtoucheshead;left onhip.
Chitonpleated at bottom; himationcoversleft shoulderand arm, is raisedoverheadby righthand, crosses
body at waist and falls in triangularpoint to knees.
The drapery,though on so small a scale, is skilfully modelled.The figureis a miniatureversion of a
generaltype of whichthere are severalvariations,but
in whichthe pose and the arrangementof the drapery
are about the same.60It seems to reflect a sculptural
type of the late 5th century,6'somewhatrelated to
18 (KT5-22). Lower part of drapedfigure. Plate 28. the "Aphroditeof Frejus"type, fromwhichnumerous
terracottas are also derived. Perhaps even closer to
H. 0.059.
Buff clay, partly fired red. Right knee bent. Skirt the Potters' Quarterfigure are the terracottaswhich
falls in fine, rounded folds in front. Feet project caricaturethe type.62 The slendernessof the figure
strongly. Figure deep from front to back and hollow and the absenceof the protrudingabdomen,however,
indicatethat this is not a caricature.
inside. Back handmadewith rectangularopening.
This fragmentand two othersfoundin the Potters' 21 (KT5-21). Small dancing figure. Plate 24. H.
Quarterweremadefroma mould57foundin the north- 0.058. Head and piece of left side missing.
east area of the TerracottaFactory. The mould is
Grayish brown clay. White slip. Both back and
preservedfrom the shouldersdown and shows that front made in mould; hollow space between. Small
the garmentwas a simple peploswith short overfold. trapezoidalbase. Hips thrown strongly forwardand
One of the other fragments from the mould was to left; upper part of body bent backward.Right
painted red. A figurine in Berlin,58probably Corin- knee bent with right foot well behind left. Arms
thian, is quite similarin style. No. 18 is probablyof muffledin drapery;left bent at elbow, right held in
late 5th or early 4th centurydate.
front of body. Chitonappearsonly at bottom, where
it
is arrangedin intricate, flutteringfolds. Himation
19 (KT4-1.1). Very small female figure. Plate 24.
below knees and completelyenvelopsupperpart
falls
H. 0.046. Head missing.
end hangsin heavy fold downback.
of
body;
Red clay. White slip. Vertical folds all around
is far freerin pose and in treatment of
This
figure
skirt. Himation covers left shoulder and arm, and
than
other of the group.The style of the
any
drapery
runs under right arm. Right forearm probably inin the same tradition, seemssomealthough
drapery,
tended to be addedseparately.Feet set widely apart.
that
than
of No. 8. It is one of the few
what
later
Only one other example from this mould was
terracottasof a revolving
Corinthian
among
instances
found. This came fromthe deposit in the East Room
It is possible, of course,
a
than
frontal
pose.
rather
of the TerracottaFactory and is presumablyof 4th
origin, although if a
that
of
Corinthian
not
it
is
century date. The mould-type, however, may have
of Corinth63is
excavations
main
from
the
figurine
originated earlier. A very similar, if not identical,
figure is repeated three times in a group in the
60 Winter, Typen, I, p. 82, no. 5 (from Corinth), p. 83,
nos. 1-4; Sieveking, TerrakottenLoeb, I, pl. 33 (a figurine
Louvre.59
which is very close to Winter, op. cit., p. 83, no. 3); Lindos,
20 (KT5-20). Smallfemalefigure.Plate 24. H. 0.068. pl. 143, nos. 3058, 3062; Bull. ant. Beschaving, IV, 1, p. 17,
Left side of base broken.
fig. 1. Winter, op. cit., p. 83, no. 2, is better illustrated in
531Braun, Antike Marmorwerke,I, pl. II.

Bull. comm. arch. di Roma, LII, 1924, pls. I-IV;
Jahreshefte, XV, 1912, p. 58, fig. 31 (from Notion); Amdt,
op. cit., nos. 325, 1262, 1793; B. C. H., LXVIII-LXIX, 194445, p. 264, fig. 13 (from Chalkis); Reisch, GriechischeWeihgeschenke,fig. 12. The Notion statuette is without head or
attributes and might be either an Artemis or a Dionysos
type; the fact that it was found in a theater may make the
latter slightly more likely.
55 Bull. comm. arch. di Roma, LII, 1924, pl. IV. The
statue before restoration is illustrated in Waldhauer, Die
antiken Skulpturender Ermitage, II, p. 29, figs. 29, 30.
5BComparea statue represented on a coin of Antoninus Pius
(J.H.S., VI, 1885, pl. LII E, LXXVIII).
57 Corinth,XV, part 1, pl. 33, no. 25.
58 Winter, Typen, I, p. 78, no. 2.
59 Heuzey, Fig. ant. Louvre, pl. 17, 6.
54

Kleiner, Tanagrafiguren,pl. 37 b, and no. 4 in Charbonneaux,
Les terrescuites grecques,no. 42. For a version of the type in
sculpture see Kat. Skulpt. Berlin, III, pl. 8.
61 Only the heads of Kleiner, loc. cit., and Dumont and
Chaplain, Les ce'ramiquesde la Gracepropre, II, pl. VI, 1,
seem, from the knot over the forehead, more likely to be of
early 4th century date.
62 Winter, Typen, II, p. 421, no. 9. Dumont and Chaplain,
op. cit., pl. XXIV, 3, and Compte-rendu,1875, pl. II, 31, are
closer to the Potters' Quarterfigure than is Heuzey, Fig. ant.
Louvre, pl. 51, 1. There is a larger version of the type in
Boston (01. 7762), said to have come from Thebes.
63 Corinth, XII, no. 145. This figurine is in such poor
condition that it is difficult to compare the two. The pose is
the same, and the general arrangement of the drapery. The
back of the figurine from the main excavations, however, is
not mouldmade.
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really from the same mould, the presenceof two of
these figures in Corinthmakes a Corinthianorigin
very probable.The effectivenessof the pose and of
the well modelleddraperyis somewhatspoiledbv the
clumsinessof the right arm which is disproportionately long and heavy. The pose does not seem to be a
commonone in dancingfigures,althoughit occurson
a late 5th century vase64and is occasionallyapproximated on Neo-Atticreliefs.65
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22 (KT5-2). Small female figure. Plate 24. H. 0.071.
Head, right arm, tip of left, and front of base broken
off.
Grayish brown clay. Figure solid with back and
front mouldmade. Peplos with overfold which is
heavily folded at either side of front. Skirt has four
narrow central pleats; sides and back also pleated.
Left forearm, handmade, extended forward. Low,
oval base.
This figure, from its similarity to the following,
may be dated in the early 4th century.
23 (KT5-1). Femalefigure.Plate 28. H. 0.103. Head,
arms and fragmentfromleft side missing.
Reddish brown clay. Tracesof white slip. Figure
hollow,except acrossshoulders.Lowerpart squarein
section.Handmadeback with roughlyoval cutting in
center. Peplos with short overfold; latter heavily
folded at either side. Front of skirt entirely pleated.
Low, squarebase. Right arm raised above head, and
probably left also. Head moulded separately and
attached. Upper surfaceof neck deeply gouged with
sharpinstrumentto makehead adheremoresecurely.
Fromthe Shrineof the Double Stele, and therefore
probablyto be dated in the first half of the 4th century, although it seems to reflect an earlier type.
Thefiguremay be comparedwith a groupof figurines
from Tanagra66which wear a similar costume and
have the arms (doubtlesshandmade)raised over the
head.

24 (KT5-36). Upper part of small female figure.
Plate 24. H. 0.038.
Yellowishbrownclay. Figure hollow below shoulders. Back handmade. High polos. Hair falls over
shoulders.Short-sleevedchiton with V fold at neck.
Fromthe same deposit.
25 (KTIO-25).Femalehead with high knot. Plate 25.
H. 0.039.
Soft grayishbrownclay. Side and front surfacesof
hair modelledby punchingrows of small, round depressions.Roundedknot, markedby shallowvertical
groovesand with largehole in front. Face ratherthin
64Monuments grecs, II, 1889-90, pls. 9, 10 (third figure

from right).
65 Weege, Der Tanz in der Antike, fig. 76 (figure at right);
cf. also fig. 72 (figure at left).
66 Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 60.

with high forehead. Sharp-bridged,somewhataquiline nose. Mouthhas heavy lowerlip and turns down
at corners.
Part of the front hair was apparentlychippedoff
in the processof punchingthe hole on top. A smallbit
of clay was applied at this point, and modelledby
scrapingthree vertical groovesin it. For the general
arrangementof the hair, comparethe heads of two
jointed dolls illustratedin A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p.
462, figs. 9, 11.
26 (KT23-4). Female figure in himation. Plate 24.
H. 0.091. Head, right forearm,and part of right side
at bottom broken off. Surface missing from breast
and left shoulder.
Light brown clay. Figure hollow with long oval
cutting in back. Head and right forearm attached
separately; surface of neck scratched to facilitate
attachment of head. Himation falls from left shoulder, leaving right arm free. Left hand, muffled in
drapery,rests on hip; right arm bent at elbow with
forearmextended forward.Weight on left foot, with
right knee bent. Draperydrawntightly aroundbody,
with few folds falling at left side.
Thelowerpartof the figureremindsoneof XVII, 18,
the mouldfor which was found in the northeastarea
of the TerracottaFactory. A part of anotherfigure67
fromthe same mould as No. 26 was foundjust south
of the TerracottaFactory,not far fromDeposit 1, but
these figurinesare probablynot as late as the deposit.
A figurefrom the same mouldwas found in the cave
at Pitsa. This also, unfortunately,lacked the head,
but the right arm was still attached. It was extended
forwardwith the hand open and turnedupward.Except for the handmade right arms of the Potters'
Quarterand Pitsa figures, the type is very close to
two figurines,68both almost certainly from the same
mould, in Amsterdam and Copenhagen.Winter69
mentionsa third in Berlin,as well as other examples.
The Amsterdamfigureis said to have come from the
same grave and to be of the same clay and technique
as a figure of a dancer70in the same collection. The
danceris ascribedby LunsinghScheurleerto Boeotia,
but was thought by von Bissing, its formerowner,to
be Corinthian.This type of danceris representedby
several other examples;it is impossibleto determine
whetherthey are all from the same mould, although
the details seem identical and the size is practically
the samein all. In any event, the indicationsare that
Corinthis at least as likely as Boeotia to be the origin
67 This figure has a rectangular cutting in the back like
that of XVII, 18.
68 Bull. ant. Beschaving,IV, 2, p. 9, fig. 1; Danish National
Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 41, no. 347.
69 Op.cit., p. 81, no. 3.Cf. also Goldman,
Eutresis,fig. 318,4.
70 Bull. ant. Beschaving, IV, 1, p. 16, fig. 4.
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of the type. One example7'was confiscatedfrom a
grave-robberin Corinth, another72is ascribed by
Winterto Corinthon the authorityof a dealer,and a
third,73 almost certainly of the same type, was
originallyin a private collectionin Corinth.An example in the Lecuyer Collection74is said to have
come from Megara.It is not proved that the dancer
type is Corinthian,but, if it is, then the two figures
in Copenhagenand Amsterdamwhich resembleNo.
26 will presumablyalso be Corinthian.Their style is
in generalthat of the late 5th century, being particbut
ularlyreminiscentof the "Aphroditeof Frejus,"75
the figurinesmay possiblybe a little later, especially
if they are contemporarywith the dancertype; the
latter certainly shows the influence of the Nike
parapetstyle, as MissShoehas alreadypointedout in
her discussionof the confiscatedfigurinein Corinth,
but the treatmentof the hair seemsmorelike that of
the early 4th century.

27 (KTlO-3). Female head with fillet and high knot.
Plate 24. H. 0.037. Back of knot broken.
Soft brown clay. Red paint. Hair irregularly
gougedin short,deep strokes.Knot markedwith deep
vertical grooves.Hair painted red.Widefillet, broader at back, on surface of hair; coiffure apparently
originally mouldedin solid mass and hair itself cut
back in processof modelling,leaving fillet at original
plane. Face small and round with heavy chin and
short, full mouth.Long, slenderneck.
The date seems to be the late 5th century. The
arrangementand the stippled surfaceof the hair and
the mannerin which the fillet is appliedare reminiscent of a head from Agrigentum.76
Onemay compare
also the treatment of the hair in a terracottadoll in
the University of Pennsylvania Museum.77In the
arrangementof the hair, the modellingof the face and
the length of the neckthe head may also be compared
with that of a seated figure in Copenhagen,78
said to
come from Corinth. The heads of the doll and the
seated figure are so close in style that they might
almostbe fromthe same mould. The formerwas purchased in Athens, but its provenanceis apparently
unknown;it must be Corinthian,if the attributionof
the Copenhagenfigureis correct.
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and apparentlyhas openingscut in sides. Overfoldof
garmentreachesto knees and is belted at waist. Left
knee slightly higher than right. Armsat sides; probably handmade.
From the region of the "Erosa Shrine," and
probablyof either late 5th or early 4th century date.
29 (KT8-8). Upper part of seated female figure.
Plate 26. H. 0.105. Knot on top of head and projections of chairbrokenoff.
Yellow clay with pink core. Head fired pink.
Tracesof white slip(?).High-backedchairwithprojections at top. Right hand holds lotos bud against
breast; left arm at side. Garmentwith sleeves to
elbowand overfoldto waist. Hair modelledwith short
grooves at edge and heavy, wavy locks above. High
knot on top. Hair tied in bow in front. Long applied
earrings. Large rectangular opening in back and
small openingsin sides of chair.
From the same area. The mould from which the
figure was apparentlymade was found in the Agora
in Corinth.79The details of the body are identical,
though sharper in the mould, especially the wavy
edgesof the overfold.Theheadof the mould,however,
is entirely different, an obvious 5th century type
with high polos and long hair, ratherlike the head of
No. 3. The change of heads explains the extreme
length of the figurine'sneck and the fact that the
head is too small for the body. The substitutionwas
probablyan attempt to modernizea figurine which
mnayhave seemed somewhat old-fashionedby coinbining the originalbody with an entirely different
type of head. The present head is definitely of 4th
century style; it perhapsbelongsin the secondquarter, as it somewhatresemblesthe head of No. 32. Two
other figurinesfrom the same mould were found in
the Potters' Quarter;one of these, from the same
area as No. 29, is describednext. Still a fourth was
found in the Asklepieion(Inv. 47b). A figurinein the
CorcoranGalleryof Art in Washington(no. 2535) is
identical in all respects with the actual mould. A
figurine in KarlsruheOis probably also from this
mould. A Corinthianoriginis suggestedfor a seated
figure of rather similar style in Athens.8' Closely
relatedtypes have been found at a numberof sites.82

28 (KT8-l). Seatedfemalefigure.Plate 28. H. 0.088. 30 (KT8-9). Lower part of figure from same mould.
Plate 26. H. 0.085. Preserved from breast down.
Head, arms,feet, and back of seat brokenoff.
Reddishbrownclay. Tracesof white slip(?) Figure Right side of chair brokenaway.
Brownclay.
leans ratherthan sits on rough seat, which is hollow
Fromthe same area. This piece showsthe arrange71 Hesperia, I, 1932, p. 60, fig. 4.
ment of the lowerpart of the figure,whichis missing
72 Winter, Typen, II, p. XXVII, and p. 143, no. 3.
in
No. 29 and in the mould. The feet rest on a small,
73 B.C.H., III, 1879, p. 40, no. 48.
74 Coll. Lecuyer, I, 1882, pl. R.

Schrader, Phidias, fig. 283.
Marconi,Agrigento,fig. 111.
77 The Museum Journal, VIII, 1917, p. 186, fig. 71.
78 Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 43,
no. 363.
75

76

79Corinth,XII, no. 467.
Winter, Typen, I, p. 75, no. 1.
81 Acta Archaeologica,VIII, 1937, p. 14, fig. 34.
82 Winter, op. cit., pp. 72, 73, 74, nos. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 75,
nos. 3 and 6.
80
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double-steppedfootstool. A small, squareopeningis
cut in the side of the chair. The left hand rests on the
knee.
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roughlyrepresents.For the disks at the junctionof the
handle and the blade, comparea figurine,86perhaps
from Myrina, with two disks at the same point. A
mouldmadefigurine from Tiryns87(probably from
31 (KT12-10). Female figurewith hat and fan. Plate the same mould as our X, 16) may be
comparedin
24. H. 0.114. Right hand brokenoff.
respectto the applicationof handmadedetails to the
Light brown clay. Purplishred and orange-brown originalmouldmadefigure; in this
case a necklace,a
paint. Figure close to standingKore type. Back flat. dish of roundcakes, and a
large triangularcake were
Chitonwith long overfold; lower borderof overfold added.
appliedby hand. Low, squarebase. Hair in long locks
at sides, probably applied; surface deeply gouged 32 (KT12-11). Athena.Plate 25. H. 0.151.Arms,feet,
with short strokes of sharp instrument. Large, flat, part of crest, one snake, fragmentfrom lower edge of
round hat with small boss in center; tipped forward skirt missing.
at sharpangle,with back tippedmorethan front. Top
Pale greenish gray clay. Purple and black paint.
of hat painted red, also stripe round edge of under Right leg well advanced.Head turned to right. Left
surface. Hair, eyes and brows brown, mouth red. arm at side with forearma little forward;right arm
Right arm, handmade, extended forward. Fan (?) probably raised. Upper edge of himation, crossing
in left hand consistsof straightroll of clay, surmount- body diagonallyfrom left shoulder,is folded over to
ed by large loop with point upward; small applied fall in single point on right knee. Himation roughly
disk at junction. Fan painted brown. Red paint on modelledwith diagonalfolds; short curvedfolds beright shoulderand arm and diagonallyacrossbreast. tween legs. Both edges have narrow,handmadeapRed band acrossloweredge of overfold.Feet painted plied borders,painted purple,with fringe pattern in
brown.
purple runningupward.Bottom of chiton vertically
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. A fragment grooved,except over legs. Black borderalongbottom
of a standing Kore, KT4-145 (see under X, 20), and thin vertical stripes above, roughly following
which may be from the same deposit, shows exactly folds. Necklineof chiton slightly sunken;purpleborthe same treatment of the hair. The clay and paint der. Black stripes across right shoulder and down
are also very like those of No. 31, and the size also breast. Heavy folds under right arm. Broad applied
corresponds.AlthoughNo. 31 cannothave been made aegis; three applied snakes at lower edge. Traces of
from the same mould as X, 20, since the skirt of the black on aegis perhapsindicate scales. Necklaceconlatter is fluted, it is probably from a very similar sists of two thin purplelines with row of purpledots
mould. The figureis distinctly a standingKore type, below. Irregular,ribbon-likelocksof hair88appliedto
which has been re-workedand elaborated.The date, sides of neck and painted black. Helmet has high
probably in the first half of the 4th century, is, of crest continued in applied strip at back; edge and
course, too early to indicate imitation of a Tanagra lines of junction with helmet painted purple. Strands
type. The Tanagra hats are, moreover, practically of crest representedby dilute black stripes. Applied
alwayssurmountedby a conicalpeakinstead of a flat
erctov across front, with purplestripe along either
knob,and the Tanagrafans seemalwaysto have short edge and conical boss in center. Elongated, applied
handles.Hats of our disk type with a flat knob in the cheek-pieces, painted black. Main part of helmet
center appear on Tanagrafigurines,usually only on decoratedwith small spirals in dilute black.89Eyes
male types,83although a female figurinein Boston84 and eyebrows black, mouth purple. Figure hollow
which is probablya Tanagrahas a hat of this type. be]ow shoulders, but with very thick walls which
A head, KT10-48, with a similarhat, and two isolated graduallybecomethinnertowardbottom.Back handhats of the same type, were found in the Potters' made with long oval opening down center.
Quarter.The hat of No. 39 is of similartype, but folFromthe same deposit.Thisfigure,with its clumsy
lows the contoursof the head more closely. If the ob- modellingand extraordinaryelaborationof detail, is
ject in the left hand of No. 31 is a fan, it is of an unu- at least strikingin effect. The proportionsof the body
sual type, being long-handledand apparently pro- are very heavy but, as is frequentlythe case with tervided with a border,85
whichthe appliedloopprobably racottasof this period,the head is muchtoo smallfor
the body and neck. The date is probably near the
83 Cf. Winter, Typen,
II, p. 237, nos. 1, 2, 4, 5; p. 238, middle of the 4th century. For comparisonwith the
no. 5; p. 243, no. 9.
head and its peculiartype of "Attic"helmet we have
84 Except for the hat, this figurine appears to be a replica
three
terracottaheads of similar date, one from Coof Encycl. photog., Louvre II, p. 177 D, which is from the

same mould as ibid., p. 176 A (= Schneider-Lengyel, Gr.
Terrakotten,fig. 47), with the substitution of a different head.
85 Compare a fan with a relief border in Berlin (Kbster,
Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 50). Furtwangler (Sammlung Sabouroff,
II, p. 5) says that the leaf-shaped fan is Hellenistic.

86
87

Winter, op. cit., p. 56, no. 7.

88
89

Cf. Frohner, Terres cuites d'Asie Mineure, 1881, pl. 35.
CompareVIII, 59.

Tiryns, I, pl. I, 5.
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rinth,90onefromElateia,91and one froma templenear
Taxiarchesin Aetolia.92A helmet of similartype appears on a somewhatearlierbronzestatuette in Berlin.93Amongthe Potters' Quarterfigurinesthe most
closely related seems to be the reclininggroup,XIV,
80. The shallow grooves which indicate the drapery
folds are similarlytreated in both figurines;compare
especiallythe verticalfolds on the lowerchiton of the
seated female figure and the Athena and their omission over the legs, and the treatmentof the projecting
lowercornersof the himatia. The faces of Athenaand
the malefigurearerathersimilar,althoughthat of the
formeris much morecarefullymodelled.The shallow
groovedfolds may be comparedwith those of a figurine formerlyin the van BranteghemCollection.94
This
to
from
it
figurinewas said come
Tanagra,but may
be comparedin many respects with a figure said to
come from Corinth.95The treatment of the hair,
moreover,is very muchlike that of someof the moulds
from the Potters' Quarter,especially No. 31,96 and
the style of the face seems fairly close to that of the
same mould, but perhapscloser to that of No. 37.97
Note also the long, heavy neck whichis characteristic
of many Corinthianterracottasof the 4th century,as,
for example,the Athena itself. The handmade,separately attached arms are also commonlyfound in
Corinthianfigurines.
Among terracottas which representAthena there
seems to be no parallel for our figurine. It is quite
possiblethat the coroplastwas consciouslyimitating
a sculpturaltype, perhapseven someparticularstatue,
althoughsuch a procedureon the part of the coroplasts was probably far less frequent than is often
supposed.The pose and the position of the arms are
probably similar to those of the Athena of Velletri
andthe Villa AlbaniAthena.98Thearrangementof the
drapery,with the himationhangingfromone shoulder
(usuallythe right) and having its upper edge folded
over and falling in a point on the knee (usually the
left), is commonon statues of Athena. The Athena of
Velletriis a well-knownexample.Ona very few Athena types99it is possible to find a very narrowaegis,
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like that of our figurine, which lies on the right
shoulderand crossesthe breast diagonallyto the left
hip. This aegis is a narrowstrip of material with a
small Gorgoneionover the breast and with snakes
attachedto its loweredge. On one statue of AthenaLOO
this type of aegis and the draperyarrangementof our
terracottaare found in combination.Incidentally,it
will be noted that the aegis is reversedin the figurine
and depends from the left shoulder instead of the
right, as seemsinvariablyto be the casein the statues.
The bronzestatuette in Berlin, alreadymentionedin
connectionwith the helmet, has very much the same
pose as the terracotta. In this also the right arm is
raisedand the left is at the side; perhapsthe position
of the arms in the terracotta may be restoredfrom
this figure.

33 (KT8-12). Seatedfemalefigure.Plate 28. H. 0.081.
Right projection of chair and piece of right side
brokenaway.
Hard yellow clay with pinkish core. Thin white
slip. Red paint. Back hollow except for head and
shoulders.Chitonvisible at neck and at feet, whereit
falls in loopedfolds. Himationmufflesboth armsand
falls a little below knees;hands hold edgesin front of
body. Head bent downward.High solid polos. Hair
arrangedin finely crinkled,twisted strands,running
upwardfromforehead.Featuresvery delicatelymodelled. Tracesof red on hair and lips.
From the same deposit, hence probably to be
datedin the first half of the 4th century,perhapsnear
the middle. The figure is not very similar to any
otherfromCorinth,'01
althoughthe completelyfrontal
pose on the stiff, high-backedchair is characteristic
of Corinthianterracottasof all periods.A comparison
with a seated figurine in Athens,'02said to be of
Corinthianorigin, shows that the Potters' Quarter
figurine, in spite of the hair arrangementand the
muffled arms, is of much earlier date. The arrangement of the hair is not a true "Melonenfrisur",
although it gives that impression.The generalmass
of the hairformsa high, triangularprojectionover the
the hair lies
forehead; in the true "'Melonenfrisur"
90 A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 221, fig. 33. A helmet of very similar
very close to the head and such a projectiondoes not
type occurs on a much earlier head from Corinth (Corinth, appear.This projectionis, of course,very characterXII, no. 112).
91B.C.H., XI, 1887, pl. V, 8. This head is very possibly istic of 4th century Corinthianterracottas,beginning
Corinthian, as it is described as of pale yellow clay.
92
and Reinach, Voyagearche'ologique
en GHrce
et enAsie Mineure,
'ApZ.AeXr., X, 1926, p. 25, fig. 15 (upper right).
93 Olympia, IV, p. 21, mentioned under no. 56.
pl. 23.
4 Burlington Fine Arts Club, Catalogueof Objectsof Greek
100Society of Dilettanti, loc. cit. For a replica of this statue
CeramicArt, no. 146.
in the British Museum see J.H.S., XLI, 1921, pl. XVIII, 2.
95 Winter, Typen, I, p. 80, no. 5.
In the Mattei Athena (Rizzo, loc. cit.,) the drapery falls in a
96 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 99f.
point on the knee, but the lower edge of the himation, which
97 Ibid., p. 101.
appears in our figurine, is not represented.
101The pose and drapery, however, have points in common
98 Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmdler,pls. 68, 220.
99 Cf. Rizzo, Prassitele, pl. CXLIII; Jahreshelte, I, 1898,
with other figurines from the same shrine. Cf. XVII, 36, and
XXII, 1, the latter probably by the same hand as No. 33
pp. 55-93, pl. III, figs. 33, 34, 36; Society of Dilettanti,
Specimens of Antient Sculpture, II, pl. XXXVIII; Svoronos, (see p. 119).
Das Athener Nationalmuseum, II, pl. CLXVIII, 2266; De
102 Kleiner, Tanagra/iguren, pl. 36 a-c; Winter, Typen,
Clarac, Musee de sculpture, III, pl. 462 C, no. 842 D; Le Bas II, p. 108, no. 5.
9
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early in the century, and there seemsto be no reason
for dating the figurine any later than the middle of
the century on the basis of the arrangementof the
hair. It may well represent an early stage of the
"Melonenfrisur."Two distinct types of coiffure are
involved in consideringthe early stages of the "Melonenfrisur,"although it is not quite certain which is
representedon the terracotta.In one the hair is short
and is combedforwardin a row of twisted curls, an
arrangementoccasionallyseen on grave stelai.103The
hair in the other type is long and is drawnback from
the face in twisted strands.'04This style developsinto
the true "Melonenfrisur"and in the other direction
goes back to heads of the later 5th centurywhichfrequently show a division of the hair into separated
strands.'05Although the trick of muffling the arms
in the drapery is very commonon vases of the 5th
century and is occasionallyfound in sculpture,it is
not employedvery extensively in terracottasbefore
this period.106Later, of course, it becomes a very
favorite motive in Hellenistic sculpture and terracottas, retainingits popularityinto the Romanperiod.
34 (KT8-14). Lower part of seated female figure.
Plate 24. H. 0.044. Feet brokenoff.
Red clay. Oval depressionin back. Seated position
indicated more by folds of drapery than by actual
position of legs. Folds hang in loops betweenlegs and
lie in horizontalridges over knees.
The treatmentof the draperyis ratherreminiscent
of that of the precedingfigure,thoughnot as delicate.
The fragmentis perhapsfromthe same mould as two
fromOlynthos,'07and is apparentlya Kourotrophos
type.

35 (KTIO-51).Head and shouldersof female figure.
Plate 25. H. 0.063.
Red clay. White slip. Dark red paint. Back added
by hand; hollow space inside into which roll of clay
has been stuffed. Himation over back of head and
shoulders.Hair in low triangularknot over forehead
and falling to shoulders;surfacelightly stippled and

painted red. Eyes deep-set, mouth short and full,
chin heavy.
A figurinefrom the same mould was found in the
cave at Pitsa. In this the upper part was preserved
and shows that the figure was nude at least to the
waist and that the himationformeda backgroundfor
the entirebody. Theright hand held the edge of it out
from the head. The figure is perhapsa Leda type.108
36 (KT26-2). Group of two women in covered cart
drawnby two horses.Plates 26 and27. H. (caxt)0.094.
W. (base) 0.065. H. (horse) 0.105. L. (horse) 0.103.
Most of base missing. Left projection of canopy,
seven legs of horses, and part of both yokes missing,
also part of tail and nose of one horse.
Brownclay with gray core. Cartand femalefigures
coveredwith white slip. Purplishred, pink and dark
yellow paint. Canopyrests on thin rectangularbase,
madeof two layersof clay. Originally,horsesprobably
stood on similar base, since preservedfoot of horse
showsbrokenundersurface,and edge showstraces of
same pink paint as that on base under canopy. Cart
consistsof thin-walledcanopycoveringnarrowbench.
Sides and roof solid; wide arched opening behind
bench.Roundedprojectionsat edgesof front, at point
wheresidesjoin roof. Uppersurfaceof base and stripe
at bottom of either side of cart painted pink. Female
figureswear chitons,pleatedbetweenlegs, and himatia which muffle arms and reaeh nearly to knees;
chiton of left figure painted pale pink. Hands hold
edges of himatia together in front. Figure on right
slightly shorter;himationpulled over head and face,
with edge falling at level of chin. Hair of figure on
left indicated by red paint and by impressionistic
modelling with sharp instrument. Features rather
sketchily rendered; deep-set eyes, set wide apart.

Trace of red on cheeks and lips. Horses fairly well
modelledwith roundedsides, prominentchest muscles and well shapednecks, but with short, thin tails.
Each has appliedyoke with pointedends,paintedred.
Bodies and headsyellow, manesand eyes red; narrow
red stripe downbacks.Manesshortwith deep,irregular parallelgrooves.Deep depressionin edge of mane
103 Cf. Conze, Die attischenGrabreliefs,pls. LXXIX, CLI.
leaves shortforelockstandingup on top of head. Thin,
104 Cf. ibid., pl. LXXI, 297.
sharply pointed ears, applied separately. Eyes indi105 Cf. Arndt, Einzelaufnahmen, nos. 650, 651; Blulmel,
GriechischeBildhauer an der Arbeit, fig. 49; Olynthus, IV, no. cated by shallow, roughly circular grooves. Mouth
117; Seltman, Greek Coins, pls. XXII, 5, 6, XXIII, 2, 3, slightly open with deep curved grooves at corners.
XXVII, 6; Collection R. Jameson, Monnaies grecques an- Very deeply borednostrils.
tiques, pl. XXXIII, 688. A late 5th century reclining figure
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. This entire
from the Potter's Quarter, XIV, 14, has the hair arranged in
group
was found together,wedgedbetween the main
a series of thick strands which overlap each other.
Compare, however, XVII, 8 and 21, which are of even
earlier date. Compare also Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, pl.
LXXV, 11, which is of late archaic style; Ausgewahlte gr.
Terrakotten,pl. VI (center) which is probably of 5th century
date; and Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. XII (upper and lower left
and upper right), Olynthus,VII, pl. 22, nos. 182, 184, and
Bull. ant. Beschaving, IV, 1, p. 15, fig. 3, all datable in the
first half of the 4th century.
107 Olynthus,IV, pl. 41, no. 378; ibid., XIV, pl. 56, no. 157.
106

stele and a block in front of it. Two male figures,

XVIII, 9 and 10, as well as other objects,were found
in the same restrictedarea.109Therecan be but little
doubt that the horses and cart belong together. The
clay, paint and style are the same, and the fact that
108

Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 84, no. 4, p. 85, nos. 5-7.

109Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 50.
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not unlike horses and mules of the Late Groupfrom
the Potters' Quarter (cf. XXIV, 4), although they
also somewhatresembleBoeotian mules.1"6The fact
that they are set on a flat base is also a point of comparison.The yoke does not appearvery clearlyin the
photograph,but it may well resemble XXXVII, 4.
To judge from the photograph,without any knowledge of the clay, it seems not unlikely that the cart
and wheels, at least, of this group and possibly also
the horsesare of Corinthianmanufactureand doubtless contemporarywith the Potters' Quartergroup.
The significanceof our groupis uncertain.It may
representa veiled girl drivingwith a woman,perhaps
her slave. Onemight supposethat the veiled figureis
a bride, except that in the marriageprocessionthe
bride rides with the groom and the best man, while
her motherwalks behind.Partiallyveiled figuresare,
of course, very common among figurines, and there
are some in which the mouth is covered,leaving only
the eyes and nose visible. Figuresin which the head
is completelyveiled are practicallyunknownin Greek
art; examples"7occur,however,on a Boeotianvase,
where the veiled figure seems to be an initiate, and
on a R.F. cup, where she is a bride. In Roman art
they seem to be more common,usually having some
religious significance. A terracotta relief in the
Louvre"8shows a bride with a veil drawn over her
head, as in our figurine,but reachingonly to the eyes.
A femalestatuette in the Villa Albani,19 probablyrepresenting Athena, has the entire head and upper
body hiddenby a mantle. Thereare severalreliefs of
Romandatewhichillustratescenesfromthe Dionysiac
mysteries and the mysteries of Demeter and Persephone, in which the initiate's head is completely
veiled.'20In a representationof the sacrificeof Iphigeneia on a late altar in Florencel2lthe head of Agamemnon is similarlyveiled. One may mention also
the veiled figures of Eros and Psyche on the wellknown cameo of Tryphonin Boston.'22
The covered cart is a rather surprisingobject to
find on the mainland of Greece.Representationsof
it are not uncommonin parts of the Greek world
the Orient,since its purposewas primarilyto
nearer
110Winter, Typen, I, p. 25, no. 6. A very similar arrangethe privacy of women while travelling. Such
ensure
ment is employed in a Phoenician chariot group (Heuzey,
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the single preserved foot of the horses was intended
to be set into a base and furthermore shows traces
of the same paint used on the base which supports the
cart seems to prove the connection. The method by
which the wheels were attached to the cart is not
clear, as there are no holes in the edge of the body. If
the wheels were attached to an axle set at the level
of the cart floor, the cart would, of course, be at a
higher level. There may have been a large base under
the entire group, or the base of the cart body may
have been stepped down to form a base for the horses.
Perhaps the entire group may have been set on a base
which rested on wheels, on the analogy of a group in
Vienna,110 said to come from Athens, in which the
chariot, driver and four horses all rest on a base set
on two axles, with four wheels. This group, if entirely
genuine, may provide a solution for the Potters' Quarter group. In a terracotta group"' which is perhaps of
Boeotian origin the feet of the horses and the wheels
rest on a flat base, while the body of the chariot is
raised. In a number of terracotta groups from Cyprus,112which represent two-wheeled chariots, the
floor of the chariot, the lower edge of the wheels and
the feet of the horses all rest on a flat base.
In a terracotta group formerly in the Hoffmann
Collection"13the horses alone rest on a base. This
group, whose peculiarly mixed style was pointed out
by Huish, affords a very interesting comparison with
our group. The style of the female figure is impossible
to determine from the photograph, although the
treatment of the drapery is perhaps not unlike that
of the figures of the Potters' Quarter group; compare
the hat of No. 31, from the same deposit. It is possible,
of course, that the figure may not belong to the group
at all. Is it not possible that the strange receptacle in
which she is placed is actually a covered cart of the
type of ours and was placed in its present position
through a misconception of some restorer of the
group ? The shape is certainly very similar, except for
the rounded projections near the top.1"4 The wheels are
extremely close in every detail to a fragment, XXXII,
27, found in the Potters' Quarter."15 The horses are

Fig. ant. Louvre,pl. 5, 1).
1ll 'Ecp.'ApZ.,1896, pl. 3. Cf. also B.C.H., XXIV, 1900,
p. 517, fig. 3.
112 Cf. Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II B, pl. LXVIII, 629-632,
and Swed. Cyp. Exped., II, pls. CCXXXIV, 2-6, CCXXXV,
1-6. In one example (Cesnola, op. cit., I B, pl. LXXX, 520)
the base rests at a higher level than t-he lower edge of the
wheel and apparently had a support under it. Compare also
similar groups in stone (Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, pl.
CXCVI, 1-4).
113 Collection H. Hoffmann: Catalogue des objets d'art
antiques, 1886, pl. II; Huish, Greek Terra-cottaStatuettes,
pI. XVI.
114 The photograph appears to show a broken edge where
one of these projections would have come.
115 From the photograph the Hoffmann wheels seem to be
9*

about 0.11 m. in diameter. The Potters' Quarter wheel is too
fragmentary for the diameter to be determined exactly, but
it was probably about the same.
116 See pp. 177f.
117 Wolters and Bruns, Das Kabirenheiligtumbei Theben,
pl. 33, 3; C.V.A., Germany 1, Bonn 1, pl. 28, 2, p. 30, fig. 2.
118 Menard, La vie privee des anciens, II, fig. 136.
119 De Clarac,Musee de sculpture,III, pl. 457, no. 903. The
head is possibly a restoration.
120 Rom. Mitt., XXV, 1910, pp. 89-167,
figs. 5, 6, 11, pl.
II; Bull. comm. arch. di Roma, VII, 1879, pls. I, III, IV-V,
1, 2, 4, 5; M.A.A.R., IV, 1924, pl. IX.
121 Rdm. Mitt., XX, 1905, p. 307, fig. 3.
122 Furtwdngler, Die antikenGemmen,pl. LVII, no. 11.
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from Cyprus, excavations of Corinth'30is possibly from the same
carts are representedin terracottas123
from Cy- mould,made at an earlierperiod of its use, since the
and
the
in
figures
Crimea,
stone
Alexandria
and on a late R.F. details of the face and hair are much clearer. This
prus,l24on coins from Ephesos,125
oinochoe from Kertsch.126 The type of cart varies head also has the appliedfillet acrossthe base of the
somewhat. It is usually more elaborate than our cap. Headdressesof this type are rare. A similarone
Loeb,I,
example, with the construction of the actual cart occurson a figurinein Sieveking,Terrakotten
more carefully imitated. It may be two-wheeledor pl. 59.
four-wheeled.In most cases it is almost completely
38 (KT10-11). Female head with fillet (2). Plate 24.
closed, leaving only a small openingfront and back,
H. 0.033. Face battered.
and making it impossibleto determinethe arrangeVery soft red clay. Front hair marked by short,
ment of the interior.Oneof the Cyprioteterracottas,127
shallow
grooves. Head encircled by thick fillet, or
however,is entirely open behind and shows inside a
perhaps
coil
of hair, irregularlymarkedwith vertical
low, four-leggedseat. Althoughthis terracottais closgrooves.Hairbehindit carelesslygouged.Headtipped
est of any to that from the Potters' Quarter,there
a little to left.
is none which representsexactly the same type of
The arrangementof the hair is paralleled in a
vehicle.Theothersseemto representcapaciouswagons
in Dresden,'3'said to comefromCorinth.The
figurine
designed for long-distance travelling, while ours is
the face may also be similar,though I know
of
style
merely a light cart equippedwith a canopy as prothe Dresdenfigure only from drawings.
tection against weather.
The group is so similar in style to the malefigures, 39 (KT10-9). Female head with hat. Plate 25. H.
XVIII, 9 and 10, found with it that they must all 0.051. Nose and most of hat brokenoff.
have been designedand decoratedby the samehands
Hard yellow clay. Modellingof hair indicated by
(see, pp. 118f.). The clay, the slip, the pink and red double row of short, shallowgrooves; arrangedover
paint, alsopoint to the sameconclusion.Thestyleof all forehead in small triangular knot with irregularly
these figuresis most unusual and is very difficult to groovedsurface.Low conical hat, doubtlesscircular,
parallel elsewhere. A rather interesting comparison with large, flat disk applied at center. Eyes impresmay be madebetweenthe figuresof the cart groupand sionisticallyrenderedby thin groovebelow brow and
a figurinein Berlin,128
saidto come fromAthens,which droopingupperlid. Mouthshortwith full lips, slightly
representsa woman, mouldmade,riding sidewayson partedand droopingat corners.Short, well modelled
a mule, the latter being handmade. A hat has been chin. Neck much too large and long.
added to the original figure. The figurine resemThat this head is probablyto be dated as late as
bles ours in severalrespects:the pose, with the right the middleof the 4th centuryis indicatedby the knot
hand on the breast; the muffling of the arms in the over the forehead,the small mouth and heavy neck,
himation;the veiling of the head (in this case most of and especiallythe impressionisticallyrenderedeyes,
the face is visible); and the modellingof the drapery, with their half-shut appearance,the omission of the
particularlythat of the lower part of the chiton. lower lid, the nearness of brows and eyes, and the
Another figurine of the same type in the British downwarddroopof the upperlids and eyebrows.The
Museum'29is said to come from Kyrenaika.
closest affinitiesare with mouldsof the third quarter
of
the 4th century, such as Nos. 30 and 31.132 A head
37 (KT10-46). Female head with high, pointed profrom
is very similar
the mainexcavationsof Corinth133
jection on top. Plate 24. H. 0.035.
in
the
style,
eyes
being
particularly
close.
Thehairhas
Red clay. Tracesof white slip on face. Very high
a
been
and
differently
worked,
shows
freedom of
conical peak on head, probably representing cap.
treatment
which
is
more
like
that
of
our
No.
12 or the
Broad fillet appliedaroundfront and sides.
mould
In
36.
and the
No.
the
treatment
of
the
hair
From the same deposit. A head from the main
shape of the face the head may be comparedwith a
123 J.H.S., XXIII, 1903, p. 140, fig. 7, and Myres, Cat.
figurinefromElateia'34and one from Corinth.135
The
Cyp. Mus., no. 3341; J.H.S., XVII, 1897, p. 88, fig. 1; Ebert,
hair
and
features
are
also
very
similar
in
the
heads
of
Sildru/3landim Altertumrn,
p. 96, fig. 36.
two
dolls,136
one
in
Boston,
the
other
in
Copenhagen.
124 Ohnefalsch-Richter,Kypros, pl. CXCVI, 1; Swed. Cyp.
Theformeris said to be Attic, the latter to have come
Exped., III, pl. CXVI, 1-3.

J.H.S., XVII, 1897, pl. II, 17.
II, 5.
127 J.H.S., XXIII, 1903, p. 140, fig. 7.
128 Schneider-Lengyel,Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 96.
129 B. M. Cat. Terracottas, B 350, fig. 27. The female
figure seems to be very similar to the Berlin figure. Dorothy
Burr Thompson, who kindly examined the British Museum
figurine for me, tells me that the clay might be Corinthian.
Compare also the description of a figurine from Corinth
(B.C.H., III, 1879, p. 41, no. 57).
125

126 Compte-rendu,1863, pl.

130

Hesperia, XVII, 1948, pl. LXXXVI, E 22.
Die altkorinthische Thonindustrie, fig. 56;
Winter, Typen, II, p. 7, no. 2.
132 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 99f.
133 Corinth,XII, no. 282.
134 B.C.H., XI, 1887, pl. V, 8.
135 A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 221, fig. 33.
136 A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 463, fig. 12; Danish National
Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 70, no. 562.
131 Wilisch,
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from Tanagra. The Copenhagenhead may be comparedespeciallywith the mould No. 30, althoughthe
modellingis somewhatbetter (comparethe hair with
that of our mould No. 36). A somewhatsimilarhead
in Amsterdaml37
may also be compared.
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40 (KT10-16). Female head wearing kekryphalos.
Plate 24. H. 0.045.
Soft pale yellowish brown clay, entirely covered
with white slip. Pale blue paint. Hair in high triangular knot over center of forehead;entirelywrapped
in bag. Bag ends at back in projectingpoint; folds
indicatedby two deep,broadgroovesalongeitherside
of head. Tracesof blue paint on bag.
A head from the main excavationsof Corinth138
is
very probably from the same mould. Several very
similar heads were found at Elateia.139The first of
these is very close in all respectsto No. 40. Compare
also one of the heads in the ephedrismosgroup in
and a head from the Pnyx.141
Berlin,140

41 (KT10-15). Female head with fillet and crest.
Plate 28. H. 0.059. Part of crest and fillet missing.
Soft brownclay. Yellowishgreen slip. Head tilted
backwardand to right. Thin, sharp-edgedcrest begins at fillet and runs down back of neck. Heavy,
rounded fillet applied across front; disk-like projection at either end. Hair (2) projects in points over
ears (cf. No. 9). Very smallmouth. Line of chin slants
downward.
This head is perhapsfrom the same mould as MF
3273 fromthe main excavationsof Corinth.The crest
and fillet may be intended to representa helmet.142
The projectionsat eitherside wouldthen indicatethe
raisedcheek-pieces.Oneother head fromthe Potters'
Quarter,KT10-14, has a very similarheaddress.

42 (KT10-8). Female head with cap. Plate 28. H.
0.045.
Bright brick-redclay. Tracesof white slip all over
surface.Hair modelledaroundface in short deep furrows and down back in long shallow grooves, irregularlyplaced. Conicalcap on back of head, modelled
in largeflat folds. Eyes indistinctwith only browsand
upper lids modelled.Mouth short and full with very
short upper lip. Neck long and too heavy; two shallow wrinklesunder chin.
The clay is of an unusualcolorfor Corinth,but the
style of the head seems to be thoroughlyCorinthian.
The treatmentof the face and particularlythat of the
eyes, with the droopingbrowsand upperlids, is close
to that of a mould'43of the third quarterof the 4th
137 Bull.

ant. Beschaving, IV, 1, p. 17, fig. 9.
Corinth,XII, no. 258.
139 B.C.H., XI, 1887, pl. IV, 4-7.
140 Ausgewahltegr. Terrakotten,pl.
XVIII.
141 Hesperia, Suppl. VII, fig.
58, no. 44.
142 Cf. also A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 221, fig. 33 (from Corinth).
143 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 99, no. 30.
138
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century. The modelling of the hair, partly done by
hand, is very effective, and that of the cap, also done
mostly by hand, gives a very realistic impressionof
folded cloth.
43 (KTIO-27).Female head with two high knots.
Plate 25. H. 0.027.
Buff clay, showingtraces of burning.Hair in large
knot over foreheadand deeply grooved aroundface.
Back and top of head unmodelled.Plain conicalprojection at backrepresentssecondknot. Betweenknots
vertical hole perforateshead to neck. Profile of face
ratherconcave. Neck too broadand thick.
Theholefor attachmentmay indicatethat the head
belongedto a jointed doll. Therearefromthe Potters'
Quarteraboutfifteenheadsof similaror relatedtypes
(cf. also Nos. 44-46). Of these six are perforated,but
manyof the othersmay have belongedto jointed dolls,
since the bodies of the dolls showthat the headswere
often merely attachedwith clay. Most of these heads
are doubtlessof 4th century date.
44 (KT10-37).Femalehead with high knot. Plate 24.
H. 0.04.
Soft yellowish brown clay. Hair in cap-likemass,
markedby long shallow grooves, with high pointed
knot over forehead.Face small and neck much too
large.
Fromthe CircularSouthShrine.Theface,however,
seemsto be of 4th centurystyle and the headmay not
actually belongto the deposit.
45 (KT10-35). Femalehead with high knot. Plate 25.
H. 0.044.
Yellowish brownclay. Hair in front in extremely
high knot, slightly largerat end and coveredwith irregularincisions. Strands of hair renderedby long,
irregularslashes,on right side parallelto edge of hair
and on left arrangedin rough herring-bonepattern.
Diagonal slashes acrossback of head.
In the treatment of the hair and the style of the
face this head is rathersimilarto that of a figurinein
Copenhagen,'44
said to come from Corinth.The hair
of the latter is even more like that of anotherhead
fromthe Potters' Quarter,KT10-14.
46 (KTI0-34). Female head with two high knots.
Plate 24. H. 0.04. Front of neck brokenaway.
Light brownclay. Hairin roundknot overforehead
and high pointedknot on top of head. Betweenthem,
head piercedby vertical hole. Hair aroundface modelledby short,thin,irregularscratches,runningparallel
to edge of hair and verticallyon front surfaceof knot.
Featuressmall. Neck too large.
From the Shrineof the DoubleStele, hence probably not to be dated later than the middle of the 4th
century. There are three other heads from the same
144Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 43,
no. 363.
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mould, finished in the same way with fine scratches
on the fronthair. This particulartype is very strongly
reminiscentof a mouldfromthe TerracottaFactory.145
47 (KT10-39). Femalehead with fillet and high knot.
Plate 25. H. 0.047.
Soft red clay. Extremely high knot on top; five
deep vertical grooves on front surface.Hair slightly
scalloped around forehead and left plain behind;
encircledby fillet whichis tied in bow-knotover forehead. Large, elongatedpendant earrings.
48 (KTI0-13). Head of flute-player. Plate 24. H.
0.038. Knot brokenoff. Slight breakat back of head.
Soft brown clay. Hair in heavy scallops around
forehead,with long groovesrunningbackaroundsides
of head.Originallyhad highknot ontop. Holepunched
at either side of mouth for inserting flutes. Neck
much too long; probably intended to be set into
socket in body.
The featuresare less sharplymodelledthan in any
of the precedingheads. The eyes in particularshow
distinctly the softness characteristicof the 4th century.
49 (KT5-8). Part of femalefigurewith fruit. Plate 24.
H. 0.062. Head and lowerpart of body missing.
Brownclay. Figuresolidwith flat back. Chitonhas
sleeves to elbow and long overfold, belted at waist.
Skirt has wide central pleat. Hair falls over either
shoulderin long, diagonallyribbed lock. Right hand
holds large fruit against breast; left at side.
Figurineswhich may come from the same mould,
althoughthe poor condition of the Potters' Quarter
fragmentmakes comparisonof draperydetails difficult, have beenfoundelsewherein Corinth.146
Another
fragmentfrom the Potters' Quarter,which is paralleled by MF 2647 from the main excavations,is very
similarin type to No. 49 but not fromthe samemould.
Anotherfigurineof very similartype, though of later
date, was foundin the South Stoa.147Anothorrelated
figurine from Corinth48has an overfold with an irregularlydrapededge and holds a dove in the right
hand. The left is at the side.
50 (KT8-3). Upperpart of seatedfemalefigure.Plate
28. H. 0.065. Head and forearmsmissing.
Very hard, pale grayishbuff clay. White slip. Red
and light yellow paint. Figurehollow,with both back
and front mouldmade.Appearsto be seated in basket
chair with very high back which is fitted to body.
Back has very thick edge, markedby short grooves.
Two vertical ridges on back, crossednear bottom by
horizontal ridge, probably represent supports for
145Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 100, no. 32.
146 MF 3350 and
Corinth,XII, no. 242.
147
148

Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 115, fig. 5, no. 35.
A.J.A., X, 1906, pl. XI, 15.

strengthening chair. Chairpainted red. Sleeved chiton,
painted yellow, with looped folds over breast.
The modelling, particularly of the drapery, is extremely skilful. The exact construction of the type of
chair represented is uncertain. Compare, however,
XXXIII, 11. Not enough is preserved to enable the
figurine to be dated with any certainty, although a
date somewhere in the 4th century is probable.

51 (KT24-18). Head of child. Plate 25. H. 0.034.
Soft brown clay. White slip. Red paint. Back handmade. Face very round with fuallcheeks and chin. Lips
full and smiling. Hair parted in center and arranged
in separate wavy strands around forehead and over
ears. Heavy braid encircles front of head. Hair painted red; slip applied only to face.
This head of a little girl shows great delicacy of
modelling. The surface is badly preserved around the
eyes and the white slip has further obscured their
modelling, but the mouth and cheeks show very subtle
gradations of surface. The date is probably in the
third quarter of the 4th century.
52 (KT5-25). Fragment of very large female (?) figure. Plate 28. W. 0.069. Right forearm and piece of
drapery preserved.
Very hard brown clay. Himation covers upper arm.
Arm bent at right angles across waist and holds end
of himation in hand.
For female figurines in which the right arm is bent
across the body and the hand grasps an end of the
himation, see Winter, Typen, II, pp. 8f., and )Apy
ASXT., VI, 1920-21, p. 72, fig. 6 (second from right).
The latter may, of course, be either Corinthian or an
imitation of a Corinthian type. For the type in sculpture, compare Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Catalogue of Greekand Roman Sculpture, no. 37. A similar
pose and arrangement of the drapery is found also in
male types.149
53 (KT5-27). Fragment of large female (2) figure.
Plate 28. H. 0.05. Left hand and piece of drapery
preserved.
Reddish brown clay. Hand closed and holds fold
of himation. Heavy folds fall over arm to wrist.
This fragment, small as it is, shows the grand conception of the figurine and its superior modelling. For
the arrangement of the drapery compare a figurine

said to come from Corinth.150
54 (KT5-28). Fragmentof large female figure. Plate
28. H. 0.056.Left hand and part of draperypreserved.
Soft red clay. White slip. Chitonpleated in fine,
wavy folds. Himationwith plain surface.Closedhand
drawsup cornerof himation.
149

Cf. Bieber, Entwicklungsgeschichte,
pl. 33.

1'0 Winter, Typent, II, p. 24, no. 1.
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This class comprises17 figurines, 13 of which are discussedbelow. As in the case of the archaic
male figures, there is little which can be said about the group as a whole. The range of date is
from the second quarter of the 5th century to perhapsthe end of the 4th century. In distinction
from the archaic male figures, where the body is usually handmade and only the head mouldmade, only No. 1 certainly has a handmade body; only the heads of Nos. 2, 3 and 13 are preserved and one cannot determine how the bodies were made. In the case of the other figurines,
except for Nos. 11 and 12, the entire front, head and body, was made in one mould and the back
fashioned by hand. Nos. 11 and 12 were made in at least two moulds, one for the front of the
body and one for the back; the heads are not preserved. Most of the figurines are open only at
the bottom; in one of the 4th century figures, No. 8, we find a rectangularopening in the back
for facilitating firing.
Nos. 1-41 are closely related to each other, to XIV, 2, and XV, 1, and also to certain figurine
types commonly found on Boeotian sites; it is not certain whether the Boeotian types are
inspiredby Corinth,or whetherthe Corinthiantypes imitate the Boeotian (see, however, pp. 16 f.).
All are characterized by a typical arrangement of the hair, which is cut off all around just
below the ears and is worn in a small knot over the forehead.2This arrangementhas already
been seen in XIV,2, and in XV,1. It is nearly entirely restricted to representations of young
boys. Its earliest appearancemay be on the stele from Sounion,3dated by Buschor and Langlotz
at ca. 480 B.C.4and by Richter5ca. 470 B.C. It also appears on a bronze head in Berlin,6dated
by Furtwangler7at ca. 480 B.C. Its latest appearancein the 5th century seems to be on a slave
boy on the west frieze of the Parthenon.8 Between these limits we have such works as the
Triptolemos relief9from Eleusis, the Chatsworthbronze head10and a marble head in Dresden.1"
The numerous terracottas from the Kabeireion, including examples of the Kriophoros types
mentioned below, which show this arrangementof the hair were dated by Furtwangler12at ca.
460 B.C. Two bronze statuettes in which the knot is representedare dated by Langlotz13in the
middle of the 5th century; the statuette of Dionysos in the Louvre,'4 probably from Olympia, is
generally dated at ca. 460 B.C. A similar arrangement of the hair occurs occasionally later,
particularly in the Hellenistic period.
The finest of the Boeotian figurine types which are related to Nos. 1-4 (and 7) is a Kriophoros
type,15in which a chlamys, fastened on the right shoulder, and a conical pilos are worn, and a

1 No. 7 is also related; although of 4th century date, it
must reflect a 5th century type.
2 This coiffure has been discussed most fully by Furtwiingler in Meisterwerke,pp. 678-683, by Amelung in Jahrbuch, XLI, 1926, pp. 257-259, by Lermann in Altgriechische
Plastik, pp. 121, 148-150, and by Kloter in Myron im Licht
neuererForschungen,pp. 14-16.
3 Antike, I, 1925, pl. 39.
4 Buschor and Hamann, Die Skulpturendes Zeustempelszu
Olympia, p. 8; Langlotz, Gr. Bildhauerschulen,p. 162.
5 Sculptorsand Sculptureof theGreeks,p. 169.
6 Gerke, GriechischePlastik, pls. 156, 157. The dates of
Gerke (p. 243) and Langlotz (op. cit., p. 79), ca. 460 B.C. and
about the middle of the century, seem too late in view of the
close relationship of the head with the "Kritian youth" and
the "blond youth" from the Acropolis (Payne and Young,
Arch. Marble Sculpt., pls. 111-115).

O
Op. cit.,

p. 683.

Smith, Sculptures of the Parthenon, pl. 69, 24. The boy
extracting a thorn from his foot, in the Capitoline Museum
8

(Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmaler, pl. 321), is probably, of
course, of considerablylater date, but the originalfrom which
the head was copied must have belonged to the first half of
the 5th century. For recent discussions of this statue see Rhys
Carpenter, M.A.A.R., XVIII, 1941, pp. 35-40, and Picard,
Manuel d'archeologiegrecque:La sculpture,II, pp. 172-174.
9 Brunn-Bruckmann, op. cit., pl. 7.
10 Ant. Denk., IV, pls. 21-23.
11 Jahrbuch,XXXV, 1920, p. 51, fig. 1, pl. VI.
12 Op. cit., p. 679.
13 0p. cit., p. 79, pl. 36 a and b.
14 Studniczka, Kalamis, pl. 8 a; Charbonneaux,La sculpture grecque classique, I, pl. 19.
15 To Winter's list (Typen, I, p. 179, no. 5) may be added:
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 33, no. 289;
Olynthus, IV, pl. 32, no. 337; ibid., VII, pl. 33, no. 260; Bull.
arch., 1917, p. 136, pl. XXIII (from Carthage); an example in
the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington (no. 2527) and
another iin Boston (01.7776). Winter's no. 5 h is illustrated in
Koster, Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 18, his no. 5 i in Walter Miiller,
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ram is carried under the left arm. This type has sometimes been thought to reflect a statue of
Hermes made by Onatas for Pheneos in Arkadia (Pausanias V, 27, 8). The modelling of the side
hair seems to be identical with that of No. 2 and the modelling of the face is similar, although
that of No. 2 lacks the sharpness of the best of the Boeotian examples and has, in addition, been
somewhat obscured by paint. The pilos is similar in shape to that of No. 1. A very closely reatedl6 type differs in having the ram standing behind the figure, instead of being carried under
the arm, and in having a short chiton worn under the chlamys. The modelling of the head and
the chlamys seems to be nearly identical with that of the preceding type. Another Kriophoros
type,"7less common and usually consideredto reflectthe statue of Kalamis at Tanagra(Pausanias
IX, 22, 1), carries the ram over the shoulders. The hair and pilos are similar to those of the first
type; the chlamys, however, is worn like a shawl. Our No. 4 seems to be closest to this type. In
still another variety'8 the chlamys is worn like a shawl, but the ram is carried under the left
arm. In other figurine types,'9 found commonly in Boeotia, which are of similar style and date
a cock is carried in the left hand or various other objects, such as lyres, phialai, etc., are held.
In practically all these figurines the chlamys is worn like a shawl over both shoulders. Our No. 2
is very close in style to one of these types,20and the figurines with lyres and phialai are closely
related to the figures of our Class XV.
The 4th century male figures are even fewer in number than those of the 5th century, and
certainly show no unity of style. Two of them, Nos. 7 and 8, seem to reflect earlier prototypes,
and No. 13 may belong to a period which is later than the Potters' Quarter. Nos. 9 and 10 are
of a very peculiar style which seems to have no real parallels except among a few other figurines
from the Potters' Quarter (see pp. 118f.).
1 (KT23-3). Upper part of male figure. Plate 29.
H. 0.061.
Red clay. Body handmade. Only front of head
mouldmade;back flat. Head turned to right. High,
conicalcap with narrowrim. Hair appearsundersides
of cap. Eyes ratherindistinctly modelled.Nose short
and straight; mouth short with lips slightly parted.
The head is extremely close to that of a seated
figure from Corinth, probably from the cemetery
(W 160); the arrangementof the chlamys, which is
fastenedon the right shoulder,is also similar.Outside
Corinththe nearestparallelseems to be the Boeotian
Kriophorostype in whichthe ramis carriedunderthe
arm (see above).

short and small.Mouthcurves downwardat corners;
red line between lips. Chin well modelled. Neck too
thick from front to back. At right shouldertraces of
red paint, perhapson garment.
A very similar,thoughnot quite identical,headwas
found in the Asklepieion.21 This was unpainted. The
head of a fragmentaryfigure from the Kabeireion,
now in the National Museum(10305),together with
anotherhead from the same mould,may be identical
with the Potters' Quarterhead or perhapswith the
Asklepieionhead. Both areunpainted.Thepart of the
Kabeireionfigure which is preservedshows that the
himationwas worn like a shawl, coveringboth arms
with diagonalfolds.22In all these heads the modelling

2 (KT24-7). Large male head. Plate 30. H. 0.053.
Large fragmentmissing from back.
Yellowish brown clay. Hard, polished brownish
black paint, partly mottled red in firing. Soft purplish red paint. Head flat on top and shallow from
front to back. Hair projects strongly over forehead;
rises in slight point in centerwhereit formslow knob.
Hair cut off all roundjust below ears,with three wide
horizontal ridges at either side; back and top left
plain. Hair painted black. Eyes deep set and rather
indistinctly modelled.Large black spot on eyeballs,
and thin black lines on brows and upper eyelids;
tiny dots along lower lids representeyelashes. Nose

Die griechischeKunst, p. 115, left, and his no. 5 1in SchneiderLengyel, Gr.Terrakotten,fig. 33, and Encycl. photog.,LouvreII,
p. 175 C. Corinth, XII, no. 186 is probably of this type.
16 Winter, op. cit., p. 179, no. 6; Zeitschrift fur bildende
Kunst, LVI, 1921, p. 164, fig. 5.
17 Winter, op. cit., p. 180, nos. 1, 2. Cf. also Studniczka,
Kalamnis,pl. 6.
18

Winter, op. cit., p. 180, no. 3.

19Cf. ibid., pp. 182, nos. 1, 3, 4; 183, nos. 3-5; 184, nos. 2,
3, 7, 8; 185, nos. 1, 2, 4.
20 Ibid., p. 182, no. 3.
21 Corinth,XIV, pl. 56, no. 43.
22 For the general type cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 182, no.
3;
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 33, no. 291;
Acta Archaeologica,VIII, 1937, p. 77, fig. 49; Dumont and
Chaplain, Les ce'ramiquesde la Grecepropre, II, pl. V, 2.
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of the hair at the sides is identical with that of a
Kriophorostype mentionedabove.23
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chlamys or himation. Head similar to No. 4. High
conical pilos.
Two figurinesfrom the same mould were found in
the Asklepieion.26These show that the base was circular. One of the figureshas a rectangularcutting in
the back. The type is very similarto a mould-type27
(ora groupof nearlyidenticalmould-types)whichoccurs chiefly at Boeotian sites, but also at Olynthos
and Rhodes, and to a related, but less commontype
found also in Boeotia.28A third type,29even less common, is representedby a figurinein Berlin and one in
the Loeb Collection.This type is characterizedby the
angular line formed where the right hand holds together the folds of the chlamys. In the second type
this line is curved. In the first there is a sharplyangularline, but it representsthe cornerof the chlamys,
not the drawingtogetherof its folds. Abouta hundred
examplesof the draped,seated boy are said to have
been found at the Kabeireion,30and they doubtless
fall into one or more of these three mould-types.A
figurinefromHalai3lprobablybelongsto one of these
types.
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3 (KT24-8). Male head in pilos. Plate 30. H. 0.059.
Break on lowerface and neck. Surfaceof hair on left
side chipped.
Pale greenishgray clay. Red paint. Pilos very high
and pointedwith wide, downwardslantingrim. Back
of head left flat except for slight narrowingat neck.
Hair at sides cut off straightjust below ears; surface
pitted with small shallow depressions.Eyes deep set
with heavy lids. Mouth droops slightly at corners.
Tracesof red paint all over face.
The modellingof the cheeksand of the areaaround
the mouthandthe base of the noseis particularlyfine.
The arrangementof the hairis the same as that of the
precedingheads, althoughthe surfaceis treated in a
more impressionisticmanner. The other heads were
datedin the secondquarterof the 5th century,but the
softer contours and modellingof this head probably
indicate that it belongs a little later in the century.
The shape of the pilos and the arrangementof the
hair are closely paralleledin a figurinefrom Lokris,24
representinga seatedmale figureholdinga largedish. 7 (KT23-11). Seated figure in pilos. Plate 29. H.
0.081. W. (base) 0.054. Break on both shoulders.
4 (KT23-6). Upper part of Kriophoros. Plate 29.
Hard yellow clay. Base roundin front and square
H. 0.038.
behind;mouldedin two steps,lowerof whichis curved
Light yellowish brown clay. Only front made in in
profile and higher than upper. Front made in
mould; figure hollow below shoulders.High conical
mould, back handmade; hollow inside and open
cap. Ram carriedacross shoulderswith head on left
underneath.High conical pilos with narrowrounded
side, facing outward, and with forelegs and front of
rim; hair appearsunderneath.Knees drawnup; feet,
body turnedto front. Flat strip of clay appliedacross
wearing shoes, visible under edge of chlamys which
foreheadand aroundears to representhorns.
envelopsbody.Left armmuffledin draperyandprobFromthe CircularSouth Shrine,henceto be dated
ably rests on knee. Chlamysopens on right side to
aroundthe third quarterof the 5th century. Of the
revealarm,whichis straightat side with handresting
numerousKriophorostypes the most closely related
on base.
seem to be two from Boeotia.25
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. A figurine
6 (KT23-7). Seated male figure. Plate 30. H. 0.054. similarin type, i. e., with the kneesdrawnup, wearing
Head,arms,legsbelowknees,andpartof backmissing. a pilos, and envelopedin a chlamys which opens to
Soft brownclay, partly fired red. Onlyfront made reveal the right arm, but of far superiorstyle was
in mould; figure hollow, with under side open. Head found at Corinth,probablyin the cemetery(W 160).
and arms attached separately. Figure very broad, This latter figurineis very similarin type to Winter,
with thin legs bent at knee. Short, belted chiton. Typen, II, p. 267, no. 1, which is probablyfrom the
Upperpart has shallowdiagonalfolds; lowerpart has same mould as a figurinefrom Argos.32Thereis andeeper vertical grooves, close together and parallel. other in the Eleusis Museumand one in the British
Front and back edges of chiton turned up, doubtless Museum from Kameiros.33The Argos figurine was
26 Corinth,XIV, pl. 54, no. 19.
to fit over horse.
27 Winter, Typen, II, p. 267, no. 3 (from the Kabeireion
From the same deposit.

6 (KT23-12). Seated figure in pilos. Plate 29. H.
0.068. Base brokenoff.
Brownclay. Onlyfront mouldmade;inside hollow.
Both knees drawnup. Forearmsbent forwardand lie
along thighs. Right hand drops over knee; left apparently raised against breast. Figure enveloped in
23 Cf.
Schneider-Lengyel,Gr.
24 See note 42.
25

Terrakotten,fig. 33.

Winter, Typen, I, p. 180, nos. 1, 2.

and Tanagra); Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,
pl. 37, no. 311; Olynthus, VII, pl. 33, nos. 261 and 262;
Clara Rhodos, IV, p. 208, figs. 221, 222.
28 Winter, op. cit., p. 267, no. 2, (from the Kabeireion and
Eleusis); Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 37, no. 310;
Goldman, Eutresis, fig. 309, 6.
29 Winter, op. cit., p. 267, no. 4; Sieveking, Terrakotten
Loeb, I, p. 20.
30 Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p.
363.
31 Hesperia, XI,
1942, p. 396, III-c-3.
32 'Apt. AzX-7.,XV, 1933-35,
pl. 3, lower left.
3 B. M. Cat. Terracottas,B 264.
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found in the same grave with a standing Kore from
the samemouldas X, 18, (seealsoXXII, 5, andp. 158).
The Potters' Quarterfigurinesfrom this mould were
all of 5th century date, probablyindicatingthat the
male figuresmentioned above as of better style than
No. 7 are also of earlierdate.
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8 (KT23-1). Seated male figure with pilos. Plate 26.
H. 0.17. W. (base)0.064. Back of base missing. Chips
missing from surface.
Yellow clay. Brownishblack and red paint. Figure
hollowinside and open underneath.Back handmade,
with long rectangularcutting which leaves only narrow stripacrossbackofbase.High-backedchairplaced
on low, roughly square base. Feet rest on rectangular footstool. Front legs of chair decorated with
vertical grooves,terminatingjust underseat in small
volute, visible only on right leg. Arms of chair low.
Back has two roundedprojectionsat upper corners.
Figure wears high conical pilos with narrowrounded
rim. Tip and rim painted red. Hair in small scallops
aroundforehead,perhapsintendedto representsnailshell curls, and falls in slightly ribbedlocks to shoulders. Hair painted black.Eyes large, flat and superficial; traces of black paint on eyes and brows. Nose
narrowand forms straight line with forehead.Wide
roundedbeardwhichfalls on breast34has fine vertical
groovesand is paintedblack. Ends of thin moustache
droopover it. Red on lips and cheeks. Thick edge of
himation runs diagonally across breast from left
shoulder;edge painted black, also wide stripe down
sides and acrossbottom. Edges, arms, seat and legs
of chairalso black, as well as edge of base. Both arms
bent at elbowwith hands claspingtray whichrests on
knees. Tray rectangularwith roulndedcorners and
shallowdepressioninside.
From the same deposit. The figurine,which represents a very fine type, presentsan interestingproblem.
It is an archaictype, but not an archaicfigurine.From
its method of constructionit is quite certainthat the
figure is not a genuinelyearly object preservedfor a
hundredyears or more,but that its date of manufacture probablydoesnot long antedatethe deposit. The
completelyhollowfigure,open at the bottom, is very
rare among archaic Corinthianterracottas, and the
practiceof making a cutting in the back is unknown
among the Potters' Quarterfigurinesbefore the second half of the 5th century. We have, then, two
alternatives: either the figurine is archaistic,reproduced in this style for reasons of religious conservatism, or it was made from an archaicmould, somehow preserveduntil the 4th century. The latter suggestion is perhapsthe more probable.It is unlikely
that a figurineof a style as genuinelyarchaicas this
34 A crack caused by imperfect filling of the mould cuts
across the beard and makes it appear much shorter than it
really is.

couldhave been producedin the 4th centuryeven by
consciousimitation.Moreover,the mouldfromwhich
the figurine was made must have been extremely
worn.Except for the hair and face, the detailsno longer show a true archaicsharpnessand neatness. The
outlines are blurred, many of the details are completelylost, as the volute on the left side of the throne,
andtherearea few imperfectionsin the figurinewhich
are the result of wear in the mould. How the mould
was preservedfor such a length of time, or why, is a
more difficult matter. It is possible that it was rediscoveredby accident. If it had been in continuous
use since the 6th century, it is surprisingthat we
shouldnot have foundany otherfigurineswhichwere
made from it.
From the style the originaltype appearsto belong
to the late 6th centuryor early 5th. The shape of the
chair, the stiff pose and the closely fitting garment
lead one to a comparisonwith the seated Kore type
which originatedat the same period. The style may
be comparedwith that of severalheads on the bases
from the Themistoclean wall.35 A similar treatment of
the eyes occurs on several of the later Korai from the

Acropolis.36Perhapsthe best parallelis a head from
the Acropolis37
which has snailshellcurls,flat, superficial eyes, and a beardwhichis modelledin fine, wavy
parallel lines. A late archaic head in Copenhagen,38
variously identified as Hephaistos or Hermes, also
resembles the head of the figurine in several respects:
the shape of the hat, although that of the Copenhagen
head shows a wide, turned up brim behind, the arrangement of the hair, and the fine, wavy lines of the
beard. A head in the Louvre39 has the superficial eyes
and a similar treatment of the beard. The same wavy
strands of the beards occur in other heads of the same
period or slightly later.40 Several of these heads show
also the double row of snailshell curls.
A figurine from Thebes in Berlin4l is perhaps from
the same mould as our figure, although the illustra-

tion of the Berlin figure is not clear enoughto make
this identification certain. The height of our figurine,
moreover, is 0.17 m. and that of the Berlin figure is
stated to be only 0.15 m.; indeed, if the proportions
are correct in Winter's drawing, the length from the
knees down appears to be much shorter in the Berlin
35 J.H.S.,
36
3

XLV, 1925, pp. 164-179, figs 5, 6.
Payne and Young, Arch. Marble Sculpt., pls. 90, 91.

Ibid.,pl. 104.

Arndt, GlyptothequeNy-Carlsberg,pl. XII.
39From the Collectionsof the Ny CarlsbergGlyptothek,II,
1938, p. 100, fig. 25.
40 E.g., ibid., p. 77, fig. 8; Kat. Skulpt. Berlin, III, pl. 2;
Ath. Mitt., LIII, 1928, Beilagen XXI, 1, XXII, 3; Antike
Plastik, pp. 229f., figs. 2, 3.
41Winter, Typen, I, p. 179, no. 1. Dorothy Burr Thompson informs me that the clay of this figurine is "light redyellow," and that there are traces of decoration in red and
light blue. The use of the blue paint indicates that this
figurine also is post-archaic.
38
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figure than in ours. The modellingalso seems to be
much sharperand more detailed, or else the Berlin
figure was more carefully re-worked.The pose and
costumeof our figurinearealsoparalleledin a figurine
of a seated youth from Lokris,42who holds on his
knees a deep dish, perhapsa mortarof some kind, on
the rim of whichis seatedan animal,perhapsan oversized mouse.
The subject of our figurine is not certain, but is
probablyHephaistos, who is commonly depicted as
beardedand wearinga pilos. Althoughhe is not often
representedin sculpture,43or at least there are few
statues which can be identified as Hephaistostypes,
there are numerousrepresentationson 6th and 5th
centuryvases. In these he is usually beardedand frequently has long hair. The short chiton, or exomis, is
alinost invariablyworn; it is usually combinedwith
the chlamys,althougheithermay occasionallyappear
alone.A long garmentis morerarelyseen.44The pilos
appearsin severalof these representations.Thefigure
of Hephaistoson the Kleophradeskrateraffordsthe
closest parallel to the Potters' Quarterterracotta,
both in clothing and pose. Hephaistosis seated sideways on a mulewith his kneesdrawnup; he is bearded,
wears a pilos, and has a himation which leaves the
right shoulderuncovered; another garment is worn
underneath,as may possibly be the case in our figurine also. Hephaistos seems more likely to be the
subject of the terracotta than Hermes. Representations of Hermesshow a wide range of hat styles, but
rarelythe conicalpiloswith the narrowbrim;45 moreover, the arrangementof the upper part of the garment of ourfigurine,leavingthe right arm and shoulder bare, is not a characteristicof Hermes types, as
it is of Hephaistos types. A figurine of Hephaistos
would be an appropriateobject to find in the shrine
of an industrial settlement, and it is interesting to
find a figurine of Athena in the same deposit.46The
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lack of attributesin No. 8 makes it impossibleto identify the figurewith certainty, and there is alwaysthe
possibility that the terracotta represents merely a
seated male figurewith no particularreligioussignificance,and even if it does representa particulardeity,
it may not have any especial significance for the
Potters' Quarter.47
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9 (KT23-8). Male figure in himation. Plate 27. H.
0.129. W. (base) 0.045.
Brown clay. White slip. Pink, crimsonred48and
grayish blue paint. Figure hollow inside and open
underneath. Back fashioned by hand, but roughly
modelled.Low base, rectangularin front, with back
corners rounded. Himation falls from left shoulder
across breast, leaving right arm and part of breast
bare. Arms at sides, left muffled in drapery. Head
bent forward;encircledby head band pleated with
horizontalfolds which, except for thick upper edge,
give impressionof thin cloth.49Heavy locks on shoulders,appliedby hand and modelledin impressionistic
style. Short, curly beard, pitted, like hair, with irregular depressions.Foreheadwrinkled,with heavy
ridge across lower part and slight hollow between
brows. Flesh parts and perhaps head band painted
pink; mouth red. Blue paint on shoes and on edges
and upper surfaceof base.
From the same deposit. This figurineand No. 10,
as well as the cart group,XVII, 36, and severalsmall
female heads fromthe samedeposit,were almostcertainly madeby the samehand (seepp. 118f.). Theyare
of a most unusualstyle and at first glance look as if
they might belong to a later period. Thereis no evidence,however,whichpoints to a date later than the
first half of the 4th centuryfor the deposit,and even
if these figurinesarelaterthan the rest of the material
from the shrine,it is very unlikely that they ean be
later than the third quarterof the century. For the
muffling of the arms in the drapery see XVII, 33.
42 Ibid., p.
179, no. 2; Klein, Child Life in GreekArt, pl. Thereseem to be no figurineswhich are very close in
XIV, A and C.
style, althoughtherearea fewwhichmaybe compared.
43 Examples which, or the originals of which, are probably Hephaistos types and which have points in common Two figurinesfromthe Pnyx50which are comparable
with our figurine are a bust in the Vatican (Brunn, Griechi- in date are among the closest. They are fairly simische G6tterideale,pp. 16-25, pl. II), torsos in Cassel (Bieber, lar in pose, particularlyto No. 10, and in several deDie antiken Skulpturen und Bronzen in Cassel, pl. XX) and tails, such as the straightV-foldsaroundthe neck and
Florence (Arndt, Einzelaufnahmen, no. 331), the latter restored as a Silen, and bronze figurines in the British Museum the fan of draperyhangingfromthe muffledleft hand.
(Society of Dilettanti, Specimens of Antient Sculpture, I, pI. The low base with its irregularupper surfacewhich
XLVII) and the Berlin Museum (De Clarac, Muse'e de appearsin one of these figuresis very close indeed to
sculpture,IV, pl. 666 A, no. 1545 E). Cf. also Reinach, Re'pertoire de la statuaire grecque et romaine, II, pp. 39f. The
Vatican head and the Cassel torso are combined by Furtwiingler (Meisterwerke,pp. 119-121, fig. 22). Bieber does not
consider the Cassel torso an Hephaistos type.
44Cf. Jahrbuch,XXVII, 1912, pp. 232-264, figs. 5, 7-9, 11;
Beazley, Der Kleophrades-maler,pl. 26.
45 Similar piloi are, of course, worn by the Kriophoros
types mentioned in the introduction, but these do not
necessarily represent Hermes.
46 See Cook, Zeus, III, pp. 188-237, for a discussion of the
connections between Hephaistos and Athena.

See pp. 8 f.
For the crimson paint see pp. 6 f.
4 The unusual head covering is a band of cloth wrapped
around the head rather than a turban which covers the
entire head (cf. Brunn-Arndt, Gr. u. rom. Portrdts, pls.
151-4).
50 Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 173, fig. 19, 1 and m. These are
here assumed to be female, but seem more probably to be
boys. Dorothy Burr Thompson informs me that she now
dates these figures around the third quarter of the 4th
century.
47

48
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that of our Nos. 9 and 10, as also are the flat, rather
squarefeet. Even the hair of this same figure seems
to showpitting ratherlike that of No. 9. A figurinein
Berlin,51said to comefromMegara,may be compared
in certainrespects:the pose is similarto that of No.
10, reversed, and the long, scratchedfolds over the
left shoulderare like those of No. 9. A figurinefrom
a gravein South Russia52is somewhatsimilarin pose
and style to No. 10; a comic figure53from the same
grave has the same pose as No. 10 and the arrangement of the draperyaroundthe neck and right armis
also quite similar. This grave is dated by Schefold54
in the decade around 380 B.C., but it seems hardly
possible that such a figurine as Compte-rendu,
1869,
pl. VII, at least, can be quite so early.Nos. 9 and 10
may also be comparedin pose and in certaindetails of
the drapery treatment with figurines of standing
youths from Tanagra,55which seem to be a later
developmentfrom such types as ours and the Pnyx
figurines. It is also interesting to comparea much
later figurinefromAsia Minor.56Althoughthis figure
is twice as large as ours and of finer style, there are
severaldetails whichinvite comparison:the pose and
the downcastface; the treatment of the surface of
the beardwith deeply boredholes; the positionof the
handswith one on the breast and the other grasping
the draperyat the side, as in No. 10; the muffling of
the arms in the himation;the twisted folds over the
right arm, as in No. 9, indicated by shallow, sharpedged furrows;and the long folds, as in No. 10, from
the shoulder.
10 (KT23-9). Male figure in himation. Plate 27. H.
0.134. W. (base) 0.043.
Grayclay. White slip. Pink and maroonred paint.
Figure hollow, with back modelled by hand. Low,
roughlyrectangularbase. Entirefigureandboth arms
muffledin himation. Left arm at side, right hand on
breast. Head bent slightly downwardand to left.
Short hair indicated by shallow depressionsall over
51 Ausgewdhltegr. Terrakotten,pl. XXII, left.
52

Compte-rendu,1869, pl. III, 8.

53

Ibid.,pl. II, 3.

Untersuchungenzu den KertscherVasen, p. 71.
TerrakottenLoeb, II, pls. 65-68; Winter,
Typen, II, p. 237, nos. 1, 3-5, p. 238, nos. 1-7, p. 240, nos. 6
and 7; Cartault, Deuxieme CollectionLecuyer,pl. 60 (extreme
right); Furtwangler, Sammiung Sabouroff,II, pl. CXXI.
56 Frdhner, Terres cuites d'Asie Mineure (1881), pl. 8.
Winter, op. cit., p. 437, no. 10 a, suggested that the figurine
came from Myrina rather than Tarsus, and also questioned
whether the head belonged to the figure (see also Antike
Plastik, p. 199). Winter, op. cit., p. 239, no. 10, is a related
type, of which several examples were found at Myrina. Compare also Frohner, Terrescuites d'Asie de la CollectionGreau,
II, pl. 113, left and right, said to come from Tarsus, and
Pottier and Reinach, Ne'crop. de Myrina, pl. XLI, center.
Frohner, Terres cuites d'Asie Mineure, pl. 8, reflects very
closely the style of a statue published in Antike Plastik, pp.
191-200, said to be female, but certainly, from the costume,
male.
54

55 Cf. Sieveking,

head and by red paint. Face and neck painted pink.
Beard indicated by red paint over pink. Forehead
wrinkled, with very heavy ridge over brows. Nose
thin and straight. Cornersof mouth pulled up. Shoes
and edge and upper surface of base painted pink.
Pink paint on face, especially at back of neck, apparently applied over coat of deeper pink paint.
From the same deposit. This figurine was obviously made by the same hand as the preceding.The
left arm and the treatment of the hanging end of
draperybelowit are identicalin both figuresand the
modellingof the face, hair and draperyis extremely
similar. Moreover,the quality of the clay, the slip
and the pink paint is the same. The very peculiar
shade of brownishred paint used for the hair and
beard of No. 10 is quite unlikethat of any other figurine, but lumps of this same coloring matter have
been foundin the Potters' Quarter.For the style and
probabledate see No. 9.
11 (KT40-3). Fragment of large horse and rider.
Plate 27. H. 0.135. L. 0.13.
Hard, light gray clay. White slip. Pale pink and
brilliant red paint. Figure made in two halves, thinwalled, with space between left empty and bottom
open. Sides continued straight down under body of
horse,so that lowerpart of figureis in relief.Forelegs
of horselifted. Rider wearsshort chiton,with shallow
round depressions indicating folds, and chlamys
whichfallsoverrightsideof horsein swallow-tailfolds.
Left hand held against neck of horse, probablywith
reins. Horse and rider coveredwith thick white slip
which, when it peels off, leaves thin gray residue.
Tracesof pink on legs of rider and of red on chlamys
and chiton.
Thereis no evidencefor the date of this figure,but
from the quality of the pink paint it shouldprobably
be assignedto the 4th century. The red paint is of a
much more intense shade than is usually found on
Corinthian figurines57and also indicates a comparatively late date. The modelling of the horse is
fairly skilful. The right knee of the rider is carefully
studied and the draperyon this side very effectively
modelled. The figure was doubtless intended to be
seen from the right. The interioris quite rough, and
covered with finger prints and depressionswhere it
was pressedinto the mould.
12 (KT40-4). Five fragments of horse and rider.
Plate 30.
Claypartlyred andpartlylight brown.Riderwears
cuirasswith flaps, underwhich appearsshort pleated
chiton, and greaves. Horse has short upright mane;
hairindicatedby fine lines. Twogroovesdivide upper
part of mane.Ear pointedforward.
These fragments are not certainly all from one
57 One may compare the somewhat similar crimson pig.
ment used in XII, 17, and XVIII, 9.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSESXVIII-XIX
figurine,andnot certainlyfrom a figurein semi-relief
such as the preceding,since the horse'shead is modelled in reliefratherthan in the round.Theappearance
of the loweredge and back of the fragmentsseemsto
indicate, however, that they probably formed part
of a somewhatsimilarfigure. The style is quite similar to that of the preceding.The horse'shead is very
strongly modelled,with a deep groove between jaw
and neck, a largeeye and a projectingbone behind it.
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13 (KT24-21).Malehead. Plate 80. H. 0.047. Top of
head and right side of face brokenaway.
Orange-redclay with gray core. Back of head flat
and modelled by hand. Low foreheadwith strongly
projectingbrows.Eyes sharplymodelledwith rounded eyeballs and strongly markedlids. Nose wide and
aquiline,considerablyflattened on top. Mouthslightly open,with bow-shapedupperlip drawnback. Deep

CLASS

XIX.

141

lines fromnose to cornerof mouth. Dimplejust under
lower lip. Flat, angularjaw and high cheek-bones.
Hair covers ears; irregularlymodelledwith shallow,
horizontalgougedlines.
The head seemsto be of later style than the rest of
the figurinesfrom the Potters' Quarter.If it is early
Hellenistic, it must be later than the destructionof
the Potters' Quarterand hence have been madeelsewhere. The clay is certainly different from that of
most Corinthianterracottas,althoughvases employing a similar type of clay have been found in the
Potters' Quarter.58
The coarsenessof the featuresand
particularlythe flattened nose may indicate that the
head is that of a boxer. The deep-set eyes and the
modeof wearingthe hair overthe earsmay reflectthe
influence of Alexandertypes.
58 Cf. also Hesperia, VI,

1937, p. 290 (undernos. 139-141)

GROTESQUE MOULDMADE FIGURES

Of the 23 figures and heads inventoried in this group, 19 are discussed in the catalogue. The
mouldmade grotesques are somewhat fewer in number than the handmade ones. With one probable exception, No. 8, they are male like the handmade grotesques and, like them, they tend to
be of comparatively late date, being of very rare occurrencebefore the 5th century. The moulds
for grotesque types should be considered in connection with this group; these comprise Nos.
43-50 and probably 95.1XII, 15 and 17, are also grotesques.
The group is rather miscellaneous in subject matter. The earlier figurines show considerable
individuality and diversity. There are two examples, Nos. 2 and 3, of the "orator" type (see
p. 52). These differ from the rest of Class XIX in having handmade bodies. No. 5 is probably
from a figurine of similar type. Presumably the heads of Nos. 2 and 3 are mouldmade, since they
were made separately and attached to the bodies; if the heads were handmade, there would be
little reason for modelling them separately. The head of No. 2, however, even though almost
certainly mouldmade, is very rough in its modelling. Several fragmentary figurines which were
placed in Class VI have similarly modelled bodies and may possibly also have had mouldmade
heads (cf. VI, 7). VI, 10, however, is of similar style and has a handmade head. All these figurines are related to a Silen type which occurs most frequently in Boeotia.2 Figurines of this type
have handmade bodies with legs wide apart, mitten-shaped hands in a variety of positions, and
rear supports. The heads, which have large beards and animal ears, are probably mouldmade,
although they are almost always carelessly modelled and have sometimes been thought to be
handmade. Several of these figures are in an "orator" pose (see under No. 3). A less closely
related group of figurines with similarly modelled bodies, but with heads of a negroid type, is
also found chiefly in Boeotia.3
1

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 102-104, 111.
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 38, no.
317; F. de D., V, pl. XXIII, 2; Paris, Elatee, pls.II andII
bis; B.M. Cat. Terracottas,B 23, B 24 (= Winter, Typen, I,
p. 219, no. 1), B 25, B 60; Martha, Cat. fig.Ath., nos. 61
(= Winter, op. cit., p. 219, no. 4), 423 and 463; Mon. Ant.,
I, part 2, 1889, pl. VI, 2 (from Megara Hyblaia); Winter, op.
cit., p. 219, no. 11 (from Tarentum).
2

3Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 88, nos. 319-321
(although the provenance is here given as Aegina, it is given
in Winter, op. cit., p. 219, nos. 7-9, as Boeotia); B. M. Cat.
Terracottas,B 53 (from Thespiai); Winter, op. cit., p. 219,
nos. 5, 6; Martha, op. cit., no. 400; 'ApZ. AeX., XV, 1933-35,
pl. 3, 3 (from Grave 5 at Argos, hence of 5th century date).
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The later 5th century gives us satyr and Silen types (cf. Nos. 5 and 7, and perhaps No. 19,
although its date is uncertain). The 4th century figures are mostly drawn from the stock types
of comedy, i.e., Old and Middle Comedy. All the moulds listed above are for comic actors of
conventional types. They wear a short, long-sleeved tunic, long, tightly fitting trousers, a
chlamys, and usually a pointed cap, and are characterized by a pointed beard, open, grinning
mouth, wrinkled cheeks and forehead, bulging eyes and sharply peaked eyebrows. With minor
variations all are of this type. They can be dated from the mould deposits in the Terracotta
Factory at about the middle of the 4th century and certainly cannot be later than the end of the
third quarter of the century. This period of extreme popularity must occur just before the
decline of the type, since New Comedy replaces Middle Comedy at about 330 B.C.4

1 (KT24-13). Grotesque male head. Plate 29. L.
0.036.
Light brown clay. Hard black paint, mostly fired
red. Neck continuedto formroughlycylindricalbase.
Hair projectsover foreheadand is pitted with small,
shallow depressions. Forehead very narrow and
wrinkled. Brows drawn up in points at intnr ends;
short vertical furrows between. Hair, forehead and
nose paintedblack. Eyes smallwith wrinklesat outer
corners.Nose flat (partly from wear). Wide mouth,
curved downwardat ends. Deep furrowsrun downward from nose. Cheeksdeeply hollowed. Chin flat,
with one side longer than other. Paint irregularly
appliedto eyes, cheeks, mouth and chin. Splashesof
paint all over neck, and even on under side of base.
This head appearsto be complete in itself; there
is no evidencethat it was ever attached to any oher
object. If the head rested on the flat surface of the
base, the face would look upward. The date is difficult to determine.The paint is very liek that in use
before the middle of the 6th century, yet to find a
mouldmadehead of a grotesquetype at that date is
rather surprising. The face certainly shows a well
developed power of caricature and a free plastic
quality which we should hardly find surpassedeven
at a later date.

the life-like expression.For parallelsto the pose, see
the followingfigurine.
3 (KT16-13). Seated male figure in "orator" pose.
Plate 30. H. 0.084. Head, left hand,right foot, left leg
from knee, rear support brokenoff.
Yellow clay. Grayish black paint. Head added
separtaelyand undoubtedlymouldmade.Right hand
appliedto breast.Left armraisedand slightly bent at
elbow. Legs slightly bent at knee. Figure originally
supportedby tail-like prop.From rear,twist of body
very noticeable.Whole body covered by paint with
exception of area on breast, probably originally
covered by beard, and area under support and on
inner surfaceof legs.
A figurine in Copenhagen5shows a very similar
pose with the right hand on the stomachand the left
outstretched.AnotherfromElateia6is also represented in an "orator"pose, this time reversed,with the
left hand on the side and the right raised. A figure
from Tanagra7is representedin a rathersimilarpose,
with the legs wide apart, the right hand applied to
the stomach and the left to the top of the head. The
position of the arms is paralleled in a handmade
figurine of much earlierdate from Sparta8.
4 (KT24-14). Grotesquehead of flute-player. Plate
29. H. 0.04. End of nose missing.
Red clay. Back of head very flat. Hair and short
beardmodelledby shallowpitting of surface.Heavily
ridgedbrows.Twocurvingridgeson foreheadprobably
represent enlarged veins. Eyelids strongly marked.
Nose very broad at base. Lowerjaw thrust forward
and cheeks puffed out. Two holes bored in mouth
for insertion of flutes. Cords of neck indicated.
It is rather difficult to find a date for this skilful
caricature.Theheavily ridgedeyelidstend to indicate
a fairly early date, perhapsearly in the 5th century.

2 (KT23-17). Grotesquefigure of "orator."Plate 29.
H. 0.062. Body missing below hips.
Reddish clay. Red paint. Body handmade.Head,
probably mouldmade, obviously set into socket in
neck; slightlyinclinedto right. Hairroughlymodelled
aroundface and painted red. Back of head flat. Narrow face with low foreheadand cheeks which slope
sharplyback fromnose. Beardroughlymodelledwith
small bosses. Ends of moustachedroopover it. Right
arm extendedforwardwith open hand; left hand flat
on breast. Hands of "mitten"type with thumb separate. Body slender and roughly modelled.
5 (KT22-3). Head of satyr. Plate 29. H. 0.025.
From the Aphrodite Deposit, and presumablyof
Yellow clay with red core. Under surfacesmooth;
late 6th or early 5th century date. The caricature,in
5 Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 38, no. 317.
spite of its roughness,is fairly skilful; indeed,the im6 Paris, tlatee, pls. II, II bis.
pressionisticquality of the modellingperhapsadds to
I B. M. Cat. Terracottas,B 60, pl. VI (upper right).
4 Bieber, History of the Greekand Roman Theater,p. 163.

8

Art. Orthia,pl. XL, 10.
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head evidently made separatelybut intended to be
attached to figurine. Animal ears set high on head.
very
Largeflat eyes with heavy archedbrows.Snmall,
snub nose. Mouthsmiling. Ends of moustachedroop
over broad, projectingbeard.
This head is very close to one in the British Museum,9said to come from Athens; this is set on a
handmadefigurine of a type rather like that of our
Nos. 2 and 3.
6 (KT22-11). Grotesque head. Plate 29. H. 0.031.
Back brokenoff.
Red clay.Surfaceof haircoveredwith thinscratched
lines, close together. Very heavy, drooping brows
and deep set eyes. Nose broad and concave with
deeply bored nostrils. Cheeks puffed out and lips
thrust forward.
7 (KT22-4). Part of grotesquefigure playing double
flutes. Plate 29. R. 0.047. Head and shoulderspreserved.
Soft red clay. Red paint. Armsbent at elbow,with
hands holding ends of flutes. Long beard and puffed
cheeks. Appliedpolos. Tracesof red paint at sides of
head. Oval cutting in back.
From the CircularSouth Shrine, hence probably
datable in the third quarterof the 5th century. Another fragment, KT22-6, from the same mould was
found in the Potters' Quarter. Two figurines from
near the Peribolosof Apollo in Corinth10are almost
certainly from the same mould, and probablyalso a
figure from the Asklepieion.11The head of the latter
seemsto be identical,but it has been trimmedless on
the sides than the one from the Potters' Quarter.A
head from the same mould was found at Pitsa. The
other examplesfrom Corinthshowthat the figurewas
squattingon a low, roundbasewith both kneesdrawn
up. Figurineswhichareprobablyfromthe samemould
as No. 7 exist in various collections.12There are
several other variants of the type.13
9 Winter, Typen, I, p. 219, no. 1.

Corinth,XII, nos. 194, 195.
11Corinth,XIV, pl. 54, no. 20.
12
Cf. Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 37, no. 312;
Opus. Arch., V, pl. XXXII, no. 169; Winter, Typen, I, p. 216,
no. 6. Forty examples are said by Winter to have been found
at the Kabeireion, but it is, of course, not certain that they
are all from the same mould. Most of the other examples
cited by him come from Boeotia. Of several examples in
Athens (N.M. 6076, and Martha, Cat. fig. Ath., nos. 470-474)
one or more may be from the same mould as No. 7. Two
figurines from a cave near Klenies, formerly in the Nauplia
Museum, are perhaps from the same mould. There is a very
similar figurine in the Archaeological Museum in Florence. A
figurine from Halai (Hesperia, XI, 1942, pl. XX, no. V-c-2),
apparently of the same date as that from the Potters'
Quarter, is of this general type, but it is impossible to determine whether it is from the same mould.
13 Cf. Winter, op. cit., p. 216, nos. 5, 8, 9; F. de D.,V, pl.
XXIII, 5; Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 37, no. 313;
Clara Rhodos,III, fig. 223 (right); Opus. Arch.,V, pl. XXXII,
no. 168; 'Ec. 'Apy, 1906, col. 108; Olynthus,XIV, no. 364.
10
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8 (KT12-9). Grotesque seated child. Plate 29. H.
0.072. Arms missing below elbows. Break at bottom
of skirt.
Light brownclay, partly firedred. Flat, handmade
back; figure hollow from knees down. Low, square
stool. Face very broad and flat. Hair cut straight
across forehead. Nose short and very broad, and
mouth extremely large. Forearms were probably
handmade.
Fromthe same deposit.A negroidtype is probably
in-tended.If the figurine is female, it is one of the
very few grotesquefemale figures from the Potters'
Quarter.'4

9 (KT24-9). Large grotesque male head. Plate 30.
H. 0.063. W.0.043.
Brown clay. Head solid. Back handmadeand too
flat. Neck, smalland tapering,formsprojectionwhich
was doubtlessinsertedinto socketin neck of figurine.
Top of head slightly conical. Forehead marked by
long wrinkles.Browsheavy, pulled up in points, and
outlined with narrow grooves. Eyeball formed by
raisedboss with depressionin centerto indicatepupil.
Line of strongly marked upper lid continued in
wrinklerunningfromouter cornerof eye to ear. Nose
projectsnearlyat right anglesto foreheadand is bent
to right. Wings of nose strongly marked and asymmetrical.Cheek bones and jaw musclesvery prominent. Mouth wide open. Upper lip droopsin center.
Deep wrinklesfrom cornersof nose to mouth. Ears
renderedby largeshallowdepressionswith projecting
rims.

Thisis by far the finest grotesquefigurinefromthe
Potters' Quarter,excelledonly by the mould No. 26,
which representsa distinctly higher order of caricature. Of particulareffectivenessis the breadthof the
modelling and the use of large, simple forms with
every non-essentialdetail omitted. In a generalway
we may connectthe headwith the actormoulds15from
TerracottaFactory depositsof about the third quarter of the 4th century.Thesealso showthe roundeyes
with wrinkles at the outer corners,the nose which
makes a sharp angle with the foreheadand which is
bent to one side, the furrowedcheeks, and the wide,
open mouth, but the breadth of conceptionand the
skilfulmodellingset this headabovemost actortypes.
10 (KT22-1). Very small comic actor. Plate 29. H.
0.043.
Red clay. White slip. Round base, with front
mouldedin two low steps. Legs and feet bare. Strongly protrudingabdomen,only partly coveredby short
tunic, whichprobablyhad stippledsurface.Head and
armswrappedin chlamys.Left hand on hip, right on
breast. Head large with long, pointed beard falling
on breast.Heavy brows,round,protrudingeyes, con14 Cf. also XXI, 9, and perhaps VIII, 40.
15 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 96f.
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cave nose and wide, grinningmouth.Artificialphallos
looped up.
The figure, extremely well modelled for its very
small size, is that of a typical Old or MiddleComedy
actor, probably of the first half of the 4th century,
possibly earlier. The type of face, the costume and
the pose with the legs close together, the right hand
on the breast and the left on the hip, both enveloped
in the chlamys,areparalleledin otheractorfigurines.16
is also very
A relief of an actor, found at Sikyon,'17
closelyrelated;in this the right hand is at the side of
the head, the left on the hip.

11 (KT22-2). Part of comic actor. Plate 29. H. 0.051.
W. 0.031. Legs missing.
Light brownclay. Figure wears high conicalpilos,
short tunic with stippledsurface,long, tightly fitting
trousers,chlamys falling from shoulders,and artificial phallosloopedup. Hands underchin. Longpointed beard. Bulging foreheadand grinning mouth.
This figurine was made from a mould, No. 49,
found in the TerracottaFactory.18For the type and
date see the mould.An actor figurinefromthe Agora
in Athensl9is somewhatsimilar.

12 (KT24-11). Grotesque bearded head. Plate 29.
H. 0.034. W. 0.025.
Light brown clay. Small projection at back for
insertion into socket in neck. High applied polos.
Forehead strongly convex with projecting brows.
Nose small and very concave. Mouthwide and grinning. Cheekswrinkled. Short roundedbeard jutting
forward.
Foundin the areasouth of the TerracottaFactory.
Thehead was probablymadefromone of two moulds
for heads of comic actors,20found in the court of the
factory, more probablyfrom No. 47. It can be dated,
therefore,near the middle or third quarterof the 4th
century.

13 (KT24-10). Grotesque male head. Plate 30. H.
0.03. One ear brokenoff.
Hard buff clay. Short projectionat back for insertion into socket. Back of head handmadewith flat
top. Very low forehead.Brows strongly ridged and
form continuousline acrossbridgeof nose. Eyes consist of very small raised bosses. Nose concave, very
broadat bottom and flat underneath,with deepholes
for nostrils.Mouthvery wide with stronglyprojecting
lips. Line of upperlip continuedin thin ridge to edge
of jaw. Sharp-edgedchin, flat underneath.

16 Cf. Bieber, History of the Greek and Roman Theater
figs. 89, 91; Olynthus, VII, pl. 37, no. 297; Ausgewahltegr.
Terrakotten,pl. XXXVI (upper right); an example in the
National Museum in Athens (N.M. 5848).
17 llpocxrxcL, 1941-44, p. 64, fig. 3.
18 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 103.
19 Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 219, fig. 15 (lower left).
20 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 103, nos. 47, 48.

From the court of the Terracotta Factory, and
doubtlessof the same date as the preceding.The head
is obviouslya caricature,andalsoshowsstrongnegroid
traits, such as the low, projecting brows,the small
eyes, the broadnose, and the strongly salient lips.
14 (KT24-20). Grotesquehead. Plate 29. H. 0.038.
Breaksat back.
Hard buff clay. Back flat, formingsharp ridge at
crown. Projectionat back of neck for insertioninto
socket. Face broad with very full cheeks and very
small chin. Eyes long with wide flat lids and small
raisedbossesfor pupils. Thicklips, partly open, begin
close undernose.
The caricatureis perhapsthat of a child.
15 (KT24-19). Grotesquehead of child. Plate 29. H,
0.038. Brokenat neck.
Buff clay. Head sphericaland solid. Face circular
with full cheeks. Hair in slight relief; cut square in
frontwith slight dip in center.Earsroughlyindicated.
Browsvery heavy and frowning,with two shortvertical lines between.Eyes small and narrowwith heavy
lower lids. Nose short and broad. Large mouth set
closeundernose. Chinshort,but very full underneath.
Deep lines drawn aroundends of mouth and beside
chin. Under surface of neck apparently finished in
curved line to fit on shouldersof figurine.
Thisextremelyugly head is apparentlya caricature
of a child and is doubtlessof 4th century date.
16 (KT22-7). Part of comic actorin himation.Plate
30. H. 0.05. Head and right shoulderpreserved.
Hard yellow clay. White slip. Red paint. Figure
hollowwith handmadeback. Body and armswrapped
in himationwhichalso covershead. Right handunder
chin. Small, deep set eyes and heavy brows. Very
short,broad,snub nose andwide, partly open mouth.
Long pointed beard, covered with short, lightly
scratchedlines. Red paint probablycoveredface.
Anotherfragmentfrom the same mould was also
found in the Potters' Quarter,in the same place as
No. 17. The clay and the red paint are the same, but
the white slip is not used. For the costumesee Bieber,
op. cit., figs. 90, 91, 99, 127, 131. The small, sunken
eyes are quite differentfromthe bulgingeyes of most
actor figurines.
17 (KT23-10). Figure of old man in himation. Plate
30. H. 0.062. Brokenoff belowhips. Left armmissing.
Red clay. White slip. Light pink paint. Back flat
with smallopening.Himationcoversright arm; hand
underchin.Left forearmattachedseparatelyandprobably extended to side. Prominent abdomen with
drapery stretched tightly in horizontal folds across
upperpart. Head thrust forwardon shortneck. Large
bald head with slight indicationof hair at sides. Hair,
beard and moustache modelled by light stippling.
Eyes small and deeply set. Nose flat. Mouth partly
open and droopingat corners.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSES XIX-XX
Found southwest of the CircularSouth Shrine in
the small deposit which contained the large horse's
head,XXX, 1. The latter seemsto be datableshortly
after the middle of the 5th century, but No. 17 must
be of 4th century date.
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18 (KT16-28). Part of figureof comicactor.Plate 29.
H. 0.039. Head and shoulders,back, left leg and most
of right brokenaway.
Soft yellowishbrownclay. Figurewearsshortflaring tunic. Two deep sockets underneathfor insertion
of legs. Phallos formed of three short strips of clay,
attached to under surfaceof tunic.
Several other fragments of identical type were
found. All probablyhad mouldmadeheads.

30. H. 0.07. Head, right arm and leg, left foot, base
and entire back missing.
Brown clay with red core. Thin hollowshell, probably originallywith back. Left elbowrests on drawnup left knee; hand clasps edge of chlamys, which is
tied in knot underchin and falls over back. Abdomen
strongly protruding,with navel carefully modelled.
Some outlines emphasizedby thin grooves,probably
added by hand.
This fragmentis probablyfrom a Silen figure.2'A
figurinefromthe Asklepieion22
is very similarin style
and wears a chlamys, similarly arranged;the pose,
however,is different.
21 Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 217, nos. 1, 2.

19 (KT20-14). Part of large seated Silen (2). Plate

CLASS XX.
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22

Corinth,XIV, pl. 54, no. 21.

JOINTED DOLLS

Of these, 27 bodies were inventoried, 56 arms and 48 legs. To these may be added a number
of uninventoried fragments, comprising 7 bodies, 11 arms and 24 legs. The total of inventoried
and uninventoried figures and fragments is therefore 173. Of these, 31 are included in the
catalogue. With them should be considered the moulds for making jointed dolls which were
found mainly in the Terracotta Factory.1 These include moulds for the body (Nos. 66, 67 and
probably 68), the leg (Nos. 69-72), and possibly the arm (No. 73). No arms and legs from any of
these moulds were found; in fact, all the arms and legs found appear to be handmade, as is
generally also the case with the jointed dolls of Corinthiantype found on other sites. Some of
the 4th century moulds for female heads, notably Nos. 33 and 34,2 were perhaps intended for
jointed dolls.
The bodies include four distinct types, each of which comprises several mould-types. Type 1
is a standing nude figure, representedas far as the knees, with both front and back mouldmade;
Type 2 is also nude, but is represented only to the hips and has a mouldmade front and a back
which is flat or modelled slightly by hand; Type 3, also standing, is draped,has a flat back, and
again stops at the hips; Type 4 is nude and seated, and probably included the entire legs. In
none of these dolls is the head preserved, but the types may usually be determined from the
heads of dolls found elsewhere. The heads of dolls of Type 1 seem elsewhereto be of late 5th or,
more often, 4th century style. Although four of the Potters' Quarterdolls of Type 1 came from
very near Stelai Shrine A, they were not actually found in the shrine itself, but either on top of
the low wall behind the stelai or in the area between this wall and the outer wall of the South
Long Building. It might seem probable that these dolls came from the shrine, especially as the
other figurines from this same area were of types similar to those found in the shrine itself, but
in view of the fact that dolls of this type from other sites have heads of later style, we can probably not assume that dolls of Type 1 originated as early as the first half of the 5th century. All
the certainly datable dolls of this type and, of course, the moulds belong to the 4th century.
Type 1 dolls elsewhere usually have heads of late style with the hair arrangedin a knot, or two
knots, on top of the head. They are very similar to XVII, 43-46, which may have come from
jointed dolls of Type 1. The examples of Type 2 found elsewhere have heads of the Kore type
1 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 106f.
10

2

Ibid., p. 100.
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with a high polos and hair falling in long, ribbed locks on the shoulders; this is probably an
indication that dolls of this type are earlier in origin than those of Type 1, although in the
Potters' Quarterthey do not occur before the late 5th century. The later date, however, is not
incompatible with the continued use of the Kore type of head. This type we may probably
supply for the dolls of Types 2 and 3 in the Potters' Quarter, although No. 8, on the back of
which appearsthe end of a crest, may be an exception.
Type 1 in the Potters' Quartercomprises several mould-types. Seven are listed below, but it
is impossible to say whether this number is quite correct, since many of the figurines are fragmentary and the mould-types differ so slightly one from the other. From a study of photographs
alone, it is impossible to ascertain whether the nude jointed dolls from other sites which have
been published are exactly identical with these seven mould-types from the Potters' Quarter,
although in some cases it is possible to say definitely that they are not. Dolls3 which are in any
case very similar to our examples of Type 1 have been found in Corinth, Delphi, North Africa
and Olynthos. Others, probably largely of unknown provenance, although Athens is in some
cases suggested as the source of origin, exist in various museums.4 Still others are listed under
Winter, Typen, I, p. 169, no. 4, but it is not certain that these are all of Type 1. Others from
Rhodes5 and South Russia,6 though nude and modelled in the round, are certainly not identical
with any of the Potters' Quarter mould-types. Examples which are certainly Attic7 show that
Attic dolls of this type differ little from the Corinthian.
Under Type 2 only two mould-types are listed, one datable in the late 5th century and the
other in the 4th century. Both look more male than female, and in both the musculature is
elaborately rendered.8In the earlier example this is fairly skilfully done. The broad band across
the lower abdomen probably represents the edge of a cuirass. In No. 9 the muscles are outlined
by distinct grooves, occasionally with punched holes at their intersections, and the band is
again present above the leg sockets. This latter mould-type is paralleled by a doll in Athens.9A
doll which is probably of the same mould-type was found at Elteghen in South Russia.10The
details are clear and show a raised edge around the neck, possibly added by hand, which probably indicates the upper edge of the cuirass. Another doll in Athens, said to come from Corinth,
is listed by Winter1'under this mould-type. A doll found at Kertschl2is also extremely close to
this mould-type, but is probablynot quite identical. In this figurinethe details are more blurred.
The heads of all three of these dolls are of a Kore type. The legs and arms attached to the two
from South Russia are of quite different sizes and, if they were really found with the dolls,
show that little care was taken to select parts of a size suitable to individual bodies.
Type 3 also has a flat back and is draped in a short chiton. It probably had a head of the
Kore type with long hair and polos. Three mould-types can be distinguished by observing the
3Corinth, XII, nos. 131-133; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p.
185, C 10, p. 129, B 352-354 (B 352 is very close to our No.
2); F. de D., V, p. 163, no. 292; Janssen, Terra-cotta'suit het
Museum van Oudheden,pl. IX, no. 47; Laumonier, Terres
cuites deMadrid, p. 103, no. 523; Olynthus,IV, pl. 23, no. 257;
ibid., XIV, pl. 99, nos. 296-7.
4 Martha, Cat. fig. Ath., nos. 796-799; Schneider-Lengyel,
Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 36; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 184, C 2,
fig. 43; Masner, Samml. ant. Vasen u. Terracotten,no. 891;
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 72, nos. 591,
592 (593 and 594 are said to be of similar type); A.J.A.,
XXXIV, 1930, pp. 461-3, figs. 9, 10 (both very similar to our
No. 2), 11 (quite similar to No. 1), 12 (similar to the mould
No. 66); Genava, X, 1932, p. 116, fig. 11, center. Danish
National Museum, op. cit., no. 592, is published as Hellen-

istic, but the head is very close in style to 4th century heads
from the Potters' Quarter. In fact, although one could not be
certain without seeing the clay, it seems not unlikely that
this doll is Corinthian.
5 Lindos, pl. 112, no. 2388; Clara Rhodos, VI-VII, part 2,
p. 449, figs. 3, 4; Danish National Museum, op. cit., pi. 30,
no. 270.
6 Compte-rendu,
1872, pl. III, 5.
7 Cf. Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 136, fig. 53, nos. 5-8.
8 Mrs. Thompson (ibid., p. 115) suggests that a cuirass is
worn by the figures of this type.
9 Winter, Typen, I, p. 169, no. 2.
10 Compte-rendu,1877, pl. VI, 8.
'1 Op. cit., p. 169, no. 2 b.
12
Compte-rendu,1875, pl. II, 32.
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edge of the overfold as it falls on the hips. In the first mould the edge is straight across the
center and dips down at either side in two curving folds. The chiton also shows faint vertical
grooves, very close together. There seem to be no parallels for this mould-type. In the second
mould-type the edge of the overfold forms a slightly downward-curvingline just above the
sockets for the legs. This edge is marked by very short vertical grooves and there are faint
indications of hanging drapery at the sides of the body, but most of the surface of the chiton
appears to be plain. The third mould-type is slightly larger but very similar, with the overfold
ending in a straight line across the hips and with folds discernible at the sides of the body.
Figurines with the straight or slightly curving overfold have been found on many sites and
exist in a number of museums.13It is impossible to say, from a study of photographs alone,
whether any of these are exactly identical with the two mould-types from the Potters' Quarter.
A doll from the main excavations of Corinth14is very similar to No. 11, although it does not
seem to show the short parallel lines at the bottom of the overfold. A doll from Ithaka15is said
to be Corinthian,and it is not impossible that it is from the same mould as No. 11. Otherswhich
seem to resemble our mould-types very closely came from Rhodes.16Dolls17from Boeotia and
Kamarina are possibly also from the same mould as No. 11. Other dolls in various museums,18
including unpublished examples in the Eleusis Museum and the Princeton Museum, are of the
same type, but of somewhat more doubtful similarity. In some of these there is no indication of
folds at the lower edge of the overfold. A dollfrom a grave at Apollonia19shows a straight line at the
bottonmof the overfold. Dolls wThich
are presumablyAttic20also may have an overfold ending in
a curved line and folds indicated at the sides. Several other dolls which are probably not Corinthian may be mentioned here, since they are draped, have a straight-edged overfold and are
moulded only on the front. One of these, which was found in France,21is very similar to one
said to come from Kyrenaika22and another from South Russia.23This group is characterized
by the straight edge of the overfold, the absence of drapery folds and the very sharply cut,
zigzag outline of the leg sockets.
Type 4 is seated and nude, with the legs held closely together and sloping downward rather
than at right angles to the body. Only the front is mouldmade. The head was doubtless of 4th
century style. Only one figure of this type was found in the Potters' Quarterand exact parallels
do not seem to exist elsewhere. Most of the seated dolls from other sites are of larger size and
better modelled. Dolls of related type have been found at a number of sites.24
Two types of figurines which seem to be exclusively Attic may be mentioned briefly here.
The first is not unlike the Corinthiandolls of Type 1, except for its much larger size. The head
13

A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 461, fig. 8; Menard, La vie privee

14

des anciens, II, p. 91, fig. 143; Delos, XVIII,

Cf. Winter, Typen, I, p. 169, no. 1.
Corinth,XII, no. 130. Cf. also Olynthus, XIV, no. 295.
15 B.S.A., XXXIX, 1938-39, pl. 22, no. 31.
16 Lindos, pl. 112, no. 2389; Clara Rhodos, IV, fig. 229;
B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 124, B 315, and perhaps B 316-321;
Annuario, VI-VII, 1923-24, p. 272, fig. 171; Salzmann,
Necropolede Camiros,pl. XXII, 2. The first three, at least, are
quite possibly from the same mould as No. 11. The doll from
Lindos is described as of Corinthian fabric; from personal
observation of the doll published in Clara Rhodos, IV, fig.
229, I should say that it is very possibly of Corinthian clay.
17 Genava, X, 1932, p. 113, fig. 11, right (apparently of
Corinthian clay); Mon. Ant., XIV, 1904, col. 868, fig. 73.
18 Martha, op. cit., no. 523 (from Corinth), and perhaps
nos. 800-803; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 76, B 33, B 35 (the
latter from Corinth); Genava, X, 1932, p. 113, fig. 11, left
(said to come from Boeotia, but to be of Corinthian clay);
10*

pl. XCV, 832

and 834 (four examples); Laumonier, op. cit., pl. XLIV, nos.
521 and 522 (both from Kyrenaika); Aurigemma, Il Re.
Museo di Spina, pl. XLVII, third from left in lower row;
Janssen, Terra-cotta'suit het Museum van Oudheden,pl. IX,
no. 48.
19Albania, IV, 1932, p. 25, fig. 31.
20 Cf. Buschor, Grabeines attischen
Madchens,fig. 16, and
a doll in the Acropolis Museum.
21 Tudot, Collectionde figurines en argule,pl. 73, A.
22 Heuzey, Fig. ant. Louvre,pl. 40 bis, 5.
23 Reinach, Antiq. Bosph. Cimm., pl. LXXIV, 8.
24 Cf. A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 470, fig. 21; SchneiderLengyel, op. cit., fig. 39; Winter, Typen, I, p. 165, nos. 1-4,
p. 166, no. 1; Heuzey, op. cit., pl. 40 bis, 4.
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is fairly close to the 4th century heads from Corinthwhich usually have a knot of hair over the
forehead. The main points of differencelie in the modelling of the fingers and toes (the legs and
arms are doubtless mouldmade). Some of these dolls25have the legs suspended, as in the Corinthian dolls of Type 1, from pointed projections at the knees; in others26they are suspended
from a string passed through a small perforationwhich runs through the knees. The other Attic
type is a very beautiful one and is of 5th century date. It differs from the preceding in that the
arms are included in the mould as far as the elbows or a little below, and that the legs extend
only part way down the thigh. Curiously,there are no holes for attaching the arms or, probably,
the legs. It is possible, therefore, that this type does not represent a true jointed doll.27It does
seem definitely to reflect a type of figurine represented on Attic grave stelai.28There are examples of figurines of this type in various museums and collections.29The finest is that in the
Louvre. Their style seems to be that of about the third quarter of the 5th century. Particularly
characteristicare their coiffures,in which the strands of hair at the sides are drawnup in varying
ways, either over a fillet or a sakkos or merely drawn past the smoother front hair.30For the
equivalent draped type see Acta Archaeologica,VIII, 1937, pp. 50-52. In the figures of the latter
type the hair is more often arrangedin scallops over the forehead; occasionally it is worn long.
Many of the arms found in the Potters' Quarterseem to have held a disk in the hand. Of the
56 inventoried arms (in 16 cases the hands are missing), 17 hold disks. One holds a shield.
Several others have the hand closed and empty, and one holds a rectangular object; these arms
are, however, broken off below the shoulder, so that it is impossible to determine whether they
formed part of figurines or dolls. In only four cases the hands are flat and certainly held no
object of any kind. In all the other cases the hand is more widely open than is usual when a disk
is held, but often shows the distinct imprint of an object now missing. What these objects were,
it is impossible to say; perhaps they were disks of a larger size. It is very curious that none
were found with castanets, since these are apparently the most common attribute of the dolls
found on other sites.31Only one of all the arms found has painted decoration. The legs, which,
with one exception, begin at the knee, are slender and straight, usually swelling a little at the
calf, but sometimes of uniform width all the way down. The greater number of them, like the
arms, are of one type. The heel projects slightly behind, the foot is usually bent slightly downward, and the toe is pointed and bent upward. The main part of the foot is usually broad and
flat, and the right and left foot can usually be distinguished. The leg which accompanies this
type of foot is practically always the same; it begins in a point at the top, widens rapidly and
then tapers gradually and very slightly to the ankle. Of the inventoried number 15 are of this
type, while in 13 cases the foot is missing. In only four examples is the foot set at right angles
to the leg. The remaining legs show minor variations; two, for example, have a pointed toe
which does not turn up at the end and three have a round toe. One leg differs markedly from the

25 A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 466, fig. 15. Cf. also Danish
National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 70, no. 562, which
is said to come from Tanagra.
26 Cf. Kdster, Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 29; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 184, C 1 (= Hutton, GreekTerracottaStatuettes,fig.
2) Heuzey, op. cit., pl. 40 bis, 6.
27 Cf. A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 465.
28 Cf. 'Ecp.
'ApZ., 1909, cols. 121-132, figs. 2, 3, 4, pl. 4.
29Winter, op. cit., p. 170, no. 3; Kdster, op. cit., pl. 31;
Charbonneaux, Les terres cuites grecques, nos. 30 and 31;
Rom. Mitt., XLIV, 1929, pls. 1-4; Jahrbuch, LIV, 1939,

Arch. Anz., col. 434, fig. 3; Danish National Museum, op. cit.,
pl. 29, no. 266; IIpoCxrtxX',1935, p. 87, fig. 1; Burlington Fine
Arts Club, Exhibition of Ancient GreekArt, pl. LXXVIII,
E 24; Genava,X, 1932, pp. 114f., fig. 13.
30 The last two examples in the list of figures of this type
are exceptional in that the front hair is deeply scalloped.
These two are possibly from the same mould. The figure in
Wiirzburg (Rom. Mitt., XLIV, 1929, pl. 4) shows a similar
treatment of the hair.
31 A.J.A., XXXIV, 1930, p. 461.
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others, both in beginning at the hip and in having painted sandals. The toes, moreover, are
indicated by incision.
Two dolls (Plate 31), one nude and one draped,have been restored by attaching legs and arms
of suitable sizes, not necessarily those originallybelonging to them. Oddly enough, no head could
be found which would fit any of the dolls, although many of the small female heads found in
the excavation must certainly have come from dolls.
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1 (KT13-2). Jointed doll of Type 1. Plate 31. H.
0.079. Head and upperpart of back missing. Ends of
leg sockets brokenoff (restored).
Light brown clay. Front and back obviously
mouldedseparately,sinceinsidesurfaceof both shows
finished surface.
From immediately west of Stelai Shrine A. Six
other dolls and fragmentsappearto be fromthe same
mould. Although four out of the seven were found
near the Stelai Shrine, the origin of this particular
mould-type can probablynot be assumed to be the
first half of the 5th century.

2 (KT13-7). Jointed doll of Type 1. Plate 31. H.
0.061.Leg socketsandheadmissing.Socketsrestored.
Clay light brown in interior, reddish on surface.
Smallerthan precedingmould-type.Shouldersockets
project strongly.

3 (KT13-8). Jointed doll of Type 1. Plate 31. H.
0.064. One leg and one shouldersocket broken off.
Head missing. Break in front surface.
Brownclay. Tracesof white slip. Size same as that
of preceding.Modellingless careful.

4 (KT13-13). Part of back of jointed doll of Type 1.
H. 0.042. Upper back and leg sockets broken off.
Hard yellow clay. Inner surface of back finished
off smoothly, showingfront and back mouldedseparately.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. Another
fragmentfromthe same depositis also of Type 1 but
is from a doll slightly largerthan No. 4.

6 (KT13-9). Back of jointed doll of Type 1. H. 0.06.
Brokenoff above shoulders.
Red clay. Traces of lighter slip. Quite similar to
No. 1, except that legs are shorter.Bits of clay rather
clumsily added to strengthenleg sockets.
From the South Room of the TerracottaFactory.
The fragment is probably from the mould, No. 67,
foundin the factory. Two otherfragments,both from
the back, are apparentlyalso from this mould. One
was found near the TerracottaFactory and the other
in the East Room.
6 (KT13-17). Upper part of jointed doll of Type 1.
H. 0.026. Head missing, and body below waist.
Reddish brownclay. Tracesof white slip. Vertical
hole throughbody for attachmentof head.

This mould-typeis very similarto the preceding.
Only one other fragmenthas a similarhole; in most
cases the head was merely attached with clay. Another fragmenthas a vertical hole partly piercingthe
body, but not emergingat the neck.
7 (KT13-10). Back of jointed doll of Type 1. H. 0.045.
Head and legs brokenoff.
Soft red clay. Rather well modelled, showing
muscle across small of back. Depression between
shoulderblades inclines a little toward left shoulder.
8 (KT13-23). Smalljointed doll of Type 2. Plate 31.
H. 0.035. Head and leg sockets missing.
Soft red clay. Trace of crimson paint under leg
sockets. Body much smallerthan any of Type 1, and
ends at hips. Anatomyvery carefullymodelled,showing ribs and muscles of diaphragm.Broad band in
low reliefnear lower edge probablyrepresentsedge of
cuirass. At back of shoulders appears end of long
crest.32Back modelledwith minimumof detail.
From the CircularSouth Shrine, and thereforeto
be dated in the late 5th century.
9 (KT13-24). Front of small jointed doll of Type 2.
Plate 31. H. 0.036. Head and leg sockets brokenoff.
Soft brown clay. Anatomy, as in preceding,renderedin great detail, though with less skill. Pectoral
muscles, line of ribs, and muscles over stomach all
stronglyoutlinedby grooves.Few smallholespunched
at junctions of grooves;anotherhole indicatesnavel.
Back flat; probablyfigureis completewithoutaddition
of back.
Fromthe Shrineof the Double Stele, and probably
to be dated in the first half of the 4th century.Parallels have been cited in the introduction.
10 (KT13-18). Jointed doll of Type 3. Plate 31. H.
0.062. Head and one leg socket broken off. Latter
restored.
Red clay. Faint traccnsof fine vertical folds below
breast and of edge of overfold acrosships. Overfold
straight across front of body, looping down over
eitherhip. Back flat. Shouldersocketsdo not project
as far as in nude types.
From the South Room of the TerracottaFactory.
Another doll, KT13-19, probably from the same
mould,has enoughof the neck preservedto showthat
the hair fell to the shoulders.
32 Cf. Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 115, note 129.
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11 (KT13-20). Jointed doll of Type 3. Plate 31. H. indication of the elbow. At the end the hand forks
0.061. Broken off across shoulders. One leg socket into two thick flaps, pointing nearly straight downward, and a small, thick disk is inserted between
missing.
Pale pinkish buff clay. Spot of white paint on them.
back, probably accidental. Drapery fits upper part
Right arm with open hand. Plate 31.
of body closely; folds indicatedonly at edge of over- 19 (KT13-42).
L.
0.057.
fold. Latter projects in slightly downwardcurving
Yellowish brown clay. Hand mitten-shaped and
line over hips. At arm holes traces of hanging edges
nearly flat with slight depressioninside. Thumbsepof drapery.
arate and projects at right angles to rest of hand.
Foundjust outside the west wall of the Terracotta
No definite trace of any object in hand.
Factory. A second figure, KT13-21, from the same
From the East Room of the TerracottaFactory.
mould was found elsewhere. Dolls from Corinth,
Ithaka, Rhodes and elsewhereare possibly from the 20 (KT13-28). Small arm with painted decoration.
same mould (see introduction).
Plate 31. L. 0.028.
Buff clay. Black paint. Arm straight; end flat12 (KT13-22). Fragment of jointed doll of Type 3. tened to indicate hand. Fingers divided by black
H. 0.043. Centerof body and one leg socketpreserved. lines. Painted bracelet of open type with overlapping
Reddish clay with buff slip. Figure larger than ends. Secondbracelet,paintedunderhole at shoulder,
preceding,but about same size as No. 10. Overfoldin consists of two thin lines with short vertical strokes
straight line across hips, with small scalloped folds between. Tip of arm black.
along edge and longerfolds at sides of body.
21 (KT13-28.1). Small left arm. Plate 31. L. 0.042.
13 (KT13-1). Seated doll of Type 4. Plate 31. H.
Soft red clay. Traceof red paint at tip of shoulder.
0.063. Head, shouldersand feet broken off.
Elbow better modelledthan most. End of arm flatYellowish brown clay with red core. Faint traces tened to formopenhandwith no indicationof fingers.
of white slip. Only front moulded. Legs close to- At upperedge smallbit of clay addedto formthumb.
gether, but not at right angles to body. Division of
An armfromthe temple of Athena Alea at Tegea33
legs not indicatedbehind.
is very similar.
14 (KT8-2). Seated handmade doll. H. 0.075. Feet 22 (KT13-68).Verylargeright arm.Plate 31.L. 0.067.
broken off.
Most of hand brokenoff.
Pale grayish yellow clay. Hollow, roughly cyBuff clay. Armvery wideat shoulder,with unusuallindricalseat. Legs apart,and body leaningbackward. ly largeattachmenthole. Smallerholepiercedthrough
Body piercedby verticalhole for attachmentof head. tip of shoulderabove attachmenthole. Inner surface
Horizontal hole through shoulders to attach arms. of shoulderflattened to fit against body. Forearm
Modellingextremely crude.
slightly modelled.Thumbseparatefromrest of hand.
16 (KT13-49). Left arm holding disk. Plate 31. L. 23 (KT13-70).Large right arm. Plate 31. L. 0.045.
0.047.
Hand brokenoff.
Buff clay. Upper arm short. Thick, flat disk in
Light brown clay. Inner surface of upper arm
hand. Large, flat thumb applied across outside of flattened to fit against body. Upper arm wide, nardisk. Rest of hand, mitten-shapedwith fingers not rowingat elbow. Attachmenthole throughshoulder.
separated,bent aroundlower edge of disk.
Smallhole pierceddiagonallythrougharmjust above
In size, shape and modellingthis arm is a typical elbow.
representativeof those foundin the Potters' Quarter.
24 (KT13-67). Smallleft armholdingshield.Plate 31.
16 (KT13-54). Left arm holding disk. Plate 31. L. L. (arm)0.027. D. (shield)0.027.
0.039.
Soft brown clay. Arm short and bent at elbow.
Light brown clay. Smaller than preceding.Very Lower end flattened against shield. Latter roughly
small disk, nearly concealedby hand.
circularwith rim slightly turnedup.
17 (KT13-51). Left handwith disk. Plate 31. L. 0.028. 25 (KT13-62).Part of left arm holding object.
Soft brown clay. Hand of usual type. Disk larger Plate 31. L. 0.034. Brokenoff below elbow.
than any of others,being 0.015 in diameter,while the
Brown clay. Traces of white slip. Hand mittenusual diameteris 0.011 to 0.013.
shaped and slightly curved,holding flat, rectangular
to
of
18 (KT13-49.2).Left armwith disk.Plate 31. L. 0.057. object. Long, thin thumb applied top object.
modelled
more
hand
carefully
somewhat
The
is
Pale grayish yellow clay.
From the Terracotta Factory. This arm differs
33B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 406, fig. 53, no. 354.
from the others in being perfectly straight with no
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than usual, especiallyaroundthe wrist. It may have
Yellowishbrownclay. Foot bent downward;very
been brokenfrom a figurine,but it is more probably broad and flat with roundedtip.
from a doll.
29 (KT13-85).Leg of doll. Plate 31. L. 0.055.
Hard yellow clay. Top twisted so that, if leg were
26 (KT13-39).Left hand with closed fingers. Plate
attachedto doll, foot wouldnot be parallelwith other
31. L. 0.023.
Grayclay. Hand mitten-shaped,but very slender. foot. Leg very thin and of uniform width. Small,
Tips of thumb and fingerstouch. Hand possiblyfrom pointed foot, at right angles to leg.
figurine,not doll.
30 (KT13-76). Small leg. Plate 31. L. 0.04.
From Deposit 8 of the TerracottaFactory.
Light brownclay. Leg widens at calf, but is badly
modelled. Foot pointed and much too small; set at
27 (KT13-96).Leg of doll. Plate 31. L. 0.062.
Red clay. Tracesof white slip. Leg of nearly uni- right anglesto leg.
form thickness, narrowingslightly at ankle. Broad
foot, bent downward.Pointed toe, bent slightly up- 31 (KT13-104).Left leg. Plate 31. L. 0.079. Upper
part of leg chipped.
ward.
Buff clay. Black paint,mostlyfiredred. Leg begins
This, and the legs which have been restored on
at
hip instead of at knee, as is usual. Back straight.
Nos. 1 and 10, are representativeof the type of leg
Knee
projects in front. Ankle of same diameter as
most commonlyfound in the Potters' Quarter.
calf. Foot bent a little downward;fine incisionsmark
28 (KT13-73). Lower part of large leg. Plate 31. division of toes. Sandalpainted in thin lines.
L. 0.059.
CLASS XXI. RELIEFS

There were 15 of these, 12 of which are describedbelow. The reliefs extend over a wide range
of date. About half the total number is archaic, covering the period from the third quarter of
the 7th century to about the middle of the 6th. The rest are probably of late 5th century date.
There is no relief from the Potters' Quarterwhich is certainly of 4th century date. Two of the
archaic reliefs were made from moulds found in the Potters' Quarter, both for heads alone.
Neither of these moulds, however, was intended for use solely in making reliefs. In fact, several
figurines of different types, but all with heads made from one of these moulds, were found in
the Potters' Quarter, in addition to the relief from the same mould. Another of the reliefs is
from the same mould as a figurine in the round also found in the Potters' Quarter. Most of the
other archaic reliefs, however, and probably all the 5th century reliefs were doubtless made
from moulds designed specifically for that purpose.

1 (KT27-1).IJpperpartof reliefwithtwofemalefigures.
Plate 32. H. 0.086.W. 0.094. Th. ca. 0.008.1All edges
broken.Figurespreservedto waist. Outerarmof each
broken off. Chip missing from head of right hand
figure. Face of other much chipped. Published in
A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 25, fig. 23.
Hardpaleyellowclay. Brownishblackpaint.Raised
border across top. Arms bent upward at elbow;
arm and hand of right figure overlap those of other
figure.Head of right figurein higherrelief.Heads flat
across top. Hair straight across foreheadwith three
snail-shellcurls at either side of centralparting.Wiglike mass at either side, rectangularin section; ends
squarein front and curve up over shouldersat sides.
Horizontallyribbedon sides and front. Paint on hair
1 The thickness given in the dimensions of each relief is
that of the plaque on which the figure is moulded.

carefully applied. Faces triangular.Large eyes with
prominent eyeballs. Strongly marked brow ridges,
painted with black lines; thin grooves mark upper
edges.2Eyes outlinedin black; large dots on eyeballs.
Close-fittingdresswith modellingof breastindicated;
edge in low relief at neck. Two thin parallellines outline edges of dress at neck and armholes.Black line
at waist. Upper arms short and forearmselongated.
Hands open with palms facing outward;badly modelled, with excessivelylong thumbs.
2 The incised line over the eyebrow is found on ivories of
earlier date than the relief (cf. Hogarth, Excav. at Eph., pl.
XXIX, 2, 8; Iraq, II, 1935, pl. XXV, 2, right; Art. Orthia,
pl. CXVII, 1 and 3) and on bronzes of later date (cf. Langlotz,
Gr. Bildhauerschulen,pls. 41 a and b, 47 a, 48 b, 53 a and d),
but is rarely found in terracottas. The double line of the
eyebrow in an earlier mould from the Potters' Quarter
(Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 87f., no. 1) is differently schematized.
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This relief is one of the finest pieces from the Potters' Quarterand an important representativeof 7th
century Corinthianart. There are two other objects
from the Potters' Quarterwhich show striking similaritieswith this fragment.Thefirst is a mould3which
showsthe same pose, the same costumeand the same
arrangementof the hair, and is similar also in the
modellingof the body, in the triangularshape of the
face, and in many smaller details, such as the long
fingers, the protruding eyeballs, the full, slightly
droopingmouth. The mould and the relief must be
nearly contemporary,though the mouldmay be very
slightly earlier. There is also a strong resemblance
between the relief and a figurine,VIII, 6 (Plate 10).
Such details as the projectingedge of the dress at the
neck, the short upper arms, the spiral curls over the
forehead, and the mannerin which the edge of the
hair followsthe contoursof the cheeksand the shoulders are indicationsof the relationshipbetweenthem.
Of the two the relief, with its far shallowerprofile,
must be the earlier. The figurine has already been
comparedwith the headfromthe Berlinlion lekythos,4
and we may note also certain points of resemblance
betweenthe latter and the relief. The arrangementof
the hair at the sides is the same, the shape of the eyes
is similar,and in profilethe two heads are very close.
The treatment of the lower parts of the faces is, of
course,entirelydifferent.TheBerlinlekythosis dated
at about 650 B.C. by Johansenand Payne,5at about
645-640B.C.by Jenkins6.Thearrangementof the hair
in six snail-shellcurlsover the foreheadis like that of
the statuette from Auxerre,7except that in the latter
the spirals turn toward the center of the forehead,
whilein the reliefthey faceaway. Thereliefis probably
to be dated in the early part of the third quarterof
the 7th century.
2 (KT27-2). Fragment of similar relief. H. 0.075.
Th. 0.008. Shoulder,part of arm and part of skirt
preserved.
Gray clay. Purplishred paint. Arm bent at elbow
and raisedupward.Close-fittinggarmentwith narrow
waist and somewhatflaring skirt. Skirt painted red.
Figure in lower relief and not as carefully modelled
as No. 1.
3 (KT27-3). Fragmentof largesimilarrelief.H. 0.061.
W. 0.083. Th. 0.01. Piece of right edge preservedwith
arm and shoulderof figure.
Yellowishgray clay. Tracesof red paint, probably
accidental.Verylow relief.Armbent upwardat elbow.
3Ibid., pp. 88f., no. 2. On Plate 32 is illustrated a profile
view which was not available when the first volume was
prepared.
4 Payne, Protokor.Vasenmal., pl. 23, 1-3.
5 Rev. arch., XIII, 1921, pp. 7-17; Payne, op. cit., p. 23.
6 Dedalica, p. 63.
7 Ibid., frontispiece.

Thinraisedridgerunningfrombreastacrossshoulder
possibly indicates presence of short cape, as on
VIII, 11.
4 (KT27-4). Part of reliefwith femalehead. Plate 32.
H. 0.063. W. 0.052. Th. 0.005. Part of upper edge
preserved.
Hard yellowish gray clay. Hard red and orangebrownpaint. Thin plaqueused as background;upper
edge appearsto be curvedand is thinnerthan central
part. Broadpolos,with faint tracesof dilute red. Hair
partedin centerand finely scallopedon foreheadwith
very fine incised grooves running parallel to edge.
Part whichfalls behindearsto shouldersis horizontally ribbed; front surface covered by extremely fine,
vertical, wavy lines. Tracesof brown on hair. Face
turned a little to left. Eyes large and round with
stronglymarkedlids. Nose thin and sharp,projecting
strongly beyond line of forehead. Edge of dress in
slight relief at neck; dress painted red.
The head for this relief was probablytaken from
the mouldNo. 9,8but rathercarelessly,as is evidenced
by a crack under the chin and by the blurredfront
surfaceof the hair. Thelack of sharpnessin the details
of the eye contrasts strongly with the beautifully
clear-cut modelling in the mould. The date of the
mould probablylies in the second quarterof the 6th
century. The combinationof orange-brownand hard
red paint on the relief makes it nearly impossibleto
date it later than that.
5 (KT27-5). Part of relief with female figure. Plate
82. H. 0.052. W. 0.062. Th. 0.005. Part of left edge of
plaque,and neck, right shoulder,upperarm and part
of breast of figure preserved.
Yellow clay. Black paint. Thick purple paint,
applied over black. Black borderat edge of plaque.
Hair hangsto shoulders;markedby broadhorizontal
grooves and painted black. Necklace purple. Edge
of dressin reliefat neck. Forearmsheld forwardand
probablymade separately.Dress purple, overlaidon
black; reserved band down front decorated with
black alternatingtriangleswith steppededges.
The relief is probably from the same mould as
VIII, 37, and probablydecoratedby the same hand.
The colorof the paint is the samein both cases. VIII,
37, was dated early in the second quarterof the 6th
century. As it was pointed out in the discussionof
that figurine, the alternating triangle pattern in
Corinthianpottery appearsfirst in the first quarter
of the 6th century and becomes most popular after
the middle of the century.
6 (KT27-4.1). Part of relief with female head. Plate
32. H. 0.041. W. 0.047. Th. 0.004. Part of upperedge
preserved.Surfacemuch worn.
Soft yellowish brown clay. Trace of white slip
8

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 91f.
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(perhapsaccidental). Suspensionhole at right side.
High applied polos, hollow and projecting slightly
above edge of plaque; thin ring appliedaroundbase.
The head is one of the series taken from a mould,
No. 13,9foundin the Potters' Quarter,andis probably
to be dated about the middleof the 6th century.
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7 (KT27-7). Part of rectangularplaque with warrior
in relief. Plate 32. H. 0.119. W. 0.142. Th. ca. 0.005.
Upper right hand cornerpreserved,with warriorto
waist.
Grayishyellow clay. Tracesof white slip all over
surface. Purplish red paint. Thin plaque with figure
in mediumrelief, facing right. Small suspensionhole
in front of helmet; edge of second appears behind
crest. Corinthianhelmet, with ridge along top supporting crest. Hair of crest indicated by thin incised
lines. Eye openingsand nose piece represented.Hair
in heavy curled locks, painted red. Short beard,
modelledby very shallowgrooves.Lips slightly parted. Right hand doubtlessheld sword.Left armcarries
shield, of which only rim and little of central part,
much foreshortened,is visible; arm through handle,
with hand disappearingunder rim. Back of relief
irregularand coveredwith fingerprints. Deep depression wherehead and helmet werepressedinto mould.
Found east of the CircularSouth Shrinein a smaller depositwhich, if it is contemporarywith the main
mass of offeringsin the Shrine,must be dated in the
third quarterof the 5th century or the beginningof
the last quarter.The modellingof the whole is effective; that of the torsoand armsis skilfuland smoothly
finished, while that of the face and hair is more
impressionistic.The treatment of the perspectiveof
the left arm and shield is rather confused.The relief
shouldbe of about the periodof the Phigaleiafrieze,
and one may note certain resemblances,e.g., the
treatment of the eyes in a number of the figures,'0
the modellingof the beardand the proportionsof the
torso in several Centaursfrom the frieze,1'and the
manner in which the hair is representedunder the
edge of the helmet12.A very similarcompositionon a
relief of the same periodfromthe Agorain Athens13
shows a certainsimilarityin the style of the face and
certain details, such as the arrangementof the hair
and the thin, scratchedlines of the crest, but on the
whole the differencesare more markedthan the resemblances.
Ibid., pp. 92f.
10Cf. Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmdler, pl. 88, and the
Amazons of pl. 89; Richter, Sculpture and Sculptors of the
Greeks,figs. 197-199, 204.
11Cf. Picard, La sculpture grecque du Veme siecle, pl.
XXXVII.
12 Compare the hair of the two central figures of BrunnBruckmann, op. cit., pl. 88, the left Amazon of pl. 89, and the
left Lapith of pl. 90.
13 Hesperia, VIII, 1939, p. 290, fig. 4.
9
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8 (KT27-8). Part of relief with caricature of fluteplayinghetaira.Plate 32.1'H. 0.088. W. 0.076. Lower
left cornerpreservedand most of figure.
Brownclay. Cornerof plaquerounded.Nudefigure
seated on low couch, under which is small stool (?).
Left leg hangs over edge of couch, right drawn up
with foot resting on couch. Upper body turned to
front. Few scratches represent hair. Fillet in thin
ridges across foreheadand falling to shoulders.Eye
sockets are large, shallow, round depressionswith
faint indicationof modellingof eyes. Nose broadand
snub. CheekspuWfed
out.
Fromthe CircularSouth Shrine,and thereforepresumably of the same date as the preceding. The
modellingis extremely rough. Although their styles
have nothing in common,one mnaymention two terracottaswhichalso caricatureflute-playinghetairai.15
9 (KT27-11).Part of thin plaque with male figure
riding on dolphin.Plate 33. H. 0.052. W. 0.047. Th.
0.005. All edgesprobablybroken.Upperpart of male
figure and rear end of dolphinmissing.
Soft reddishbrownclay. Dolphinin diagonalposition with nose down. Feet of male figure hang down
below body of dolphin;left hand on dolphin'sback.
From the Rectangular South Pit, and probably
datable in the third quarterof the 5th century. The
resemblanceof the groupto coin types of Tarentum16
is obvious. In Corinth,however, Arion would be a
more appropriateidentification."7
10 (KT27-12).Part of oval plaque with relief of
marinelife. Plate 33. H. 0.038. W. 0.054. Upperpart
and right side of plaque broken off. Relief nearly
complete.
Very hard grayish brown clay. Edges somewhat
irregular.Relief in long, rectangular,slightly sunken
panel acrosscenter. Near top is small fish (dolphin?)
with long, pointed nose, facing larger fish (swordfish?) with long, sharp spine projectingfrom head.
Eyes, gills, fins, and spines of tail well indicated. In
center of panel, large fish, to left, followedby large
crab with squarebody, protrudingeyes, eight small
bent legs at sides, and two largerlegs in front with
claws well indicated. Probably another fish behind
crab. At loweredge, long, thin object (possiblyreed?)
with two spikes at one end and one at other; thin,
sharp spines, arrangedin double rows, along either
side.
From the same deposit. An earlier coin from
Kyzikos'8showsa crabof very similarstyle. Thebody
14 The relief should be tipped more to the right in the
photograph.
15 Scho5ne,
GriechischeReliefs, pl. XXXVI, 139, 140.
16 Cf. Seltman, GreekCoins, pls. XIX, 9-15, XX, 1-4.
17 For dolphin riders in general, see Jahrbuch,LVII, 1942,
Arch. Anz., cols. 65-75.
18 Schaal, Vom Tauschhandelzun WVelthandel,
pl. 22, 2.
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is somewhatshorterand the claws a little larger;the
eyes are the same.
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11 (KT27-12.1).Fragments of relief representing
food. L. (largerpiece) 0.091. W. 0.049.
Reddish buff clay.
Two of the objects appear to be fish. Except for
the lack of the spine, one is very similarto the swordfish at the upperedgeof the precedingrelief.Thethick,
rectangularobject is perhapsa loaf of bread, as also
the objects of whichtraces remainon either side of it.
Thebackof the reliefis extremelyirregular,with deep
depressionsmade by pressingwith the fingers.
12 (KT27-13). Fragment of plaque with animal in
relief. Plate 33. H. 0.03. W. 0.047. Th; 0.005.

CLASS XXII.

Hard buff clay. Slightly sunken panel containing
animal, perhaps bull, in low relief. Long, thin tail,
and probablywidely spreadinghorns which curl at
ends.
Fromthe quality of the clay the reliefwouldappear
to be of 7th or early 6th century date. It is perhaps
from a plaque like those found at the Argive Heraion,'9which also have designsin sunkenpanels.One
may also comparetile fragmentsfromAegina,20with
rectangularstamps representingrunning rabbits.
19Arg. Her., II, pl. XLIX, 2-5, 8. Compare also a Cretan
fragment, apparently from a pyxis (A.J.A., V, 1901, p. 406,
fig. 1).
20

A egina, pl. 111, no. 7.

CUT-OUT RELIEFS

These numbered 69 inventoried examples. The uninventoried fragments bring the total to
89, and 28 of these are described in the catalogue. The term has been employed to designate a
type of figurine which is stamped in low relief, with the background cut away around the outlines of the figure. These reliefs comprise chiefly the horse and rider, the sphinx, the Gorgon,
the cock and the snake reliefs. The latter do not strictly belong in the category of cut-out reliefs,
but are placed here because they are more or less related. Two isolated reliefs which do not
belong in any of these groups have been placed at the end of the catalogue. The holes pierced
through the examples of two of these groups, the Gorgonsand the cocks, show that they were
intended to be suspended. The technical excellence of a great number of the reliefs is notable,
both in the modelling of the mould itself and in the careful finishing of the relief. The examples
from the Potters' Quarterand from other excavations in Corinth,as well as many of those from
outside Corinth, are certainly of Corinthian clay. In fact, all the examples of the Gorgon and
cock reliefs which I have myself seen are of Corinthian clay, although the sphinx relief seems
sometimes to have been imitated in local fabrics. It seems certain that these three types, which
are usually called "Melianreliefs", originated in Corinth.1The more elaborate types of "Melian
relief" must have originated elsewhere, since none were found in the Potters' Quarter and the
examples which I have seen, at least, are not of Corinthianclay. Our two fragments, Nos. 27
and 28, may indicate that they were occasionally imitated in Corinth.
Horse and rider reliefs

Only four examples of this type were found, of which two are described. There was also an
uninventoried fragment. Three of these belong to a single mould-type and the fourth is identical,
except for its somewhat smaller size. All are of 4th century date. A fragment of a mould for
such a relief, No. 96,2 was found in the Potters' Quarterand, although its incompleteness makes
it impossible to determine the point definitely, No. 1 was probably made from this mould. The
horse is representedin profile, facing right. He stands on a low base with his left foreleg raised
and his left hindleg advanced. The tail is long and held free of the body. The rider, who is male
and evidently represents a youthful type, is seated astride with his upper body and head turned
1 Cf. Acta Archaeologica,VII, 1937, p. 14. See also J.H.S., LIX, 1939, p. 68.
Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 111.
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in three-quarters view. He wears a chlamys which envelops his bent right arm. The left hand
appears to hold the reins at the neck of the horse. No head-coveringis worn and the leg is bare,
although shoes are perhaps represented. The reliefs are always unpainted. The background is
left under the body, tail and raised leg of the horse; this backgroundis not flat but varies in
depth accordingto the depth of the relief. The back of No. 1 has a strip of clay added across the
bottom to enable the figure to stand.
The horse and rider relief is fairly common, especially outside the mainland of Greece, but
the Potters' Quarter type is not exactly paralleled elsewhere, even in Corinth. Several of these
reliefs were found in the main excavations of Corinth.3The arrangementof the drapery in our
reliefs, muffling the bent right arm of the rider and covering his legs to the knee, is most
closely paralleled in one of the reliefs from the South Stoa,4 although the latter, which is of
later date, is much less carefully modelled. Except at Corinth, such reliefs have not, I think,
been found elsewhere on the Greek mainland. Various related types5 have occurredin Rhodes,
Kos, Samos, Cyprus, Asia Minor, Kyrenaika, Egypt, and in Italy and Sicily. A large number
of different mould-types are represented among these reliefs. The horses face right or left; they
stand with a foreleg raised or with all the feet on the ground,or are representedin a galloping
position. The riders, always young, are nude or clad in the chlamys. Many of them wear piloi or
other headdresses, and a number are depicted with wings. In connection with the type of the
boy riding on a horse, we must at least mention the Graeco-Egyptian type of Harpokrates on
horseback,6 which is very closely related indeed. The technique is very similar, with the
rectangularbase, the flat back, the upper part of the group modelled in the round and the lower
part against a flat background. The horses are of the same short, fat type and usually have the
foreleg which is away from the observer raised. The rider is of childish form and usually wears
a cloak, though sometimes a short, belted tunic is worn.

Cock reliefs.

Of this type, 22 examples were inventoried, and 12 more fragments were not considered
worth inventorying. In the following catalogue 11 are discussed. These figures, with the exception of No. 13, are all very much the same. They represent a cock in profile view, standing
on a low base. For added strength the backgroundis left between the legs and underneath the
wings. The type shows only very slight variations, but eight distinct mould-types are recognizable. They face right or left in about equal numbers. The chief differences lie in the
modelling and arrangementof the feathers. The reliefs are pierced with two holes, doubtless for
suspension. No. 13 is quite dissimilar in style from the rest, since it apparently consisted of a
flat, handmade plaque, roughly shaped to represent a cock, on which the details were to be
added by incision. The earliest examples of the cock relief are probably to be dated in the
first half of the 5th century.7 There are two of these, representing different mould-types, and
they were found in the Stelai Shrine deposit. The greatest number from any one deposit was

A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 212, fig. 17; A.J.A., X, 1906, pp.
166f., pl. XII, 18, 19; Corinth, XII, nos. 180-182. The type
persists in Corinth perhaps into the Hellenistic period (Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 110-113, fig. 3, p. 148, fig. 7, left and
upper right; Corinth,XII, nos. 308-319).
4 Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 111, fig. 3, no. 15.
5 Cf. Winter, Typen, II, pp. 299-302; Lindos, pl. 111, no.
2362; Salzmann, Necropolede Camiros,pl. 21, 2; B. M. Cat.
Terracottas,p. 116, B 260, p. 272, C 737-741; Heuzey, Fig.
ant. Louvre, pl. 52, 3; Danish National Museum, Cat. of

Terracottas, pl. 81, nos. 664-666; Breccia, Necropoli di
Sciatbi, pl. LXXIII, 224. There are several examples in the
Trieste Museum.
6 Cf. Kaufmann, Graeco-dgyptischeKoroplastik, pl. 21,
nos. 138-142; Konigl. Museen zu Berlin, Die aegyptischgriechischen Terrakotten,pl. 7, pl. 8, nos. 82-92; Breccia,
Terrecottefigurate grechee greco-egiziedel Museo di Alessandria, pl. XXXIX, 1, 3, pl. XL, 6.
7 The example from Grave 5 at Argos (see below) is of the
same date.
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eight, four of them uninventoried fragments, from the Circular South Shrine. One small
fragment came from the Shrine of the Double Stele, but, since no other example was found
which could definitely be assigned to the 4th century, its presencethere was perhaps accidental.
The type is a fairly common one, particularly on the mainland of Greece and the islands,
although there are several examples from Syracuse and one from South Russia. Three different
mould-types are illustrated in Jacobsthal, Die melischen Reliefs, pl. 67 a, b, c. The last is
identical with No. 3 from the Potters' Quarter. Jacobsthal (op. cit., pp. 90f.) gives a list of
cock reliefs under sixteen headings. To this list may be added the following:
17. 'Ep.'ApZ., 1910, col. 177, fig. 1 (from Aegina).
18. F. de D., V, p. 203, fig. 894.
19. An example in the Thebes Museum.
20. Olynthus,VII, pl. 42, nos. 349, 350.
21. Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 25, no. 246 ("from Melos").
22. Sieveking, TerrakottenLoeb, I, pl. 7, 1.
23. Perachora,pl. 101, no. 195 (seven others are said to have been found).
24. An example in the Nauplia Museum from the cave near Klenies.
25. 'Apt. AXr.., XV, 1933-35, p. 31, fig. 15, 3 (from Grave 5 at Argos).
26. B.S.A., XXXIX, 1938-39, pl. 22, no. 60 (from Ithaka).
27. An example in the Bowdoin College Museum (acc. no. 23.8, said to come from Daphni
in Attica8).
28. About twelve from Corinth, all from the main excavations (Corinth,XII, pp. 17f., nos.
206, 207) except one fragment from the Asklepieion (Corinth,XIV, pI. 56, no. 37).
29. About 34 examples from the Potters' Quarter.
The reliefs, probably over fifty, from sites other than the Potters' Quarter,include eight from
the same mould as our No. 3, two from the mould of No. 5, probably three from the mould of
No. 7, and three which are from the same mould as Nos. 8 and 9. The first example in Jacobsthal's
list is larger than the rest and of different style, and looks definitely un-Corinthian.All those
in his list and in the supplementarylist above which I have myself seen are of Corinthianclay;
it seems certain that the cock relief originated in Corinth and it is very probable that all (with
the exception, of course, of Jacobsthal's no. 1) of the examples of the type were made at
Corinth.
Snake reliefs.
Of these 13 were found, 4 of which are included in the following catalogue. Five of the total
number are handmade and eight mouldmade. Both types consist of a long, rectangular plaque
with square or, more rarely, rounded ends. On this are usually modelled two snakes lying side
by side and arranged in a zigzag position. In the handmade reliefs the snakes are fashioned
separately and applied to the background. Three reliefs represent a single snake. All the reliefs
except No. 17 have painted decoration; the handmade snakes are usually striped in red and
black on a red background; the mouldmade ones are either unpainted, yellow or, more rarely,
red, also on a red or partially red background. The earliest appearance of both handmade and
mouldmade types is in the Stelai Shrine A and Aphrodite Deposits. Two examples of the
handmade type and four of the mouldmade occurredthere. With one exception the other handmade reliefs seem to be of the same date. The snake reliefs are not as numerousin later deposits,
8

I owe this information to G. Roger Edwards.
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only two being found in the Shrine of the Double Stele, one in a 5th century deposit south of
the Terracotta Factory and none at all in the large deposit in the CircularSouth Shrine.
As far as I know, only one such relief has been found elsewhere in Corinth9and none outside
Corinth.The variety with the single snake is, of course,reminiscentof a type of terracotta relief
which represents a stele with a helmet on top and a snake zigzagging up the side. This type,
though certainly of Corinthianorigin and found frequently in Corinth,10has never appearedin
the Potters' Quarter,indicating, probably, that the type originated after the middle of the 4th
century in some factory which succeeded that of the Potters' Quarter. An interesting parallel
to the snake relief is found in a fragment of a clay plaque, KT47-9, on one side of which is
painted a pair of snakes. The plaque is narrow at the end where the tails came and widens
toward the other end. Interestingly enough, the clay is of a hard green variety and the paint
of a hard, thin black which appear most commonly on vases of the Middle Corinthianperiod.
It does not seem possible that this plaque can be much later; hence it must be our earliest
representation of a pair of snakes. The exact significance of the snake reliefs, as well as that
of the stelai with snakes and helmets, is uncertain, but must have some referenceto a hero cult.
The motive of a pair of snakes goes back to a very early period in Greece, and elsewhere is
known from the palaeolithic and neolithic periods.11It occurs frequently on Cypriote vases12
which range in date from the Early Bronze Age to the end of the Mycenaean period. In a
terracotta model of a ritual scene from Cyprus, said to date from the Early Bronze Age, two
snakes are modelled in relief on the wall of the enclosure,13and a pair of snakes appears on a
Cypriote cylinder seal.14A limestone sarcophagus from Cyprus15has at either end of its upper
surface a pair of snakes modelled in the round, and confronted snakes appear on a limestone
relief from Curium.16Among the numerous representations of snakes in Cretan art there are a
few which show them in pairs.17Pairs of snakes are represented on late Mycenaean vases,18
and the same motive occurs on vases of the Geometric period19and on Proto-Attic vases.20On
a terracotta chest from Thebes,21which is probably not to be dated earlier than the latter part
of the 7th century, two snakes, side by side, are painted on the cover. A snake is representedat
either side of a standing female figure on a 7th century plaque from the Agora at Athens.22Two
snakes, placed in the manner of our reliefs, are painted on a clay shield from the Potters'
Quarter, XXXVI, 11, and occasionally on shields on Attic vases.23On an Attic B.F. oinochoe24
two snakes confront each other on a door, probably that of a tomb. Pairs of snakes are sometimes represented on reliefs dedicatedto the Dioskouroi.25A snake on a fragmentaryHellenistic
9 Corinth,XII, no. 183.

10A.J.A., X, 1906, pl. XIII, 24; Hesperia, XI, 1942, p.
113, fig. 4, p. 148, fig. 7 (lower center); Corinth,XII, nos. 184,
365-374.
11 Cf. Kister, Die Schlange in der griechischenKunst u.
Religion, pp. 3-15 (in ReligionsgeschichtlicheVersucheu. Vorarbeiten,XIII, 1913). Ibid., fig. 1, illustrates a bone carving
of the palaeolithic period which represents two snakes lying
side by side and presenting very much the appearance of
those on our reliefs.
12 Cf. Archaeologia,88, 1938, pls. I, XI, e, XIV, b; Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, pl. CLXXI, 11-12, f, g, h, 14, q;
C.V.A., Denmark 1, Copenhagen 1, pl. 24, 4; B. M. Cat.
Vases, I, part 2, p. 27, C 139; Pottier, Vases antiques du
Louvre, I, pl. 5, A 42; Ath. Mitt., XLIII, 1918, p. 53, fig. 7.
13 Archaeologia,88, 1938, pl. LXXI, 2.
14 Ohnefalsch-Richter,op. cit., pl. CXXI, 6.
15 Ibid., pl. CXX, 3.
16 Archaeologia,88, 1938, pl. XLIII, c.
17 Cf. Evans, Palace of Minos, IV, fig. 116; Borda, Arte

cretese-micenea,pl. XLIX, 4; Kunze, KretischeBronzereliefs,
pl. 1.
18 Cf. Annuario, VI-VII, 1923-24, pp. 125 and 137, figs.
44, right, and 59; Stais, Mycenaean Collectionof the National
Museum (1926), p. 123, no. 2775.
19Cf. Evans, op. cit., figs. 125 and 126; Collignon and
Couve, Cat. vases peints du Mus. Nat., pl. XI, nos. 196 and
210; Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899, p. 194, fig. 57; Langlotz, Griechische Vasen in Wiurzburg,pl. 3, no. 52; Brants, Description of
the Ancient Pottery of the Museum of Archaeologyof Leiden,
II, pl. VII, 52; Hesperia, Suppl. II, p. 180, fig. 130.
20 Cf. Hamann, GriechischeKunst, figs. 50-52.
21 Jahrbuch,III, 1888, p. 357.
22 Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 605, fig. 72.
23 See under XXXVI, 11.
24 Ann. d. Inst., 1835, pl. D, 1.
25 Cf. Tod and Wace, Catalogueof Sparta Museum, no. 575,
fig. 65, no. 588, fig. 68; B.S.A., XIII, 1906-07, pp. 213-6;
Gerhard, Abbildungenzu den gesammeltenakademischenAbhandlungen,pl. XLVIII, 3.
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relief from Tegea,26depicting a banqueting scene, must originally have been confronted by a
second snake. Confronted,intertwined snakes27appear on Corinthianvases of the Orientalizing
period28,and occasionally on other classes of pottery.29 Two snakes, intertwined, form the
handle of an early 5th century mirrorin Athens.30Pairs of intertwined snakes appear on the
reverse of a series of coins, the so-called cistophoric issues, of the Hellenistic period from Asia
Minor.31The motive of a pair of snakes survives, of course, into Roman times and is found
on walls, altars and even water pipes in Pompeii; the snakes sometimes lie horizontally,
confronting each other, but are sometimes parallel, as on our reliefs.32Although they are not
strictly comparable with the representations already discussed, one may mention the intertwined snakes of the caduceus,33and a long series of monuments, ranging from Attic vases to
Roman paintings and reliefs, which represent a chariot drawn by two snakes.34
Gorgonreliefs.
This group is very small, only three examples having been found, all apparently from the same
mould. None of the three is complete, but from them the complete type can be restored. The
Gorgonis represented in the "knee-running" position, with the lower body in profile and the
upper body, wings and head in front view. The elbows are bent and the hands are clenchedat the
waist. The garment is a tight-fitting chiton which reaches to the knees. The head is circular,
with wide, grinning mouth, protruding tongue and large, round eyes. In contrast to the sickle
type of wing often affected by Gorgons, these are flat and drooping. On the ankles, however,
are small sickle wings. In the upper part of the wings are bored holes for suspension. None of the
three was found in a datable deposit.35The red paint employed in Nos. 18 and 19, however,
could quite easily be of 6th century type, although the reliefs are probably to be dated late in
the century.
About ten examples are listed by Jacobsthal;36 of those whose provenance is known all,
with the exception of an example from Selinos,37are from the mainland of Greece. To Jacobsthal's list may be added the following:
11. Lindos, pl. 120, no. 2539.
12. Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 25, no. 244 ("from Melos").
13. Olynthus,XIV, pl. 98, no. 291.
14. 'ApZ. Asrt., XV, 1933-35, p. 31, fig. 15, 1 (from Grave 5 at Argos).
26

Ath. Mitt., XXXIX, 1914, p. 198, fig. 5, pi. XI, 2.
For intertwined snakes in near Eastern art see Archiv
fiur Orientforschung,X, 1935-36, pp. 53-65, and A.J.A.,
XXX, 1926, pp. 405-417.
28 Cf. Ath. Mitt., XXVIII, 1903, pl. 4; Furtwiingler, Beschreibung der Vasensammlung in Antiquarium, no. 1110;
Payne, Necrocorinthia,no. 1428.
29 Cf. Langlotz, op. cit., pl. 21, no. 129 (a Chalkidian
krater), and Brants, op. cit., pl. XVI, 7 and 8 (Ionian
amphorai).
30 Jahrbuch,LII, 1937, Arch. Anz., cols. 336-339, figs. 1, 2.
31 Cf. Grose, Catalogueof the McClean Collectionof Greek
Coins, III, pls. 259, 2, 261, 1, 7, 14, 279, 1-10, 306, 13-15,
308, 8.
32 Cf. Mazois, Les ruines de Pompeii, III, pl. 7, 1; Ann. d.
Inst., 1872, pl. C; Daremberg and Saglio, Dict. ant. gr. et rom.,
"draco," fig. 2587; Gusman, Pompeii, pp. 118, 120, 121
(center and bottom), 124, 129; Jahrbuch,LI, 1936, Arch. Anz.,
col. 266, fig. 13. Compare also Bonner Jahrbiucher, CXXII,
1912, p. 76, fig. 10. In A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, pp. 13-22, it is
27

concluded that the use of a pair of snakes instead of a single
snake has no particular significance.
33 The branches of the caduceus had occasionally assumed
the form of snakes at least as early as the beginning of the 5th
century, and perhaps earlier (cf. Daremberg and Saglio, op.
cit., "Mercurius,"p. 1808, and de Waele, The Magic Staff or
Rod in Graeco-RomanAntiquity, p. 36).
34 Overbeck, GriechischeKunstmythologie, III, 4, Muinztafel IX (in text), 1-6, 16-21; ibid., Atlas, pls. XV, 8, 14, 16,
18, 21, 22a, 30, XVI, 2, 8, 11-15, XVII, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 20-22,
24, XVIII, 19, 20. The chariot in these is driven usually by
Triptolemos, sometimes by Demeter; once, at least, a similar
chariot is driven by Athena (C.V.A., Denmark 4, Copenhagen
4, pl. 163, 1).
35 The example from Argos can probably be dated in the
second quarter of the 5th century.
36 Op. cit., pp. 89f.
3 Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, pl. LXXVIII, 1. This relief is

certainly of Corinthianclay.
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15. An example (MF 207) from the main excavations of Corinth.
16. An example (MF 9548) from the Tile Factory at Corinth.38
17. Three examples from the Potters' Quarter.
Most of these reliefs show traces of decorationin red. Other colors also appear; the relief from
Lokris in the Louvre39has details in blue, yellow and brown, as well as in red. All these reliefs
seem to be from one mould; since those which I have seen are of Corinthianclay, it seems certain
that all are of Corinthian origin. The same pose occurs in bronzes;40 in these, however, the
wings are of the sickle type and a shorter garment is worn.
Sphinx reliefs.
This group is larger, comprising 25 inventoried figures, of which 6 are described below, and
7 uninventoried fragments. The sphinx is represented in profile view, seated, with the feet
resting on a low base. Five distinct mould-types may be distinguished, four of them facing right
and one left. The head is usually in front view, though that of No. 23 is turned in three-quarters
view; it resembles that of the Kore type with its high polos and long hair. The tip of the sickle
wing touches the head. The tail is laid against the back in a figure-8 curve; in either the upper or
lower loop of the tail the backgroundis usually cut out. It is also cut away between the wing
and the head and underneath the body, and occasionally the figure is cut in between the body
and the bent hindleg. Most of the reliefs are either unpainted or show a little red only on the
polos. No. 23, however, is more elaborately decorated, with red paint not only on the polos but
also on the mouth, body and wings, and has a painted red necklace. The earliest datable figure
of this type came from the Stelai Shrine deposit. Since none of the other reliefs, either from
the Potters' Quarteror elsewhere, seem to provide any evidence of earlier date, we may assume
that the type originated in the early 5th century. By far the greatest number from any deposit
was nine from the CircularSouth Shrine. One relief and an uninventoried fragment came from
the Shrine of the Double Stele, indicating that the type persisted at least into the early 4th
century.
The sphinx relief is a fairly common type at many sites on the mainland of Greece. Like the
Gorgon and cock reliefs, the type is undoubtedly of Corinthianorigin, although some examples
appear to be copies in the clay of other localities. Almost exactly the same type, with the same
pose and similar details of hair, features, wings, etc., appearsin bronzes. Reliefs similar to those
from the Potters' Quarter have been found elsewhere at Corinth4l and at Perachora.42The
principal sites at which they occur in any number are in Central Greece, in Attica, Boeotia,
Lokris and Phokis, although they have been found also in the Peloponnesos and in Macedonia;
outside the maiinlandthey seem to occur only in Sicily.43To Winter's list (Typen,I, p. 229, no. 9)
and those from Corinth and Perachora may be added a number of other examples.44
38 J am indebted to Gladys Davidson Weinberg for knowledge of this example.
39 Jacobsthal, op. cit., p. 89, no. 3.
40 Cf. Jantzen, Bronzewerkstatten,
pl. 32, nos. 132-134.
41 Corinth,XII, nos. 204, 205; TF 63 from the Asklepieion.
42 Perachora,pl. 101, no. 194 (six examples from this site).
43 Mon. Ant., XIV, 1904, col. 811, fig. 30 (fromKamarina).
Terracotta sphinxes are said (ibid., col. 809, note 1) to have
been found also at MegaraHyblaia.
44 Goldman, Excav. at Eutresis, fig. 308, 4; Jacobsthal,
op. cit., pl. 66 b; two other examples in Athens (N.M. 4020
and 5912, the former from Tanagra); two examples in the
ChaironeiaMuseum (nos. 461 and 462) from graves at Abai;

B.C.H., LXIII, 1939, pl. XXXIX, upper right, and B.C.H.,
LXIV-LXV, 1940-41, p. 259, fig. 25 (both from Delphi);
Jahrbuch, 1910, p. 141, no. 3 (said to come from
Muanchener
XV, 1933-35, pp. 29f., fig. 15, 1 (from
Attica); 'Apt. \
Argos); Welter, Troizen und Kalaureja, pl. 9 b, 13; Mendel,
Cat. fig. gr., p. 501, no. 3168 m; Danish National Museum,
op. cit., no. 245 ;Olynthus,VII, nos. 333 and 334;XIV, no. 182;
examples in the Louvre (no. 328), the FitzWilliam Museum,
the Metropolitan Museum in New York (X. 189), the Walker
Art Museum at Bowdoin College (no. 23.7), and the University of Pennsylvania Museum (MS 5403). B.S.A., XXXIX,
1938-39, pl. 22, no. 59 (from Ithaka), is a related type but
differs in having stippling on the wing-cap.
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1 (KT31-2). Horseand riderrelief.Plate 34.H. 0.066.
W. 0.065. Heads of horse and riderbrokenoff.
Hard, light brownclay. White slip. Red spot on
edge probablyaccidental.Backgroundundulatesaccordingto depth of relief.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele, hence probably to be dated in the first half of the 4th century.
Two other reliefsfromthe same mouldwerefound in
the same deposit. One of these, KT31-3, is much
better mouldedthan No 1. It seems to fit the mould
fragmentfoundin the Potters' Quarter,and all three
of the reliefs were probablymade from this mould.
In the otherrelief,KT31-4, the heads of the riderand
the horse are preserved.The rider'shead is turnedin
three-quartersview, andthe hairis modelled,probably
by hand, with small shallowdepressions.The horse's
head is short,with the eye indicatedand a groovefor
the mouth; in the originalmould,the neck and chest
muscles were probably well modelled. The muffling
of the hand in the chlamys and the treatmentof the
drapery are closely paralleled in a female figure,
XVII, 33, from the same deposit. It is probablethat
the two are by the same hand (see pp. 118f.).
2 (KT31-1). Horseand riderrelief.Plate 34. H. 0.066.
W. 0.057.
Pinkish clay.
From the court of the Terracotta Factory, and
thereforeprobablyto be dated in the third quarterof
the 4th century. This relief is very similar to the
other and, but for its smallerdimensions,could have
beentakenfromthe samemould.It may perhapshave
come from a mould which was repeated from the
originalone and hencehad decreasedin size. The outlines are, in fact, ratherindistinct, as if from a worn
mould.
3 (KT45-2). Relief of cock, facing left. Plate 33. H.
0.089. W. 0.082.
Light brownclay. Red paint. Thinlegs with sharply moulded claws and spurs. Feathers of wing-cap
indicatedby small, faintly raisedbosses; two rows of
thin, straight feathersbelow. Few small feathersfall
fromback over upperedge of wing and two long ones
droop over tail. Tail broad and fan-shaped, with
feathers indicated by parallelridges; at upper edge
two long curvedfeathersprojectbeyondrest. Ear and
wattle indicated;latter has depressionin center.High
comb with scalloped edge. Two suspension holes.
Tracesof red on tail and comb.
The fragmentsof this relief were found scattered
in the neighborhoodof Stelai ShrineA and doubtless
formedpart of that deposit or of the AphroditeDeposit. This is the most carefully moulded of all the
cock types. Two more fragmentsare certainly from
the samemouldandtwo othersless certainly.Reliefs45

which are apparentlyfromthe samemouldhave been
found elsewherein Corinth,and at other places, such
as the ArgiveHeraion,Aegina,Melos,the Kabeireion
and SouthRussia. The examplesfromthe Kabeireion
and the Argive Heraion, at least, are certainly of
Corinthianclay. The attributionto Melos, as usually
with "Melianreliefs",is open to doubt.
4 (KT45-5).Fragmentof cockrelief,facingleft. Plate
33. L. 0.061. Body and wing preserved.
Hard, pale yellowish gray clay. Very similar to
preceding, but more sharply moulded. Fringe of
feathers faintly visible at shoulder. Two holes for
suspension.

This fragmentand one other, identicalwith it, are
probablyfrom the same mould as the preceding.The
far greater sharpness of detail may be due to the
greaterhardnessof the clay, or perhapsthis figurewas
made earlierbeforethe mould becameworn.
5 (KT45-8). Relief of cock, facing right. Plate 33.

H. 0.091. W. 0.076.
Reddish brown clay. Red paint. Type similar to
No. 3, except for reverseddirection.Modellingmuch
more indistinct. Two feathers which fall from back
over tail are much longer. Feathers of wing-cap apparently arrangedin long ridges which are broader
than feathersof lowerwing. Feathersof tail broader;
indicated only at edge. Wattle lacks central depression. Combmuch largerwith largerscallops.Legs in
parallel position. Two holes for suspension. Comb,
wattle, and edge and back of base paintedred.
From Stelai ShrineA, andthus contemporarywith
No. 3. One other fragment appears to be from the
same mould. A relief from the Kabeireion,46almost
certainlyof Corinthianclay, and one fromArgos47are
dentical. The latter is of the same date as No. 5.
6 (KT45-9). Fragment of cock relief, facing right.
H. 0.054. Head and breast preserved.
Reddishbuff clay. Red paint. Similarto preceding,
but fromslightly differentmould. Wattle has depressionin center.Combsmallerandmorefinely scalloped.
Upperwing feathersmodelledin low bossessimilarto
those of No. 3. Holes for suspension.Tracesof red on
comb and wattle.
7 (KT45-12). Relief of cock, facing right. Plate 34.
H. 0.09. W. 0.076.
Light brown clay. Tracesof white slip. Modelling
very sharp; probably retouched. Scratchedlines on
neck and breast indicate short feathers.Wings have
two rows of feathers,broaderthan those in preceding
'Ep. 'Apx., 1910, col. 177, fig. 1; Jacobsthal, op. cit., p. 90,
nos. 3, 4, 6; Compte-rendut,
1868, pl. III, 14. The example in
the Bowdoin College Museum is probably also from this
mould.
46

45Corinth,XII, nos. 206, 207; Arg. Her., II, p. 41, fig. 76;

Jacobsthal, op. cit., p. 90, no. 7.

47 zApZ.AeXr.,XV,

1933-35, p. 31, fig. 15, 3.
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reliefs.Tail feathersoutlinedby deepgrooves.Wattle spread, with deeply scalloped edge. Small holes for
large. Combhigh, but with few scallops; scallops as suspension,widely spaced. Red paint on neck and
cut out do not quite correspondwith scallops of breast.
mould. Holes for suspension.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Fragmentsexist 12 (KT45-21). Tail of cock relief. W. 0.037.
Hard,palegrayishyellowclay. Tailhaswidegrooves
of one other relief which is probablyfrom the same
outlining
feathers, with single long, curved feather
mould. Thereis a relief in the Loeb Collection48
and
at
top.
Edge
of tail sharplynotched. Threecurved
one formerlyin the Piot Collection49
whicharecertainfeathers
fall
from
back over surfaceof tail. Hole for
ly from this mould. A fragment from Perachora50
suspension.
seems closer to this mould-type than to any of the
others, althoughthe featherson the neck and breast 13 (KT45-1). Fragment of cock relief, facing left.
are not indicated.
Plate 33. W. 0.045. Hind end of body preserved.Feet
and part of tail brokenoff.
8 (KT45-14). Relief of cock, facing right. Plate 33.
Hardbrownishgrayclay. Tailshortandfan-shaped.
W. 0.073. Head brokenoff.
Pointed
wingoutlinedby crudeincisionsonflat surface
Brown clay. Red paint on edges of base. Legs
of
body.
Two curved incisionsacrosswing. Legs also
much thicker and shorter than in precedingreliefs.
in
drawn
incised lines.
Two rows of featherson wing. Suspensionholes wide
apart.
14 (KT46-1). Handmade relief with two snakes.
From the same deposit. There are four other fig- Plate 34. W. 0.02. L. 0.067. Tail of one snake broken
urines of this mould-type, two of which are un- off.
inventoried fragments. A fragment from the same
Light brownclay. Red and blackpaint. Snakesare
mould was found in the Asklepieion.51The beak was long rolls of clay applied to flat rectangularplaque
trimmed differentlyand painted blue, the comb and with roundedends. Upper surfaceof plaque painted
wattle red. The two reliefsfrom Olynthos52are prob- red after snakes applied. Snakes have red dots for
ably from the same mould.
eyes. Thin red line down back and down either side;
rows
of small black dots betweenlines.
9 (KT45-16). Relief of cock, facing right. Plate 33.
From
the Aphrodite Deposit. A fragmentfrom a
H. 0.068. Legs, tail, and end of wing missing.
similar
relief, also handmade,was found in the same
Brown clay.
deposit.
This is similarlydecorated,except that thin,
From the same deposit and the same mould as the
black
wavy
lines replace the rows of dots. Parts of
preceding.Herethe combis fully preservedand shows
two
snakes
from
similarreliefshave also been found,
six notches.
both of which show the same scheme of decoration,
10 (KT45-19). Small cock, facing left. Plate 33. W. i. e., three red lines with rows of small black dots be0.058. Head, feet, and tips of upper tail feathers tween. From the color of the red and black paint
brokenoff.
employedand from the fact that two exampleswere
Red clay. Relief smaller and flatter than rest. found in the AphroditeDeposit we nmayassumethat
Wing feathers indicated by fine ridges, extending all the handmadepaintedsnakereliefsareto be dated
nearlyentirelength of wing. Tail large,widely spread in the late 6th centuryor the early 5th.
and finely grooved. Three long, curving feathers,
instead of two, fall from back over tail. Holes for 15 (KT47-1). Mouldmade relief with two snakes.
Plate 34. W. 0.031. L. 0.059. One cornerbrokenoff.
suspensionvery close together.
Brown clay with red core. Red and yellow paint.
11 (KT45-20).Smallcock,facingleft. W. 0.056.Head, Wide rectangularplaque with red band along edges
legs and tips of uppertail feathersbrokenoff.
of uppersurface.Snakesshort with broad,triangular
Red clay. Red paint. Figurevery flat, with details heads. Traces of yellow on bodies. Depressionson
in very low relief. Tail large, fan-shapedand widely undersurfacewhere snakeswere pressedinto mould.
From Stelai ShrineA. Two other fragmentsfrom
48 Sieveking, Terrakotten
the samemouldwerefoundin this deposit and one in
Loeb, I, pl. 7,1.
49 CollectionEugene Piot (auct. cat.), 1890, pl. XII, no. 331.
the area near the shrine. The handmadeand mould50 Perachora,pl. 101, no. 195.
madetypes thus seemto be about contemporary.One
5' Corinth,XIV, pl. 56, no. 37.
of the fragments from the shrine shows the same
52 Olynthus, VII, pl. 42, nos. 349, 350. These two reliefs
i. e., red backgroundand yellow snakes; in
coloring,
were found in the same grave (Olynthus,XI, p. 112, Grave
576) as the two sphinx reliefs, also probably of Corinthian the second the snakes and most of the background
manufacture, from the same site (see under No. 25). These are red. The third fragment,which must be of later
sphinxes, though not from exactly the same mould as No. 25,
date, is coveredwith a white slip and has tracesof red
are very similar. No. 25, like No. 8, came from the Circular
South Shrine. The grave should, therefore, be dated in the on the background.Another relief from wthesame
mould, KT47-5, was found in the Shrine of the
third quarter of the 5th century.
II
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Double Stele. Its presencethere could be accidental,
since the two shrinesare so close together. The type
of clay, however,and the fact that the relief has become lower and the edges more indistinct seem to
indicatethat the reliefmay be of the same date as the
deposit and that it was made afterthe mouldhad become worn and somewhatclogged with clay. If the
relief is really of 4th century date, it affords an instanceof the longevityof mould-types,as the deposits
are about a hundredyears apart.

ample is paralleledby that of a fragment from the
Argive Heraion.55

20 (KT48-3). Head of Gorgonfrom relief. Plate 35.
W. 0.02.
Buff clay with red core.Probablyfromsamemould
as preceding.Hair in very fine scallopsover low forehead. Heavy arched brows with slight depression
between. Eyes large and protruding,with encircling
groove. Mouthwide and grinning,with deep depression surroundingit. Tongueprotrudesover lowerlip.
16 (KT47-6). Mouldmade relief with single snake. Short, broad chin.
Plate 34. W. 0.029. L. 0.078.
21 (KT49-2). Relief of sphinx, facing right. Plate 34.
Hard, pale yellowish brown clay. White slip. Red H. 0.1. W. 0.067.
paint. Snake has large oval head, with neck very
Red clay. Red paint. Modelling much blurred.
sharply bent. Backgroundnot flat, but higher near Wingshave row of broad,curvedfeathersat end, and
snake. Traces of red at edges of plaque.
probablyrow of shorterfeathersat edge of wing-cap.
From the Shrineof the Double Stele. Anotherre- Tail smallwith backgroundinside lowerloop cut out.
lief, KT47-7, whichis probablyfromthe same mould Traceof red paint on polos.
is much more sharply modelledand must have been
From Stelai Shrine A, hence to be dated in the
made from the mould at an earlierperiod, before it first half of the 5th century.The examplefromKamabecame worn. The condition of this second relief rina56is very similarto this, althoughthe background
shows that the unevennessof the backgroundin the is not cut away, except aroundthe outer edges of the
otheris causedby carelessmoulding.In this reliefthe figure,and the polos seemsto have been considerably
backgroundis paintedred and the snake yellow. One trimmed. As the measurementsof the Kamarinareother fragmentfrom this same mould was found. A lief arenot given, it is impossibleto determinewhether
relief from the main excavations of Corinth53seems it can be from the same mould as No. 21.
to be of similartype, thoughit is not certainthat it is
from the same mould. At the top of this relief two 22 (KT9-33). Head from sphinx relief, facing right.
Plate 35. H. 0.058.
thin ridges form a border.
Brown clay, partly fired red. Red paint. Solid po17 (KT46-5). Part of handmade relief with snake. los; narrowraisedring at base paintedred. Hair worn
L. 0.08. Oneside and both ends brokenoff.
low overeyes in row of short vertical strandsand falls
Hard pale clay. Snake formed of roll of clay ap- to shoulders in horizontally ribbed masses. Brows
plied to rectangular plaque. Body nearly straight indicatedby archedridges. Eyes narrowand heavily
with very shallow undulations.
lidded.
FromDeposit9 of the TerracottaFactory,whichis
Found in the Altar Room of the TerracottaFacprobablyto be dated late in the 5th century. This is tory, but the head seems,fromits style, to be of early
the latest example of a handmadesnake relief.
5th centurydate. We may note a certainresemblance
to Peloponnesianbronzes,57not of Corinthianorigin,
18 (KT48-1). Relief of running Gorgon. Plate 35. particularlyin the straight mouth, short, rounded
H. 0.061. W. 0.076. Head and feet missing.
chin, long nose, narrow,superficialeyes, and in the
Buff clay. Thickpurplish red paint. Wings have low line of the hair over the forehead.A completereplain wing-capand long mouldedfeathers. Holes for lief in the National Museumin Athens58is very possuspension at either side. Garment,legs and back- sibly fromthe samemouldas this head,althoughprobground painted red. Red spots scattered irregularly ably made when the mould was more worn or had
over wings.
become clogged with clay. Anotherrelief in Berlin59
19 (KT48-2). Fragmentsof similar relief.54Plate 33. may also be from the same mould.
W. 0.051. Lowerleft side preserved.
23 (KT49-5). Upper part of sphinx relief, facing left.
Pinkish buff clay. Dilute red paint. From same
Plate 34. H. 0.062.
mouldas preceding.Tendonin calf of rightleg indicatLight brownclay. Red paint. Red stripe at upper
ed. Wing, foot and sickle wing at ankle painted red.
Thegoodquality of the clay andpaint may indicate
55 Arg. Her., II, p. 28, fig. 44.
a 6th century date. The carefulmouldingof this ex56 Mon. Ant., XIV, 1904, col. 811, fig. 30.
5Corinth, XII, no. 183.
64 In the photograph the upper fragment should have been

placed further to the left.

Langlotz, Gr. Bildhauerschulen,pls. 23 a, 24 b.
Jacobsthal, op. cit., pl. 66 b.
59 Panofka, Terracottendes k6nigl. Museums zu Berlin,
pl. L, 3.
57
58
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and lower edges of polos. Hair over foreheadmarked
by short vertical incisions. Narrowface with shallow
eyes and smiling mouth. Thin red necklace with
small pendant at center.Mouth,breast and wing-cap
red. Stronglymarkedridge along loweredge of wingcap, then row of short feathers, and finally longer,
broaderfeathersformingsickle wing. Few red stripes
follow curve of longerfeathers.
24 (KT49-4). Relief of sphinx, facing left. Plate 34.
H. 0.086. W. 0.062. Head missing.
Reddish brown clay. White slip. Probably from
same mould as preceding.Musclesof forelegstrongly
marked.Ribs indicatedby curvedlines in faint relief.
Backgroundcut out inside lowerloop of tail.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Beside Nos. 23
and 24, there are two other fragmentsfrom the same
mould.
25 (KT49-8). Upper part of sphinx relief, facing
right. Plate 33. H. 0.063.
Brown clay. Except for reversedpose, figure very
similar to preceding. Outer wing feathers narrower
and hence more numerous. Ridge across wing-cap
forms strong ogival curve. Head smaller and face
narrowerthan preceding. Hair in small loops over
forehead.
From the same deposit. A figurine found near
Temple E in Corinth60is probably from the same
mould, and perhaps also one from the Asklepieion
(TF 63). The CircularSouth Shrine contained three
more figures which are doubtless from this mould,
and two other fragmentswere found elsewhere.For
a similar arrangementof the hair in loops compare
a protomehead, XII, 14. Of the sphinx reliefs from
other sites those closestto this mould-typeseem to be
a pairfrom Olynthos,61
probablyof Corinthianorigin.
A relief formerlyin the Piot Collection62and one in
the University of PennsylvaniaMuseumare of very
similartype.
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Hard, polishedbuff clay. Body much moreslender
than that of precedingexamples, and deeply cut in
between body and hindleg. Short feathers outlining
wing-capare in higherrelief than usual.
Fromthe RectangularSouthPit. Thereare several
other fragmentsof sphinxes which may be from the
same mould, includingtwo from the CircularSouth
Shrine and one from the area of the "ErosaShrine."
A relief from Halai63seems to be related to this
mould-type.
27 (KT27-6). Part of relief representing Artemis.
Plate 34. W. 0.089. Th. ca. 0.009. Broken off under
chin and acrosslegs.
Hard buff clay. Black paint over broken edge at
upper left hand corner. Extremely low relief with
backgroundcut away aroundfigure.Figurefaces left
and carriesbow in horizontalposition in left hand.
Ends of hairapparentlycaughtup overfillet andform
small, pointed projectionat back. Dress in slight relief at neck, with sleevesreachingto elbow.Long flat
objectin slightly lowerreliefin front of body perhaps
end of mantle.End, probablyof samemantle,appears
also behind figure. At left edge of relief, just above
tip of bow, appearsend of staff or spear.
This fragmentresemblesthe so-called"Melianreliefs,"but is in muchlowerrelief.Themodellingof the
upper body may be comparedwith Jacobsthal,op.
cit., pl. 4. The style seemsto be late archaic.

28 (KT40-1). Two fragmentsof relief of horse and
rider.Plate 35. H. (upperfragment)0.042.
Soft red clay. White slip(?). Low relief with surrounding backgroundcut away. Rider, perhaps female, has long hair and fillet. Head bent forward.
Hindquartersof horse showindicationsof modelling.
Found just west of Stelai Shrine A, and perhaps
belongedto that shrine.The style seemsto be that of
the early 5th century.The mannerin whichthe edges
are cut is like that of a group,cruderin execution,in
the
BritishMuseum.64
A very similarhead was found
26 (KT49-19). Relief of sphinx,facingright.Plate 33.
in
the
in
Odeion
deposit
Corinth.65
H. 0.076. Head, forelegs, tail, and hind paws broken
off.
Typen, I, p. 229, no. 9.
Jacobsthal, op. cit., pl. 69b.
Corinth,XII, no. 214.

6Winter,

Corinth,XII, no. 204.
61 Olynthus,VII, pl. 41, nos. 333 and 334.
62 CollectionEugene Piot (auct. cat.), 1890, pl. XII, no. 328.
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HANDMADE HORSES

This large group comprises 263 inventoried figurines, of which 36 receive separate mention in
the catalogue.' Of the total number, 29 are riders who have lost their horses. In addition, fragments of 261 other horses were found in the excavations but not inventoried. As the total
number of horses found was over 500, they are far more numerous than any other type of
1 Two others, both isolated riders, are included in the catalogue of Class V (Nos. 2 and 5). One of the grotesque figurines,
VI, 1, is also a rider.
11*
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figurine. Since a large percentage of them occurredin datable deposits, much interesting information was obtained concerning the development of the type and a few generalizations may
safely be offered. In about four-fifths of the entire number riders either are preserved or have
left traces on the back of the horse. The popularity of the type continues undiminishedinto the
late 5th and 4th centuries, where it is found in deposits which also contain mouldmade figurines
of sophisticated style. In fact, the horses of the Late Group,which covers this period, are much
more numerousthan those of either the Early or Middle Group. Thus it appears that, while the
handmade female figures (ClassI) were extremely popularin the late 7th and 6th centuries, but
perhaps slightly less so in the 5th and 4th centuries, the horse and rider type, on the other hand,
shows a distinct increase in popularity in the later periods. Although the type has a great many
variations, a comparison of three figurines, Nos. 22, 29 and 33, shows that, once an easy and
satisfactory formula was found, it continued to be employed with very little change. No. 22 is
from Stelai Shrine A and is datable in the first half of the 5th century; No. 29, from the Circular
South Shrine, datable in the third quarter of the century, is very similar, though less carefully
made; No. 33, found in the Terracotta Factory in a deposit which is probably at least 75 years
later than that of the CircularSouth Shrine, is very nearly identical with No. 29.

EarlyGroup
With the exception of No. 1, which is perhaps of early 7th century date, the earliest horses
come from Well I and are to be dated in the last quarter of the 7th century and the first quarter
of the 6th. The quality of clay and paint in these figurines affords an important criterion of
date (see pp. 4 f.). The fragmentarycondition of many of the horses of this period interferes to a
great extent with a study of their modelling and style. Heads are particularly scarce, but one
may say in general that in the late 7th and early 6th century examples the head and neck are
extremely flat and in cross-section form a narrow triangle, of which the apex is the edge of the
mane. The mane, which is nearly always fashioned in one piece with the neck and not applied,
as it is later, is fairly deep, with a sharp edge and a high crest which ends in a point. The front
edge of the mane generally forms a more or less straight line with the front of the neck. Usually
(compare,however, No. 4) the front of the mane joins the face in a curved line rather than at
an angle. The face is very small and usually pointed. In KT 28-18, which is from Trench J and
hence to be dated at the end of the Early Group,the type of horse, with its small, pointed head,
high, flat mane, concave back and arched tail, is quite close to the Well I examples. In Nos. 12
and 13, however, which are from the same area, the head is proportionatelylarger; in No. 13 the
nose is cylindrical in shape with a blunt end, while in No. 12 it is rather carefully shaped, with
a concave upper line and a convex jaw. The groove to represent the mouth occurs for the first
time in these two figurines,with the possible exception of No. 9, whose date is not certain. In the
heads which are definitely of early date the ears are not indicated. They appear only on Nos. 9,
10 and 11, which are of uncertain date, and on Nos. 12 and 13, which fall at the very end of
the group.
The distinguishing characteristics of the body are its compactness and the deeply curved,
sagging back, which is strongly arched at the base of the tail. The tail is usually thick and nearly
round in section. No. 2, with its almost straight back and the thin tail which falls close to the
body, is an exception to the general rule. Nos. 9 and 13 also have fairly straight backs, but No.
13 is at the very end of the series and No. 9 is probably not of very early date. No. 1 is different
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from any of the others, having an extremely elongated body with a sharp-edged,slightly convex
back, and is probably of much earlier date. The early and middle 6th century horses from
Rhitsona have manes which are very similar to those of our Early Group. In these horses also
the tail is arched at the base. It is interesting to find that some terracotta horses from a very
early period in Syria are quite similar in shape to horses of the Early Groupfrom the Potters'
Quarter, with their braced legs, sagging backs, short, arched tails, and thin, pointed noses.2
An even earlier figurine from Kish,3 dated early in the 2nd millennium, also shows the small
head, sharp-edgedmane, concave back and braced legs characteristicof our Early Group.
Unfortunately, very few riders from the Early Group are complete; those which are preserved show considerablevariety in shape. No. 8 has a long, cylindrical body and rather long,
flat arms and legs with no modelling of the hands or feet. The face is formed by a prominent,
beak-like projection for the nose and a low, rounded protuberancefor the forehead. The rider of
No. 7, who is nearly complete, also has a cylindrical body, but has extremely short, broad legs
and narrow cylindrical arms. That of No. 14, complete except for the head, approximates the
type common in later periods, since it has broad, flap-like legs and arms closely attached to
the sides and neck of the horse. No. 14 is, of course, at the end of the series, but even in such
early figurines as KT28-5 and KT28-8, the former from Well I, the riders seem to have been
of about the same shape. The legs and arms of the rider of No. 3 were somewhat narrower.
These riders, however, even though they appear similar in shape to those of the Late Group,are
always placed at a more suitable distance from the necks of their horses. A few isolated riders
from this period have also been found. One of these, V, 2, which seems to be of early 6th century
date, has a deeply gashed mouth, applied pellet eyes and an applied polos. The arms and legs
are missing, but were cylindrical in section rather than flat. A grotesque rider, VI, 1, perhaps of
the same date, has very broad, flat legs and flat arms which are bent outward at the wrists. Two
isolated riders from Trench J, hence belonging to the end of the Early Group, are quite carefully modelled. One, KT17-5, has a "gash" face, applied ribbed locks and an applied polos. The
arms and legs are cylindrical in section, the latter bent at the knee. The garment is carefully
indicated by paint. The other rider, which came from the actual deposit, also has fairly wellshaped arms and legs, the latter bent at the knees and ankles.
The decoration varies considerably among the different figurines. The horse may be unpainted or completely covered with paint (cf. No. 6). A rather characteristicmethod of decoration, rarely found in later periods, consists in painting the front of the neck and chest in solid
color (cf. Nos. 1, 4, 9, 12 and probably 14). It will be noted that this practice is still employed
in the latest examples of the group. Very frequently the mane is distinguished from the rest of
the body by paint, applied in solid color, as in Nos. 2, 7 and 13, or in straight or wavy stripes,
as in Nos. 4, 8 and 12. For the most part, the eyes are not indicated; in Nos. 2, 11 and 13, however, they are representedby painted circles, by painted spots in Nos. 7 and 12, and by applied
disks in Nos. 9 and 10. Many of the heads are, of course, missing. The body, when not painted
in solid color or left unpainted, is variously decorated with horizontal, vertical or diagonal lines,
wavy lines or spots. The use of thin lines painted along the sides of the body seems to be characteristic of this period (cf. Nos. 1, 2 and 9), and rarely appears later. Bridle or reins are occasionally representedin the early period, by painted lines, as in Nos. 2, 4, 9 and :12,orby applied
strips of clay in No. 13.
2

Cf. Encycl. photog.,Louvre II, p. 107.

3Roes, GreekGeometricArt, fig. 71 a.
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Briefly, the characteristics of the horses in the Early Group may be summarized as follows:
1. Hard, finely sifted clay.
2. Hard red paint applied directly to clay.
3. Combinationof red and orange-brownpaint.
4. Very flat heads and necks.
5. Nearly straight line formed by front edge of mane and front of neck.
6. Mane which is part of neck, not applied.
7. Sharp edge of mane.
8. High, pointed crest of mane, joining face in curve rather than at angle.
9. Small, pointed face.
10. Lack of ears.
11. Sagging line of back, with high curve at base of tail.
12. Nearly circularsection of tail.
13. Chest painted in solid color.
14. Thin stripes running horizontally along sides.
15. Rider separated from neck of horse.
Middle Group.
This group consists of the figurines from the Aphrodite Deposit and Stelai Shrine A, and the
figurines which seem to be related to them. The period covered is thus roughly the second half
of the 6th century and the first half of the 5th. The horse and rider figures of this period show
considerablevariety and do not lend themselves easily to statements of a general nature. As we
also observed in the case of the handmade female figures (Class I), the figurines of the Middle
Group are often small and are likely to be very carefully modelled. The Middle Groupcontains
a series of seven figures (see Nos. 15 and 16) which are particularly small, but in general fairly
well modelled, and which may be compared in these respects with a group of female figures
(I, 29-34), probably of the same period, which are also of unusually small size and likewise
modelled and painted with extreme care. In these horses the bodies are long, thin and cylindrical
with a short neck, modelled ears, small head, and a short, thin tail, usually set in the vertical
plane. The mane is low and applied as a separate bit of clay, and is continued in a sharp ridge
down the back to the tail. This ridge is particularly characteristic of this little group of horses
and is found also in some of the Stelai Shrine horses. In most of these small horses either the
forelegs or the hindlegs or both are turned up slightly to indicate feet; comparealso No. 17 from
the Aphrodite Deposit and No. 19 from Stelai Shrine A. No. 17 is particularly close to these
horses, perhaps indicating that they are to be dated late in the 6th century.
In the horses from Stelai Shrine A the bodies are thin and cylindrical. The tails vary considerably; they may be thin and round in section, or flat and either set in the vertical plane and
arched or set in the horizontal plane and raised above the level of the back. The heads vary
widely in shape, but on the whole are likely to be larger than in the Early Group. In several
cases the face begins to narrowjust belowvthe eyes. The ears are usually indicated. The mane is
usually applied and sometimes continued in a ridge down the back. Instead of joining the forehead in a gradual curve, as in the horses of the Early Group,it now ends sharply, sometimes in
a flat, disk-like surface (cf. Nos. 21 and 22) and sometimes in other ways. In one case (KT28-48)
the mane is indicated only by a crest wvhichsprings from the top of the head and is bent
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slightly forward. This figurine is very close in all other respects to No. 22, and thus probably
belongs to the Middle Group. This method of rendering the mane becomes the usual one in the
Late Group. In several of the Stelai Shrine horses we find, apparently for the first time, the
knee-joint of the hindleg indicated (cf. Nos. 19 and 21).
The riders of the Middle Group, where they are preserved, are seen not to differ greatly in
shape from those of the Early Group. They are still well separated from the neck of the horse.
In the case of No. 22, an apparent exception, a thick applied mane fills the space between rider
and horse. The face is usually formed by extending the top of the head to a blunt point which is
bent downward against the neck and slightly rounded to approximate a face. An applied polos
is usually worn. The rider of No. 18 is exceptional in being of unusual height and in having a
"gash" face. The decorationvaries considerablyamong the horses of the Middle Group,although
the general tendency is to leave the body more or less unpainted, to indicate the eyes by paint
and to emphasize the mane and the ridge down the back by painting them in solid color or by
painting a narrow stripe along the edge. Spots and stripes of color are still employed on the
body, but rather exceptionally. Yellow paint is used on only one figurine of the Middle Group,
No. 22. A small horse and rider in Boston (90.192), which seems to be of Corinthianclay, belongs
to the Middle Group. The tail is held horizontally and the mane ends in a disk over the forehead.
The rider is very closely attached to the horse and has a strongly projecting face.
The following traits may be said to be more or less characteristic of the Middle Group,
although as a group it is far less homogeneous than the Early Group and there are exceptions
to almost every point:
1. Thin, cylindrical body of horse.
2. Small face, but generally larger than in Early Group.
3. Applied mane, often continued in ridge down back.
4. Modelledears.
5. Mane which joins forehead at sharperangle than in Early Group.
6. More or less unpainted bodies.
7. Painted manes and eyes.
8. Rounded faces of riders.
9. Wearing of poloi by riders.
10. Rider separated from neck of horse.
Late Group
The popularity of the handmade horse and rider continues to increasein the later 5th and 4th
centuries. Forty were found in the late 5th century deposit in the CircularSouth Shrine, beside
about fifty uninventoried fragments, while about twenty-five figures and twenty uninventoried
pieces came from the much smaller deposit in the Shrine of the Double Stele in the early 4th
century. A number of others were contained in the various mid-4th century deposits in the
Terracotta Factory. The horses and riders of the Late Group form a fairly homogeneous series
since, with only a few exceptions, they conform to a single type which varies only slightly in
details.
The typical horse of the group has a very thin, cylindrical body and a much larger head and
neck than has been common before. The legs are straight, pointed and set in a braced position,
while the straight, short tail shows flat horizontal surfaces, is broad at the base and tapers to a
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point, and is set so that it either continues the line of the back or is raised somewhat above it.
The face is long, wide across the eyes, and with the sides of the nose usually pinched together.
The mane is not applied and does not project beyond the surface of the neck; a high, tongueshaped crest on top of the head is bent forwarda little over the forehead. Normally, the ears are
not represented. The rider in the Late Group appears to be formed by doubling a long strip of
clay in the middle, where it is pinched flat and bent over to form the "disk" face. The ends of
the strip are flattened and separated to fit over the horse. A short, flat strip is wrapped around
the body halfway down to form the arms, and a polos is applied to the head. It will be noticed
that No. 22, from the Stelai Shrine A deposit, represents very nearly the same type. Although
there are exceptions, the riders in this group are usually more closely attached to the neck of
the horse than are those of the Early and Middle Groups.
Among the horses and riders from the main deposits of this period there is a certain amount
of variation from the general type. The most common variations, occurring occasionally in
horses from all the deposits, consist in the presence of an applied mane and modelled ears, and
in the bending of the hindlegs, and occasionally the forelegs, to indicate the knee-joints. The
length of the legs also varies and is to some extent a criterion of date. Although horses with long
legs do occur in 4th century deposits, horses with short legs are rare in the late 5th century
deposits. In general, one may say that the type of horse with short, heavy legs is more likely to
be dated in the 4th century than in the 5th. Most of the horses from the CircularSouth Shrine
conform closely to the general type. Those from the Shrine of the Double Stele tend to have
somewhat shorter legs. The heads are similar, but tend to be less square at the end. Those from
the Terracotta Factory deposits show the greatest amount of variation. Some of these, from
both Deposit 6 in the East Room and Deposits 1 and 2 in the court, are nearly indistinguishable
from the CircularSouth Shrine type (e.g., No. 33, and particularly KT28-136). There is also a
group, mostly from Deposits 1 and 2, in which the hindlegs are bent and the heads tend to be
very large (cf. No. 34). The faces of the riders are rounded, ocasionally with a gash for the
mouth; this is the same modification of the "disk" face which we observed in Class I figurines
from the same deposits (cf. I, 56). A third group, coming from Deposit 1, is characterized by
very short, stumpy legs and tail and by a large head; the clay used is poor; there is a thick
white slip, and yellow and pink paint is commonly employed (cf. No. 35). A small group of four
horses which do not conform to the normal late type in any respect are Nos. 23, 25, 26, and
KT28-106, two of which were from the CircularSouth Shrine, marking the type as of late 5th
century origin. Nos. 25 and 26 are unusually large and extremely well modelled. They, and
No. 23 as well, are represented with the forelegs raised as in a running position. The hindquarters are carefully studied, with the hip bones and knee-joints well indicated. The rendering
of the chest muscles is particularly interesting: in No. 25 they are represented by two carefully
shaped, rounded masses of clay applied to the chest; No. 26 has a single, rather elongated projection; the renderingin KT28-106 is still different and consists of two narrow vertical ridges
separated by a flat area. The modelling of the shoulder bone and muscles is particularly well
done in No. 26. The rider of No. 25, in spite of his stiffness, is far superiorto the hastily executed
horseman of the ordinary horse and rider figurine. It is unfortunate that the head of none of
these four horses was preserved.
The decorationof the horses of the Late Groupusually consists in a stripe down the back and
in rather irregularspots and stripes on the sides and legs. The upper surfaces of the mane and
tail are generally painted. The eyes are practically always indicated in paint, most often by
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spots, sometimes by circles with dots inside. A painted bridle is very frequently found and consists of two thin stripes drawn from the horse's nose, or from a band encirclinghis nose, to the
hands of the rider. The rider usually has a painted polos, sometimes dots for eyes, and is often
painted on the back and on the outer surfaces of the arms and legs. A very large number of
horses and riders, most of them not included in the catalogue, are either unpainted or covered
only with white slip. Yellow paint is employed in several horses of the Late Group, and in a few
of the horses from the mid-4th century deposits in the Terracotta Factory we find pink paint
for the first time. Incised details are extremely rare, occurringonly in No. 23, where the ribs of
the horse are represented by a series of fine, incised lines, in No. 29, which has incised lines on
the upper surfaces of the tail and mane, and in one other figurine, KT28-103, in which a few
incisions appear on the tail.
To sum up, the typical horse and rider of the Late Grouphas the following characteristics:
1. Thin, cylindrical body of horse.
2. Large head and neck.
3. Short, straight tail, held either in horizontal position or slightly above level of back.
4. Long face, wide across the eyes and with a pinched nose.
5. Mane, usually not applied, which forms a tongue-shaped crest bent down over the forehead.
6. Irregularspots and stripes on sides and legs of horse.
7. Paint on upper surfaces of mane and tail.
8. Painted eyes.
9. Indication of bridle by paint.
10. Rider with flat "disk" face and applied polos.
11. Rider usually closely attached to neck of horse.
Handmade horses and riders have been found in fair numbers in the other excavations of
Corinth4and these were doubtless for the most part manufactured in the Potters' Quarter.
Those from Perachora,5where over thirty were found, are said to be of Corinthianfabric. Outside the Corinthia, however, very few indeed seem to be even possibly of Corinthianmanufacture,6 and we must assume that the Potters' Quarter produced such figurines almost exclusively for the Corinthian market. In fact, many localities in Greece and the eastern Mediterranean had their own particular horse and rider types which developed along local lines. Chief
among these are the great ceramiccenters of Cyprus,Rhodes and Boeotia. The horses of Rhodes7
and Cyprus8have much in common: the crude modelling, the heavy forms of the horses, the
long, flat chins, prominent noses and pointed caps of the riders, and the fondness for striped
4A.J.A., II, 1898, pp. 206-8 (of 44 horses and riders
found, all but one are said to have come from the theater);
A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 159, pl. X, 1; Corinth,III, part 2, p. 116,
fig. 86, left; Corinth, XII, nos. 20-27, 29-33; Corinth,XIV,
pls. 6, nos. 2-4, and 56, nos. 27, 28. B. M. Cat. Terracottas,
p. 76, B 34 is said to come from Corinth.
5 Perachora, pp. 228f., nos. 165-169. Of these, however,
nos. 166 and 167 certainly look as if they were Argive.
6 Certainly of Corinthian manufacture is a small horse in
Boston (90.192), and possibly Corinthianare: Winter, Typen,
I, p. 25, no. 1; Tiryns, I, p. 84, no. 145; Aegina, p. 378, no. 57,
pl. 108, 23; Papers of British Schoolat Rome, 1938, pl. XVIII,
B 6 (from Selinos). Of the twenty horses found in the Kabei-

reion (Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p. 358), some may possibly be
Corinthian. One is illustrated in Winter, op. cit., p. 37, no. 2.
7 Cf. Lindos, pl. 84, nos. 1891, 1892, pl. 86, nos. 1941-1946;
Clara Rhodos, III, fig. 117, 2; ibid., IV, fig. 329; Kinch,
Vroulia, pl. 13, 1.
8 Compare Murray, Excavations in Cyprus, p. 112, fig.
164, 9; Winter, op. cit., p. 15, nos. 2-5; Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq.,
II B, pls. LXIX, LXXI, LXXII, LXXIII, 659-662; Heuzey,
Fig. ant. Louvre, pl. 10, 3; Charbonneaux, Les terres cuites
grecques,no. 6; Perrot-Chipiez,Hist. de t'art,III, pl. II, right;
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 2, nos. 10,
11, 13, 14, 15, pl. 3, nos. 16, 17; Swed. Cyp. Exped., II, pl.
XIV, 67; Dikaios, Guide to Cyprus Museum, pl. XXIV, 3.
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decoration. As a rule, the Boeotian types are better.9 Although some are well modelled and
carefully painted, most of them follow their Geometric prototypes fairly closely in shape and
decoration even as late as the middle of the 6th century. After that date the horse and rider is
less commonly found in Boeotia,10nor are there many examples from the neighboring necropolis of Halai,11which begins in the late 6th century. There is also a distinctive Argive type, in
which the rider is usually represented with a shield and helmet and with applied pellets for
eyes. Nearly fifty were found at the Argive Heraion12and fifteen at Tiryns,13and there are examples from other sites.14 The horses found at Sparta,15which are probably mostly of 7th
century date, seem much less well modelled than those from Corinth, perhaps on account of the
inferior clay used. In general they, like most of the Argive horses, show the concave back, higharched tail, thin-edged mane and pointed crest characteristic of Corinthianhorses of the Early
Group. The applied pellet eye with the hole in the center seems to be a peculiarity of Spartan
horses. Painted stripes completely encircling the body, neck or legs are very common. The
terracotta horses from Olympia are also unlike those from Corinth, but again they tend to have
the concave back, arched tail and sharp-edgedmane.16These characteristics may be noted also
in the bronze horses of early date from the same site.
The Attic horses, at least those of the 7th century, seem to be closer to the Corinthiantype
than do those of Sparta or the Argolid. After the 7th century the handmade horse and rider
seems to lose its popularity in Attica. The horses from a 7th century deposit in the Agora at
Athens,17 although of somewhat earlier date than the horses from our Well I, have much in
common with these and form an interesting comparison with them. The neck is long with the
upper edge flattened to form a mane; the crest of the mane is sometimes high and forms a
curved line or an obtuse angle with the line of the face, as in most of the horses from Well I,
but more often forms a very low projection on top of the head or is bent forwardin the manner
of our No. 4. The muzzle, as in the horses from Well I, is small and pointed. The back is less
strongly concave; the tail is less arched at the base and is usually flat and closely attached to
one leg. These horses seem to have much in common with horses, probably of about the same
date, from Samos;18 the chief differencesare the longer legs of the Attic horses and the fact that
the muzzle is pointed rather than cylindrical. The Samian horses are also somewhat similar in
style to the earliest horses from the Potters' Quarter. Noteworthy in many are the sagging line
of the back, the high arch at the base of the tail and the sharp edge of the mane. The painted
decoration is sometimes very similar. As has already been mentioned, however, the noses of the
horses tend to be cylindrical in shape rather than pointed, and the legs are shorter. The tails are
usually short, thin and pressed against the hindlegs, as generally also in the Attic horses (cf.
9 Cf. Ure, Aryb. and Fig. fromtRhitsona, pp. 61-64, pls.
XV, XVI; B.C.H., XIV, 1890, pp. 217-222, figs. 6-8, pl.
XIII; 'ApZ. A?Xt., III, 1917, p. 67, fig. 55; Winter, Typen, I,
p. 7, nos. 1, 2; Koster, Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 8; Danish National
Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 16, nos. 149-154; Jahrbuch,
XLIII, 1928, Arch. Anz., col. 367, fig. 82; Bull. ant. Beschaving, II, 1, p. 12, fig. 1 (center); Zervos, L'art en Grece(1946),
nos. 86, 97-99; Roes, De Oorsprongder geometrischeKunst,
fig. 146. Ibid., fig. 124, is probably also Boeotian.
10Cf. Winter, op. cit., p. 37, nos. 1, 2; Ure op. cit., pp. 6466, pl. XVII, 112.77, pl. XVIII, 31.378; Bull. ant. Beschaving,
II, 1, p. 12, fig. 2, (left).
I"Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 382, VI-b-2.
12 Arg. Her., II, p. 40, nos. 244-247.
13 Tiryns, I, p. 83, no. 141, fig. 20.
14 Ath. Mitt., XX, 1895, p. 317, fig. 33 (from Kalaureia);

B.C.H., LXXIII, 1949, p. 379, fig. 10, 3 (from Epidauros);
Asine, fig. 225, 6 and 7; B.C.H., XLVI, 1922, p. 500, fig. 4,
upper row (from Asine); Roes, op. cit., fig. 125 (from Tegea);
B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 424, fig. 63, no. 348 (from Tegea);
Schliemann, Mykenae, pl. XIX, no. 110; 'Apt. 'Eq., 1912,
p. 159, fig. 37, left (from Lykosoura). Perachora,pl. 100, nos.
166 and 167, look as if they might be Argive.
15 There are 58 from the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia (Art.
Orthia, p. 157, nos. 1-6). Others from Sparta include those
from the Acropolis (B.S.A., XXIX, 1927-28, p. 78, fig. 2,
nos. 2-5) and from the Menelaion (B.S.A., XV, 1908-09,
p. 120, fig. 3, nos. 36, 41, 42, 47, p. 125, fig. 5, no. 76).
16 Olympia, IV, pp. 43f., nos. 267, 268, 270, 271, 272.
17 Hesperia, II, 1933, pp. 616-619, nos. 302-324.
18 Ath. Mitt., LXV, 1940, pls. 57-59.
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also our No. 2). Handmade horses and riders are found on many other Greek sites, but not in
any great numbers. In Italy and Sicily they are extremely rare,19the interest of the coroplasts
there being centered almost exclusively in the human figure.
Early Group.
1 (KT29-22).Body of horse. Plate 35. L. 0.09.
Hard pale clay. Hard black and appliedred paint.
Convex back with strongly marked ridge. Black
paint on chest. Black stripes down back and along
sides, connectedby shortvertical stripes, alternately
black and red appliedover black.
This peculiar fragment is extremely archaic in
appearanceand may go back as far as the early 7th
century, perhaps even earlier. A fragmentaryterracotta bull of the Mycenaeanperiod from Krisa20is
similarly decoratedwith long, horizontal stripes on
the sides connectedby a seriesof short,wavy, vertical
lines.
2 (KT28-1). Horse with traces of rider. Plate 36.
L. 0.071. Legs and tail brokenoff (restored).
Very hard pinkishgray clay. Hard, bright orangered paint. Body heavy and cylindrical.Head short
and broad.Sharp-edgedmane,paintedred. Tail small
and closeto body. Red circlesfor eyes; redstripedown
nose. Bridle indicated by stripe across mouth and
along sides of face, with thin reins running back to
tail. Red stripe across breast, continued along both
sides to tail. Three stripes along under-body.Stripe
down front legs.
From Well I, hence datable in the last quarterof
the 7th century or first quarterof the 6th. The hardness of the clay, the high, sharp-edgedmane and the
heavy proportionsare all characteristicof theperiod.
The shape and positionof the tail are paralleledon
hand-miade
horsesfromAthens and Samos(seeabove).

4 (KT29-1). Head of horse. Plate 35. H. 0.059.
Hard yellowish clay. Black paint. Neck and head
extremely flat. Head small, with pointed nose and
slightly bulgingforehead.Maneends in smallpointed
projection; vertical zigzag lines down sides. Black
stripe down nose. Chest painted black. Bridle indicated by black stripe at either side of mouth, joined
at right anglesby stripe down sides of head; at right
angles to latter, stripe runs across top of mane at
either side.
From the same deposit. The horse illustrated in
Perachora,pl. 100, no. 169, seemsto be fairly similar,
except that the front of the maneprojectsless strongly. The Perachorahorse, from the shape of the head
and the painted decoration,would also seem to be of
late 7th or early 6th century date.
5 (KT29-5). Leg of large horse. Plate 35. H. 0.049.
Hardgray clay. Blackpaint. Leg tapersto bottom,
whereit is slightly flattened. Threethin stripesdown
front with zigzaglines between.Row of large dots on
inner surface.
From the same deposit. The legs of all the horses
fromthis deposithappento be missing,but this fragment indicates their probableshape.

6 (KT29-8). Horse without legs or tail. Plate 36.
L. 0.052. Head missing.Break on left side.
Hard, light brown clay. Hard red paint. Body
heavy; modellingof haunchesindicated. Thick neck
with sharp-edged mane. Tail indicated by small
roundboss. Entire body painted red.
Foundat the west edgeof the hill, outsidethe walls,
with
Early and Middle Corinthianpottery. The fine
3 (KT28-2). Horse, with legs of rider. Plate 35. L.
red
paint
is characteristicof the period.The painting
0.072. Legs and end of tail brokenoff.
of
the
entire
undersurfaceshows that the legs were
Very hard grayish yellow clay. Hard red paint.
never
added.
Back concave.Legs of riderunequalin length; painted red. Tip of right arm, also red, preservedon neck 7 (KT28-15).Horse and rider. Plate 36. L. 0.061.
of horse. Horse has long neck, broad in front; flat- Head of rider,tail and three legs of horse broken
off.
edged mane ends in high, sharppoint over forehead. Legs restored.
Head very small and pointed. Tail high-arched,fallLight brownclay with red core. Hard purplishred
ing free frombody. Body, except legs and tail, paint- and brownishred paint. Head and neck, as well as
ed red.
tail, obviouslymadeseparatelyand attachedto body.
From the same deposit. A horse of very similar Head small with flat nose. Tail high-arched.Legs of
shape was found at Tegea,21and a mane of similar riderhardlyprojectbelowbody, but are continuedin
type appearsin a figure from the Argive Heraion.22 paint. Back, legs and shoulderspainted purple.Eyes
of horse purple, also mane and two short stripes
19Cf. N. d. Sc., 1925, p. 304, fig. 59, lower center (from acrossnose. Acrosschest two brownstripes with row
Syracuse); Mon. Ant., I, 1889, col. 834 (from Megara of purpledots between.
Purplestripe and brownzigHyblaia).
zag
stripe
down
either
foreleg.
Oneitherhaunchthree
20 B.C.H.,
LXII, 1938, p. 144, fig. 22, 2.
21 B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 425, fig. 64, no. 357.
parallelbrownstripes.Purplestripe roundtail.
22 Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVIII, 2.
This figureshowsthe characteristicallyearly com-
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horizontalstripes connectingit with paint on chest.
Purple spot on mane; purplepaint acrosslowerback
and base of tail, partly coveredby black stripesdown
tail ridge and haunches.Black paint undertail. Applied genitals.
This horse, also undatable from its context, resemblesthe precedingin many respects and, like it,
8 (KT28-10). Forepartof horse, with rider. Plate 36. is quite different from any of the other horses. The
H. 0.059.Head and legs of horse,left leg of ridermiss- clay, paint, decoration,and the high arch of the tail,
ing.
however,show that it must be assignedto the Early
Red clay. Hard red paint. Horizontal red stripes Group.
on chest and mane of horse. Shortstripes acrosssides
and armsof rider;tracesof red on head. Face elongat- 11 (KT28-11).Large horse, with traces of rider.
ed into point; perhapsintendedto representmonkey? Plate 35. L. 0.083. Nose, legs and tail brokenoff.
For the decoration compare a fragment from
Very hardyellow clay with pink core.Black paint,
fired yellowishorange.Body heavy but fairly
mostly
Samos.24
wellmodelled,especiallyaroundhaunches.Linespaint9 (KT29-14).Horse.Plate 36. H. 0.075. Tailandthree ed down nose and along cheeks; eyes drawn in thin
legs missing (restored).
lines. Mane formedby series of applied strips which
Very hard,light brownishgray clay. Thinbrown- end aroundface in small, flattened disks. Small ears
ish blackpaint. Body clumsily modelled. Thinneck, project throughmane. Between ears two tiers of appinchedto form mane. Head small and pointed,with plied locks, upper ending in smaller disks. Top of
small groove for mouth, large applieddisks for eyes, mane paintedin stripes, sides and edge in solid color,
and thin upright flaps for ears. Black stripesdown chest with irregularvertical stripes, back and tail in
nose and down edge of mane; stripes across cheeks thin diagonalstripes which meet in V on top. Large
probably represent reins. Front of neck and chest spots on haunchesand right flank.
black. Irregularblackstripe alongeitherside of body.
The clay and paint point to an early date, probFour diagonalstripes acrossback. Black stripe down ably no later than the early 6th century. A black
tail. Outersurfaceof legs black.
paint fired to a very similar yellowish orangeoccurs
Thishorse,though ratherdifferentfromany of the on a MiddleCorinthiansherdfrom Well I.
others, except No. 10, probablybelongsto the Early
Group. The clay, the paint, the decoration of the 12 (KT28-21).Large horse, with traces of rider.
chest in solid color, the stripes along the sides, the Plate 38. H. 0.11. Tail and right foreleg brokenoff.
small head and the generalstyle all point to this pe- (restored).
riod, althoughthe long, cylindricalbody may indicate
Buff clay. Black and purplepaint. Legstippedwith
that the figure falls rather late in the group. The black. Slightly concave nose and angularlowerjaw.
groove for the mouth, the appliedears and the disk Groovefor mouth, small depressionsfor nostrils. Apeyes do not occurin any of the Well I examples,but plied ears; outer surfacespurple.Mane ends in long
the groovedmouth and the ears do occur on two fig- appliedflap low on forehead;crossedby deepgrooves.
ures, Nos. 12 and 13, which certainly belong at the Tip of nose and under jaw purple. Purple spots for
end of the series.A riderwas probablynever addedto eyes. Bridle indicated by purple line on either side
No. 9.
from mouth to ear and by two lines from ear to edge
of mane. Edge of thin mane and flap on forehead
10 (KT29-15). Horse. Plate 36. H. 0.065. Tail, three
purple over black; diagonal, black zigzag
painted
legs and tip of other broken off (restored).Tip of
lines on sides. Front of neck and chest painted black
mane missing.
with appliedpurple. On right shouldershort, curved
Very hardyellowishgray clay. Black and brownish
black
line between purple lines. Two curved purple
purple paint. Modelling of body rather similar to
on
right haunch. Broad purple stripe on left
lines
preceding.Back more concave; tail has higher arch
flank.
of left arm of rider appears on mane of
Tip
and sharpupperedge.Manecontinuedin slopingridge
break
painted over in purple.
horse;
to center of back; probablyended in low projection
in TrenchJ, and probablyto be
From
the
Deposit
betweenears. Appliedears, slightly pinchedfor more
of the 6th century. The size
middle
around
the
dated
realistic effect; outside purple, inside black. Small
and, above all, the
modelling
its
careful
of
the
figure,
appliedeyes, painted black. Black stripes downnose,
make
this perhaps the
in
decoration
taken
its
care
alongcheeks,roundneck, downchest and alongfront
the colorof the
that
fact
all
The
of
the
horses.
finest
of forelegs.Black stripe down either shoulder,with
mane goes over the brokensurfaceof the rider'sarm,
and that the markof the rideron the backiappearsto
23 F. de D., V, pl. XXIII, 3.
have been smoothedoff, indicates that the riderwas
24 Ath. Mitt.,
954.
no.
LXV, 1940, pl. 59,

binationof purpleand brownpaint. Its shapemay be
comparedwith that of a horse found at Delphi.23
Threehorses from the Asklepieionin Corinth(TF 4,
4 b, 6), especiallythe last (publishedin Corinth,XIV,
pl. 6, no. 3), are very close in shape and painted
decoration.
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purposelyremoved,perhapsbecause he had become
damaged in the making. For the indication of the
mane by zigzaglines, comparetwo Boeotianfigurines
in Copenhagenand one in Athens.25The shape is
quite similarto that of anotherBoeotian figurine.26
13 (KT28-22). Horse.Plates 36 and 44 (withXXXII,
2). L. 0.065. Legs, tail, ears and part of reins missing.
Legs and tail restored.
Pale yellow clay. Black and thick purple paint.
Very high, flat mane, ending in point over forehead;
painted purple. Applied ears. Nose long, cylindrical
and flattened at end; two red stripes round end.
Mouthincised. Tracesof appliedreinsfrom mouth to
mane. Oval eyes, outlinedin blackwith dot in center,
and archedbrows.Black striperoundneck and purple
stripe below. Purple stripe down tail. Perhapstraces
of rider.
From the same deposit.
14 (KT28-23). Horse and riderwith shield. Plate 35.
H. 0.08. Head, tail, forelegs,and end of right hindleg
of horse missing, also head of rider.
Pale grayishyellow clay. Red paint. Back of horse
concave with high-archedtail. Thin mane, ending in
high point. Tracesof red on chest and on front edge
of mane. Tracesof red on rider; shieldhas red rim.
From Trench J, and probablyof nearly the same
date as Nos. 12 and 13. The shield, which occursonly
twice in the ridersfromthe Potters' Quarter,perhaps
indicates Argive influence.27Two figurinesfrom the
main excavations of Corinth28are very similar. One
whichis particularlyclose came froma depositin the
Odeionwhich seemed to be largely datable near the
middle of the 5th century.29There are several riders
with shields and helmets fromPerachora.30
15 (KT29-25). Smallhorse.Plate 36. H. 0.042. Three
legs brokenoff (restored).
Pale clay. Black paint. Red spot on shoulderprobably accidental. Long, thin body with sharp ridge
down mane and back. Mane ends in broad flap, applied between pointed ears. Small applied disks for
eyes, close together,with black dots. Black line indicates mouth.Mane,tail and ridge downback painted
black. Black stripes round neck, down nose and aroundmouth.
This is the best example of a group of very small
horses which are made and painted with careful
25 Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 16,
nos. 149, 151; 'Eqx 'ApZ., 1896, pl. 3 (second horse from left).
26 Jahrbuch,XLIII, 1928, Arch. Anz., col. 367, fig. 82.
27 Cf. p. 15.
28 Corinth,XII, nos. 24, 25.
29 One of the other figurines from the deposit (see under
III, 4) is very similar to a figurine of the first half of the 5th
century from the Stelai Shrine A deposit.
30 Perachora, pl. 100, nos. 166, 167. Although here evidently regarded as Corinthian, they seem much closer to
Argive figurines of the same type.
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attention to detail (seep. 166). They are probablyto
be dated in the late 6th century. No. 16 belongs to
the same group. One of the group, KT29-34, was
probablymade by the same hand as No. 15.
16 (KT28-32). Smallhorsewith leg of rider.Plate 36.
H. 0.031. Tail and one leg missing (restored).
Pale brownishgray clay. Black and soft red paint.
Sharp,ratherwavy ridge down mane, back and tail;
black line along edge with short vertical lines on
either side. Mane ends in point over forehead.Ears
project strongly; black inside. Black spots for eyes;
black stripes down nose and around tip. Red stripe
andblacklineroundneck. Feet turnedup slightly and
paintedblackin front. Aroundeachleg widered band
borderedwith black lines. Leg of rider bent to form
foot.
17 (KT29-43). Horse. Plate 35. H. 0.079. Tip of tail
and one foot brokenoff (restored).
Light brown clay. Hard black and soft red paint.
Clumsilymodelledwith bits of clay projectingfrom
surface. Feet turned up and painted black; appearance of under surface suggests figure stood on base.
Mane appliedin heavy ridge down back and divided
into two thick locks on forehead; painted black.
Roughbossesat sidesof headprobablyrepresentears.
End of nose black. Black spots for eyes, with black
brows. Red collar. Line of red dots down either
foreleg.Irregularblackspots on variouspartsof body.
From the AphroditeDeposit, and to be dated in
the late 6th centuryorfirsthalf of the 5th. The modelling is of the sameroughquality as that of XIX, 2, and
the quality of the hard, polished black paint is the
same as that used on I, 35.
18 (KT28-44). Horse and rider. Plate 36. H. 0.094.
Nose, one leg and tip of another broken off. Legs
restored.
Pale clay. Brownishblack paint. Crudelymodelled
with sloping back and legs widely spread. Neck flat
with thin mane. Two high projectionsprobably represent ears; front edges black. Black spots at base
of ears perhapsintended for eyes. Thin nose, much
flattened. Mane, back, outer surfaces of legs, and
upper surfaceof tail irregularlypainted. Rider very
tall with long neck. Deep groove separatesnose and
chin. Legs, arms and back of head and body painted
black.
From the same deposit, and hence contemporary
with No. 17, which it resembles,however,only in the
crudenessof its modelling.For the face of the rider,
compareI, 37 and 38, one fromthe same deposit and
he other from Stelai Shrine A.
19 (KT28-46). Large running horse, with traces of
rider. Plate 35. H. 0.075.
Pale yellow clay. Brownish black and red paint.
Body cylindrical.Legs extended; bent to formnfeet.
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Knee-jointsof hindlegsmodelled.Tail long, pointed,
flat on top, and bent slightly to left. Neck and head
disproportionatelylarge. Applied,sharp-edgedmane
ends in rectangularcrest; painted black. Small ears.
Head turned slightly to left; face narrowsbelow eyeridges. Painted eyes long and almond-shapedwith
centraldot andthin, archedbrows.Bridlerepresented
by thin line down nose, line round mouth and lines
from mouth to mane. Irregular black stripes on
outer surfacesof legs, with large red spots appliedon
forelegs. Roughenedarea on back, with large black
spot, marks position of rider; paint used to attach
rider. Tip of arm appears on left side of mane, but
breakpaintedoverin black,so riderprobablyremoved
in processof manufacture.
From Stelai ShrineA, hence probablyto be dated
in the first half of the 5th century.Here, probablyfor
the first time, the knee-jointof the hindlegis indicated.
This feature adds much to the realistic effect of the
horsebut never appearswith great frequency,doubtless because it took more time to model. Also apparentlyfor the first time the structureof the face is
studied and the head is made much wider acrossthe
eyes than acrossthe nose. This improvementis quite
commonly adopted hereafter. The running position
occurs only in this figure, although the forelegs of
No. 25 are raised as if for a galloping position. In
respect to the pose and modelling,particularlythat
of the tail and legs, No. 19 may be comparedwith a
figurinefrom MegaraHyblaia31 and one formerlyin
the HoffmannCollection.32
20 (KT28-45).Horse and rider. Plate 36. H. 0.083.
Light brownclay. Tracesof white slip. Red paint.
Tail high-archedand flat, set with broad surface in
verticalplane.Maneindicatedby flattenedprojection,
bent downwardover foreheadwith smallstrip of clay
insertedunderedge. Traceof redpaint here.Forehead
slightly convex. Rider's head slightly pinched to
form face; double appliedpolos.
From the same deposit. A female figurine, KT1124, fromthe same depositwas probablymadeby the
samehand. The clay is identical, as are also the shape
of the face and the doublepolos with the wider strip
on top. III, 5, from the same deposit, also has the
same type of face and polos.

eyes. Wide black stripe down nose. Broad red collar.
Twolargeblack spots on outer surfaceof eachleg and
two on eitherflank.Riderhas"disk"face,half covered
by broadappliedpolos; top of head black.
Fromthe same deposit.
22 (KT28-47).Horse and rider.33Plate 36. H. 0.076.
Tip of one leg brokenoff (restored).
Pale gray clay. Yellow and red paint. Tail broad,
flat, pointed and raised above back. Thick applied
mane,endingin largedisk betweenuprightears.Below
eyes,noseis narrowerwith flattenedsides.Rider'shead
pinchedto form face. Wide appliedpolos. Horse and
legs of riderpaintedyellow, rest of riderred. Red also
on maneof horse,tips of ears, end of nose, tips of feet
and tail.
From the same deposit. The charm of this figure
lies in its coloring.Both the red and the yellow are
dilute and the combination is most harmonious.
Among the horses yellow occurs only on this figure,
No. 29 and four others. A small dog, XXV, 10, from
the same deposit is obviouslyfrom the same hand as
No. 22. The clay and coloringare identical, as well as
the shapeof the legs andthe shape andpositionof the
tail. The two figuresmay have been intendedto form
a group. A horse and rider illustrated in Winter,
Typen, I, p. 25, no. 1, seems to resembleNo. 22 and
looks definitely like a Corinthiantype.
LateGroup.
23 (KT28-105).Body of horse. Plate 37. L. 0.058.
Pale brownishclay. Black paint. Body fairly well
modelled,with thin flanksand heavy haunches.Forelegs slant forward.Black paint on chest, underneath
forelegs, and around tail. Roughened area on back
perhapstrace of rider.Ribs renderedby short curved
incisions, close together; four on right side, seven on
left. Genitalsmodelled.
24 (KT28-61).Horse and rider. Plate 37. H. 0.075.
Tail and one leg of horse and part of arms of rider
missing. Leg and tail restored.
Brownclay. Black paint, mostly fired red. Head of
horse long and thin with projectingeye-ridges.Mane
representedby very high, pointedcrest,paintedblack
on top. Large painted oval eyes with small dot in
center. Bridle consists of thin line down nose, with
short line crossing it just under mane and another
line encirclingnose. Reins run from top of nose to
hands of rider. Thin black stripe down back of horse.
Rider has "disk" face with spots for eyes and broad
appliedpolos, painted black.
From the area of the "Erosa Shrine."

21 (KT28-50). Small horse and rider. Plate 37. H.
0.05. One leg broken off (restored). Published in
A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 24, pl. I, 5.
Brown clay. Brownishblack and red paint. Hindlegs bent at knee. Tail long, flat, tapering and held
above line of back; uppersurfaceblack. Sharp-edged
appliedmane,flattenedon top; ends in smalldisk be33This figurine is probably the one of which a drawing
tween ears. Front surfaceof disk black,top red. Ears was published in Roes, GreekGeometricArt, fig. 74. It is, of
close to mane.Face broadacrosseyes. Black spots for course, not the one illustrated in A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, pI.
31 Mon. Ant., I, 1889, col. 834.
32

Winter, Typen, I, p. 37, no. 4.

I, 5, as is stated in the above publication. Also we must gratefully decline on behalf of our humble horse with the hogged
mane his proposed elevation to the rank of Solar Symbol.
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25 (KT29-69). Large horse and rider. Plate 38. H.
0.09. Heads of horse and rider, forelegs of horse,
lowerpart of hindlegs,tail of horse, and right foot of
rider missing.
Reddish clay with pale brown,polishedslip. Body
of horseextremelywell modelled,especiallyhindlegs,
projectinghip bones, and two roundedchest muscles.
Forelegs raised; horse probably galloping. Sharpedged mane. Small hole at base of tail. Rider carefully modelled. Arms bent slightly at elbow; closed
hands, pierced with vertical holes, rest on horse's
mane. lIeft hand apparently too small at first, as
extra piece of clay was added.
From the CircularSouth Shrine, and datable in
the late 5th century. This and the following are by
far the most skilfullyand accuratelymodelledof any
of the handmadehorsesfoundin the Potters' Quarter.
26 (KT28-70). Large horse, with trace of rider?
Plate 39. L. 0.091. Head, tail, forelegs and part of
hindlegsmissing. Break on back.
Brownclay, partly firedred, with polishedsurface.
Black and red paint. Body heavier than preceding,
but equallywell modelled.Chestand neckvery heavy
in proportionto hind quarters.Hip bones less prominent than preceding,while shoulderbones aremore
so. Single elongatedmuscle on chest instead of two
muscles, as in No. 25. Red collar. Applied ma.ne,
painted black. Roughened area on back probably
trace of rider.
Fromthe same deposit. Anotherhorse, KT28-106,
shows very similar proportions.In this the chest
muscles are interestingly renderedby two narrow,
raised ridges, which run vertically and are separated
by a very narrow,flat space.
27 (RT28-71). Horse, with traces of rider. Plate 37.
H. 0.065. Tail and one leg brokenoff.
Hard reddish clay. Black paint, mostly fired red,
and thick purplepaint. Both hind and front legs bent
at knees. Ends of forelegsslightly bent to form feet;
forefeetblack,alsospotson legs.Blackspotson flanks,
stripe downback and curvedlines on haunches.Nose
narrowsbelow eyes; end carefullymodelledwith flaring nostrils,and paintedpurple.Eyes black. Applied,
sharp-edgedmane ends in flattened crest which is
bent forward; upper edge of crest painted black.
Long ears, slanting outward.
From the same deposit, and one of the few painted
horsesfromthat deposit.Thefigurepresentsa curious
combinationof clumsy modellingand the representation of features,such as the nostrils and the joints of
the legs, which do not appearon many far superior
figures.The flaringnostrils and the length of the ears
make it possiblethat the figureis intendedto represent a mule.
28 (KT28-76). Horse anldrider. Plate 39. L. 0.087.
Legs of horse and head of ridermissing.
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Brownclay. White slip. Tail raisedwell abovelevel
of back. Long neck. Head tapers to blunt end. Thin
applied mane, ending between ears in low, tongueshapedprojection.
From the same deposit.
29 (KT28-98). Horse and rider. Plate 37. H.0.077.
Light brownclay, partly firedred. White slip. Red
and yellow paint. Tail short, flat and tapering;thin,
shallowincisionsover uppersurfacerepresentstrands
of hair. Traces of yellow paint on tail. Large head
with prominenteye-ridgesand very narrownose, flat
on sides and squareat end. Maneindicatedby high,
tongue-shaped crest, bent forward; long incisions
scratchedon upper surface. Rider has large "disk"
face with broad applied polos. Upper part, at least,
of rider painted red.
Fromthe same deposit.Thisfigureis typical of the
majority of horses from that shrine. The pointed,
bracedlegs,the tongue-shaped,forward-inclined
crest,
the lack of ears, the long face with the pinched-in
nose, and the close applicationof the riderto the neck
of the horse, are all characteristicof the groupfrom
the shrine.This particularexampleis, however,nearly uniquein having the strandsof the mane and tail
incised. Only one other horse, KT28-103, which is
from the saine deposit, shows incised details, also on
the tail.
30 (KT29-26). Horse. Plate 37. H. 0.051. Tail, two
legs and tip of third broken off (restored). Ears
chipped.
Light brown polished clay. Hard black and red
paint. Appliedmane continuedin ridge to tail. Edge
painted black; short vertical stripes on sides. Mane
ends in flat surface, painted black, over forehead.
Applied ears, folded over to produce more realistic
effect. Mouth incised. Nostrils indicated by black
rings, eyes by black ovals with open ends and central
dots. Red stripes aroundnose and neck.Foot turned
up; black spots at front and back. Smallspot at knee.
Uppersurfaceof tail black.
This fine figure was found in the Shrine of the
Double Stele, but at the west side, a little removed
from the main deposit. It is, of course,possiblethat
it is to be datedin the 4th centurywith the rest of the
deposit,but the superiorquality of the clay, paint and
modelling,as well as its complete dissimilarityfrom
the other horses in the deposit, would lead one to
considerit an intruder.In style it is far closerto a late
6th centurygroupof smallhorses(cf. Nos. 15 and 16).
The cylindricalnose and incised mouth, the detailed
renderingof the eyes, the modellingof the ears, and
especiallythe low ridge runningfrom the top of the
head to the tail are all more characteristicof horses
of the Middle Groupthan of the Late Group.In No.
32, however, we have a very similarfigurine, found
in an even later context. This may mean that both
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figures, despite their style, must be assigned to the
4th century.
31 (KT28-152).Horse and rider. Plate 37. H. 0.064.
Tip of nose and one leg of horse broken off. Leg
restored.
Light brownclay. White slip. Tail flat and blunt.
Hindleg bent at knee-joint. Projecting bosses for
eyes. Upright ears. Applied sharp-edgedmane, cut
straight over forehead. Rider's legs bent at knee.
Elongated "disk" face with pinched nose and gash
for mouth. Narrowappliedpolos.
From the same deposit. A very similarhorse was
found in the main excavationsof Corinth.34
32 (KT28-34). Smallhorsewith leg of rider.Plate 37.
H. 0.044. Tail, ear and one foot brokenoff.
Light brown clay. Black and red paint. Fairly
well modelledbody. Black stripe down back, curved
stripes on haunches and spots on outer surfaces of
forelegs.Feet, top of tail, eyes and end of nose black.
Thin black line down nose. Red stripes aroundnose
and neck. Appliedmane, cut straight over forehead,
whereit is painted red; rest black. Appliedears, hollow inside; black on tips and red inside. Leg of rider
bent at knee, with foot turnedup. Upperthigh painted red.
From the North Room of the TerracottaFactory,
and perhapsof 4th century date. The style, however,
looks earlier and the figure is rather close in many
respectsto No. 30, which camefrom the Shrineof the
Double Stele, but which also seemedearlierthan the
depositin which it was found. Since we have two figurines of similar style, both in 4th century contexts,
it may be saferto considerthem exceptionalproducts
of the 4th century.
33 (KT28-126).Horse and rider. Plate 37. H. 0.069.
Pale yellowish gray clay. Thin black paint. Short
tail, raised above level of back; stripe on top. Mane
formed by tongue-shapedprojection, black on top.
Nose flat on sides with prominenteye-ridges.Black
rings for eyes. Reins run from top of nose to rider's
shoulders. Rider has small "disk" face with thick
appliedpolos partly encirclinghead. Polos and top of
head black.
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory, hence
to be dated aboutthe thirdquarterof the 4th century.

back; perhapsfell in S-curve.Black stripe downback
and tail. Forefeet and knees black. Prominent eyeridges; black spots for eyes. Nose flattened at sides;
tip red. Red reins from top of nose to mane. Mane
forms broad, low crest, flattened on top and bent
forward;painted black. Rider leans backward,with
armsforward,not touchinghorse.Roundedface with
pinched nose. Eyes black. Small gash indicates
mouth, also red spot well below gash. Appliedpolos,
and back of body, arms and legs painted red. Top of
head black.
From Deposit 1 of the TerracottaFactory, and of
the same date as the preceding.The face of the rider
is very similarto those of two femalefiguresfromthe
same deposit, I, 56, and KT1-196. These also hold
their free armsin much the same pose as the rider.
35 (KT28-139).Horse and rider. Plate 37. H. 0.061.
Leg of horseand fragmentfromhead of ridermissing.
Leg restored.
Soft grayish brown,slightly micaceousclay, covered with thick white slip. Yellow,pink and purplish
red paint. Legs and tail extremely short, thick and
blunt. Neck and head largein proportion.Face broad
acrosseyes, with very shortnose. Maneformstongueshaped projection. Mane and tail painted yellow.
Riderhas "disk"face and heavy appliedpolos. Traces
of red on polos and top of head; rest of body pink.
Tracesof red reins.
From the same deposit. This figure representsthe
lowest ebb of the horsemanclass. The use of three
colors, beside the slip, is rare.35Thereare four other
nearly identical figures from the same deposit, one
made from the same clay and the others from an
equally inferior,soft red clay, all coveredwith thick
white slip, all decoratedwith red or pink paint, and
all but one with yellow paint.

36 (KT28-149).Horse and rider.L. 0.052. Head, legs
and tail of horse,head and legs of riderbrokenoff.
Brown clay. Yellow, pink, red and thick sky-blue
paint. Body of horse very heavy. Thin appliedmane.
Armsof riderbent so that wrists meet and hands are
bent outwardto clasp neck of horse. Horse painted
yellow with red collar. Rider painted pink; between
hands traces of blue paint, probably from mane of
horse.
The only interest of this fragmentlies in theemployment of four colors. The date is uncertain, ex34 (KT28-122).Horse and rider. Plate 37. H. 0.063. cept that it must be either late 5th century or 4th
Tail of horse and right arm of rider missing.
century.
Pale yellowishclay. Black and red paint. Hindlegs
35 Comparethe use of the same three colors in the chariot
bent at knee, with prominentjoints. Tail high above
34

Corinth,XII, no. 26.

group, XVII, 36, from the earlier 4th century deposit in the
Shrine of the Double Stele.
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HANDMADE MULES

Of the 21 found, six are describedbelow. About 10 fragmentary examples were not inventoried. Twelve of the entire number inventoried were found in a single deposit in the East Room
of the Terracotta Factory and are almost certainly to be dated in the middle or third quarter
of the 4th century. A number of horse and rider figures were found in the same small deposit,
which doubtless represented the result of an unsuccessful firing. One of the mules, No. 5,
affords ample evidence that such was the case. The rest of the deposit contained mainly miniature vases and miniature lamps. The figurines of mules found elsewhere than in this deposit
afford no evidence that the type existed at any earlier date.
The figurines are all larger than the great majority of horse and rider figures. The modelling
of the body, legs and tail is similar to that of the horses of the Late Group, although the neck is
a little longer. The face is long, narrowing below the eyes. A separate applied piece of clay
represents the muzzle, in which a groove is cut for the mouth. The long, pointed ears are
carefully modelled, usually with a hollow front surface. The mane, which appears only between
the ears, is of varying shapes: a low ridge in No. 1, a high, tongue-shaped crest in No. 4, and
a low flap in No. 6. In Nos. 4 and 5 a small hole, presumably for reins, is bored horizontally
through the nose; in another fragment, KT30-20, the nostrils are indicated by deeply bored
holes surroundedby raisedrims. The mules are all unpainted; not even a white slip was employed.
The rider of No. 4 is rather similar in modelling to one on a horse, XXIII, 31, from the Shrine
of the Double Stele. Both are unusual in their height, in the treatment of the face and in the
fact that the knees are bent. The face of the mule rider was modelled with a strongly projecting
nose. The monkeys of Nos. 1 and 3 resemble each other very closely and were doubtless made
by the same hand. They have long, cylindrical bodies and legs which are slightly bent at the
knee. The arms are formed of long rolls of clay and the hands are mitten-shaped. The muzzle
projects strongly and is deeply gashed to indicate the mouth. Large projecting ears are added,
but the eyes are not indicated. In No. 3 two small punched holes mark the nostrils. In both
cases clay is added to fill the space between the back of the mule and the outer surface of the
rider's legs.
Mules of Corinthianfabric do not appear to have been found outside Corinth,indeed rarely
outside the Potters' Quarter.1 The handmade mules, not really very numerous, which do
exist are, like the handmade horse and rider figurines, mainly from the three centers of Boeotia,
Cyprusand Rhodes. Terracotta mules of a type which has usually been assigned to Boeotia are
not uncommon and are much closer to the Corinthiantype than are those of Cyprusand Rhodes.
TheseBoeotian mules are very homogeneous in style.2 The body is very similar to the Potters'
Quarter figures, thin and cylindrical, with a tail raised to the level of the back, pointed legs,
and a long head with prominent eye-ridges and an accentuated muzzle. The chief differences
1 A single head from the main excavations of Corinth
(Corinth, XII, no. 28) can be identified as that of a mule.
Possibly some or all of the mules usually consideredBoeotian
may be Corinthian (see note 2).
2 Cf. B. M. Cat. Terracottas,B 30, pl. VI (said to come
from Athens, but so similar in style to the two following
examples in the same museum that they might have been
made by the same hand), B 66 (illustrated in Webster, Greek
Terracottas,pl. 11), and B 68, fig. 16; Charbonneaux, Les
terrescuites grecques,no. 91 (said to have come from Kyrenaika and obviously of the same style as the British Museum
figurines); Sieveking, TerrakottenLoeb, I, pl. 6,1 (of unknown
12

provenance, but the style seems similar to that of the preceding figurines, although the mule's head is larger than usual).
Paris, Elatee, fig. 5, though very probably of the same manufacture, differs from the others in having straight legs, a
more pointed nose and an applied mane. Since writing the
above, I have been informed by Mrs. Thompson that the clay
of at least one of these figures (British Museum B 66) might
be Corinthian. If this is so, then the entire group, which is
quite homogeneous, should be assigned to Corinth; as has
been stated, however, the style of the group differs in several
respects from that of the Potters' Quarterfigurines.
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lie in the fact that in the Boeotian group knee-joints are indicated in both fore and hindlegs,
that the ears are much longer, and that the face is characterized, not by an applied muzzle,
but by enlarged, perforatednostrils. The figures carry various objects: a monkey, a large fish, a
tray of sacrificial objects, sticks, two baskets, two birds, or a grotesque figure. The Rhodian
and Cypriote figurines are far inferior to the Corinthian and Boeotian. The former3are characterized by a short, rounded nose and very thin, straight, pointed legs. The Cypriote mules4
are extremely crudein their modelling. They usually have a long, thin nose and often very short,
thick legs. There remains to be mentioned a pair of figurines5 representing women riding
sidewise on mules, one said to have come from Athens and the other from Kyrenaika. The
female figures are perhaps from the same mould; the mules, which are handmade and naturally
not identical, seem to be somewhat similar in style to the Boeotian group, if it is Boeotian,
mentioned above. It is possible that these two figurines are Corinthian (see under XVII, 36).
1 (KT30-1). Mule carrying monkey. Plate 38. H.
0.103. Tail broken off and fragmentof rider missing
(restored).
Hard yellowish buff clay. Pointed, braced legs.
Hindlegs bent slightly at knee. Long face, widened
across eyes. Broad applied muzzle with deep groove
for mouth. Between long, pointed ears short applied
mane, pinchedtogetheralong center.Legs of monkey
bent at knee and ankle. Mitten-shapedhands grasp
ears of mule. Elongated muzzle with deep gash for
mouth. Small bosses representears, left pierced by
small hole. Sharp-edgedapplied polos. Clay added
between left leg of monkey and flank of mule.
From Deposit 6 in the East Room of the Terracotta Factory,whichis almostcertainlyof the middle
or third quarter of the 4th century. Eleven similar
figures or fragmentswere found in the same deposit
and, as we shall see underNo. 5, appearto have been
discarded after an unsuccessfulfiring. One of the
mules in the British Museum (B 66) shows certain
points of resemblancewith No. 1. The theme of a
monkeyridingon a muleis illustratedalsoin a Cypriote
figurine;6 herealsothe ridergraspsthe earsof the mule.
2 (KT30-2).Mule with traces of rider. Plate 37. H.
0.087. Part of mane missing.
Hard yellowish buff clay. Nearly identical with
preceding.Pointedtail raisedabove back. Ears larger
and much better modelled,with pointed tips; edges
pressedtogethernear top to make ears appearhollow
inside. From traces left on back, riderprobablysimilar to preceding.
From the same deposit.

3 (KT30-3).Monkey with traces of mule. Plate 39.
H. 0.079. Right leg brokenoff.
Yellowishbuff clay, partly fired red. Body turned
to right. Holds in bent armslong object,roundin section, pointed at ends and with surface crossed by
shallow horizontal grooves. Hands mitten-shaped.
Head as in No. 1, except that two smallholesindicate
nostrils. Right ear has small hole. On head long applied fillet; at top three disks, placed with upper
halves appearing above edge. Clay added between
underside of leg and flank of mule.
From the same deposit. The figureis obviouslyby
the same hand as the others, though somewhatmore
elaborate.The elongatedobject in the arms is probably a loaf of bread. A fragment, KT25-21, representing two mitten-shapedhands graspinga similar
long objectwith pointedends and horizontalgrooves,
undoubtedlyformedpart of a similarfigurine. Similar loaves are carriedby two grotesquefigurinesfrom
Attica.7Similarloaves arerepresentedon a terracotta
relief from Tarentum.8The modelling,particularlyof
the monkey'sface, is very similarto that of a figurine
said to come from Boeotia.9One may comparealso
a figurinewhose provenanceis given as Megara.10
4 (KT30-4). Mulewith rider. Plate 39. H. 0.12. Part
of back of mule, two legs and tail, left leg and part of
right arm of rider missing.
Hard yellowishbuff clay. Mule similar to others,
but larger.Head thinnerand appliedmuzzlesmaller.
Groove for mouth. Horizontal hole through nose.
Smallerears,bent nearlydouble.High, tongue-shaped
mane between ears, with strongly concavefront surface. Leg of riderslightlybent at foot; clay, as before,
appliedalong underside. Large "disk" face, pinched
into stronglyprojectingnose. Broadappliedpolos.

3 Cf. Clara Rhodos, IV, p. 215, fig. 235; Winter, Typen, I,
p. 223, no. 1.
4 Cf. Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II, pls. XIV, 104-406, LXXII,
652; Brising, Antik Konst i Nationalmuseum (Stockholm),
pl. IX, no. 1483 (probably Cypriote); Winter, op. cit., p. 37,
no. 11.
7Jahrbuch, LVIII, 1943, Arch. Anz., col. 125, fig. 5;
5 Kdster, Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 74; B. M. Cat. Terracottas, Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 38, no. 321.
B 350, fig. 27.
8 Rev. arch., XXXV, 1932, pl. III, 5.
6 Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II, pl. LXXI, 650; Baltimore
9 Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 38, no. 318.
10 Schneider-Lengyel,Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 99.
Museum of Art, News, June 1946, pp. 4-6.
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From the same deposit. Of somewhatsimilarstyle
is a horse and riderfrom Delphi.-1
6 (KT30-5). Mulewith rider. H. 0.124. Forelegs,tail

and ears of mule, and head of rider missing.
Clayof front and right side of mule is pale yellow,
that of left side and hindlegsis brown. Very similar
to No. 4. Hole throughnose.
From the same deposit. The fact that the color of
the clay is entirelydifferenton eitherside of the break
is clear evidencethat the two halves of the figurelay
in differentparts of the kiln duringthe firing. A sudden expansion of the clay probably split the figure
and flung one piece nearerthe source of heat. Since
this figurewas obviouslyrenderedworthlessafterthe
firing,it is reasonableto supposethat the entiregroup
11 F.

de D., V, pl. XXIII, 4.
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of horsesand mulesfoundwith it, which are made of
similarclay and are probablyall the product of one
hand, representsa single lot of figurines discarded
after an unsuccessfulfiring.
6 (KT30-16).Head of mule.Plate 39. H. 0.054.Right
ear brokenoff.
Light yellowishbrownclay. Widelyflaringnostrils,
formingheart-shapedprojectionat endof nose.Large,
partly open mouth. Long, pointed ear, slightly hollowed inside. Low applied mane which ends in flap
lying flat on forehead.
This fragment perhaps represents a somewhat
earliertype. It shows admirablythe skill in humorous delineationwhichthe coroplastshad at their commandwhen they chose. This head is ratherlike those
of the Boeotian groupof mules.

HANDMADE DOGS

These comprise 87 inventoried examples, beside 63 fragmentary figures which were not
inventoried. In the catalogue 16 receive special attention. For convenience the dogs have been
divided into the same chronologicalgroups as the horses, but those which have been placed in
the Early Group were not found in datable contexts and may belong to a later period. The
fact that no dogs were found in the early deposit in Well I must be significant. Very little
development can be traced in the style of the handmade dogs. At all periods the body is
practically always thin and cylindrical and the legs are pointed, with the knee-joints of the
hindlegs sometimes indicated. The tail assumes a wide variety of shapes and positions. In
most cases the head becomes narrower below the eyes; the ears are always modelled. The
painted decoration, when it is employed, is extremely simple. Sometimes the figures are
painted in solid color and sometimes decorated with irregular spots on the sides or legs. A
painted collar is often added; in one case a collar was applied. The eyes, like those of the horses,
are represented either by painted spots or by circles with central dots. Often the figures are
left entirely unpainted. This is particularly true of those from the deposit in the CircularSouth
Shrine; of the fourteen dogs from that deposit only two were painted, although several of the
others were covered with white slip. The dogs from the Shrine of the Double Stele, eight in
number, more frequently show painted decoration.
The handmade dogs from the other excavations of Corinth1were doubtless made in the
Potters' Quarter.A figurine from Lousoi2is so very similar to our No. 11 that we must probably
assume that it is Corinthian.Dogs are of very infrequent occurrenceoutside Corinth3and most
of those which do exist are doubtless of local manufacture. Those illustrated in Sieveking,
TerrakottenLoeb, I, pl. 30, are probably Boeotian.
1 A.J.A., II, 1898, pp. 206f., figs. 2, 3, 8; Corinth, XIV,
pl. 56, nos. 29, 30; Corinth,XII, nos. 34-43.
2 Jahreshefte,IV, 1901, p. 44, fig. 53.
3 Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p. 357 (about 20 are said to have
been found at the Kabeireion); B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 83,
B 69 (from Tanagra); 'Apt. /\rXr., III, 1917, p. 236, fig. 170,
no. 10 (from Thebes); Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 398, VI-b-8,
12*

p. 406, VI-b-9 (from Halai); Art. Orthia, pl. XLI, 10, 12
(seven are said to have come from this site); B.S.A., XLIII,
1948, pl. 46, A 21 (from Ithaka); Olynthus, VII, pl. 41, nos.
338, 339; Lindos, nos. 1964, 1965, 1967, 1968; Clara Rhodos,
III, p. 124, Grave LXXXIX, nos. 1, 3; Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq.,
II B, pl. LXXVI, 685; N. d. Sc., 1925, p. 304, fig. 59, right
center (from Syracuse).
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Early Group.
1 (KT32-1). Dog. Plate 40. H. 0.047. Threelegs, tail
and tips of ears brokenoff. Legs and tail restored.
Grayish buff clay. Black and red paint. Black
stripe downback of hindleg and front of foreleg.Tail
curves upward. Small head with convex forehead.
Triangulareyes, drawnin thin black lines with small
central dots. Narrowred collar. Thin black line from
nose to tail.
There is no certain evidence for dating this figurine, but from the quality of the clay and paint it
should probably be placed somewhere before the
middle of the 6th century. It is certainly the most
attractive memberof the entire class, and the shape
of the headandthe drawingof the eyes give it a rather
sly and very dog-likeexpression.
2 (KT32-8) Dog. Plate 40. H. 0.048. Three legs and
tail brokenoff (restored).
Light yellowish brown clay, covered with black
paint, mostly fired reddish brown. Tail curves upward. Legs spreadwide apart. Largehead, turnedto
left. Face wide across eyes, with ridge down nose.
Pointed ears, set horizontallyand curvedforward.
The paint used looks rather early. From the position of the tail it seemsfairly certainthat the animal
is a dog, althoughthe modellingof the head and body
is somewhatlike that of XXIX, 1, which represents
a bull.
3 (KT32-7). Small dog. Plate 40. HI.0.03. Two legs
and ear missing. Legs restored.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Black spots on feet.
Tip of hindleg turned up slightly. Short tail, curled
over back and bent to right; painted black. Red
collar. Ears slant outward; edges painted black.
Black spots for eyes and nostrils.
This is the only dog, with the exception of one,
KT32-77, fromthe Shrineof the Double Stele, which
has a shortcurledtail of the type whichis so common
among late mouldmadefigurines. Its presencehere
probablyindicatesthat dogsof the type usuallycalled
Maltesewere knownby the 6th century.
MiddleGroup.
4 (KT32-10). Dog. Plate 39. H. 0.055. Two legs and
tail brokenoff (restored).
Very hard yellowish gray clay. Black paint. Four
largeblackspots alongeitherflank. Shorthead,broad
across eyes; very pointed nose, strongly curved upward. Black spots on tip of nose and ears. Eyes indicatedby largeblackringswith dots in center.Right
ear bent forward.
This alert animalwas found near No. 1. The hardness of the clay may indicate a date in the 6th century, although nearer the end of the century, since

the figureis rathersimilarin style to No. 7 from the
Stelai Shrinedeposit.
6 (KT32-26). Dog. Plate 39. H. 0.047. Tail missing
(restored).
Buff clay. Black and purple paint. Short, heavy
legs, spreadwell apart. Head broad across eyes. Tip
of nose and innersurfacesof ears painted black.Eyes
renderedby large black circles with spots in center.
Narrowpurple collar. Back and sides covered with
short purplestrokes.
6 (KT32-9). Dog. Plate 40. H. 0.054. Threelegs, tail
and oneearbrokenoff (restored,tail perhapswrongly).
Yellow clay. Brownishblack paint. Bulging forehead. Nose long, thin, pointed and curved upward.
Mouthindicatedby blackline, eyes by ringswith dots
in center. Front surfaceof ears black. Black collar.
Probablyof the same date as the two preceding.
7 (KT32-22). Dog. Plate 39. H. 0.062. Ears broken
off.
Pale yellowishclay. Black and brownishred paint.
Tail raisedabove back. Wide black stripe down back
and tail, with row of elongated black spots along
either side. Row of black spots down either leg. Red
collar. Face long with extremely bulging forehead.
Nose paintedred, with tracesof black aroundmouth.
Large black spots for eyes. Front surfaces of ears
black.
From Stelai Shrine A, and thereforeprobablyto
be datedin the first half of the 5th century.Thefigure
shows points of resemblancewith the last three.
8 (KT32-11). Dog. Plate 39. H. 0.068. Ends of tail,
nose and two legs brokenoff (restored).
Yellowish buff clay. Hindlegs bent at knee and
spread wide apart. Forefeet indicated by rounded
projections.Head broadacrosseyes; large ears slant
outward.
From the same deposit. An almost identical dog,
KT32-12, was foundin the same deposit, and a ram,
KT33-10, fromthe AphroditeDepositis also very similar in style. In fact, these three figurines are so
closeto eachotherthat they must have been madeby
the same hand, evidence that the two deposits are
contemporaryat least in part.
9 (KT39-2). Very largeseated dog. Plate 38. H. 0.07.
L. 0.147. Forelegs,tail and right ear brokenoff.
Soft clay, partlybrownand partlyred. Smallhead,
turned to right. Prominent eye-ridges and pointed
nose. Large,round,flat earwith slight hollowin front
surface.Forelegsprobablystretchedforward.
From the same deposit. It is most unusualto find
a handmadefigurine of such a size. The modelling
may have been fairly skilful, though it is much obscuredby the poorpreservationof the surface.
10 (KT32-14). Dog. Plate 40. H. 0.046.
Pale grayish clay. Yellow and red paint. Legs in
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Fromthe CircularSouth Shrine,and datablein the
bracedposition. Tail raised above back. Broad head
with pointed nose and short ears. Figure entirely late 5th century.
painted yellow, with red on hind feet and tip of tail.
From the same deposit. This figure was probably 14 (KT32-32).Dog. Plate 40. H. 0.068.
Buff clay. White slip. Slender body and braced
intendedas a companionpiece to a horse,XXIII, 22,
legs.
Short, heavy tail, curvingupward.Head broad
from the same deposit.
acrosseyes, with pointed nose and uprightears.
11 (KT32-16). Dog. Plate 40. L. 0.059. Legs, tail and
From the same deposit. This figure is typical of
part of collarmissing.Legs and tail restored.
the majorityof dogs from the shrine,of which there
Lightbrownclay, coveredwith grayishblackpaint. are only fourteen,as contrastedwith the forty horses
Tail curved upward. Broad applied collar. Head from the same deposit. No. 14 is not very different
turnedto right.Mouthincised. Ears uprightwith de- from a figurine,KT32-13, from Stelai ShrineA. The
pressionin front surfaces.
legs are a little heavier and the body slendererin
This figureis certainlyrelatedto the Stelai Shrine proportion.The head is largerand the face flatter on
A group.The peculiargrayishblack paint appearson top. The tail is more curved. In the use of the white
figurines from that deposit. The collar, the incised slip, however,lies the most noticeabledifferencebemouth and the turn of the head give the animal a tween the two figurines.
rather realistic appearance.A very similar figurine,
15 (KT32-69). Dog. Plate 39. H. 0.047.
also with an applied collar, was found at Lousoi.4
Light brown clay. Hard red paint, probablyfired
12 (KT32-3). Small dog. Plate 40. H. 0.032. Tips of red from black. Short, pointed legs and heavy body.
one leg and tail brokenoff (restored).
Tail curved upward. Spots on forefeet. Wide stripe
Hardgrayishbuff clay. Blackandredpaint.Curved down back and tail. Short, broadface with nose and
tail, drooping below back. Hindlegs bent at knees. eyes painted.
Black stripefromtip of nose to tail. ThreeshortvertiFrom the same deposit. This figurine is more or
cal strokes on either flank. Two large black spots on less typical of the deposit, since severalof the others
either leg. Wide red collar. Long, pointed head with are quite similarto this.
small, round ears. Black spots for eyes, with applied
16 (KT32-60). Dog. Plate 40. H. 0.051. Tip of nose
red.
The markingsare very similarto No. 7 from Stelai chipped.
Yellowishbuff clay. Black and brownishred paint.
ShrineA, though it is impossibleto say whetherthis
bent at knee. Forelegs extended forward.
Hindlegs
figure is earlieror later.
Black spots on feet and tip of tail. Lowerend of tail
bent to right. Wide red stripe downback. Red collar.
LateGroup.
Eye-ridgesprominent.Black spots on eyes and tip of
nose. Large,thin ears with backs painted black. Red
13 (KT32-33). Dog. Plate 40. H. 0.064. Left ear brospot betweenforelegs.
ken off.
From Deposit 1 of the TerracottaFactory. The
Pale clay. Tracesof white slip(?). Hindlegsbent at
style and coloringare quite similarto those of horses
knee. Short tail, curvingupward.Head broad across from the
same deposit (cf. XXIII, 34). Anotherdog,
eyes, with sharp-pointednose and large, round ears. KT32-61, from the same deposit has a similarly
4 Jahreshefte,IV, 1901, p. 44, fig. 53.
curvedtail.
CLASS XXVI. HANDMADE RAMS

Of these 38 were inventoried, and 11 are described below. In addition, there were 13 fragmentary rams which were not inventoried. The type never approachedthe horse and rider, the
dog or the dove in popularity. It originated as early as the late 7th or early 6th century, since
one was included in the deposit in Well I. The rams are fairly equally distributedthroughout
the entire period covered by the Potters' Quarter, a few having been found in all the main
deposits. In proportion to the size of the deposit, the Shrine of the Double Stele with sixhad
the largest number. The much larger deposit in the CircularSouth Shrine had only five.
All the figures have long, curled horns and thus are presumably rams; modern Greek ewes,
at least, have no horns and, even if the sheep on the Parthenon frieze are ewes,' their horns are
1

Michaelis, Der Parthenon,p. 243.
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much shorter and straighter than those which are represented on rams. Little of a general
nature can be said about the ram figurines. The earliest one, which, as we should expect, is
very similar in shape to the horses from the same deposit, has a concave back and strongly
arched tail. The head, unfortunately, is mutilated, but the face was apparently extremely small
and short, the ears are small and placed low on the sides of the head, and the horns are represented by a strip of clay applied across head and ears. In the later periods the type does
not vary very much. The body, like those of the horses and dogs, is thin and cylindrical and
the legs are long and usually pointed at the tips. The ends are sometimes bent to form feet and
the hindlegs are sometimes bent at the knee. The tail alone shows considerable variation; it
may be short, thin and held free of the body; it may be longer, heavier and more drooping; or
it may be short, extremely broad and flat, and held close to the body. The head is not unlike
those of the dogs; it is small with a pointed face which widens across the eyes. Nos. 9 and 11
show a more careful study of the head and achieve a far more realistic effect. The horns are,
for the most part, applied strips of clay encirclingthe ears. In two rams, one of them (KT33-17)
from the CircularSouth Shrine, the junction of the horns is covered by a flat, applied piece of
clay, pitted with small, shallow depressions,which represents the thick tuft of hair over the
forehead. A great number of the figures are entirely without painted decoration. Where this
does exist, it is sparingly employed, appearingusually on the nose, eyes and horns. A few of the
figurines, however, are decorated with stripes, and in Nos. 2 and 5 a large part of the body is
painted in solid color.
Handmade rams have been found elsewhere in Corinth2 and at Perachora,3 but outside
Corinth there are very few localities in which they occur. About fifty are said to have been
included in the figurine deposits at the Kabeireion,4and there are a few from graves at Rhitsona5
and Halai.6 Examples7 have been found in Sparta, at the Argive Heraion, and in Samos and
Rhodes. A bronze ram from Olympia8is similar in style to many of the terracotta examples.
Terracotta rams from an early period in Syria are not far removed in style from the Potters'
Quarter examples and, like them, are represented with applied curled horns.9
Early Group.
1 (KT33-1). Ram. Plate 39. H. 0.052. Tail, one leg,
nose, and tips of horns broken off. Leg and tail
restored.
Very hardgrayishyellow clay. Tracesof red paint
(accidental). Concave back with high-arched tail.
Legs braced.Face narrow.Thin ears appliedlow on
sides of head; applied strip across top of head and
ears representshorns.
From Well I, and probablyto be dated in the last
quarter of the 7th century or in the early 6th. The
body is not unlike those of the horsesfrom the same
deposit, but the head is quite different.
2 (KT33-8). Ram. Plate 41. L. 0.079. Legs and ta
brokenoff.
Light brown clay. Hard black paint, partly fired
red. Body extremely elongated and slightly sagging
underneath.Hornsrepresentedby bandappliedacross
forehead,with ends broughtforwardand curvedback
over centralpart of band. Body and legs black. Two
stripes aroundneck. Stripe down nose and spots for

eyes. Short horizontal stripes on back of head.
Centralpart of hornsblack, short stripeson ends.
MiddleGroup.
3 (KT33-11).Ram. Plate 40. H. 0.064.Right legs and
tip of right horn brokenoff.
Soft brownclay. Hindlegsbent at knee. Short tail,
2 A.J.A., II, 1898, pp. 208f., figs. 4-7; Hesperia, XVII,
1948, pl. LXXXVI, E 23; Corinth, XII, nos. 48-51; Roes,
De Oorsprongder geometrischeKunst, fig. 128.
3 Perachora,pl. 101, no. 174.
4 Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p. 357. An interesting example in
lead is illustrated on p. 370.
5 Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, p. 66. These are later
than the middle of the 6th century.
6 Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 406, VI-b-11, p. 414, VI-b-14.
The former is dated in the first half of the 4th century.
7Art. Orthia,p. 157, pl. XLI, 7; Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVIII,
18; Ath. Mitt., LXV, 1940, pl. 62, nos. 908, 203; Clara Rhodos,
III, fig. 230, upper right; ibid., IV, fig. 323. The Rhodian
examples were found with B.F. pottery.
8 Olympia, IV, pl. XII, 195.
9 Cf. Encycl. photog.,Louvre II, p. 106 C.
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slanting downward. Head turned to right. Horns
formedof singleband,bent in middleto formrounded
flap over forehead;ends curledforwardwith tips upright. Ears projectfrom center of spirals.
From Stelai ShrineA, and datablein the first half
of the 5th century.
4 (KT33-7). Ram. Plate 40. H. 0.069. One ear, tip of
nose and tip of one leg brokenoff. Leg restored.
Pale buff clay. White slip. Legsbraced.Tailformed
by broad triangularflap. Face widens across eyes.
Horns and ears like those of No. 3, except that tips of
horns nearly meet in center of forehead.
Fromthe areaof the "ErosaShrine,"and obviously related to the Stelai Shrineexamples.The broad,
flat tail occurs first in a figure, KT33-12, from the
AphroditeDeposit. With the head of No. 4 we may
comparethat of a ram from the early excavationsof
A ramfoundat Perachorallis alsovery close
Corinth.10
in style to this figurine.
5 (KT39-1). Seatedram. Plate 40. H. 0.034. Tail and
most of left horn missing.
Buff clay. Black paint, firedred on one side. Short,
heavy body with rounded shouldersand haunches.
Applied legs, bent under body. Applied disks for
eyes and spirals for horns. Upper body, eyes and
lower face black. Row of spots around lower body;
dots fromtop of head to end of nose.
From the same area.
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gularstripesaroundneck and on left shoulder.Pointednoseandprotrudingeye-ridges.Largespotsfor eyes.
Hornswrappedaroundears. Wide stripe acrossfront
of horns. Ear red.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele.
9 (KT33-24). Ram. Plate 40. H. 0.062. Three legs,
most of chest and tip of left horn missing.
Hard, pale grayish yellow clay. Black paint. Tail
long and rather thin; black stripe on top. Hindleg
well modelled; bent at knee and foot. Foot black.
Head wide across eyes, with sides of nose flattened
and tip widened.Mouthindicatedby groove,nostrils
by deep holes. Black spot at tip of nose and sbort
vertical stripe above. Ears slant outward;deeplyhollowed,with insidepaintedblack.Tipsof hornsproject
forwardunder ears. Black stripe along either horn;
small spot at tip. Eyes indicatedby small black spots
with archedbrows.Appliedgenitals.
From the same deposit. This is by far the most
elaborateof all the ramsand one of the most carefully
studiedof any of the animalsfromthe Potters' Quarter. The face is extraordinarilysheeplike,an effect
whichis gainedchieflyby the lengthof the upperpart
and the flattened sides of the nose, by the wide nostrils and the outwardslantingears,and in particular
by the aquiline curve of the nose. This latter detail
arguesdirect observationof nature, since it is a feature, among modern Greeksheep at least, which is
very prominentin ramsandhardlynoticeablein ewes.
A ram'shead fromthe early excavationsof Corinth'2
shows considerablesimilarityin modelling.

6 (KT33-14). Ram. Plate 41. H. 0.071. Ears, one leg
and tips of two others brokenoff. Legs restored.
Pale greenishgray clay. Tail short and very broad. 10 (KT33-29). Ram. Plate 40. H. 0.051. Twolegs and
Nose formed of flat piece, doubled over and folded parts of horns brokenoff.
underneath.Appliedhorns.
Soft red clay. White slip. Short, flat, raised tail.
From the CircleDeposit.
Very short body and large head. Triangularface.
Horns appliedaroundears.
LateGroup.
From the same deposit. This is the most crudely
of any of the rams.
modelled
7 (KT33-18). Ram. Plate 41. H. 0.053. One leg and
fragmentsof body missing.
11 (KT33-23). Ram. Plate 40. H. 0.067. Left horn,
Light brown clay. Black paint, partly fired red. one leg and tip of anotherbrokenoff. Legs restored.
Short, thick legs and short tail. Hind quartersand
Hard, pale grayishyellow clay. Black paint. Hindtail twisted somewhatto left. Neck curvedbackward. legs bent at kneeand foot. Feet black.Long,thin tail.
Face broadacrosseyes; nose flattenedat sides. Horns Stripe down back and tail. Head similar to No. 9,
in singlepiece,wrappedaroundears.Horns,eyes, end except that nose is not as wide at tip, and mouth and
of nose and front surfacesof earspainted.Largeblack nostrils are not modelled.Ears slant outward;front
spots on legs. Wide stripedownback and tail, crossed surfacesblack. Horns curl aroundears with tips forby two stripes on back.
ward. Black spots at tips and junctionof horns.Eyes
From the CircularSouth Shrine.
representedby black spots with brows above. Stripe
8 (KT33-27). Ram. Plate 41.-H. 0.063. Two legs, left downnose; spot at tip of nose and dots at nostrils.
From Deposit I of the Terracotta Factory. This
ear and right horn brokenoff. Legs restored.
figure
is so close in nearly all respectsto No. 9 that
Light brown clay. Hard red paint, probablyfired
they
have been made by the same hand, and
might
fromblack.Hindlegsbent at knee. Topof tail painted.
are
fromdepositsof somewhatdifferentdate.
yet
they
Large spot underbody. Thin stripe down back; irrePossibly No. 11 is earlierthan the rest of its deposit.
10 A.J.A.,

II, 1898, p. 209, fig. 7.

11 Perachora,pl. 101, no. 174.

12

A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 209, fig. 6.
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CLASS XXVII. HANDMADE DOVES

Of the total number of 169 doves found in the excavations of the Potters' Quarter, 134 were
inventoried and 16 are described below. "Dove" is used here more or less as a generic term. Any
attempt to distinguish species among such roughly modelled figures would be pointless, nor,
indeed, do I think that in most cases the workman had any very definite concept in mind. The
type seems to be one which becomesincreasingly popular in later periods; none was found in the
deposit in Well I, and there is no example which can be assigned with any certainty to the late
7th or early 6th centuries. At Rhitsona, too, doves were found in mid-6th and late 6th century
graves, not in those of the early 6th.1 Their gain in popularity in the Potters' Quarter may be
seen in the fact that, while only eight were found in Stelai Shrine A, and nineteen in the Circular
South Shrine which is much the largest of any of the deposits, when we reach the 4th century
we find seventeen in the Shrine of the Double Stele and nineteen in the Terracotta Factory,
both much smaller deposits.
The doves are divided into the flying and the seated types, the latter being more than three
times as numerous. In general, the modelling is extremely simple. The body of the flying type
is like that of the seated type, although the wings show considerable variety in shape and
position. In the seated type the body is usually long and rather flat, often hollow underneath.
The neck is long and cylindrical with the tapering tip bent at right angles to form the head. The
feet are represented by straight, pointed projections, varying considerably in length. Usually
the tail is narrower than the body, with flat surfaces and a rounded end; more rarely it is
fan-shaped with a more or less straight end; it is not until the 4th century, and mainly in the
Terracotta Factory deposits in the middle of that century, that we find a variation which is
produced by extending the body to a short, blunt point. When found in combination with this
type of tail the legs tend to become more inconspicuous, being somewhat separated in front
but at the sides hardly distinguishable from the body. No. 15 illustrates this phase of the dove
type, which in crudenessof modelling rivals some of the horses from Deposit 1 of the Terracotta
Factory (cf. XXIII, 35). Many of the doves, especially those from the CircularSouth Shrine, are
entirely unpainted or covered only with white slip. A large number of the rest are decorated
with stripes and spots, usually ratherirregularlyapplied. Where painted decorationis employed,
the eyes, beak and feet are most likely to be painted. In several cases a collar is painted around
the neck.
Handmade doves of types similar to those from the Potters' Quarter have been found
elsewhere in Corinth.2About forty are said to have come from the theater. There are also two
from Perachora3 of Corinthian manufacture. Those which have been found outside Corinth
are usually of very different style. They have occurred in considerable numbers in Rhodes,4
where they are very crudely modelled, usually in a flying position, but occasionally seated with
the wings applied to the sides. Some of these have no feet, but rest on a roughly conical base.
This base appears also in doves from Attica, Boeotia and Cyprus. There are a number of handmade doves which are probably of Boeotian manufacture,5and doves of periodsroughly compaIUre, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, p. 67.
2

A.J.A., II, 1898, pp. 209f., figs. 9-12; Corinth,XII, nos.
56-66; Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 117, fig. 6, no. 46.
3 Perachora,p. 227, nos. 154, 155.
4 Cf. Lindos, nos. 1971-3, 2429-31; Clara Rhodos, III, fig.
117; ibid., IV, figs. 203, 230.

5 Cf. Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, pp. 67f., pl,
XVII, 104.42, 26.239, 117.12, 112.81, pl. XX, 138.15; B.C.H..
LX, 1936, pl. XLVIII, lower right (from Mt. Ptoon); Roes,
De Oorsprongder geometrischeKunst, figs. 127, 130. Hesperia,
IX, 1940, p. 476, fig. 186, 2 and 3, from Halai, if not actually
of Boeotian fabric, are closely related.
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rable to ours have also been found at other sites.6 Examples from the Late Minoan and Geometric periods, are, of course, well known.
Early Group.
1 (KT41-1). Smallseated dove. Plate 41. H. 0.014.
Hard pinkish buff clay. Red paint. Body well
modelled, with broad shoulders.Feet turned up at
tips. Head bent down. Tail bent downward and
pressedflat on sides, leavingslight ridge downcenter.
Eyes, beak and front of feet red.
This figure, with its carefulmodelling,its unusual
pose, and the excellent quality of its clay and paint,
is one of the finest of the whole class. Its date must
fall somewherein the 6th century.
2 (KT41-2). Small seated dove. Plate 41. H. 0.022.
Light brown clay. Soft red paint. Slight ridge
acrosstop of head. Tailsmallandnarrowwithrounded
end. Eyes, beak, feet and top of tail paintedred. Red
collar.
MiddleGroup.
3 (KT42-3). Small flying dove. Plate 41. H. 0.026.
Tail and right wing brokenoff.
Brown clay. Black and red paint. Wing wide and
flat with pointed tip. Black stripes on both surfaces
of wing and on back probably represent feathers.
Eyes, beak, front of feet and collarred.
Amongthe doves the representationof feathersis
not very common.Anotherflying dove, KT42-4, has
the feathers indicated by short vertical strokes, arrangedin rows, on neck, back and wings.

with elongatedspots, roughly arrangedin four rows.
Similarspots aroundedge of tail. Underside of body
coveredwith fingerprints; back bearsimpressapparently of palm of hand, showingnetworkof lines.
This figureshowsamazingsimilaritieswith a small
group of dogs, XXV, 4-7, of which the last comes
from Stelai ShrineA and the first may go back to the
6th century. The most startling resemblancelies in
the head, whichhas the same concavenose, the same
height of the top of the headas in XXV, 7, andthe same
method of representingthe eyes by black rings with
dots in the centeras was employedin XXV, 4-6. Two
dogs, XXV, 4 and 7, have similar elongated black
spots on the back. Consideringthe strongresemblances, it is probablysafe to assignthe dove to the same
date, and quite probablyto the same hand as one of
the dogs, either XXV, 4, or XXV, 7. Anotherdove,
KT41-7, is certainlyalso by the same hand as No. 4,
and a small flying dove, KT42-5, found in the same
place as No. 4, is very possiblyalso by the samehand.
The relationshipof No. 4 with the Stelai Shrine A
deposit is further indicated by the fact that a bird
which was found in the same place as No. 4 is very
similarto No. 9, which came from Stelai ShrineA.
5 (KT42-20). Flying dove. Plate 41. W. 0.055. Head
missing.

Light pinkish brown clay. Brownishblack paint.
Wings narrow and pointed, extended to sides and
curvedbackward.Tail circular,slightlyhollowunderneath and pinchedto formridge downmiddle.Upper
41.
H.
dove.
Plate
0.039.
Left
4 (KT41-6). Seated
surfacesof tail andwingtips black. Shortblackstripes
off
foot broken (restored).
acrossback. Feet small and sharp-edged.
Hard yellowish buff clay. Black paint. Body
The date of this figure is quite uncertain. It was
flat
and
hollowed
extremely
slightly
underneath; found,like No. 1, in the areanearthe secondtowerof
broadacrossshouldersand narrowingsharplyto tail, the City Wall. No. 1, which was assignedto the 6th
which is flat and nearly circularin shape. Legs wide century, has a similartype of tail, very round,with
apart; black spot on foot. Large beak with concave a ridge downthe center. The clay of No. 5 and partiuppersurface;black spot on tip. Eyes representedby cularly the paint, however, are of types which one
black dots surroundedby black rings. Back covered would not normally expect very early in the 6th
century.
6 Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 620, fig. 86, no. 325 (from a 7th
century deposit in the Agora at Athens); B.C.H., LXXIII,
1949, p. 329, fig. 10, 5 (from Epidauros); Jahreshefte, IV,
1901, p. 44 (from Lousoi); Art. Orthia, p. 157, pl. XLI, 8;
B.S.A., XCXIX,1927-28, p. 78, fig. 2, nos. 10-12 (from the
Acropolis at Sparta); B.S.A., XV, 1908-09, p. 125, fig. 5,
no. 85 (from the Menelaion at Sparta); Thera, II, p. 77, fig.
276, 9-11; 'Api. 'Ep., 1932, p. 5, fig. 4, upper row (from a
grave at Kephallenia dated in the late 5th century); Cesnola,
Cyp. Antiq., II B, pl. LXXVI, 687, 690, 693, 695, 698; N. d.
Sc., 1937, p. 224, fig. 9 (from the Heraion of Lucania in
Italy). The last may be Corinthian,as a number of Corinthian
figurines were found at this site. A group in the Eleusis
Museum of three doves eating from a dish seems to be of
Attic clay. Two single doves in the same museum, also probably Attic, are represented with wings applied to the sides;
they are without feet.

6 (KT42-10).Flying dove. Plate 39. H. 0.037.
Light brown clay. Body small. Broad wings with
pointed tips which are bent backwardand slightly
upward.Tail shortand triangular.Faint indicationof
eye-ridges.Legs long and ratherheavy.
From Stelai ShrineA, and henceto be datedin the
first half of the 5th century.The widely spreadwings
and tail, and particularlythe graceful, naturalistic
shapeof the former,makethis one of the bestmodelled
of the doves. A dove in the National Museum in
Athens, found at the Kabeireion,is rathersimilarin
shape; this figure is almost certainly of Corinthian
clay.
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7 (KT41-12). Large seated dove. Plate 41. L. 0.077.
Soft brown clay. Body much elongated,tapering
to round-tippedtail. Back and breastformthin shell,
entirelyhollowinside. Outlineof closedwings faintly
indicated.Verysmallheadwith prominenteye-ridges.
Fromthe same deposit.In its modellingthis figure
approachesthe mouldmadedoves.
8 (KT41-11).Large seated dove. Plate 42. L. 0.077.
Tip of beak brokenoff.
Brown clay. Red paint. Body long and flat, but
not hollow; narrows toward large, fan-shaped tail.
Legs turned up at ends. Head raised. Red paint on
beak,tips of feet, betweenlegsandonbacktowardtail.
From the AphroditeDeposit. A dove from a grave
in Kephallenia7is rather similarto this in the shape
of the body, and particularlythe very long, flat tail.
A second dove from the Kabeireion resembles it
closely and seems to be of Corinthianclay.
9 (KT42-7). Small flying bird. Plate 41. L. 0.027.
Head, right wing and right foot missing.
Buff clay. Hard black paint. Long, rectangular
tail ending in two points. Wing short, narrow,
extendedto side andbent backwardandupward.Legs
and entire under surface black. Edge of tail black.
Large black spots on wings, back and tail.
FromStelai ShrineA. The long,forkedtail and the
black decorationindicate an undoubted attempt to
representa swallow. The body of a bird similar in
shape and decorationwas found with No. 4.
Late Group.

10 (KT42-16).Flying dove. Plate 42. L. 0.071. Wings
missing.

Clay partly red and partly gray. Thin white slip.
Body narrow and much elongated. Tail large, flat,
nearly circular,and bent downward.Sharpangle between top of head and beak.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Another figure
fromthe same depositis practicallyidenticalin shape
with this. The shapeis also not unlikethat of a dove
from the same deposit, III, 14, which has traces of
a rider on its back.
11 (KT41-62). Seated dove. Plate 42. H. 0.027.
Hard, pale buff clay. Brownishblack paint. Body
broadwith roundedback and depressionunderneath.
Triangulartail, painted on top. Long, slenderneck,
inclined to right. Large black spots on eyes, tip of
beak and feet. On each side two irregularcurved
stripes indicate wings. On back marks of palm imprint.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele, hence datable in the first half of the 4th century. One of the
dovesfromthe earlyexcavationsof Corinth8
resembles
this closely in shape.
7 'ApZ. 'Ecp.,1932, p. 5, fig. 4 (upper center).

12 (KT42-22).Flying dove. Plate 41. L. 0.059.
Pale grayish yellow clay. Black paint, almost
entirelydisappeared.Narrowbody. Large,fan-shaped
tail, painted on both surfaces. Short wings, lifted
slightly upward; under surface and edge of upper
painted black. Black on beak, eyes and top of head.
From the same deposit. The under surface shows
very clearly the method of construction.The wings
were made in a single separate strip applied across
the underside of the body. The feet in turn were applied to the undersurfaceof the wing strip.
13 (KT41-76). Seateddove. Plate 42. L. 0.059. Right
foot brokenoff.
Pale yellowish gray clay. White slip. Red paint.
Shorttail, taperingto point. Red paint on eyes, beak
and front edge of feet. On back distinct imprint of
lowerpart of palm.
From the same deposit. The short, tapering tail
does not occur on any earlierfigurine, but becomes
extremelycommonin the later 4th century.
14 (KT41-43). Seated dove. Plate 42. H. 0.044. Left
foot brokenoff.
Pale buff clay. Traces of white slip. Body wide,
ratherflat on top and hollow underneath,narrowing
towardfan-shapedtail. Undersurfaceshows tail was
doubledback on itself. Sharpanglebetweenbeak and
top of head. Palm imprintson back.
From Deposit 6 of the TerracottaFactory, and
thus to be dated at least as late as the middle of the
4th century. The type is not very differentfrom the
earlierones, except that the angle between the head
and the beak is somewhatmore exaggeratedthan in
any precedingexample.
15 (KT41-48). Smallseated dove. Plate 42. H. 0.026.
Soft brownclay. Thickwhite slip. Brick-redpaint.
Hollow underneath.Tail long, narrow and tapering
to blunt point. Feet separatedin front, but at sides
continue line of lower edge of body. Large beak,
painted red. Largered spots on feet.
From the same deposit. This figurerepresentsthe
least possible amount of modellingcompatiblewith
the productionof a recognizablebird. The soft, dark
clay, the thick slip and the style all connectthis figure
very closelywith severalhorsesfromDeposit 1 of the
TerracottaFactory (cf. XXIII, 35). A very similar
dove, KT41-50, was foundin the North Room of the
TerracottaFactory. The type is close to that of a
dove of later date fromthe South Stoa in Corinth.9
16 (KT41-97). Seated dove. Plate 41. L. 0.053. Head
and right foot brokenoff.
Soft reddishbrownclay. Whiteslip. Body circular,
ratherflat on top and hollowunderneath.Feet spread
outward so that body is only slightly raised from
ground.Long tail, roundedat end.
8 A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 209, fig. 9.
9 Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 117, fig. 6, no. 46.
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MOULDMADE DOVES

These are far fewer in number than the handmade type, since only 14 examples were found,
5 of which are described below. At least five distinct mould-types exist, although the amount
of variation among them is not great. The figures are very large and usually solid, with only
the upper part of the body mouldmade. They are seated, with the wings folded close to the
sides, and the tail and wing feathers modelled in low relief. A hole is pierced partway through
the under part of the body. The earliest appearance of the mouldmade type is in the Stelai
Shrine deposit in the first half of the 5th century. Others occur in various 5th and 4th century
deposits down to the third quarter of the 4th century.
The range of date seems to be about the same at other sites. In general,the type seems to be
more common in the 5th century than in the 4th. Mouldmadedoves, probably from the same
moulds as the Potters' Quarterexamples, have been found elsewherein Corinth.' A mouldmade
dove of Corinthianfabric was found at Perachora.2Mouldmadedoves have been found outside
Corinth, especially in Boeotia and Rhodes. The Boeotian types3 are much closer to the Corinthian, though none of them seems to be identical with any of the Potters' Quartermouldtypes. The Rhodian doves4 are quite different in style. They are usually very fat, with the
line of the back strongly sloping. The tail is very short and there is very little indication of
feathers. Mouldmade doves are fairly numerous at Olynthos5 and, with their indication of
wing feathers, seem more closely related to the Corinthiantypes than to the Rhodian, although
it is impossible to determine from the illustrations whether or not they are identical with any
of the mould-types from the Potters' Quarter. In the Loeb Collection6there is one in which
the tips of the wings are crossed. Mouldmade doves were also found in a late 6th century
grave at Delphi7 and in graves at Halai8 which ranged in date from the late 6th or early 5th
centuries down to about the end of the 5th. In the ChaironeiaMuseumthere are a number from
the graves of Abai. Several doves from the cave of the Nymphs and Pan at Pharsalos in
Thessaly9are probably mouldmade, and there are others10from Thera and Mytilene. A dove in
the museum at Leyden1"has modelled tail feathers and wing feathers, the latter a single row
with a plain wing cap.
1 (KT43-1). Seated dove. Plate 41. L. 0.086. Feet
and front of body brokenaway.
Soft red clay. Body well shaped and completely
solid. Ends of wing feathersindicatedby row of parallel grooves. Tail broad, flat and flaring slightly at
end. Large hole pierced diagonally through underbody.
From Stelai ShrineA. The way in whichthe figure
is split shows where the mouldmadeback ends and
the handmadeunder-bodyjoins it. The head is possibly handmade.The figureis far superiorto the others
of the class, with the exceptionof No. 3. It seems to
be the only example left from its particularmould.
The other mouldmadedove from the Stelai Shrineis
too poorlypreservedfor the mould-typeto be determined.A dovefromPerachora12
is very similarto No. 1
in modelling,thoughthe tail seems a little longer.
1

Corinth,XII, nos. 208-210.
Perachora,pl. 100, no. 156.
3 Cf. 'ApZ. AeX:r.,III, 1917, p. 264, fig. 182, 11 and 13
(from the Amphiareion in Thebes); Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890,
2

p. 357 (from the Kabeireion, where about 25 are said to have
been found); Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, p. 71, pl.
XVII, 18.260; Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,
pl. 17, no. 169. The Rhitsona examples are dated in the late
6th or early 5th century.
4 Lindos, nos. 2414-21; Clara Rhodos, IV, figs. 89, 110,
159, 204, 319, 370; ibid., VIII, fig. 154; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 123, B 311; Jahrbuch,XXVII, 1912, Arch. Anz., col.
362, fig. 53 (from Olbia, but of Rhodian type).
5 Olynthus,IV, pl. 35, nos. 346-348; ibid., VII, pl. 43, nos.
358-368. Nos. 358, 366 and 368 are all assigned to the 5th
century, but come from two graves (ibid., XI, Graves 115 and
584) which were assigned to the 4th century and contained
other terracottas which were variously dated from the late 6th
to the early 4th centuries. Cf. also ibid., XIV, nos. 320-7,
329, 330, 334, 349, 351.
6 Sieveking, Terrakotten
Loeb, I, p. 22.
F. de D., V, fig. 678.
8 Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 381, 390, 397, 413, Type VI-a-3.
9 Annuario, VI-VII, 1923-24, p. 41, fig. 51.
10Ath. Mitt., XXVIII, 1903, p. 220, Beilage XL, 6; B. M.
Cat. Terracottas,p. 92, B 120.
11Janssen, Terra-cotta'suit het Museum van Oudheden,
pl. IX, no. 50.
12 Perachora,pl. 100, no. 156.
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2 (KT43-5). Tail of dove. Plate 41. L. 0.052.
Buff clay. Larger than others. Wings similar to
precedingexcept that secondrow of shorterfeathers
overlies longer end feathers. Tail short and broad;
shortparallelgroovesrepresentfeathers.Figurehollow.
From the CircleDeposit, and probablydatable in
the late 5th century. Thereare four other fragments
from the same mould.
3 (KT43-6). Tail of dove. Plate 41. L. 0.052.
Brownishgray clay. Feathers in short row of parallel grooves, overlying longer row. Last feathers
broaderat end, wherethey curveslightlyinward.Tail
feathersas in No. 2.
Thereare three other figurinesprobablyfrom the
same mould, one from the CircularSouth Shrineand
one from Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. These
show that the head was similarto that of No. 2. The
figures are hollow with a hole pierced in the under
surface.They are muchmorecarelesslymouldedthan
No. 3. A fragmentfrom the same mould was found
elsewherein Corinth.'3

4 (KT43-8). Seated dove. L. 0.088. Head and feet
missing.

Light brownclay. This type is largerthan any of
the precedingand, since it comesfromthe Terracotta
Factory, is doubtless of 4th century date. The arrangementof the feathersseemsto be muchthe same
as in No. 3. The tail featherswerealso indicated.The
figure is solid and no vent-hole appears. Another
smallfragmentappearsto belongto the same mouldtype.
6 (KT43-10).Large seated dove. Plate 41. L. 0.064.
Head, end of tail and underside of body missing.
Yellow clay with red core. Body very broad and
rounded, with small neck; hollow inside. Wings in
slight relief, partly outlined by grooves which were
probablyadded,or at least emphasized,afterremoval
from mould. Grooveacrosswings separateswing cap
from longer feathers, which are indicated by faint
grooves.
From Deposit6 of the TerracottaFactory.A stray
wing from this same mould also exists.

13 Corinth,XII, no. 210 (possibly also no. 209).

HANDMADEANIMALS
CLASSXXIX. M1ISCELLANEOUS

Under this category 57 figurines were classified. These include 8 bulls, 5 monkeys, 5 mice,
4 cocks, 2 sirens, 2 leopards, 1 goat, 1 rabbit, 1 turtle, 1 snake, and 27 unidentifiable animals,
mostly fragmentary. Of these figurines 20 are included in the catalogue. Most of the figures
were found outside deposits and can be dated only by the type of clay and paint used and by
their general style. The majority seem to be of 7th and 6th century date.
Although handmade terracotta figures of bulls were very common in the Mycenaean period,
they are of fairly rare occurrencethereafter. This is particularly odd in view of the fact that
bronze statuettes of bulls are very numerous. Two of the Potters' Quarterfigures seem to be of
very early date, and the others show no indication of late date. A terracotta bull from the
temple of Apollo Korynthos in Messenial is comparable to our No. 1. A figurine of a bull was
found on the Acropolis of Sparta2and nine are said to have been found at the Artemis Orthia
sanctuary.3 There are several others from Lindos,4 and a considerable number from Samos.5
The goat, although it must always have been a prominent feature of the Greek landscape, is
even rarer in terracotta than the bull. One figurine which may be compared with that from
the Potters' Quarter was found at Thera,6 but the published photograph leaves considerable
doubt as to its precise appearance. Another, from Tanagra,7appears to be handmade, but is
modelled in much greater detail than ours.
To the monkey describedunder No. 5, and four others not described,must be added the two
included in Class XXIV, Nos. 1 and 3. Figurines of monkeys, even the handmade varieties, are
fairly common outside Corinth, most of them representing local types. There are, however, a
few which may be Corinthianimports: one in Bonn8is said to have come from Corinth,two in the
1 'Apt. AeX-r.,II, 1916, p. 100, fig. 48, 3.
2

B.S.A., XXIX, 1927-28, p. 76, fig. 1.
3 Art. Orthia,p. 157.
4 Lindos, nos. 1897-1902.
5 Ath. Mitt., LXV, 1940, pp. 1O0f.

6

Thera, II, p. 77, fig. 276, 1.
I Hutton, GreekTerracottaStatuettes,fig. 1.
8 Winter, Typen, I, p. 224, no. 10. The figure is seated on
a mortar of Corinthiantype.
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National Museum in Athens9are made of clay which is quite possibly Corinthian,and another,
said to come from Megara,10is perhaps Corinthian.A figurine of a monkey which was found at
Perachorall is rather similar to one from the Potters' Quarter, XXIV, 3. By far the greatest
number of handmade monkeys, however, come from Boeotia, where they seem to have been
much more popular than at Corinth or anywhere else. A very crude figurine type12 found in
Boeotia in the 6th century perhaps represents a monkey. The figure has an animal head with
prominent ears and is always seated with the feet stretched out and with the hands resting on
them. Stripes form the usual decoration. In the more developed Boeotian types13the monkey
is represented in a great variety of attitudes: riding on a mule, seated, holding its young,
holding various objects, pounding in a mortar or making bread. Handmade monkeys have also
been found in some numbers at Rhodes,14and there are isolated examples from many other sites.
The mouse as depicted in the five examples from the Potters' Quarterhas a rounded body,
short tail, broad, triangular face with a pointed nose, and short, round ears. In one case at
least, only the ears distinguish it from the dove type. Two of the figurines,including No. 7, seem
to be attached to a flat base and may have formed part of a group of some kind. Only one of the
figures of mice, KT36-4, and that one not certainly a mouse, came from a dated deposit, that
of Stelai ShrineA in the first half of the 5th century. From the type of clay used in the figurines,
however, it seems unlikely that any of them can be of earlierdate and most of them are probably
later. A terracotta mouse on a small rectangularbase was found at Delphi.15It is, as far as one
can judge from the photograph, handmade but more realistically modelled than our examples.
A figurine from Cyprus,16tentatively identified with a hyena, resembles quite closely our No. 6.
Another animal, probably handmade, on a flat base, which was found in the Athenian Agora,,7
may represent a mouse. It is, however, of a shape quite different from any of the Corinthian
examples. Another mouse is represented as seated on the rim of a large dish held by a figurine
from Lokris18which seems to be of the style of the mid-5th century or slightly later. A figurine
from Perachora19in shape rather resembles the Potters' Quartermice, though there are painted
spots on the back.
The two figures of sirens from the Potters' Quarterare of rather different types. In one case
the body is like that of a bird with wings opened and extended backward; the head, however,
is human, and forefeet are added. The other figure is much simpler, with a human head and a
long, wedge-shaped body, tapering to a pointed tail, and with no indication of wings or feet. The
first, at least, is probably of early 5th century date. Very few handmade figurines of sirens
appear at other sites. Those illustrated in Winter, Typen, I, p. 226, nos. 1-3, have mouldmade
heads, and the bodies are quite unlike either of the Potters' Quartertypes. Some of the archaic
ointment vases in the form of sirens (cf. ibid., p. 227, nos. 1 and 2) have some details in common
with our first type, notably the round body, the short, rounded tail and the forefeet.
The single turtle in this class is one of the few handmade turtles to be found anywhere,
9 Martha, Cat. fig. Ath., p. 206, no. 995; N.M. 12980. The
latter is seated, pounding with a pestle in a mortar of
Corinthian type.
10 Schneider-Lengyel,Gr.Terrakotten,
fig. 99 (holdinga fox).
11Perachora,pl. 101, no. 172.
12 Cf. Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, p. 66, pl. XVII,
99.53, lOlb.36, 126.126; Winter, op. cit., p. 222, nos. 1, 2;
Roes, De Oorsprongder geometrischeKunst, fig. 129.
13 Cf. B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 83, B 66, B 67, p. 151,
B 480; Winter, op. cit., p. 223, no. 5, p. 224, nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 9;
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 38, no. 318;
Sieveking, TerrakottenLoeb, I, pl. 7, 2.

14 Winter, op. cit., p. 223, no. 1 (riding on a mule) ; Lindos,
nos. 1904 (holding its young) and 1905; Clara Rhodos, IV,
fig. 289 (holding its young); B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 122,
B 296 (with a lyre), B 297 (riding on a pig). Winter, op. cit.,
p. 223, no. 3 (riding on a pig), is probably Rhodian.
16 F. de D., V, p. 203, fig. 892.
16 Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II B, pl. LXXVI, 697.
17 Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 189, fig. 5, 1.
18 Jahrbuch,VI, 1891, Arch.Anz., cols. 166f., no. 11; Klein,
Child Life in GreekArt, pl. XIV, A and C.
19 Perachora,pl. 101, no. 164.
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although the mouldmade type is of fairly common occurrence.A turtle from the sanctuary of
Artemis Orthia in Sparta20is apparently of early 7th century date; another from the same site,
not illustrated, was found with 6th century pottery. One handmade turtle was found at Lindos,21
and one at Vouni in Cyprus.22Two other figures of turtles,23one from Thera and the other from
Rhodes, are probably handmade, but are much closer to the mouldmade type than ours is.
I (KT34-1). Bull. Plate 42. L. 0.093. Oneleg broken paint. Similarin shape to preceding.Head turned to

off.
Very hard, light gray clay with dark core. Brown
paint, fired orange, pinkish red paint and thin,
chalky white paint. Hind part much twisted, so that
figuredoesnot rest on all fourlegs. Shorttail, painted
red. Front of neck pinchedto indicate dewlap.Face
broadand triangularwith long horizontalprojections,
probablyhorns,at sides.Headandneckpaintedwhite,
horns and top of head brown, apparentlywith red
wash on top. End of nose red. Browneyes and brows.
Brown stripe on either side from tip of horn down
neck and front of foreleg.Thinred stripe acrosschest
and down either foreleg. Wide brown stripe along
eitherflank runs to tip of hindlegsand forelegs,with
thinnerred stripe runningparallel.Shortbrownlines
connect brown stripe on flanks with red line below.
Short brown stripe at back of neck connects upper
pair of red lines.
That this very peculiarfigure representsa bull is
fairly certain from the horizontalprojectionsat the
sides of the head,the indicationof the dewlapand the
very short, broadface. The decorationis quite without parallelamongthe Potters' Quarterfigurines,but
gives the impressionof a very early date. The combinationof orange-brownand red paint is invariably
early, and stripes which follow the line of flank and
legs are nearly always an indication of early date.
Whitepaint, on the otherhand, doesnot occuramong
the Potters' Quarterfigurinesuntil the 6th century
(see p. 5), althoughit is used on very early figurines
from other sites; its use here may indicate outside
influence.The generalimpressiongiven by the shape,
style and decorationis that of an early date and it is
probable that the figure is to be dated in the 7th
century, perhapsin the first half. The modellingis
rathersimilarto that of earlyfigurinesfrom Samos.24
The appearanceof the clay at the brokensurfacesuggests over-firing,and it is probablethat the twisting
of the hindquarterswas causedby too intenseheat.

right.Hornsandtop ofheadred,eyesandbrowsbrown.
Row of brown dots down nose. Front of neck and
chest red, also inner surfacesof forelegs.Brown line
runs from either horn to tip of foreleg. Brown lines
along flanks and down hindlegs. Row of short brown
stripes acrossback.
This fragmentis so close in shape and decoration
to the precedingthat it may very well be of the same
date.
3 (KT34-7). Head of bull(?). Plate 42. W. 0.019.
Buff clay, covered with hard black paint. Large
projectionsat sides,flattenedat tips andbent upward,
probably representhorns. Face short with rounded
nose. Deep groovefor mouth and smallpunchedrings
for nostrils.
The peculiarityof this head is the fact that it is
complete.Thereis no breakat the neck and the entire
under surfaceis coveredwith paint. A second head,
KT34-8, also completein itself, possibly representsa
muleratherthan a bull. It is possiblethat these heads
wereintendedas applieddecorationon vases; a bull's
head, for example,is so used on the lid of a Geometric
pyxis (C.V.A., Greece1, Athens1, pl. I, 9).
4 (KT38-3). Goat. Plate 42. L. 0.038. Legs, tail and
left ear brokenoff.
Pale yellow clay. Brownish black paint. Heavy
body and short neck. Blunt nose. Short, rounded
beard,flattenedat sides. Eyes representedby dot between short lines. End of nose and edge of ear black.
Thin lines form herring-bonepattern down back.
This figure is without parallel in the Potters'
Quarter,and I know of no other handmade goat
amongpre-HellenisticCorinthianfigurines.

6 (KT35-2). Seated monkey.Plate 42. H. 0.063. Left
arm and foot brokenoff.
Pale grayishbuff clay. Probablyrider. Right hand
partly covers face. Head tilted to left. Pointed, pro2 (KT34-2). Bull. L. 0.068. Nose, ears, tail and three
truding muzzle. Ears indicated by round bosses.
legs brokenoff.
Polos appliedacrossforehead.Top of head flat, with
Very hard, light gray clay. Red and orange-brown small
hole, bored diagonally,coming out at back of
20 Art. Orthia,pl. XLI, 14.
neck.
21 Lindos, no. 2439.
From Deposit 9 of the TerracottaFactory, hence
22 Swed. Cyp. Exped., III, pl. LXXVII, 5.
to be dated in the late 5th century.For the
probably
23 Thera, II, p. 77, fig. 276, 12; Clara
Rhodos, III, p. 124, positionof the armcompareWinter, Typen,I, p. 222,
fig. 117.
no. 10, and p. 224, no. 10, the latter said to comefrom
24 Ath. Mitt., LXV, 1940, pls. 60, no. 957, and 61, nos.
956, 442.
Corinth,and N. d. Sc., 1895, p. 134, fig. 11.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSXXIX
6 (KT36-1). Small mouse. Plate 42. H. 0.023. Left
hindlegbrokenoff.
Pale buff clay. Body resemblesdove in shape.Two
short, flap-likelegs at either side. Thin tail, curving
to right. Head small and pointed, with large ears
slanting outward.
From Deposit 8 of the TerracottaFactory.
7 (KT36-2). Mouseon base. Plate 42. L. 0.058. Left
ear and most of base brokenoff.
Soft yellow clay, mostly fired red. Base probably
circular,with mouseon edge. No feet indicated.Short,
pointedtail. Fromabove,body almostcircular.Broad,
pointedface with round ears.
Anotherfigure,KT36-3, is almostidentical.It also
rests on a base and it is not impossiblethat the two
are from the same group, althoughthey were found
more than a hundredmeters apart.
8 (KT38-1). Leopard.Plate 42. L. 0.034. Tail, head
and three legs brokenoff.
Buff clay. Black and applied red paint. Entire
body painted black. Head apparentlyturned backward.Back, sides and chest coveredwith small,somewhat irregular,incised circles,close together.Row of
shortverticalincisionsaroundupperpart of each leg.
Wide applied collar, borderedby incised lines and
painted red. Under it four short vertical incisions
with horizontalincised line below.
It seemsprobable,fromthe appearanceof the clay
and paint, that this fragmentshouldbe dated in the
6th century,very possiblyin the first half. It may be
contemporarywith the marbleleopardsin the Acropolis Museum,25dated in the second quarter of the
century,or it may perhapsbe as early as those in the
Corfupediment.26This is one of the rareinstancesin
which incision is used on an animal figurine. The
modellingis fairly goodand the decorationreasonably
careful.The otherleopardfromthe Potters' Quarter,
KT38-2, is also well modelled.The incised circleson
the back, sides, legs and tail are rathermore regular
in shape than those of No. 8.
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cushion-likebase with feet and tail projecting. Tail
very short, broad and flat. Large gash for mouth,
painted red. Stronglyprojectingchin. Black dots for
eyes. Flat applied hair covers upper part of face;
paintedblackand markedwith widely spacedvertical
grooves. Sharp-edgedapplied polos, decoratedwith
verticalred stripes.Widered band aroundneck. Two
downwardcurvingblack lines on breast,with row of
black dots between and red dots below. On back of
shoulders short black stripe and two vertical red
stripes.Red stripeacrossbase of tail and aroundedge,
and two vertical black stripes on uppersurfacewith
red stripe between; under surface red. Sides, feet,
base and lowerpart of breastpaintedred. Red stripe
aroundthin edge of wings. Wing feathersrepresented
by seriesof blackstripes at right anglesto upperedge
and by curvedline near lower edge.
The under surface of the base is rough, showing
that the figurewas brokenoff from some object, perhaps the rim of a vase. The date is difficult to determine, but from the type of painitand the general
style27it seems likely that it should be dated in the
first half of the 5th century, perhapsin the late 6th.
In any case, it is a remarkablepiece of work. The
modellingandthe decorationareboth extraordinarily
well done, especiallyconsideringthe diminutive size
of the figure.
11 (KT12-13). Siren. Plate 42. L. 0.042.
Pale yellowish gray clay. Back convex, tail long
and tapering. Mouth indicated by slight depression.
Chin deeply undercut.Appliedpolos. Figure slightly
hollowunderneath.

12 (KT38-5). Turtle. Plate 42. L. 0.032. Right legs
brokenoff.
Pale grayish clay. Red and grayish black paint.
Rather irregularly modelled; hollow underneath.
Short,pointedtail andshortlegs. Smallhead,pinched
together at sides, with small disks applied for eyes.
Legs and tail black; head, neck and front of forelegs red. Black spots on back.
The type of paint used probablyindicates a date
9 (KT38-4). Rabbit. Plate 42. L. 0.039. Hindlegsand in the first half of the 5th century.
right ear brokenoff.
Lightbuff clay. Blackpaint. Back slightlyconcave. 13 (KT38-6). Coiledsnake. Plate 39. L. 0.079. Piece
Tail very short and broad. Braced forelegs. Short, brokenoff near tail.
Reddish clay. Head long and rectangularwith
triangularface with protrudingeyes and long, upright ears. Eyes, and tips and edges of ears, painted blunt nose. Small eyes near top of head project
slightly from surface.Slight grooveindicatesmouth;
black.
From the area of the TerracottaFactory. Hand- tiny holejust aboveit at end of nose.28Short,pointed
made rabbitsare rareamongCorinthianfigurines(Cf. beard dependsfrom chin.
Fromthe AphroditeDeposit,andprobablydatable
Corinth,XII, no. 202), althoughointmentvases were,
in the early 5th century.Thereareseveralothercoiled
of course,sometimesmade in the form of rabbits.
10 (KT12-12). Small siren. Plate 38. H. 0.032.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Seated on high,
25
26

Payne and Young, Arch. Marble Sculpt., pl. 15, 4.
Korkyra, II, pl. 20.

Compare the sharp-edged polos and the broad, vertically grooved band of hair which partly covers the face in
such figurines as I, 40 and 41.
28 If this hole is intended to represent a single nostril, it
indicates, of course, incorrect observation.
27
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snakesin terracottaand bronze,most of which seem
to be of 5th centurydate. A numberof these arelisted
in the discussion of the bronze snake in Berlin.29
To these may be added a terracotta snake in the
and anotherin Boston (98.161),
LykosouraMuseum30
the latter found at the Heraion of Plataia. None of
these are arrangedin the same way as our example.
The bronzefrom the Idaian Caveand that in Berlin
are loopedin a single coil, the bronzein New York in

a complexseriesof loops,and the terracottasin Lykosouraand Boston in a spiralwith the head projecting
from the center.

14 (KT44-1). Cock. Plate 42. H. 0.028. Tail broken
off.
Hard, light gray clay. Small wings applied flat
against body; four grooveson each indicate feathers.
Feet representedby single elongated piece of clay
applied under breast. Small, upright ears, closely
29 Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Die griechischenBronzen
attached to small appliedcomb.
der klassischenZeit und des Hellenismus, no. 27.
A cockwhichis possiblyhandmade,but not similar
30 Kourouniotes, Kwcracoyo;
fig. 74.
MouaeEouAuxoaoipocq,
to
ours in style, is of Cyprioteorigin.31
Is it possible that this can be the one in Halle mentioned by

Neugebauer as having been bought in Lykosoura? The description and size are the same.
CLASS XXX.

3l Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II B, pl. LXXVI, 684.

MISCELLANEOUS MOULDMADE ANIMALS

This class contains only 10 figurines, including 3 parts of horses, 2 parts of bulls and 2 of
pigs, 2 cocks, and I turtle. In the catalogue 8 are described. The group is far too miscellaneous
in characterto allow of generalizations. The range of date is much later than that of the preceding class and seems to include only the 5th century and the early part of the 4th.
The horse's head (No. 1) is by far the most interesting of the group and one of the finest
figurines from the Potters' Quarter. It was found in the vicinity of the CircularSouth Shrine
and may perhaps be dated in the third quarter of the 5th century with the deposit in that
shrine. The most obvious comparisonis, of course, with the horses of the east pediment and the
frieze of the Parthenon. The differences,however, are seen to be more striking than the similarities. The Corinthian head has, for instance, far less vertical depth than most of the Parthenon
heads, the line of the nose is not as straight, and the cheek bone is smaller, less flat and not as
sharply defined. Another horse of Attic workmanship, however, provides the closest parallel
to the Corinthianhead. This is the Sotades rhyton in Boston,' found at Meroe and dated soon
after the middle of the 5th century. Here the line of the nose is the same, there is the same lack
of vertical depth and the same small, unemphatic cheek bone, and the eye is of similar shape,
although lacking the fire of that of the Corinthianhorse. The similarity of these two heads may
be an indication that the small deposit southwest of the CircularSouth Shrine should be dated
slightly earlier than the deposit in the shrine, that is, at the beginning of the third quarter of
the century. Another terracotta head which may be closely compared is that of a plastic vase
from the Kabeireion.2The size seems to be the same. The muscles and bony structure of the
head seem to be less carefully studied in the Kabeireion horse, although they are perhaps
obscured by the slip. The general outlines, however, are very similar, particularly the small,
flat cheek bone, the shape of the end of the muzzle, and the modelling of the eye; the latter,
though obscured by paint, seems to be quite close to that of our head. The similarity between
this vase and the Corinth head may explain the purpose of the latter. The Kabeireion head is
said to be of Boeotian clay and to be covered with a greenish slip which, it is suggested, might
be due to Corinthianinfluence. A date around470-60 B.C. is suggested for it, but it seems more
likely to be contemporary with the Potters' Quarter head.
The horse's head from the Nemesis base at Rhamnous,3which is also to be dated in the third
'Festschrift fuirJames Loeb, pp. 81-90, pls. X, XI.
2 Wolters and Bruns, Das Kabirenheitigtumbei Theben,
pl. 21.

3J.H.S.,

XLVII, 1927, p. 221, fig. 4.
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quarter of the 5th century, likewise shows similarities with the Potters' Quarter head in the
indication of the bony structure of the nose; note in both the heavy ridge behind the eye, the
thin ridge under the eye and the three parallel ridges between the cheek and the end of the
muzzle. A bronze statuette of a horse, found at Olympia4and probably of somewhat earlier
date, also exhibits a number of similarities with the Potters' Quarter head. One may note
particularly in both the small jaw bone, the similar modelling of the bone above the eye and of
the nostril and the end of the muzzle, the similar shape of the neck and the prominence of the
bone below the eye. The chief differences are the proportionately larger size of the eye in the
Olympia horse and the less obtuse angle of the end of the muzzle at the nostril.5 The similarity
of the Olympia horse to that from the Potters' Quartersuggests as a possibility, at least, that
the former may also be of Corinthianorigin. Two terracotta heads of Tarentine origin may also
be mentioned in connection with the Potters' Quarterhead. The first of these,6though probably
of a later period, shows considerablesimilarity in many details: the upper line of the muzzle with
its convex tip is the same, and also the shape of the upper and lower lips; the modellingof the
area between the mouth and the cheek bone is similar, and the heavy ridge over the eye; in
both the nose is long and thin. The chief differencelies in the larger cheek bone of the Tarentine
horse and the thicker flesh covering it. In this head the re-working of the mane gives great
freshness and life to the modelling, as the re-working of the eye does in the Potters' Quarter
head. The other head, a mould in the Geneva Museum,7is less close, but one may note the
similar modelling of the cheek bone and of the bony ridge under the eye.
The figures of pigs, represented only by. fragments (Nos. 5 and 6), are doubtless similar in
type to the hollow mouldmade pigs found so commonly on Greek sites, particularlyin Boeotia.
The Potters' Quarter figures, however, seem to be considerably larger than the usual type,
since No. 5 must have measured well over 0.10 m. in length when complete, while most of the
pigs from other sites are only about 0.06 to 0.085 m. in length. Numerous examples of such pigs
were found at the Kabeireion.8While they often occur9at other Boeotian sites and at near-by
sites in Phokis and Lokris, they are also widespread over the rest of the Greek world,10being
particularly common in Rhodes."1The type seems to originate in the late 6th century. The
examples from Delphi are of this date, and probably that from Olbia. At Halai they occur from
the late 6th century through the third quarter of the 5th century, but apparently not into the
4th. The Rhitsona pigs and at least two of those from Rhodes12can be dated in the late 6th or
early 5th century. An example from Grave 5 at Argos13is probably datable in the second
quarter of the 5th century. One of the Potters' Quarter examples probably belongs in the first
4A.J.A., XLVI, 1942, pp. 484-7, fig. 3.
5 If the nostrils of the Potters' Quarter head were better
preserved, the drooping line of the end of the muzzle would
be somewhat less noticeable.
6 Wuilleumier, Tarente des origines a la conque'te
romaine,
pl. XXXIII, 5.
7 Mon. Piot. XXX, pl. V, 3.
8 Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p. 357 (over 200 were said to have
been found).
9 Cf. Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, pl. XVII, 36.21;
Goldman, Eutresis, fig. 307, 4-6; 'Apt. ArXr., III, 1917, p.
221, fig. 158, 5, p. 264, fig. 182, 9 and 10 (from Thebes);
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 17, no. 167,
and probably no. 168; F. de D., V, p. 162, nos. 283, 284;
Hesperia, XI, 1942, pp. 382, 384, 390, Type VI-b-4 and 5
(from Halai). Several pigs from graves at Abai are in the
ChaironeiaMuseum.
13

10 Cf. Martha, Cat. fig. Ath., nos. 91-93 (from Athens);
B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 90, B 108 (from Akarnania), p. 88,
B 94 (from Melos); Ath. Mitt., XXVIII, 1903, Beilage XL, 8
(from Thera); Thera, II, fig. 276, 13; Olynthus, IV, pl. 35,
no. 351; ibid., VII, pl. 41, nos. 342, 343; ibid., XIV, pls. 100,
101, nos. 308-319; N. d. Sc., 1925, p. 304, fig. 59, upper right
(from Syracuse); Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 51,
no. 416 (a mould from Tarentum); Jahrbuch,XXVII, 1921,
Arch. Anz., col. 354, fig. 41, no. 5 (from Olbia).
11 Cf. Lindos, pl. 113, 2410; Clara Rhodos, IV, figs. 108,
110, 221, 319; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 122, B 298-300;
Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 13, no. 133.
12 Clara Rhodos, IV, figs. 110, 319.
13 'Apt. Aer., XV, 1933-35, pl. 4 (lower right).
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half of the 5th century. The other came from a deposit of the first half of the 4th century but,
since it is only a fragment, it may be of earlier date, possibly coming originally from the
neighboring Stelai Shrine A, and may merely have been present in the earth filling the later
shrine.
Mouldmadeturtles occur at a wide variety of sites on the mainland of Greece, in the islands
and in Sicily. In many cases they are made of a coarse red or brown clay, covered with a white
slip, and many may have been imported from a single center, perhaps in Boeotia. The single
example from the Potters' Quarter,in view of the poor quality of the clay and its dark color, is
probably an import. The size of the figurines of this type is in general fairly constant and is
about the same as that of our figure. Some, however, are larger, and range between 0.075 and
0.085 m. in length. An unusually small example from the Argive Heraion14measures only
0.04 m. in length. Of the many mouldmade terracotta turtles which exist, examples which
are very similar in style to ours,15although it is impossible to determine whether any of them
are from the same mould, have been found at Aegina, Delphi, Olynthos and Rhodes. One
example is in the museum at Spina16and there are three in Copenhagen,17the first perhaps
from Rhodes. The Potters' Quarter turtle is datable in the third quarter of the 5th century
and one from Halai18is of the same date. Those from Rhitsona19and Delphi and some, at least,
of those from Rhodes20can be dated in the late 6th century and the early 5th. The turtles
are thus seen to be nearly contemporary with the pigs and to date mainly in the late 6th and
the 5th centuries. An example from Olynthos,21however, comes from a grave which is said to
date in the second quarter of the 4th century.
Mouldmade cocks, none from the same mould as either of the Potters' Quarter examples,
though showing similarities in various respects, have been found at several sites. Some of
these figurines are hollow with a vent-hole underneath, like No. 8. Others, like No. 9, have the
entire under side of the body left open. The wattles, and sometimes the comb, were usually
applied after the figure was taken from the mould. Two moulds must have been employed in
making these figurines. The type of cock representedby No. 8 seems to be unparalleledexcept
for a figurine from the Asklepieion22at Corinthand one from Syracuse.23No. 9, which is hollow
underneath, is closely related to a type which occurs at various sites.24Both our examples are
from the Circular South Shrine, hence may be dated in the third quarter of the 5th century.
1 (KT40-2). Largehead of horse. Plate 38. H. 0.109.
L. 0.112. One side of neck broken away. Break at
right nostril. Edge of mane chipped.
Light brownclay. Short,uprightmane.Prominent
ridge down nose. Eyes round with impressionistic14

Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVIII, 22.
Aegina, p. 383, no. 98, pl. 111, 22; F. de D., V, p. 162,
nos. 285, 286; Olynthus, VII, pl. 41, no. 347; Clara Rhodos,
III, fig. 233; ibid., IV, figs. 137, 221, 223, 319; Annuario,
VI-VII, 1923-24, p. 268, fig. 168; Lindos, pl. 114, no. 2437
(20 are said to have been found at this site); B. M. Cat.
Terracottas,p. 123, B 308 and 309. Mendel, Cat. fig. gr., p. 118,
nos. 1456-63, are probably also similar.
16 Aurigemma, 11 Re. Mus. di Spina, pl. XLVII, no. 457.
17 Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pl. 13,
no. 134, pl. 21, no. 225.
18 Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 391, Type VI-b-7.
19Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, pp. 71f., 130.122;
B.S.A., XIV, 1907-08, p. 295, no. 261. The latter is apparently solid.
15

ally modelled lids. Nostrils indicated by spiral
grooves. Under side of jaw somewhat hollow. Nose
curvesdownwardat tip. Musclesbetweenmouth and
cheek bone carefullyindicated.
From a small deposit at the west edge of the hill,
southwest of the CircularSouth Shrine. The modelClara Rhodos, III, fig. 233; ibid., IV, figs. 137, 223, 319.
Olynthus,VII, no. 345; ibid., XI, p. 24 (Grave 108). The
grave is assigned to the 4th century, but the terracottas from
it to the 6th and 5th centuries.
22 Corinth, XIV, pl. 56, no. 50.
23 N. d. Sc., 1925, p. 304, fig. 59 (lower left). Comparethe
shape of the body and of the upper part of the tail, and the
applied wattles.
24 Cf. Arg. Her., II, pl. XLVIII, 23; Ure, op. cit., pl. XVII,
130.121; Olynthus,VII, nos. 353, 356, 357; Clara Rhodos, III,
fig. 247; Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, pl. CX, 6 (left); N. d.
Sc., 1925, p. 198, fig. 25 (from Syracuse). Examples from the
Kabeireion (Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p. 357), where over thirty
are said to have been found, and Halai (Hesperia, XI, 1942,
p. 381, Type VI-a-1) may be of this type.
20
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ling is extraordinarilygood, and not only accurate
but full of life and spirit. Thebonesand hollowsabove
the eye, the muscles between the cheek and mouth,
the outline of the jaw and the bony ridge of the nose
all evidence careful study from life. The right eye
shows distinct signs of re-workingwith added bits of
clay afterthe head was taken fromthe mouldand the
marks of the tool used are clearly visible. It is the
skilful remodelling at this particular point and
especiallythe fact that all the surfacesare not carefully smoothedoff, but are left rather rough, which
are largelyresponsiblefor the astonishingimpression
of life andfire.Themanewas probablyaddedby hand.
The ears are omitted and were doubtlessintendedto
be addedseparately.The head and neck are complete
as they are and the rest of the animal, if it was ever
complete,which seems from the size ratherunlikely,
must have been made in other moulds. It may have
formedpartof a vase (seepp. 192f., alsoforthe date).
2 (KT40--5).Part of hindleg of horse. Plate 43. L.
0.037.
Buff clay. Prominentfetlock.Smallhoofwith slight
ridge aroundupperedge and groovedown back.
3 (KT40-6). Part of foreleg of horse. Plate 43. L.
0.046.
Buff clay. Larger than preceding. Made in two
mouldswith deep groove markingline of separation.
Modellingsimilarto preceding.
4 (KT40-7). Foot of large bull. Plate 43. L. 0.057.
Pale buff clay. Twobossesat back of fetlock, small
but very prominent. Deep groove divides hoof in
front; shallowergroove underneath.Bottom of hoof
slants sharplyup to back; shallowgrooveformscircle
on under side.
Fromthe samedepositin whichXXI, 7, was found,
and probablyof late 5th century date.
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5 (KT40-9). Twofragmentsof pig. Plate 43. L. (body)
0.08. L. (head)0.036. Right side of body and left side
of head preserved.
Red clay. Figurehollowwith thin walls. Tailcurled
over back. Heavy ridge aroundend of nose.
Found in the area of Stelai ShrineA, hence probably to be dated in the first half of the 5th century.
6 (KT40-10).Head of pig. Plate 43. L. 0.043. Under
side brokenaway.
Soft red clay. Lowerpart hollow. Broad, protruding snout. Ears thin, roundand upright.Crestbegins
in very high projectionat top of head.
From the Shrineof the Double Stele.
7 (KT40-12). Turtle.Plate 42. L. 0.065.
Gritty red clay. Wide rim around shell. Central
part very high and mouldedin hexagonal sections.
Head very small. Figurehollowinside; small hole in
undersurface.
From the CircularSouth Shrine.
8 (KT44-3). Cock. Plate 42. H. 0.076. Beak, top of
head, right leg and lowerpart of tail brokenoff. Leg
restored.
Gray clay. Rounded body with little modelling.
Hollow inside with hole underneath.Two small applied disks representwattles. Tail largeand flat, ending in two long points; figure rests partly on lower
point.
From the same deposit. A figurinewhich is very
similar,except for the shapeof the tail, was found in
the Asklepieion.
9 (KT44-4). Cock.L. 0.07. Beak, legs and tail broken
off.
Brownclay. Similarin shapeto preceding.Hollow
underneathwith underpart left open. Long, slender
neck. Wings droop at sides, supportingfigure. Tail
bent upward.
From the same deposit.

CLASS XXXI. BOATS

There are 15 of these, mostly fragmentary, 6 of which are described below. The boats are
of the normal Greektype with a ram projecting from the keel in front and a stern ornament,
or aplustre, which usually takes the form of a pointed projection curving high above the sides
of the boat. This ornament is sometimes, however, quite low and inconspicuous,as in No. 6, and
sometimes, as in No. 2, although of considerable size, it is so placed that it does not project
above the sides of the boat. In one case, KT52-10, the stern is finished merely by pinching it
into a point. In most cases the boat itself is of a very simple type with rounded bottom, curved
sides and pointed ends. In No. 2, however, gunwales are formed by the addition of applied
strips of clay and a thwart is added inside the boat, while in No. 4 the keel is indicated. Some
of the boats have painted decoration, usually consisting of rather irregular stripes. No. 4 is
more elaborately decorated with eyes and a mouth painted on the ram. No. 1 was found in
the North Dump, which was largely made up of material of the second half of the 7th century;
13*
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in fact, more than half the total number of boats were found in late 7th and early 6th century
contexts. One is from the Aphrodite Deposit and datable in the late 6th or early 5th century,
but there is no evidence to indicate that any of the other boats are later in date than the 6th
century and, in fact, the clay and the paint in all cases are definitely early in appearance.
Boat models in terracotta are known from other sites, particularly from the cemetery of
Amathos in Cyprus.' The Cypriote types in general resemble ours, with the projecting ram and
high, curved stern ornament, but they are usually made far more elaborate by the addition
of applied gunwales, look-outs, deckhouses, rudders, etc. Several have eyes painted on the
prow. Some of the smaller boats lack the ram. The Cypriote models are mostly from the 6th
century. There are much earlier boat models in clay from Mochlos and Palaikastro, both said
to be of the E. M. II period. These are long, narrow and flat-bottomed. In the former2the bow
and stern are alike, with a ram-like projection at the bottom and a high projection above. The
Palaikastro model3has a ram and a high stern projection which is straight rather than curved.
A model from Hagia Triada4 is high and flat-bottomed; the ends are not well preserved.
Another from Mycenae5is broad across the middle, narrowing sharply at the ends, and has
upward projections at either end and two benches inside. A model from Phylakopi,6 of the
Mycenaean period, is of a very simple type, apparently representing a construction of skins
stretched over wooden ribs, the latter being indicated by painted stripes. An eye is painted on
either side of the prow. No stern ornament is preserved, and the ram is replaced by an upright
board which extends the full height of the boat. A fragment of another boat from Phylakopi7
is flat-bottomed and has both a ram and a projecting bowsprit.
A ship model in the British Museum,8said to come from Corinth,is of a more elaborate type
and contains figures of warriors. It seems closer to the Cypriote models than to those from the
Potters' Quarter. Simpler terracotta models which resemble ours rather closely are one from
Perachora,9doubtless made in the Potters' Quarter, and two fragmentary examples from the
north slope of the Acropolis at Athens.10Of the latter, one is of an extremely simple type with
a pointed prow, not unlike our No. 1; the other is narrowerand has a projecting ram, and is
more like our No. 6. Like No. 2, the interior is furnished with an applied thwart. A vase in
Boston,11which is made in the form of a ship, is of archaic date, but of uncertain provenance.
Eyes are painted on the strongly projecting ram. A somewhat later terracotta model comes from
a Tarentine tomb.12This has two beaks and a double-forkedaplustre. The eyes are apparently
painted near the stern. A bronze lamp found in the Erechtheion13 is very similar in shape to
our No. 5, except for the addition of a rudder and of a construction on the foredeck. Lamps
of bronze or terracotta in the form of boats are, of course, common in the Roman period.
1 (KT52-1). Fragmentof boat. Plate 43. L. 0.046.
streaksof paint. Fragmentprobablyfrom bow.
Fromthe NorthDump.Fromthe findingplace and
Very hard yellow clay. Hard orange-brownpaint.
Boat very broad and shallowwith roundedbottom. from the quality of the clay and paint it is almost
Inner and outer surface decorated with irregular
4B.C.H., LVII, 1933, p. 174, pl. XIV, no. 23.
1 Murray,Excav. in Cyprus, p. 112, fig. 164, 10, 12, 16-20,
22, p. 113, fig. 165, 6; B. M. Cat. Terracottas,pp. 35f.,
A 202-213; Myres, Handbook of Cesnola Collection,p. 348,
no. 2129; Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, pl. CXLV, 4, 6, 7;
Myres, Cat. of Cyp. Mus., nos. 3351, 3353, 3355; Cesnola,
Cyp. Antiq., II B, pl. LXXVII, 701 and 702; Daremberg and
Saglio, Dict. ant. gr. et rom., s. v. navis, fig. 5269.
2 A.J.A., XIII, 1909, p. 290, fig. 2, no. 2. Other clay boats
were said to have been found in E. M. II and E. M. III levels.
3 British School at Athens, Suppl. Paper 1: The UnpublishedObjectsfrom the PalaikastroExcavations, figs. 3 k and 4.

5 Ibid., p. 175, pl. XIV, no. 25.

B.S.A., III, 1896-97, pp. 22-24, figs. 1, 2.
J.H.S., Suppl. Paper 4: Excavations at Phylakopi in
Melos, pl. XL, 37.
8 B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 76, B 36.
9 Perachora,pl. 29, no. 4.
10 Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 197, fig. 5, g and h.
11A.J.A., LV, 1951, pl. 34.
12 J.H.S., VII, 1886, pp. 34-36, pl. LXIII.
13 Stais, Marbres et bronzes du Musee National, p. 231,
no. 7083.
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certainthat the fragmentbelongsin the 7th century bow with heavy ram near bottom. Boat very wide
and it is very probablyas early as the third quarter. with ridgerunningalongcenterof bottom.Upperedge
appearsto dip slightly at bow; irregularblackstreaks
2 (KT52-2). Part of smallboat. Plate 43. L. 0.046.
on exterior at this point. Ram painted to resemble
Hard yellow clay. Hard purple paint. Fragment
includesstern,with sternornamentprojectingbehind animalhead. Eyes have ellipticaloutline with dot in
and doubledback on itself. Bottom flat and sides low center; arched brows curve upward at outer ends.
and upright. Boat very narrowwith applied strips, Black spot on nose. Mouth indicated by black line
representinggunwales,alongupperedgeson exterior. with hook at either end.
Anotherstrip appliedinside near stern probablyre- 6 (KT52-5). Boat. Plate 43. L. 0.093. W. 0.041. Small
presents thwart. Sides, stern ornamentand back of projectionbrokenoff from upper edge of bow. Pubthwart painted purple.Purplestripes acrossinterior. lished in A.J.A., XXXV, 1931,p. 24, pl. I, 6.
The clay and the colorand unusualhardnessof the
Pinkish buff clay. Very wide and shallow with
purplepaint indicate an early date for this fragment, rounded bottom and sloping sides. Ram projects
perhapsin the last quarterof the 7th century. For strongly from bow. Stern ornamentcurved upward
the applied gunwales compare a boat on a Middle and doubledback against inner surfaceof stern.
Corinthian amphoriskos from Syracuse.14
From the AphroditeDeposit, hence to be dated in
the
late 6th or early 5th century.
3 (KT52-4). Fragment of boat. Plate 43. H. 0.038.
W. 0.042.
6 (KT52-9). Boat of very heavy fabric. Plate 43.
Pale yellowclay. Blackandpurplepaint. Fragment H. 0.027. L. 0.072. Smallbreaksat either end.
includes stern with high, pointed projectionwhich
Veryhard,light brownclay. Verylong andnarrow,
curves above edge. Boat very wide and fairly deep. and crudelymodelled.Bottom flat and so heavy that
Wide black stripe across interior. Outside almost innerdepthis abouthalfthat of outer.Surfacecovered
entirely painted black. At either side of stern short, with fingerprints.Ram, partly broken,projectsfrom
horizontalpurple stripe appliedover black.
bottom of bow. Projectionat upper edge brokenoff.
Sternseemsto have two smallprojectionscurvingup
4 (KT52-3). Fragmentof boat. Plate 43. L. 0.045.
Pale buff clay. Black paint. Fragment includes over edge, one appliedon top of other.
14 N. d. Sc., 1895, p. 139, fig. 18.

CLASS XXXII.

CARTS AND WHEELS

Of the carts 23 were inventoried, and there were in addition several uninventoriedfragments.
In the catalogue 7 are described. Of the wheels 121 were inventoried, and 22 of these receive
special mention in the catalogue. Among the carts two main types may be distinguished. The
first consists of a simple, rectangularplaque, flat on both sides and piercedvertically with various
holes for attaching the wheels and railing. These include two holes in the middle of either long
side through which strings were probably looped to support the axle, and holes in the corners
for sticks or rods to support a railing of wood, wicker or string.1In the edge of one of the short
sides a larger hole, horizontally bored partly through the plaque, served for the insertion of the
wagon pole. In addition to these various holes, No. 1 has two bored vertically through the
center of the plaque, perhaps for attaching a seat of some kind. Nos. 3-5 represent a variation
of Type I. They differ from Nos. 1 and 2 in being surroundedby a raised rim, doubtless representing the railing which in the others had to be supplied in wood or some other material.
In the second type of cart the upper surface is again flat, but at either side of the under surface
is attached a downwardprojecting piece of clay with its under surface hollowed to fit the axle.
The latter was suspended from strings run through holes in these projections. The wagon pole
was inserted in the usual way, and holes at the corners of the plaque show that a railing was
added in another material. In No. 7 two holes in the center of the plaque probably indicate that
a seat was added. All the carts which were found in datable contexts appeared to be of 7th
' A similar type of railing seems to be represented in a clay model from Palaikastro (British School at Athens, Suppl.
Paper 1, fig. 12), said to be of the M. M. period.
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or early 6th century date. The type of clay and paint used in the undated ones tends to confirm
an early dating for the entire class.
Carts of the simpler form, i. e., of Type I, rarely appear elsewhere, either in actual models or
in other representations.2The most common type resembles our Type II; it has a flat bottom
with axle-blocks projecting from the under surface, and may or may not have raised sides. Carts
of this type are represented on a number of vases,3 and also appearin terracotta models from
Cyprus.4Fragments of carts, probably of this type, were said to have been found at Olympia.5
A model of a cart from a grave at Polledrara6is probably of this type, although the illustration is
not very clear. The Corinthianpinax fragment in Berlin7and the Burgon vase8 are particularly
interesting since they show at the cornersof the cart the upright wooden pins which supported,
in one case high, solid sides, in the other a light railing. Similar pins must be assumed to have
been inserted in the holes at the corners of most of the carts from the Potters' Quarter. Seats
of various kinds, probably removable, are visible in several of these representations. The
holes in the center of two of the Potters' Quartercarts, Nos. 1 and 7, were doubtless intended
for the attachment of such seats.
The wheels fall into three main categories. Type A, which is by far the most common, may
be handmade or wheelmade. It consists essentially of a simple disk, flat on both surfaces, with
a hole in the center. In two cases (Nos. 15 and 16) this hole is punched only partly through the
disk. Sometimes a very narrow raised ridge encircles the hole on one side (ef. Nos. 19 and 21).
The edge of the disk may be perfectly straight, sharp, somewhat rounded or, occasionally,
thicker than the rest of the disk. A variation of this type (cf. No. 23) resembles in shape some
of the miniature plates found in the Potters' Quarter and is always made on the wheel. One
surface is fairly flat, while the other has a thick central section from the edge of which the disk
thins out to a fairly sharp edge.
In Type B, which is usually mouldmade, the rim and spokes are modelled in relief on one
surface while the other is flat. The wheel is always of the cross-bartype, i. e., with one spoke
running through the center and two spokes crossing it at right angles, one on either side of the
center. The spoke which runs through the center is usually decorated with plastic rings. The
greater number (there are thirteen examples in all) of wheels of this type are solid. A fragment
of a similar wheel, No. 26, in which the space between the two cross-spokes and the rim is cut
away, forms a transition to a variant of the type (cf. No. 27) which, perhaps because of its
fragile nature, is rarely found. In this the spokes are mouldedin relief, but the spaces between the
spokes and the rim are left entirely open. No. 27 was made in a special mould and the background
did not have to be cut away after removal from the mould. In another example, KT61-17, a
solid disk was made and spokes and rim were formed by roughly cutting away the background
2 Flat carts are represented on B. F. vases in the Louvre
(Cloch6,Les classes, les metiers, le trafic, pl. VIII) and in the
British Museum (Greekand Roman Life, fig. 247), but it is
not certain whether the carts are entirely flat or had axleblocks. In the latter vase the body of the cart is of wicker.
Two female figurines in the British Museum (B. M. Cat.
Terracottas,B 49, pl. V, and Schneider-Lengyel, Gr. Terrakotten, fig. 12), of late 7th century date and Corinthian
origin (see under IX, 1), are seated on a flat, rectangular
object which is undoubtedly a cart of Type I. It is a flat
plaque, pierced longitudinally for the insertion of a wagon
pole. At either side are two vertical holes for suspending the
axle. Clay has been added around the figures to form a low
back-rest.
3 J.H.S, XXIII, 1903, pp. 137f., figs. 3-6, 8; Gardner,

SculpturedTombsof Hellas, fig. 4; Mon. lned., X, pl. XLVIII,
k; GreekantdRoman Life, fig. 247; Pfuhl, Mal. u. Zeich., III,
fig. 169. In one or two of these the axle block is not actually
visible. The railing represented on the Boeotian vases and on
the B.F. oinochoe (Greekand Roman Life, fig. 247) is certainly of wicker.
4 B. M. Cat. Terracottas,pp. 34f., A 199-201; Cesnola,
Cyp. Antiq., II A, pl. XIV, 108, 110, 112, 113; Myres, Cat. of
Cyp. Mlus., nos. 3342, 3343, 3345. Swed. Cyp. Exped., II,
pl. CLVII, 20, is probably of this type.
5 Ath. Mitt., XXXVI, 1911, p. 187; Olympia, IV, p. 45
(under no. 285).
6 N. d. Sc., 1894, p. 126, fig. 3.
7 Ant. Denk., I, pl. 7, 4.
8 Mon. Ined., X, pl. XLVIII, k.
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with a knife. Three fragments of moulds for wheels of Type B were found among the sherds
from the Potters' Quarterafter the first volume was in print, and may be describedbriefly here.
The numbers follow those of Chapter III in Corinth, XV, part 1.
109 (KH109).Fragmentof mouldfor large cross-bar
wheel. Plate 43. L. 0.082. W. 0.06.
Hard pale green clay. Mouldedrings at eitherside
of axle on single bar.
This mould,the diameterof whichmust have been
108 (KH108).Fragmentof mouldfor cross-barwheel.
about 0.12, is larger than any of the actual wheels
W.0.035.L. 0.031.Partof rimandonespokepreserved.
found.
Hard light brownclay.
It is possiblethat two of the wheels of this type,
XXXII, 24, and KT61-2,were madefromthis mould.

107 (KH107).Part of mouldfor cross-barwheel.Plate
43. D. ca. 0.068.
Light brown clay. Very low relief. Circulardepressionto facilitate cutting of axle hole.

Of Type C there are only five examples. In this the wheel is again a simple disk, usually with
a fairly sharp edge, and on either side flanges are modelled around the central hole. These
flanges are of varying shapes and depths, and in one case the flange on one side differs from
that on the other.
The decoration of the wheels in Type A shows considerable variety. A few are elaborately
painted with various patterns: criss-cross lines, dots, concentric stripes, in one case with petal
motives, dot rosettes and S-patterns, in another with tongue pattern in outline with black
centers in alternate tongues, and in another with a snake. Many have the spokes indicated by
painted stripes and in some cases the rim is painted. There are two systems by which the spokes
are arranged. In the first, the radiating type, wide stripes cross each other through the center,
forming radiating spokes, usually four in number. In a few cases (cf. No. 15) six spokes are indicated in this fashion, and in others, KT60-61 and KT60-62, there seem to be about six spokes on
one side and only four on the other. The cross-bar wheel is not as frequently employed as the
wheel with radiating spokes. In the cross-bartype one stripe crosses the center in one direction
and there are two stripes at right angles to it, one at either side of the central hole. In one case,
No. 10, the main spoke is crossed by five cross spokes, one through the center and two at either
side of the center. In other cases (cf. No. 20) none of the spokes goes through the center, but
two parallel stripes, one at either side of the center, are crossed at right angles by two more
stripes, similarly arranged. There are sixteen wheels, all apparently handmade, which are left
entirely unpainted; many others are painted in solid color on one or both surfaces. No. 19 is
entirely painted black with the exception of a wide, reserved stripe which runs across the
center of one surface. A fragment of another wheel is similarly decorated, and two more have
a reservedstripe across both surfaces. Incised decorationis rarely employed. In one case, No. 16,
the radiating spokes, four in number, are indicated by groups of roughly scratched lines, four
in each spoke. In KT60-62 the spokes on one side are indicated by paint and on the other by
scratched outlines. KT60-43 has on one side a straight line incised from center to edge and
parallel to it an incised zigzag line, both doubtless merely decorative. The wheels of Type B are
either left unpainted or entirely covered with paint, with one exception, KT61-17, in which the
rim and spokes are partly painted in black stripes and partly left unpainted. The wheels of
Type C are also usually entirely painted or entirely unpainted.
Only a very few of the wheels came from deposits. Eight are from deposits of the 7th and
early 6th centuries, seven, including No. 10, from the North Dump and one, No. 29, from Well I;
two are from later deposits, KT60-69 from the Rectangular South Pit and KT60-82 from the
Shrine of the Double Stele. In many cases, however, an early date is indicated by the appearance
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of the clay and paint and, since all the carts which were found seemed to be datable in the 7th
and 6th centuries, we may assign the wheels also to that period and assume that the carts
ceased to be manufactured by about the middle of the 6th century, probably because it was
too much trouble to make and assemble them. The two wheels from late deposits may be
assumed, like the Orientalizing sherds also found in these areas, to have been present in the
earth which covered the deposits.
Three of the carts have been assembled with wheels, axles and poles and, in one case, a
railing. The smallest is composed of a cart of Type I (No. 2) and wheels of Type A (No. 13 and
KT60-26), both handmade. Another was made up with a cart of Type II (No. 6) and two
wheels of Type A (Nos. 9 and 10). The third is composed of a cart of Type II (No. 7) and two
wheels of Type B (No. 24 and KT61-2) which seemed to form a pair.
The Greek wheel is well illustrated in vase-paintings, in terracotta models of carts, and in
isolated metal wheels which usually seem intended as votives. The wheels in these representations include three types: the solid block-wheel, which may be intended in some of the
Potters' Quarter wheels which have no painted spokes, the cross-bar wheel, correspondingto
our Type B and some of the painted wheels of Type A, and the spoked wheel, which is depicted
in many of the painted wheels of Type A. Many of these representations of wheels show a
square or rectangular hole for the axle, indicating that the latter revolved with the wheel. In
the Potters' Quarterwheels, however, the hole is always circular. The block-wheel is, of course,
the most primitive type. The cross-bar wheel is very commonly found in representations of
carts9 in vase-paintings, in terracotta and stone reliefs and models, in metal imitations and
coins, most commonly in the archaic period. After the 5th century it occurs only rarely10and
is replaced by the spoked wheel, which is also representedmany times in the archaic period and
the origins of which are much earliereven than that, since it is found as far back as the Minoan
period.11The spoked wheel occurs in Greek vase-paintings of all periods;in these it usually has
four spokes which flare as they join the rim and are often representedwith rings near the axle
head. Similar wheels, most frequently with four spokes, sometimes with six or more, are more
frequent than the cross-bar type in dedications of bronze and other metals.12Another fairly
9 To the referencesfor cross-bar wheels in J. H. S., XXIII,
1903, pp. 136-149, may be added the following: (in vasepainting) Jahreshefte,XXXIII, 1941, p. 4, fig. 4, p. 6, fig. 6;
Seltman, Athens, its History and Coinage,p. 27, fig. 17; Greek
and RomanLife, p. 209, fig. 247 (mentioned in J.H.S., XXIII,
1903, p. 143, without reference); Mon. Ined., X, pl. XLVIII,
k (mentioned on the same page without reference); Jahrbuch,
XXVII, 1912, Beilage 1 to p. 61, I and II B; Mon. Ant.,
XXXII, 1927, pl. XC, 3 a; Jahrbuch,LI, 1936, p. 175, fig. 1;
C.V.A., U.S.A. 4, Robinson Collection 1, pl. XXII, 2; CP851
(an early 5th century oinochoe from the North Cemetery at
Corinth, with a wheel drawn in white on the shoulder); (in
stone) Jahrbuch, XLI, 1942, Arch. Anz., cols. 255f., fig. 28;
Mon. Ined., VIII, pl. XIX c (mentioned in J.H.S., XXIII,
1903, p. 147, without reference); Mon. Ant., XX, 1910 cols.
601f., figs. 18, 50, 52, pl. V; (in terracotta) Perachora,pl. 101,
no. 178; Huish,GreekTerra-cottaStatuettes,pl.XVI; Rossbach,
GriechischeAntiken des archdologischenMuseums in Breslau,
pl. I, 4; Munich6964 (a group of a grotesque male and female
figure in a round cart, perhaps of the type of Rossbach, loc.
cit.); (in metal) De'los,XVIII, pl. XCVII, 859; Arg. Her., II,
pl. CXXVI, no. 2253; (in coins) Regling, Die antike Miunze
als Kunstwerk,pl. II, 44; Imhoof-BlIimer,Monnaies grecques,
pp. 78f., pl. C, 18; Seltman, GreekCoins, pl. XXI, 17. For
other coins with cross-barwheels see ibid., p. 27, and Imhoof-

Blumer op. cit., pp. 78f. A cross-bar wheel is represented in
Rayet, Monuments de l'art antique, II, pl. 75, but it seems
hardly possible that this relief can be genuine.
10 J.H.S., XXIII, 1903, p. 149.
11Cf. Hall, The Civilization of Greecein the Bronze Age,
pp. 85f., figs. 95, 97; Fimmen, Die kretisch-mykenische
Kultur,
fig. 105; B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 305, fig. 8; B.C.H., LXII,
1938, p. 145, fig. 22; Karo, Schachtgrabervon Mykenai, pls.
V-VII, X; Murray, Excavations in Cyprus, fig. 25, 1456;
Dorpfeld, Alt-Ithaka, II, pl. 83 a (lower row, center). For
further references see von Meroklin,Der Rennwagenin Griechenland, I, pp. 1-30.
12 To the lists of bronze wheels in Perachora, p. 176, and
Olynthus,X, p. 512, notes 109,110, add: Corinth,XII, no. 2886
(four spokes); B.S.A., XXXV, 1934-35, pl. 19,4 (four spokes),
from Crete; Ddrpfeld, loc. cit., Murray,loc. cit., Clara Rhodos,
VI-VII, p. 337, fig. 83, left (six spokes); B.C.H., LXII, 1938,
pl. XXXIV, 1 (four spokes), from Delphi; B.S.A., XLIII,
1948, pl. 49, E 186 (nine spokes), from Ithaka. For wheels in
other metals, all of lead, except those from Perachora, which
are of iron, see the following: Perachora, pl. 86, nos. 20, 21
(four spokes); Schliemann,Ilios, p. 631, no. 1253 (fourspokes);
Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 108, fig. 49, 1 (eight spokes), from
the Pnyx; Delos, XVIII, pl. XCVII, 860-865 (four spokes),
867 (six spokes), 868 and 869 (eight spokes).
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common type is that with four circular or, more rarely, triangular holes arranged around the
hub.'3 These seem to represent sometimes the open spaces between spokes and sometimes a
mere lightening of the weight of a block-wheel. No. 9 seems to be an example in terracotta of
a wheel of this type.
The Cypriote terracotta carts listed above have spoked wheels in which the spokes, varying
in number from four to twelve, are indicated by painted stripes. Occasionally the wheels are
decorated, like some of ours, with concentricpainted circles instead of spokes. A clay wheel from
Olympia14is of Type A. It has four spokes, each represented by a painted stripe with a zigzag
line in the center. Other clay wheels and fragments of wheels were also found at Olympia,'5
but it is uncertain whether they were isolated wheels or came from carts. The wheels on a
terracotta group formerly in the Hoffmann collection16 are identical in shape with our Type B
(cf. No. 27). Wheels of Type C appear on a wagon group in Vienna,'7said to come from Athens,
and clay wheels of the same type, said to be of the Late Minoan and sub-Minoanperiod, were
found at Hagia Triada.18Fragments of a clay wheel from Larisa 19are probably of this type;
the background is cut away around the spokes.
1 (KT76-1). Body of cart of Type I. L. 0.073. Th.
ca. 0.009.
Very hard, light green clay. Black paint. Rectangularplaquewith foursmallholes alongeitherlong
side and two, side by side,near center. At edge of one
shortside largerhole for wagonpole boredhorizontally half way throughplaque. Edges painted black. On
uppersurfacetwo black concentriccircles.
This object is evidently intended to representthe
body of a cart but, fromthe fact that the two central
holes on the long sides, those intended for the strings
which supportedthe axle, are not bored completely
through the plaque, it appears that the cart could
never actually have been assembled. Moreover,the
wheelswould have come much too far back. The two
holes in the center of the plaque were intended for
attaching a seat. From the clay and paint used, the
cart would seem to be of 6th century date. Thereare
fragments of four other similar carts, i.e., flat and
rectangularwith sharpcorners.Oneof these had holes
only for the wheels, not for a railing.
2 (KT76-4). Body of small cart of Type I. Plate 44.
L. 0.044. W. 0.04.
Lightgrayishbrownclay. Blackpaint. Rectangular
13

Wheels of this type appear on a terracotta chariot group
probably Boeotian ('Ecp.'Apt., 1896, pl. 3). The following are
in bronze: B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 377, fig. 39, no. 188 (from
the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea); F. de D., V, p. 119, fig.
436; Jahreshefte, IV, 1901, pp. 50f., fig. 74 (from Lousoi);
Olympia, IV, pl. XXV, nos. 498-500,502,505; B.S.A., XLIII,
1948, pl. 49, E 185 (from Ithaka).
14 Ath. Mitt., XXXVI, 1911, p. 186, fig. 23.
15 Ibid., p. 187; Olympia, IV, p. 45.
16 Huish, Greek Terra-cottaStatuettes,p]. XVI.
17 Winter, Typen, I, p. 25, no. 6. Cf. also Klein, Child Life
in GCiee1c
Art, pl. VIII, C.
18 Annuario, III-V, 1941-43, p. 63, fig. 56.
19Larisa am Hermos, III, pl. 10, 39.

plaque with rounded corners. Four vertical holes
along either side and larger horizontal hole bored
into edge to enable pole to be inserted. Edges and
under surface black. On upper surface one lengthwise stripe crossedby three crosswisestripes.
This cart has beenreconstructedwith wheels,axle,
pole and railing. Of this flat variety with rounded
cornersthere are four other examples,of which two
arelikewisedecoratedwith blackstripescrossingeach
other.
3 (KT76-10).Part of body of large cart of Type I.
W. 0.078. H. (including edges) 0.026. About half
preserved.
Very hard gray clay, fired pink on bottom. Extremely heavy fabric. Body elongated,with edges of
long sides somewhat turned up. Horizontalhole in
edge for insertionof pole. Verticalhole througheach
corner;holes for axle not preserved.
From the Aryballos Deposit and thereforeto be
dated in the last quarterof the 7th century. Beside
the followingexample,which is very close to No. 3,
there are fragments of three other carts of similar
shape, all of much thinnerfabric.
4 (KT75-14). Body of smallcart of Type I. Plate 43.
L. 0.053. H. 0.019. Piece of raisededge missing.
Hard buff clay with pinkish core. Brownish red
paint. Thick,flat plaquewith stronglyroundedends.
Horizontalhole in front edge. Small vertical hole in
each corner.On uppersurface,parallelto edge, thin,
sharp-edgedstrip set upright to represent railing;
verticalred stripes on exterior.
The object is obviously a cart, althoughthe holes
for suspendingthe axle are ratherfar apart.
5 (KT76-17).Fragment of large cart of Type I. H.
0.028. W. 0.087. One end preserved.
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Hardgrayishpink clay. Black and redpaint. Semicircularend and thick floor, borderedby low, raised
rim with sharpedge whichis slightly bent inward.At
one side three holes for axle. Openingin rim at this
point. Floor decoratedwith criss-crosslines in red.
Inner surface of rim black with applied red. Black
lines at either edge of outer surface.Between these,
seriesof rectangles,black with appliedred, separated
from each other by two thin black lines.
Fromthe west edge of the bill, outsideStelai Shrine
A, and probably,therefore,to be dated early in the
6th century.

perhaps handmade. Outer surface decorated with
snake in black, arrangedin loops aroundcenterwith
head and tail meeting.Body very thick, neck and tail
slender,headtriangularwith roundednoseandincised
circlesfor eyes. Oninnersurfacefourlargecirclesside
by side aroundcenter;circlesreservedand spacesbetween painted.20Outer half of edge painted black,
innerhalf decoratedwith short vertical strokes.
Probablyof early 6th centurydate. This wheelwas
used in assemblingone of the carts (see No. 6).
10 (KT60-22). Wheel of Type A. Plate 43. D. 0.07.
Th. 0.012. Chipsmissingfrom surface.
Very hard, polishedyellow clay, fired pink on one
side. Hard black paint, fired red on same side. Both
sides decoratedalike; stripes aroundrim and central
hole, and single wide stripe acrosscenter, crossedby
five parallelstripes,one of whichrunsthroughcenter.
Edge painted black.
From the North Dump, and probablyto be dated
somewherein the secondhalf of the 7th century. The
use of five cross-barsinstead of two is most unusual.
This wheel was used with Nos. 6 and 9 to make up
a cart.

6 (KT77-4). Body of flat cart of Type II. Plate 43.
L. 0.068. Th. ca. 0.008. Two pieces missing from
edge,alsooneprojectionandpartof other,all restored.
Light brown clay. Hard red paint. Projection at
either side of under surface,groovedto fit axle; two
holes punchedthrougheach. Verticalholes in corners
to support railing. Hole for insertion of pole bored
through small projectionon front edge. Edges red.
Narrowred stripe aroundedge of uppersurface;wide
lengthwisestripe in center,crossedby two horizontal
stripes.
Found in the area of the North Dump, and prob11 (KT60-21). Small wheel of Type A. Plate 44. D.
ably to be dated in the second half of the 7th cen0.032. Th. 0.009.
tury. This cart has been reconstructedwith wheels,
Yellow clay. Purple paint. Very thick and probaxle and wagonpole. Very similarto this is a smaller
ably handmade. Outer surface decorated with
example, KT77-2, which is unpainted.
stripes aroundrim and center and narrowcriss-cross
7 (KT77-1). Body of square cart of Type II. Plates lines between.Edge andundersurfacepaintedpurple.
43 and 44. L. 0.084. W. 0.081. Th. 0.012. Onecorner
12 (KT60-23). Part of large wheel of Type A. Plate
and projectionbrokenoff (restored).
44. D. ca. 0.088. Th. 0.011.
Hard,light greenishgray clay. Projectionsfor axle
Pale greenishyellowclay. Blackpaint. Wheelmade.
much higherthan in precedingand with deepercutEither
side decoratedwith narrowstripe aroundrim
ting in center so that projectioncomes down in two
and
two
wide stripescrossingin center.Edge painted
points over axle. Points squarein section with blunt
black.
ends; holes bored throughpoints. Cuttingcurved to
There are fifteen other wheels of Type A which
fit axle. Horizontalholein edgeboredentirelythrough
have
four spokesformedby two wide stripescrossing
plaque.Verticalhole at eachcornerforrailing;central
in the center. Theseinclude Nos. 17, 21 and 23, and
holes at edges of front and back probablyfor addiNo. 18 was probablysimilar.Manyof these are handtional supports.Twoholesin centerprobablyfor seat.
made. One, KT60-58, has thin black spokes on a
Probablyat least as early as the early 6th century.
purple background.On another, KT60-65, a wide
This cart has been reconstructed.
black and a wide red stripe cross each other. One of
8 (KT60-3). Part of wheelof Type A. Plate 44. D. ca. the wheelsof this type, No. 17, is furtherdecoratedby
an oval motive between each two spokes; the other
0.072.
Hard,polishedpale yellow clay. Blackpaint. Prob- side has eight spokes,alternatelywide and narrow.
ably wheelmade.Petal pattern radiates fromcenter.
Outerfrieze, borderedby doubleblack lines, consists 13 (KT60-25). Small wheel of Type A. Plate 44. D.
of alternatedot rosettes,with two smalldots at either 0.032.
Pale buff clay. Brownishblack paint. Handmade.
side, and groups of three S-shaped patterns. Thin
Edges
very slightly rounded. Both sides decorated
concentriclines along edge and on under surface.
with
wide stripe acrosscenter, crossedby two
single
Probablyof 7th century date.
narrowerstripes,one on either side of center.
9 (KT60-4). Wheel of Type A. Plates 43 and 44. D.
20 This arrangementof circles, which nearly fills the surface
0.073. Severalsmall breaks(restored).
of the disk, very probably is intended to represent the type
Hard, pale grayishyellow clay, fired red on under of wheel which has four circular openings around the hub
side. Blackpaint,firedredon underside. Thickfabric, (see p. 201).
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Thiswheelwas usedin assemblinga cart (cf. No. 2). 19 (KT60-28).Large wheel of Type A. Plate 44. D.
There are three other Type A examplesof the cross- 0.089. Th. 0.011. Piece missingfrom edge.
Hard buff clay. Hard black paint. Wheelmade.
bar wheel, including No. 22. Two of these have also
Edge more rounded on inside than outside. Large
a painted stripe aroundthe rim.
central hole, encircledon one side by narrowraised
14 (KT60-6). Small wheel of Type A. D. 0.041.
ring. This side black except for wide reservedstripe
Pale yellow clay. Brownish black paint. Wheel- acrosscenter. Edge and other side entirelyblack.
made(?). Both sides decoratedwith concentriclines.
This is one of the largest of the wheels. Thereare
Widerstripes near edges.
also fragmentsof an equallylargeone, KT60-29,decAmongthe wheelsof Type A there are elevenother orated in the sameway. Twosmaller
wheels,KT60-31
examplesof decorationwith concentriclines. Five of and KT60-52, are similarlydecoratedexcept that the
these wheels are decorated on one side only. One, reservedstripe appearson both
sides. A terracotta
KT60-7, has a shallowgroovearoundthe centralhole, wheel from Hagia Triada,22said to be of the Late
both front and back. Another,KT60-10, is decorated Minoanor sub-Minoanperiod, is
painted in exactly
with groupsof threepurplelines betweentwo red ones the sameway.
and, fromthe appearanceof the clay and paint, seems
to be of late 7th or early6th century date. In another 20 (KT60-42).Part of large wheel of Type A. D. ca.
case, KT60-11, one side is decoratedwith concentric 0.104.
circles, the other with similar circles and radiating
Hard, polished light brown clay. Brownishblack
paint. Wheel thick in center, with large hole. Both
spokes.
sides decoratedwith thin stripes aroundrim and a15 (KT60-1). Wheelof TypeA. Plate 44. D. 0.052.
roundhole, two thin parallelstripescrossingdisk, one
Pale grayishyellow clay. Black paint. Handmade. at
either side of hole, and two similarstripesat right
Surface of exterior projects slightly where hole is
angles, also close to hole at either side. Edge black.
nearly punched through. Rim painted black, also
The arrangementof the spokeson this wheel,with
small circlein center and six radiatingspokes.
none of them passingthroughthe center, seemsto be
In No. 16 also the hole in the center is not quite
without parallel.
punchedthrough. The wheels in Cyprioteterracotta
chariotgroupsfrequentlyhave a boss on the exterior 21 (KT60-30).Part of wheel of Type A. Plate 44.
but are not completelypierced.21
D. ca. 0.096.
Yellow clay, partly fired pink. Black paint, fired
16 (KT60-2). Small wheel of Type A. Plate 44. D. red.
Wheelmade.Smallhole surroundedby flat raised
0.034.
ring, from which surface slopes downwardto thickPale greenishyellow clay. Traces of black paint.
ened rim with roundededges. Shallowgrooves define
Handmade.Projectionin centerof outersurface.Four
rim. On exterior,rim and central ring painted, also
spokes radiate from center; indicated by groups of
wide stripe from centerto edge, probablyone of four
fine scratches,and perhapspainted black.
spokes.
No. 22 is very similar, except that the painted
17 (KT60-55). Half of wheel of Type A. Plate 44. D.
spokesare of the cross-bartype.
0.058.
Pale yellowish clay. Black paint. Wheelmade.On 22
(KT60-27).Part of wheel of Type A. Plate 44.
one side four wide spokes; betweeneach two an eye- L. 0.08.
shapedmotive, oval in outlineandpointedat one end,
Hardyellowclay. Brownishblackpaint. Accidental
with short horizontalline inside. On other side eight red spots on innersurface.Wheelmade.Edge rounded
spokes, alternatelywide and narrower,crossedhalf- on inside; slightly raised rim on outside, painted
way between center and edge by narrowcircle. Rim black. On inner surface shallow wheelmade
grooves
black.
aroundcenter.Wideblackstripeacrosscenter,crossed
18 (KT60-54). Part of wheel of Type A. Plate 44. D.
ca. 0.089.
Light brown clay. Black paint, partly fired red,
and thick yellowish white paint. Wheelmade.Entire
surfacepaintedblack.Onone side white stripearound
rim and white spokes,probablyfour; backgroundbetween spokesfilledwithwhitespots.Othersidecovered
with white spots, irregularlyplaced.
Thewhitepaintis similarin qualityto that of I, 35,
whichis probablyto be dated in the late 6th century.
21 Cf. Swed. Cyp. Exped., II, pl. CCXXXIV, 1.

by two stripes,one on either side of centralhole.
23 (KT60-32). Wheel of Type A. Plate 44. D. 0.078.
Piece missingfrom one side.
Light reddishclay. Red paint. Wheelmade.Inner
surfacelike under side of plate, with slightly raised
centralpart and rim which slopesto edge. Outersurface flat; raisedring aroundcentralhole. Edge painted red. On either side two stripes, crossingat right
anglesin center.
22

Annuario, III-V, 1941-43, p. 63, fig. 56 (upperright).
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24 (KT61-1). Part of large wheel of Type B. Plates
43 and 44. D. 0.10. Restored.
Yellowclay, coveredwith blackpaint. Mouldmade.
Inner surface flat. Edge rounded. On outer surface
rim and spokesin relief. Centralspokecrossedby two
parallelbars,one on eitherside of center.Singlespoke
semi-circularin section with angles roundedat rim;
centralpart very wide and mouldedwith two narrow
rings between cross-barand hole. Cross-barssquare
in section.
Of the cross-barwheel with spokesand rim in relief and with solid backgroundthere are eleven other
examples.In most caseswherethe centeris preserved,
the single spokehas mouldedrings on a widercentral
part. Nine of these wheels are entirely painted black
(onewith the additionof white stripeson the spokes),
one is red and the other, No. 25, unpainted. No. 24
was used with KT61-2 on a reconstructedcart (with
No. 7). Thesewheelsresembleeach othervery closely
and were very probablyintended to form a pair. A
fragmentof a mould, No. 108 (see p. 199 )fromwhich
they may have been made was found in the Potters'
Quarter.

Hard, light yellow clay, coveredwith black paint.
Mouldmade.Rim thickerat inneredge than at outer.
Spokessquarein section.Centralspokewidensaround
hole; two moulded rings at either side of junction
with cross-bar.
The raised rings continue aroundthe sides of the
spokes.Thereare fragmentsof three other very similar mouldmadewheels,two of which are also painted
black. In two other cases the wheel was made as a
solid disk, probablynot in a mould, and the spokes
were cut out afterward. The wheelsof a terracotta
groupformerlyin the Hoffmanncollection22are very
similar to No. 27. One may comparealso a bronze
wheel fromthe ArgiveHeraion.23

28 (KT67-1). Wheel of Type C. Plate 43. D. ca.
0.075. Th. (with flanges)0.035.
Very hard,pale greenishyellow clay, well polished.
Accidentalredspots. Wheelmade.Both surfacesslope
to rathersharp edge. On either side deep flange surrounds central hole; flange wider next to wheel and
tapers outward.
From the fine quality of the clay and the type of
paint, this wheelmust be at least as early as the early
25 (KT61-4). Half of wheel of Type B. Plate 44. D. 6th century.Thereare two similarexamples,KT67-2
and 3. The formerhas a lower, broaderflange and is
0.079.
Very hard, polished buff clay. Wheel very thick paintedred, with a red stripe acrossthe centerof the
with flat inner surface. Single spoke very thin near flange. Theotherhas extremelydeep,nearlycylindririm; mouldedrings on either side of junction with cal flanges and its entire surfaceis painted black.
cross spokes.
29 (KT67-5). Fragment of large wheel of Type C.
26 (KT61-12).Fragment of large wheel of Type B. Th. (with flanges)0.043.
Hard pale yellow clay, coveredwith black paint.
Plate 43. L. 0.044.
Hard gray clay, coveredwith black paint. Prob- Flangeon one side very deep; cylindricalin shapeand
ably mouldmade. Inner surface flat. On outer sur- flaring sharply outward at outer edge. Otherflange
face spokesin relief.Centralspokewidensaroundaxle heavy and cylindrical,and about half as deep.
FromWell I, henceof late 7th or early 6th century
hole. Backgroundleft betweentwo cross-barsand cut
date. A pair of wheelsfoundin a graveat the Elektran
away outside them.
This fragment, with the backgroundonly partly Gate in Thebes24are very similar in shape, also two
cut away, forms a sort of transitionbetween Nos. 24 in the Eleusis Museum.
22 Huish, Greek Terra-cottaStatuettes, pl. XVI. See also
and 25 and No. 27.
27 (KT61-14). Fragment of wheel of Type B. Plate
43. D. ca. 0.10.

under XVII, 36.
23 Arg. Her., II, pl. CXXVI, no. 2253.
24
)ApZ. Ae, III, 1917, p. 29, fig. 26.

CLASS XXXIII. ARCHITECTURAL OBJECTS AND FURNITURE

This class comprises 39 terracottas, 7 representing architectural objects and the rest being
models of furniture. Of these, 23 are describedbelow.
The first of the architectural models is of very great interest as an attempt at depicting an
actual shrine of the type commonly found in the Potters' Quarter. Stelai Shrine B is the closest
parallel, with its three walls and open fourth side1. The tables in the model are in the same
position as the two stelai in that shrine. The type of table, however, is not entirely familiar,
although the shelf on top with its back and sides is reminiscent of the offeringtable found in the
1

Corinth,XV, part 1, pl. 6 A.
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cistern2and the other which must have stood in the shrine in the Terracotta Factory. The two
compartments of the shelf on the left recall the double panel of one of the stelai found in the
Shrine of the Double Stele. The maker's desire to create a model which should be accurate to
the smallest detail extended even to the meticulous modelling and painting of the tiny figurines
on the offering tables. These figurines are not over 0.01 m. in height, but they are accurate
representations of the two figurine types which in the Potters' Quarter far outnumber any
other. The objects attached to the left hand table are exactly like the clay loops, probably
representing bread, which were also found in such numbers in the Potters' Quarter. Many
models of houses, temples, fountains, sacred enclosures, etc., have been found at various places
and cover a wide range of date. None, however, shows any similarity with that from the Potters'
Quarter, but this is not surprising, since our model obviously copies a local type of shrine, one
which is apparently peculiar to the Potters' Quarter.
The other architectural objects in this class, though simpler, are also of considerableinterest.
The roof tiles, again, are accurate representations of actual tiles. Miniature roof tiles do not
seem to occur at other sites. The door, No. 2, is an imitation of the actual doors of the period,
with its pivots and its metal strips and studs. It is of a familiar Greek type which is often
represented on vases.3 The doors depicted on vases have, like our model, a vertical band in the
center, crossed by three horizontal bands at the top, center and bottom. The horizontal bands
are usually wider and almost invariably decorated with studs, while the vertical band is sometimes studded and sometimes not. Bronze studs and other fittings for such doors in wood have
frequently been found. A similar door is representedon part of a small ivory chest from Rosarno
Medma.4There are also a number of actual doors from tombs,5 which are executed in stone but
imitate every detail of the type of wooden door described above. An extremely interesting
parallel to our model is a terracotta model from Assur6.The type of door is very similar, except
that the cross bars are double. Studs are representedon the cross bars and also on the panels.
The Ionic capital, No. 5, from its provenance and style is datable in the second half of the 5th
century, perhaps about the period of the Erecththeion, whose capitals show about the same
proportions. A fragment of a small Corinthian capital in terracotta was found in the earlier
excavations of Corinth.7A figurine group said to come from Corinth8consists of a female
figure standing beside an isolated Ionic column, complete with capital and base. The head of the
figure seems to be of 4th century style, and the capital shows corresponding differences from
our earlier fragment, particularly in the fact that the volutes are closer together. Isolated
colonnettes (cf. also No. 6) in terracotta, both Doric and Corinthian,were said to have been
found at Myrina.9Part of a miniature terracotta column, and a small Ionic capital were found
at Olynthos.10A mould of Egyptian origin for an Ionic colonnette is in the British Museum,11
and there are two terracotta Ionic colonnettes from Sciatbi.12An Ionic column in terracotta
from Delos,13probably of the Hellenistic period, was used as the support for a miniature basin.
2

ibid., pl. 23 B.

3 Cf. Jahreshefte,VI, 1903, p. 137, fig. 82, from a B.F. vase.
The following are from R.F. vases: Arch. Zeit., XL, 1882, pl.

7; Greekand Roman Life, fig. 246; Pfuhl, Mal. u. Zeich., III,
fig. 580; Gerhard, Trinkschalenu. Gefasse, pl. XXVIII.
4 N. d. Sc., 1913 (Suppl.), p. 137, fig. 181.
5 Reinach, Voyage arche'ologique,
pl. 40 de l'Itin6raire (at
Delphi); Altmann, Rom. Grabaltdre,p. 14, fig. 8 (at Tanagra);
Dyggve, Poulsen and Rhomaios, Das Heroon von Kalydon,
fig. 44; Heuzey, Mission archeologiquede Macedoine, pls. 15,
21 (at Palatitza), pl. 17 (at Pydna); B.C.H., XXII, 1898, p.
338, fig. 2 (at Amphipolis); Jahrbuch, XXVI, 1911, pp.

193-215, pl. 6 (at Langaza, near Saloniki), fig. 24 (at Bulair,
near Gallipoli), and fig. 15 (in Lydia): Dinsmoor, Architecture
of Ancient Greece(1950 ed.), pl. XIX, bottom (at Telmessos).
6 Ath. Mitt., XLV, 1920, p. 100, fig. 6.
7 A.J.A., XV, 1906, p. 161, pl. X, 6.
8 Winter, Typen, I, p. 81, no. 2.
9 Pottier, Ne'crop.de Myrina, pp. 572f., nos. 892-394, 396.
10 Olynthus,VII, pl. 47, no. 375.; ibid., XIV, pl. 104, no. 337.
11 B. Ml.Cat. Terracottas,p. 439, E 63, fig. 83.
12 Breccia, Necropoli di Sciatbi, p. 161, fig. 89.
13 De'los,XVIII, pl. XXXI, 226.
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Twelve representationsof chairs were found in the Potters' Quarter; among them two types
are recognizable. The first, which is much the more common, best illustrated by No. 9, is the
so frequently depicted in domestic scenes on vases, reliefs, terracottas, gems, etc.14
x?LGVLo4,
It has a square seat, four legs, a back and no sides. The back consists of a flat, horizontal bar,
supported on two or three uprights. The front cornersof the seat often have pointed projections.
No. 8, though its crude modelling makes it different from the others, may be assigned to this
type. The other type, of wvhichNo. 11 and one other fragment are the only examples, has three
legs and a curved seat, into which are incorporated back and arms. A chair in which a female
figure, XVII, 50, is seated is perhaps to be recognized as a variation of the type representedby
No. 11; it has a deep, curved back, possibly representingwicker. No. 11 seems also to be painted
to imitate wicker. This type of chair does not seem to be depicted in the classical period. It is,
however, rather similar in shape to miniature terracotta chairs of the Mycenaean period, all of
which have three legs. Many of these have a curved back and sides which are solid and formed
of one piece, like our chair.15Some have rounded backs which are only a little higher than
No. 11, and others have very high backs which end in various ways. Other chairs of similar
shape, also Mycenaean,with curved backs and three legs have the back and sides formed by an
openwork frame of three vertical supports and two horizontal slats.'6
The type of chair which is seen in most of the mouldmade seated figurines is not represented
among the actual models. This has a high back, the upper corners of which project strongly at
either side. There are usually no arms, the lower part of the chair forms a solid block with the
legs seldom indicated, and a sort of footstool is attached in front. Such chairs appear in all the
figurines of Class XI, in many of Class XVII, and also in XVIII, 8. A more elaborate handmade
chair of this type has already been describedunderVIII, 24. In this the horizontalback rest has
been replaced by two crossed slats, and arms have been added at the sides. The lion's head in
the present class, No. 12, is probably from the back of a chair of this type. Quite a different
type of seat from any of these is to be seen in a handmade figurine, III, 17. This is a narrow
bench with no back, resting on a broad support at either end. A miniature terracotta stool of
this type was found at Phylakopil7 and another is representedin a figurine from Lindos.18
The tables, four in number, are of two types. One is a long bench, resting on twvobroad supports, as in No. 15, or on four legs, as in No. 16; both these tables from the objects placed on
them may represent offering tables. The second type (Nos. 17 and 18) is a tall, cylindrical
column, flaring at top and bottom; the upper surface is circular and slightly hollow. This type
apparently represents a kneading-table for the making of bread, since both examples have
loaves on them, and similar tables appear in breadmakingscenes elsewhere.
Breadmaking scenes, in which a female figure stands before a cylindrical stand which flares
14 Richter, Ancient Furniture, figs. 126-147. For handmade models in terracotta see ibid., fig. 142, and Danish
National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,pls. 43, no. 364 (said to
come from Corinth), and 74, no. 601. These are very similar
in type to our No. 9, but are of inferior workmanship.
15 'ApZ. Ae?t., III, 1917, p. 190, fig. 135, 3 and 4 (from
a grave at Thebes); F. de D., II B, part 3, fig. 32; F. de D., V,
fig. 60; Blegen, Prosymna, figs. 136, 619; Reichel, Uber vorhellenischeG3tterculte,p. 7, fig. 3 (from Mycenae); Stais, Mycenaean Collectionof theNational Museum (1926), p. 109, nos.
2260, 2261 (from Mycenae); Encycl. photog., Louvre, II, p.
163 C (from Mycenae); Bossert, Art of Ancient Crete,fig. 83, c
(from Berbati); Danish National Museum, op. cit., pl. 10, no.

100; Annuario, XIII-XIV, 1930-31, p. 306, figs. 52, 53,
pl. XXIII (from Ialysos); Winter, Typen, I, p. 2, no. 4. For
other chairs, some of which may be of the openwork type, see
ibid., p. 2, no. 5, and Nilsson, Minoan-Mycenaean Religion,
p. 262.
16 'ApZ. AOX., III, 1917, p. 190, fig. 135, 1 and 2 (from
the same grave at Thebes); Schliemann, Tiryns, pl. XXIII,
c; Persson, Royal Tombsat Dendra, fig. 61, right; Stais, op.
cit., p. 150, no. 3554 (from Nauplia); Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II,
pl. I, 2.
17 British School, Excav. at Phylakopi, p. 207, fig. 181.
18 Lindos, pl. 84, no. 1894.
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at the top, are not uncommon. They are found at various sites and cover a fairly wide range of
date. TwOfigurines representing female figures kneading bread at high, cylindrical tables and
an isolated table from such a group come from Perachora19and are said to be Argive.20The
tables are identical with our Nos. 17 and 18. The Potters' Quarter examples cannot be later
than the early 6th century, and one of the Perachora figures, which is perhaps Corinthian,is
probably of the same date. The other two from Perachora appear, from their thick white slip,
to belong to the second half of the 6th century,21and other Argive groups of this kind22from
Tiryns and the Argive Heraion are perhaps of the same date. A group of two women working at
a circulartable forms part of a much largerbreadmakingscene whichiis of unknownprovenance,
but probably of Argive origin.23Jenkins dates this in the second half of the 6th century. Breadmaking groups of a very crude type, which are mostly of 7th century date, have been found at
Sparta.24The women have "beak" faces with a gash for the mouth. The table is lower and
heavier than in the Corinthianexamples or even than in the Argive groups. By far the greatest
number of such groups, however, are of Boeotian manufacture.25None of them seems to be
earlier in style than the late 6th century. They are much more varied in pose and more carefully
modelled than the Peloponnesian types. The heads are mouldmade. Both figure and stand rest
on a flat, rectangularbase. The table is of varying shape, but is much lower than the Corinthian
type and flares much more strongly at the top to form a more adequate working surface. In one
case ('Ec. 'Apz., 1896, pI. 12, 4) the stand has a strongly flaring base and resembles the stone
table supports common in the excavations at Delos.26 The stand of another group ('E. 'Apt.,
1896, pl. 12, 3) has a projecting shelf on which a lamp is set. The loaves of bread representedin
the Boeotian figurines are of different shapes, round or elongated.27
The eleven couches found were all of one type, consisting of a flat, rectangularplaque with
legs at the cornersand a headboardat one end. The variations do not affect this general arrangement; they consist, in Nos. 19 and 21, of the addition of a decorative strip all around the edge of
the upper surface and, in No. 22, of the presence of a footboard as well as a headboard, both
formed by a flat bar supported on three cubical posts. In No. 20 the headboard rests on two
posts. In No. 19 it is supported on two turned posts, each representedby two disks, one on top
of the other; at each corner of the upper surface a disk is applied to represent the decorative
termination of the leg-posts. The form of these couches is essentially the same as that of the
more elaborate ones occupied by the figures of Class XIV (e.g., XIV, 16, 17, 19, 25, 30).
Of the isolated legs for chairs, couches or tables three are in the shape of lion's feet. Two of
these, No. 23 and KT57-4, are modelled in detail with toes and claws well indicated; the third,
No. 14, has the same shape, but its surface is left smoothly finished, without modelling. The
fourth leg, No. 13, is of rectangular section with two grooves cut in the front surface28and a
19Perachora, p. 248, nos. 264-266.
20 Two of these figures (ibid., nos. 264, 266) are doubtless
Argive, but the third (no. 265) certainly looks Corinthian.
21 Ibid., p. 246.
22 Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 149, no. 76; Tiryns, I, p. 83, fig.
21; Arg. Her., II, p. 18, fig. 15.
23 'Eq. 'ApZ., 1896, pl. 11, 1; B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32,
p. 35.
24 B.S.A., XIV, 1907-08, p. 52, fig. 1, q, r, s, t (from the
sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, where about 20 such figures are
said to have been found); B.S.A., XV, 1908-09, p. 123, fig.
4, nos. 48, 49, 52 (from the Menelaion).
25 Winter, Typen,, I, p. 35, nos. 6,7;
'Eyp.'ApZ.,1896, pl. 12,
3 and 4; Festschrift fiur James Loeb, p. 46, fig. 2; B.C.H.,
XXIV, 1900, pl. X, 1; B.M.Cat. Terracottas,p. 151, B 480.

The provenance of the last is unknown, but the style may
well be Boeotian. The group represents a monkey kneading
bread.
26 Delos, XVIII, pl. XVIII, 156-163.
27 This by no means completes the list of breadmaking
scenes, but for our purposes those in which stands of other
shapes are employed, or those in which a group of women is
represented, are irrelevant.
28 For this type of table leg, usually ending in a lion's foot,
see Richter, op. cit., pp. 84f., especially fig. 206 B, and Delos,
XVIII, pp. 20-24, pl. XI, 82-84, pl. XII, 92. On the type
of table which has two slab-like supports the ends of the
slabs frequently have the same form (cf. ibid., pp. 24-29, pl.
XI, 85, pl. XIV, 102 and 103).
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double moulding at the foot. It must come from a three-legged or four-leggedtable. The most
interesting point in regard to this fragment is the painting of a line along only one side of the
groove in both cases. This must mean that a shadowis intended, surely an unusual refinement to
discover in a terracotta which cannot be dated later than the middle of the 4th century and, to
judge by the quality of its paint, is probably much earlier.
1 (KT64-4). Modelof shrine. Plate 45. H. 0.024. W.
0.055. Depth: 0.028. Front edge of floor missing.
Buff clay. Black and red paint. Shrinehandmade;
rectangularin shape,consistingof floorand three low
walls.Upperedgespaintedred.Irregularblackstreaks
on outersurfacesof walls.Againstbackwalltwo tables
with offerings. Table on right formed by cube supportingshelf with high, curvedback and lowersides.
Two hiornsprojectforwardfrom front edge of shelf.
On shelffigureof horseand rider,facingright. Edges
of shelf and lower edge of support painted red. On
back of shelf brokenmaeanderin black. Tail and eye
of horseblack,also spotson sides. Tableon left similar
except shelf divided by central ridge into two compartments;back and sides lower. Front edge of shelf
and centralridge painted red; row of Z maeanderin
blackalongupperedge. In eithercompartmentfigure
of cylindricalfemaletype, fashionedfromroll of clay
with strip laid acrossto representoutstretchedarms.
"Disk"faces. Largerfigureon right has appliedpolos
with endshangingdownback.Blackpaint on feet and
arms,red on face, blackdots for eyes androw of black
dots on polos. Black on head of left figure. Twoloops
appliedto front edge of shelf.
This unusualobject apparentlyis a representation
of the actual type of shrineemployedin the Potters'
Quarter.Fromthe type of clay andpaint usedandthe
presenceof the brokenmaeanderpattern,all of which
point to the Conventionalizingstyle, it seemsprobable that the model is to be dated in the first half of
the 5th century.29

has shallow, roughly V-shapedcutting to represent
cutting in real tile whichfits over edge of next tile.
4 (KT54-2). Roof tile. Plate 46. L. 0.081. W. 0.053.
Break in center (restored).
Buff clay. Edges of uppersurfaceturnedup strongly on threesides.Undersurfacehas cutting at one end.
A fragmentof anothertile of exactly the sametype
was found. The cutting in No. 4 differs from that of
No. 3 in beingroughlyrectangularinstead of triangular in section.
5 (KT64-8). Ionic capitalwith part of shaft. Plate 46.
H. 0.059. W. 0.045.Upperandloweredgesincomplete
Yellowish buff clay. Probably mouldmade.Back
flat except for wide groove behind shaft. Projecting
abacusover capital forms shelf; at rear edge vertical
projectionlike narrow,flat pilaster.Edges of volutes
markedby narrowraised lines, semi-circularin section; roundboss in low reliefin centers. Shaft faintly
chamferedto indicate fluting.
From the RectangularSouth Pit, and hence to be
dated at about the third quarterof the 5th century.

6 (KT64-6). Smallcolumnarbase. Plate 45. H. 0.037.
Buff clay. Shaft roundin section, swellingslightly
in center and flaring to rectangularends. Rounded
abacus at one end; other end divided from shaft by
incised groove.
From the TerracottaFactory,and thereforeprobably of 4th century date. The object perhapsrepresents a base for a statue or offering. Except for the
squarebase and top, it is not unlike stands for tables
2 (KT64-5). Door. Plate 45. H. 0.04. W. 0.034. One and basins which have been found at Delos.30
decorativestrip missing.
Very hard yellow clay. Few accidentalred spots 7 (KN181). Kiln(?).Plate 45. H. 0.032.L. 0.055.Base
on back.Flat plaque,roughlyrectangular,with upper broken on sides. Edges of perforatedtop probably
and lower edges convex. Two projecting points at broken.
Hard red clay. Object formed of rough cylinder,
cornersrepresentpivots. Thinstrip applieddowncenslightly
flaring at top and hollow inside, resting upter; across it three narrowerhorizontal strips (one
on
right
flat rectangularbase. Holes punchedin flat
missing),each with five small disks appliedin imitaof
top
cylinder.
Attachedto one side is semi-cylindrition of metal studs.
cal
with
extension,
hollow interiorjoining hollow of
The color and quality of the clay and of the paint
main
cylinder.
seem to indicate a date at least as early as the early
The identificationof this object is uncertain,and
6th century.
the quality of the clay, which is rather coarse and
3 (KT54-1). Roof tile. Plate 46. L. 0.074. W. 0.065. gritty, makesit somewhatdoubtfulwhetherit should
Hardyellow clay, partly fired pink. Uppersurface be classed as a figurineat all. However, it seems to
curvesup slightly at edges. One end of undersurface
29 Note

also the similarity of the horse and rider figure
with such a figurine as XXIII, 21, from Stelai Shrine A.

30 Cf. Delos, XVIII, pp. 48-52, 75-77, pl. XXI, 148,
pl. XXII, 151, pl. XXIII, 159,164, pl. XXIV, 165, pl. XXXI,
223, 224.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSXXXIII
resemblethe kilnswhicharerepresentedon the Penteskouphia pinakes.31The upperedges of the main cylinderare much chipped,but it is probablethat they
were originally continued into a domed roof like
those representedon the pinakes.Theholeswouldnot
then, of course,be visible, but the coroplast'sdesire
for realismmay have led him to put them in. It seems
curious, however, that for such a careful model he
would not have used better clay. The second doorin
the side for patting in the vases, whichappearson the
pinakes, is not representedhere. The shape of the
object, even so, is morelike the potters' kilns on the
pinakes than the baking ovens representedin terracotta groups.32An interesting comparisonmay be
madewith an actualpotters'kiln of the late Byzantine
period found at Corinth(A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 470,
fig. 4). This also had the form of a rectangularchamber, over one end of which rested a circularfloor,
piercedwith holes,whichin turn was originallyroofed
by a dome. If our objectis a kiln model,in spite of its
clay, it may be taken as evidencethat the early Greek
type of potter's kiln survived almost unchangedinto
a much later period.
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chairsof exactly the sametype. In one of these, from
the CircularSouth Shrine,the horns on the corners
are even more exaggerated.Part of another chair,
similar in type except that there are only two back
supportsinsteadof threeand that the legs arepointed
at the ends and curve very strongly outwardto the
sides, was found in the Shrine of the Double Stele.
This type of chair is the xX?LrL6q,so frequently re-

presentedin Greekart (see introduction).

10 (KT55-7). Fragmentof chair. Plate 45. H. 0.054.
One leg and part of back preserved.
Hard buff clay. Leg short and pointed at end.
Short,thick, uprightsupportfor back. At upperedge
appearsend of broad,flat strip, evidently representing horizontal bar; small disk applied on strip representsnail head attaching bar to support. Upper
edge of bar and of supportcut off smoothlyas if with
knife.
The chair is probablyof a type similarto the preceding. From the clay it appearsto be a much earlier
example, probably at least as early as the early 6th
century. A fragment fromthe ArgiveHeraion33perhapsrepresentsthe leg of a similarchair, terminating
8 (KT15-2 and KT55-8). Seated male figure with in an ornamentaldisk. Fifty-two similar fragments
chair. Plate 45. H. (of chair) 0.027. Head, arms and were said to have been found at that site.
lower legs of figure, and back and one foot of chair
11 (KTS5-10).Chair.Plate 45. W. 0.039. Legs and
brokenoff. Latter restored.
of one side brokenoff. Legs restored.
part
Buff clay. Hard red paint. Figure similarin shape
brown clay. Brownish black paint. Three
Light
to V, 1. Red painted necklaceand belt; red on inner
legs;
height
uncertain. Front legs round in section;
surface of legs. Chair square on top, tapering into
back
flattened.
leg
Seat, back and sides form single
roughcylinder.At base fourfeet, roundedat ends and
curved
and
Inner
outersurfacesdecoratedwith
piece.
slightly flattened. Originallyhad two upright supthin
parallel
close
together, perhapsrepresentlines,
ports for back. Spots of red paint on seat and back.
ing
wicker.
Row
of
dots
along front and upperedges
These two figures were found together; they are
of
wicker.
perhaps
indicates
ends
madeof similarclay and decoratedwith similarpaint.
one
other
of a chair of this shape
Only
fragment
The bar acrossthe back of the chair is preservedon
in
found
the
was
Potters'
Quarter.
Chairsof this type
the back of the figure. The groupis probablyof 6th
do not occuron vase-paintings,etc., of classicaltimes,
centurydate. Themodellingof the chairis very crude,
but doubtlessthe intention was to representa chair but they possibly echo a type common in the Mycenaeanperiod (see introduction).
of the type of the following.
9 (KT55-1). Chair.Plate 45. H. 0.063.W. (seat)0.032.
One side of back, one front projection,one leg and
part of anotherbrokenoff (all restored).
Buff clay, partly fired pink. Seat square,with projections at front corners.Low back formedby broad,
flat bar and three upright supports,central one flat
and others cylindrical.Legs roundin section,bent at
ends to form rounded, flattened feet. Back slightly
tilted; legs set in slantingposition,forwardand backward respectively.
From the CircleDeposit, and probablyof late 5th
century date. There are fragments of three other
31Ant. Denk., I, pl. 8, nos. 1, 4, 8, 12, 15, 22; ibid., II, pl.
39, no. 13, pl. 40, nos. 9 and 21 a.
32 Cf.
'Eyp.'ApZ., 1896, pl. 11, 1 and 2; Winter, Typen,
I, p. 35, nos. 10 and 12; Heuzey, Fig. ant. Louvre,pl. 39, 1.
14

12 (KT50-1).Lion'sheadfromback(?)of chair.Plate
45. H. 0.039. Tip of one ear brokenoff.
Pale buff clay. Black and purple paint. Thick
rectangularplaque with lion's head projecting upward at corner. Outer surface decoratedwith wide
black stripe,purpleline, blackline, tonguepatternin
black; each tongue has wide central core and thin
outline. Front edge of plaqueblack. Irregularpurple
spot on inner surface.Lion'smane appliedin six flat
locks with horizontal(at right side diagonal)grooves
and rounded tips. Mane between ears rises in low
ridge, marked with fine vertical grooves. Short,
diagonallygroovedlock appliedin front of eitherear.
Manepainted black and ears purple. Eyes indicated
by black spots in shallow depressions.Deep groove
33 Arg.

Her., II, p. 43, fig. 82.
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downcenterof nose and two shortparallelgroovesat
either side, painted black. Small depressionsindicate
nostrils. Straight groove for mouth, painted purple.
Front of neck purpleappliedover black.
From TrenchJ. The provenanceand also the paint
and decorationpoint to a date about the middle of
the 6th century.A lion'sheadappearsas an ornament
Ourfragon the back of a chairon a B.F. amphora.34
ment is probablyfrom the back ratherthan the arm
of a throne, since the lions' heads employedin the
latter positionusuallyform the terminationof a thin
railing, not a solid plaque.35

13 (KT57-1). Leg of table. Plate 45. H. 0.05.
Hard, polished,pale yellow clay. Black paint. Leg
rectangularin section, turned up at bottom to form
double-steppedfoot. Twowide, shallowgroovesdown
front face; thin black line down left side of either
groove probablysimulatesshadow.
Similar table legs in marble have been found at
Delos and elsewhere(see introduction).
14 (KT57-2). Leg of throne in form of lion's foot.
Plate 45. H. 0.053.
Hard pinkish red clay. Leg slants forward very
slightly. Foot plain and rounded at end. Above it
front of leg deeply hollowed.Back of leg cut in two
vertical planes. Front also finished by paring with
knife.
Fromthe hardnessof the clay this leg shouldbe of
6th century date.

Grayish buff clay. Black and purple paint. Top
rectangular.Four legs, flattened and flaringoutward
a little toward bottom. On top, near front edge, flat
applieddisk with threesmallerdisks lying on it. Near
this, much larger disk; on surfacethree depressions
left by smaller disks. Front and side edges of table
painted purple. Wide purple stripe on inner surface
of back leg. Outersurfaceof preservedfront leg has
purple over black stripes at edges and black zigzag
line in center; short sides painted purple.
From near the "Erosa Shrine," but the paint
seems to show that the table is earlierthan many of
the finds fromthe area.Thefour-leggedtable is apparently muchlesscommonlyfoundthan the three-legged
type.38The objects on the table possibly represent
cakeslying on plates. The fact that there are three in
each case probablyindicates a religiousoffering.On
the other hand, the large disks have very slightly
raisededgesandit is possiblethat they arerepresentations of the small plates, each containingthree shallow cups, which have been found in considerable
numbersin the Potters' Quarter.A terracottamodel
of an offering table from the Kabeireion39also has
four legs; on the top are various objects, most of
whichseemto representcakesand meat. A terracotta
contains unidentitable from the Argive HIeraion40
fiable articlesof food.
17 (KT64-1). Table for making bread. Plate 45. H.
0.071. Edges chipped.
Extremelyhard buff clay. Accidentalspots of red
paint. High, columnarsupport, swelling slightly in
center and flaring at bottom into small round base
and at top into slightly wider table. Latter slightly
hollowed,with three small applieddisks.
From Well I, and hence of late 7th or early 6th
centurydate. Thetable is evidentlypart of a groupof
a womanmakingbread.For similargroupsfromother
sites, see the introduction.ThosefromPerachorahave
tables which are extremelysimilar to No. 17, and it
seems not unlikely that one of these groups is of
Corinthianmanufacture.

1l (KT55-9). Smalltable with offerings(?).Plate 45.
H. 0.031. L. 0.05. One foot brokenoff (restored).
Light grayishgreenclay. Tableformedof long, flat
strip bent downwardat either end to formlegs. Small
bit of clay addedinside foot to enabletable to stand.
On either side of top round disk and two long strips
of clay side by side.
From the clay it would appearthat the object is
fairly earlyin date. It doubtlessrepresentsan offering
table with articlesof food laid on it. The two-legged
bench-liketable seemsto be very uncommonin illustrations of domestic life, the types with three or four 18 (KT64-2). Fragment of similar table. Plate 45.
legs usuallybeing depicted.It may be comparedwith W. 0.025.
the offering tables found in the Potters' Quarter,36 Hard pale greenishclay. Columnarsupport much
althoughwithout the back and sides. A similartable more slender than preceding. Table top oval and
is seen in a terracotta group in the Louvre,37represlightlyhollow.Onit arepreservedtips of two mittensenting a woman selling bread. The objects on the shapedhands and betweenthem two small disks.
table in No. 15 areprobablyroundloavesof breadand
The quality of the clay makesit probablethat this
long strips of meat, such as are representedon many table is also of early date.
banquetingscenes on vases.
19 (KT56-1). Couch. Plate 45. L. 0.115. W. 0.077.
16 (KT64-3). Tablewith offerings.Plate 45. H. 0.039.
Legs, fragmentof upper surfaceand part of decoraL. 0.06. Threelegs and part of centerbrokenaway.
tion of top missing. Top restored.
34Richter, Ancient Furniture, fig. 28.

Cf. ibid., figs. 1, 37, 62, 63.
Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 67, note 10, pp. 76f.
37 Encycl. photog.,Louvre, II, p. 172, B.

Richter, op. cit., p. 86.
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36

39 Cook, Zeus, III, p. 580, fig. 405.
40

Arg. Her., II, p. 42, fig. 78.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSESXXXIII-XXXIV
Very hard, light green clay. Black paint. Thin
rectangularplaquewith leg at each corner.Break at
one leg coveredwith black paint, indicatingrepairin
antiquity. Narrow strips, painted black, applied around edges of top. Probably single applied disk at
lower corners.Two disks at either upper corner,one
on top of the other, probablyrepresentshort turned
post. Flat strip on top of posts representshead-board;
on preservedcornerof head-boardanother disk applied. Disk and head-boardpainted black.
Thequality and colorof the clay andpaint indicate
an early date for this couch,probablyas early as the
early 6th century,perhapsthe 7th. The applieddisks
at the lower cornersprobablyrepresentknobs which
continuethe line of the turned legs.4'
20 (KT56-3). Very small couch. Plate 45. L. 0.027.
Two legs brokenoff (restored).
Pale buff clay. Black and red paint. Roughly rectangularplaquewith four short,thick legs.At one end
two short upright supportswith flat head-boardlaid
across. Front edge and surfaceof front legs painted
red. Tracesof black paint at back edge.
This is the most completeof a type of which there
are three other examples. The clay and paint of all
four indicate a 6th century date.
21 (KT56-10). Fragmentof couch(?).L. 0.052.
Yellowclay, partlyfiredred. Blackpaint, firedred.
Fragment consists of two surfaces at right angles.
Heavy, rounded strips applied along two adjoining
edges. One strip has three incised lines with row of
dots between; other has row of Z maeander.Oneflat
surfacehas three zones of decoration,divided by narrow lines: two rows of Z maeanderand large double
41Cf. Richter, op. cit., fig. 191.
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brokenmaeanderbetween. This face probablyrepresents front surface of couch and strip with incised
decorationrepresentsleg.
22 (KT56-6). Couch. Plate 44. H. 0.071. L. 0.125.
W. 0.063. Oneleg, part of another,and half of railing
at one end missing (restored).
Soft, light brownclay. Pink and darkyellowpaint.
Couchflat with straightedges.Legs taper slightly. At
either end three very short upright posts support
broad, flat strip. Entire surfaceseems to be painted
yellow except for traces of pink on inside of one leg
and aroundone end of uppersurface.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. A second
couch, KT56-7, of identical shape was found in the
same deposit. The clay and the yellow paint are also
the same.A terracottacouchfroma graveat Ialysos42
is of similarshape, except for the lack of a footboard.
23 (KT57-3). Leg of couch in form of lion's foot.
Plate 45. H. 0.049.
Red clay. White slip. Mouldmade.Leg slants backward; back flat. Foot has four toes, carefullymodelled and with claws indicated.Rests on high, horseshoe-shapedbase with narrowring mouldingjust under foot. Slight projectionat back of leg gives total
height of foot, whichis thereforefromlow couch.
A fragment,KT57-4, of a smallerfoot is very similar, except that the toes are more slender and the
base is solid and lower. A marbleleg in Berlin43has
a type of foot whichis very similarto No. 23. A lion's
foot on a table leg foundat Delos44resemblesKT57-4
in its modellingand the shape of the base.
Clara Rhodos, VIII, fig. 182.
Konigl. Museen zu Berlin, Beschreibung der antiken
Skulpturen, p. 428, no. 1085.
44Dlos, XVIII, pl. XI, 83.

CLASS XXXIV.

42

43

MIRRORS

Of these 28 were inventoried, and 11 are included in the following catalogue. They are all of
one type, consisting of a circular disk with a straight handle. Some of the more carefully made
examples have in addition a loop handle at the top for suspension. One fragment, No. 5, has a
loop attached to the end of the handle, two decorative studs at the junction of handle and
mirror,and a third at one end of the applied loop. Another, No. 1, has a moulded rim aroundthe
disk and also probably a loop handle at the top with bosses at its ends. Some of the mirrorsare
fairly carefully shaped, others are barely recognizable as mirrors. Outside of a white slip in
several cases and a brownish wash in one instance, painted decoration occurs on only two
mirrors,Nos. 1 and 2. No. 1, from the Road Deposit, and No. 2 seem from their type of decoration to be datable in the first quarter of the 6th century. No. 3, from the Stelai Shrine A deposit,
must be dated in the first half of the 5th century. Of the total number of twenty-eight mirrors,
twenty-two were found in datable deposits. The greatest number, fourteen, is from the Shrine
of the Double Stele in the first half of the 4th century. There are three each from the late 5th
14 *
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century deposit in the Circular South Shrine and from the later 4th century deposits of the
Terracotta Factory.
Terracotta models of mirrorsare not of common occurrenceelsewhere, and the type with the
handle seems to be confined to Corinth. Beside the mirrorsfrom the Potters' Quarter, a dozen
or more, mostly of a simple type rather like our No. 10, have been found in other excavations at
Corinth,occurringin deposits wvhichranged from the 5th century down to the third.1Terracotta
mirrors of other shapes are said to have been found at Myrina.YThese were of two types: a
simple, flat disk, and two disks side by side, representingthe covered mirror,opened. Miniature
mirrorsin bronze3have occasionally been found, as at the Argive Heraion and at the sanctuary
at Kotilon. These are all of the same shape as the Corinthianterracotta mirrors,flat disks with
long handles, differing, however, in having a hole pierced through the lower end of the handle.
1 (KT53-26).Mirror.Plate 46. D. 0.063. Lower part
of disk with handlemissing.Loop handlebroken.
Hardpale clay. Brownishblackpaint. Wheelmade.
Thin disk, slightly warped.Thin mouldedrim round
upper surface, decoratedwith black dots; separated
fromdiskby black line. Loop handle at top with lugs
at ends; covered with black dots. On upper surface
rosettein outlinein center;alternatepetalshave black
centers.Band of thin, shortrays surroundrosette. On
reverse,similarrosette in center,surroundedby band
in which dot rosettes alternate with groupsof three

likely that the mirrorbelongedto the deposit, as the
style is clearly that of the Orientalizingperiod. The
mirroris probablyto be datedlate in the first quarter
of the 6th century. The largeranimal,from the angle
of the tail, shouldbe a bull, and the beardis perhaps
to be attributedto some confusionin the mind of the
artist.

3 (KT53-27).Mirror.Plate 46. D. 0.047. Handlebroken off.
Reddish clay. Wheelmade.Shallowround depresin uppersurface.Bit of clay closely attached to
sion
zigzags.
upper
edge of back representsloop handle.
Fromthe Road Deposit. This depositwas of varied
From
Stelai ShrineA. The mirrorresemblesa very
date, but muchof it was of the first quarterof the 6th
shallow
with a wide rim. A mirrorwith a similar
plate
century. Similarshort,thin rays are commonlyfound
loop
at
the
top
was found in a later deposit in the
on vases of the MiddleCorinthianstyle, as is also the
at
South
Corinth.4
Stoa
pattern of alternate dot rosettes and groups of zigzags.
4 (KT53-1). Mirror.Plate 46. H. 0.067.
Hard buff clay. Back surface flat; front surface
2 (KT53-7). Part of large painted mirror.Plate 46.
sunken
slightly, so that surfaceof handle projectsbeH. 0.072. Handle and one side missing.
it.
yond
Handle round in section with roundedtip.
Hard yellow clay, partly fired pink. Black (partly
Loop
handle
appliedto upper edge of back.
fired red) and purple paint. Wheelmade.Disk very
mirror
This
is morenearlysymmetricalthan most,
thin and somewhatwider at top. Edge of disk and
the
front
surface
is smoothlyfinished,and the handles
uppersurfaceof handleblack.Thinincisedline around
are
formed
and
attached
with unusualcare. Another
edge of upper surface;animals painted without relamirror,
found
with
this,
has
the same slightly sunken
tion to handle.Animalat top probablyruminant;long
circle
but
no
loop
handle.
tail, beard,and smallhead with very largeincisedeye.
Black silhouette with largepurplespots and crudely 5 (KT53-2). Part of mirror.Plate 46. H. 0.053. Hanincised details; incised calf at side? Smalleranimal dle and part of disk preserved.
opposite, upside down, is apparently of same type.
Red clay. Wheelmade.Broad, flat handle, with
In centerlargerosette of coalesceddots with painted two small applied bosses at upper end on one side.
and incised spokes. Between animals at edges two Small loop for suspensionappliedto lower end, with
birds, one with large purple spot on back. Filling small boss added to one side.
ornament consists of lozenge-shapedrosettes with
incised crosses. On reverse, severalthin incised lines 6 (KT53-8). Mirror.Plate 46. H. 0.073.
Red clay. White slip. Disk only roughly circular.
cross in rough wheel pattern.
Handle
small,flat andtapering.Loophandleat upper
Found near the CircularSouth Shrine. It is unedge, nowherefree from mirror.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Two other mir1 Corinth, XII, nos. 67-73; A.J.A., X, 1906, p. 166, pl.
XI, 16; Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 116, fig. 6, 47.
rors were found in this deposit, both very similarin
2 Pottier, Ne'crop.de Myrina, p. 244.
shapeto No. 6, but with the loop handle omitted.
3

Arg. Her., II, pp. 264-6, nos. 1560, 1567-75; 'Ep.
'Apt., 1903, p. 175, fig. 9, nos. 1-4.

4Corinth, XII, no. 73.

TERRACOTTAFIGURINES - CLASSESXXXIV-XXXV
7 (KT53-13).Mirror.D. 0.042. Handle brokenoff.
Brownclay, coveredwith thin orange-brownwash.
Roughlycircularand of uneven thickness.Loop handle at upperedge; centerfree from mirror.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. This is the
only one of the fourteen mirrorsfrom this deposit
whichhas the loop handleat the top. Thebrownwash
is also peculiarto this example.
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ror of very similar shape was found in the Odeion
deposit.5

10 (KT53-5). Mirror.Plate 46. H. 0.06.
Light greenclay. White slip. Face nearly circular,
though of somewhatvarying thickness. Handle thin
and pointed.
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory, and
henceto be dated at least as late as the middle of the
4th century. The only other mirrorsfromthe factory
8 (KT53-14).Mirror.Plate 46. H. 0.056.
Red clay. Thickand almostperfectlycircular,with are two rathersimilar,but cruder,examplesfromthe
smooth,flat surfaces.Handle thick and blunt-ended. East Room, both from the layer of burning in that
Junction of handle and mirror carefully smoothed room (Deposit5) and both much calcined.The shape
over.
of No. 10 is similarto that of a mirrorfound in the
Fromthe same deposit,which containedtwo other early excavationsof Corinth.6
examplesof this thick, carefullyroundedtype.
11 (KT53-4). Mirror.Plate 46. H. 0.039.
9 (KT53-24). Small mirror.Plate 46. H. 0.037.
Brown clay. Handle short, thick and rounded at
Gritty brownclay. Tracesof white slip.
tip. Mirrorand handle extremely thick. One side
From the same deposit. Six other mirrors very smooth and flat, other more uneven.
similarto this werefound in the deposit. No. 9 is the
5 Ibid., no. 70.
6 A.J.A., X, 1906, pl. XI, 16.
most crudelymodelledof any of the mirrors.A mir-

CLASSXXXV. DECORATIVE
DISKS

A number of fragments of these disks, about 30 in all, were found, but no complete example.
Of these 9 are included in the catalogue. Fragments of moulds for such disks were also found in
the Potters' Quarter.1All except one of the disks were stamped from a mould. They are circular
in shape, and part of the backgroundis usually cut away around the design. Only one side of the
disk was intended to be visible. Characteristic of all except the handmade example is the
toothed border, sometimes single and sometimes double. Inside, the design is usually of palmettes and lotoses. The center does not happen to be preserved in most of the examples, but
doubtless showed a circularmotive, such as a Gorgoneion,palmette and lotos design, etc. Nos. 1
and 2 are exceptional in having a design of heraldic sphinxes in place of the usual floral patterns.
Part of what may be a winged figure appears in No. 9. On another fragment, KT40-11, which
is perhaps from a disk of this type, appears the hindleg of a horse. The best preservedis No. 3,
which shows a design of alternating lotos blossoms and palmettes inside the toothed border.
The center is, unfortunately, missing. Most of the other fragments from the Potters' Quarter
seem to have followed essentially the same scheme as No. 3, but show minor variations. Most
are much better modelled and probably of earlier date. The lotos of No. 4 b is of a somewhat
different type, with a lozenge-shapedcentral leaf. Nos. 4 a and 4 c show a curiouslyclumsy form
of palmette with heavy core and five short, thick, rounded leaves. The palmette is always
supported on two short stems which meet at its base. In No. 4 e there is preservedthe bottom
of a lotos blossom of the same type as that of No. 4 b and a very carefully modelled spiral.
No. 4 d, probably from the same disk as No. 4 e, shows that there was a pair of spirals between
each pair of lotoses. These spirals possibly replaced the lowest leaves of a palmette, since ill
No. 3 we see two spirals, here much smaller, at the base of the palmette. In one of the moulds,
No. 103, however, the palmettes between the lotoses are replaced by a pair of large spirals,
joined by two short lines and with a lozenge-shaped bud above. The spirals probably came
1

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 112f., nos. 103-106.
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together at the bottom, thus making a heart-shapedpattern. The superiorworkmanshipof this
mould, however, places it in a class apart from most of the disk fragments. The other mould
fragments follow the more usual scheme of lotos blossoms alternated with palmettes.
Several disks of this type, as well as fragments of moulds, have been found in other excavations in Corinthand occasionally elsewhere. A fragmentary disk from Corinth2is related in type
to No. 1; it has a single toothed border and a central group of three figures standing on an
exergue line. Another fragment3has a lotos and palmette frieze within a single toothed border,
and perhaps a central medallion; the background of this disk is not cut away. The palmettes
are rather similar to No. 4 a. A disk from the Asklepieion4has a palmette frieze and then a
seriesof spiralssurroundinga central Gorgoneionmotive. Very similarto this is a Tarentinetype5
which is illustrated by several examples. These have a central Gorgoneion,a frieze of palmettes
around it, and finally a single toothed border. There are two holes for suspending the disk. Both
these and the Asklepieion disk are in very low relief and the backgroundis not cut away, except
around the toothed edge. There is a fragment, apparently from a disk of this type, from Perachora.6 It is of very crude technique and represents a running winged figure in a circle, surrounded by abstract motives, includingcertainly the base of a lotos flower between palmettes or
spirals. A fragmentary disk of the type of No. 7 was found in the cave deposit at Pitsa in the
Corinthia. Also related to these disks, but not so closely, is a plaque from near Temple E at
Corinth.7The plaque itself is square in shape, but the design on it is circular and was undoubtedly stamped from a circular mould. It consists of the figure of a knee-running Gorgon, surrounded by a single toothed border. Double suspension holes are bored in the corners of the
plaque. Again the design is in very low relief and not very carefully executed. A fragmentary
disk from Selinos8has a central relief surroundedby a toothed borderwhich does not, however,
come to the edge of the disk.
Mouldsfor disks of this type have also been found outside the Potters' Quarter.One fragment
from Corinth9is very similar to a mould, No. 103, from the Potters' Quarterand, like it, has on
the reverse a horse (only the head is preserved), in this case surroundedby a toothed border.
The obverse has palmettes and spirals within a single toothed border. Another fragment, MF
637, has a lotos and palmette frieze rather similar to that of our mould No. 105, surroundedby
a double toothed border.A third fragment, from near Temple E, shows a simple toothed border,
but the lotos and palmette frieze is replaced by a floral pattern with curving stems and rosettelike flowers. The cave at Pitsa yielded a fragment of a mould, probably of Corinthianmanufacture. It was edged by a single toothed border, inside which was a frieze of palmettes, small
lotoses and spirals. In the center could be traced a rosette, or perhaps a palmette pattern,
encircled by a toothed border. This mould is very close in style to two fragments of disks, Nos. 7
and 9, from the Potters' Quarter.A fragment of a mould found in the Agora at Athens,10which
has a frieze of palmettes and lotoses, is very probably Corinthian.A mould found at Olynthos,"1
2

Corinth,XII, no. 213.

3 ibid., no. 215.
4 Corinth, XIV, pl. 55, no. 32.

Rev. arch., XXXV, 1932, p. 58, pl. II, 4.
Perachora, pl. 98, no. 196. The suggestion made in the
text that the fragment is from a votive shield, with snakes
around the central medallion, is probably not correct. Compare the technique of our No. 9, which also has a lotos motive
and possibly a winged figure.
I Corinth,XII, no. 212. The toothed border is, rather unusually, borderedon both sides by a narrow raised ring. ComS

6

pare a square plaque with a running Gorgon in relief from a
grave at Argos ('Apt. AS-., XV, 1933-35, pl. 15, upper right).
The figure seems to be an Argive imitation of such Corinthian
reliefs as XXII, 18-20.
8 Mon. Ant., XXXIII, 1930-31, col. 95, fig. 21.
9 Corinth,XII, no. 469.
10Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pl. 42, no. 77. Ibid., pl. 42, T 123
and T 2415 are fragments of disks.
11Olynthus, VII, pl. 45.
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which, if not of Corinthianorigin, was perhaps copied from a Corinthianrelief or mould, may be
compared with the square plaque from near Temple E in Corinth. This mould is circular in
shape and likewise shows one large central figure, in this case a horse, surroundedby a single
toothed border. A mould of a horse, it will be remembered, appeared, though without the
toothed edge, on the back of a Potters' Quarter mould, No. 103, and also, with the toothed
border, on the back of a mould fragment from the main excavations of Corinth; on a fragmentary relief, KT40-11, from the Potters' Quarter,which is probably from a disk of this type, a
horse was represented. A fragment of a mould from Metapontum12has a frieze of alternately
reversed palmettes around a central rosette; the edge is plain. It is interesting to compare a
group of moulds from Carthage,13from which were made circular disks with bands of guilloche
or palmette patterns. The finding in the cave deposit at Pitsa and in the Agora at Athens of
moulds, which seem to be of Corinthianmanufacture, for making disks of this type shows that
the moulds as well as the disks themselves were manufacturedfor export. A finished disk with
the backgroundof the design almost entirely cut away would, of course, be too delicate to allow
of transportingit with any safety from one place to another.
The earliest disks from the Potters' Quarter are probably Nos. 1 and 2 and a fragment,
KT40-11, all found in or near Stelai Shrine A and perhapsto be dated in the first half of the 5th
century, although their very fragmentarycondition may indicate that their presence here was
accidental. No. 3, from the CircularSouth Shrine, is datable in the later 5th century. None of
the other disks was found in a sanctuary deposit. The presence of a mould fragment, No. 104,14
in a Terracotta Factory deposit shows that our disks were still being manufactured as late as
the middle of the 4th century. The related Tarentinedisksl5are all of later date. The use of these
disks is uncertain, though it seems unlikely that those from the Potters' Quarter, at least, had
any but a purely decorative purpose.The employment of such conventional designs as sphinxes,
palmettes, lotoses, etc., indicates that. Disks of related type found elsewhere show a wider
range of patterns. The motives of the Tarentine disks include, beside those which look merely
decorative, such as the Gorgoneion type already mentioned, others which seem to be more
significant, as representations of food, cornueopiae,and many other objects. Moreover,some of
them seem to have been found in or near graves, so that the type may have had some special
significancein that connection. It seems probablethat this type of disk had a purely decorative
purpose in its origin, but that the technique, shape, and such details as the toothed borderwere
taken over into a group of reliefs which had some definite religious or funerary significance.
1 (KT65-1). Fragments of large disk with sphinxes.
Plate 47. D. 0.174.
Brittle olive green clay, a waster. Disk thin with
rim cut in zigzag pattern. Inside, hindquarters of two
confronted, seated sphinxes are preserved. Tails in
loop over back. Background cut away.
From near Stelai Shrine A. If it belongs to the
shrine, it is probably to be dated in the first half of the
5th century. The heraldic sphinxes are well suited to
a circular design and the disk must have had a very
decorative effect in its better days. The following, and
also a fragment, KT40-11, of which only the leg of a
horse is preserved, are of similar technique. A very
interesting disk of similar style was found elsewhere
in Corinth.16

2 (KT49-1). Part of sphinx, facing left. Plate 47. W.
0.048. Head and breast brokenaway.
Veryhard,pale grayishgreenclay. Winghas single
row of feathers and double ridge definingwing-cap.
Relief very flat with backgroundcut away roughly.
From Stelai ShrineA. Thoughnone of the edge is
preserved,it is very probablethat this fragmentbelongs to a disk like the preceding.
N. d Sc., 1940, p. 109, fig. 49, right.
Gauckler, Necropoles puniques de Carthage, I, pl.
CCXXVII. Bull. arch., 1907, p. 442, is probably a fragment
of a mould of this type.
14 Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 112f.
15 Rev. arch., XXXV, 1932, pp. 26-64.
16 Corinth,XII, no. 213.
12
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3 (KT65-23). Fragmentsof large disk with lotos and
palmettepattern. Plate 47. D. ca. 0.236.
Soft brown clay. Disk very thick. Outer edge of
rim cut in fine zigzags. Circularfrieze of alternate
palmettes and lotos blossoms.Palmettes have seven
round-tippedleaves, decreasingin size from central
leaf. Lozenge-shaped,hollow core with small volute
at each side. Lotoseshave large,taperingouterleaves
whichenclosepalmettesandthreesmallcentralleaves,
two of which have roundedtips. Lotos and palmette
stems double. Backgroundcut away.
From the CircularSouth Shrine. This is the most
completeexampleof a type of which we have numerous small fragments.A rather similar disk from the
Asklepieionis mentioned in the introduction.Enclosedpalmettesare commonalsoon Corinthianvases
of the late 5th century.
4 (KT65-11, KT65-13, KT65-15, KT65-16, KT6517). Fragments of disks with palmettes, lotos blossomsandspirals.Plate47.H. a) 0.06; b) 0.056;c) 0.055;
d) 0.022; e) 0.03.
Hard pale yellow clay. Traces of thin white slip
on most fragments.a) Broad,flat-bottomedpalmette
with five short leaves, curvingslightly outward,and
two stems, meetingat base of palmette. Stemsjoined
by other double stems, probably of lotos. b) Lotos
with long, pointed, outwardcurvingleaves. Between
them three small leaves; outer ones pointed at base
and roundedat ends, centralone lozenge-shapedwith
elongatedstem. On underedge of outer leaf traces of
palmette. c) Palmette with two stems and five short
round leaves. d) Two thin spirals,curledin opposite
directions.e) Similarspiral and base of lotos similar
to b.
Althoughthese fragmentswere all found scattered
in roughlythe same area,they probablydo not all belongto the samedisk. a and c seemto be of greatlyinferiorstyle; d and e are probablyfrom one disk, and
perhapsalso b.

6 (KT65-22). Fragmentof small disk with lotos pattern. Plate 47. D. 0.096.
Gray clay. Fine zigzags around edge. Lotos has
three small, rather crudely modelledleaves between
two long thin ones. Outeredges of lotos trimmedoff
smoothly, so that leaves of palmette must have been
omitted and only palmette-shapedspace left between
lotoses.
7 (KT66-9). Fragment of small disk with lotos and
palmette pattern. Plate 47. D. 0.06.
Light brownclay. Red and blue paint. Edge cut in
fine zigzag. Frieze in very low relief and background
not cut away.Lotoswith lozenge-shapedleaf between
two pointed leaves. Small palmette with five thin
leaves. Probably palmette and central leaf of lotos
paintedred, outer leaves of lotos blue.
A very similarfragmentwas foundin the cave deposit at Pitsa.
8 (KT66-10).Fragmentof small disk with lotos and
palmette pattern. Plate 47. D. ca. 0.05.
Brown clay. Handmadewith plain edge. Patterns
crudely modelled,probablyby cutting aroundthem
with knife. Palmette has squarecore with five very
short, thick leaves and two stems. Lotos has similar
core,two long, thin outerleaves, small,roundcentral
leaf and two others,and two stems.

9 (KT66-3). Fragment of very large disk with lotos
blossom.Plate 47. H. 0.10. Th. ca. 0.02.
Coarse,pebbly greenishyellow clay with layer of
reddishbuff clay on top. Lotos has bulbousstem continuedinto pointedcentralleaf whichswellsin middle,
long, curvedouterleaves, roundat bottom and pointed at tip, and two small, round-tippedleaves wedged
in between. Unidentifiedobjects on either side of lotos. Possibly wing above lotos.
If the objectat the top is a wing, then the fragment
has beenphotographedupsidedown.If a flying figure
was represented,the relief may be comparedwith a
fragment
from Perachora17
whichhas a similar com5 (KT65-4). Fragment of rim of disk. Plate 47. W.
bination
of
motives.
Compare
alsoin both the bulbous
0.036.
of
the
stem
lotos.
Pale yellow clay. Traces of white slip. Double
toothed edge set on narrowplain band. Outer edge
17 Perachora,pl. 98, no. 196.
finely toothed, innerhas teeth twice as large.

CLASS XXXVI.

SHIELDS

In the Potters' Quarterwere found 39 complete shields or fragments which were recognizable
as shields, and 25 of these are included in the catalogue. Four of the latter are handmade, the
rest wheelmade.1All are circular in shape with a flat rim and rounded central boss. The great
majority of the shields which are sufficiently well preservedto show it have a small loop handle
1 The shields described in the catalogue are wheelmade, unless it is otherwise stated.
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underneath,2and most have two small suspension holes, close together, in the rim. Most of the
shields have painted decoration, four are unpainted and three, two handmade and one wheelmade, bear motives in relief, probably all stamped from a mould. Another fragment, KN58,
shows the edge of a curved object in relief. The painted decorationgenerally consists of abstract
motives, lines, dots, maeanders, whorls and swastikas. Of the shields with other types of ornament, tridents, snakes, birds and animals each appear once. Examples of these shields are found
throughnearly the entire period of the Potters' Quarterand occur in nearly every main deposit.
Only three shields, two of which are from deposits, appear to belong to the period before the
middle of the 6th century, and only three, again, can be definitely assigned to dates after the
first half of the 5th century. All the rest seem to belong to the period of the Stelai Shrine A and
Aphrodite Deposits, i.e., in the late 6th century and the first half of the 5th; in fact, a third of
the entire number of shieldswere actually found in these two deposits, mainly in Stelai ShrineA.
From the fact that the majority of the Potters' Quarter shields were found in sanctuary
deposits, it is probably safe to assume that all were intended as votives. Many of the terracotta
shields from other sites, which are fairly numerous, can also be shown to have been dedicated
in shrines. Such is the case with the shields, about fifteen in number, from the Acropolis, the
thirty-five or more shields from the Heraion in Samos, the fifteen or more shields from Larisa,
and the shields from Praisos and the Idaian Cave in Crete,from the temple of Aphaia in Aegina,
and from the sanctuary of Athena at Rosarno Medmain Italy. Other shields occurredin deposits which, though not actually found in shrines, certainly have the appearanceof sanctuary
deposits; such are two deposits from Corinth.A few scattered shields, two from Halai, one from
Eleusis, one from Sparta, one from Cyprus, and a few fragments from the north slope of the
Acropolis, as well as a miniature stone shield from the latter area,3 were also very probably
connected with sanctuaries. Terracotta shields seem somewhat less frequently to have been
found in graves,4and of these the great majority came from graves of fairly late date at Eretria
and Tanagra.Earlier examples were found in graves at Tanagraand at Larnaka and Kourion in
Cyprus. The perfect preservation of the shields which exist in a number of museums tends to
indicate that they came from graves or, much less probably, from sanctuary deposits. A miniature stone shield from a grave at Thera5may be mentioned, also stucco shields from graves of
later date in Egypt.6 One group of terracotta shields, found in connection with a tomb, though
not actually in it, undoubtedly points to the existence of a cult of the dead, or hero cult, at this
site. These are the twenty-two shields or fragments which were found in the dromos of a Mycenaean tholos at Menidiin Attica. A very similar deposit was found in the Agora at Athens. In
both deposits shields and pinakes occurredand in both the majority of the figurines found were
representations of horses or riders. The Agora deposit, though obviously of votive character,
was not found in direct connection with a grave or a shrine; a connection was suggested with a
sacred area of distinctly chthonic character not far distant on the Areopagos.
The history of the votive shield, whether miniature examples in bronze or imitations of bronze
in materials obviously unsuitable for actual use, is very long. The Mycenaeanshields of minia2 In B.S.A., XLII, 1947, pp. 77, note 2, and 91, it is stated
that the loop on the under surface of the Potters' Quarter
shields is for suspension only, since the single grip shield did
not continue in use after about 675 B.C. Since, however, the
loop is similar to those on shields dated before this time, and
since many of the Potters' Quarter shields have suspension
holes in the rim in addition to the loop underneath, it seems
more likely that the latter are intended to represent handles.

They may, of course, be arm-handlesrather than hand-grips.
3 Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 337, fig. 8.
4 For the dedication of arms and miniature arms in graves
and the representation of arms on grave stelai, sarcophagi,
etc., see Jahrbuch,XX, 1905, pp. 147-150.
5 Ath. Mitt., XXVIII, 1903, p. 224, fig. 66.
6 Breccia, Necropoli di Sciatbi, pp. 162f., pl. LXXIX, 258,
259, 265, 266.
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ture size7in gold and in ivory may be discounted, as these seem to have been purely ornamental
in purpose and there is no evidence that they were employed as votives. By the early 7th
century, possibly even earlier, the votive shield becomes very popular. The earliest examples
are perhaps Cretan. The bronze shields which were found in large numbers in the Idaian Cave
were, of course, all votives, but the full-sized examples need not concern us here. A number of
miniature shields also were found in the cave.8 Others were said to have been found in the Diktaian Cave,9although it is not entirely certain that these objects are shields. Bronze objects
from other Cretan sites,10e.g., Prinia, Dreros and Praisos, which are possibly shields are of
somewhat later date. Many other bronzes from Crete,and also from other parts of Greece,which
are called shields seem more likely to be cymbals. The entire question is very difficult.11Some
of the small bronzes, particularlythose with narrowrims and flattened central bosses, certainly
look like shields,12 others with wide rims and higher bosses more like cymbals, but between
these extremes there are many disks with raised bosses which are impossible to classify with
certainty as either one or the other. Perhaps, since none of the small bronzes have the interior
handle which would identify them certainly as shields, or at least the handle is never mentioned
in describing them, it is possible that all of them represent cymbals or other objects, and not
shields at all. Moreover,some of the Cretan types are similar in shape to bronze objects from
Olympia;13the attachment of a handle to the central boss shows that the latter cannot be
shields, but must probably be cymbals. Another bronze from Olympia14is identical in shape
with one of the most common Cretan types;15 the handle is missing, but a handle of the pyramidal type commonly used on cymbals was found near it and undoubtedly belongs with it.
The fact that many of the Cretan bronzes of this type have a hole in the central boss, as if for
a handle, tends also to indicate that they are cymbals. In places other than Cretethe distinction
seems to be more clearly cut. There are a number of small bronzes which cannot be anything
but shields,16and there are others which cannot possibly be shields and may easily be cymbals.17
Far fewer are the halfway-between types18so frequently found in Crete.
Votive terracotta shields seem to appear as early as bronze. Also in the Idaian Cave was
found a lion head which served as the boss of a large terracotta shield (no. 1).19 This fragment
7 Cf. B.C.H., II, 1878, pl. XV, 10; Wace, ChamberTombs
at Mycenae, pl. XXXVIII, 77; Reichel, HomerischeWaffen,
fig. 9 (see also p. 3, note 1); Deutsches archaologisches Institut in Athen, Das Kuppelgrabbei Menidi, pl. VI, 13 and 14.
8 Mus. it. ant. class., II, pp. 712-718; Kunze, Kretische
Bronzereliefs,pls. 51f. (probably from the Idaian Cave).
9 Mus. it. ant. class., II, p. 906, pl. XIII, fig. 7. Smaller
bronze disks from the cave (B.S.A., VI, 1899-1900, p. 109,
fig. 41) are almost certainly not shields.
10Cf. Annuario, I, 1914, p. 74, fig. 42; B.C.H., LX, 1936,
pp. 227f., fig. 41 (upper right); B.S.A., VIII, 1901-02, p.
258, p]. X (lower right).
"I See also Jahrbuch, XXVIII, 1913, Arch. Anz., cols.
47-53.
12 Such are the examples from Prinia and Praisos, and
some, at least, of those from the Idaian Cave (Mus. it. ant.
class., II, pp. 713f., nos. 2-6). Ibid., p. 716, no. 7, and Kunze,
op. cit., pls. Sif., are probably also shields, since they have
the same shape as a larger shield from the cave (ibid., pl. 34);
their shape is very similar to that of a terracotta from Cyprus
(Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., II B, pl. LXXXIX, 774), which is
shown by its interior handle to be almost certainly a shield.
On the other hand, compare their shape with that of two
bronze objects from Olympia (Olympia, IV, pl. XXVI, 511
and 512), which are almost certainly cymbals.

13

Ibid., pl. XXVI, 511-513, 515.
pl. XXVI, 517. Cf. also Karapanos, Dodone, pl.
LIV, 4.
15 Cf. B.C.H., LX, 1936, p. 277, fig. 41, center (from
Dreros); B.S.A., XL, 1939-40, pl. 27, 17, pl. 29, 29 (from
Palaikastro); Hall, Vrokastro,p.102, fig. 581H;'Ecp.'ApZ.,1904,
col. 47, fig. 11 (from Mouliana); B.S.A., VI, 1899-1900,
p. 109, fig. 41 (from the Diktaian Cave).
16 Cf. Olympia, IV, nos. 1002-4; J.H.S., XIII, 1892-93,
pl. YII, 60 (from the Acropolis); Lindos, pl. 63, no. 1566;
Mon. Ant., XXV, 1918, col. 581, fig. 170, right (from the
Athenaion at Syracuse); 'Apt. 'Ep., 1910, cols. 316f., figs. 36,
37 (from Bassai); F. de D., V, fig. 369. Ibid., fig. 370, is not as
certain.
17 Cf. ibid., figs. 450, 451, perhaps 452; Arg. Her., II, pls.
CXXVI, nos. 2258, 2259, CXXVII, nos. 2260, 2261; Lindos,
pl. 16, no. 456; Arch. Zeit., XXXIV, 1876, pl. 5.
18 Bronzes of intermediary types from Olympia (Olympia,
IV, pl. XXVI, 511-517) are almost certainly cymbals.
19Such numbers in this part of the introduction and in
the catalogue refer to the list on pp. 222-224 which, it is
hoped, is a more or less complete list of the terracotta shields
of the Greek period.
14 Ibid.,
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seems to be of the late Geometric period; a very similar fragment from Prinia (no. 2) is nearly
contemporary. Two miniature clay shields found at Tiryns (no. 45) apparently belong in the
late 8th or early 7th century. Two fragments from Siphnos (no. 14) are said to be Geometric.
The numerous clay shields from Samos (no. 16) are dated at the beginning of the Orientalizing
period, and most of those from Larisa in Asia Minor (no. 18) are datable in the 7th century. A
fragment of a shield from Knossos (no. 5), which is similar to no. 1 except that the lion's head
on the boss was replaced by a doe's head, is dated by Payne after the middle of the 7th century.
A small bowl from the same site (see under no. 5) looks as if it might be an imitation of a shield.
A large shield from Eleusis (no. 26), said to be decorated with red, black,20yellow and white
stripes and chevrons, is probably of 7th century date. The shields from the Agora in Athens
(no. 22) can apparently not be dated later than about 640 B.C. They are decoratedin white, red,
yellow and bluish green, and appear to be somewhat similar in style to those from Menidi
(no. 21); the latter, however, are probably later (see below). A shield from a grave at Larnaka
(no. 8) probably also belongs to the second half of the 7th century, and two from Kourion (nos.
10 and 11) are probably also of 7th century date. A fragment of a shield from Chios (no. 15),
said to be of Naukratite ware, and a fragment from the cemetery at Eleusis (no. 25), whichwas
found in connection with Corinthiansherds, are probably to be dated in the late 7th or early
6th century.
These shields bring us down to the period of the earliest examples from the Potters' Quarter.
A number of the shields from other sites, including several from Boeotia, may be dated with
some probability in the 6th century. A shield from Tanagra (no. 33) is decorated with triangles,
a favorite motive on Boeotian kylikes; here the triangles are arranged in the form of a tenpointed star and in half the triangles a series of lines is drawn parallel to one of the sides.
Similar triangles21appear on 6th century vases from Rhitsona22and earlier vases from other
Boeotian sites,23and also on Boeotian figurines.24A pattern very similar to that on the Tanagra
shield, this time in the form of an eight-pointed star with the trianglessolidly filled in in color,
is found on a Boeotian shield in New Haven (no. 36). Here, as on the other shield in the same
collection and on the shield from Tanagra, the decorationis in red, black and yellow on a white
slip. On two Boeotian shields in Bonn (no. 34), dated by Ure in the last third of the 6th century,
the same technique is employed. Since the shields from Menidi (no. 21) are also painted in the
same way, it seems probablethat they are not only of Boeotian manufacturebut of the same 6th
century date as these other Boeotian shields. They have been variously dated and, as far as
their provenance goes, considerableleeway is possible in dating them, since they were found in
connection with vases and sherds of various styles, ranging from the Geometric period to the
late 6th century. Of the Corinthianvases found with them one25at least is of the Early Corin20 If this is the same shield which was formerly on exhibifound in Samos), Annuario, X-XII, 1927-29, p. 360, fig.
tion in the Eleusis Museum, this color appeared to me to be 472 b, and p. 371, fig. 487 (from Arkades), and Pottier, Vases
blue rather than black, making the color scheme similar to ant. Louvre, I, pl. 32, D 98 (an Etruscan Geometric vase).
22 B.S.A., XIV, 1907-08, p. 251, nos. 4, 5, 7 (Grave 49),
that of the Agora shields.
21 The pattern is, of course, a very old one, since exactly
pl. XV, C, and p. 271, no. 7 (Grave 31); J.H.S., XXIX, 1909,
similar triangles appear on much earlier vases from Thessaly p. 311, fig. 1 (Grave 40) ; Ure, 6th and 5th centuryPottery from
(Museumof Fine Arts, Boston: Fairbanks, Catalogueof Greek Rhitsona, pl. V, 126. 14.
23 Cf. Jahrbuch,III, 1888, p. 353, fig. 32; Gaz.Arch., XXX,
and Etruscan Vases, I, pl. XIX, 257), and also occur in Attic
Geometricware (cf. ibid., pls. XX, 261, XXII, 268; Hesperia, 1888, pl. 25; Hampe, Frihe griechischeSagenbilder,pl. 21,
II, 1933, p. 559, fig. 18), Proto-Attic (cf. C.V.A., Germany 2, V. 11 and V. 30; Langlotz, GriechischeVasen in Wirzburg,
Berlin 1, pl. 7, 2), Melian (cf. Ann. d. Inst., 1872, Tav. d'agg., pl. 8, 62; Fairbanks, op. cit., pl. XXV, 285.
24 Cf. Jahrbuch, III, 1888, p. 343, fig. 26; Perrot and
I, 1), and in Proto-Corinthian(cf. Johansen, Vases sicyoniens,
pl. IV, 3 and 4). See also Ath. Mitt., LVIII, 1933, Beilage Chipiez, Histoire de l'art, VI, p. 749, fig. 343.
25 Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899, p. 109, fig. 14.
XVIII, 1 (a Geometric vase, apparently of unknown origin,
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thian style. One of the Menidi shields26was decorated with a motive which appears from the
description to be a red lozenge, cross-hatched by two lines crossing two other lines, the whole
enclosed in a red lozenge, and again in a largeryellow lozenge. This pattern, or variants of it, is
found in several early wares, particularly those of Attica and Boeotia. The ornament, as it
appears on Attic Geometric and on Proto-Attic vases,27usually has short lines or triangles
added to the sides of the outer lozenge.28Apattern which, except for the omission of the third
lozenge, is the same as that on the Menidi shield appears on at least two Boeotian vases,29and
variations of the pattern also occur on 6th century Boeotian figurines.30The fragmentaryshield
from the cemetery at Eleusis (no. 25) which was found in connection with Corinthian sherds
may be of early 6th century date. Since it also is decorated in yellow and brownish red on a
white ground, it is very possibly of Boeotian origin. In addition to the Boeotian shields already
mentioned, there are a few other shields which seem very probably to be of 6th century date.
These include a number of fragments from the Acropolis (note 23), two fragments from Aegina
(no. 29), from a deposit made in the early 5th century, and three shields from the sanctuary of
Athena at Rosarno Medmain Italy (no. 47). A shield from the Acropolis at Sparta (no. 46) and
another from Halai (no. 39)31are probably also of 6th century date. Although there are many
shields of 5th century date from the Potters' Quarter, they are rather uncommon elsewhere.
There are three, possibly four, from the Acropolis (no. 23) and two from a votive deposit at
Praisos in Crete (no. 3). An example from a similar deposit at Larnaka (no. 9) may be of early
5th century date. Outside the Potters' Quarterthere seem to be no shields which are certainly
of 4th century date.
From the 3rd century32we have a fairly large number of shields, including examples from the
main excavations of Corinth.These came from two deposits which are probably votive in character, one from the South Stoa (no. 42) and the other from southwest of the temple of Apollo
(no. 43). The South Stoa deposit was dated by the excavators at about the middle of the 3rd
century, although some of the material looks earlier (see p. 106, no. 13); the other deposit contained very similar material. All but one of the South Stoa shields were circular,one being oval
with a central spine, and several were painted with human figures. The complete example from
the other deposit was decorated with two painted fillets like those representedin relief on several
of the South Stoa shields. A shield from Cotrone in Italy (no. 48), decorated with a head of
Athena Parthenos in relief,33is probably also of 3rd century date. The largest find of 3rd
century shields is the forty or more from a chambertomb at Eretria (no. 40). These consisted of
two main types, a round and an elliptical variety, both decorated with epiblemata in relief. The
-Ibid.,p. 119, f.
Cf. Jahrbuch, II, 1887, pl. III; C.V.A., Germany 2,
Berlin 1, pl. 8, 1, pl. 29, pl. 37, 4; Jahrbuch, XIV, 1899, p.
191, fig. 49; Collignon and Couve, Cat. vases Ath., pl. XIX,
467. A more elaborate version of the ornament, also with
triangles added to the outer lozenge, may be seen in Jahrbuch, XIV, 1899, pp. 205-214, figs. 71, 74 a, 75, 79, 89, 97
(left), and one still more elaborate in Jahrbuch, LII, 1937,
Arch. Anz., p. 201, fig. 16.
28 On two Geometric vases from Eleusis (Jahrbuch,XIV,
1899, pp. 192-194, figs. 52 and 57) the outerlozenge is left plain.
29 Jahrbuch, III, 1888, p. 331, fig. 2; Pottier, Vases ant.
Louvre, I, pl. 21, A 575, and Merlin, Vases grecs, I, pl. III
(right). Both these vases also show variants in the form of a
greater or lesser number of cross-hatchings in the central
lozenge.
30 Cf. Grace, Archaic Sculpture in Boeotia, figs. 23, 38;
B. M. Cat. Terracottas,pl. V, B 55.
2

27

31 Fragments from the same site (see under no. 39) which
may also be from a shield are probably of the same date.
32 In connection with the 3rd century shields one may mention a series of gilded stucco shields, all circular in shape,
from Egypt, very probably attached as decoration to some
larger object (Breccia, Necropoli di Sciatbi, pp. 162f., pl.
LXXIX, 258, 259, 266). An oval shield in faience, also from
Egypt, is apparently to be dated at ca. 200 B. C. (Jacobsthal,
Der Blitz in der orientalischenund griechischen Kunst, pp.
48f.). With the latter may be compared a miniature bronze
shield from Delphi (F. de D., V, fig. 369), also decorated with
a thunderbolt in relief. Another miniature bronze shield
from Delphi (ibid., fig. 370) may be comparedwith one of the
shields from Sciatbi (Breccia, op. cit., pl. LXXIX, 258).
33 In N. d. Sc., 1912 (Suppl.), p. 62, the epiblema is said
to be a Gorgoneion, but it certainly looks more like a head
of Athena.
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stone furnishingsof the tomb consisted of two thrones, two beds and a high chest, all inscribed.
Kourouniotes34dated the grave at the end of the 3rd century, Vollmoller35somewhat earlier.
A recent dating36of the stone furnishingsplaces throne A at ca. 310 B.C., throne B and the twvo
beds in the 3rd century, and the chest ca. 100-60 B.C. Beside the shields, the tomb also contained a number of terracotta figurines of flying Erotes, dated by Kleiner37in the second half
of the 3rd century, by Lawrence38in the middle of the century. A standing female figurine39
from the tomb is dated by Kleiner in the second quarter of the century, by Horn in the second
half. A pyxis cover from the tomb, which is decorated with a necklace-like garland in relief, is
probably of late 4th century date.40A gold ring with an engraved gem, also from the tomb, has
been variously dated throughout the 3rd century.41It will thus be seen that a fairly wide choice
of date is possible for the Eretrian shields. A date in the 4th century, however, is rendered
unlikely by the use of the elongated oval shield which has a spine, pointed at either end, running
lengthwise through its center. In some of the shields the spine serves as part of a thunderbolt, in
others a dog's head is placed on it. A clay shield from Cyprus (no. 13), now in Copenhagen,
illustrates a simpler and far more common variation of the type. Here the long spine swells into
a small, round boss at the center of the shield; the shield has no rim. One of the shields from
the South Stoa in Corinth42is of similar type, except that it has a more elongated boss and a
grooved edge which simulates a rim. Terracotta figurines representing Gauls and showing
shields of this type43have been variously dated from the 4th century on. It is not, however,
until the 3rd century that the Gaul as a sculptural subject, both in stone and in terracotta, becomes so popular. In the well-known statues44of the dying Gaul in the Capitolineand the Gaul
and his wife in the Terme shields of this type rest on the plinths under the figures. These statues,
or their originals, are usually consideredto belong to a group which commemorateda victory of
Attalos I of Pergamon over the Gauls, and to be datable in the second half of the 3rd century.
A similar shield appears on a statue of a wounded Gaul in the Louvre,45which probably belongs
to a second series of Attalid dedications, usually dated at the end of the century. A similartype
of shield is sometimes represented on coins.46Incidentally, miniature bronze shields of Gallic
type, doubtless of later date, have occurredelsewherein Europe.47That the Eretrian shields are
probably better dated in the latter part of the 3rd century, rather than earlier, is indicated by
the relationship of certain details with Pergamenesculptures of the first half of the 2nd century.
The thunderbolt wvhichappears under the Gorgoneionon one of the shieldsLl8
is of exactly the
same type as one on the frieze from the great altar at Pergamon.49Thunderboltsof similartype
34

'E. 'Apt., 1899, cols. 233f.

35 Ath. Mitt., XXVI, 1901, p. 365.
36

Kleiner, Tanagrafiguren,pp. 19f.

37

Ibid., p. 174.

38

LaterGreekSculpture, pp. 9 and 111, pl. I.

39 Beazley, The Lewes House Collectionof Ancient Gems,

p. 85, fig. 4; Kleiner, op. cit., pp. 19f.; Horn, Stehendeweibliche Gewandstatuen,p. 53.
40 Cf. Ath. Mitt., XXVI, 1901, pp. 74f., nos. 18, 19, p. 79,
no. 27; Hesperia, III, 1934, pp. 337-339, A 73, B 21, B 26,
pp. 438-447.
41 Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Thirty-ninth Annual
Reportfor the Year 1914, p. 96 ("ca. 300 B.C."); Furtwiingler,
Antike Gemmen, I, pp. 305f., III, p. 448 ("end of 3rd century"); Beazley, op. cit., pp. 85f. ("ca. 200 B.C.").
42 Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 118, fig. 9, no. 48.
43 Cf. Winter, Typen, II, p. 384, nos. 1 and 3, p. 385, no. 3,
p. 388, no. 2; Pottier, Necrop. de Myrina, p. 321, fig. 43;
Bienikowski,Der DarstellungenderGallierin derhellenistischen

Kunst, figs. 156-158; Bienkowski, Les Celtes dans les arts
figs. 177-179, 184, 185, 190, 192, 193,
mineurs gre'co-romains,
195-198, 207, 208, 210, 211.
44Brunn-Bruckmann, Denkmaler,nos. 421, 422. At least
the parts of the plinths on which the shields are carved appear
to be ancient. The shield of the dying Gaul may be seen more
clearly in De Clarac, Musee de sculpture,V, pl. 869, 2214.
45 B.C.H., XIII, 1889, pl. I; Bieikowski, Darstellungen,
pp. 51-53; Schober, Die Kunst von Pergamon, p. 127, fig.
112 (here dated in the mid 2nd century).
46 Cf. B. M. Cat. Coins, Italy, p. 23, nos. 7 and 8, p. 26,
no. 1.
47 Montelius, La civilisation primitive en Italie, I, 2, pl.
205, 5, 9, 11, 17; Oxoniensia, IV, 1939, p. 14, pl. V, B; Antiquaries Journal, II, p. 98, fig. 4.
48 Ath. Mitt., XXIV, 1901, pl. XV (center).
49Alterti%mer
von Pergamon, III, part 2, pl. II (extreme
left).
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appear also on the sculptured balustrade of the stoa around the precinct of Athena Polias.50
Shields of the oval type with longitudinal spine are frequently represented on the balustrade.51
All these have a flat band around the rim, as do the Eretria shields. A thunderbolt appears on
a miniature oval shield in faience,52found near Ptolemais in Egypt, and on a bronze model from
Delphi.53One of the circularshields from Eretria54has in the center a rosette with pointed leaves
and surroundingit a series of raised concentric rings. In one of the zones thus formed is a row of
semi-circularlines in relief. Several of the round shields on the balustradeat Pergamon55have a
very similar rosette in the center and are similarly divided into zones; one has a row of the same
semi-circularlines.56The pointed-leaved rosette and the semi-circular motive both appear on
round shields on MacedoniancoinS57of both the 3rd and 2nd centuries. Clay shields of the same
shapes as those from Eretria are said to have been found in a grave at Tanagra (no. 32), also in
connection with Eros figurines, and these are presumablyof about the same date.
Perhaps also in the 3rd century, although some or all may be later, may belong a series of
painted disks from Centuripein Sicily (no. 49). These have the form of shields: they are round
with a slightly convex central area and a narrow rim. At least two have a pair of holes at the
upper edge for suspension. Others with decorationin high relief58also have the shape of shields,
but still other objects, though obviously related, are merely flat disks with decoration in
relief.59That the tradition of the terracotta shield persisted even longer is shown by a shield
from the Fayoum in the British Museum (1926. 9-30.53), said to be Roman. It depicts a head
of Dionysos, encircled by a wreath.
Crete.

1. IdaianCave:Kunze,KretischeBronzereliefs,
pl. 52 b. Probablyof the late Geometric
period.
2. Prinia:ibid.,pl. 52a. Probablyof thesameperiod.
3. Praisos:B.S.A., VIII, 1901-02,p. 258,pl. X, lowercenterandupperright.Twoexamplesfroma votive
depositof the 5th century.
4. Pseira:Annuario,X-XII, 1927-29,p. 468,whereit is datedin the Mycenaean
period.
5. Knossos:B.S.A., XXIX, 1927-28,p. 263,pl. X, 4. Datedafterthe middleof the 7th century.Perhaps
alsoibid., pl. X, 1, althoughthis may be a bowl.
Cyprus.
6. Alambra:Cesnola,Cyp.Antiq.,II b, pl. LXXXIX, 774; Myres,Handbookof CesnolaColl.,no. 554.

7. Unknownprovenance:
ibid.,no. 555.
8. Larnaka(Turabi):J.H.S., XVII, 1897,p. 157.Froma gravedatedin the middleorlatterpartof the 7th
century.
9. Larnaka(Kamelarg'a):
ibid.,p. 168;Myres,Cat.ofCyp.Mus.,no. 5567.Froma votivedepositperhaps
of 6th or early5th centurydate.
10. Kourion:60B. M. Cat. Vases, I, part 2, p. 207, C 1005; Murray,Excav. in Cyprus, p. 81 (Tomb98, no.
11). Froma 7th centurygrave.Either this shieldor the next is probablythat mentionedin J.H.S.,
XVII, 1897,p. 168,note3.
50 Ibid., II, pls. XLIII, XLV, 2, XLIX, 20.
r'

Ibid., II, pls. XLIII, XLIV, 2, XLV, 1, XLVI, 1, 2, 3,

58
59

Libertini, Centuripe,pl. XXXVII, 1 and 2.
Ibid., pl. XXXVII, 3, 4; N. d. Sc., 1947, p. 289, fig. 14

L, 8.

a-c.

Jacobsthal, op. cit., pp. 48f.
5 F. de D., V, fig. 369.
64 Ath. Mitt., XXVI, 1901, pl. XV (bottom). Vollmoller
has already pointed out (ibid., p. 363) the similarity of this
shield with those on the balustrade at Pergamon.
55 Altertuimervon Pergamon, II, pls. XLIV, 1, XLV, 2,

60 The illustration, identical in B. M. Cat. Vases, I, part 2,
fig. 355, and Murray, op. cit., fig. 118, is referred by Walters
to our no. 10, by Murray to our no. 11. Moreover, C 1006 is
said by Walters to be plain inside, while the shield from Tomb
70, which is presumably the same, is said by Murray to have
stripes inside. It looks as if C 1005 and C 1006 and their respective graves had become interchanged either in Murray
or Walters.

52

XLIX, 26, L, 13, 16.
56

Ibid., pl. XLIV, 1. Cf. also pl. XLV, 2.
Seltman, GreekCoins, pls. L, 8, LI, 2, 4-6.

57 Cf.
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11. Kourion: B. M. Cat. Vases, I, part 2, p. 207, C 1006; Murray, op. cit., p. 85 (Tomb 70, no. 2). From
a grave probably of the same date as the preceding.
12. Unknownprovenance:Fairbanks,Catalogueof Greekand Etruscan Vases, I, pl. XII, 198.
13. Unknownprovenance:Danish NationalMuseum,Cat.of Terracottas,
pl. 8, 75. ProbablyHellenistic.
AegeanIslands.
14. Siphnos: B.S.A., XLIV, 1949, pp. 38f., pl. 14, 6 and 9. Two fragments,said to be Geometric.
15. Chios:B.S.A., XXXV, 1934-35, p. 159, pl. 37, nos. 23, 30. Naukratitefabric, probablyof the secondhalf
of the 7th centuryor beginningof the 6th.
16. Samos: Ath. Mitt., LVIII, 1933, pp. 118-125; Ath.Mitt., LIV, 1929, p. 15, Beilage VII, 6; ibid., p. 24,
fig. 18. Between 35 and 40 examples from the Heraion, although some may be covers rather than
shields. Probablyto be dated at the end of the 8th century or the beginningof the 7th.
17. Rhodes:Mendel,Cat.fig. gr.,no. 3485.Ibid.,no. 1491,fromLindos,is a fragmentperhapsalsofroma shield.
Asia Minor.
18. Larisa: Larisa am Hermos,III, pl. 36, 13-16, 18-21, pl. 40, 20 and 23, pl. 43, 5, pl. 47, 20, and pl. 62, 4 and
5. About 15 examples, dated in the 7th and 6th centuries,mostly the 7th.
19. Myrina: Pottier, Ne'crop.de M1yrina,pp. 94 and 575, no. 418 bis; Jahrbuch,XX, 1905, p. 147. Possibly
a shield.61 From Grave B, probablyto be dated in the early 2nd century.
20. Myrina:Jacobsthal,Der Blitz, p. 44, no. 3.
Attica.
21. Menidi: Deutsches ArchaologischesInstitut in Athen, Das Kuppelgrabbei Menidi, pp. 5f. and 49;
Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899, pp. 108-112; Jahreshefte,XII, 1909, pp. 45-47, figs. 33, 34; Furtwanglerand
Loeschke,MykenischeVasen,pp. 39f. About22 fromthe dromosof a tholostomb. Forthe date see pp. 219f.
22. Agorain Athens:Hesperia,II, 1933, pp. 609- 614. About 33, probablyfrom a votive deposit.Probablyto
be dated about the middle of the 7th century.
23. Acropolis:Graefand Langlotz,Die AntikenVasenvon derAkropolis,I, pp. 241f., nos. 2484-2492,pl. 100;
ibid., II, nos. 1069 (2), 1070, 1072, pl. 83. Of 6th and 5th century date.
24. North slope of Acropolis:Hesperia,II, 1933,p. 337.
25. Eleusis, from the cemetery: 'Ec 'Ap ., 1898, col. 69; Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899, p. 120, note 11. Probably
of late 7th or early 6th centurydate.
26. Eleusis, from the south court of the sanctuary:ibid., p. 120, note 12.
27. Eleusis, unknownprovenance:ibid., p. 120, note 13. Fragmentsof two shields.
28. Eleusis Museum:a small shield with a Gorgoneionin relief.
29. Aegina: Aegina, p. 384, no. 109, pls. 48 (upperleft) and 110, 16; p. 384, no. 110. Two fragmentsfrom
depositeast of Aphaiatemple,dumpedwhentemple was reconstructedin early 5th century.
CentralGreece.
30. Thebes:Konigl. Mus.zu Berlin, Beschreibung
der Vasensammlung
in Antiquarium,I, p. 466, no. 2122.
31. Tanagra,fromthe cemetery:Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899, p. 119, note 10. Severalexamples.
32. Tanagra,from the cemetery: Ath. Mitt., XXVI, 1901, p. 365; Jacobsthal,Der Blitz, p. 47. Several
examples,probablyHellenistic.
33. Tanagra,unknownprovenance:Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899,p. 119, fig. 25; Jahreshefte,XII, 1909, p. 47, fig. 35.
34. Boeotia, unknownprovenance:Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899, p. 119, note 7; Jahrbuch,XLVIII, 1933, Arch.Anz.,
cols. 6f., 13, fig. 11. Threeshieldsin Bonn, one dated in the secondquarterof the 6th century,the others
in the last thirdof the century.
35. Boeotia, unknownprovenance:ibid., col. 7. An examplein the Museumat Reading.62
36. Boeotia, unknownprovenance: Baur, Catalogueof the StoddardCollectionof Greekand Etruscan Vases
in Yale University,pp. 116f., fig. 16. Two examples.
61 Pottier calls this a hat and Pfuhl (Jahrbuch,XX, 1905,
p. 147) a shield. Presumably it does not belong to the female
figurine with which it was found, as Kleiner (Tanagrafiguren,
p. 241, note 3) calls this figure a Nike.

62 Mr. Ure informed me that this shield, of which half is
preserved, is 0.15m. in diameter, with traces of white slip on
the exterior and of red paint on the rim, and is probably of
late 6th century date.
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37. Boeotia, unknownprovenance:Jahrbuch,XIV, 1899, p. 119, note 6. In GothaMuseum.
38. Boeotia,unknownprovenance:Jahrbuch,XII, 1896,Arch.Anz., col. 143,IV, 8 (describedas having a crab
as device);Jahrbuch,XLVIII, 1933,Arch.Anz.,col. 7 (describedas havinga scorpion63as device).In British
Museum(A 1541).
39. Halai: FestschriftLoeb, pp. 67-9, pl. VI. Ibid., p. 69, pl. VII, is perhaps also from a shield. Probably
of 6th century date.
40. Eretria: A.J.A., II, 1898, p. 147 (28 examples in Boston and fragmentsof more); 'Ep. 'ApZ.,1899, pp.
228f., 233f. (4 in Athens);Ath. Mitt., XXVI, 1901,pp. 360-4, pl. XV (6 in Chalkis,1 in Berlin);Jahrbuch,
XIV, 1899, pp. 120f.; Jacobsthal, op. cit., p. 46; Furtwangler,Antike Gemmen,I, pp. 305f., III, p.
448; Beazley, Lewes Collectionof AncientGems, pp. 85f.; MIuseumof Fine Arts, Boston, Thirty-ninth
Annual Reportfor the Year 1914, p. 96; Lawrence,LaterGreekSculpture,pp. 9, 111; Kleiner, Tanagrafiguren, pp. 19f., 174; Horn, Gewandstatuen,p. 53. From a chamber tomb, probably dated in the
second half of the 3rd century.
Peloponnesus.
41. Corinth,Potters' Quarter:39 shields and fragments.
42. Corinth,South Stoa: A.J.A., XXXVII, 1933, pp. 559f., fig. 6; Hesperia,XI, 1942, pp. 118-124, figs. 8-12,
pp. 156f.; Corinth,XII, nos. 2926-2937. Fifteen shields, probably from a votive deposit, and probably
to be dated about the middle of the 3rd century.
43. Corinth, southwest of the temple of Apollo: A. J. A., X, 1906, pp. 170f., pl. XII, 21; Corinth,XII,
no. 2938. One complete example and nine fragments.From a votive deposit, perhapsof the same date
as the precedingor perhapssomewhatearlier.
44. Corinth,from the Tile Factory: two or three fragments (MF 8636, 8785, and perhaps8784). Probably
of late 6th century date.
45. Tiryns: Ath. Mitt., LVIII, 1933, p. 120; B.S.A., XLII, 1947, pp. 133-138. Two examples, which have
been dated both in the late 8th and early 7th century (cf. B.S. A., XLIV, 1949, p. 149).
46. Sparta: B.S.A., XXIX, 1927-28, pp. 99f., fig. 9. Probablyof 6th century date.
Italy and Sicily.
47. RosarnoMedma:N. d. Sc., 1913 (Suppl.), pp. 103f., figs. 120, 121. Threeshields fromthe sanctuaryof
Athena.
48. Cotrone:N. d. Sc., 1912 (Suppl.), p. 62, fig. 68.
49. Centuripe:Atti e memoriedella Societa Magna Grecia,1932, pp. 205f., pl. XI, 1, 2; Libertini,Centuripe,
p. 169, pls. XXXVII, 1, 2, LXIV, 1, 2; Monumentidella pittura antica, Sez. III, Centuripae,fasc. I,
figs. 21-24, fig. on p. 30, pl. C; Jahrbuch,LVI, 1941, Arch.Anz., cols. 694f., figs. 1153,154; Metrop.Mus.
Studies, II, 1929-30, p. 199, fig. 14. Probably 2nd or 1st century.
50. Unknownprovenance:examplein University of PennsylvaniaMuseum(MS 273).
UnknownProvenance.
51. WurzburgMuseum (H. 1822): Graef and Langlotz, Ant. Vasenvon derAkropolis,I, p. 241.
52. NationalMuseumin Athens: N. M. 5913.

1 (KN24). Small shield. Fig. 2. D. 0.06.
Hard pale grayish yellow clay. Hard black and
purplepaint.Handmade.Verythickand crudelymodelled; narrow rim hardly distinguishedfrom boss.
Large, thick handle. Upper surface painted purple.
Under edge black, also stripe on handle and large,
irregularspots on undersurface.
From the North Dump. The place of finding may
be taken as fairly good evidenceof the early date of
the shield. It should be at least as early as the last
63

quarterof the 7th century, perhapsearlier,a dating
confirmedby the hardnessof the clay and the quality
and color of the purplepaint.
2 (KN33). Fragmentof shield. Plate 50. D. ca. 0.1.
Hard brownclay. Black and brownish red paint.
Rather high in center. On rim thin black line, row
of dots and wide red band. On boss alternate dot
patternin black, separatedby red and black lines.
From Well I. The fragment,therefore,cannot be

Mr. R. A. Higgins informs me that the representation seems to be that of a crab.
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datedlaterthan the secondquarterof the 6th century,
and is morelikely to belongin the first quarter.The
decorationis similarto that on one or two small skyphoi from the well.

on mouth, applied partly over brown. Circularred
spot on eithercheek.Outlineof lowerpart of face and
details of ears in brown. Small, flat handle, neatly
made and attached.
The findingplace of this shield affordsno evidence
for its date. The color of the clay is perhaps,though
not necessarily,an indication that the shield should
not be dated too early. Indication of a later dating
may perhapsalsobe foundin the fact that the Gorgoneion is fairly small. In general, it seems to be true
that in earlierperiodsshielddevicesfill the entireboss
of the shield and that later they becomesmaller.68A
Gorgoneionon the Chigivase fills the boss,69and this
is alsoinvariablythe case on the shieldson Corinthian
vases which have this device.70That the Gorgoneion,
however,had alreadybegunto becomesmallerby the
secondhalf of the 6th centuryis shownby a variety of
monuments other than vases. In sculpture a large
Gorgoneionappearson the shield of an earlierstatue
in Munich,71
but on the Siphnianfrieze72later in the
6th century the Gorgoneionis small. An apparent
exceptionis foundin a terracottashield,brokenfrom
a figurine,whichwas foundat Lindos;73 althoughthe
shield seems to be datable in the second half of the
5th century, the Gorgoneioncovers all but the rim.
Otherapparentexceptionsmay be found in Cypriote
terracottas74of Hellenistic date, where the Gorgoneion is very large in relationto the size of the shield.
This may be explained, however, by the technique,
which consisted of stampinga medallionon a handmade disk. The Potters' Quartershield, though probably not earlier, is not necessarily later than the
secondhalf of the 6th century.
The Gorgoneionis the device perhaps most frequently employed on Greek shields.75It occurs on
severalof the terracottashields from other sites. The

3 (KN70). Part of small shield with trident. Plate 51
(restoreddrawing). L. 0.053. H. 0.013. Handle (2)
gone.
Hard pale grayish yellow clay. Traces of black
paint. Handmadeand crudelymodelled.Narrowrim,
paintedblack.Acrossboss largetridentin black,from
handle of which branch two pairs of spirals, with
prongs of trident resting on upper pair. Wide strip
of clay, now broken away, attached to under side;
perhapshandle of unusual type which would cover
whole arm. Small hole punchedthroughside of boss.
This shield, althoughnot found in any dated deposit, appearsto be of early date also. Thefine, hard,
light-coloredclay and the type of paint employed,as
well as the fact that it is handmade,point to a date
perhapsearly in the 6th century. The trident is not
a commonshield device. It is used, in a simplerform,
on an Attic B.F. kylix in the British Museum.64A
very unusualfour-prongedfork, which can hardly be
calleda trident, appearsas a shielddeviceon an Attic
B.F. amphorain San Francisco.65A trident is occasionally representedon the Boeotian shield on the
coins of Haliartos,66either in a simple form or in a
more elaborateform with two pairs of spirals at the
base of the prongs. The form of the trident on our
shield appearsto be of a very unusualtype. It is unlike the tridents on Corinthiancoins. An exampleon
a R.F. vase67may be cited, since it has two pairs of
spiralsat the base, but the spiralsare very small and
the prongsof the trident are attachedto a cross bar,
and do not rest directly on the spirals,as they do on
our shield.
two from Rosarno Medma (no. 47)76are perhaps to be
dated
in the first half of the 5th century, since many
in
4 (KN23). Small shield with Gorgoneion relief.
of
the
other terracottasfrom that site seem to be of
50
2.
D.
H.
in
Plate
and Fig.
0.06.
0.015. Published
that
period.
They may, however,not both be of the
9.
A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 27, pl. I,
Dark grayish brown clay. Hard, polished brown same date, since in one case the Gorgoneionis much
paint and soft red paint. Handmade.Heavy fabric, largerin relationto the size of the shield than it is in
more symmetrically fashioned than Nos. 1 and 3. the other. A small shield in the Eleusis Museum(no.
Narrowrim, paintedbrown.Twothin red lines round
68 Greger, Schildformenu. Schildschmuckbei den Griechen
edge of boss. Gorgoneionprobably stamped from
mould. Hair painted brown and slightly scalloped (Diss. Erlangen, 1908), pp. 83-85.
69 Ant. Denk., II, pl. 44.
over forehead.Heavily ridged browspainted in thin
70 Cf. Furtwangler and Reichhold, Gr. Vasenmal., pl. 122;
brownlines. Eyes outlinedin brownwith dot in cen- Payne, Necrocorinthia,pls. 34, 7, 39, 1, 41, 4; Ann. d. Inst.,
ter. Small, flat nose; tip painted red. Largered spot 1864, pl. OP; Ath. Mitt., XXX, 1905, pl. VIII, A; 'Eqp.'ApZ.,
C.V.A., Great Britain 2, British Museum 2, III H e,
pl. 18, 2 a.
65 C.V.A., U.S.A. 10, San Francisco Collections 1, pl. V,
1 b. Compare the four-pronged implement on an Etruscan
bronze revetment (Ant. Denk., II, pl. XV, 5).
66 Cf. Regling, Die antike Miunze als Kunstwerk, pl.
XXXIII, 680; Guhl and Koner, Lebender Griechenu. Romer
(6th ed.), p. 390, fig. 535 a.
67 Farnell, Cults of the GreekStates, IV, pl. VI.
64

1885, pl. 7, 1 a; Jahrbuch,VII, 1892, pl. I; C.V.A., Germany
4, Braunschweig, pl. 4, 2; Bull. Metrop. Mus., XXIII, 1928,
p. 48, fig. 1.
71 Ath. Mitt., XXI, 1896, pl. 1.
72 F. de D., IV, pl. XI-XII, 2.
73 Lindos, pl. 109, no. 2335.
74 Cf. Myres, Handbookof Cesnola Coll., nos. 2257, 2271.
75 Cf. Chase, "The Shield Devices of the Greeks," Harvard
Studies in Classical Philology, XII, 1902, pp. 106-108.
76 N. d. Sc., 1913 (Suppl.), p. 106, fig. 121.
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28), I believeunpublished,is very closein style to one
of the Rosarnoshields, that with the larger Gorgoneion. A Gorgoneion,not in relief,is representedon the
fragmentsof a plaquefound at Halai (no. 39);7 these
may possiblyhave come from a shield. A shieldfrom
the Acropolis(no. 23),78also with a painted Gorgoneion,is perhapsof early5th centurydate. Froma later
period we have the shields from Eretria (no. 40), a
numberof which, both the roundand the oval types,
are decoratedwith Gorgoneiain relief.A shield,probably from Italy, in the University of Pennsylvania
Museum(no. 50) has a Gorgoneionin relief,and there
is one on a shield in the NationalMuseumin Athens
(no. 52).
5 (KNi). Largeshieldwith horsemanin relief. Plates
48 and 49. D. 0.21. H. ca. 0.035. Severalsmall fragments missing (restored). Published in A.J.A.,
XXXV, 1931, pp. 27f., pl. II.
Light brownclay. Smoothwhite slip on uppersurface. Tracesof hard yellow paint. On boss low relief,
stamped from mould, of warrior dismountingfrom
horse. Right hand holds rein; left arm concealedby
circularshield. Attic helmet with narrowraisedband
aroundforehead,high crest, cheek-piecesturned up
against head, and horizontally ridged piece fitting
back of neck.Long flap at loweredge perhapsleather
attachment to protect back of neck. Close-fitting
cuirassends in row of narrowflaps belowwaist; thin
raisededgebarelyvisible at neckand armholes.Wavy
edge of short chiton appearsundercuirass.Horse has
short mane and long, very thin tail. Faint traces of
yellow on right hindleg.Broadring handle.Marksof
wheel obvious on under side of shield; few traces of
white slip perhapsaccidental.Two small suspension
holes in rim, over head of warrior.
From Stelai Shrine A. The shield, broken in a
numberof pieces, was found wedgedinto the narrow
space between the back of the stelai and the west wall.79

Fragraentsof shields (no. 44) which appear to be
from the same mouldwerefound in the Tile Factory
at Corinth (MF8636, 8785, and perhaps8784).80Its
unusual design and the delicacy of its modelling,
especiallythat of the horse,makethis one of the most
interesting and beautiful objects from the Potters'
Quarter.The adapting of the group to the circular
spaceshowsgreatskill. Thestyle of the shieldappears
to be that of about the end of the 6th century, making it probablythe earliest object from its deposit.
It is very likely that such an object would have been
preservedfor a longer time than the other offerings
of the shrine. The shape of the rider'sface and the
77Festschri/t

Loeb, pl. VII.

Graef and Langlotz, Ant. Vasen Akropolis, II, pl. 83,
1070.
79 Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 23.
80 For this information I am indebted to Gladys Davidson
Weinberg.
78
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protuberanteye are reminiscentof the earlierreliefs
fromthe Themistokleanwall.81Thehorseon the shield
shows modellingof a quality far superiorto that of
the rather lifeless horses on the later reliefs.82The
horse on the shield, as a matter of fact, cannot easily
be comparedwith Attic horses, as the latter seem to
be of quite a different type. They are characterized
by the straightprofileof the nose and, very frequently, by a thick neck, while the horseon the shieldhas a
slendererneck and the line of the nose is distinctly
convex. A terracotta horse head of somewhatlater
date fromthe Potters' Quarter,XXX, 1, has an outline whichis very similar,exceptforthe slightlylarger
cheek bone. The shape of the neck on the shield may
be comparedwith that of the horses from the east
pedimentat Olympia;83in the best preservedof these
the line of the nose is slightly convex. The tail is also
extremelythin, as on the shield. A horsein relief on
a pinax from Penteskouphia,84
probablyof about the
same date as the shield,is fairly similarin modelling,
especiallyin the conformationof the body. Thereis a
break near the end of the nose, so that the profile
cannot be clearly seen; the head, however,is not as
long as that on the shield and the foreheadis slightly
protuberantinstead of being flat.
The motive of the rider alighting from his horse
is not uncommon.Where the rider is in armor, he
t, a participantin a
probably represents an &CoP'Co
semi-militaryathletic exercisein the courseof which
the rider leaped from a horse in motion.85This exercise is depictedin various worksof art.86On Tarentine terracottasthe motive appearsin two variants:
the rider'slegs may be on the same side of the horse,
as they are on our shield, or the furtherleg may be
bent on the horse'sshoulders.The dismountingrider
appears also on the coins of Tarentum,and on the
coins of other cities as well, but it is only on the
Tarentinecoins that he holds a shield. He is occasionally found on vases, alwayswith the roundshield;on
81Jahrbuch,XXXVII, 1922, Arch. Anz., Beilagen II (top)
and III.
82 Ibid., Beilage IV.
83 Hege and Rodenwaldt, Olympia, pl. 32.
84 Ant. Denk., II, pl. 24, no. 27; Payne, Necrocorinthia,
p. 222, note 2.
85 Daremberg and Saglio, Dict. ant. gr. et ronm.,s. v.
desultor, p. 112; Gardiner,GreekAthleticSports and Festivals,
pp. 71f. and 461.
86 To the references given in Haspels, Attic Black-figured
Lekythoi,p. 52, note 2, may be added the following: Regling,
Die antike Milnze als Kunstwerk,pls. XVII, 383, XVIII, 400,
XXIX, 603, coins of Himera, Motya and Kelenderisin Cilicia;
B. A>. Cat. Bronzes,nos. 558, 559 (558 is illustrated in Lamb,
Greek and Roman Bronzes, pl. XLVIII, a), free-standing
statuettes on the rim of two archaic bronze lebetes from
South Italy; B. M. Cat. Bronzes, no. 744 (illustrated in Gerhard, Abbildungenzu den gesammeltenakademischenAbhandlungen u. kleiien Schriften, pl. LVII), in relief on an Etruscan bronze cista of late date; Giglioli, L'arte etrusca, pl.
CLXXIV, 2, a late archaic antefix from Capua (replicas
in London and Frankfurt).
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the B.F. kylix fromVulci87the helmet and cuirassare
alsofound.In the pedimentalgroupsfromLokroiEpizephyrioithe youths wear no cuirass, and no helmet
or shield was found; the pose of these riders is quite
similar to that of the rider on the shield. In similar
representationsin Etruscantomb paintingsthe riders
are unarmed.The alightingrideron the South Italian
and Etruscan bronzesis always unarmed.Amazons
are, of course, sometimes representedin the same
pose, but there seems to be no reason for supposing
that the figureon the shieldis female. The dismounting rider, although frequentlyrepresentedin Greek
art, as we have seen, doesnot seemto occuras a shield
device. Thehorseman,however,appearsseveraltimes
on shields.Oneof the terracottashieldsfromthe Agora
in Athens,88datingfromthe 7th century,is decorated
with a helmetedrider. A rider, not enoughof whom
is preservedto indicate any armor,appearson one of
the shieldsfromthe Acropolis.89
Thisfragmentis dated
at the end of the 6th century. The thinness of the
horse'stail is notable,as also on our shield. Onshields
depictedon vase-paintingsthe rider also occurs as a
device,thoughnot frequently.Thereis an exampleon
a B.F. amphorain Munich.90
Wherethe riderappears
on shields on R.F. vases,9'the horse and rider are in
silhouette; on one vase, that of Douris, the garment
of the rider and the mane of the horse are added in
linear detail. On two of the shields the rider wears a
petasosand chlamys,on a thirdhe perhapswearsonly
the petasos,and on the last he appearsto be nude.
The use of the Attic helmet on our shieldis rather
unusual.Althoughin Attic art the Corinthianhelmet
is used freely along with the so-calledAttic type, in
Corinth the Corinthiantype appears to be nearly
exclusively employed. At least it is the type invariably representedon CorinthianOrientalizingvases;
the scarcity of Corinthiansculptureand the paucity
of figure representationson later Corinthianvases
make it impossible to determine whether the Attic
helmet may not have been occasionally employed.
On Attic B.F. vases the Corinthiantype is normally
employed,except in representationsof Athena; it is
only near the end of the 6th century that the Attic
type is much used on vases. After that period both
types are used, sometimestogetheron the same vase.
If we had morerelevantmaterialfrom Corinthwhich
was later than the 6th century, we might possibly
find that the samewas true at Corinthalso.A statue,92
87 Museo

etruscogregoriano,II, pl. LXXII, 1.
Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 610, fig. 75, no. 283.
89 Graef and Langlotz, Ant. Vasen Akropolis, pl. 100, 2490.
90Chase, Shield Devices, p. 110, CXLV, 1.
91Cf. Arch. Zeit., XLI, 1883, pp. 1-4, pl. I (kylix of
Douris in Berlin); Hartwig, Meisterschalen, p. 277, fig. 30;
Richter and Hall, Red-Figured Athenian Vases, pl. 12 (a
kalyx krater of the Kleophrades Painter in New York);
A.J.A., LI, 1947, pl. LXIII B (amphora of the Kleophrades
Painter in Hamm).
92 Corinth, IX, p. 21, no. 11.
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perhaps of Enyo, in Corinth,copied from a Greek
original of the 4th century, has a helmet which is
apparentlyof Corinthiantype, althoughthe presence
of the triangular -Uot)TOVseems to indicate that the
two types have becomemixed in this representation.
6 (KN2). Large unpaintedshield. Fig. 2. D. 0.18. H.
0.044. Small piece missing from rim.
Hardbuff clay. Uppersurfacepolishedand covered
with thin brownishwash.Narrowrim andhigh, slightly irregularboss. Two small holes close together in
rim. Broad,flat handleratherclumsilyattachedwith
lumps of clay.
Fromthe samedeposit,henceprobablyto be dated
in the first half of the 5th century.
7 (KN5). Unpainted shield. Plate 50 and Fig. 2. D.
0.107. H. 0.021.
Buff elay, with pale brownish wash on highly
polished upper surface.Handle long and rathernarrow.
From the same deposit. The clay, brownwash and
polish are the same as those of the preceding.
8 (KN3). Shield with painted decoration.Plate 50.
D. 0.102. H. 0.028. Two smallpiecesmissingfromrim
(restored).Publishedin A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 28,
fig. 25.
Light brownclay, polishedon uppersurface.Black
and red paint. Rim decoratedwith narrow black Z
maeander.Around edge of boss red stripe and thin
red line. On boss three rows of brokenmaeanderin
black, separatedby red lines. In center large black
six-parted whorl. On under surface two wide black
circles, inner one considerably off center. Small,
broadhandlein center.
From the same deposit. The paint and decoration
are typical of the best Conventionalizingstyle. The
whorl pattern is rather common as a shield device,
although elsewhereused alone, not in combination
with other patterns, as here. It appearson the clay
shieldfromHalai (no. 39), on that from the Acropolis
at Sparta (no. 46), and probably on a shield from
Tanagra(no. 31).93 The motive also occurs on many
of the lead shields from the sanctuary of Artemis
Orthia.94It is of fairly frequent occurrenceon early
vases fromthe Geometricperiodon, though it seems
to die out early in the 5th century.95In Proto-Corinthian ware96it is foundon the MacMillanlekythosand
on the Chigi vase. It was particularly popular in
Corinthianware, especially in the Middle and Late
93Jahrbuch, XIV, 1899, p. 119, note 10, no. 11047.
94 Art. Orthia, pls. CLXXXIII, 13-15, CXCI, 13-15,
CXCVII, 1.
95For its occurrenceon Chalkidian,Attic and other wares,
cf. Chase, op. cit., p. 116, CCI, and Reinach, Re'pertoiredes
vases peints, I, p. 162, 3 and 5, II, p. 282, 6.
96 Johansen, Vases sicyoniens, pl. XXXI, 1 e; Ant. Denk.,
II, pl. 44.
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Corinthianperiods. The maeanderis not much used ornament on shields in both Corinthianand Attic
as a shieldornament,althoughit occursas a rim orna- vase-paintings.
ment on several shields on the Chigivase, both the
12 (KN25). Part of shield with bird. Plate 50. D.
hook and the Z maeanderbeing employed.
0.082. H. 0.011. Half preserved.
9 (KN4). Shield with painted decoration. Plate 51.
Hard yellow clay. Brownishblack paint and red
D. 0.095. H. 0.02. Small piece brokenfrom center.
appliedover black. Profile similarto preceding.Rim
Light brownclay. Grayishblackand soft redpaint. very narrow;painted black. Near edge of boss broad
Red line underedge of rim. On rim simple maeander red band, applied over black, between pairs of thin
in black.Wideblackstriperoundedgeof boss. Onboss black lines. In center bird in black with wing lifted;
black double hook maeanderand several concentric feet on thin blackexergueline. At one edgebeginning
circles,one red and othersblack.In centersmallcircle of hole for suspension.No handle.
in solid black. Handle ratherlarge and placed a little
From Stelai ShrineA. The bird is very similarto
to one side.
one on a plate, KV600,fromthe same deposit.Flying
From the same deposit, and contemporarywith birds are a very commonshield device, particularly
No. 8.
in Proto-Corinthianand Corinthianvases. Almost
without
exception,however,they arerepresentedwith
10 (KN34). Part of shield with painted decoration.
Plate 48 (restoreddrawing).D. 0.094.H. 0.017. About wings spreadso that one is above the back and the
other appearsbelow the body. Threelate Corinthian
half preserved.Handle brokenoff.
showshieldswith verycrude
Pale grayish yellow clay. Black paint, almost en- aryballoifromRhitsona99
tirely disappeared,andred.Rim paintedred. Onboss, birds which have both wings raised above the back.
beginningat edge, the followingzones, all separated AnAtticB.F. amphorain Bolognaand a R.F. kylix of
by black lines: row of black dots; brokenmaeander Hieronin Florencehave as shield device a bird with
in black;redline; alternatedot patternin black;band both wings raised;100the formeris flying, the feet
of black scrollmaeander,with three short horizontal of the other are not preserved.Standing birds occur
lines connecting each unit with the next; narrow on the shields of a few of the lead warriorsfromthe
black Z maeander;black alternate dot pattern be- sanctuaryof ArtemisOrthia;in one of these the wings
tween red lines; band of simpler scroll maeanderin are slightly raised.'01
black;rowof blackdots;redandblackline aroundcen- 13 (KN71). Fragmentof shield with
painted decoratral dot. Two suspensionholes in rim.
tion. Plate 51. D. ca. 0.168. Small piece of rim preFrom the same deposit.
served.
11 (KN22). Part of shield with two snakes. Plate 50
and Fig. 2. D. 0.087. H. 0.011. Half preserved.
Hard yellow clay. Black paint. Two rows of dots
on rim. Two thin lines round edge of boss. Across
center, lower ends of two thin snakes lying side by
side. Two holes in rim. No handle.
From the AphroditeDeposit, and doubtlessof the
samedate as the shieldsfrom Stelai ShrineA. The appearanceof a pair of snakesis interestingin view of
the smallplaquesfromthese two depositswhich bore
pairs of snakesin relief (see XXII, 14 and 15). If we
considerthat the holesin the rim are at the top of the
shield, the snakes lie horizontally across it. Snakes
in pairs do not, as far as I know, occur as a shield
device on Corinthianvases. They do appearon Attic
B.F. vases, always on shields of the Boeotian type,
on which they seldom occur alone, but are usually
separatedby anotherdevice.97Singlesnakesare occasionallyused as a shielddevice on Corinthianvases.98
A double row of dots on the rim is a fairly common
"ICf. Chase, op. cit., p. 121, CCXXIX. In Heydemann,
Vasensammlungendes Museo Nazionale zu Neapel, pp. 387f..
no. 2-777,no. 2, no central device is mentioned.
98 Cf. B. Ml. Cat. Vases, II, p. 56, B 24; Payne, Necrocorinthia, pl. 43, 1; Museo etruscogregoriano,II, pi. XXVIII,
2 a.

Hard light brownclay. Hard black and red paint.
Black line along edge. Two rows of smallblack dots
aroundrim. Aroundedge of boss wide red stripe,thin
black lines and beginningof large brokenmaeander
in black.
This fragment is obviously related to the Stelai
Shrine group, and is worth mentioningfor the fine
quality of the clay and paint.
14 (KN31). Part of shield with painted decoration.
Plate 51 and Fig. 2. D. ca. 0.117. H. 0.025. Partly
restored.
Brownclay. Black and soft red paint. Narrowrim,
slanting downward,and high center. Two rows of
black dots round rim. On boss wide red stripe and
thin red line, threerowsof brokenmaeanderin black,
separatedby thin red lines, and in center beginning
of curvedblackline, perhapspart of whorl.Twoblack
bands aroundinterior.
From the area aroundTrenchJ. This fragmentis
very closeto the'StelaiShrineshields,especiallyNo.8.
99Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, p. 39, pl. VIII, 95.
22-95.24.
100C.V.A., Italy 7, Bologna 2, III H e, pl. 2, 3; Hartwig,
Meisterschalen,pl. XXVIII.
101 Art. Orthi,a,p. 276, fig. 128, b.
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(KN27). Fragment of similar shield. Plate 51. D.
0.11. Partly restored.
Brownclay. Grayishblack and soft red paint. Two
black lines aroundrim, with two rows of black dots
between.Red stripe roundedge of boss.Brokenmaeanderin black between doubleblack lines.
From the same area and obviously related to the
preceding. A miscalculationof the space left at the
end of the row led to considerabledifficultyin painting the maeander.

20 (KN30). Small shield with painted decoration.
Plates 48 (restoreddrawing)and 50, and Fig. 2. D. ca.
0.062. H. 0.016. Most of rim missing.
Pale yellowishgray clay. Blackpaint, mostly gone,
and brownishpurple paint. High boss, flat on top.
Rim very narrowand curvedupwardat edge; painted
purple,continuedonto edge of boss. On boss broken
maeanderin black and row of five black swastikas
surroundingpurple circle in center. Under surface
decoratedwith broad purple stripe and several narrowerblack ones. Smallhandle.
16 (KN26).Part of similarshield.Plate 50 and Fig. 2.
The swastikais a ratheruncommonshield device.
D. 0.095. About half preserved.Partly restored.
It occursas a small device in the centerof a shield'03
Brown clay. Grayishblack and red paint. Flatter on a B.F. oinochoein the Vaticanand on a R.F. kylix
in profilethan last two. Onrim two rowsof black dots in Bologna.
betweenthin lines. Round edge of boss red stripe and
brokenmaeanderin blackbetweendoubleblacklines. 21 (KN72). Fragmentof shield with painted decoration. Plate 51. W. 0.058.
Part of handle preservedinside, not in center.
Hardyellowclay. Black and redpaint. Flat on top.
From the same area, and nearlv identicalwith the
Small
blackcirclein center,surroundedby threelarge
preceding.
blackswastikas,anotherblackcircle,row of elongated
17 (KN74). Fragmentof shield with painted decora- black spots, and red stripe borderedby thin black
tion. Plate 51. D. 0.093. H. 0.02.
lines. Small handle.
Brown clay. Purplishblack paint. Rim curves out
From Deposit 9 of the TerracottaFactory. Most
from boss without sharp angle. Boss rather high. of the objects from this deposit date in the second
Simple maeanderround rim. On boss double hook half of the 5th century. The design and particularly
maeanderbetweenbroadstripes.
the quality of the clay and the red paint makeit more
From the same area. Another fragment, KN76, probablethat this fragmentmerely happenedto be
fromthis area,identicalin clay andpaint, is decorated presentin the earthcoveringthe areaand doesnot bewith a wide stripe and a simple maeandernear the long to the deposit.It is perhapsdatable,like most of
edge of the boss.
the preceding,in the first half of the 5th century or
18 (KN28). Part of large shield decoratedwith ani- perhaps, on account of the excellent quality of the
mals. Plate 51 and Fig. 2. D. 0.152. H. 0.029. Nearly clay, a little earlier.The swastikasrunin the opposite
directionfrom those of No. 20.
half preserved.Partly restored.
Hard yellowish gray clay, polished on top. Black 22 (KN65).Part of small shield, unpainted.D. 0.058.
paint which has disappeared,leaving traces of dilute H. 0.019. One quarterpreserved.
brown.Hardbrownishredpaint. Rim curvesgradualYellow clay. Rather thick fabric. Well made, but
ly into boss. Black line roundedge. Red stripeon rim. interestingmainly as being the smallestof any of the
Round edge of boss two black lines and one red. shields.
Traces, probably of large animal, in center. Small
animal at one side, probablypantherwith head bent 23 (KN29). Smallshield.Plate 50 and Fig. 2. D. 0.084.
back. Slenderbody and thin, spiderylegs; tail over H. 0.016. Two pieces missingfromrim (restored).
Yellowishbrown clay. Highly polishedupper surback.
face
coveredwith thin brownwash. Red ring on top
From the CircleDeposit, though probablyearlier
of
boss.
than the rest of the depositandmorenearlycontempoFrom the Shrine of the Double Stele, hence probrary with the Stelai ShrineA and Trench J shields.
ably
to be dated in the first half of the 4th century.
Thedrawingof the pantheris ratherlike that on vases
of severalother shieldsof similarsize and
Fragments
which are datable in the secondhalf of the 6th censhape,usingthe samepolishedclay and the samethin
tury and in the early 5th.102
wash, were also found in this deposit. The only ex19 (KN32). Fragment of shield with painted deco- ceptionwas a fragmentof rim, of whichthe uppersurration. Plate 50. D. ca. 0.138.
face was painted black with elongated white spots
Pale grayishyellow clay. Black and red paint. Red appliedover it.
line roundedge. Onwiderim doublebrokenmaeander
24 (KN35). Small unpaintedshield. Fig. 2. D. 0.084.
in black. Boss paintedblack. Smallhole in rim.
H. 0.021. Part of one side brokenoff.
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102 One may compare the style of a horse on a plate
(KP1039) from Stelai Shrine A.

103 Albizzati,
Vasi antichi dipinti del Vaticano, pl. 12, 125;
C.V.A., Italy 5, Bologna 1, III 1 c, pl. 2, 2.
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found in the Road Deposit. Rosettes of this fourpetalled type occur occasionallyon shields in Attic
pottery. On B.F. vases104they are large,with bulbous
petals, and cover the entire boss of the shield. The
device becomessmallerin R.F. vases105and occupies
only the very center of the shield. There are four
25 (KN75). Part of smallshieldwith reliefdecoration. similar rosettes surroundinga central device on a
Plate 51. D. ca. 0.082.H. 0.012.Onequarterpreserved. R.F. vase in Berlin.106
Soft light brownclay. Handmade.Designprobably
104 Cf. C.V.A., Italy 7, Bologna 2, III H e, pl. 2,4; C.V.A.,
stamped from mould. Narrow,rather irregularrim
Germany
3, Munich 1, pl. 7, 3.
and low boss. In center small disk in relief with two
105 Cf. Reinach, Repertoire des vases peints, I, p. 45, 4;
(originally four) elongated triangular bosses, also Schaal, GriechischeVasen aus Frankfurter Sammlungen, pl.
in relief, radiatingfrom it.
35 b.
A fragmentof a very similar shield (KNI85) was
106 Overbeck, Gallerie heroischerBildwerke, pl. XVIII, 6.
Hard grayishyellow clay. High boss rises sharply
at right anglesto rim. No handle.
From Deposit 6 of the TerracottaFactory, and
probablyto be dated in the third quarterof the 4th
century.

CLASSXXXVII. MISCELLANEOUS
OBJECTS
Under this classification 198 figurines and fragments were inventoried, and 75 of these are
described in the catalogue. The group comprises 3 sandalled feet, 5 yokes, 4 astragaloi, 77
representations of bread, 7 representations of fruit, 8 hats, 3 rings, 4 pestles, 21 implements,
14 disks; most of the rest (52) are unidentified.
The models of feet, Nos. 1-3, are complete in themselves and end in a pointed spike at the
ankle. They wear elaborately studied sandals, the details of which differ widely in the three
cases. It is unlikely that these feet were intended to be dedicated as thank-offeringsfor cures,
else we should have found representations of other parts of the body as well. Moreover, the
interest of the artist was obviously directed more to the modelling of the sandal than of the
foot. No. 1 is probably to be dated around the middle of the 6th century, No. 2 did not come
from a datable context but also seems to be of 6th century date, and No. 3 was found in the
Shrine of the Double Stele and so may be considered as belonging to the first half of the 4th
century. Miniature models of feet are rare in the Greek period. There is perhaps one in the
British Museum1from Kyrenaika and several examples, also from Kyrenaika, in Copenhagen.2
The latter are of the Hellenistic period. All these have soles represented under the foot; traces
of paint on some of the Copenhagenexamples perhaps show that the straps were indicated by
paint. A foot from the Argive Heraion3may have been broken from a figurine. A pair of handmade feet on a base and a fragment of another foot on a base, which were found at Lindos,4
are of much larger size, unsandalled, and not really comparablewith the Corinthianexamples.
A model of a shoe in Copenhagen,5though of the Hellenistic period, forms an interesting
comparison in respect to the careful representation of detail. The sandals on several plastic
vases representingfeet6 are identical in type with No. 2, as is that on a similar vase in bronze
from Lindos.?
The yokes, Nos. 4-6, all probably of 6th century date, are models of those used for a pair of
oxen or horses. They consist of a horizontal bar from which depend two pairs of projections
to fit overthe necks of the animals. No. 4 has in addition a pin in the center for attachingthe wagon
1

B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 130, B 358.
Danish National Museum, Cat. of Terracottas,no. 523.
3 Arg. Her., II, p. 43, fig. 83.
4 Mendel, Cat. fig. gr., nos. 39, 40.
6 Danish National Museum, op. cit., no. 522.
6 C.V.A., France 12, Louvre 8, III c c, pl. 7, 19 and 21;
C.V.A., U.S.A. 4, Robinson Coll. 1, pl. XV, 1; Maximova,
2

Vases plastiques, pl. XXVI, 99 (dated in the second quarter
of the 6th century by Payne in Necrocorinthia,p. 88, note 3);
Jahrbuch,LI, 1936, Arch. Anz., cols. 387f., figs. 41, 42; Langlotz, GriechischeVasen in Wurzburg,pl. 18, nos. 151, 152 (the
latter perhaps modern).
7Lindos, pl. 32, no. 803.
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pole. The projections in this yoke are bored to allow the passage of straps to encircle the necks
of the animals; in an actual yoke these collars would probably have been of wood, possibly of
leather or some other material. Wooden yokes from Egypt8 form an interesting comparison
with the Potters' Quarter examples. These consist of a straight bar of wood through which
four holes are bored. Sometimes these holes are large and in them are inserted short, straight
pieces of wood which passed at either side of the animals' necks and to the ends of which were
fastened the woven bands which passed under the throat. In other cases the holes are very
small, indicating that the woven throat-bands passed directly through them. A terracotta
group,9at one time in the Hoffmann collection, which representsa female figure in a cart drawn
by two horses, shows a type of yoke which may be somewhat similar to ours, especially to
No. 4. It likewise has shallow projections which fit over the necks of the horses and a pin in the
center of the upper surface.
This type of yoke is quite different from another common type consisting of a single bar,
cylindrical or flattened, which curves upward over the neck of each animal and downward
between them and at-the ends. There are no projections for holding the collars. This type also
goes back to Egyptian prototypes.10Yokes of this type usually have a notch at the top where
the end of the pole rested. Such yokes appear on a number of Cypriote chariot groups in
terracotta.11Essentially the same type of yoke is used on a bronze chariot in Florence,12said
to be of 6th century date. Yokes of this same simple type continue into the Roman period.
They are found on late Etruscan bronze groups in New York,13which represent pairs of oxen
drawing, in one case a cart, in the other a plough. In one yoke holes were bored for the passage
of collar straps. In an Etruscan bronze group in the Villa Giulia14the yoke is of similar type,
with holes for the straps, but the central part of the bar is nearly straight and dips downward
very little between the two oxen. Another very simple type of yoke which appears occasionally
in terracottas consists of a roll of clay which completely encircles the necks of the animals. In
a Boeotian group in the Louvre,15representinga ploughing scene, a large pin is attached to the
yoke between the oxen.
The astragaloi, Nos. 7 and 8, dated in the third quarter of the 5th century, are very carefully
modelled imitations in natural size of real bones. Since there are four or them, they may have
been intended for actual use, four apparently being the number used by the Greeksin playing.
Large terracotta astragaloi, decorated in R.F. style, and askoi in the form of astragaloi are,
of course, well known, and astragaloi in relief are used as decoration on a kylix in the Louvre
(C.V.A., France 14, Louvre 9, II D, pl. 2, 9 and 10), but clay models in actual size, such as
these from the Potters' Quarter, are comparatively rare. There are ten from Myrina and one
from Olynthos, all from graves;16 ten were said to have been found in an Etruscan grave.17
A number from the necropolis of Ialysos were formerly in the Rhodes Museum. Two examples
found in the Agora at Athens in a late 4th or early 3rd century context and a single astragalos
found at the Amyklaion did not come from graves.18 None of these astragaloi, except
8 Cf. B.S.A., X, 1903-04, pp. 130-132, figs. 5, 6; Wilkinson, The Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians
(1878), II, p. 392, no. 466, I and 2.
9 Huish, Greek Terra-cottaStatuettes, pl. XVI. See under
XVII, 36.
10 Cf. Daremberg-Saglio, Diet. ant. gr. et rom., s. v. currus,
fig. 2198.
11Cf. Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, pl. CXCVI, 2, 3.
12 Jahreshefte,II, 1899, p. 139, fig. 61.

Antike Plastik, pl. 17.
J.H.S., XXXIV, 1914, pl. XVIII.
15 Schneider-Lengyel,Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 16.
"IPottier, Necrop. de Myrina, p. 509; Olynthus, VII, pl.
47, no. 376.
17 Bull. d. Inst., XXXVIII, 1866, p. 232.
18 Hesperia, XXI, 1952, p. 163, no. 63; Ath. Mitt., LII,
1927, p. 45.
13
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those from the Potters' Quarter, seem to have been painted. The actual astragalos bones
themselves have, of course, been found at many sites, often in large numbers. They are
mentioned in the inventories of the Asklepieion at Athens19as dedications, often being gilded
or bound with silver. They were also frequently imitated in other materials than terracotta.20
Statue bases also occasionally took the form of an astragalos.21
Of the numerous representations of bread found in the Potters' Quarter, ten are flat disks
with a large hole in the center (Nos. 9-11), and the rest are small loops formed by joining the
ends of a cylindrical roll of clay (Nos. 12-14). Similar loops found elsewherehave seldom been
recognized as representationsof bread, but it is certainly the most likely explanation for them.
Flat disks, like our Nos. 9-li but usually smaller, with plain or toothed edges have been
found at various sites. Both large and small examples occurred in Geometric and late 7th
century deposits at Perachora.22The Geometric ones had toothed edges, the others were plain.
Of the numerous examples in the Nauplia Museum from Tiryns23and Borsia, the latter unpublished, most are small with zigzag edges, though some have smooth edges. Several with
zigzag edges24were found at Tegea, and others at Prosymna and the Argive Heraion. Several
flat clay rings, perhaps not to be connected with these disks, as they are thicker and square in
section, were found at Haliartos.25Several of the Tiryns disks have, instead of the hole in the
center, an applied disk, and others from the Argive Heraion26have an incised ring. Our examples are probably mostly of 6th and 5th century date.
The significance of the clay loops (cf. Nos. 12-14) which are found in such quantities at
Corinth27is still not entirely certain. They have been variously called wreaths, snakes and
horse-collars,though the two latter suggestions hardly merit consideration.It seems to me that
the most reasonableexplanation is that they representbread baked in this special form, perhaps
for ritual purposes. Loaves of exactly the same shape are still in use on certain special occasions
in the Orthodox Churchin Palestine.28Similarloops in gold, probably representingsuch loaves,
have been found in lead sarcophagi of the Constantinian periodin Palestine.29The exteriors of
these sarcophagi were also sometimes decorated with rope-like loops in relief.30The objects
hung up on the offering tables in the model shrine, XXXIII, 1, found in the Potters' Quarter
have the same shape. Loops of elliptical shape with the ends crossed appear in Cypriote terracottas, either lying on tables with other forms of bread or being carried by female figures in
the same way that doves, animals and other offerings are carried.31A female figurine in the
CyprusMuseum carries a saucer with one of these loops lying on it. This seems to indicate that
19 Girard, L'Asclepieion d'Athenes,p. 118.

To the references in Delos, XVIII, pp. 332-334, and
Olynthus, X, pp. 502f., may be added the following: (in
bronze) Corinth, XII, no. 1755, Hpxxrtx>, 1931, p. 85, fig. 2,
2 (from Dodona), and Lullies, Antike Kleinkunst in Konigsberg, no. 211; (in lead) Friederichs, Kleinere Kunst u. Indutstrie, no. 1793; (in garnet) Ann. d. Inst., 1874, p. 204, pl. S;
(in glass) McClees, Daily Life of Greeksand Romans, p. 74,
fig. 93, Corinth, XII, no. 1754, Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p.
149 (from Corinth), and Albania Antica, II, fig. 120, center.
21 Cf. Olympia, III, pp. 212-214, pl. LV, 4 and 5.
22 Perachora, pl. 16, pl. 33, 11 and 16. The arguments for
considering these disks to be representations of bread are here
well presented (ibid., pp. 67-69).
23 Ttryns, I, pp. 85f., no. 154, fig. 26, no. 155, fig. 28
(upper and lower center), no. 155a, fig. 29 (center), no. 158;
Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 148, nos. 73, 74.
24 B.C.H., XLV, 1921, p. 407, fig. 54, no. 232 (from Tegea);
20

A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 423, fig. 11, nos. 5-8 (from Prosymna); Arg. Her., II, p. 44, no. 294, pl. LVIII, 13.
25 B.S.A., XXXII, 1931-32, p. 195, fig. 10, b.
28 Arg. Her., II, p. 42, fig. 77.
27 There are many from the main excavations of Corinth
(Corinth, XII, pl. 139, no. 2920, a-r), and one from the
Asklepieion (Corinth,XIV, pl. 56, no. 36).
28 Quarterlyof the Departmentof Antiquities of Palestine,
I, 1932, pl. XXX. Circularloaves of bread with a hole in the
center are, of course, often seen in Greece, and the small rolls
of similar shape (zsournupm)are familiar to anyone who has
ever travelled in Greece. A special variety of the latter is
always baked at Easter.
29 Ibid., pl. XXVIII.
30 Ibid., pl. XXIX. In J.H.S., L, 1930, p. 310, it is suggested that the loops on these sarcophagi are symbols of
resurrection.
31 J.H.S., XVII, 1897, p. 166, fig. 15, no. 4; Myres, Cat. of
Cyp. Mus., nos. 5533, 5534.
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an article of food is intended to be represented.Loops similar to those from Corinthhave been
found at Troizen.32 An object of "pretzel" shape, found at Tiryns,33is formed of two of these
loops joined at the pointed ends. Other loops, round in outline rather than elliptical, occur
among the representations of trays of cakes found at Tiryns.34As to the date of these loops,
there is no evidence from the Potters' Quarter to prove their existence before the late 5th
century. One was found in the CircularSouth Shrine. Most of those which can be dated came
from the Terracotta Factory. Of the twenty-nine examples from that building, nineteen were
found all together just west of the west wall of the Court (Deposit 2). Most of these were very
close in size, type of clay, etc., and doubtless made at the same time.
Other objects which probably represent cakes or loaves are the disks which appear in the
hands of many of the handmade female figures from the Potters' Quarter (see Class I). These
are similar to the loaves which appearin breadmakingscenes (cf. XXXIII, 17 and 18). Another
type of object which is doubtless intended as a representation of bread is the long, elliptical
object, horizontally slashed, which is carried by the monkey, XXIV, 3.
The group of fruit, Nos. 15-21, consists of a bunch of grapes, a fig, two pears, a pomegranate,
a nut, and a fruit of doubtful identity. Only two of these have any painted decoration. No. 15
alone was found in a datable deposit, and most of the rest reveal no evidence of date. Terracotta
models of fruit have been found at several sites, particularly in graves and sanctuaries. Most
of these differ from the Potters' Quarter examples in that they are mouldmade. Vases in the
form of pomegranates and other fruit are fairly common,35but need not be considered here.
A bunch of grapes, probably mouldmade, occurs in a grave at Delphi36which is probably of
4th century date. Grapes modelled by hand appear in a Boeotian figurine37which represents a
man offering fruit to a child. Grapes are perhaps intended to be represented by a small lump
of clay, pitted with round depressions, on a plate of votive offerings from Rosarno Medma.38
A plate found in a grave at Carthage39was said to contain a bunch of grapes in addition to
other fruits. This grave, in which other terracotta fruits were found, is probably of 5th century
date, since it contained also a figurine of the Kriophorostype (see p. 135, note 15). A terracotta
relief from the Pnyx in Athens,40probably of late 4th century date, represents two bunches of
grapes with other articles of food. In the University of Pennsylvania Museum there is a terracotta (MS 1407-1427) of the Hellenistic period from Todi representinga plate of fruit and other
foods, among which is a bunch of grapes. They are said to occur on terracotta tables of offerings
from Myrina.41Since our example can be dated in the late 7th or early 6th century, it is earlier
than any of those mentioned.
Figs are fairly commonly represented, and usually modelled in a highly realistic manner.
In shape they closely resemble that from the Potters' Quarter, are somewhat elongated and
flattened on the bottom, and are usually represented as split open, sometimes with the interior
mass of pulp and seeds carefully indicated, as in the case of No. 16. Extremely realistic representations of figs were found in a grave at Syracuse.42In the terracotta43which resembles ours
most closely the shape is very similar and the interior mass shows the same pitted surface. The
models of figs found at Lindos44are less realistic in modelling and, though they are split, the
B.C.H., XXIX, 1905, p. 300, fig. 17.
Tiryns, I, p. 85, no. 154 a, fig. 27.
34 Ibid., no. 72, fig. 17, no. 155, fig. 28.
35 Cf. Maximova, Vases plastiques, I, pp. 89f.
36 F. de D., V, pp. 164f., fig. 682 b.
37 Festschrift Loeb, p. 47, 7.
38 N. d. Sc., 1913 (Suppl.), p. 130, fig. 174.
32

39 Bull. arch., 1917, p. 136.

33

40

Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 156, fig. 68, no. 106.
Pottier, Necrop. de Myrina, pp. 242f.
N. d. Sc., 1893, pp. 484f. About 30 were said to have
come from this grave.
43 Biardot, Les terres-cuitesgrecques/unebres, pl. II, 5.
44 Lindos, pl. 114, nos. 2445 and 2446.
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interioris not indicated. A fig is one of the objects in a basket of fruit from a grave at Kameiros.45
It is split, but with no attempt at indicating the interior modelling, and painted red. One is said
to have been found at the Kabeireion,46and another in the grave at Carthagementioned above.
Our example is probably of early 5th century date.
The pomegranateseems to have a longer history than the rest, since it is found in Geometric
and 7th century contexts in Sparta,47at the Menelaionand at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia.
In these representations the flower end of the fruit is indicated by a circle of rays. The pomegranate in the Boeotian terracotta mentioned above is of similar type. Representations which
are more like our No. 20, with a small boss at the flower end instead of rays, occur in the Delphi
grave mentioned above, in the basket of fruit from Kameiros (painted red), among the finds
from the sanctuary of Demeter Malophoros at Selinos48and from the Heraion of Lucania,49
and in Biardot's group.50The last of these is split at the flower end, like No. 20, and the interior
mass of seeds is indicated. An extremely realistic model of a pomegranatewas found at Rosarno
Medma.51Half the fruit is representedand the seeds and interior sections are modelled in considerable detail. A terracotta representing two pomegranates on a plaque was found on the
Acropolis,52and there is another pomegranatefrom Tiryns.53Clay pomegranateshave also been
found in graves at Carthage.54Vases in the form of pomegranatesare, of course, fairly common.
The almond is less commonly represented among terracottas, although there are a number
of plastic vases of this shape. Terracottamodels of a shape very similar to our No. 21 have been
found at Delphi and elsewhere.55These are rather flat, broad at one end and pointed at the
other, and are pitted with depressionsof pin-point fineness. An almond of similartype occurs in
the basket of fruit from Kameiros. The pear is rarely represented. A fruit which is frequent
elsewhere, but does not occur in the group from the Potters' Quarter, unless No. 19 can be so
identified, is the apple or quince (it is usually impossible to distinguish them). Examples of
these are usually large, mouldmade and hollow with a small vent-hole. The flower end is marked
by a small boss with five or six grooves radiating from it.
The pestles, Nos. 26-29, are of a type which is very well known from many sites; it is made
of marble and other kinds of stone and consists of a cone which is bent at right angles at the tip.
The bent tip of the marble pestles is often modelled in the shape of a finger or thumb. Isolated
models in terracotta seem to occur only rarely outside the Potters' Quarter. An example was
found in the Agora at Athens,56and one is perhaps to be recognizedin a group of objects carried
by a terracotta figurine of a mule in the British Museum.57This figurine is perhaps of Boeotian
origin (see page 177, note 2). In the National Museumin Athens (N.M. 12980) there is a terracotta figurine of a monkey using a pestle of similar shape in a mortar.
The objects represented by Nos. 31-38 are doubtless models of tools or implements of some
kind. No. 35 may imitate some bone or wooden instrument used in making pottery or figurines,
wvithone end pointed for incising and the other flattened for smoothing a clay surface. Another
possibility is that it represents a stylus for writing,58which would be used in the same way.
45 B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 123, B 313, fig. 23.

Ath. Mitt., XV, 1890, p. 364.
47 B.S.A., XV, 1908-09, pl. VI, 27; Art. Orthia, p. 158,
pl. XLII, 7.
46

48

Mon. Ant., XXXII,

49 J.H.S., LVI, 1936,
50 Op. cit., pI. II, 1.
51
5

1927, col. 374, fig. 166.

p. 232, fig. 13.

N. d. Sc., 1913 (Suppl.), p. 130, fig. 174.
Cat. of Acrop. Mus., II, p. 433, no. 1227.

Tiryns, I, p. 86, no. 160.
Bull. arch., 1917, pl. XXII. One of these came from the
grave mentioned above.
55 F. de D., V, p. 164, fig. 681 a (from the grave mentioned above); Biardot, op. cit., pl. II, 4; Hesperia, XXI, 1952,
pl. 41, no. 72 (a mould from the Athenian Agora).
56 Ibid., pl. 39, no. 66.
57 B. M. Cat. Terracottas,p. 75, B 30, pl. VI.
58 Cf. Delos, XVIII, pl. LXXX, 678, 5.
53
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No. 31 perhaps represents a bone awl. The head, with its three projections, is strongly reminiscent of the awls found on many prehistoric sites,59which have a head formed by the
knuckle bone of an animal and a pointed end. It is quite possible that such simple and readily
obtainable implements might occasionally have been used in the classical period as well. Nos. 32
and 33 are perhaps fragments of implements which, if restored, would have a blunt head at one
end, a point at the other, and halfway down the shaft a lozenge-shapedloop. If this restoration
is correct, a very interesting parallel is seen in a type of prehistoric bronze pin, one example of
which was found in Greece,at Aegina.60These pins, sometimes called toggle-pins, were probably
intended for fastening garments. After the pin had been pushed through the cloth, a string
tied to the loop could have been wound around the pin, above and below the loop, to secure the
pin. Pins of this type are very common in the Near East. They have been found61at Troy, at
Tarsus, and in some numbers in Cyprus, but occur more frequently further east.62 Such pins
seem to have been supplanted by the fibula well before the classical period, and it is hard to
explainwhy clay imitations of them should appearon a classicalsite. No. 33, whichcamefromWell
I, must be of late 7th or early 6th century date, and No. 32 is doubtless of similar date, since the
clay is extremely hard. Nos. 34, 36 and 37 perhaps imitate implements which have a blunt head
at one end and are flattened at the other for smoothing or polishing purposes. No. 38 seems to
represent a pointed tool of some kind, or possibly a nail. Nos. 36-38 and a number of other
similar objects are of fairly late date, some belonging in the late 5th century and some in the
third quarter of the 4th.
1 (KT25-44).Large foot wearing sandal. Plate 52.
H. 0.042. L. 0.053.
Pale buff clay. Thin, taperingspike at ankle. Foot
flat on bottomwith toes bent slightlydownward.Toes
separated by five deep incisions, making six toes.
Sandalrepresentedby broadstrip appliedacrosstop
of toes and by long thin roll which encirclesheel and
meets in front with ends resting on top of strap over
toes. Smalldisk appliedat back of heel strapand thin
flaps with upright points applied to sides. At left
side short strap connectsheel strap with sole.
Found in Trench J, and probably to be dated
aroundthe middleof the 6th century. The pale clay is
very similar to that used in other figurines of that
periodfrom the same area.
2 (KT25-43). Sandalledfoot. Plate 52. L. 0.037. Part
of spike brokenoff.
Buff clay. Red paint. Ends in spike. Foot long,
narrow,and better shapedthan preceding.Toesseparated by shallowgrooves.Wide strap acrosstoes has
two thin incised grooves. Points near front of heel
strap projectbelow strap instead of above, as in preceding. Elaborate knot or ornamentat back of heel
strap and in front where ends come together.Below
knot singlethin strapcontinuesdownfront and across
toe strap.At eitherside of foot shortstrap, connected
at both ends with sole, forms semi-circularcurve,
tangent to heel strap. Sandaland upperpart of spike
painted red; thin strap down front perhapsleft unpainted.

No. 2 is almost certainlyof 6th century date, perhaps contemporarywith No. 1, perhapsa little later.
Severalplasticvases in clay and bronzein the formof
feet, probablyalso of 6th century date, have sandals
of identicaltype (see p. 231). Thesandalsrepresented
on one of the Penteskouphiapinakes63are also very
similar. This pinax is dated by Payne in the late 6th
century. The sandalson a porosstatue from Halai,64
perhapsof the same date, are rather similar, except
for the lack of the band acrossthe toes.
59E. g., Schliemann, lBios, p. 295, no. 123, p. 480, nos.
581-584; Tsountas, AIVIv'ou zaoc'ZaxXou, pl. 45, 1-7;
Wace and Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, figs. 68, o, 69,
f and g, 92, c, d, h-k.
60 Aegina, pl. 114, no. 15; Jahrbuch, LIII, 1938, Arch.
Anz., cols. 539-540.
61 Schliemann, Troja, p. 139, nos. 64, 65; Dorpfeld, Troja
u. Ilion, p. 356, fig. 295; A.J.A., XLIV, 1940, p. 67, fig. 21
(from Tarsus); Ohnefalsch-Richter,Kypros, pl. CXLVI, 3 B g
and 4 B; Myres, Cat. of Cyp. Mus., nos. 591-598; Cesnola,
Salaminia, pl. IV, 8 A;Ath. Mitt., XI, 1886, p. 220, Beilage I, 15;
J.H.S., IX, 1888, p. 158; Swed. Cyp. Exped., I, pl. XXIII, 2,
no. 115 (left), pl. XXIX, 2, no. 55, pl. XXX, 2, no. 13, pl.
XXXIV, 3, nos. 98, 138, 1, 5, 56, pl. LXIX, 2, nos. 20, 27, 29,
pl. CXLIV, 4 and 5; B.S.A., XLI, 1940-45, pl. 25, 2, p. 84,
fig. 6 (right); Metropolitan Museum of Art: Richter, Greek,
Etruscan and Roman Bronzes, nos. 891-905; Greek and
Roman Life, fig. 162, c.
62 See Quarterlyof Dept. of Antiq. of Palestine, VI, 193637, pp. 169-190, for references.
63 Ant. Denk., II, pl. 30, 12; Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 112,
note 4.
64 Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 460, fig. 148.
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3 (KT25-45). Sandalledfoot. Plate 52. H. 0.028. L.
0.031.
Dark gray clay. Red paint. Ends in sharp spike;
heel projects strongly. Toes separatedby five short
grooves,makingsix toes. Strap acrosstoes high and
rounded. Heel strap pinched into vertical ridge at
back; strap continuesaroundankle but ends do not
meet. Strapsrise fromsole at eitherside of heel, cross
heel strap and meet in front. Anotherstrap, double,
runs from ankle down front of foot to join toe strap;
lower part modelledfree of foot. Straps and miostof
foot painted red. Threesmall applieddisks on either
side and another on front strap at point where it
crossesheel strap.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele, hence to be
dated in the first half of the 4th century.
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9 (KT62-4). Flat disk with hole in center,representing bread.Plate 54. D. 0.099. Th. ca. 0.004.Fragment
missing (restored).
Brown clay. Wheelmade. Slightly thickened,
roundededge.
This is the most completeexampleof the type. Of
our ten fragments,the two followingwere found in
shrinedeposits.

10 (KT62-7). Fragments of larger similar disk. D.
ca. 0.13.
Brown clay. One surface flat. Other has slightly
raisedrim aroundedge and aroundlargecentralhole.
From Stelai ShrineA. Thereare fragmentsof several other disks of the variety with a raisedrim, one
even largerthan this example. In one case both the
outerrim and that aroundthe centralhole are set off
4 (KT63-1). Doubleyoke. Plate 52. H. 0.034.L.0.063. by grooves.
Hard pale yellow clay. Yoke consists of horizontal
bar with four projections from under surface, ar- 11 (KT62-9). Fragment of large similar disk with
ranged in two pairs. Between two central ones oval toothed edge. Plate 54. W. (fromrim to centralhole)
bit of clay applied. Projectionfrom center of upper 0.041.
Pale greenclay. Wheelmarkson uppersurface,but
surfaceof yoke flat and circularon top and slightly
pinched in below. Four vertical holes punchedfrom lower quite irregular.Strongly raised ridges around
uppersurfacethroughfour under-projections,emerg- outer edge and central hole. One side of both rims
finely toothedby pressingnarrowedge, perhapswire,
ing at tips.
repeatedly
against surface.
The spaces between the projectionsare curvedto
From
the
CircularSouth Shrine.
fit overthe necksof a pair of horsesor oxen, whilethe
holes would serve for suspending a wooden U or
leather strap which passed under the neck of each. 12 (KT69-1). Loop, probably representing bread.
The projectionat the top representsthe pin to which Plate 53. L. 0.053.
Hardyellow clay. Cylindricalroll of clay, bent into
the wagon pole was fastened. A fragmentof another
oval shape,with ends pressedtogetherin point.
yoke of identical type was also found.
Sixty-seven of these objects were found in the
5 (KT63-2). Doubleyoke. Plate 52. H. 0.02. One end Potters' Quarterand they are fairly common elsewhere in Corinth. The length varies from 0.053 to
brokenoff.
Hard buff clay. Similarlyshaped, with two pairs 0.022. The thickness also varies considerably.None
of projections, not pierced. Pin for attaching pole of these loops ever showstracesof painting. The clay
replacedby hole boredthroughcenter of yoke.
employedis practicallyalways yellow or buff and of
good
quality. No. 12 is the largestof any of the loops
6 (KT63-4). Part of doubleyoke. Plate 52. H. 0.015.
and No. 14 the smallest.
About half missing.
Buff clay. Straight, flat bar, to under surface of 13 (KT69-46). Similarloop. Plate 53. L. 0.03.
which is applied piece of clay with two points proHard pale yellow clay. Roll much thinner than in
jecting downward.Similarpiece probablyappliedto preceding.Ends pressedflat.
nissing half.
14 (KT69-62). Smallsimilarloop. Plate 53. L. 0.022.
7 (KT58-1). Astragalos.Plate 54. L. 0.029.
Hard yellow clay.
Light pinkishbrownclay, coveredwith blackpaint.
Carefullymodelled. Hole pierced at center through 15 (KT51-1). Bunch of grapes. Plate 52. H. 0.039.
W. 0.026. Stem brokenoff.
greatest dimension.
Hard buff clay. Conicalcentralcore. Tip covered
From the CircularSouth Shrine.
by roundedcap, rest of surfaceby four rows of ap8 (KT58-4). Astragalos.Plate 54. L. 0.028.
plied disks. At top, two appliedbits of clay on oppoReddish buff clay, covered with brownish red
site edges of cone probablyrepresentstems.
paint. Identical with preceding, except for color of
FromWellI, henceprobablyto be datedin the late
paint.
7th or early 6th century.
From the same deposit. Thereare two other astragaloi (KT58-2 and 3) from this shrine, identical in 16 (KT51-2). Ripe fig. Plate 52. HI.0.027. L. 0.039.
Buff clay. Grayish black and red paint. Represize and shapeand coveredwith similarred paint.
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sented as cut open. Round boss in center of under
surfaceindicates stem end. Very thick skin, painted
blackon exterior.Insidefilled with mass of clay, pitted with small depressionsand painted red.
The object obviously represents a fruit of some
kindand doubtless,since black is an unusualcolorin
fruit, a ripefig. Theinterior,red andpitted with holes,
exhibits a very realistic method of representingthe
soft, seedy pulpof a fig. Theclay andpaint, especially
the dull grayish black, are very similar to those of
figurines from the Stelai Shrine deposit. For this
reasonthe object is probablyto be dated in the first
half of the 5th century.

1, 8, etc.) and is probablythus to be identified. One
may, however,point out that its shape is extremely
close to that of a small bronzecymbalfrom Delphi.66
This has an attachmentat the top of the cone which
might be imitated by the triangle painted at the top
of the terracotta object. The bronze cymbals found
at other sites,67however,are usually flatter and not
very similarto the terracotta.
23 (KT73-6). Small conical hat (2). Plate 53. H.
0.015.
Hard pale greenish clay. Conical crown, flaring
somewhattowardbottom.
A very similar object was found in the Agora at
Athens (Hesperia, XXI, 1952, pl. 39, no. 62).

17 (KT51-6). Pear. Plate 52. H. 0.032.
Hard buff clay. Red paint. Rather roughly modelled; conical at top, sphericaland slightly flattened 24 (KT73-7). Hat (2). Plate 53. H. 0.03.
Very hard, light yellow clay. Hard black paint.
at bottom. Tracesof red paint near lowerend.
Deep flaring rim with high, irregularlyshaped pro18 (KT51-7). Pear. H. 0.044.
jection for crown.Edge of rim dips at one side. One
Gritty brownclay. Similarin shape to preceding. entire side painted black. Wide black stripe around
Considerablyoff centerwhen standing.Top tapersto rim on other side.
point. Bottom flattened and shows faint circulardeThe clay and paint indicate an early date. A very
pression surroundingvery low, rosette-shapedboss, similar terracotta object was found at Prosymna.68
which representsflowerend.
The clay is of an unusualtype, but it doesnot seem 25 (KT64-7). Large ring with bezel. Plate 54. H.
likely that such a poor figurinewould have been im- 0.037. L. (bezel)0.043. W. (bezel)0.025.
Pinkish buff clay. Rather thick rectangularbezel.
ported.
Hoop roundin section and oval, ratherthan circular,
19 (KT51-4). Fruit. Plate 52. H. 0.021. Broken at in outline.
bottom.
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. Terracotta
Buff clay. Whiteslip. Roughlyspherical,with deep rings are not unknown.69The shape appears to be
groove acrossupper surface.Lower surfaceseems to that of the 4th century,70as the finding place also
show it was brokenfrom anotherobject.
indicates.
20 (KT51-5). Smallpomegranate.Plate 52. H. 0.024. 26 (KT72-1). Pestle. Plate 53. H. 0.034. D. (base)
Red clay. Spherical, with point at bottom and 0.021.
small, high boss on top. Boss and upperhalf of fruit
Gray clay. Elongated cone, bent at tip, with flat
cleft by deep slash.
bottom and slightly roundededges.
21 (KT51-3). Almond(?). Plate 52. L. 0.029. Edges 27 KT72-2). Small pestle. Plate 53. H. 0.023.
chipped.
Gray clay, coveredwith brown wash. Coneflares
Light brown clay. White slip. Two oval disks, at bottom; tip bent nearlyat right angles.Undersurroundat one end andpointedat other,laid one on top face slightly concave.
of other and separatedat widerend to allowinsertion
The brownwash, whichis like that used on several
of flat, roundeddisk. Lowerdisk plain,uppermarked vases fromthe TerracottaFactory,may indicatethat
with lengthwisegrooves.
this pestle, and perhaps also the others, should be
Theobject doubtlessrepresentsa nut of somekind, dated in the 4th century.
most probablyan almond. A mould, No. 100, which
perhapsrepresentsa nut was also found in the Pot- 28 (KT72-3). Small pestle. Plate 53. H. 0.018.
Red clay. Tip bent at obtuseangle.Bottom slightly
ters' Quarter.65
convex.
22 (KT73-5). Conicalhat. Plate 53. H. 0.02. D. 0.035.
Pale yellow clay. Black and red paint. Narrow
66F. de D., V, p. 122, fig. 452.
brim with red stripe aroundedge. Small red triangle
67 Cf. Arg. Her., II, pls. CXXVI, CXXVII, nos. 2258paintedin outlineneartop probablyrepresentstassel. 2261; Olympia, IV, nos. 511-517.
68 A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p. 423, fig. 11, 2.
Few black spots inside.
69 Cf. Marshall, F. H., Catalogueof theFinger Rings, Greek,
This resemblesthe pilos which is worn by some of
the male figurinesfromthe Potters' Quarter(XVIII, Etruscan and Roman, in the British Museum, pl. XXXV, no.
65Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 111.

1630.
70 Cf. ibid., pl. III, nos. 83, 84.
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29 (KT72-4). Very small pestle. Plate 53. H. 0.015. 37 (KT71-17). Small implement. Plate 53. L. 0.034.
Buff clay, coveredwith blackpaint, firedred. Very
Very hard pinkish clay. Similarto preceding,but
smallerand more crudelyfashioned.Lowerend bent
slendercone with slightly convex bottom.
slightly to one side; roundedat tip, but not as much
30 (KT75-4). Tweezers(2). Plate 53. L. 0.022.
flattened as in preceding.
Hard pale yellowish clay. Red paint. Flat strip
From the court of the TerracottaFactory. This,
with roundedends, bent doublein middle.Thickerin three other identical objects, and No. 38, which is
middle and flattened at ends. Tracesof red paint in slightly
different, were all found together. The clay
middle and at one end.
in all is identical.
31 (KT 71-3). Implement.Plate 53. L. 0.05.
38 (KT71-20). Smallimplement.Plate 53. L. 0.03.
Hardgray clay, showingtracesof fire. Roll of clay,
Hardpinkishclay. Thickand blunt at one end and
taperingto point at one end andpinchedat otherinto pointedat other. Tip bent a little to one side. Perhaps
three flat verticalprojections.Perhapsmodel of bone representsnail.
awl.
From the same place as the preceding.
32 (KT71-2). Part of implement. Plate 53. L. 0.041.
Brokenprobablyat center.
Hardbuff clay. Roll of clay, bluntedat one end; at
other forks into two thin, inward curved branches.
Perhaps to be restoredby analogy with No. 33 (see
p. 236).

39 (KT59-1). Flat disk. Plate 52. D. 0.039. Hole in
centerprobablyaccidental.
Hardbuff clay. Blackandredpaint. Disk thin with
sharpedgesand round,shallowdepressionin centerof
under surface. On upper surfaceblack and red lines
aroundedge and center. Betweentwo groupsof lines
33 (KT71-1). Part of implement.Plate 53. L. 0.059. six spokesformedby rows of black dots.
From Well I. This object looks like a wheel but, if
Brokenprobablyat middle.
Hard pale yellowishclay. Roll of clay, taperingto it is, it could not have been used as such, since there
blunt point at one end; at other branchesinto two is no way of insertingthe axle.
inwardcurved forks. Perhapsthis end had flat head 40 (KT59-6). Small thick disk with straightedge. D.
as in No. 32.
0.02. Th. 0.008.
From Well I.
Red clay. Upperand lowersurfacespainted black.
Thereare eight other disks similarin type to this.
34 (KT71-9). Implement.Plate 53. L. 0.072.
are painted, but the majority are unpainted.
Some
Hard, light yellow clay. Long roll with rounded
The
largest
is 0.055 in diameter,the smallest0.019.
knob at one end; other flattened like No. 35.
A very similar object was found in the Rectan- 41 (KT75-10). Ball. Plate 53. D. 0.021.
gular South Pit.
Very hard grayishred clay.
A largenumberof clay balls of aboutthe same size
Plate
35 (KT 71-4). Smallimplement,perhapsstylus.
(0.015
to 0.025 in diameter)werefound at Petsofa in
53. L. 0.047.
Crete.72
to
point
Reddishbuff clay. Longthin roll, tapering
at one end and flattened at other.
42 (KT75-11). Cylinder.Plate 53. L. 0.05.
This object possibly imitates a bone stylus of the
Very hard, micaceousorange-redclay. Thick cytype which has one end pointed for writing and the linder, roundedat ends.
otherflattenedfor erasing.7'It may perhaps,however,
It seems hardly possible that this clay can be
imitate an instrumentfor making incisions on vases Corinthian.
or figurines.
43 (KT75-9). Cylinderwith pointed top. Plate 53.
36 (KT71-16). Implement.Plate 53. L. 0.053.
H. 0.034.
Hard pale yellowish clay. Thin black paint. Roll
Yellow clay. Object cylindrical with flat bottom
cut off straight at one end and pinchedat other like and low conical top.
preceding.Ends painted black.
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. There 44 (KT75-7). Ellipticalobject. Plate 53. L. 0.039.
Hardgrayclay. Ellipticalin outline,thick in center
are nine objects of similar shape, varying in length.
Four of these arefromthe RectangularSouthPit and and pointed at ends.
A rather similar object, KT75-8, is more irregone from a deposit of similar date southwest of the
CircularSouth Shrine. No. 36 is the only one which ularly shaped and one end is rounded, while the
other is pointed.
is painted.
45 (KT75-15). Rectangularplaque.Plate 53. L.0.065.
71 Cf. De'los,XVIII, pl. LXXX, 678, 5. Compare also the
stylus held by a male terracotta figurine of Boeotian type
(Schneider-Lengyel, Gr. Terrakotten,fig. 18 b).

Th.ca. 0.01.
72

B.S.A., IX, 1902-03, pl. XIII, 66.
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An ivory object of similar shape was found at
Reddish clay. Roughly rectangularwith rounded
Troy.75In this there are no holes, but a wide groove
ends. Surfacesvery uneven.
From a depositsouth of the CircularSouth Shrine. encirclingthe middle of the object would allow it to
be suspended.Comparealso a numberof ivory pen46 (KT75-19). Four-sidedplaque.Plate 52. L. 0.071. dantsfromEphesos.76The ellipticalshapewith bosses
Th. 0.008. Chipmissing from one edge.
at the ends reminds one also of the dice used in the
Very hard, bright orangeclay, slightly micaceous. 7th century.77Theobject is also rather similarto the
Shape irregular,with roundedcornersand edges.
rolledup blanketsoccasionallycarriedby comicactor
From the Shrine of the Double Stele. Again, it figurines,78
althoughthe quality of the clay and paint
seems unlikely that the clay is Corinthian.
seem to indicate that the object is of the archaicpe47 (KT78-8). Tongue-shapedplaque. Plate 53. L.
0.056. Th. ca. 0.009. Upper edge incomplete.
Hardpaleyellowishclay. Dilute blackpaint. Lower
edge semi-circular,side edges slightly convex. Near
upperedgerow of three smallholes at equalintervals.
Upperhalf of front surfacepainted black.
48 (KT75-6). Pendant (?). Plate 53. L. 0.036. Th.
0.006.
Very hardbuff clay. Roughlyrectangularin shape,
tapering slightly at one end. Near other end large,
roughlycircularhole.
This peculiarobject remindsone of a long seriesof
flat stone objects of widely varying shapes, bored
with a single hole. Similarobjectsin bone werefound
in the ArtemisOrthiadeposit.73The stone objects are
sometimesfairly small74and often called "amulets."
Except for their size, however,they exhibit the same
shapes and appearanceas the larger stone objects,
called variously bored celts, hammers, axe-heads,
whetstones, etc. These occur on practicallyall early
sites and in such numbersand variationsthat to list
all of them would be to list practicallyall prehistoric
stone objects with holes in them.
49 (KT78-3). Pendant (?). Plate 53. L. 0.04. Lower
end broken.
Veryhardgray clay, coveredwith hardblackpaint,
partly fired red. Object rather flat, elongated and
tapering toward bottom. Across top narrow, projecting bar with hole just below. Furtherdown either
side widensinto smallpointedprojection.Belowthese
object becomes thicker; above it is gradually flattened and becomesquite thin at edge of upperbar.

riod.

51 (KT75-17). Cylinderdecoratedwith human face.
Plate 53. L. 0.048. Surfacebadly preserved.
Soft red clay. Tracesof white slip on centralpart.
Red and dark yellow paint. Back largely left plain.
Two heavy projectingbands encircle upper end. In
reliefon front of centralspace,beardedface with long
hair. Short horizontalgroove at either side. Just below face cylinderpartlyencircledby flat appliedstrip,
divided in two bands by shallowgroove. Lowerpart
left smooth except for narrowmouldedband around
bottom. Lower part of cylinder painted red, also
groove near top. Traces of yellow paint in groove
above face and aroundedge of face.
From the Shrineof the Double Stele, found in the
spacejust in front of the stele with the cart group,
XVII, 36, and the two male figures,XVIII, 9 and 10.
The paint usedis very similarto that employedon the
cart group. The object possibly represents the
decorativehead of a pin. Its shape and the arrangement of the bands and grooves remind one of bone
and ivory pin heads79from Sparta, Troy and Lesbos.
An even closerresemblancemay be foundin the bone
cylinders carved with the head of Orthia, found at
Sparta.80Thesecarvings,however,date from the 7th
and 6th centuries,while our cylinderis of 4th century
date.
52 (KT75-18).Mortar(2). Plate 53. H. 0.045.
Crumblingred clay. Objectresemblescup on very
tall, thick stem. Bottom flat and slightly thickened.
Smallfin-likeprojectionat one side of stem.
From the same deposit. The clay is identical with
that usedin someof the figurinesfromthe shrine.The
shapeis rathersimilarto that of stone mortarsfound
at Delos;81 theseusuallyhave bosseson the sides. Com-

50 (KT75-5). Ellipticalobject. Plate 53. L. 0.068. Th.
(center):0.018. One end brokenoff.
Very hard pinkish clay, coveredwith thin purple
75 Schliemann, Ilios, p. 475, no. 536.
paint. Thickroll of clay, taperinggraduallyfromcen76
Excav. at Ephesus, pl. XXXV, 6-14. With
ter. Ends rounded.Hole piercedthroughone end and someHogarth,
of these compare Art. Orthia,pl. CLXXV, 6 and 8.
probablyalso throughother. Encircledat either end
77 Ibid., pl. LXXXIX, b and c; B.S.A., XV, 1908-09,
by two shallowgrooves. Surface,except centralpart, p1. IX, 11.
78 Cf. Cartault, Deuxieme CollectionLecuyer (1892), pl. 33,
markedwith longitudinalfurrows.
73Art. Orthia, pl. CXXXV, 1 c-e.
74 Cf. Aegina, pl. 119, 14-18; Clara Rhodos, VI-VII,

p. 327, fig. 72, no. 39; Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, p. 59, fig. 33;
Swed. Cyp. Exped., IV, part 2, p. 176, fig. 39, no. 24. For the
use of celts as pendants see Cook,Zeus, II, pp. 509f.

lower center; Bruns, Antike Terrakotten,fig. 23.
79 Art. Orthia, pl. CXXXVI, 5 (on pl. LXXV bronze pin
heads of similar type); Schliemann, Dlios, p. 475, no. 532;
Lamb, Excavations at Thermi, pl. XXVII, 1.
80 Art. Orthia,pls. CXVII, CXVIII, CXIX, 6
and 7.
81 De'los,XVIII, pls. XLII, 299-301, XLIII, 302-5.
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pare also the mortarrepresentedin a Boeotianterra- disk with small, roundedprojection at one end, acotta group.82
roundwhich flat strip is applied;probablyhad similar projection at lower end. Either surface of disk
53 (KT75-13). Pendant (2). Plate 52. H. 0.039.
decoratedby cross of applied strips. Applied strips
Reddishclay. Shapedlike two cones, base to base.
also aroundedges.
Upper end blunted at tip. Lower end has small projecting base, roundat bottom with depressionunder- 57 (KT75-1). Disk, representingflower (2). Plate 54.
neath and with hole through upper part. Five thin, D. 0.037. Break on undersurface.
vertical, scratchedlines on sides and horizontalinciPale greenishgray clay. Mouldmadedisk with edge
sion aroundtip of uppercone.
slightly curved upward.On upper surfaceshort, triThis object perhaps imitates a bone pin head,83 angularpetals in relief, pointing toward center and
with the socket hole omitted, or a pendant.M4
overlappingeach other;roughlyarrangedin five concentric rows. Probably broken off from anotherob54 (KT75-16).Pear-shapedobject.Plate 53. L. 0.098.
ject.
Light brownclay. Thin, elongatedneck, endingin
With this object we may perhapscomparea shalrounded tip pierced by horizontal hole. Lower end low plate in the form of an
open flower (0.085in diatapering,with verticalholethroughto hollowinterior.
meter), which was found at Tiryns.89
From the CircularSouth Shrine. Similar objects
have been found at severalsites.85These are undeco- 58 (KT75-2). Large disk with concentricrings. Plate
rated or merely coveredwith a white slip, but other 53. D. 0.082. One edge brokenaway.
Hard yellow clay. Heavy handmadedisk with un(cf.
objects of related type have painted decoration86
also No. 55). Very similar objects are sometimesre- der surface curved upward to edge. Upper surface
presentedin grave sceneson white-groundlekythoi.87 modelled in three heavy, rounded, concentricrings
The length of the terracottaexamplesrangesfrom as with roundbossin center. Groovesbetweenringsdeep
little as 0.042 to as much as 0.16. They have been and irregular.
The object most nearly comparableto this is a
variously called spindles, weights, rattles and perirrhanteria.Most of the datable examples seem to be loomweightof the disk type with two holes, found at
Delphi.90This is of about the same size (0.10 in diaof about the late 6th century.
meter) and also has concentriccircles in relief, but
55 (KN85). Pear-shaped object. Plate 52. IT. 0.05. these are probably stamped from a mould, presumD. (greatest)0.035.
ably as a factory mark; there would be little reason
Buff clay. Red and black paint. Objecthollowand for makingloomweightsby hand with such a design.
shapedliketop; smallhole throughpointedend.Decorated with red and black stripesand blacklines. Half- 59 (KT78-1).Object.Plate 54. L. 0.083. Th. ca. 0.012.
way between pointed end and widest part, band of Brokenat smallerend.
Very hard, polished,light yellow clay. Hard black
tongues, outlined in black, with centers alternately
paint.
Object thick, flat and roughly guitar-shaped.
red and black.
at one end and taperingslightlytoward
Semi-circular
The shape of this object is rather different from
it
where
other,
makessharpanglenearnarrow,slightthat of the precedingand most othersof the so-called
handle.
ly
tapering
Sidesflareat circularend, making
perirrhanteria.It is quite similar to a B.F. example
at
than at top. Under surface
wider
bottom
object
in Bonn.88
somewhatirregular.Hole bored in center of circular
56 (KT75-20). Object.Plate 53. L. 0.028. Part of ap- end. Upper edge at this end outlined by black line,
plied decorationbrokenaway.
continued across surfaceto complete circle. Six ivy
Pale clay, covered with black paint. Thick, round leaves, eachon separateogivalstem, radiatefromhole.
Sides at circularend decoratedwith alternatingtri82 Kdster, Gr. Terrakotten,pl. 9 a.
angle
pattern. On under side wide circle painted a83 Cf. Art. Orthia, pl. CXXXVI, 4; Hogarth, Excav. at
round
circularend. Seven pointedpetals formrosette
Ephesus, pl. XXXIV, 17.
aroundhole.
84 Cf. Art. Orthia, pl. CXXXV, 1. Compare Perachora,
The quality of the clay and paint is excellent. Alpl. 79, 15 and 16, for similar pendants in bronze.
85 Cf. ibid., pl. 115, no. 324 (called "East Greek"); Clara
though the alternatingtrianglepattern is sometimes
Rhodos, IV, figs. 137, lower left, 290, upper right; N. d. Sc., found earlier,it is a typical pattern of the Conven1913 (Suppl.), p. 27, fig. 32 (from Lokroi Epizephyrioi).
Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 513, fig. 255, 1, from Halai, is of the tionalizingstyle. Since sherdswith ivy pattern occur
same shape but, since it is called a weight, is presumably solid. in the Potters' Quarteras early as the period of the
86 Cf. Ure, Aryb. and Fig. from Rhitsona, p. 72 (one exRoad Deposit, there seems to be no reasonfor dating
ample illustrated in B.S.A., XIV, 1907-08, pl. XII, c); this object any later than the secondhalf of the 6th
Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 382, Type VII-b-1. For Attic B.F.
century.
examples see Jahrbuch,L, 1935, Arch. Anz., col. 484, note 4.
87
88

Ibid., col. 487, note 1.
Ibid., cols. 484-487, fig. 61.
16

89

Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 367, no. 178.

90F. de D., V, p. 197, fig. 873.
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60 (KT78-14).Part of rectangularplaque. Plate 53.
L. 0.05. Th. 0.008. One cornerpreserved.
Hard, light yellow clay. Black paint. On both surfaces shallowdepressedcircles,made by pressingend
of small cylinder repeatedlyinto clay. Small dot in
center of each. Entire surface of one side covered.
Circleson other side very slightly larger and much
sparser.Black stripes of varying widths acrossedges.
Probablyof 7th or early 6th century date. A fragment of a circularclay disk from Thera9lis very similarly decoratedwith stamped circles, irregularlyarranged. Comparealso the stampedcirclesaroundthe
central design of some of the clay reliefs from the
Argive Heraion.92A similarmethod of decorationis,
of course,frequentlyemployedon ivory plaques.93
61 (KT78-9). Small,hollowrectangularobject. Plate
53. H. 0.007. L. 0.019. End of projectionbrokenoff.
Hard pale clay. Hard black and red paint. Object
roughlyrectangularat top with sides slopinginward
towardbottom. Upperedge paintedblack.Insidehollow and curved at bottom. Roll of clay, painted red,
appliedto one corner.
Althoughit is somewhatlarger,one may compare
with this an object in elay from Kyrene,94called a
"smallbasin."It is rectangularin shape,but shallower
and with one short side nearly open. The other short
side showspart of a ring handle.
62 (KT74-1). Part of object. Plate 54. L. 0.044. Broken at one end.
Dark gray clay. Object roughly cylindrical with
short, narrowerhandle pinchedout at one end. Back
rough.Front surfacemarkedwith six irregularlongitudinal grooves.At brokenend appearsedge of strip
applied acrossfront.
Fromthe Shrineof the Double Stele. Anothervery
similarobject,KT74-2, whichwas brokenat the same
point, was found. Its back showedthat the objectwas
formedof two rolls of clay, laid side by side, with the
join smoothed off in front. It is possible that these
two objectsshouldbe restoredwith a pointed end, on
the analogyof No. 63.
63 (KT74-4). Part of unknown object. Plate 54. L.
0.068. One end preserved.
Red clay. Object roughly cylindrical at center,
tapering to pointed tip. Back shows object made of
two rollsof clay laid sideby side.Frontsurfacemarked
with shallow longitudinal grooves, meeting at tip.
Broad, flat strip appliedacrosscenter and continued
91 Thera, II, p. 81, fig. 291.
Arg. Her., II, pl. XLIX, 2-5, 8 a.
93 Cf. Art. Orthia, pl. CLXX, 12 and 13; B.S.A., XLIII,
1948, pl. 47, C 21 (from Ithaka); Schliemann, Ilios, p. 476,
nos. 540, 541; Hogarth, Excav. at Ephesus, pl. XXXVII, 2,
3, 7, 8; Swed. Cyp. Exped., I, pl. CLII, 8; Dunand, Fouilles
de Byblos, pp. 250f.
94 Africa Italiana, IV, p. 212, fig. 36.
92

at right side across broken projection; latter may
indicate object was double,like No. 64.
The mannerin whichthe object is made, the plain
back surface,the fluted front surfaceand the applied
bandof clay point to a closerelationshipbetweenthis
object and the preceding. We may perhaps restore
the completeobject as a compositeof the two, with a
smallhandleat one end and a long point at the other.
The pointed part may possibly be comparedwith an
object which is representedon a R.F. vase,95and is
variouslydescribedas a "rolledup hunting net" or a
"horn-shapedreed wicker-work"(a sort of basket?).
Possibly a bundle of reeds is intended. The complete
object, restoredfrom Nos. 62 and 63, would not be
unlike a type of broom,commonlyemployedin modern Greece,which is made of a bundle of very long
straws, bound together near the top.
64 (KT74-5). Part of unknown object. Plate 54. L.
0.066. Undersurfacebroken.
Brown clay. Two long, irregular rolls bound together at center by appliedstrip. Rolls slightly bent
in centerandtaperat ends. Surfacesroughlyscratched
with irregulargrooves. At one side appearspart of
attached object with smooth surface.
From Deposit 6 of the TerracottaFactory. This
object seemsto bear some relationto Nos. 62 and 63.
All are probablyof 4th century date.
65 (KT75-20). Cone.Plate 52. H. 0.018. D. 0.025.
Pale clay. Red paint. Base paintedred. Red stripe
surroundsconehalf way down,with broad,truncated
rays painted from stripe to base.
66 (KT78-13).Fragmentof disk. Plate 52. W. 0.046.
Light brown clay. Brownishblack paint. Handmadewith irregularedges.Onone sidepart of painted
palmette. Irregularspots near edge. On other side
ivy pattern round edge; simple stem, heart-shaped
leaves and clustersof berries.
Thisfragmentmay be datedin the late 5th century,
a periodwhen both the palmette and the ivy pattern
werecommonlyused on vases, althoughboth do occur
as early as the secondhalf of the 6th century.
67 (KT78-17).Part of flat plaque.Plate 52. L. 0.069.
Th. 0.007. Part of one edge preserved.
Buff clay, polished on both sides. Black and red
paint. On one side double lotos and palmette frieze,
with outer leaves of lotos extended to enclose palmettes. Base of palmettesreserved,with dot in center.
Centralleaf of lotos and alternateleaves of palmettes
red; rest black.
This fragment may be from a pinax, although
pinakes with abstract decorationare uncommon.It
is probablynot to be dated earlierthan the 5th century.
95 Gerhard,Antike Bilderwerke,pl. LXX; Panofka, Bilder
antiken Leben, pp. 26f., pl. XIII, 6.
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68 (KT70-1). Ring. Plate 53. D. 0.028.
Hard, light greenish gray clay. Long, cylindrical
roll of clay, bent to form circle.
With this may be comparedterracottarings96found
elsewhereat Corinthand at Troy.
69 (KT70-2). Ring. Plate 53. D. 0.013.
Buff clay.
From near the same place as the preceding.These
were the only circularrings found.
70 (KN223).Part of hollow wheelmade cylinder.
Plate 52. L. 0.043. D. 0.049. About half preserved.
Pale buff clay. Thinred paint. At upperand lower
edges narrow applied border with irregularincised
stippling.Tracesof red on one edge and border.Holes
bored into other borderfrom edge, two together at
one side and one on opposite side (object broken
here). Holes boredca. 0.01 into edge, nearly, but not
completely,throughto inner surfaceof cylinder.
From the Road Deposit, hence probably of 6th
century date. The thin red paint suggests the same
period,moreprobablythe first half of the century.
71 (KT77-10). Object. Plate 54. H. 0.062. W. 0.048.
Depth 0.031.
Very hardpinkishbuff clay. Flat rectangularbase,
thickeningslightly towardback,whereit is somewhat
curved. In center high shank with somewhatconvex
back edge; three holes in upperend. At either side of
shank upright flange, bent slightly forward,runs to
edges of base. Vertical hole punched through lower
part of shank and back of base. Shank ratherflat on
sides and roughly rectangularin section, except towardbottom, wherefront edge becomessharper.
From the RectangularSouth Pit. The hole at the
backlooks as if intendedfor a pin to attach the object
to the groundor to a base. Thereis one othercomplete
object like this, No. 72, and the lowerpart of a third,
KT77-11, both fromthe same deposit. If they are set
close together,side by side, they forman arc of a very
large circle.
72 (KT77-12). Similarobject. Plate 54. H. 0.064. W.
0.052.
Very hard pinkishbuff clay.
From the same deposit.
96 Corinth, XII, no. 2922; Schliemann, Ilios, p. 626, no.
1211.
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73 (KT77-8). Part of object. Plate 54. H. 0.062. W.
(back) 0.056. W. (front) 0.068. Depth 0.078. Front
edge incomplete.
Very hardbuff clay. Back part same as preceding.
Threeholesin top of shank,but none at back,perhaps
becausebase is heavier. Base continuedforward(incomplete),growingwider.
Fromthe same deposit. The base was perhapscontinueduntil it endedin a similarshankopposite.This
object,like the others,is fairlycarefullyfinished,partly with a flat, broadinstrumentand partly with the
fingers (the fingerprintsare well preserved).
74 (KT77-9). Part of object. Plate 54. II. 0.056. W.
0.063. One cornerpreserved.
Very hard pale buff clay. Flat base with rounded
corner.Base seems to widen slightly toward center.
Vertical shank, rather roughly modelled, with flat
sides and rounded edges. Top curved and has two
holes, one above the other. In base, at left of shank,
smalldepressionwhichlookslike print of clovenhoof.
From the same deposit.
75 (KT77-7). Part of base. Plate 54. W. (front edge)
0.101. Depth 0.107. Two cornerspreserved.
Very hard buff clay. Front edge of base straight.
Sides slightly convex. Base thin and ratherirregular,
with many fingerprints and some traces of scraping.
Nearfront edge part of two uprightshanks,set parallel to eachother;similarin shapeto that of preceding.
Behindthem, probablyin centerof base,three (doubtless originally four) large holes, arrangedin square.
Depressionswhich resemblehoof prints at either side
of shanks,facingfront edge; print of clovenhoof close
to left side of either shank, and print of horseshoeon
right side of either shank.
From the same deposit. As far as they are preserved, the shanks are very similar to those of the
precedingfragment,so that we may perhapsassume
that they endedin the same way with two holes. The
appearanceof the base is very similar,as well as the
type of clay. A certain similarity may be noted in a
rectangularplaquefrom Tiryns,97which carriesa figure of a standing dog and traces of the feet of another dog.
97

Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 143, no. 63.

CHAPTER

I

TERRACOTTALAMPS
It seems very probablethat lamps were manufactured,at least to some extent, in the Potters'
Quarter. In the Road Deposit were found several fragments of lamps of Type IF which are
certainly wasters. The clay is very hard, brittle and obviously over-fired; it is either dark green
or dark gray in color, the latter variety usually being rather porous. In addition, a large number
of lamps were found which had never been used, and it is most natural to assume that these
were made in the Potters' Quarter. Surprisingly enough, a number of Attic lamps were also
found, particularlylamps of Types II and III. The lamps of Type I are of particularimportance,
primarily because the majority of them come from deposits which can be fairly well dated. They
are, moreover, far more varied in shape and decoration than the early lamps which have previously been found at Corinth or elsewhere. The lamps of succeeding types from the Potters'
Quarter conform more closely to the lamps of these types which have been found outside the
Potters' Quarter, although even here there are a number of examples which show features
unparalleledelsewhere.
The earliest type of lamp might be assumed to be the open saucer which has part of the rim
bent to form a nozzle. Only a few fragments of such lamps were found, two of them in deposits
which are predominantly of the last quarter of the 7th century and the first quarter of the 6th.
Lamps of various types with the more usual bridged nozzle were, however, found in the same
deposits and one may probably assume that, in the Potters' Quarter at least, the bridged and
unbridged types are contemporary;2 perhaps it is merely that no earlier examples of the latter
type have survived. A miniature example, No. 90, of the open type is datable as late as the late
5th century. One fragment of this type, KL27, had two nozzles side by side; the rest of the lamp
is missing, but it probably had no more, as Cypriote lamps of the open type rarely have more
than two nozzles. Lamps of rectangularshape, representedby two fragments, Nos. 2 and 3, are
probably experimental and of little significance, since they are equally rare elsewhere.3Both
are from early 6th century contexts.
TYPE I.

The lamps of Type I from the Potters' Quarter are remarkable for their wide variety of
profiles, handle types and decoration. Practically all come from deposits of the second half of
the 7th century and first half of the 6th, but within this range it has not been possible to trace
much chronological development from one shape to another, since the lamps from each deposit
I In cataloguing the lamps from the Potters' Quarter the
classification of Broneer (Corinth,IV, part 2, The Terracotta
Lamps) has been used. More material on the earlier lamps
than was available when this book was written has made it
more convenient to sub-divide his Types I and II.
2 In Athens such lamps seem to antedate the varieties
with bridged nozzle (cf. Hesperia, II, 1933, p. 600; VII, 1938,
pp. 419f.). But comparealso examples of saucerlamps in a Cyp-

riote grave which contained B.F. kylikes (Jahrbuch,II, 1887,
Arch. Anz., col. 87). Other Cypriote examples are said to go
down into the 4th and 3rd centuries (cf. Myres, Cat. of Cyp.
Mus., p. 80, Richter, Metrop. Mus. Bronzes, p. 378, and
Swed. Cyp. Exped., IV, part 2, p. 223).
3 There is one from' the-main excavations of Corinth
(Broneer, Lamps, no. 43, fig. 17).
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include representatives of most of these variations. Even the lamps from the North Dump,
which in general is of earlier date than such deposits as those in Well I, at the northwest angle
of the City Wall (D 5 on Plate 60), and in the roadway outside the North Long Building,
seemed to be of about the same kinds as those from the other deposits.
There is, however, some basis for consideringthat the lamps with no base, a narrow rim and
a wide opening are of earlier origin, as one would expect from their being of a simpler type.4 A
lamp, No. 4, which is shown by its decorationto belong probably in the third quarter of the 7th
century and hence to be one of the earliest lamps from the Potters' Quarter, is of this type.
Moreover,the general tendency throughout the history of Greeklamps is for the rim to become
wider and to project more and more toward the interior of the lamp, causing the opening to
become narrower and narrower.5In the lamps of Type I from the Potters' Quarter it may be
observed that while the narrow rim which projects little, if at all, on either the exterior or the
interior is fairly frequently found on the lamps with no base, practically all the lamps which
have a base have a wider rim and hence should presumably be of somewhat later origin.6
Although the lamp without a base and with a narrowrim and wide opening probably originated
first, it is almost certain that the varieties with bases and wider rims developed very shortly
afterwards and that both types are to a large extent contemporary.7The North Dump contained fragments of lamps without bases, but even more fragments of lamps with bases. Lamps
without bases were found in two deposits, that at the northwest angle of the City Wall and the
Road Deposit, which belong very largely to the early 6th century, and such lamps were found
in these deposits in numbers sufficiently large to indicate that they are contemporarywith the
main bulk of these deposits and not sporadic survivals from an earlier period. Sometimes two
lamps may have a very similar profile, except that one has a base and the other has not (cf.
Nos. 13 and 28). An interesting fragment from the Road Deposit has a flat bottom, but a thin
groov e on the bottom, near the edge, and another around the sides, near the bottom, give the
effect of a foot. Beside the lamps with a developed ring foot there are a number of lamps (see
Type I B 1) with a false foot, i.e., a base which has a projecting edge on the exterior but has
a flat bottom. This type occurredin most of the deposits. Lamps of the type with a flat bottom
and a high projection in the center which is open at the top seem fairly common among Corinthian lamps,8but only two fragments, one of these from the Road Deposit, were found in the
Potters' Quarter. Here examples in which the projection is closed at the top (Type I A 3) are
more common.
The Type I lamps frQmthe Potters' Quarterare practically all provided with a handle, which
takes various forms. The most common is a broad, rectangular horizontal projection, either
with or without the addition of a broad vertical loop handle which arches over it. The horizontal
handle occasionally widens toward the end in a swallow-tail shape, and it is occasionally bent
upward or downwardat the end. There are also a number of examples of a horizontal handle in
the form of a tapering cylinder, in one case (No. 20) partially bored. Two lamps, Nos. 6 and 9,
and several uninventoried fragments had a loop handle, cylindrical in section and rather thin,
which was applied horizontally across the back of the lamp. The type of loop handle which is
set vertically at the back of the lamp with one end above the other9 (cf. No. 14) is also re4Compare also ibid., p. 31.
Ibid., p. 6.
6 One exceptional fragment from outside the South Long
Building, opposite Stelai Shrine A, has a ring foot, but the
sides are vertical with no widening at all of the rim at the top.
5

I Broneer states (op. cit., p. 40) that the lamps of Type I
do not have a definite base. This is certainly not true of the
Potters' Quarter lamps.
8 Ibid., p. 33, pl. I, nos. 7, 11.
9 Cf. ibid., fig. 15, no. 17.
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presented by a number of fragments from most of the deposits. Handles of this type seem to be
found more often in conjunction with a shallow body and narrow rim. Another type of handle,
or substitute for a handle, is the vertical lug, applied against the side of the lamp; this is
usually of equal height to the lamp and perforated vertically. In an uninventoried fragment
from outside the South Long Building, opposite Stelai Shrine A, it takes the form of a semicylindrical projection, parallel to the side of the lamp. In No. 21 the lug is semi-cylindrical at
the top, but projects more and more toward the bottom of the lamp, while in No. 22 the reverse
is true, and the projection becomes smaller toward the bottom. The lug is rectangularin section
in No. 42 and decorated with a triglyph. No. 41 may have had similar lugs. These lugs do not
seem to occur among the other lamps from Corinth.10Both semi-circularand rectangular lugs
are found on marble lamps of archaic date.11In several of these the form of the lug is much like
that of No. 42, but, although the lugs are usually vertically ribbed or grooved, they do not have
the bands at top and bottom which would indicate that the intention was to represent a
triglyph. Since the marble lamps have several lugs which in practically all cases are pierced,12
the lugs undoubtedly served for suspension. In the case of our No. 22, which almost certainly
had several lugs, the purpose may have been the same. Nos. 41 and 42 may also have had two
or more lugs. In the case of No. 21, however, which cannot have had more than one lug, the
purpose must be different. It must be remembered,however, that it is not certain that No. 21
is a lamp, although that is certainly the most reasonableidentification.
The decoration of the lamps of this period shows a great deal of variety. A considerable
number are entirely unpainted. Among the others three methods of painting are about equally
common. In the first the lamp is entirely covered with paint, both inside and out. In a few cases
the lamp is completely painted except for a band across the end of the handle which is left unpainted. No. 34 is exceptional in that the entire body is painted in one color and the top of the
rim in another. In the second method the front half of the lamp is dipped in paint.13Occasionally, as in No. 28, the painting is also continued all the way around the rim. The use of applied
purple bands and lines on the rim, nozzle and interior of this lamp is also unusual. In one lamp,
KL58, the front half is painted red inside and out, and the rear half is painted black. The third
scheme consists in painting the nozzle, the rim, and the bottom of the interior; the rim is
painted either in solid color or in concentriclines. The handle, if it is of the rectangularhorizontal
type, may be left unpainted, or its top may be decoratedin solid color or in various patterns. In
one case, No. 30, stripes are added just under the rim and above the foot, and in another,
KL37, only the edge of the nozzle, instead of the entire nozzle, is painted. In No. 13 the sides
are painted and the rim is left unpainted.
The Potters' Quarterlamps certainly represent far greater variety in methods of decoration
and in variations among these methods than do lamps from elsewhere. Moreover, such details
as the use of two or three colors in the decoration, as in Nos. 6, 22 and 28, and in several
uninventoried fragments, the use of incision, as in No. 4, and the use of patterns such as the
animals on the rim of No. 21, the dot rosettes on the rim of an uninventoried fragment from
outside the South Long Building, the bands on the handle of No. 17 and on an uninventoried
fragment which had five longitudinal stripes on the handle, and the handle motives of Nos. 18
,

10 They can have nothing in common with the small lugs
of later lamps (cf. ibid., p. 6).
11 Cf. J.H.S., LX, 1940, pp. 28-32, figs. 4-11, 14.
12 Ibid., p. 31, fig. 10, has unpierced lugs.

13 Cf. Broneer, op. cit., p. 34. In the Type I lamps published
by him only the second method of painting seems to have
occurred. Among these lamps a far larger proportion seem to
have been left unpainted than among the Potters' Quarter
lamps.
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and 19 are all very unusual, if not entirely unparalleled, features among lamps. One uninventoried fragment of Type I A from Well I had a row of large, elongated black spots aroundthe
edge of the bottom. The two lamps, Nos. 41 and 42, with triglyphs in relief on the sides and
painted animal motives on the metopes are certainly unparalleled elsewhere. The former also
shows the feature, unusual in lamps of Type I, of grooves on the top of the rim. No. 34 and two
uninventoried fragments, all from the Road Deposit, also were decorated with a series of thin,
shallow grooves around the rim. A fragment of a lamp from the west edge of the hill, which was
of very heavy fabric, had a broad rim with thin grooves on top.
For convenience in handling, the Potters' Quarter lamps of Type I have been divided into
various groups, but it must be emphasizedthat these groups bear little, if any, relation to date.
Most of the lamps fall into two main classes, those with a base and those without a base. Within
these two classes the lamps seem to fall naturally into various sub-divisions. The two lamps
with decoration in the form of triglyphs and metopes form a separate class.
A. Flat bottom without base.
1. Rather vertical sides, wide opening, narrow rim which projects very little to interior or
exterior.
2. Rounded or strongly profiled sides, narrowrim.
3. Rounded sides, slightly wider rim, conical projection in center.
4. Rounded sides, wide rim.
5. Rather vertical sides, usually shallow body, wide rim projecting to interior and little or
not at all to exterior.
6. Vertical sides, shallow body, wide rim, perforatedlugs.
B. Low base or ring foot.
1. Slight base with flat bottom, narrowrim.
2. Ring foot, nearly vertical sides with rim, sides and base of about equal projection on
exterior, wide opening.
3. Ring foot, rim and base projecting about same distance on exterior, sides projecting
beyond both.
4. Ring foot, rounded or profiled sides, smaller foot projecting less toward exterior than
rim, usually rather wide rim.
5. Ring foot, rim projecting toward interior and not toward exterior.
C. Shallow body with bottom at higher level than lower edge of sides, vertical sides, triglyphs
in relief on nozzle and lugs.

TYPE II.

The lamps of Type II are characterizedby the lack of a base and a handle and by the broad
rim which projects on the exterior. The lamps of Type I which have a broad, projecting rim
have also a base. There are two chief varieties of Type II. The first has a rim which is usually
slanted toward the interior, and is often slightly concave. It may or may not have a raised ridge
on the outer or the inner edge. The second has a broaderrim which projects further toward the
interior, is usually horizontal, though somnetimesslanted inward, and is sometimes convex. The
body of the lamp is usually very shallow. Both these varieties may have a conical projection,
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open at the top, in the center of the bottom. In the lamps which do not have this projection the
bottom is usually slightly concave underneath, with a low boss in the center of the interior.
That Type II is a later development than Type I is indicated by the fact that no fragments of
Type II were found in Well I. Only one fragment, of Attic clay, was found in the North Dump,
which, though almost entirely of 7th century date, did contain a slight amount of later material.
None were found in the deposit at the northwest angle of the City Wall; three fragments were
found outside the South Long Building and one lamp in the area opposite Stelai Shrine A where
the pottery was largely of the Middle Corinthianstyle. The greatest number of Type II lamps
came from the Road Deposit, where they were nearly equal in numbers to those of Type I.
Significantly, of all the deposits of the Orientalizingperiod the Road Deposit contains the latest
material, Late Corinthianpottery and also much early Conventionalizing.Type II, then, probably did not originate before the 6th century and probably belongs largely to the second and
third quarters of that century, doubtless continuing to the end of the century.14One very interesting fragment, not inventoried, from the Road Deposit seems to indicate that some lamps of
Type II were made in the Potters' Quarter.The rim is accidentally bent in one place, a defect
which probably indicates that the lamp was not imported. The entire fragment, including part
of the broken edge, is covered with paint and was probably used as a try-piece in the kiln.
The lamps of Type II, even those of Corinthianmanufacture, show less variety in decoration
than those of Type I. Only one example, No. 48, is unpainted. Another, KL15, is irregularly
splashed with paint, possibly accidentally. In the case of one fragment, No. 44, which seems to
be of Type II, the front half was dipped in paint, like many lamps of Type I. In only one Type II
lamp, No. 51, the top of the rim is decorated with patterns, in this case zigzags. A few lamps of
Type II A are painted only on the interior. The remainderof the lamps of this type are about
equally divided into two groups, one with paint covering the top of the rim and the bottom of
the interior, and the other with concentric lines, or a combination of bands and lines, on the
rim and either solid color or concentric lines on the bottom of the interior. The nozzle was
probably usually painted. Normally only one color is employed, but in No. 49 black is used on
the interior and purple on the rim. One uninventoried fragment from the Road Deposit had
concentric grooves on the rim.
A large proportion of the lamps of both Types II A and II B are not of Corinthianclay. The
non-Corinthian lamps of Type II A are usually of hard, micaceous clay; this clay does not
occur in Type II B, where the typical Attic clay is found. In the Attic lamps of Type II B the
clay is sometimes red-brown and sometimes a pinkish gray, always polished on the exterior.
The lustrous black glaze in many cases is partly fired brown. The body in Type II B is always
very shallow with an extremely broad rim. The bottom is usually somewhat concave underneath and thick in the center, so that there is a high conical projection in the center of the
interior. The profile of the sides is similar to Broneer, Lamps, fig. 14, profiles 12 and 13, with
slight variations. Occasionally the body is even shallower, as in No. 52. The projection of the
rim toward the exterior varies to some extent. The rim is occasionally decorated with concentric
lines and bands, but more often with solid glaze.
The Type II lamps fall into the following groups:
A. Wide rim, usually slanted inward, usually slightly concave, often wvithraised ridge at inner
or outer edge.
14

Cf. ibid., pp. 37f.
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1. Flat bottom with no hole in center.
2. Open projection in center.
B. Very wide rim, strongly projecting on interior, usually horizontal or convex, and very
shallow body.
1. Flat bottom with no hole in center.
2. Open projection in center.
TYPE III.

Type III is distinguished from Type II by the rim, which does not project on the exterior.15
The examples from the Potters' Quarterdo not have a base, but the great majority have in the
center a conical projection, open at the top. The rim is broad and either flat or slightly concave;
in a few cases there is a raised ridge around the inner edge. The lamps of Type III from the
Potters' Quarterare not numerous and none of them seem to be of Corinthianclay. Most are of
Attic clay and a few are of the gritty red clay, sometimes micaceous, found in some of the lamps
of Type II A. They are, with one exception, painted with black, rather lustrous glaze on the
nozzle and the interior and decorated with concentric lines on the rim. One lamp, No. 55, is
entirely covered with red paint. It is exceptional also in having a flat, rectangularhandle of the
type found on many lamps of Type I.16 Most of the lamps of Type III came from the Road
Deposit. Since none were found in any of the deposits which were datable exclusively in the
late 7th and early 6th centuries, and since much of the Road Deposit belongs in the second half
of the 6th century, it seems probable that Type III must be dated after the middle of the 6th
century."7
TYPE IV.

The lamps of this type from the Potters' Quarter can add little to what is already known,18
except for a certain amount of chronological evidence, since there are several examples from
fairly well dated deposits. Most of the fragments of this type from the Road Deposit were very
low and shallow, and had short, square nozzles with the wick hole near the rim or encroaching
slightly on it. This deposit contained comparatively little 5th century material, nearly all of it
from the early part of the century. Very similar to these fragments are the low, shallow lamps
from Stelai ShriineA (cf. Nos. 58 and 59) in which the wick hole is either at the edge of the rimn
or very near it. These belong to the first half of the 5th century. From the Rectangular South
Pit, the deposit in which belongs to the third quarter of the century anldthe very beginning of
the last quarter, we have a type (cf. No. 62) which is rather similar to the Stelai Shrine examples, and other types (cf. No. 64) in which the body becomes deeper and the wick hole further
removed from the rim. The lamps from Deposit 9 of the Terracotta Factory (cf. No. 60) are
rather similar to the Stelai Shrine lamps, but probably slightly later. One, No. 61, from Deposit 8 of the TerracottaFactory is closest to the Rectangular Pit lamps. Of the two lamps from
the CircleDeposit, which seems to be of rather mixed date, No. 65 is related to the Stelai Shrine
lamps, but the wick hole is further from the rim. In the other, No. 66, the relation of wick hole
to rim is about the same, but the body of the lamp is very different from any other lamp of this
15 Ibid.,

17

16

18

p. 38.
A lamp fragment of Type III with a similar handle is
mentioned by Broneer (loc. cit.).

Cf. also ibid., pp. 38f.
Ibid., pp. 39-42.
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type and in certain respects resembles lamps of Type VI. Another lamp, No. 67, also seems to
be related to Type VI. One lamp, KL64, was found in the Terracotta Factory near Deposit 4,
and hence is possibly of 4th century date, although in shape it is very close to No. 61, which is
of late 5th century date.
Most of the lamps of Type IV from the Potters' Quarter are of Corinthianclay. They are in
most cases entirely covered with paint. No. 56 is exceptional in that the front half was dipped
and the bottom was reserved. Two lamps from Stelai ShrineA were never used. A few fragments
of Attic lamps of this type were found. In one of these, KL14, most of the exterior was painted
with a hard, lustrous black glaze and a similar brown glaze was used on the interior and the
edge of the rim. In another fragment, uninventoried, the interior was painted and the exterior
unpainted except for a concentric band at the highest part of the rim. One lamp, KL64, is of
very hard, unusually heavy brown clay which is perhapsnot Corinthian.
TYPE V.

In general, the lamps of Type V from the Potters' Quarter are similar to those of the same
type found elsewherein Corinth,and there are examples of all three of its varieties.19Four lamps,
however, do not belong to any of these classifications, but seem to fit better into Type V than
into any other. The body of No. 70 resemblesthe earliest variety of Type V, but the rim, instead
of having a flat, slightly raised band around the opening, has an inner edge which is very
slightly turned up. In No. 71 this edge is turned up even more and there is a ring foot which
does not normally occur in the early variety of Type V. No. 75 has a sunken grooved rim, as in
the second variety of Type V, but the rim has a different profile from that of any other lamp.
The applied disk on the side of this lamp is also without parallel. No. 76 has a broad, grooved
rim, but it differs from the usual Type V rim in that it projects on the exterior. The ring foot
also projects more than is usual.
Several of the lamps of Type V, including No. 68, were unused, perhaps indicating that
lamps of this type were made in the Potters' Quarter. Of the inventoried lamps only two, Nos.
72 and 75, were of Attic manufacture. The rest are Corinthian. One fragment, KL152, is of
Corinthian clay, but was made in imitation of an Attic lamp; the lamp was painted black,
except for a stripe of thin pinkish red paint in the groove on the rim. This fragment was found
near the Rectangular South Pit, which contained many vases made in imitation of Attic
pottery.
Three types of handle occur on these lamps, the horizontal strap handle, the horizontal loop
handle, and the loop handle which is set vertically. The first occurs only on lamps of the first
variety. The second is the most common and is found on lamps of both the first and second
varieties. The vertical loop handle, which apparently did not occur on the published lamps of
Corinth,20is found only on lamps of the first variety. Most of the lamps of Type V are entirely
covered with paint. The under surface of the foot or the entire bottom is occasionally left
unpainted, as in Nos. 73 and 76. In one fragment, KL152, already mentioned, a reserved stripe
in the rim groove was painted red in imitation of Attic clay. In No. 72, an Attic lamp, the
underside of the foot is unpainted and there are reservedlines on the bottom and on the rim. An
uninventoried Attic fragment21had two bands of glaze, one on the rim and the other on the
shoulder. Another lamp, KL47, is painted only on the inside, the rim and the nozzle; this lamp
19 Ibid., pp. 42f20

Cf. ibid., p. 45.

21

This fragment is of the type of ibid., pl. II, no. 91.
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belongs to the earliest variety of Type V. The single example of the third variety, No. 74, is
unpainted, as is usual in this group.
The lamps of Type V from the Potters' Quarter offer a certain amount of chronological
evidence. Many of the examples of the first variety came from the Road Deposit, which contained a wide range of material, but which does not seem to go down much beyond the middle
of the 5th century. Since, of the Type V lamps from the deposit, by far the greatest number
were of the first variety, it seems most reasonable to date these with the main bulk of the
pottery from the deposit, which is about equally distributed throughout the 6th century. Two
lamps of the second variety, Nos. 72 and 73, came from this deposit, and probably should not
be dated later than the first half of the 5th century. Two lamps of the same variety, No. 75 and
KL152, were found in the neighborhood of the Rectangular South Pit, but are not necessarily
contemporary with it, except that KL152 resembles pottery found in the pit. The single example of the third variety of Type V, No. 74, came from the court of the Terracotta Factory
and is presumably to be dated around the middle of the 4th century.
TYPE VI.

The lamps of Type VI from the Potters' Quarter, which were found in fair numbers but are
outnumbered by the lamps of Types I, II, IV and V, differ very little from other lamps of the
type. A considerable proportion of them is of Attic manufacture. The datable examples seem
to belong to about the third quarter of the 5th century. The two, Nos. 78 and 79, from the
Rectangular South Pit are almost certainly to be dated at that time. No. 80 came from a trench
which contained two graves with vases of about the same period.
TYPEVII.
Only four lamps of this type and a few fragments were found. This scarcity seems to indicate
that this type was probably not in very common use before the middle of the 4th century. Of
these four lamps two were found in contexts of the third quarter of the 4th century. A number
of lamps of this type were found at Olynthos, indicating that they were in use there before the
middle of the century, but probably not for a very long period, since their number is very small
in comparisonwith the lamps of Type V.
HELLENISTIC AND ROMAN TYPES.

There are very few lamps of these types, all chance finds, usually at high levels and hence
without significance. A lamp, KL18, of Type XIV22 is of a hard, gritty red clay which is certainly not Corinthian. There were two or three fragments of Roman lamps of Type XXVII,
;23its clay was buff, probablyCorinthian.A complete lamp,
one with the signatureKAAAIZTOT
KL19, of Type XXVIII and several fragments of the same type were also found. The clay is
of an extremely hard variety, reddish gray in color, and is probably Attic.
MINIATURE LAMPS.

In all, 57 miniature lamps and fragments of several others were found in the Potters' Quarter.
There can be no doubt that all were made there, especially as more than half came from dumps
22 This lamp resembles ibid., pl. V, no. 193, and fig. 14,
profile 48, except that the area around the opening, inside
the rim, is narrower and at a lower level.

23

Cf. ibid., nos. 570, 571, 600.
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of potters' refuse in the Terracotta Factory and the areajust south of it. Probably the miniature
lamps from elsewhere in Corinth24were also made in the Potters' Quarter, as they are of very
similar types. No actual wasters were found, but there is one lamp, KL159, which had a hole
bored in the bottom and was used as a try-piece, like many sherds from the Potters' Quarter
which had similar holes.25In three of the lamps, Nos. 88 and 94, and KL125, the irregular
areas left where the handles had been broken off were re-touched with paint. The greater proportion of the lamps had never been used, although there were a fair number which showed
traces of burning. It would be rather unprofitable to try to classify these lamps to any extent.
Most of them, from the simple curve of the sides, the plain rim without raised band or grooves,
and the horizontal strap handle, would be classified as belonging to Type IV. Three have a
narrow raised band around the opening and hence could be considered to belong to Type V;
the two datable examples belong to the 5th century. There seem to be no large lamps of Type IV
from the Potters' Quarterwhich can be dated after the 5th century,26but nearly half the miniature lamps of this type are of 4th century date and as late as the second and third quarters of
the century. Presumably the explanation is that lamps of this type were easy to make in comparison with the more complicated profiles and grooved rims of 4th century types. The single
example, No. 90, of a saucer lamp with unbridged nozzle, which might be thought early, comes
from a late 5th century deposit.
It is not possible to trace much development in the shape of the miniature lamps. In the
earliest datable examples, the two from the Aphrodite Deposit, Nos. 84 and 85, the wick hole
begins at the rim. In the lamps from the CircularSouth Shrine (cf. Nos. 87 and 88), datable at
about the third quarter of the 5th century, the wick hole is still at the rim, but in the one
example, No. 89, from the Rectangular South Pit, which is of about the same date, the wick
hole is a little further from the rim. In all the Terracotta Factory lamps, both those from the
late 5th century deposits south of the factory and those from the 4th century deposits inside
the factory, the wick hole is well removed from the rim. The horizontal strap handle is the rule
in the miniature lamps, except for a few examples, Nos. 85, 89, 96, and KL187, which had no
handles. One lamp, KL176, has a low false foot, but all the rest have flat bottoms without a
base. In most of the lamps the wheelmarks on the bottom are very prominent.27About a
quarter of the lamps were unpainted and the rest were entirely covered with paint. This paint
was usually black, occasionally red-brown,perhaps fired to this color from black. The paint on
many was extremely poor and has largely disappeared.The lamps were made on the wheel, and
some of them are very carefully shaped. In a great number, however, the workmanshipis very
careless; the nozzles are often misshapen, the handle is very thick and often completely attached
to the side of the lamp, and not only are the wheelmarksnot smoothed off, but often lumps of
clay are left adhering to the bottom.
There are four examples of a group of miniature lamps set on a single base. One complete
specimen, No. 96, from the TerracottaFactory had five lamps set on a long, roughly rectangular
base. Three other lamps, No. 85 from the Aphrodite Deposit, No. 86 and KL112, came from
similar groups. None of these lamipsfrom groups showed any traces of burning. A fragmentary
group of miniature lamps set on a flat base was found in the "Athena Chalinitis trench" in
Corinth.28These lamps resemble those of No. 96 and may also be of 4th century date. The
24 Cf. ibid.,

nos. 33-36, 39-42, 61, 87-90.
A.J.A., XXXV, 1931, p. 8, fig. 3.
26 One lamp, KL64, is possibly an exception. This was
found in the court of the Terracotta Factory, near Deposit 4,
25

which was of 4th century date. The lamp is, however, quite
similar to No. 61, which is probably of late 5th century date.
27 Cf. Broneer, op. cit., fig. 56.
28 Cf. ibid., no. 42, fig. 16.
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excavations on the north slope of the Acropolis produced two groups of miniature lamps on
bases ;29 these lamps were handmade and had unbridged nozzles.
Although some of the miniature lamps from the Potters' Quartershow signs of use, they are
certainly too small to have been made primarily for use as lamps. Moreover, in some of the
more carelessly made examples the nozzle is tipped downwardso far that most of the oil would
probably have run out. Presumably they were made as dedicatory objects, but intended to be
sold and taken to sanctuaries elsewhere, since comparatively few were found in the shrines of
the Potters' Quarter. There are two from the Aphrodite Deposit, none from Stelai Shrine A,
three from the CircularSouth Shrine, and four from the Shrine of the Double Stele. A number
of miniature lamps have been found in sanctuary deposits and at temple sites in various places,
often in connection with cults of Demeter,30but with those of other deities as well.31They seem
rarely to have been used for funerary purposes,32although large lamps are not infrequently
found in graves.
In the following catalogue, a lamp in which the nozzle end is preserved may be assumed to
show traces of burning, unless it is stated otherwise. Also, the lamps are wheelmade, unless it
is stated that they are handmade.
OPEN

T YPE.

1 (KL74). Part of lamp. Plate 55. H. 0.029. L. 0.083.
About half preserved.
Hard pale grayish yellow clay. Black paint, mostly
fired red, on interior and on edge of nozzle. Broad
rim, sloping inward and bent at one side to form nozzle.
Flat bottom.
From the Northwest Angle Deposit. A lamp, KL70,
from the North Dump is of very similar shape. Many
saucer lamps of similar type have been found in
Cyprus.33

RECTANGULAR TYPE

2 (KL42).Part of lamp. Plate 55. H. 0.031. L. 0.077.
Part of body and nozzle preserved.
Very hard gray clay. Extremely heavy fabric.
Handmade.Lampusedafternozzlewas broken.Long,
bridged nozzle, with wick hole removed from rim.
Flat bottom and vertical sides, not wideningat rim.
From the Road Deposit. A lamp of very similar
Thislamp nartype wasfound elsewherein Corinth.34
as No. 3.
strongly
as
not
but
back,
the
toward
rows

3 (KL109).Part of lamp. H. 0.028. L. 0.078. Part of
bottom and nozzle preserved.
29Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 198, fig. 34, A.L.149; p. 243,
Light yellowishgray clay. Black paint on interior.
fig. 72, A.L.155.
Thick,flat bottom. Front part of bottom
Handmade.
30 B.C.H., XXIX, 1905, pp. 302f., and Welter, Troizen
to back of lamp.
narrowing
square,
sanca
und Kalaureia, pp. 23f., p. 20, note 9, pl. 10 a (from
From outside the South Long Building, opposite
tuary near Troizen which is probably that of Demeter Thesmophoros); B. M. Cat. Lamps, nos. 164, 226 (from the
Stelai ShrineA.
temenos of Demeter at Knidos); N. d. Sc., 1894, p. 205, and
Mon. Ant., XXXII, 1927, col. 370 (from the sanctuary of
Demeter Malophoros at Selinos). Miniature lamps were
found at Eutresis in connection with female figures holding
pigs (Goldman, Eutresis, fig. 320, 3). For the occurrence of
larger lamps in sanctuaries of Demeter, see Welter, op. cit.,
p. 21, note 10; also Marconi,AgrigentoArcaica, p. 74, pl. XVI,
nos. 12-14. Such lamps were also used in the cults of other
deities (cf. Tiryns, I, p. 100).
31 Broneer, Lamps, p. 34, nos. 34, 42 (probably from a
sanctuary deposit); Aegina, pl. 130, 9; Wolters and Bruns,
Das Kabirenheiligtumbei Theben,pl. 43, 21; Ath. Mitt., LII,
1927, p. 45, fig. 25, 1 (from the Amyklaion); B. M. Cat.Lamps,
no. 198 (from the temple of Apollo at Naukratis); Africa
Italiana, IV, p. 195, fig. 26 (a silver example from the Artemision at Kyrene). One may mention also a female terracotta figurine, bearing a lamp on her head, from a temple
VI, 1920-21, p. 71,
deposit near Thermon ('ApZ. l
fig. 6, left).
32 Compare, however, Corinth, III, part 2, fig. 45.
33 Cf. Swved.Cyp. Exped., IV, part 2, fig. 37, 3.

TYPE I

4 (KL7). Part of lamp. Type I A 1. Plate 55 andFig.3.
H. 0.027. L. 0.078. About half preserved, without
nozzle or handle.
Light brownclay, coveredwith blackpaint, mostly
fired red-brown.Very narrow rim. Probably had
rectangularhorizontalhandle.Onbottomincisedgriffin with sickle wing, long, pointed ear, and round,
stemmedprojectionon head.
From Well I. The profileof the lamp is similarto
Broneer,Lamps,fig. 14, profile1. The incisedmotive
on the bottom of the lamp is unfortunatelynot completely preserved,but that the animal representedis
a griffin rather than a griffin-birdseems clear from
34 Broneer, op.

cit., no. 43, fig. 17.
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TERRACOTTALAMPS
the foreleg, which has a feline form. The griffin apparentlybecomesless commonafter the Early Corinthian period,35hence the lamp is most likely to be of
7th century date. Moreover,the griffin on the lamp
either has a raised forelegor else is representedwith
bracedforelegs,henceis morelikely to be of the ProtoCorinthianor Transitionalperiod than the Corinthian.36The date of this lamp, therefore,seemsto lie
in the secondhalf of the 7th century, very probably
in the third quarter. There are severalfragmentsof
very similarlampsfromWell I, someof them entirely
coveredwith paint, like No. 4. One of these, KL200,
is handmade;it had a very broadverticalloop handle,
presumablyover a horizontalrectangularhandle.
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8 (KL87). Part of lamp. Type I A 2. PreservedL.
0.097. Part of side, rim and horizontalhandle preserved.
Hard pale yellow clay, covered with brownish
paint, except for reserved band at end of handle.
Rounded sides. Horizontal rectangularhandle with
roundedcorners,and vertical loop handle.
From the Road Deposit. The profile is similar to
that of No. 9, exceptthat the rim projectsmoreon the
interiorand slightly less on the exterior.

9 (KLI79). Two fragments of lamp. Type I A 2.
Plate 55 and Fig. 3. Abouthalf preservedin two fragments which do not join.
Hard reddish buff clay, covered with hard red
paint.
Narrowrim and profiled sides. Loop handle,
6 (KL192).Half of lamp. Type I A 1. H. 0.03. L.
formedof two rolls of clay, laid side
set
horizontally,
0.085.
by
side.
Pale buff clay. Dull black, appliedpurpleand apFrom Well I, hence an example of the horizontal
plied white paint. Very broad,horizontalrectangular
loop
handlewhichis certainlyto be dated in the late
handle and vertical loop handle (brokenoff). Thick
7th
or
early 6th century.
walls.Profilesimilarto No. 4, exceptsidesvery slightly incurvedat top. Entirely painted black. Two con- 10 (KL75).Handle of lamp. Type I A 2. L. 0.057.
centricpurplelines on bottom of interior.White dots
Pale buff clay. Black paint. Thick bottom. Thick
all roundrim and row acrosshorizontalhandle.
horizontal projection for handle, cylindrical but
The use of appliedwhite dots as decorationshows tapering to end. Interior painted black; two stripes
that the lamp is probablyto be assignedto the late on rim. Tracesof burningat one side of handle.
7th century, possibly to the early 6th.
From the Northwest Angle Deposit. The profile
is
similar
to that of No. 9, except that the rim is a
6 (KL197).Part of lamp. H. 0.018. D. ca. 0.044.
little
wider.
Buff clay. Black paint, partly fired red-brown,and

appliedwhite paint. Profile similar to No. 4, except 11 (KL72).Part of lamp.Type I A 2(?). Plate 55 and
sides more vertical on interior and more angularon Fig. 4. L. 0.058. Part of side and rim preserved.
exterior, and rim slightly wider. Loop handle, set
horizontally.Lamp entirelypainted black. Groupsof
about four short white lines acrossrim.
From a deposit (Wall E Deposit)37in the southwest cornerof the SouthLongBuilding,but undoubtedly earlierthan the deposit. Groupsof appliedwhite
lines are commonlyused as decorationon the rims of
shallow bowls which are probablyEarly Corinthian.
Severalof these bowls werefoundin Well I.
7 (KL1).Lamp. Type I A 2. Plate 55 and Fig. 3. H.
0.026. D. 0.08. Part of sides missing.
Buff clay. Front half dipped in paint, mottled
brown and red-brown.Rim projects slightly on exterior. Low conical projectionin center of interior.
From Well I. Part of a lamp, KL49, with a very
similarprofilewas foundin the North Dump. A lamp
looks rather
from the main excavations of Corinth38
similar,except that it is handmadeand the wick hole
is proportionatelylarger.
35Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 90, note 4.
36 Loc. cit. Cf. ibid., pl. 15, 6; Johansen, Vases sicyoniens,
pls. XXIX, 1 b, XXXIV, 2, XXXVII, 5, XXXVIII, 2 b
and 4.
37 D 8 on Plate 60; Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 16.
38 Broneer, op. cit., pl. I, no. 1.

FIG.4. LAMP No.11. 1:1

Pale yellow clay. Black paint, mostly fired redbrown. Roundedsides, thin at bottom, thickened at
top, with incurvedrim. Nozzle set low on body; unusually broadwick hole. Exterior painted. On upper
sides two large incised eyes, one beside nozzle, other
over wick hole.
From the North Dump. It is not entirely certain
that this fragmentbelongsto Type I. Theprofilewith
the incurved rim resembleslamps of Type IV. Not
enough of the bottom is left to determinedefinitely
whethertherecouldhave been a base, but thereprobably was not. Lamps with an incurvedrim apparently exist in TypeI39and,sincethis fragmentcamefrom
39Ibid., fig. 14, profiles 9 and 10.
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an early deposit,it is probablyof this type. Moreover, 16 (KL90).Part of lamp. Type I A 5. Plate 55 and
the drawingof the eyes is paralleledon many Orient- Fig. 3. H. 0.023. L. 0.044. Handle and part of body
preserved.
alizingvases, particularlythose of the 7th century.
Hardlight gray clay. Black paint. Body extremely
12 (KL139).Lamp. Type I A 3. Plate 55 and Fig. 3. shallowwith
wide rim projectingtowardinteriorand
H. 0.018. D. 0.084. Fragmentsrestoredon rim and very slightly on
exterior. Horizontal rectangular
bottom.
handlewith swallow-tailend. Entirely painted black,
Pale grayishyellowclay. No traceof burning.High except reservedband at end
of handle.
conical projectionin center. Roundedsides and wide
From the Road Deposit.

rim.

From Well I. In the lamps of this kind published
by Broneer the central projection seems always to
have an openingat the top.-I No. 12 is very similarto
a lamp from Metapontum,4'which also has a high,
conical projection;the profile and the shape of the
nozzle also seem to be similar.Lampswith a conical,
closedprojectionin the centerwerefoundat Samos.42
Their profiles are also somewhat similar to that of
No. 12, except that the rim is wider.

17 (KL4).Handle of lamp. Type I A 5. Plate 55. H.
0.027. L. 0.051.
Pale yellow clay. Black paint. Shallowbody. Horizontal rectangular handle, slightly wider at end.
Edges of handle painted, and two stripes acrosstop.
From Well I.

18 (KL66).Handle of lamp. Type I A 5. Plate 55.
L. 0.061. D. ca. 0.057.
Hard gray clay. Black paint. Horizontalrectangu13 (KL73).Part of lamp. Type I A 4. H. 0.024. L. lar handle with center of end pushed in. Inner edge
of rim black; flying bird painted on handle.
0.071.
Pale yellowish gray clay. Thin black paint. Very
The lamp was intendedto be held sidewisefor the
heavy fabric.Very thick, horizontalrectangularhan- bird to be seen in the proper position. The flying
dle (brokenoff).Paint on interior,sidesof exteriorand birdis, of course,a very commonmotiveinbothPrototop of handle.
Corinthianand Corinthianpottery, employed as a
From the NorthwestAngleDeposit. The profile is space-fillerand as a shield device.44
very similarto that of No. 28, except that there is no
19 (KL189).Handle of lamp. Type I A 5. Plate 55.
foot and the profile of the interioris slightly less anH. 0.02. L. 0.05.
gular.
Hard light buff clay, pink at core. Black paint,
14 (KL32).Fragment of lamp. Type I A 5. Fig. 3. fired red-brown.Rim projects very slightly on exL. 0.066.
terior. Horizontalrectangularhandle, rather thin in
Hard grayish yellow clay with polished surface. section.Black line acrossend; on top uncertainrepreRoundedsides, bent inwardat top to form wide rim. sentation, perhapsmerely zigzag, and irregularspot.
Broad loop handle, set vertically.43
From Well I. A very similarfragment,KL59, was 20 (KL93).Handle of lamp. Type I A 5. Plate 55.
found in the Road Deposit. The profile of both is L. 0.032.
Pale grayish yellow clay, coveredwith thin black
similar to Broneer, Lamps, fig. 14, profile 5. Not
paint.
Shallow body, very narrow rim. Horizontal
enough of the bottom is preservedin either case to
cylindrical
handle with hole bored partly through
determinewhetherthere was a central projection.
from end.
16 (KL9).Handleof lamp.TypeI A 5(?). Plate 55. L.
From the Road Deposit.
0.045. W. 0.056. Verticalhandle brokenoff.
Hard buff clay, covered with paint, fired brown. 21 (K128). Part of lamp. Type I A 6. Plate 55 and
Band of matt paint (purple?) on rim. Very broad Fig. 3. H. 0.023. D. ca. 0.09.
Pale brownish clay. Brownish black paint. Perhorizontal rectangular handle and vertical loop
foratedlug in placeof handle.Ontop of lug concentric
handle.
From outside the South Long Building, opposite lines aroundhole; on rim at either side of lug panStelai ShrineA. Not enoughof the body is preserved ther(?) in crudesilhouette,facing away from lug and
to determinethe type exactly, but the profile of the separatedfromit by diagonalline. Feet of one panther
upperpart seemsrathersimilarto that of No. 14, ex- toward opening, feet of other toward exterior. On
cept that the rim projectsslightly to the outside. The sides three horizontallines around lug; bird in silhorizontalhandle is broaderthan most examples of houette at either side of lug and head of goat (?),
right, beyond bird on one side.
this type of handle.
It is not entirelycertainthat this is a lamp, as the
40 Cf. ibid., fig. 14, profiles 4, 5, pl. I, nos. 7, 11.
nozzle
is not preserved,but there can be little doubt
41 N. d. Sc., 1940, p. 110, fig. 48 (lower left).
42 Ath. Mitt., LIV, 1929, pp. 53f., figs. 44, 3, and 45. The
former is dated in the 6th century, the latter in the 5th.
43 Cf. Broneer, op. cit., fig. 15, no. 17.

44Compare the drawing of a bird on an Early Corinthian
aryballos (Payne, Necrocorinthia,pl. 26, 6).
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of its identification,since the shape of the top of the
lug and the profile of the body are very similar to
those of No. 22, which does have a nozzle. Originally
the animal frieze probablywent entirely aroundthe
sides; on the top there is about room for a bird between each panther and the nozzle. The date is uncertain.The crudenessof the drawingdoes not necessarily indicate a late date, as there are a numberof
vases with very similar animals from Well I which
cannot be later than the MiddleCorinthianperiod.45
22 (KL92). Part of lamp. Type I A 6. Plate 55. H.
0.023. L. 0.058. Part of side with nozzle and lug
preserved.
Grayishbuff clay. Black paint. Purplepaint? Lug
wide at top and taperinginward so that it does not
project at bottom; pierced by vertical hole. Black
paint on bottom of interior,underinner edge of rim,
on underside of nozzle and on top of lug. Purple (?)
paint on rim.
From the Road Deposit. The fact that the nozzle
and lug are set so close together must indicate that
there were nozzles, alternatingwith lugs, all the way
aroundthe lamp.46
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26 (KL86). Half of lamp. Type I B 3. Plate 55 and
Fig. 3.47 H. 0.024. Handles and nozzlebrokenoff.
Very hard pale yellow clay. Thin black paint.
Heavy fabric. Small opening.Horizontalrectangular
handle and vertical loop handle. Interior painted;
front part of exteriordippedin paint.
From the Road Deposit. Two fragmentsof lamps
with a similarprofilewere found in Well I. On these
a ratherthin, streaky brownpaint was used.
27 (KL67).Handle of lamp. Plate 55 and Fig. 3. L.
0.048.
Hard pale yellowish clay. Black paint. Horizontal
rectangularand broadverticalloop handles.Paint on
bottom of interior,on underedge and top of rim, and
few spots on forwardedge of vertical handle.
From the East Deposit (D 10 on Plate 60), hence
datablein the first quarterof the 6th century.
28 (KL130).Lamp. Type I B 3. Plate 55 and Fig. 3.
H. 0.025. D. 0.08. Part of back missing with handle.
Hard yellow clay. Hard black and appliedpurple
paint. Stronglyprofiledsides and high foot. Probably
had horizontal rectangularhandle. All except back
dippedin black paint, which is continuedroundrim.
Applied purple on top of rim and around edges of
wick hole. Two concentricpurplebands in bottom of
interior.
From Well I. The good quality of the black and
purple paint may be an indication of 7th century
ratherthan early 6th century date.

23 (KL69).Lamp. Type I B 1. H. 0.024. D. 0.072.
Handle and nozzle brokenoff.
Gray clay, covered with thin black paint, mostly
firedbrown.Heavy fabric.Very slight base. Rim projects slightly toward exterior; opening very large.
Horizontalrectangularhandle.
From the North Dump. The profile is similar to
No. 24, except that the base is even lower. It is also 29 (KL33).Half of lamp. Type I B 3. Plate 55. H.
not unlike No. 9, except that the upper part of the 0.029. L. 0.101. Handlesbrokenoff.
Hard pale yellow clay. Black paint. Low ring foot
sides is morevertical, the openingwiderand the botwith
broadrestingsurface,whichprojectsto exterior
tom smaller.
slightly morethan rim. Stronglycurvedsides. Entire
24 (KL196).Part of lamp. Type I B 1. Fig. 3. H. interiorpainted, and front half of exterior.
0.023. D. ca. 0.052. About half preserved.
From outside the South Long Building, opposite
Hard grayish yellow clay. Narrow,flat rim. Wick Stelai ShrineA. The fabric is
very similarto that of
hole begins at rim. Slight base, flat on bottom.
No. 28 and the profilehas a generalsimilarity,except
From Well I. KL29, fromthe same deposit,is sim- for the more roundedsides, the lower,
broaderfoot,
ilar, except that the rim projectsa little moreon the the slightly shallowerbody, and the narrowerrim,
exterior and the sides are more roundedand project which projectsless on the exterior.
furtherbeyond the rim.
30 (KL106).Part of lamp. Type I B 4. H. 0.028. W.
25 (KL35).Part of lamp. Type I B 2. Fig. 3. H. 0.022. 0.075.
L. 0.049.
Light grayish yellow clay. Thin brownishpaint.
Hard buff clay. Black paint. Edge of ring foot pro- Wideopening.Lowfoot. Broadhorizontal
rectangular
jects furtherthan rim. Paint on interiorand covering handle. Tracesof paint on bottom of interior,top of
nozzle; line on both edges of rim.
rim, stripeson sidesunderedgeof rim and abovefoot.
From outside the South Long Building, opposite
From the same place as the preceding. Another
Stelai ShrineA. Anotherfragmentarylamp fromthe lamp, KL107,fromthe same place is of similartype.
same place, KL33A,with a very similarprofilehad a Both are not unlike No. 7, except that they have feet
horizontal rectangularhandle and a vertical loop and the body is shallower.
handle.
Cf. also ibid., figs. 150, 157.
Compare a marble lamp from Ephesos (J.H.S., LX,
1940, p. 35, fig. 14).
45
46

17

47 In drawing the profile the handle of No. 27 was added
to No. 26, since the missing handle of the latter was of the
same type.
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31 (KL34).Part of lamp. Type I B 4. H. 0.018. L.
0.067. Part of side, bottom and rim preserved.
Light gray clay, covered with thin black paint.
Rather narrowrim, projectingvery slightly on exterior.Low ring foot with broadresting surface.
From the same place as the preceding.The profile
is rathersimilarto that of No. 26, exceptthat the body
is shallowerand the base smaller.
32 (KL54).Lamp. Type I B 4. Plate 55 and Fig. 3.
H. 0.028. D. ca. 0.065. Nozzle,handleand part of side
brokenoff.
Pale yellowishgray clay. Thin black paint. Broad,
slightlyconvexrim.Lowringfoot. Rathersmallopening. Horizontalrectangularhandle; surface of back
shows scratches apparently made to enable handle
to be attached more securely.Interiorand front half
of exteriorpainted.
From the areanear the NorthwestAngle Deposit.

spout, comingout of side of lamp and bent diagonally
upward.Interiorand exteriorof nozzle painted, and
probablybottom of interior.
Anothernozzle, KL191, of similar shape was also
found. The rim of the lamp was narrow,like that of
No. 36. A rathersimilarnozzlewas foundin the Agora
in Athens.18It is apparentlyof early 5th centurydate.
38 (KL30).Part of small lamp. Type I B 4. Fig. 3.
H. 0.017. D. 0.064. Part of side and rim preserved.
Hard grayish yellow clay. Traces of black paint.
Very small foot. Flat rim with thick, grooved edge.
From Well I. No other lamp with this type of rim
was found. The base is also muchsmallerthan that of
any other lamp.
39 (KL31).Fragmentof lamp. Type I B 4(2). Fig. 3.
H. 0.018.L. 0.05. Part of side and rim preserved.
Pale grayishyellow clay. Tracesof black paint all
over. Very heavy fabric. Probably had base. Sides
roundedon exterior,angularon interior;sides thickened at top, with deep groovein edge.
From Well I. This curious fragment is the only
lamp of Type I which does not have a flat rim. The
grooveis also very unusualamoniglamps of this early
period.49

33 (KL111). Part of lamp. Type I B 4(?). Fig. 3.
L. 0.056. Handle and part of side preserved.
Buff clay. Black paint. Traces of burning near
handle. Sides stronglyprofiled.Black line at broken
edgeof side probablyindicatesexistenceof foot. Horizontal rectangular handle with end bent upward.
Interiorand handle painted, and probablyfoot.
40 (KL48).Half of lamp. Type I B 5. Plate 55. H.
From the Road Deposit.
0.027. L. 0.089. Nozzle missing.
Pale gray clay. Wide rim, not projectingon ex34 (KL55).Fragmentof lamp. Type I B 4. L. 0.074.
Soft red clay. Red and brown paint. Very heavy terior. Thick,flattenedhorizontalhandle,roundedat
fabric. Wide, flat rim with thin, scratchedconcentric end and slightly hollowedon top to fit thumb.
From the North Dump. The profile is somewhat
grooves on top. Top of rim brown,rest of lamp red.
From the same deposit. The profileis rathersimi- similar to No. 14, except for the ring foot and the
lar to that of No. 35, except that the foot is larger. moreroundedsides.
Two uninventoriedfragmentsfrom the same deposit
41 (KL140).Part of lamp. Type I C. Plate 56 and
also have concentricgrooves on the rim. The rim in
Fig. 3. H. 0.054. Part of side with nozzlepreserved.
these fragmentsis narrowerthan that of No. 34.
Veryhardlight gray clay. Blackpaint. Innerdepth
35 (KL198).Part of lamp. Type I B 4. Fig. 3. H. of lamp about half height of exterior.Nozzleprojects
very little beyondsides; wickhole encroacheson rim.
0.026. D. ca. 0.054.
Hard buff clay. Black paint, partly fired red- On side, undernozzle, triglyphin relief; front surface
brown. Shallowbody and small foot. Wide rim, pro- flat with two shallowgrooves.Plain bandsin low relief
jecting stronglyon exteriorand interior.Interior,top above and below triglyph and metopes. Flat edge of
rim projectsslightly beyondupperband; edge of rim
of rim and upperpart of sides painted.
Fromthe samedeposit.Theprofileis rathersimilar forms continuous band with edge of nozzle. Broad,
to that of No. 28, except that the foot is smallerand flat rim with two thin groovesroundinneredge of top
and one nearouteredge. Slightly deepergrooveround
the rim slightly wider.
upper edge of nozzle. Paint on interior, on top and
36 (KL13).Half of lamp. Type I B 4. Plate 55. H. edges of rim and nozzle, on triglyph and on bands
0.022. L. 0.086.
aboveandbelowtriglyphandmetopes.Painteddesign
Hard pale yellow clay. Low ring foot with flat on metopes,probablytails and raised wings of birds,
resting surface. Sharply profiled sides. Narrowrim. facing away from triglyph.
Wick hole slightly removedfrom rim; top of nozzle
From near the North Dump. The carefullyshaped
between rim and wick hole slightly arched, making
nozzle somewhatlike spout.
48 Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. LXIX, no. 350. Cf. also Olyn37 (KL65). Nozzleof lamp. Type I B 4(2). Plate 55.
L. 0.032.
Hard buff clay. Black paint. Nozzle shaped like

thus, II, fig. 298, no. 20.
49 A lamp from Samos (Ath. Mitt., LIV, 1929, p. 53, fig.
44, 2), which is apparently of 7th or 6th century date, has a
grooved rim, but the groove is shallower.
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triglyph, the neat borders, the well spaced and accurately drawn grooves on the rim, and the care with
which the paint was applied all make this lamp as
unique in the quality of its workmanship~as it is nearly unparalleled in its design.50Traces of burning show,
however, that it was actually used, though it may
have been made for dedication rather than for domestic use. Not enough is preserved of the painted
decoration to help in determining the date. The birds
are, however, more likely to be Corinthian than
Proto-Corinthian, as the raised wing is rarely found
before the Corinthian period. The last quarter of the
7th century or first quarter of the 6th is the most
likely date. The lamp is perhaps to be restored, like
No. 42, with a series of nozzles alternating with lugs,
each with a triglyph under it. A similar arrangement

of nozzles and lugs is seen in the marblelamp from
Ephesos,alreadymentionedunder No. 22.
A fragmentvery similar to No. 41 was picked up
by the author on the surfaceof a field near Corinth.
It compriseda triglyph, with the lower band, and
part of both metopes.Very little of the interiorof the
lampwas left, but the beginningof the wick hole over
the triglyph was preserved. The triglyph, with its
lower band, and the interior were painted. On one
metope was preservedthe hind end of a standing or
walkingfeline,right. Thetail is in a reversedS-curve,
the normalposition for a seated sphinx or lion, but
very rare in standing animals.51The figure is in silhouette without incised detail, and the proportions
are very slender. The scale of the fragmentis about
the sameas that of the Potters' Quarterfragmentand
the two look enoughalike to have been made in the
same workshop.The clay of the surface fragmentis
a hard light brown,very fine-grained;the paint is a
hard, thin brownishblack.
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From the Road Deposit. Although no nozzle is
preserved,it is fairly certain, from its similarity to
No. 41, that this fragmentis also from a lamp. Moreover, there seemsto be a trace of burningat one side.
If this is so, then one shonldprobablyrestorea nozzle
at this point. In orderto makethe lamp symmetrical,
one should restore two nozzles opposite each other,
with two lugs between them. The nozzles doubtless
also had triglyphsunderthem, like No. 41.
43 (KL46).Handmadelamp. Type I(?). Plate 55. H.
0.026. D. 0.056. L. 0.07. Handle missing.
Coarse,pebblybrownclay with lighterslip. Arched
bridgeover wick hole. Had horizontalprojectionfor
handle.
It is not certain whetheror not the clay is Corinthian. Thecomparativelysmallopeningdifferentiates
this lampfrommost of Type I, althoughthe openings
of Nos. 29 and 32 are nearly as small. The rim is unusual in that it is finishedneitherwith a flat, horizontal edge nor with a raised band. The horizontallug
handle, however,almost certainlyindicatesthat this
lamp belongsto Type I.
TYPE II

44 (KL94).Fragmentof lamp. Type II A 1. L. 0.065.
Nozzle and part of side preserved.
Hardreddishbuff clay. Front half dippedin thin,
hard red paint. Slightly raisedridge at inner edge of
rim. Shallowbody. Nozzlerathersquareat end.
From the Road Deposit.

45 (KL26).Part of lamp. Type II A 1. L. 0.089. Part
of side and rim preserved.
Hard, gritty, micaceousred clay. Red paint. Rim
projects strongly on exterior; raised ridge round
outeredge. Paint on bottomof interiorand threecon42 (KL143).Part of lamp. Type I C. Plate 56 and centriclines on rim.
Fig. 3. H. 0.039. D. 0.098. Part of side with lug
The clay shows that this lamp was imported.The
preserved.
profile is similarto that of Broneer,Lamps,fig. 14,
Light brown clay. Black paint, partly fired red- profile 11, except that the rim projectsfurtherthan
brown. Flat rim with flat edge. On side triglyph in the sides.
relief,projectingslightlybeyondedgeof rim; triglyph
has four glyphs, semi-circularin section. At top band 46 (KL80).Part of lamp on stand. Type II A 1(?).
equalin width to edge of rim, divided half way down PreservedH. 0.051. L. (lamp) 0.075. Upper part of
by shallowgroove.At bottom traces of similarband, stand and lowerhalf of lamp preserved.
Hardgrayishyellowclay. Blackand appliedpurple
probably continued all round lower edge of lamp.
Two nozzleson opposite sides. High, cylindripaint.
Slantinghole throughtriglyph. Black paint on edge
cal
stand,
horizontallyringed.52Lamp and stand enof rim, upper part of band over triglyph, band at
tirely
painted
black; appliedpurpleon alternaterings
lower edge of lamp, line acrosstop of glyphs and line
of
stand.
down center of each glyph. On each metope,tail and
From the Road Deposit. It is not at all certainto
part of sicklewing of seated sphinx, facingaway from
what
type this fragment should be assigned. The
triglyph;feathersindicatedby incision.
deposit contained lamps of Types I to IV, but ex50 For the bands in relief at the top and bottom of the
amplesof the first two types werefar morenumerous.
lamp, compare similar bands on lamps, apparently archaic, The fact that the clay is Corinthianmakes Type III
in Delphi and Brussels (F. de D., V, figs. 786, 786a).
51 Cf. Payne, Necrocorinthia,pl. 22, nos. 4, 6, both Early
Corinthian, figs. 100, 104 B.
17*

52 Compare the much later lamp stand from Corinth
(Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 106, fig. 1, lower right).
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unlikely and the use of purple paint probably excludes Type IV. The use of two nozzles seems to be
more frequentin lamps of Type II, or similar types
fromothersites, thanthose of Type I.53It is probable,
therefore, that this fragment belongs to Type II,
althoughthe body of the lamp seemssomewhatdeeper and narrowerthan in most lampsof this type.

betweentwo shortzigzags,groupsslantingalternately
downwardfromright to left and from left to right.
From the same deposit. The profile is similar to
that of No. 53, except for the lack of the centralprojection.55

47 (KL108).Half of lamp. Type II A 2. Plate 56 and
Fig. 5. H. 0.022. W. 0.068.
Pale yellow clay. Black paint. Probablyhad open
projectionin center. Black stripe and three lines on
top of rim, stripe and line on bottom of interior.
From outside the South Long Building, opposite
Stelai ShrineA.

rim and side missing.

48 (KL8). Part of lamp. Type II A 2. H. 0.023. L.
0.055.
Very hard,gritty, micaceousred-brownclay. Open
projectionin center, rising to height of rim. Ridge
aroundouter edge of rim.
The clay is similarto that of No. 45. The profileis
also similar, except that the lower part of the body
projectsa little more.

53 (KL82).Part of lamp. Type II B 2. H. 0.017. W.
0.076. Bottom and part of rim and side preserved.
Pale greenishyellowclay. Thinblackpaint. Conical
projectionin center.Rim slightly concave.Concentric
stripes on top of rim and bottom of interior.
From the Road Deposit. The profile, except for
the centralprojectionand the moreroundedsides, is
similarto that of No. 49.

49 (KL57).Part of lamp. Type II B 1. Fig. 5. L. 0.096.
Pale yellowish gray clay. Thin black paint and
purple paint. Sides straight on exterior, concave on
interior. Rim slants slightly inward. Black paint on
interior,purpleon top of rim.
Fromthe Road Deposit. The profileis very similar
to Lindos,pl. 121, no. 2553, except that the body is
shallower.

TYPEIII

50 (KL89).Part of lamp. Type II B 1. H. 0.026. L.
0.08. Part of rim and side preserved.
Pale grayish yellow clay. Black paint. Bottom
thickened in center. Interior painted black; black
concentricband in centerof rim, with three thin lines
at either side.
From the same deposit. The profile is similar to
that of No. 49, except that the rim is wider and projects more on the exterior, and the body is a little
shallower.The decorationof the rim54is similar to
that of KL58 from the same deposit. The latter is
perhapsof Attic clay.
.51(KL85).Part of lamp. Type II B 1. Plate 56. L.
0.077. Part of rim and side preserved.
Hard pale yellow clay. Thin black paint, mostly
gone. Rim slants slightly inward.Top decoratedwith
zigzagsin black;arrangedin groupsof one long zigzag

52 (KL142).Attic lamp. Type II B 1. Plate 56 and
Fig. 5. H. 0.017. D. (top) 0.076. Nozzle and part of
Hard red-brownclay, polished on exterior. Lustrous black glaze. Body extremely shallow; bottom
thickenedin centerand concaveon underside. Glaze
on nozzle, rim and bottom of interior.
This lamp is typical of the Attic lamps of Type
II B,56althoughsomewhatshallowerthan many.

54 (KL188).Attic lamp. Type III. Plate 56. H. 0.02.
L. 0.1. Part of side missing (restored).
Hard red-brownclay with polished surface.Lustrous metallic black glaze, brown when dilute. High
projectionin center, open at top. Nozzle and bottom
of interiorblack; three dilute bands on rim; accidental streakson bottom.
From the same deposit.
55 (KL199).Part of lamp. Type III. D. ca. 0.08.
Hard orange clay, covered with red paint, which
is thin on exterior, thicker on interior. Slight ridge
round inner and outer edges of rim. Horizontal rectangularhandle,made by adding long, flat lug and
bendingit double.
From the same deposit. The handle, which is like
that of many Type I lamps, is very unusualfor Type
III. The clay is not Corinthianand is also unlike the
usual Attic clays.
TYPE IV

56 (KL136).ILamp.Type IV. Plate 56. H. 0.014. D.
0.069. L. 0.084. Small break at wick hole.
Pale gray clay. Black paint, nearly disappeared
on top. Body extremelyflat. No base. Small depression in center of under side, making low projection
53 Cf. Waldhauer, Die antiken Tonlampen, pi. II, nos. 24,
in
interior.Front half dippedin black paint.
25; B. M. Cat. Lamps, pl. XL, no. 33; Ath. Mitt., LIV, 1929,
The extremeshallownessof this lamp makesit unpp. 53f., fig. 44, 3; Konigl. Museen zu Berlin, Trojanischer
Altertumer,nos. 4034,4035; Lindos, pl. 122, no. 2557; Albania,
III, 1928, pp. 62, 64, fig. 50; Acta Archaeologica,XVI, 1945,
p. 151, fig. 95; Olynthus, XIV, pl. 144, 2.
54 Cf. Broneer, Lamps, pl. I, no. 53.

55 Cf. ibid., fig. 14, profile 11, except that the sides of
No. 51 are more rounded and the rim is flat.
56 Cf. ibid., pl. I, no. 52.
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usual. The shape of the nozzle and the fact that the
wick hole is close to the rim show that the lamp is an
early example of the type. The dipping of the front
part in paint relatesit to many lamps of Type I. No.
56, therefore,is probablyto be dated in the second
half of the 6th century.57
57 (KL60).Part of Attic lamp. Type IV. H. 0.021.
L. 0.076.
Very hard red-brownclay. Lustrous black glaze.
Wick hole at rim. Low, flat base. Lamp coveredwith
glaze, except on bottom.
From the Road Deposit. The shape is similar to
Broneer,Lamps,fig. 14, profile18, pl. II, no. 64.
58 (KL23).Lamp.Type IV. Fig. 5. H. 0.028. D. 0.076.
Light brown clay, covered with black paint. No
traces of burning. Wide opening. Horizontal strap
handle. Wick hole near rim and end of nozzle square.
Very low base. Bottom flat, with two concentric
groovesin center of underside. Bottom rises slightly
in center of interior.
Fromjust outsideStelai ShrineA, but undoubtedly
belongingto the deposit. Two other lamps from the
shrine, KL21 and KL141, are nearly identical. Only
KL21 showsslight signs of use. In all the lamps from
the deposit the base is a false foot, markedoff from
the sides by a shallow,semi-circulargroove. The date
of the deposit seems to lie mainly in the first half of
the 5th century.Thereare lamps58from Gela,Eleusis
and Olympia,and one in the British Museumwhich
are very similarto No. 58. Comparealso Waldhauer,
Die antikenTonlampen,pl. I, no. 9.
59 (KL127).Lamp. Type IV. H. 0.02. L. (without
handle) 0.093.
Pinkish buff clay, coveredwith black paint, partly
fired red-brownon interior; mostly disappearedon
exterior,leaving orangestain. Similarto No. 58, except that wick hole is furtherfromrim, body is slightly deeperand rim is less incurved.
From Stelai Shrine A. This lamp, from the fact
that the wick hole is furtherfrom the rim, shouldbe
of slightlylater date than the othersfromthe deposit,
perhapsnearerthe middle of the century. It is very
similarto Broneer,Lamps,fig. 58, no. 65, and to several lamps from Eleusis.59A lamp from Kamarina,
probablyAttic, and anotherfromthe Asklepieionare
somewhatsimilar.60
60 (KL99).Lamp.Type IV. Fig. 5. H. 0.021.D. 0.0.68.
L. 0.089. Handle and part of side missing.

Light brownclay, coveredwith black paint. Very
low base, slightly concave. Had horizontal strap
handle. End of nozzle square. Similarto No. 58, except rim wider and less incurved.
From Deposit 9 of the TerracottaFactory. Two
other lamps, KL100 and KL101, and a number of
fragments came from the same deposit. KL101 is
very similar to No. 60, except that the wick hole is
smaller; the rim of K100 is flatter and hardly incurvedat all. The profileof No. 60 is not unlike that
of No. 58 from Stelai Shrine A, although Deposit 9
seems to be of somewhatlater date. ProbablyNo. 60
is to be dated nearerthe middle of the century than
the rest of the deposit.A lamp of aboutthe same date
from the Agora at Athens61is very similar in profile,
except that the rim is narrowerand less incurved.A
lamp from Lindos,62apparently Attic, is also verv
similar.

Cf. ibid., p. 41.
Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, col. 422, fig. 304 (from Gela);
A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 416, fig. 1, upper center (from Eleusis);
Jahrbuch,LVI, 1941, Olympiabericht,p. 57, fig. 59 a; B. M.
Cat. Lamps, pl. IX, no. 192.
59 A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 416, fig. 1 (all except upper center
and left center).
60 Mon. Ant., XIV, 1904, col. 834, fig. 44; Corinth, XIV,
pl. 47, no. 1.

63 (KL149).Part of lamp. Type IV. Plate 56. L.
0.084.Part of rim and sidepreserved,with two nozzles
and part of third.
Reddishbuff clay. No tracesof burning.Rim broad

57

58

61 (KL63). Lamp. Type IV. Plate 56. H. 0.023. D.
0.07. L. 0.096. Handlemissing.Hole in bottom.
Pale yellowish clay. Tracesof thin brownishwash
all over. No base. Smallopeningwith rim only slightly
incurved.Wick hole removedfromrim. Had horizontal strap handle.
Found at the edge of Deposit 8 of the Terracotta
Factory,henceprobablyof late 5th centurydate. The
greaterdepth of No. 61 and the fact that the nozzle
is longerand the wick hole furtherremovedfromthe
rim shouldmakeit later than the Stelai ShrineA examples.It seenms
closest to someof the lampsfromthe
RectangularSouth Pit (cf. No. 64) which are to be
dated in the third quarterof the century.It is somewhat similarto a lamp fromthe Asklepieion(Corinth,
XIV, pl. 47, no. 4). Thelack of a base makesthe lamp
unusualfor that period.63
62 (KLI95). Half of lamp. Type IV. Fig. 5. H. 0.022.
D. 0.077.
Hard pale clay, covered with black paint. Very
low, broad, flat base; really false foot, set off from
sides by broad,shallowgroove.Wide openingand incurvedrim. Had horizontalstrap handle.
From the Rectangular South Pit. From its provenancethe lamp shouldbe dated at about the third
quarterof the 5th century.It is, however,very similar
to the Stelai ShrineA examples (cf. No. 58), except
for the wider,less incurvedrim, and is probablyto be
datednearerthe middleof the centurythan the other
lamps from the deposit.

61 Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 338, no. 109.
62
63

Lindos, pl. 122, no. 2561.
Cf. Broneer, op. cit., p. 41.
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and flat. Nozzles rather square at end; wick holes
Light brownclay, coveredwith black paint. Sides
very high with flattened, incurved rim. False foot.
near rim.
From the same deposit.Lampswith many nozzles Had horizontalstrap handle.
are very commonlyfound. In this case it is not cerFrom the same deposit. The wick hole is at about
tain whether the lamp was entirely surroundedby the same distancefromthe openingas in No. 65. The
nozzles64or whetherthese three werethe only ones.65 broad,flattened, inbent rim begins to approachthat
Since the nozzles tend to be more widely separated of Type VI. Of all the lamps of Type IV, this has the
in lampswhichhave three nozzles,it is perhapsmore greatest height in proportionto its diameter. The
likely that there werenozzlesall the way aroundthis opening is smallerthan that of any other, with the
lamp.
exceptionof No. 61. Fromthe top No. 66 looksrather
like
Broneer,Lamps,pl. II, no. 71, except that the
64 (KL148).Lamp.Type IV. Fig. 5. H. 0.028.L. 0.10.
wick
hole is slightly nearerthe opening.Onemay also
End of nozzle brokenoff.
in certain respects lamps68from the Asklecompare
Hard light brown clay. Good black glaze. Heavy
and
Olympia.
pieion
fabric.Wickhole removedfromrim. No handle.False
foot set off by broad groove near bottom of sides. 67 (KL25). Half of lamp. Type IV. H. 0.029.L. 0.072.
Entirelypaintedblack except for bottom. Lampused Nozzle and handle missing.
after nozzle was broken.
Hard buff clay, covered with black paint. Low,
Fromthe same deposit.Fragmentsof severalsimi- very heavy base,risingin centerof interiorand slightlar lamps were found in the same deposit. The wick ly concave underneath.Rim well incurvedand sides
hole is further removed from the rim than in any high. Had loop handle, set vertically.
otherexampleof TypeIV fromthe Potters' Quarter.66 For the vertical handle on lamps of this type see
The heavy bottom is also unusual, and may fore- Broneer, Lamps, p. 40. The extremely heavy base
shadow the change to Type VI. The profile is very elates this lamp to Type VI.
similarto that of two lampsfromAthens;67 these also
have a heavy bottom. The Agoraexampleis dated in
the last quarterof the 5th century.AlthoughNo. 64 TYPE V
seemsto be the latest in its deposit,it can hardlybe 68 (KL131).Lamp. Type V. Plate 56. H. 0.017. D.
dated later than the beginningof the last quarterof 0.068. L. 0.084. Handle brokenoff.
the 5th century.
Pale yellowishgray clay, coveredwith blackpaint,
65 (KL98).Lamp.Type IV. Fig. 5. H. 0.022. D. 0.069. mostly disappeared. No trace of burning. Bottom
L. 0.09. Handle and tip of nozzle brokenoff.
slightly concave, without foot. Flat, slightly raised
Soft light brown clay, covered with thin reddish rim. Short horizontalstrap handle.
brownpaint. Wideopeningandstronglyincurvedrim.
This lamp, from its shallowness,its short nozzle
Bottom flat with concentricgroove at edge, forming and lack of base, seemsto be an early exampleof the
false foot, and groove near center. Had horizontal type and should probably be dated in the late 6th
strap handle.
century. The profile resemblesthat of Broneer,op.
From the CircleDeposit. This lamp, though much cit., fig. 14, profile22. A lampin the BritishMuseum69
higher in proportionto its diameter, seems to have is similar, also lampsfrom Olynthos70and the Agora
some relationshipwith the Stelai ShrineA lamps (cf. in Athens.7'
No. 58) and the earliestlamp, No. 62, from the RecD.
tangularSouthPit, exceptthat the wickholeis further 69 (KL41).Lamp. Type V. Plate 56. H. 0.025.
off.
broken
Nozzle
fromthe opening.No. 65 is perhaps,therefore,one of 0.074. L. 0.097.
Hard light brownclay, coveredwith hard, slightly
the earliest objects from the CircleDeposit.
lustrous black paint. Very narrow, slightly raised
66 (KL97).Lamp.TypeIV. Fig. 5. H. 0.027. D. 0.073. rim. No base; bottom slightly concave. Horizontal
L. 0.083. Nozzle and handle brokenoff. Hole in bot- loop handle.
tom.
Fromthe Road Deposit. This also appearsto be an
64 Cf. Hesperita,V, 1936, p. 180, fig. 23, h; Hesperia, II,
early example of the type and is probablyalso to be
p.
VII,
1938,
Hesperia,
center);
(upper
17
dated in the late 6th century.It is similarto the pre1933, p. 346, fig.
199, fig. 34 (upper right), p. 243, fig. 72 (upper left); Furt- ceding, except that the rim is higher and narrower.
waingler,Sammlung Sabouroff, I, pl. LXXV, 1. All these are Similarlamps were found in Aegina.72
Attic.
65 Cf. A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 415, fig. 1 (left center); Aegina,
pl. 130, 9 (two examples at top); Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 180,
fig. 23, e-g.
66 Cf. Jahreshefte,XXVI, 1930, Beiblatt, col. 108, fig. 45b;
F. de D., V, p. 186, fig. 787.
67 Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 338, no. 110 (from the Agora);
Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 49, no. 8 (from the Pnyx).

68 Corinth,XIV, pl. 47, no. 5; Jahrbuch,LVI, 1941, Olympiabericht,pp. 57f., figs. 59 b, 60 (right), 61.
69 B. M. Cat. Lamps, pl. IX, no. 178.
70 Olynthus, II, fig. 301, no. 34.
71 Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. LXVIII, no. 343.
72 Aegina, pl. 122, no. 44, pl. 130, no. 9 (upper left).
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70 (KL91).Half of lamp.TypeV(?) H. 0.021.L. 0.093.
Nozzle and handle missing.
Hard pale yellow clay, covered with black paint.
No base; bottom slightly concave.Very shallowbody
with roundedsides and small opening;broadrim, not
set off from sides, with inner edge turned up very
slightly. Loop handle, set vertically.
From the same deposit, and probablyalso of late
6th centurydate. The profileof the body is similarto
Broneer,op. cit., fig. 14, profile22; the rim, however,
is not offset and rises slightly at the inner edge. Anotherlamp, KL61,fromthe samedepositis very similar in shape, except that the inner edge of the rim is
horizontalinstead of turning up. KL61 is similar in
profile to an early 5th century lamp from the Agora
in Athens,73except that the bottom is flat instead of
concave.

71 (KL95).Half of lamp. TypeV(2). Fig. 5. H. 0.026.
L. 0.075. Handle and nozzle brokenoff.
Reddish buff clay, covered with paint which is
fired red. Low false foot, slightly concave. Strongly
rounded sides and wide opening. Rim turned up at
inneredge. Horizontalloop handle.Wick hole at rim.
From the same deposit, hence presumablyof 6th
century, possibly early 5th century, date. The lamp
is of very unusualshape,but appearsto be somewhat
relatedto No. 70, except for the base, the wideropening and the more turned up rim.
72 (KL78). Attic lamp. Type V. Plate 56. H. 0.027.
D. 0.068. L. 0.074. Nozzle,handle and half of bottom
missing.

Gray clay. Lustrous black paint. Low ring foot.
Horizontalloop handle. Narrowinbent rim, set off
from top by shallow groove; thin groove on rim.
Painted black except for resting surface of foot, reserved line on bottom inside foot, and reservedline
near inner edge of rim.
From the same deposit. The profile is related to
that of Broneer,op. cit., fig. 14, profile23; the body,
however, is shallowerand the sides are roundedinstead of vertical. The handle was probablylike that
of ibid., pl. II, no. 95. Lamps of similartype74were
found on the Pnyx, in the Agora at Athens and at
Olympia.The examplefromthe Agorais dated in the
last quarterof the 5th century; ours should,fromits
provenance,be earlier,since out of the vast amount
of materialin the Road Deposit comparativelylittle
seems to be datable later than the middle of the 5th
century and most of it is much earlier.

black paint. Low, broad false foot. Had horizontal
loop handle. Broad, slightly inbent rim with two
groovesnear outer edge.
From the same deposit. The profile is similar to
that of Broneer,op. cit., fig. 14, profile 23. The provenanceindicatesthat the lampis unlikelyto be dated
later than the first half of the 5th century and is perhaps earlier.
74 (KL137).Lamp. Type V. Plate 56 and Fig. 5. H.
0.045. D. 0.092. L. (original)ca. 0.187. Part of one
nozzleandseveralfragmentsof sidesmissing(restored).
Reddish buff clay. Low false foot, concaveon bottom. Broad, flat rim, bent inward,with two shallow
groovesnearouter edge.Longnozzleswith wick holes
well removedfrom rim.
Found in the court of the TerracottaFactory. The
profile is similar to that of Broneer,op. cit., fig. 14,
profile26, and the lampbelongsto his thirdvariety of
Type V.15 Onemay comparelamps,76probablyAttic,
from Gela, Olynthosand Kertsch,particularlythose
fromthe two latter sites. Althoughthe lampsof Type
V and of Type VI, to which this lamp is also closely
related,are supposedlyof 5th centurydate,77it seems
almostcertainfromits provenancethat No. 74 is to be
dated at least as late as the middleof the 4th century.
Mostof the materialfromthe court of the Terracotta
Factorywas datablein the middle or third quarterof
the century. The clay of this lamp is very similarin
quality and colorto that used in vases foundin Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. A very similarlamp
from the Asklepieion (Corinth,XIV, pl. 21, 3, CL
3829)was also foundin a 4th centurycontext.
75 (KL122).Part of Attic lamp. TypeV(?). Fig. 5. H.
0.032. L. 0.078.
Hard red-brownclay, covered with very lustrous
black glaze. No base. Sunkenrim. Very small wick
hole. Largecirculardisk, slightly concave,appliedto
one side.

The shapeof the rim and the disk on the side make
this lampunique.Theshallowbody and lack of a base
probablyindicate a date at least as early as the first
half of the 5th century.Thepurposeof the disk-shaped
lug is unknown;its concavity perhapsindicates that
it was intendedto fit the thumb and enablethe lamp
to be held more securely.
76 (KL96).Part of lamp. Type V( ?). Fig. 5. H. 0.037.

W. 0.105.

Buff clay, coveredwith black paint except on foot.
Lamp large with nearly straight sides. Low, projectH.
0.018.
ing ring foot with broad resting surface.Broad, flat
73 (KL83).Half of Attic (2) lamp. Type V.
rim, projecting beyond sides, with two concentric
D. 0.083.
Grayishred clay, covered,except on bottom, with
75 Broneer, Lamps, pl. II, no. 98, is very similar.
73Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. LXVIII, no. 340.
74 Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 49, nos. 11, 13; Hesperia,

XVIII, 1949, p. 339, no. 114; Jahrbuch,LVI, 1941, Olympiabericht,p. 59, fig. 63, right.

76 Mlon.Ant., XVII, 1906, col. 87, fig. 56 (center); Olynthus, II, fig. 300, no. 26; Waldhauer, Die antiken Tonlampen,
pl. III, no. 33.
77 Broneer, op. cit., pp. 43f.

TERRACOTTALAMPS
grooves. Small nozzle reaching to bottom of lamp.
Beginningof secondnozzle 5 cm. fromfirst.
This lamp is unparalleled among the other
lamps from Corinth.The grooved rim and the deep
nozzle relate it to Type V, but the fact that the rim
projectson the exteriormakesit seemcloserto Type I.
The provenance, from near the Northwest Angle
Deposit,might suggesta date in the early6th century,
hencean attributionto TypeI. Onthe otherhand, the
type of paint tends to indicate a later date. A lampin
the SabouroffCollection78
whichis encircledby nozzles
also has a broad, groovedrim. The flat, groovedrim
andwide openingareparalleledin a TypeV lampfrom
the Agorain Athens.79
TYPE VI

77 (KLI04). Lamp. Type VI. H. 0.032. D. 0.071.
Handle and nozzle missing.
Hard, gritty brick-redclay with gray core. Small
ring foot. Broad, flat, inbent rim. Had horizontal
strap handle.
From the cistern.80The clay does not seem to be
Corinthian,noris it like that of any of the Attic lamps
of this type from the Potters' Quarter.The profileis
like that of Broneer,Lamnps,fig. 14, profile29, except
for the ring foot and the somewhatshallowerbody.
78 (KLI46). Lamp. Type VI. Fig. 5. H. 0.031. L.
(without handle) 0.091. Part of handle and end of
nozzle brokenoff.
Hard gray clay, coveredwith black paint, mottled
with brown;paint partly disappeared.Low false foot,
very concave. Straight sides, slanting outward toward top. Broad, stronglyinbent rim.
From the Rectangular South Pit. The profile is
somewhatsimilarto that of Broneer,op. cit., fig. 14,
profile29, but there are a numberof differences:the
sides are straighterand less vertical,the foot is lower,
and the rim is moreinbent and has a thickeredge. A
lamp from the Agora in Athens8'is closer to No. 78,
although it is of much heavier fabric and shallower
on the interior.Thislampis of the sameperiodasours.
79 (KL147).Attic lamp. Type VI. Fig. 5. H. 0.032.
L. 0.10. Handle and end of nozzle brokenoff.
Hard red-brownclay, coveredwith lustrousblack
glaze, except on bottom. Extremely heavy fabric.
Low false foot; base completelyflat on bottom,rising
slightly in center of interior. Straight,vertical sides.
Rim slightly inbent.
Front the same deposit. The glaze seems to have
been appliedby dipping,as it does not quite coverthe
lower part of the sides, whereit ends in an irregular
line. The profile resemblesBroneer,op. cit., fig. 14,
78

Furtwingler, Samm1ungSabouroff, I, pl. LXXV, 1.

79Hesperia, XV, 1946, pl. LXVIII, no. 345.
80
81

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 26f.
Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, p. 339, no. 118.
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profile 30, except for the flat, smaller bottom, the
shallowerbody, the more inbent rim, and the more
roundedangle of sides and rim. It differs from the
Agoralamp mentionedunder No. 78 in the flat base
and in the fact that the rim is less inbent.
80 (KL190).Base of lamp.TypeVI(?). D. (foot)0.035.
Brown clay, covered with black paint except on
bottom. Base extremelythick. Low foot. On bottom
roughlyscratchedgraffito,possiblyrepresentingpalmette.
Fromthe trenchwhichcontainedgravescxand f.82
TYPEVII

81 (KL17).Half of lamp. Type VII. H. 0.028.L. 0.09.
Lug and most of nozzle brokenoff.
Very hard yellow clay. Black paint on interior.
Low, flat base. Two grooveson rim, which curvesinward. Had small lug on one side.
For the doublegrooveon the rim of a lamp of this
type, see Broneer,op. cit., fig. 64.
82 (KL39).Lamp. Type VII. H. 0.048. D. 0.07. L.
0.088. End of nozzle brokenoff.
Hard red-brownclay, painted black on interior.
Very heavy fabric. Rounded sides. Small, low base.
Two grooves on broad, inbent rim. Small lug with
vertical hole. On top of nozzleinciseddrawingof flying dove (?).
From Deposit 1 of the TerracottaFactory. The
nozzlewas found some distanceaway at the east side
of the court. The profile may be compared with
Broneer,op. cit., fig. 14, profile 34, except that the
openingis smallerand there are two grooves on the
rim. The provenanceof this lamp indicates that it is
to be dated in the third quarterof the 4th century.
One may comparea lamp from a grave at Delphi.83
Thisgrave,thoughsaid to be of late 5th centurydate,
is very probablyto be datedin the first half of the 4th
century,perhapsmorecloselyin the secondquarter.M4
83 (KL40).Lamp. Type VII. H. 0.034. D. 0.048. L.
0.082. End of nozzle brokenoff.
Hardred-brownclay. Black paint, partlyfiredred.
Heavy base with low false foot. Singlegroovearound
rim. Coveredwith paint except for reservedline on
rim.

Found in the court of the TerracottaFactory, and
probablyof the same date as the preceding.The clay
is the same and the shape is very similar, except for
the singlegrooveon the rim. The singlegrooverelates
it to otherlamps of this type85fromCorinthand elseCorinth,XV, part 1, pp. 33f.
F. de D., V, fig. 683.
84 Corinth, XV, part 1, p. 102, note 117.
15 Cf. Broneer, op. cit., figs. 66, 67, pl. III, no. 126; Ath.
Mitt., LIV, 1929, p. 54, fig. 46, no. 2 (the body of this lamp
is much shallower than that of No. 83); Jahreshefte,XXVI,
1930, Beiblatt, col. 108, fig. 45 a; Waldhauer, Die antiken
Tonlampen,pl. III, no. 31; Olynthus,V, pl. 200, nos. 108, 124.
82

8
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where. A lamp fromPhyle,86with its small base and
almost sphericalbody, is particularlyclose.
MINIATURELAMPS

surfacesat the back of the lampwhichweresmoothed
over and painted. This lamp is similarto No. 84 except for the greaterwidth of the opening. Compare
also miniaturelamps90from Knidos and Troizen.

84 (KL124).Miniaturelamp. Plate 56. L. 0.051.
89 (KL145).Mliniaturelamp. Plate 56. L. 0.056.
Buff clay, coveredwith black paint. Very shallow
Buff clay. No trace of burning.No handle. Wick
body. Wick hole at rim. Narrowraised band around hole near rim; bridge over nozzle slightly arched.
opening.
Wide opening.
Fromthe AphroditeDeposit.Except for the raised
From the Rectangular South Pit. A miniature
rim, the shape, as seen from the top, resemblesthat lampfromthe mainexcavationsof Corinth9lis similar
the except for a longernozzle.
oi a miniaturelamp from elsewherein Corinith;87
latter, however, is much deeper. One may compare!
also miniaturelamps88from Aegina and Rhodes. No. 90 (KL133).Miniaturelamp. Plate 56. D. 0.052.
Pale brownclay, coveredwith black paint, which
84 strongly resembles No. 69, an early example of
TypeV. Thedate is probablyin the early5th century, has partly disappeared,leaving orangestain. Traceof
or perhapsas early as the late 6th. Anotherminiature burning? Shallow,open saucerwith flat bottom and
lamp, KI115, is of very similarshape and also has a small, unbridgednozzle.
From Deposit 8 of the TerracottaFactory, and
narrowraised band aroundthe opening.
probablyof late 5th century date.
85 (KL1IO).Half of miniaturelamp on base. H. (with
91 (KL158).Miniaturelamp.Plate 56. L. 0.04.Handle
base) 0.021. L. 0.041.
Buff clay. No trace of burning. Shape similar to brokenoff.
Pale clay, covered with black paint, mostly dispreceding,except for lack of raised rim. No handle.
From the same deposit.Anothervery similarlamp appeared.Very small opening. High, roundedsides.
on a base, KL112, was found; this lamp had a hori- Wick hole slightly removedfrom rim.
This lamp was found with a mass of miniature
zontal strap handle.
vases and figurineswhich is probablya continuation
86 (KL144).Miniature lamp. L. 0.058. Handle and of Deposit 8 of the TerracottaFactory. It is much
bottom missing.
more carefully made than most of the lamps found
Buff clay, covered with black paint, partly fired inside the TerracottaFactory. It may be compared
red-brown.No trace of burning.Short, squarenozzle. with a largelamp, No. 61, foundnearit, whichseemed
From the way in which the bottom is broken it to be related to lamps from the RectangularSouth
looks as if the lamp had originallybeen attachedto a Pit. The deep body, roundedsides and small opening
base. The short, square nozzle connects this lamp are like those of miniaturelamps from Olynthosand
with the Stelai ShrineA examples(cf. No. 58). Com- Aegina,92although the wick holes of the latter are
pare a miniaturelamp from elsewherein Corinth.89 furtherremovedfrom the rim.
87 (KL183). Smallminiaturelamp.Plate 56. L. 0.034.
Pale clay, covered with black paint, which has 92 (KL186).Miniaturelamp.L. 0.055. Handlebroken
partly disappeared, leaving gray-brown stain. No off.
Hard pale grayish clay. Broad, flat bottom and
trace of burning.Broad,flat top with small opening.
rather
high sides. Rather pointed nozzle; small wick
Wick hole at rim. Edges of bottom rounded. Strap
far
removedfrom rim.
hole,
handle, with center well removedfrom lamp.
the
From
Shrineof the Double Stele. The other
From the CircularSouth Shrine,hence datable in
three
KL184, 185, 187, and fragmentsof two
lamps,
the third quarterof the 5th century. A very similar
from
the
same deposit are of similar type. All
more,
lamp, KL182, was found in the same deposit.
are unpainted,except one fragment.The depth of the
88 (KL132).Miniaturelamp. Plate 56. H. 0.019. L. body is noteworthy.KL187is possiblyslightly earlier
0.055. Handle missing?
than the rest, since it is better made and the wick
Pale brownclay, coveredwith black paint, mostly hole is nearerthe rim. It differsalso in being slightly
fired red. No trace of burning. Narrowraised edge shallowerand in having a very slight base and no
roundopening.Wick hole encroachesslightly on rim. handle.
From the same deposit. This lamp perhapsoriginally had a strap handle, as there seem to be rough
Ath. Mitt., XLIX, 1924, p. 220, fig. 18, no. 35.
87 Broneer, op. cit., p]. II, no. 90 (cf. also no. 93).
88 Aegina, pl. 130, 9 (fourth from left in upper row of
miniature lamps); B. M. Cat. Lamps, no. 162, pl. XXXIX, 16.
89 Broneer, op. cit., pI. I, no. 35.
86

90B. M. Cat. Lamps, no. 164, pl. XXXIX, 17; Welter,
Troizen und Kalaureia, pl. 10 a (second from left in second
row).
91Broneer, op. cit., no. 87, fig. 61.
92 Aegina, pl. 130, 9 (at either end of second row of miniature lamps); Olynthus, XIV, pl. 153, no. 95.
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93 (KL123).Very small miniature lamp. Plate 56.
D. ca. 0.015. L. 0.023. Handle brokenoff.
Light brownclay, coveredwith blackpaint. Rather
small,flat bottom,high sides, flat top and smallopening. Had horizontalstrap handle. Long nozzle with
small wick hole.
Found in the TerracottaFactory. The date is not
entirely certain. The lamp was found at a low level
just east of the southernmostpier of the court. It was,
therefore,inside the Period I court and just outside
the PeriodII court,and might belonganywherewithin the date rangeof the TerracottaFactory. The deep
body, the small openingand the long nozzlewith the
wick hole removedfrom the rim show that it cannot
be very early. On the other hand, the care shownin
its shaping,which is quite remarkablewhen one considers its extremely small size (the lamp is less than
an inch long and little more than half an inch in diameter), makes it quite differentfrom the Terracotta
Factory lamps of the third quarterof the 4th century
(cf. Nos. 95 and 96). Perhapsit may be dated earlier
in the 4th century.
94 (KLI71). Miniaturelamp.L. 0.05.Handleandpart
of back missing.
Hard light brown clay, coveredwith black paint,
mostly fired red. Crudefabric. Wide opening.
FromDeposit6 of the TerracottaFactory.Thebroken surfacesleft when the handle was brokenoff are
painted over. The ten lamps, KL167-176, from this
depositare all of very similartype. All arevery crudely shaped and carelesslyfinished. The handleis very
thick and usuallypressedagainstthe body. In several
the nozzle is set so low that it is nearly at the same
level as the bottom of the lamp. One, KL176, has a
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very low base. All except two are of hardclay and all
are painted. The deposit seems to be contemporary
with the third quarterof the 4th century depositsof
the TerracottaFactoryand the lampsarevery similar
in shapeto those fromthe latter deposits(cf. No. 95).
95 (KL163).Miniaturelamp. Plate 56. L. 0.05.
Hard buff clay, coveredwith black paint. Rather
carelesslyshaped.Wide opening.Thickhandle,separated only slightly from side. Largenozzlewith wick
hole removedfrom rim.
From the court of the TerracottaFactory, near
Deposit 4. Two similar lamps, KL162 and 164, were
foundwith it. Theselamps are almost certainlyto be
dated in the third quarterof the 4th century.
96 (KL138).Five miniaturelampson a base.Plate 56.
L. (base) 0.156. W. (base) ca. 0.042. L. (lamps) ca.
0.048. Half of one lamp and fragmentof base missing
(restored).
Light greenish gray clay. No trace of burning.
Long, flat base, rounded at ends and with slightly
convex sides; small lumps of clay left on upper surface. Lamps set close together in diagonal position.
High, roundedsides. No handles.Largenozzles,misshapenin two lamps.
Found in the court of the TerracottaFactory, between the two centralpierbases, henceprobablypart
of Deposit 2. The date is the same as that of No. 95.
Theshapeof the lampsis similar,exceptfor the somewhat smalleropenings.The lamps in a fragmentary
groupon a basefromthe mainexcavationsof Corinth93
are probablyof similartype.
93

Broneer, op. cit., no. 42, fig. 16. Cf. also no. 39, fig. 57.

CHAPTER

II

MISCELLANEOUS CLAY AND STONE OBJECTS
LOOMWEIGHTS

About 150 loomweights were found in the Potters' Quarter. The greatest number seem to be
of 4th century date and these, except for a few hitherto unknown stamps, add little to what is
already known about Corinthianloomweights of this period, although the fact that some of them
can be fairly closely dated affords welcome chronological evidence. The loomweights from the
Rectangular South Pit, which are probably to be dated around the end of the third quarter of
the 5th century and the beginning of the last quarter, are important for the same reason. The
loomweights of the period which covers the second half of the 7th century and the first half
of the 6th are certainly the most interesting and important. Many of these come from deposits,
so that their dating is fairly certain. They comprise a number of variations of profile, and it is
in this group that all the painted loomweights occur and also the earliest examples of the
stamped and inscribed weights. It is not quite certain whether the Potters' Quarter can be
considered as a center for the manufacture of loomweights. Some were certainly made there in
the archaic period, since there is one, KN107, from the Road Deposit which is a waster, being
of the bright green, crumbly clay which is characteristic of certain types of pottery wasters.
Another, KN106, from the same deposit, which is of similar green clay, though not as crumbly
as the other, seems not to be of sufficiently good quality to have been brought to the Potters'
Quarter from elsewhere. The mere fact that so many loomweights were found in what is
essentially an industrial settlement might perhaps be taken as evidence that they were manufactured there. The finding of twenty-six loomweights1in a deposit, located in the court of the
Terracotta Factory, which otherwise seemed to be made up of articles manufactured in the
factory and stored on a shelf at the side of the court seems rather significant. It is, of course,
possible that the wife of the factory owner kept her loomweights on this shelf, always supposing that the building was used as a combined factory and dwelling house. If, however, these
loomweights were actually manufactured in the Terracotta Factory, it is certainly interesting
that nine of them should bear the MEAII stamp. Five other weights with this name, including one with the abbreviation MEA,were found in the Potters' Quarter.2If the name is that
of a distributor rather than a manufacturer, then loomweights with this stamp might have
been made in more than one place.
Only two loomweights of pyramidal type were found. Of these, No. 1 is almost certainly to be
dated in the last quarter of the 7th century or first quarter of the 6th; No. 2, to judge from the
quality of its clay, should be of somewhat later date.3 A very similar weight, which comes from
a well in the Agora at Athens,4 is probably to be dated in the last quarter of the 5th century.
I

Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 37.
Three of these came from trial trenches at the east side
of the field (see below, note 7) and are not included in the following catalogue.
2

3Compare also Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 73, where it is
suggested that the larger pyramidal weights are later in date.
4 Hesperia, XVIII, 1949, pl. 101, no. 124.
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The earliest examples of the conical loomweight are very tall in proportionto their diameter.
They comprise a number of different shapes, with either a truncated or a rounded top and with
either a flat or a slightly rounded or bevelled bottom. Most of the weights with a truncated top
come from the North Dump, showing that this shape is probably to be considered essentially
a 7th century type. The appearance of a small depression in the center of the top, which is
found mainly in weights with a truncated top, but occasionally in weights with a rounded or
pointed top (cf. Nos. 4 and 5), seems to occur only in weights of the 7th and early 6th centuries.
In two cases, Nos. 11 and 12, the depression is replaced by a vertical hole running entirely
through the weight. Both of these examples are from the North Dump, hence probably of
7th century date. The earliest type of loomweight may, therefore, be that with a truncated top
and a flat, sharp-edged bottom, as exemplified by No. 3. It seems, however, to have become
apparent at a fairly early date that a loomweight with a rounded or bevelled lower edge was
less likely to become chipped than one with a sharp edge.5Three of the weights with a truncated
top, Nos. 7, 12 and 13, all from the North Dump, have a rounded or slightly bevelled lower edge.
The last two of these certainly seem from their tall, thin proportions to be of very early date.
In them the rounding of the edge is very slight. The edge in the early examples tends to be
rounded, but occasionally an angular bevel is employed, as in Nos. 7 and 17.
There are no datable loomweights for the second half of the 6th century or the first half of
the 5th. Three weights from the Rectangular South Pit illustrate the shapes of about the third
quarter of the 5th century. There is considerable variation among them. No. 25 has a flat
bottom with no bevel, like many of the archaic examples. The profile of the lower part is so
similar to some of the very early weights, such as Nos. 12 and 13, that one might suspect that
this weight antedated the rest of the deposit if it were not for the quality of its clay, which is
much softer than that of any archaicloomweight. No. 26 does not have a very pronouncedbevel,
while the third, No. 27, which is an extraordinarily broad, heavy weight, has a distinct bevel
which is rounded rather than angular. Nos. 37 and 38 illustrate the characteristic 4th century
profile, which is angular with a higher bevel than the Rectangular Pit examples.6 Both are
from the Terracotta Factory deposit mentioned above, and are probably to be dated in the
third quarter of the century.
The use of stamps on loomweights begins at least as early as the first quarter of the 6th
century (cf. Nos. 14 and 15), although there are no other examples from datable deposits
before the 4th century. Of the loomweights in the deposit in the court of the TerracottaFactory,
mentioned above, nine (cf. Nos. 37 and 38) have the same two stamps, an upright oval stamp
above, containing a design of a loomweight with a base and a bar through the hole at the top,
and the word MEAIEin a rectangular stamp below.7Beside these nine examples from the de5 Cf. also Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 26.

In general, as Mrs. Weinberg (Hesperia, Suppl, VII, p.
77, note 86) has pointed out, the tendency seems to be, in
Corinth at least, for the bevel to become higher. Elsewhere
this does not seem always to be the case. Compare, for example, a tomb group from Feniki in Albania (Albania Antica,
II, fig. 141) which contained two conical loomweights and a
lamp of a type which is hardly earlier than the second half of
the 3rd century (cf. Broneer, Lamps, p. 51, Type X). Of
these two weights, one has a nearly flat bottom and the other
a very low bevel.
7 In the trial trenches at the east side of the Potters'
Quarter field, the finds from which are not included in the
present publication, were found two loomweights (KN170
and 172) of the type with an oval loomweight stamp above
6

and a rectangular MEAIE stamp below. Another loomweight
(KN171) from this area has an upright mandorla stamp
above, with a design of a kneeling figure and a trophy, and
a short rectangular stamp below with the letters MEA. The
stamps are the same as those of No. 40. The only rA'TK stamp
(KN173) from the Potters' Quarter came from this area;
above it is an oval loomweight stamp (cf. Hesperia, III, 1934,
p. 344, fig. 25; Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 92, no. 139; Hesperia,
XVII, 1948, pl. LXXXVII, F4; Corinth,XII, nos. 1153,1176;
Dumont, Inscriptions e6ramiques,p. 408). In these trenches
was found also a weight of the type with only the loomweight
stamp, and another (KN168) which is inscribed with the
letter X. Another (KN169) has a circular stamp containing
the monogram YP (cf. Ann. d. Inst., 1872, pl. M, d); below
this is an incised A (Cf. Corinth,XII, no. 1167).
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posit, thereis anothersimilarweight (KN133) from elsewhere in the Potters' Quarter. This type
is common at Corinth8and is occasionally found at other sites.9Also from outside the Terracotta
Factory deposit we have another type, No. 40, which has an upright mandorla stamp above,
with a kneeling winged figure and a trophy, and a MEAstamp below.10Two weights from the
deposit, No. 39 and KN122, have only the oval loomweight stamp, and there is another (KN123)
of this type from elsewhere in the Potters' Quarter.11Five other weights (cf. No. 45) from the
deposit have a slightly flattened area at the upper edge of the bevel in which are gouged three
very short, deep strokes, set in a row with the central one slightly higher. A similar weight,
found elsewhere, has three slightly longer strokes, set on the same line. Another, No. 46, has
five such marks on a flattened area, arrangedin a rough semi-circle. These two weights have
about the same profile as those from the deposit. Of the other stamped loomweights found,
two, Nos. 35 and 36, have a round disk in low relief, contained in one case in a round stamp, in
the other in an upright mandorla. The disk in the latter stamp has short projections all around
its edge. These two weights may be somewhat earlierthan the Terracotta Factory examples, as
their profile is closer to that of No. 26. Two loomweights, No. 34 and KN113, with stamps
representinga squid or a cuttlefish, are similar in shape to Nos. 26 and 36. Four other stamped
weights, Nos. 41-44, are closely related to the weights from the Terracotta Factory deposit.
There are a number of loomweights which bear incised letters.12 An example which dates
from the archaic period, to judge from its shape and the quality of its clay, seems to exist in
No. 18. This is the only weight with an A. A group of five,13 including No. 24, which have the
letter X seems to be of pre-4th century date. These all have a fairly similar profile, which is
very close to that of No. 14, except that they are taller in proportion to their diameter. The
bevel is usually rounded rather than angular. Although their profile resembles that of a weight
which is at least as early as the early 6th century, we must rememberthat the profiles of the
late 5th century weights, Nos. 25 and 26, are also not unlike. Four of the X weights are of buff
clay of fairly good quality; the other (KN151), however, is made of brown clay. Its profile,
moreover, seems a little later than the rest, though still earlier than the 4th century examples.
This group is probably to be placed somewherein the 5th century. It is uncertain whether the
straight incised line on four loomweights (cf. Nos. 26-28) is merely a line or intended for an l.
In No. 28 it extends nearly across the entire bottom of the weight, perhaps an indication that
a mark rather than a letter is intended. In any case, the weights with this mark seem to be of
5th century date. Two of them, Nos. 26 and 27, were found in the late 5th century deposit in
the Rectangular South Pit; the profile of No. 28 is similar to that of No. 24 which seems to be
of 5th century date. The single example, No. 29, inscribed with a A is probably to be dated in
the late 5th century or early 4th. The most common letter, appearing on seven loomweights,
is A.14 The same letter is also common on other Corinthianloomweights,15being incised sometimes on the bottom and sometimes above the bevelling. No. 30 seems to be the earliest ex8 Cf. Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 125, fig. 13, no. 64; Hesperia,
XVII, 1948, pl. LXXXVII, F2; Corinth, XII, p. 158, nos.
1163-1166.
9 Cf. F. de D., V, p. 199, no. 621; Hesperia, III, 1934, pp.
438, 475; Ann. d. Inst., 1872, p. 198, note 1, pl. M, fI and f3.
10 See also above, note 7.
11Other examples which have the loomweight stamp
alone, either with or without the base and bar, have been
found elsewherein Corinth (Corinth,XII, pp. 154 f., nos. 1129,
1145) and on the Pnyx (Hesperita,Suppl. VII, p. 92, no. 140).

12 For the occurrence on Attic loomweights of incised
letters, see ibid., fig. 87. Among these were A, A and X, but
I and TTwere not represented. On weights from Olynthos
(Olynthus,II, p. 128, fig. 294, b) the letters A and A occurred,
in both cases very well cut, perhaps stamped. The letter X
is found on a pyramidal weight from Elateia (Paris, Elatee,
p. 282, no. 3). See also Corinth, XII, pp. 150ff.
13 For a sixth see above, note 7.
14 For an eighth, see note 7.
I' Ibid., nos. 1089-93, 1133-4, 1167, 1198; Hesperita,
Suppl. VII, p. 90, no. 129.
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ample, but is probably not earlier than the late 5th or early 4th century. KN139 and KN154
seem to be intermediate in shape between Nos. 27 and 37. One loomweight, No. 82, with this
letter came from the deposit in the court of the Terracotta Factory mentioned above, and two
of the others, No. 31 and KN157, which have this letter are similar in profile. The cutting of
the A shows considerable variation, some being quite deeply cut and others very lightly
scratched. The only loomweight, No. 33. inscribed with a nTis related in shape to weights from
the Terracotta Factory. The letter on Corinth,XII, no. 1121 is similarly drawn.
Only four loomweights of the small discoid type were found.16Three are disks, thickened in
the center, with a single hole near one side. The fourth is shaped like two low, broad cones set
base to base, with two suspension holes at one side. Of these weights three were found in the
Terracotta Factory and hence are doubtless of 4th century date; two came from contexts
which indicate that they are probably to be dated in the third quarter of the century. Both
types are frequently found on other sites, but elsewhere the type with two holes seems to be
more common than the type with a single hole.
SPINDLE WHORLS AND SPOOLS

The objects represented by Nos. 49-57, of which sixteen in all were found, are classed as
spindle whorls on the basis of the size and the central hole, though the identification is not
certain in all cases. The simple conical type, as illustrated by No. 49, is commonly found
elsewhere, in clay or in a variety of other materials. Many of the objects of this type published
as spindle whorls seem more likely to have been beads or to have served some other purpose, but
some are certainly spindle whorls.17The ellipsoid type or flattened sphere, illustrated by No. 51,
has also been found at other sites, but the other types from the Potters' Quarter are more
unusual. One of the spindle whorls came from Well I and hence is probably of late 7th or early
6th century date. Four from outside the South Long Building are probably of the same date.
With two exceptions, the others appear to be of early 6th century date. They are of hard clay
of a consistency and range of color which is characteristic of 7th and early 6th century terracottas. The quality of the paint and the type of decoration, which consists mainly of groups of
thin concentric lines, also tend to indicate an early date. The only exceptions to the nearly
uniformly early date of these objects are No. 57, perhaps not a spindle whorl at all, which was
found in the Rectangular South Pit and hence is to be dated in the late 5th century, and KN96,
a whorl similar in shape to No. 49, but made of coarse, pebbly red clay of a type which is
likely to indicate a fairly late date.
Clay spools, for the most part similar to No. 58, have been found at many sites,18beginning
in the prehistoric period. Painted decoration is very uncommon, though many of the spools
have stamped decoration on the ends.
16 It seems unlikely that XXXVII, 58 (p. 241), a large
handmade disk with concentric circles in relief on one side,
is a loomweight, although it resembles one found at Delphi.
u.
17 Cf. Blumner, Technologieu. TerminotogiederGewerbe
Kiinste bei Griechenu. Romern, I, p. 120, fig. 14.
18 The following are classical: Corinth,XII, nos. 1279-81;
Arg. Her., II, p. 44, nos. 286-289, figs. 91, 92; 'ApZ. 'Ecp.,
1937, p. 384, fig. 8 (from the Argive Heraion); B.C.H., XXX,
1906, pp. 36f., fig. 61 (from Argos); A.J.A., XLIII, 1939, p.

423 (from Prosymna); Welter, Troizenu. Kalaureia, pl. 10 b
(upper left); F. de D., II B, part 3, fig. 107, upper left; ibid.,
V, p. 199, fig. 888; Olympia, IV, pl. LXX, nos. 1327, 1328,
1330; 'ApZ. AO\., II, 1916, p. 101, fig. 50, 2 (from the sanctuary of Apollo Korynthos); Perachora, pl. 111, no. 268;
Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 507, fig. 251 (from lalai); Olynthus,
II, fig. 296; ibid., XIV, no. 302; Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, col.
682, fig. 512 (from Gela); Dohan, Italic Tomb-Groups,p. 51,
pl. XXIV, 24; N. de Sc., 1917, p. 85, fig. 18 (fromPopulonia).
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ARCHITECTURAL TERRACOTTAS

Except for plain roof tiles, architectural terracottas from the Potters' Quarter were not
numerous. There are two fragments of an archaic sima and a triangularantefix of archaic date,
and two antefixes and part of a ridge palmette which are probably of late 6th or 5th century
date (some of these are to be further published by Mary C. Roebuck in her forthcoming volume
on the architectural terracottas of Corinth). It is hard to guess from what building they could
have come, since none of the 7th or early 6th century structures on the site are sufficiently well
built to make it seem likely that they would have had elaborate terracotta decoration.
In addition to these more interesting pieces, a large number of roof tile fragments were found.
Some of these were of the curved type, made of red clay, but the majority were of the usual
flat type, made of yellow or buff clay with a greenish yellow slip. A large proportion of these
came from the region around the Terracotta Factory, a building which we may suppose to
have been wholly or partly roofed with tiles. A number of fragments of flat tiles, which came
from Well III in the factory, had a wide stripe, painted in a rather thin red wash, underneath
one edge and, in several instances, what seemed to be a large cross in red on one surface,
running from corner to corner. Two fragmentary tiles had painted decoration along the front
edge, in one case a maeander in red and black on a cream ground,19in the other a purple guilloche on a cream ground.20Both tiles were found in the cistern.21There were a few fragments of
roof tile which were badly fired; a corner or a side might be a bright green and of a crumbling
consistency. One can probably not infer from these pieces that tiles were manufactured in the
Potters' Quarter, since it is quite possible that such defective tiles might have been sold in the
local market.
FRAGMENTS OF ALTARS

The fragments Nos. 65-68 probably belong to a group of small terracotta altars of slowly
increasing numbers which were manufactured in Corinth.22No. 65 is most closely paralleled by
a fragment from a late 5th century well in Corinth.23The profile differs in that in the Potters'
Quarter fragment the upper band is rounded rather than flat and there is no projecting band
below the Lesbian leaf. The painted decoration is similar except that in No. 65 the leaves are
closer together and the darts are tongue-shaped rather than pointed; in the fragment from the
well the edges of the leaves are indicated by reserved lines rather than by raised ridges. No. 65
is also related to three fragments from the tile factory at Corinth.24A eyma reversa moulding
is used in all, but the outline of the leaves is different; in the tile factory examples the leaves
are narrowerand the upper part of the sides of each leaf is parallel to the next leaf, while in the
Potters' Quarterfragments the leaves are broader at the top, and the upper sides of each leaf
are strongly convex at the point wvherethe moulding projects furthest and become slightly
narrower immediately above. The edges of the leaves, moreover, seem to be in much higher
relief than those of the tile factory fragments.
The moulding of No. 66 is very similar to that of two altar fragments found in another well
in the Agora at (Corinth,25
except that the profile of the longer pointed leaves is slightly different
19 Cf. Corinth, IV, part 1, p. 38, fig. 44 a.

Cf. ibid., p. 36, note 7.
21 Corinth, XV, part 1, pp. 26f.
22Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pp. 214-223; Hesperia, XIX,
1950, pp. 370-375; Corinth, XII, nos. 883-887.
20

Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 313, no. 239.
Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pls. L, 5, LII, 1 and 2.
25 Ibid., pl. LIII, 2 and 3.

23
24
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and the short rounded leaves are broader, flatter and less salient from the background. The
painting of the mouldings of No. 66 and the more complete of the well fragments is quite
similar. There seem to be no parallels among the other Corinthianaltar fragments for the ovolo
moulding of No. 68. The painted bead and reel above may, however, be compared with that
of one of these fragments.26
No. 67 is possibly an example of the type of altar which has gabled ends,27while the rest
almost certainly had flat tops. It has several parallels among the altar fragments from the main
excavations of Corinth,28although its mouldings are much less well done than in most of these,
a natural result if our fragment is handmade, as it appears to be. Moreover,the lower part of
the moulding of No. 67 is a simple cavetto, while that of most of the others has a reverse
curve. One fragment29looks as if it might have a cavetto under the projecting part of the
moulding, but carelessrendering of the moulding makes this uncertain. An altar in the Robinson Collection30also has a hawksbeakas crowningmoulding. The form of the hawksbeakon No. 67
is similar to that used as a border on one of the Penteskouphia pinakes31which is probably to
be dated in the second half of the 6th century. The use of the triglyphs as decoration is interesting in view of the triglyph band on the stone altar which was found in the Terracotta
Factory,32and the triglyphs used as decoration on lamps from the Potters' Quarter (pp. 258 f.,
nos. 41 and 42). While triglyphs are a not uncommon decoration on altars,33the combination
of triglyph frieze and hawfksbeakis rare. Fragments of hawksbeak mouldings were found near
the triglyph altars34in Perachora and Kerkyra, and have been tentatively assigned to them.
A triglyph in Aegina,35perhaps from an altar, may have had a similar miioulding.One may
compare also the hawksbeak on the triglyph wall in the Agora at Corinth.36
The date of these altar fragments, like that of the others from Corinth,is not entirely certain,
as none comes from a definitely dated deposit. The Potters' Quarterfragments came from two
areas: Nos. 66 and 67 from the southern part of the excavation,37within about 5 m. of each
other, and the others from the region of the Terracotta Factory, but either outside the building
or at a high level inside. These can have nothing to do with the Terracotta Factory, since their
mouldings and the type of paint used on No. 65, at least, can hardly be dated as late as the 4th
century. A large proportion of the pottery from the south end of the excavation was of late
5th century date, although pottery of earlier periods was also found. In color and quality the
paint employed on No. 65 and the fragments from the same mould is very much like that found
on the Conventionalizingvases of Stelai Shrine A, dated generally in the first half of the 5th
century.38The gray-black paint of No. 67 is unusual in the Potters' Quarter;its closest parallel
is the more dilute gray used on a figurine fragment, XVII, 5, from the CircularSouth Shrine.
A date in the latter part of the 5th century may thus be suggested for No. 67. A dull, slightly
Ibid., pl. L, 5.
Cf. ibid., pl. L, 4; Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 314, no. 240.
The latter has, in addition to the gable, traces of an acroterion. The former, like the Potters' Quarter fragment, has a
hawksbeak moulding below the gable.
28 Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pls. L, 4, LII, 3 and 4; Hesperia,
XIX, 1950, pl. 110, a-c.
29 Hesperia, XVI, 1947, pl. L, 4.
30 C..A.,
U.S.A. 4, Robinson Collection 1, pl. XLVIII.
This is dated in the early 5th century by Robinson (p. 57),
but is assigned by Payne (Hesperia, XVI, 1947, p. 221) to
the same period as two vase fragments from Perachora
(Perachora,pl. 35, 1 and 2) which he dates (ibid., p. 108) in
the third quarter of the 6th century.
26

27

18

31 Ant. Denk., I, pl. 7, 25; Payne, Necrocorinthia,p. 112.

Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 77-79.
Cf.ibid., pp. 67f.
34 Perachora,pp. 91f., fig. 16, pl. A, 2; Korkyra, I, pp. 65f.
fig. 51.
35 Ibid., p. 66, fig. 54.
36 Ibid., pp. 66f., fig. 52.
37 They were found west of the southern stairway of the
City Wall (Corinth,XV, part 1, pp. 19f.).
38 Lucy T. Shoe tells me that the profile of No. 65 looks
like an early 5th century type, and she suggests a 6th century
date for No. 68.
32

33
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grayish blaok occurs among the Stelai Shrine A figurines, but the color on the fragment from
the Circular South Shrine seems closer. A 6th century date might be assumed on account of
the similarity of the hawksbeak to that on the Penteskouphiapinax and the combination,either
certain or probable, of hawksbeak moulding and triglyph frieze on monuments of the 6th
century. It does not seem possible, however, that the paint on our fragment can be so early.
MISCELLANEOUS CLAY OBJECTS

Clay impressionsfrom decorated gems or seals have occasionally been found in other places;39
unlike Nos. 69 and 70, they were probably not impressed from swivel rings, since the pivot
marks do not appear. The disk shape like that of No. 71 is sometimes found in gems, although
it is more usual to have one or both sides slightly convex rather than flat. Two gems40of this
shape are dated in the Geometric period by Furtwangler. The crude style of No. 71 is also not
unlike that of these gems, but it is impossible to determine whether the seal can be so early.
MISCELLANEOUS STONE OBJECTS

The stone objects from the Potters' Quarter, Nos. 75-82, outside of the stelai, altars and
other objects of religious use already published,41are few in number, consisting mainly of
pieces for purely practical domestic or industrial use. Two grinding stones in a volcanic stone
and fragments of two or three others were found. One of these, No. 80, is of the rectangular
shape used as a lower stone, and its upper surface is strongly concave, doubtless indicating
considerable use. The other, No. 81, is an upper stone of a long elliptical shape. Both these
types were, of course, very common in antiquity. The mortar fragment, No. 82, which is of a
slightly different kind of volcanic stone, is also of a type which occurs on other sites, although
the treatment of the under surface with its raised bands seems to be somewhat unusual.
In addition to the catalogued objects, one may mention two small disks, one of gypsum and
one of limestone, about 0.04 m. in diameter,which are perhapsfrom an inlaid floor, and a number
of chips of obsidian. Only one of the latter seems to be a blade or implement; the rest appear to
be merely chips from the working of obsidian. Most are yellow or grayish yellow, and a few are
black. Not included in the catalogue, since it is outside the time limit of the Potters' Quarter,
is a Byzantine impost block (KA18) of lusterless grayish white marble, 0.515 m. long, 0.15 m.
wide and 0.13 m. high; the base is 0.12 m. square. It is of a very low, widely flaringtype, decorated
only on one face with an acanthus ornament in low relief. The workmanship is of quite poor
quality, and the capital is probably of fairly late date. Similar designs are found elsewhere, as
at Mistra.42
LOOMWEIGHTS.

Pyramidal
1 (KN97). Pyramidalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.065.
W. 0.031.
Hard, dark red clay. Truncatedtop.
From Well I. This weight cannot be later than the
first quarter of the 6th century and may well be
earlier.Loomweightsof similarshape are commonat
other sites.
2 (KN143).Pyramidal loomweight. Plate 57. H.
0.067. L. 0.053. W. 0.043.

Greenishgray, slightly pebblyclay. Truncatedtop.
Two sides longer than others. Pierced by two holes
near top.
39Cf. B. M. Cat. Terracottas, pp. 443-6, E 93-129;
Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 108, nos. 14-18; 'ApZ. AeXr.,
1930-31 (7rpdp-.), p. 32, fig. 3, p. 36, fig. 9; J.H.S., VII,
1886, pp. 40f; perhaps Corinth, XII, no. 2863.
40 Furtwangler, Die antiken Gemmen, III, p. 64, fig. 53;
Furtwangler, Beschreibungder geschnittenenSteinen im Antiquarium, no. 80.
41 Corinth, XV, part 1, pp. 63-81.
42 Cf. Millet, Monuments byzantins de Mistra, pl.
62, 4,
6 and 26.
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Perhaps of 5th century date. This type with the paint. Flat bottom. Profile of lower part similar to
two long sides and two holes is also found at other No. 8.
From the Road Deposit, and probablyof 6th censites.43
tury date.
Conical
10 (KN183). Conicalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.073.
3 (KN99). Conical loomweight. Plate 57. H. 0.082. D. ca. 0.05. Part of one side brokenaway.
Polished yellow clay. Red paint. Top truncated,
D. 0.047.
Buff clay. Rather irregularlyshaped. Truncated with slight depressionin center. Flat bottom. Broad
red stripe at top, bottom and near center.
top and flat bottom.
From the same deposit. The profile is similar to
A loomweight of rather similar shape from the
No.
12. A loomweight found elsewherein Corinth
main excavationsof Corinth(Hesperia,XVII, 1948,
(Hesperia,
XVII, 1948,pl. LXXII, 4) is also decorated
pl. LXXVII, C 80) was found with late 7th century
with
horizontal
stripes.
pottery.
11 (KN112). Conicalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.075.
4 (KN104). Conicalloomweight.Fig. 6. H. 0.087. D.
D. 0.055.
0.053.
Light brownishgray clay. Flat bottom. Truncated
Grayishred clay with lighterslip. Veryslight bevel
top. Verticalhole entirelythroughweight,in addition
at bottom. Smalldepressionin roundedtop.
to usual horizontalhole.
FromWellI, henceprobablyof late 7th or early6th
From the North Dump. The profile is similar to
century date.
No. 12.
5 (KN179). Conicalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.081. 12 (KN144). Conical loomweight. Fig. 6. H. 0.075.
D. 0.046.
D. 0.056.
Buff clay. Very slight bevel at bottom. Small deBrown clay. Flat bottom with slightly rounded
pressionin roundedtop.
edge. Truncatedtop, with vertical hole as well as
Fromthe NorthDump,henceprobablyto be dated horizontal.
in the second half of the 7th century.AnotherloomFrom the same deposit.
weight, KN182, from the North Dump is of similar
13 (KN145).Conical loomweight. Fig. 6. H. 0.067.
type.
D. 0.056.
6 (KN103). Conicalloomweight.Fig. 6. H. 0.08. D.
Grayishgreenclay. Wheelmade.Flat bottom with
0.049.
slightly roundededge. Truncatedtop with small deGrayish yellow clay. Flat bottom with rounded pressionin center.
edge.
From the same deposit.
From Well I.
14 (KN105).Conical stamped loomweight. Figs. 6
7 (KN193).Conicalloomweight.Plate 57 and Fig. 6. and 7. H. 0.076. D. 0.051.
Pinkish buff clay. Lower edge strongly rounded.
H. 0.074. D. 0.046.
Pointed
top. Nearbottomstampin formof mandorla,
Polished buff clay. Rather irregularly shaped.
with
hybrid
monster,right.
Truncatedtop with small depressionin center. Low
I. The stamp is rather indistinct, but
From
Well
bevel at bottom.
animal
the
to have the beak of a griffin,long
appears
From the North Dump.
ears, the forefeetof a feline, pointedwings and a ser8 (KN188). Conicalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.063. pentine tail.
D. 0.041.
Pale brownish clay. Brown paint. Flat bottom. 15 (KNl01). Conicalstamped loomweight.Plate 57
Roundedtop, with hole placedlow. Fourpairs of thin and Fig 7. H. 0.066. D. 0.052. Top chipped.
Veryhard,polishedbuff clay. Loweredgebevelled.
brownhorizontallines.
Pointed
top. Near bottom narrowmandorlastamp,
Anotherloomweight,KN189, has the same profile
with
seated
chimaera,left.
and decorationas No. 8, but is slightly larger.
The profileis rathersimilarto No. 14, except that
9 (KNI92). Conicalloomweight.D. 0.055. Topbroken the heightis lowerin proportionto the diameter.The
off.
stamp is sharpand clear,probablylargelybecauseof
Pale gray clay, entirely covered with thin brown the excellent quality of the clay, and the modelling
of the chimaerais careful.The chimaerais a fairlyfreciuentmotive on gems.44
43 Cf. Hesperita,XVIII, 1949, pl. 101, no. 124 (from the
Agora at Athens); Hesperia, Suppl. VII, fig. 32, no. 9, fig. 35,
no. 108 (from the Pnyx); Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 509, figs.
252, 4 and 5, 255, 5 (from Halai); De'los,XVIII, p. 154, pl.
LV, no. 438. Corinth, XII, nos. 1194, 1196-1201.
18*

44Cf. Furtwingler, Die antiken Gemmen, I, pls. V, nos.
16, 18, 39A, XXXI, 7; B. M. Cat. EngravedGems, pls. IX,
no. 522, X, no. 598; Lippold, Gemmen und Kameen, pl.
LXXXII, 3.
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71

(No. 71), 1: 1

most closely related to examplesof late 7th or early
6th century date. The profile is rather similar to
that of No. 14, except that the bottom is broader
in proportion to the height and the bevel is more
angular.Theproportionsaresimilarto thoseof No. 13.
The markfollowingthe A seems to be complete.
19 (KN199).Conicalloomweight(?). H. 0.056.D. 0.04.
Buff clay.
From the Road Deposit. This example is interestingonly becauseit has no hole.46
20 (KN86). Smallconicalstampedloomweight.Plate
57 and Fig. 7. H. 0.037. D. 0.026.
17 (KN186). Conicalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.076.
Pale buff clay. Irregularlyshaped, with flat botD. 0.048.
tom and pointed top. Near bottom stamp in large
Lightbrownclay.Purplepaint.Loweredgebevelled. upright mandorla:above, seated animal, left, with
Pointed top painted purple, with thin purple line head turned back;47 below, phallos.
below hole.
This weight,like the two succeeding,seemsalmost
The profile is rather like that of No. 14, except too small for actual use and may have been made for
that the bevel is more angular and the height is a dedicationonly. The impression,althoughoriginally
little greater in proportionto the diameter. It re- from a well made stamp,has becomeworn. The aniexcept that the mal might be either a dog or a panther, though the
semblesa loomweightfromTroizen,45
latter has a slightly broaderbase.
short tail is rather unusual for either. There is no
later
18 (KN190). Conicalinscribedloomweight.H. 0.071. evidence for the date, and the weight may be
than
the
archaic
period.
D. 0.058. Tip broken.
Pale buff polished clay. Bottom very slightly be- 21 (KN91).Miniatureconical loomweight.H. 0.028.
D. 0.018.
velled. Pointed top. Onbottom incisedletters A<.
This seemsto be the earliestinscribedweight. The
46 For other examples without holes, which are perhaps
date is not certain, but the quality of the clay, the not loomweights, see Corinth, XII, nos. 2909-18; Valmin,
broad, flat bottom and the narrowbevel should in- Swedish Messenia Expedition, pp. 378f., pl. XXV, 3; Dyggve,
dicate a fairly early date. The weight seems to be Poulsen and Rhomaios, Das Heroon von Kalydon, p. 135,

16 (KN98). Conicalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.048.
D. 0.048.
Polished buff clay. Wheelmade. Top truncated.
Bottom flat. Sides slightly convex.
Thefact that the height and diameterarethe same
gives this loomweight proportionswhich are quite
different from any other. The closest in respect to
proportionsis No. 27, whichis of late 5th centurydate,
but the flat bottom of No. 16 and the quality of the
clay should indicate an earlier date, perhapsin the
6th century.Theshaperesemblesthat of a loomweight
found elsewherein Corinth(see underNo. 10).

Troizen und Kalaureia, pl. 10 b (second from
left in upper row).
45Welter,

fig. 154.
47 Compare the pose of the animals on a loomweight
stamp from Himera (Marconi,Himera, p. 120, fig. 120, 7).
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Buff clay. Sharplypointed top and bevelledlower of No. 24, except that bevel is slightly more angular.
edge.
Longincised line (perhaps1) acrosscenterof bottom.
From Well I.
29 (KN102). Conicalinscribedloomweight.H. 0.085.
22 (KN87).Miniatureconical loomweight.Plate 57. D. 0.063.
Red clay. Yellowish brown slip. Pointed top and
H. 0.029. D. 0.023.
Pale gray clay. Irregularlyshaped. Blunt top and angularbevel. On bottom large incised A with equal
bevelledloweredge, with upperedge of bevel forming sides.
From the CircleDeposit. This deposit is hard to
slight ridge.
date, but probablybelongs to the late 5th and early
23 (KN100). Conicalloomweight.Plate 57. H. 0.047. 4th centuries.The profileof No. 29 seemsto be interD. 0.035.
mediate betweenthe late 5th centurytype of No. 26
Reddishbuff clay. Blunt top. Bevelledloweredge.
and the 4th century type of No. 37.
This loomweight,with its combinationof a nearly
flat top with a fairly high, well defined bevel, may 30 (KN134).Conicalinscribedloomweight.H. 0.071.
possiblyrepresentan intermediatestage betweenthe D. 0.052. Top brokenoff.
Hard, pebbly grayish yellow clay. High, angular
archaicand the late 5th century types.
bevel. Near bottom large incised A, rather deeply
24 (KN180).Conical inscribed loomweight. Fig. 6. cut with broadstrokes.
H. 0.075. D. 0.058.
From the North Dump. This deposit, though esBuff clay. On bottom incised X.
sentiallyof 7th centurydate, containedneat its edges
Four other weights (KNI28, 151, 187, 201) with a few objectsof post-archaicdate. Theprofileis rather
the sameletter werefound. Thesevary in height from similarto No. 37, but appearsto be a somewhatear0.087 to 0.072. Their profilesshow them to be fairly lier type.
closelyrelated,with the possibleexceptionof KN151,
31 (KN132). Conicalinscribed loomweight.H. 0.09.
which seems a little later than the rest.
D. 0.064.
25 (KN226). Conical loomweight. Fig. 6. H. 0.067.
Yellowclay, partly fired brown.On bottom deeply
D. 0.041.
incised A.
Soft brown clay with crumbling surface. Shape
One other loomweight,KN155, has the A on the
rather slenderwith flat bottom and slightly convex bottominsteadof the side.
sides.
From the RectangularSouth Pit, and datable in 32 (KN221). Conicalinscribedloomweight.H. 0.093.
D. 0.065.
the third quarterof the 5th century.
Pale gray clay. Near bottom letter A in shallow
26 (KN225). Conicalinscribed(2) loomweight.Fig. 6. incision.
H. 0.087. D. 0.063.
From Deposit2 of the TerracottaFactory, and daSoft brownclay. Ratherirregularlyshaped.Broad table in the third quarterof the 4th century.Theprobottom with slightly rounded edge. Blunt top. On file is similarto that of No. 37, except that the bevel
side, nearloweredge, shortverticalincisedline.
is not quite as high.
From the same deposit. Another loomweight of
very similarshape was found in this deposit. The in- 33-(KN135). Conicalinscribedloomweight.H. 0.087.
cised line may be intended for an l. There are three D. 0.062.
otherweights,includingNo. 27, fromthe samedeposit
Greenishgray clay. At upperedge of bevel letter TT
whichhave a similarline or letter. A loomweightfrom incised with broad, deep strokes.
appearsto
a well depositof the same date at Corinth48
34 (KNIII). Conicalstampedloomweight.Fig. 7. H.
be similarin shape.
0.091. D. 0.067.
27 (KN224).Conicalinscribed(?) loomweight.Fig. 6.
Reddishclay. Slendershapewith ratherlow bevel.
H. 0.084. D. 0.07.
On bottom stamp in shape of upright mandorlaconHard buff clay with lighter slip. Unusuallybroad, taining squid or cuttlefish. At ends of impression,
heavy shape. Lower edge rounded,but base smaller marksof pivots.
than preceding. Short incised line (perhaps 1) in
Anotherloomweight,KN113, has the same stamp.
center of bottom.
The profilealso is similar.The pivot marksshowthat
From the same deposit.
the impressionwas probablytaken froma swivelring.
28 (KN152).Conical inscribed (?) loomweight. H. 35 (KN129). Conicalstamped loomweight.H. 0.082.
0.074. D. 0.058. Tip brokenoff.
D. 0.065.
Light reddish brown clay. Profile similar to that
Red clay. Light brown slip. Near bottom round
stamp with disk in center.
48Hesperia, VI, 1937, p. 315, fig. 47, no. 247.
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36 (KN130).Conicalstampedloomweight.Fig. 7. H.
0.082. D. 0.06.
Red clay. Brown slip. On side upright mandorla
stamp with disk in center; seven short projections
regularlyspacedroundedge of disk.
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If the object held by Nike is an incense burner,it is
probablythe tall variety whichhas a numberof disks
on the shaft.53Representationsof Nikewith an incense
burner are fairly common,particularlyon vases. A
Nike in exactly the same pose as on our stamp and a
rathersimilartype of incenseburnerare depictedon
the marbledraperyfragmentfrom Lykosoura.54

37 (KN116). Conicalstampedloomweight.Fig. 6. H.
0.091. D. 0.064.
Reddish brown clay. Above upper edge of bevel 43 (KN136).Conicalstampedloomweight.Fig. 7. H.
uprightoval stamp containingloomweightwith base 0.087. D. 0.061.
and bar; below, on bevel, rectangularstamp with
Brown clay. On side narrow upright mandorla
MEAIl.
stamp with uncertain design; perhaps flying bird,
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory.
right, holdingwreathin claws.
38 (KN119). ConicalstampedloomweightFig. 6. H.
0.098. D. 0.064.
Red clay. Brownslip. Stampsas on No. 87.
From the same deposit. The profile is similar to
that of No. 37, except that the height is greaterin
proportionto the diameter.

44 (KN131).Conicalstampedloomweight.H. 0.088.
D. 0.066.
Light brownclay. Onside uprightmandorlastamp
with uncertainrepresentation,perhapswarrior.

45 (KN216).Conicalloomweight.H. 0.088. D. 0.06.
Buff clay. At upper edge of bevel, small flattened
39 (KNI17). Conicalstamped loomweight.H. 0.092. areain whicharethreesmall,deepdepressionsin horiD. 0.061.
zontal row.
Brownish red clay. On side upright oval stamp
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. A simwith loomweight.
ilar weight is published in Corinth,XII, no. 1123.
From the same deposit.
46 (KN158).Conicalloomweight.H. 0.092. D. 0.065.
40 (KN126). Conicalstampedloomweight.Fig. 7.49
Reddishbrownclay. Brownishgray slip. Flattened
H. 0.071. D. 0.051.
areaat one side of upperedgeof bevel with five small,
Red clay. On side, above bevel, stamp in form of deep depressions,irregularlyarrangedin semi-circle.
uprightmandorla,containingat left kneelingwinged
The profile is similar to No. 37, except that the
figure, left, and at right trophy with shield, helmet bevel is lower.
and spear, left. On bevel badly worn rectangular
stamp, probablywith MEA.
Discoid
This weight is probablyto be dated in the third
quarterof the 4th century,50as the profileis very simi- 47 (KN94). Discoid loomweight.Plate 57. D. 0.037.
lar to that of No. 37. The stamp seemsto be identical Th. 0.026.
Darkgray clay. Shapein sectionthat of two broad
with oneon a loomweightfoundelsewherein Corinth.5'
conesbase to base. Two suspensionholes.
41 (KNIlO). Conicalstampedloomweight.Fig. 7. H.
From Deposit 6 of the TerracottaFactory.
0.082. D. 0.055.
Light grayishbrownclay. Onside mandorlastamp 48 (KN92). Discoid loomweight.Plate 57. D. 0.039.
with man, right, squattingbehindgoat, right, which Th. 0.02.
Light brownclay. Disk thickenedin center. Single
he is milkinginto low container.
suspensionhole.
42 (KN127).Conicalstampedloomweight.Fig. 7. H.
From the South Room of the TerracottaFactory.
0.11. D. 0.071.
Thereare two other examplesof this type, KN93 and
Yellowish clay. On side upright mandorlastamp KN95. The latter is unusually small, only 0.027 in
representingNike, right, holding uncertain object, diameter.
probablyincense burner.
Thisis the largestof any of the loomweightsfound.52
Its profileis closest to that of No. 37, except that its SPINDLE WHORLSAND SPOOLS.
width is slightly greaterin proportionto its height. 49 (KN175).Conicalspindlewhorl.H. 0.027. D.0.045.
49 The stamp illustrated is actually that of KN171, since
Top brokenoff.
that is better preserved (see above, note 7).
Hard pale yellow clay, polished. Shape that of
50 Compare the treatment of the wings on a 4th century
ring from South Russia (Compte-rendu,1865, pl. III, 24 a).
51 A.J.A., XL, 1936, p. 481, fig. 21; Corinth,XII, no. 1149.
52 It is of about the same size as a weight apparently of
the same date from the Pnyx (Hesperia, Suppl. VII, p. 88,
no. 104). Cf. also Corinth, XII, no. 1116.

63 Cf. Bonner Jahrbiicher,CXXII, 1912, pls. II, nos. 57,
62, 64, 66, III, nos. 81-83, 86, 89, 90.
54 Ibid., pl. VI, 1. Comparealso the pose of a female figure
on a loomweight stamp from Himera (Marconi, Himera,
p. 120, fig. 107, 4).
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truncated cone. Painted with fine black concentric
lines.
From the Road Deposit, outside the South Long
Building. Threeother whorls (KN88, 174, 200) of the
same type came fromthis area, and another(KN175)
from the North Dump.

Buff clay. Black and appliedpurple paint. Truncated cone joined by its top to thick, flat-edgeddisk,
with deep, angular groove between. Hole through
center.Ends and sides decoratedwith alternateblack
and purple(overblack)lines and stripes.
Probablyof similar date to preceding.

50 (KN161). Cylindricalspindle whorl. Plate 57. H.
0.02. D. 0.033. Edges chipped.
Hardgrayishyellow clay. Blackpaint. Whorlnearly cylindrical,taperingslightly to one end and flaring
at other end. Hole through center. Groupsof concentric black lines round holes at either end and at
upper and lower edges of sides.
From Well I, and probablyto be dated in the late
7th century or early 6th. A spindlewhorl(KNi08) of
similarshapeis decoratedwith stripesaroundthe sides
and on the widerend lines radiatingfrom the central
hole. Corinth,XII, no. 1217, is of similarshape.

55 (KT68-5). Double spindle whorl (?). Plate 57. H.
0.022. D. (greatest)0.039. Edges chipped.
Hard,light brownclay. Brownishblackpaint. Two
flat surfaceswith wide, semi-circulartroughbetween.
Hole throughcenter. Two concentricstripeson either
flat surface, and stripes at edges and in center of
trough.

56 (KT68-6). Doublespindlewhorl (2). Plate 57. H.
0.034. D. 0.039.
Hard, light greenishgray clay. Thin black paint.
Two thick, flat-edged disks with trough between.
Latter curvedat one end and angularat other. Very
51 (KN89). Elliptical spindle whorl (2). Plate 57. small hole through center. Traces of paint all over
surface.
H. 0.019. D. 0.034. One side brokenoff.
This object somewhat resembles Nos. 54 and 55,
Hardpale grayishyellow clay. Brownpaint. Shape
that of flattened sphere with hole through center. but is also ratherlike the clay spools (cf. No. 58). It
has a muchsmallerhole than any of the otherwhorls.
Groupsof brownconcentriclines.
Another object of very similar shape (KN90) is
57 (KT75-12). Cylindricalspindlewhorl(?).Plate 57.
decoratedwith two groups of three brown and red
L. 0.025. Th. 0.025.
lines.
Coarse,pebbly, grayish brownclay. Hole throtugh
52 (KT68-1). Double spindle whorl. Plate 57. H. center.
From the RectangularSouth Pit. Claycylinders,56
0.023. D. ca. 0.036. Edges chipped.
Hardyellow clay with polishedbuff slip. Brownish about four times as large as this, were found at
black paint. Shaped like two broad, low truncated Tirynsand Mycenae;these, however,have two verticones set top to top; one smallerthan other. Between cal perforationsand so couldhave been used as loomthem two sharp-edgedmouldedrings. Hole through weights.
center. Broadersurfacedecoratedwith groupsof two
H. 0.05. D. 0.054.
concentric lines bordering and separating row of 58 (KT68-7). Largespool.Plate 57.
broken
one
side.
from
Chip
Z maeanderandrowof dots. Concentriclines on smallI-lard,light greenish gray clay. Two thick, flater surface and on edges of moulded rings. Row of
disks with wide, semi-circulartrough between.
edged
dots on side of largercone and olnunderside of first
of disk curve smoothlyinto trough.No hole in
Edges
mouldedring.
center.
The clay and decorationput this object back into
Part of an identical spool was found at nearly the
the early 6th or late 7th century. A stone object of
same
place.
somewhatsimilarshape was found at Gela.55
53 (KT68-2). Double spindle whorl. Plate 57. HI.
ARCHITECTURAL
TERRACOTTAS.
0.015. D. 0.036. Edges chipped.
Hard greenish yellow clay. Black and red paint. 59 (FS 466 in Corinthgeneralinventory). Fragment
Two flat-edged disks set close together with narrow, of sima. Plate 58. Pres. H. 0.12. H. of top band:0.033.
angular groove between. Hole through center. SurLight yellowclay with particles.Creamslip. Purple
faces and edges decoratedwith concentricblack and paint. On flat upperband reservedborderat top and
red lines.
groups of two concentric arcs, reserved on purple
Probably of early 6th century date. Another (KT band. Narrowpurplestripe acrossends of arcs added
68-3) of the same type, slightly larger, has similar later. On cavetto Doric leaf with double outlines redecoration in black only.
served. Outlinesof curvesincised with compass.
From Well I"I.5The type is very similarto a sima
54 (KT68-4). Double spindle whorl (?). Plate 57. HI.
0.027. D. 0.041. Edges chipped.
56

55Mon. Ant., XVII, 1906, col. 682, fig. 513.

57

Schliemann, Tiryns, p. 146, no. 71.
Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 28.
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fragmentfrom the Acropolis,58
whichis dated by Buschorin the first quarterof the 6th century.
60 (FS 467). Part of sima. Plate 58. Pres. H. 0.14.
Pres. W. 0.16. Th. (top) 0.07.
Pinkish yellow clay with particles. Cream slip.
Purple paint. Decorationsame as that of preceding.
Below Doricleaf, reservedband and guilloche.
61 (FA 204). Triangularantefix. Plate 58. W. 0.18.
One cornerbrokenoff. Surfacebattered.
Creamclay with particles.Buff slip. Black and red
paint. Design in relief. Raised border round edge,
paintedblack. At bottom, two thick-stemmedvolutes
in black; above, three petals, outer two red, central
one brokenaway, with oval black core at base.
Found near the N.W. angle of the City Wall, and
probably to be dated in the second half of the 7th
century. Antefixes of this general type have been
foundat several sites,59but none is exactly identical
with this. Most differ in that the central palmette
completely separates the stems of the volutes; the
Tirynsexample60is closestto oursin this respect.Another feature which differentiatesit from the other
antefixes of this type is the unusualthickness of the
volutes at their base; in one of the antefixesfromthe
Acropolis6'the stemsof the volutes arealsovery thick,
but are separatedby the palmette.
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63 (FA 200). Antefix. Plate 58. Pres. H. 0.13. W.
(original) ca. 0.2. H. (base) 0.045. Upper part and
lower right cornermissing.
Pinkish clay with particles.Creamslip. Black and
red paint. Design in relief, reservedon black background.Eleven-leavedpalmettewith droopinglower
petals above S-scrolls.Below, lotos with thick, pointed outer leaves; three small central leaves and triangularcorein very low relief.Betweenuppervolutes
and outer leaves of lotos three petals with triangular
base. Above lowervolutes largepetal. Red on eyes of
volutes andcoreof palmette.Side edgesof antefixred.
Probably of 5th century date. The type is somewhat similarto other antefixesin Corinth.64

64 (FR 52). Part of ridgepalmette.Plate 58. H. 0.09.
W. 0.14. Upperpart missing.
Pinkish clay with particles.Creamslip. Black and
red paint. Decoratedon both sides with design reservedon blackbackground.Sideedgesred.Probably
seven-leavedpalmette with lozenge-shapedcore, red
on reservedlozenge. Two broad stems ending in volutes, joined by triple band. Smallpetals betweenvolutes and lowerpart of stems.
FromWell I1.65A fragmentof the upperpart of a
very similarpalmette,perhapsthe sameone, was also
foundin the well at a higherlevel. Thereis some evidence to show that the well may have been filled in
late 5th or early4th century.Thepalmetteis probthe
62 (FA 199). Antefix. Plate 58. H. 0.184. H. (base)
ably
of late 6th or early5th centurydate. It is some0.035. WY.
(base)0.163. Surfacebattered.
what
similarto examples66fromAegina and the ArCreamclay with particles. Creamslip. Black and
give
Heraion.
red paint. Design in relief, reservedon black background. Nine-leaved palmette with drooping lower
leaves. Lozenge-shapedcenter red on reservedarea. FRAGMENTS
OFALTARS.
At base, long tendrils ending in volutes. Below palmette, lotos with thick, pointed outer leaves and 65 (KN8O).Fragmentof cyma reversamouldingfrom
three small centralleaves. Small reservedtrianglein altar (?). Plate 59. H. 0.031.W. 0.044.Brokenon sides
outline at core. Band between palmette and lotos, and bottom.
Light reddishbuff clay. Black and red paint. Simwith circle at either side; latter red on reservedarea.
Between volutes and outer leaves of lotos, reserved ple rounded moulding at top; upper surface flat.
Lesbian leaf moulding with raised, rounded border
petal. Side edgesof palmettered.
Probablyto be dated in the late 6th or early 5th roundedges of leaves. Flat tonguesbetween. Central
century. The type is very close to that of other an- part of leaves black, tongues red. Flat area below
tefixes from Corinth,62and also to examples63from cyma black.
Fromthe areajust west of the TerracottaFactory.
Aegina and Kalaureia, although in these the outer
Several thin fragments(KN81) which were split off
leaves of the lotos are more flaring.
fromthe surfaceof an identicalmouldingwerefound
58
Die
Tonddcher
der
10.
3uschor,
Akropolis, fig.
Compare in the Northwest Room of the TerracottaFactory,
also the decoration of ibid., fig. 11, although the profile is not but at a high level. They are fromthe same mouldas
as close.
No. 65, have the same type of clay and paint, and
59 Cf. Corinth, IV, part 1, p. 11, notes 1-8.
be part of the same altar.
may
60

Tiryns, I, p. 10, fig. 8.
Buschor, op. cit., fig. 42.
62 Corinth, IV, part 1, pl. III, figs. 6-8, the last dated
in the early 5th century by Van Buren in GreekFictile Revetmnentsin theArchaic Period, p. 155, no. 154.
G Aeqjinia,
pl. 24, 4, dated by Van Buren (op. cit., p. 151,
no. 139) in the second half of the 6th century; iLbid.,pp. 155f.,
no. 182, dated in the early 5th century.
61

64

Corinth,IV, part 1, fig. 5 b. Comparealso fig. 12 (A 34).
Corinth,XV, part 1, p. 45.
66 Aegina, pl. 48, lower center, dated by Van Buren (op.
cit., pp. 162f., no. 145) in the early 5th century; Arg. Her., I,
pl. XXIII, H, dated by Van Buren (op. cit., p. 163, no. 156)
in the second half of the 6th century.
65
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66 (KN79). Fragment of moulding from altar (?).
Plate 59. H. 0.05. W. 0.066.Part of one side preserved,
with upperand loweredges.
Pale buff clay. Black and red paint. Thickfabric;
piece hollowed underneath. Red stripe on edge of
upper surface. Narrowflat band, unpainted,at top.
Below, band of broad flat leaves, pointing upward,
on black background. Below this, cyma reversa
moulding with two rows of pointed leaves reserved
on black background.Reservedband at bottom.
67 (KN78).Fragmentof altar (2). Plate 59. H. 0.152.
W. 0.237. Th. (throughmetope) 0.011. Brokenon all
sides.
Reddish buff clay. Grayishblack and red paint.
Traces of orange-redpaint (accidental)on metopes.
Beginningat top, part of plain band (?) with traces
of decorationin black, and at right side perhapsbeginning of gable or cornerakroterion;flat projecting
band,paintedred;hawksbeakmoulding,paintedwith
Doric leaf and Doric leaf reversedin red with black
lines separatingleaves; narrowroundedband, rather
irregular,painted red; broad band of triglyphs and
metopes, with triglyphs and narrow raised band
acrosstops of metopespainted black.
The rather irregularrenderingof the mouldings
makes it likely that the fragment is handmade, althoughthe triglyphsare well shaped.

70 (KN83). Seal impression.Plate 57. D. ca. 0.022.
L. (stamp)0.017.
Hard reddish buff clay. Clay roughly circular;
stamp pointed oval. Lioness, right, with forepaws
raisedand tail in S-loopover back.
71 (KN84). Seal.Plate 57 andFig. 7. D. 0.019. Th. ca.
0.006. Small break on reverse.
Orange-redclay. Thick,flat disk with longitudinal
hole. On obverse, horse (?), right. Extending from
shouldersto edge of disk, line with five short lines
dependingfrom it; perhapsrein. On reverse,turtleor
crab(?). Egg-shaped body with two bent legs on
either side, ending in small claws.
The design on the reverse is uncertain. The legs
are like those of a crab, although the body is not;
possiblythe artist did not knowhow manylegs a crab
has. The legs seem much too long for a turtle, but
comparea turtle on the handle plate of a Corinthian
kraterin the Louvre.68
72 (KN165).Large perforated plaque. Plate 59. L.
0.151. W. 0.18. Th. ca. 0.014. One cornermissing.
Light brownclay. Plaqueroughlyrectangularwith
two roundedcorners,whichhave slightlythinneredge
and are slightly bent upward. Deep notch cut from
other cornersand side between these is slightly incurved. Large holes, arrangedin five rows, punched
throughsurface.
From the RectangularSouth Pit, hence probably
datable toward the end of the third quarter of the
5th century. The identificationof this object is uncertain.It might possiblyhave been intendedfor use
in a kiln as a sort of removablewindowto control-the
draft, although the lack of any traces of burning
shows that it was never actually employed in this

68 (FM13 in Corinth general inventory). Part of
altar (2) with ovolo moulding. Plate 59. H. 0.082.
W. 0.098. Uppercornerwith part of sides preserved.
Hardpinkishclay with slip of same. Dilute brownish black paint and red paint. At top narrow flat
band with traces of bead and reel pattern in black.
Below, egg and dart patternin relief; traces of red on
edges of eggs. Sides below moulding painted black. way.
On flat upper surfacetraces of reservedscroll (?) on
73 (KN227).Part of support (?). L. 0.13. W. 0.106.
black.
Th. 0.026. About half preserved.
Grayishgreenporousclay with muchstraw. Shape
that of disk, thick in centerand thinnerat edges; one
MISCELLANEOUS
CLAYOBJECTS.
surfaceflat, other slightly rounded.
69 (KN82). Seal impression. Plate 57. L. 0.023. W.
The disk might possibly have served as a support
0.0065.
in firing a large vase or other object.
Hard reddish clay. Elliptical piece of clay with
narrow, pointed oval stamp, representing nude youth, 74 (KN215).Part of flat tile (?). Plate 59. L. 0.125.
left. Arms bent at elbow. Right leg bent with foot W. 0.062. Th. 0.018. Broken on three sides.
Hard light green clay with few particles. On one
raised. Impressions of pivots at either end of stamp.
The youth has long hair, and the style, stiff and side large e deeply cut with knife. Surface shows
rather hard, certainly seems to be archaic. The marks many fingerprints.
From Northwest Angle Deposit, hence probably
of the pivots show that the impression was probably
made from a ring with a movable gem or bezel which to be dated in the first quarter of the 6th century.
was attached to the hoop by twisted wire. The extremely narrow, sharply pointed outline is most unusual.67
67

Even such narrow ring bezels as B. M. Cat. Finger
Rings, Greek,Etruscan and Roman, pls. II, nos. 43-47, XXX,
no. 1232, are somewhat broader across the center.

MISCELLANEOUS
STONEOBJECTS.
75 (KM132). Stone stamp. Plate 59. Face 0.016
square. H. 0.011.
68

Pottier, Vases antiques du Louvre, I, pl. 44, E 616.

MISCELLANEOUSCLAYAND STONE OBJECTS
Dark olive green soapy stone, probably steatite.
Objectsquarewith short, cylindricalhandle, pierced
by horizontal hole at point where it joins square.
Depressionat one side shows earlierattempt to bore
throughstone. Four deepchannelson face, crossedby
four others.
From Deposit 2 of the TerracottaFactory. The
deposit dates from the third quarterof the 4th century, but the stampmight, of course,have beenin use
for some time, or its presencein the deposit may be
accidental.The object probablyservedthe same purpose as an engravedgem. An identical stone stamp
was found at Perachora69and a similar one, also in
steatite, at Lindos.70The latter has the same crisscross pattern on the face, but the handle is of a
scaraboidform.A groupof relatedstone stampsfrom
in white marble and steatite, have difKaimeiros,71
ferentpatternsand arerectangularor circularinstead
of square.
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From the South Long Building, north of Stelai
ShrineA. Similargrindingstones have been found at
many sites."
81 (KM171).Part of uppergrindingstone. Preserved
L. 0.18. W. 0.14. Th. (at center) 0.065. Probably
about half preserved.
Hard,darkgrayvolcanicstonewith blackcrystals.
Bottom flat and elliptical, probablycoming to point
at ends. Uppersurfacetriangularin section,diminishing in thicknesstowardends.
Ellipticalgrindingstones of this type are also commonly found.75

76 (KM133).Conicalsteatite bead. D. (greater)0.017.
H. 0.011. Small piece brokenoff.
Dark gray stone. Shape that of truncated cone;
small hole boredthroughcenter.
This type of stone bead is extremely common in

Corinthand elsewhere.
77 (KM134).Stone implement. Plate 59. L. 0.065.
Th. 0.015.
Hard brownishred stone. Cigar-shaped,blunt at
one end and pointed at other. Surface very highly
polished.
From the court of the TerracottaFactory. The
stone may have beenusedfor somekindof smoothing
or polishing. A very similar stone was found at
Tschandarlinear Pergamon.72
78 (KM135).Part of similar stone. L. 0.06. One end
brokenoff.
Hard light brown stone. Roughly triangular in
section. Two edges angular,other worn round. Surface very highly polished.
From the TerracottaFactory. The stone doubtless
servedthe samepurposeas the preceding.
79 (KM149).Marblepestle. H. 0.135. D. 0.083.
Coarse gray marble. Upper end hemi-spherical.
Groove hollowed out below top for fingers. Lower
FIG. 8. STONE MORTAR No. 82
part cylindrical,roundedand worn on undersurface.
Found just south of the court of the Terracotta
Factory. A pestle from Delos73 is somewhatsimilar. 82 (KM172).Part of mortar.Fig.8.H. 0.18. D. ca. 0.30.
Th. of bowl: ca. 0.05. One leg and part of bowl
80 (KM150).Lowergrindingstone. L. 0.47. W. 0.30. preserved.
Hard,darkgray volcanicstonewith blackcrystals.
Hard gray volcanic stone with small white and
Rectangularin shape with concavegrindingface.
smaller black particles. Bowl, probably with three
legs; leg broadon exterior,narrowingunderbowl. On
69 Not yet published, as far as I know.
70

Lindos, pl. 17, no. 519.

71

Clara Rhodos, VI-VII, p. 343, fig. 89, nos. 5-8.
Ath. Mitt., XXXVII, 1912, p. 356, fig. 4, no. 3.
Delos, XVIII, pl. XLVI, 341.

72
73

Cf. ibid., pl. XLVIII; Olynthus, VIII, pl. 79, 5-7.
ibid., pl. 79, 1-4; Delos, XVIII, pl. XLIX, 370
and 372.
74

75 Cf.
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under side of bowl flat, slightly raised area forms
taperingband from leg to center of bowl.
Mortars76
of very similartype werefound at Delos
and Delphi; the formeris made of basalt, the latter
perhapsof serpentine.The legs are of the same shape,
but the raisedbands underthe bowl seem to be lack76

Ibid., p. 110, fig. 134; F. de D., V, fig. 97.

ing. A numberof stone mortarsof similarshape have
beernfound in Cyprus,77 and there are decorated ex-

amples78of the Mycenaeanperiod in Rhodes and
Athens.
77 Cesnola, Cyp. Antiq., III, pls. CXII, 4, CXV, 8 and 9;
Swed. Cyp. Exped., II, pl. CLXXXIV, 15.
78 Annuario, XIII-XIV,
1930-31, pl. XX; B.C.H.,
LXXIII, 1949, pl. XXIX, 2.
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81 (III)
82 (III)
XXXVI, 5
XXXVI, 6
XXXVI, 8
XXXVI, 9
XXXVI, 7
XXXVI,11
XXXVI, 4
XXXVI, 1
XXXVI,12
XXXVI,16
XXXVI,15
XXXVI,18
XXXVI,23
XXXVI,20
XXXVI,14
XXXVI,19
XXXVI, 2
XXXVI,10
XXXVI,24
XXXVI,22
XXXVI, 3
XXXVI,13
XXXVI,21
XXXVI,17

CORINTH
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Inv. No.
KN 75
KN 78
KN 79
KN 80
KN 82
KN 83
KN 84
KN 85
KN 86
KN 87
KN 89
KN 91
KN 92
KN 94
KN 97
KN 98
KN 99
KN 100
KN 101
KN 102
KN 103
KN 104
KN 105
KN 110
KN 111
KN 112
KN 116
KN 117
KN 119
KN 126
KN 127
KN 129
KN 130
KN 131
KN 132
KN 134
KN 135
KN 136
KN 143
KN 144
KN 145
KN 152
KN 158
KN 161
KN 165
KN 175
KN 179
KN 180
KN 181
KN 183
KN 186
KN 188
KN 190
KN 192
KN193
KN199

Cat.-No.
XXXVI,25
67 (III)
66 (III)
65 (III)
69 (III)
70 (III)
71(III)
XXXVII,55
20 (III)
22 (III)
51(III)
21(III)
48 (III)
47 (III)
1 (III)
16 (III)
3 (III)
23 (III)
15 (III)
29 (III)
6 (III)
4 (III)
14 (III)
41(III)
34 (III)
11 (III)
37 (III)
39 (III)
38 (III)
40 (III)
42 (III)
35 (III)
36 (III)
44 (III)
31(III)
30 (III)
33 (III)
43 (III)
2 (III)
12 (III)
13 (III)
28 (III)
46 (III)
50 (III)
72 (III)
49 (III)
5 (III)
24 (III)
XXXIII, 7
10 (III)
17 (III)
8 (III)
18 (III)
9 (III)
7 (III)
19(III)

Inv. No.
KN 215
KN 216
KN 221
KN 223
KN 224
KN 225
KN 226
KN 227
KT1-2
KT 1-11
KT 1-12
KT 1-13
KT 1-14
KT 1-15
KT 1-17
KT 1-20
KT 1-21
KT 1-22
KT 1-31
KT 1-33
KT 1-35
KT 1-37
KT 1-38
KT 1-39
KT 1-43
KT 1-53
KT 1-60
KT 1-62
KT 1-65
KT 1-66
KT 1-69
KT 1-70
KT 1-75
KT 1-77
KT 1-97
KT 1-104
KT 1-105
KT 1-106
KT 1-107
KT 1-108
KT 1-110
KT 1-111
KT 1-117
KT 1-119
KT 1-120
KT 1-123
KT 1-128
KT 1-129
KT 1-134
KT 1-135
KT 1-137
KT 1-138
KT 1-142
KT 1-144
KT 1-154
KT 1-158

Cat.No.
74 (III)
45 (III)
32 (III)
XXXVII,70
27 (III)
26 (III)
25 (III)
73 (III)
1,3
I, 1
I, 4
I, 5
I, 6
I, 2
I, 7
1, 8
I, 9
I,10
I,11
I,12
I,13
I,14
I,15
I,16
I,17
I,18
I,19
I,20
I,21
VIII,48
I,22
L,24
I,25
I,23
I,28

1,29
L,30
I,31

I,32
L,33
,34
I,35
I,36
I,37
I,38
L,39
L,40
I,41
L,27
I,43
I,44
1,45
1,46
I,47
1,48
1,50

Inv. No.
KT 1-164
KT 1-165
KT 1-168
KT 1-172
KT 1-75
KT 1-184
KT 1-195
KT 1-197
KT 1-213
KT 2-1
KT 2-2
KT 2-5
KT 2-7
KT 2-8
KT 2-9
KT 2-10
KT 2-11
KT 3-1
KT 3-2
KT 3-3
KT 3-4
KT 3-5
KT 3-6
KT 3-7
KT 3-8
KT 3-9
KT 3-11
KT 3-13
KT 3-15
KT 3-16
KT 3-17
KT 3-18
KT 3-22
KT 3-24
KT 3-26
KT 3-28
-KT 3-29
KT 3-30
KT 3-32
KT 3-33
KT 3-35
KT 3-36
KT 3-37
KT 3-38
KT4-1.1
KT4-2
KT4-4
KT4-5
KT4-7
KT4-8
KT4-9
KT4-10
KT14-11
KT4-12
KT124-13
KT14-15

Cat. No.
1,51
L,52
L,53
I,49
L,54
L,55
I,56
I,57
L,26
II, 1
II, 2
II, 3
II, 4
II, 5
II, 6
II, 7
II, 8
VIII ,1
VIII,18
VIII,25
VIII,21
VIII, 5
VIII, 6
VIII,26
VIII,10
VIII,17
VIII, 9
VIII,11
VIII,12
VIII, 7
VIII, 8
VIII,13
VIII,14
VIII,15
VIII,30
VIII,37
VIII,20
VIII,41
VIII,32
VIII,34
VIII,49
VIII,54
VIII,50
VIII,51
XVII,19
X, 3
X, 6
X, 4
X,5
X, 8
X, 9
X, 7
X,10
X,11
X,12
X,13

CONCORDANCEOF INVENTORY AND CATALOGUENUMBERS
Inv. No.
KT4-18
KT4-19
KT 4-21
KT 4-23
KT 4-24
KT4-26
KT4-27
KT 4-37
KT 4-40
KT 4-43
KT 4-56
KT 4-57
KT 4-58
KT 4-60
KT 4-68
KT 4-76
KT 4-90
KT 4-97
KT 4-100
KT 4-102
KT 4-106
KT 4-111
KT 4-116
KT 4-127
KT 4-129
KT 4-130
KT 5-1
KT 5-2
KT 5-5
KT 5-6
KT 5-8
KT 5-11
KT 5-15
KT 5-20
KT 5-21
KT 5-22
KT 5-24
KT 5-25
KT 5-27
KT 5-28
KT 5-36
KT 5-40
KT 6-1
KT 6-2
KT 6-7
KT 6-9
KT 6-10
KT 6-11
KT 6-12
KT 6-16
KT 6-17
KT 6-18
KT 6-21
KT 6-22
KT6-25
KT6-26

Cat. No.
X,14
X,15
X,16
X,17
X, 1
X, 2
X,18
X,21
X,22
X,19
X,23
X,20
X,24
X,25
X,26
X,35
X,32
X,31
X,30
X,27
X,28
X,34
X,33
X,29
X,36
X,37
XVII,23
XVII,22
XVII,14
XVII,11
XVII,49
XVII, 1
XVII, 7
XVII,20
XVII,21
XVII,18
XVII, 8
XVII,52
XVII,53
XVII,54
XVII,24
VIII,59
VIII,16
VIII,24
III, 1
VIII,46
VIII,19
III, 2
III, 3
III, 4
III, 5
III, 6
III, 7
III, 8
III, 9
III,10

Inv. No.
KT 6-31
KT 6-33
KT 6-35
KT 6-37
KT 6-38
KT 7-1
KT 7-5
KT 7-11
KT 7-16
KT 7-18
KT7-20
KT 7-29
KT 7-34
KT 7-35
IT 7-39
KT 8-1
KT8-2
KT 8-3
KT 8-5
KT 8-6
KT 8-7
KT 8-8
KT 8-9
KT 8-11
KT 8-12
KT 8-13
KT 8-14
KT 9-1
KT 9-3
KT 9-7
KT 9-8
KT 9-9
KT 9-10
KT 9-11
KT 9-12
KT 9-13
KT 9-14
KT 9-15
KT 9-16
KT 9-18
KT 9-20
KT9-21
KT 9-23
KT 9-24
KT 9-25
KT 9-26
KT9-27
KT9-28
KT9-29
KT 9-30
KT9-32
KT 9-33
KT 9-34
KT 9-38
LIT9-42
LIT9-44

Cat. No.
III,11
III,15
III,16
III,17
III,13
XI, 6
XI, 1
XI, 2
XI, 4
XI, 3
XI, 5
XI, 8
XI, 7
XI, 9
XI,10
XVII,28
XX,14
XVII,50
XVII, 3
XVII, 4
XVII,16

XVII,29
XVII,30
XVII,10
XVII,33
XIV,31
XVII,34
VIII, 3
IX,10
VIII,35
VIII,28
VIII,27
VIII,23
IX, 7
VIII,36
IX, 6
IX, 8
IX, 2
VIII,39
VIII,45
VIII,33
IX, 3
IX, 9
IX,13
IX,12
VIII,43
VIII, 2
VIII,40
VIII,31
VIII,22
IX,11
XXII,22
VIII,56
IX, 1
VIII,38
IX, 4

Inv. No.
KT 9-49
KT 9-51
KT 9-52
KT 9-53
KT 9-57
KT 9-58
KT 9-60
KT 9-64
KT 9-69
KT 10-2
KT 10-3
KT 10-5
KT 10-8
KT 10-9
KT 10-11
KT 10-13
KT iO-15
KT 10-16
KT 10-17
KT 10-19
KT 10-22
KT 10-25
KT 10-27
KT 10-34
KT 10-35
KT 10-37
KT 10-39
KT 10-46
KT 10-51
KT 11-1
KT 11-3
KT 11-5
KT 11-7
KT 11-9
KT 11-10
KT 11-12
KT 11-14
KT 11-15
KT 11-17
KT 12-1
KT 12-2
KT 12-3
KT 12-4
KT 12-5
KT 12-7
KT 12-8
KT 12-9
KT 12-10
KT 12-11
KT 12-12
KT 12-13
KT 12-15
KT 13-1
KT 13-2
KT13-7
KT 13-8
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Cat. No.
VIII,55
VIII,52
VIII,57
VIII,58
XII,19
VIII,53
XII,12
VIII,47
VIII, 4
XVII,12
XVII,27
XVII,15
XVII,42
XVII,39
XVII,38
XVII,48
XVII,41
XVII,40
XVII, 9
XVII, 2
XVII,13
XVII,25
XVII,43
XVII,46
XVII,45
XVII,44
XVII,47
XVII,37
XVII,35
XII, 5
XII, 6
XII, 7
XII,18
XII, 9
XII,14
XII, 8
XII,10
XII,13
XII,11
XII, 1
XII, 2
VIII,29
I,42
III,12
XVII,17
XVII, 5
XIX, 8
XVII,31
XVII,32
XXIX,10
XXIX,ll
III,18
XX,13
XX, 1
XX, 2
XX, 3

CORINTH
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Inv. No.
KT 13-9
KT 13-10
KT 13-13
KT 13-17
KT 13-18
KT13-20
KT 13-22
KT 13-23
KT 13-24
KT13-28
KT 13-28.1
KT 13-39
KT 13-42
KT 13-49
KT 13-49.2
KT 13-51
KT 13-54
KT 13-62
KT 13-67
KT 13-68
KT 13-70
KT 13-73
KT13-76
KT 13-85
KT 13-96
KT 13-104
KT 14-1
KT 14-4
KT 14-6
KT 14-7
KT 14-8
KT 14-11
KT 14-13
KT 14-14
KT 14-16
KT 14-18
KT 14-20
KT 14-25
KT 15-1
KT 15-2
KT 15-3
KT 15-5
KT 15-9
KT 15-10
KT 15-11
KT 16-5
KT 16-6
KT 16-8
KT 16-9
KT 16-12
KT 16-13
KT 16-19
KT 16-21
KT 16-25
FIT16-26
FIT16-28

Cat. No.
XX, 5
XX, 7
XX, 4
XX, 6
XX,1o
XX,11
XX,12
XX, 8
XX, 9
XX,20
XX,21
XX,26
XX,19
XX,15
XX,18
XX,17
XX,16
XX,25
XX,24
XX,22
XX,23
XX,28
XX,30
XX,29
XX,27
XX,31
IV, 1
IV, 3
IV, 4
IV, 5
IV, 2
IV, 9
IV, 6
IV,10
IV,11
IV, 8
IV,12
IV,13
V, 1
XXXIII, 8
V, 3
V, 4
V, 6
V, 7
V, 8
VI, 2
VI, 3
VI, 4
VI, 5
VI, 6
XIX, 3
VI, 7
VI, 8
VI, 9
VI,10
XIX,18

Inv. No.
KT 17-1
KT 17-8
KT 17-17
KT 17-30
KT 18-1
KT 18-2
KT 18-3
KT 18-5
KT 18-6
KT 18-9
KT 18-10
KT 19-1
KT 19-5
KT 19-7
KT 19-8
KT 19-10
KT 19-11
KT 19-18
KT 19-21
KT 19-28
KT 19-31
KT 19-48
KT 19-52
KT 19-58
KT 19-59
KT 19-60
KT 19-62
KT 19-64
KT 19-66
KT 19-78
KT 19-80
KT 19-81
KT 19-83
KT 19-84
KT 19-85
KT 19-86
KT 19-87
KT 19-89
KT 19-90
KT 19-91
KT 19-94
KTl19-97
KT 19-98
KT 19-99
KTl19-103
KTl19-105
KTl19-108
KT 20-1
KT 20-4
KT 20-6
KT 20-10
KT 20-12
KT 20-13
KT 20-14

KT21-1
KT21-9

Cat. No.
V,5
V,2
XIII,1
VI,1
VII, 1
VII, 7
VII, 4
VII, 5
VII, 6
VII, 2
VII, 3
XIV, 2
XIV, 4
XIV, 1
XIV, 5
XIV, 6
XIV,25
XIV, 3
XIV, 7
XIV, 8
XIV, 9
XIV,12
XIV,10
XIV,11
XIV,14
XIV,13
XIV,15
XIV,16
XIV,26
XIV,33
XIV,22
XIV,34
XIV,27
XIV,36
XIV,37
XIV,20
XIV,28
XIV,17
XIV,19
XIV,18
XIV,35
XIV,32
XIV,24
XIV,23
XIV,29
XIV,21
XIV,38
XVI, 2
XVI, 1
XVI, 3
XVI, 4
XVI, 5
XVI, 6
XIX,19
XV, 1
XV, 3

Inv. No.
KT 21-10
KT21-11
KT 21-13
KT 22-1
KT 22-2
KT 22-4
KT 22-3
KT 22-7
KT 22-10
KT 22-11
KT 23-1
KT 23-3
KT 23-4
KT 23-6
KT 23-7
KT 23-8
KT 23-9
KT 23-10
KT 23-11
KT 23-12
KT 23-17
KT 23-19
KT 23-20
KT 24-1
KT 24-2
KT 24-4
KT 24-5
KT 24-7
KT 24-8
KT 24-9
KT 24-9.1
KT 24-10
KT 24-11
KT 24-12
KT 24-13
KT 24-14
KT 24-18
KT 24-19
KT 24-20
KT 24-21
KT 25-6.1
KT 25-30
KT 25-43
KT 25-44
KT 25-45
KT 25-49
KT 26-1
KT 26-2
KT 26-3
KT 26-4
KT 26-6
KT 27-1
KT 27-2
KT 27-3
KT27-4
KT27-4.1

Cat. No.
XV, 4
XV, 5
XV, 2
XIX,1O
XIX,11
XIX, 7
XIX, 5
XIX,16
XII,15
XX, 6
XVIII, 8
XVIII, 1
XVII,26
XVIII, 4
XVIII, 5
XVIII, 9
XVIII,10
XIX,17
XVIII, 7
XVIII, 6
XIX, 2
XIII, 3
XIII, 2
IX, 5
XIII, 4
XIII, 7
XIII, 6
XVIII, 2
XVIII, 3
XIX, 9
XII,17
XIX,13
XIX,12
XII,16
XIX, 1
XIX, 4
XVII,51
XIX,15
XIX,14
XVIII,13
VIII,44
XIII, 5
XXXVII, 2
XXXVII, 1
XXXVII, 3
XVII, 6
VIII,42
XVII,36
XIV,30
VI,11
IV,7
XXI 1
XXI, 2
XXI, 3
XXI, 4
XXI, 6

CONCORDANCEOF INVENTORY AND CATALOGUENUMBERS
Inv. No.
KT 27-5
KT 27-6
KT 27-7
KT 27-8
KT 27-11
KT 27-12
KT 27-12.1
KT 27-13
KT 28-1
KT28-2
KT 28-10
KT 28-11
KT 28-15
KT 28-21
KT 28-22
KT 28-23
KT 28-32
KT 28-34
KT 28-44
KT 28-45
KT 28-46
KT 28-47
KT 28-50
KT 28-61
KT 28-70
KT 28-71
KT 28-76
IT 28-98
KT 28-105
KT 28-122
KT 28-126
KT 28-139
KT 28-149
KT 28-152
KT 29-1
KT 29-5
KT 29-8
IT 29-14
KT 29-15
KT 29-21
KT 29-22
KT 29-25
KT 29-26
KT 29-43
KT 29-69
KT 30-1
KT 30-2
KT30-3
KT 30-4
KT 30-5
KT 30-16
KT 31-1
KT 31-2
KT32-1
LIT32-2
LIT32-3
19

Cat. No.
XXI, 5
XXII,27
XXI, 7
XXI, 8
XXI, 9
XXI,10
XXI,Ji
XXI,12
XXIII, 2
XXIII, 3
XXIII, 8
XXIII,11
XXIII, 7
XXIII,12
XXIII,13
XXIII,14
XXIII,16
XXIII,32
XXIII,18
XXIII,20
XXIII,19
XXIII,22
XXIII,21
XXIII,24
XXIII,26
XXIII,27
XXIII,28
XXIII,29
XXIII,23
XXIII,34
XXIII,33
XXIII,35
XXIII,36
XXIII,31
XXIII, 4
XXIII, 5
XXIII, 6
XXIII, 9
XXIII,10
XXIII,12
XXIII, 1
XXIII,15
XXIII,30
XXIII,17
XXIII,25
XXIV, 1
XXIV, 2
XXIV, 3
XXIV, 4
XXIV, 5
XXIV, 6
XXII, 2
XXII, 1
XXV, 1
XXV, 9
XXV,12

Inv. No.
KT 32-7
KT 32-8
KT 32-9
KT 32-10
KT 32-11
KT 32-14
KT 32-16
KT 32-22
KT 32-26
KT 32-32
KT 32-33
KT 32-60
KT 32-69
KT 33-1
KT 33-7
KT 33-8
KT 33-11
KT 33-14
KT 33-18
KT 33-23
KT 33-24
KT 33-27
KT 33-29
KT 34-1
KT 34-2
KT 34-7
KT 35-2
KT 36-1
KT 36-2
KT 38-1
KT 38-3
KT 38-4
KT 38-5
KT 38-6
KT 39-1
KT 39-2
KT 40-1
KT 40-2
KT 40-3
KT 40-4
KT 40-5
KT 40-6
KT40-7
KT 40-9
KT 40-10
KT 40-11
KT40-12
KT 41-1
KT 41-2
KT 41-6
KT 41-11
KT 41-12
KT 41-43
KT 41-48
KT41-62
KT41-76

Cat. No.
XXV, 3
XXV, 2
XXV, 6
XXV, 4
XXV, 8
XXV,10
XXV,j1
XXV, 7
XXV, 5
XXV,14
XXV,13
XXV,16
XXV,15
XXVI,1
XXVI, 4
XXVI, 2
XXVI, 3
XXVI, 6
XXVI, 7
XXVI,ll
XXVI, 9
XXVI, 8
XXVI,10
XXIX, 1
XXIX, 2
XXIX, 3
XXIX, 5
XXIX, 6
XXIX, 7
XXIX, 8
XXIX, 4
XXIX, 9
XXIX,12
XXIX,13
XXVI, 5
XXV, 9
XXII,28
XXX, 1
XVIII,11
XVIII,12
XXX, 2
XXX, 3
XXX, 4
XXX, 5
XXX, 6
XII, 3
XXX, 7
XXVII, 1
XXVII, 2
XXVII, 4
XXVII, 8
XXVII, 7
XXVII,14
XXVII,15
XXVII,1l
XXVII,13

Inv. No.
KT 41-97
KT 41-103
KT 42-3
KT 42-7
KT 42-10
KT 42-16
KT 42-20
KT 42-22
KT 43-1
KIT43-5
KT 43-6
KT 43-8
KT 43-10
KT 44-1
KT 44-3
KT 44-4
KT 45-1
KT 45-2
KT 45-5
KT 45-8
KT 45-9
IT 45-12
KT 45-14
KT 45-16
KT 45-19
KT 45-20
KT 45-21
KT46-1
KT 46-5
KT 47-1
KT 47-6
KT 48-1
KT 48-2
KT 48-3
KT 49-1
KT 49-2
KT 49-4
KT 49-5
KT 49-8
KT 49-19
KT 50-1
KT 50-2
KT 51-1
KT 51-2
KT 51-3
KT 51-4
KT 51-5
KT 51-6
KT 51-7
KT52-1
KT 52-2
KT 52-3
KT52-4
KT 52-5
LIT52-9
KT S3-1
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Cat. No.
XXVII,16
III,14
XXVII, 3
XXVII, 9
XXVII, 6
XXVII,1O
XXVII, 5
XXVII,12

XXVIII, 1

XXVIII, 2
XXVIII, 3
XXVIII, 4
XXVIII, 5
XXIX,14
XXX, 8
XXX, 9
XXII,13
XXII, 3
XXII, 4
XXII, 5
XXII, 6
XXII, 7
XXII, 8
XXTI, 9
XXII,10
XXII,11
XXII,12
XXII,14
XXII,17
XXII,15
XXII,16
XXII,18
XXII,19
XXIIL20
XXXV, 2
XXII,21
XXII,24
XXII,23
XXII,25
XXII,26
XXXIII,12
XII, 4
XXXVII,15
XXXVII,16
XXXVII,21
XXXVII,19
XXXVII,20
XXXVII,17
XXXVII,18
XXXI, 1
XXXI, 2
XXXI, 4
XXXI, 3
XXXI, 5
XXXI, 6
XXXIV, 4

CORINTH
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Inv.No.
KT 53-2
KT 53-4
KT 53-5
KT 53-7
KT 53-8
KT 53-13
KT 53-14
KT 53-24
KT 53-26
KT 53-27
KT 54-1
KT 54-2
KT 55-1
KT 55-7
KT 55-8
KT 55-9
KT 55-10
KT 56-1
KT 56-3
KT 56-6
KT 56-10
KT 57-1
KT 57-2
KT 57-3
KT 58-1
KT 58-4
KT 59-1
KT 59-6
KT 60-1
KT 60-2
KT 60-3
KT 60-4
KT 60-6
KT 60-21
KT 60-22
KT60-23
KT 60-25
KT 60-27
KT 60-28
KT 60-30
KT 60-32
KT 60-42
KT 60-54
KT 60-55
KT 61-1
KT 61-4
KT 61-12

Cat. No.
XXXIV, 5
XXXIV,11
XXXIV,10
XXXIV, 2
XXXIV, 6
XXXIV, 7
XXXIV, 8
XXXIV, 9
XXXIV, 1
XXXIV, 3
XXXII, 3
XXXIII, 4
XXXIII, 9
XXXIII,10

XXXIII, 8
XXXIII,15
XXXIII,11
XXXIII,19
XXXIII,20
XXXIII,22
XXXIII,21
XXXIII,13
XXXII,14
XXXIII,23
XXXVI, 7
XXXVII, 8
XXXVII,39
XXXVII,40
XXXII,15
XXXII,16
XXXII, 8
XXXII, 9
XXXII,14
XXXII,11
XXXII,10
XXXII,12
XXXII,13
XXXII,22
XXXII,19
XXXII,21
XXXII,23
XXXII,20
XXXII,18
XXXII,17
XXXII,24
XXXII,25
XXXII,26

Inv. No.
KT 61-14
KT 62-4
KT 62-7
KT 62-9
KT 63-1
KT 63-2
KT 63-4
KT 64-1
KT 64-2
KT 64-3
KT 64-4
KT 64-5
KT 64-6
KT 64-7
KT 64-8
KT 65-1
KT 65-4
KT65-11
KT 65-13
KT 65-15
KT 65-16
KT 65-17
KT 65-22
KT 65-23
KT 66-3
KT 66-9
KT 66-10
KT 67-1
KT 67-5
KT 68-1
KT 68-2
KIT68-4
KT 68-5
KT 68-6
KT 68-7
KT 69-1
KT 69-46
KT 69-62
KT 70-1
KT 70-2
KT 71-1
KT 71-2
KT 71-3
KT 71-4
FT 71-9
KT 71-16
KT 71-17

Cat. No.
XXXII,27
XXXVII, 9
XXXVII,10
XXXVII,11
XXXVII, 4
XXXVII, 5
XXXVII, 6
XXXIII,17
XXXIII,18
XXXIII,16
XXXIII, 1
XXXIII, 2
XXXIII, 6
XXXVII,25
XXXIII, 5
XXXV, 1
XXXV, 5
XXXV, 4
XXXV, 4
XXXV, 4
XXXV, 4
XXXV, 4
XXXV, 6
XXXV, 3
XXXV, 9
XXXV, 7
XXXV, 8
XXXII,28
XXXII,29
52 (III)
53 (III)
54 (III)
55 (III)
56 (III)
58 (III)
XXXVII,12
XXXVII,13
XXXVII,14
XXXVII,68
XXXVII,69
XXXVII,33
XXXVII,32
XXXVII,31
XXXVII,35
XXXVII,34
XXXVII,36
XXXVII737

Inv. No.
KT 71-20
KT 72-1
KT 72-2
KT 72-3

Cat. No.
XXXVII,38
XXX VII,26
XXXVII,27
XXXVII,28

KT 72-4

XXXVII,29

KT 73-5
KT 73-6
KT 73-7
KT 74-1
KT 74-4
KT 74-5
KT 75-1
KT 75-2
KT 75-4
KT 75-5
KT 75-6
KT 75-7
KT 75-9
KT 75-10
KT 75-11
KT 75-12
KT 75-13
KT 75-14
KT 75-15
KT 75-16
KT 75-17
KT 75-18
KT 75-19
KT 75-20
KT 76-1
KT 76-4
KT 76-10
KT 76-17
KT 77-1
KT 77-4
KT 77-7
KT 77-8
KT 77-9
KT 77-10
KT 77-12
KT 78-1
KT 78-3
KT 78-8
KT 78-9
KT 78-13
KT 78-14
KT 78-17

XXXVII,22
XXXVII,23
XXXVII,24
XXXVII,62
XXXVII,63
XXXVII,64
XXXVII,57
XXXVII,58
XXX VII,30
XXX VII,50
XXXVII,48
XXX VII,44
XXXVII,43
XXXVII,41
XX XVII,42
57 (III)
XXXVII,53
XXXII, 4
XXXVII,45
XXXVII,54
XXXVII,51
XXXVII,52
XXXVII,46
XXXVII,56,65
XXXII, 1
XXXII, 2
XXXII, 3
XXXII, 5
XXXII, 7
XXXII, 6
XXXVII,75
XXXVII,73
XXXVII,74
XXXVII,71
XXXVII,72
XXXVII,59
XXXVII,49
XXXVII,47
XXXVII,61
XXXVII,66
XXXVII,60
XXXVII,67
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INDEX OF UNCATALOGUEDOBJECTS
Inv. No.
Askl. 41
47a
47b)
59
95
96
97
98
TF 4
TF 4b
TF 6
TF 63
KA 18
KL 14
KL 15
KL 18
KL 19
KL 21
KL 27
KL 29
KL 33A
KL 37
KL 47
KL 49
KL 58
KL 58
KL 59
KL 61
KL 64
KL 70
KL 100
KL 101
KL 107
KL 112
KL 115
KL 125
KL 141
KL 152
KL 159
KL 162
KL 164
KL 167-176
KL 176
KL 182
KL 184
KL 185
KL 187
KL 191
KL 200
KM 151-159
19*

Page
46
96
127
115
112
108, n. 26
111, n. 35
108, n. 26
172
172
172
163
274
250
248
251
251
262
244
257
257
246
250
255
260
246
256
264
250
253
262
262
257
252, 266
266
252
262
250, 251
252
267
267
267
252
266
266
266
252, 266
258
255
7

Inv. No.
KN 58
KN 76
KN 81
KN 88
KN 90
KN 93
KN 95
KN 96
KN 106
KN 107
KN 108
KN 113
KN 122
KN 123
KN 128
KN 133
KN 139
KN 151
KN 154
KN 155
KN 157
KN 168-173
KN 171
KN 174
KN 175
KN 182
KN 185
KN 187
KN 189
KN 200
KN 201
KP 1039
KP 1179
KT 1-1
KT 1-2
KT1-3
KT 1-4
KT 1-6
KT 1-24
KT 1-25
KT 1-28
KT 1-29
KT 1-56
KT 1-73
KT 1-78
KT 1-79
KT 1-82
KT1-113
KT 1-124
KT 1-133

Page
217
230
281
280
280
279
279
271
268
268
280
270, 278
270
270
278
270
271
270, 278
271
278
271
269, n. 7
279, n. 49
280
280
275
231
278
275
280
278
230, n. 102
37
32
26, n. 3
32
26, n. 3
25
26
27
26, 28, n. 7
34
26, 35
35
35
35
27
38
45, 174
78

Inv. No.
KT 1-152
KT 1-153
KT 1-159
KT 1-160
KT 1-161
KT 1-173
KT 1-174
KT 1-186
KT 1-196
KT 1-214
KT 2-6
KT 2-12
KT 2-13
KT 3-14
KT 4-22
KT 4-92
KT 4-141
KT 4-145
KT 6-10
KT 6-27
KT 9-36
KT 9-59
KT 10-14
KT 10-42-47
KT 10-48
KT 11-2
KT 11-4
KT 11-7.1
KT 11-8
KT 11-11
KT 11-13
KT 11-15
KT 11-16
KT 11-18
KT 13-19
KT 13-21
KT 15-2
KT17-3
KT 17-5
KT 18-4
KT 19-2
KT 19-19
KT 19-33
KT 19-70
KT 19-104
KT 21-8
KT 22-6
KT 25-21
KT 28-5
KT 28-8

Page
40
40
40
30
29
40
41
29
41,176
78
43
43
43
65
91
94
88
92, 128
77
46
81
100
133
118
128
99
100
101
100
100
100
100
101
100
149
150
50
15
165
55
106
107
108
111
112
113
143
178
165
165
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lnv. No.
KT 28-18
KT 28-48
KT 28-103
KT 28-106
KT 28-136
KT 29-34
KT 30-20
KT 31-3
KT 31-4
KT 32-12
KT 32-13
KT 32-61
KT 32-77
KT 33-10
KT 33-12
KT 33-17
KT 34-8
KT 36-3
KT 36-4
KT 38-2
KT 40-11
KT 41-7
KT 41-50
KT 42-4
KT 42-5
KT 47-5

Page
164
166
169, 175
168, 175
168
173
177
160
118, 160
180
181
181
180
180
183
182
190
191
189
191
213,215
185
186
185
185
161

Inv. No.
KT 47-7
KT 47-9
KT 52-10
KT 56-7
KT 57-4
KT 58-2
KT 58-3
KT 60-7
KT 60-10
KT 60-11
KT 60-26
KT 60-29
KT 60-31
KT 60-43
KT 60-52
KT 60-58
KT 60-61
KT 60-62
KT 60-65
KT 60-69
KT 60-82
KT 61-2
KT 61-17
KT 67-2
KT 67-3
KT 68-3

Page
162
157
195
118
207, 211
237
237
203
203
203
200
203
203
199
203
202
199
199
202
199
199
199, 200, 204
198, 199
204
204
280

Inv. No.
KT 74-2
KT 75-8
KT 77-2
KT 77-11
KV 600
MF 207
MF 433
MF 637
MF 2647
MF 2676
MF 2683
MF 2723
MF 2725
MF 2758
MfF3349
MF 3366
MF 3495
MF 8343
MF 8636
MF 8784
MF 8785
MF 9548
W 159
W 160

Page
242
239
202
243
229
159
108
214
134
46
108
111, n.34
98, 100
108
93, n. 70
121
110
82, n. 21
224, 227
224, 227
224, 227
159
108
136, 137

INDEX
ABAI

(Phokis): figurines: Corinthian,15944;miscel- Artemis: dedicationsto, 7, 8; figurines,7, 8, 86, 88,

laneous, 11510, 187, 1939

90f., 120, 124f., 163

Aegina: architecturalterracottas,154, 281; bronzes,
6794, 236; figurines:Corinthian,34, 76, 85, 95, 98,
156, 160, 1696,East Greek,66, 105, miscellaneous,
79, 1413, 194; lamps, 25331,263, 266; sculpture,75,
103; shields,terracotta,217, 220, 223; triglyph,273
Aetolian figurines.See Kalydon, Taxiarches,temple
near, Thermon,temple near
Agrigentum:figurines:Corinthian,89, miscellaneous,
101, 127; lamps, 25330
Akarnania:figurine,19310.See also Lachidia
Albania:antefix, 81; Corinthianfigurines,85, 88, 91,
147; lamps, 26053, 2696; loomweights,2696
Almond,235, 238
Altars, terracotta,272-274, 281f.
Amyklaion:figurine,232; lamp, 25331
Animal figurines, 10, 11; occurrenceof, 7f., 10, 11.
See Dog, Horse, etc.
Aphrodite:dedicationsto, 7, 9; figurines,7, 8, 20, 86
Apolloof Tenea, 73
ApolloKorvnthos:figurine,188; spool, 27118
Architecturalterracottas,272, 280f., 282; models of,
205, 208
Argive figurines: imitation of Corinthianfigurines,
13f., 15 (see also Corinthianfigurines,copying of);
imports from Corinth(see Exports from Corinth);
influence on Corinth(see Corinthianfigurines,influencefromothercenters);local figurines,31f., 36,
38, 39f., 42, 44, 48, 76, 77, 170, 207. See alsoindividual sites in Argolid, also Arkadia, Perachora,
Skillous

Asia Minor:coins, 153f., 158, 22786; figurines,119f.,
140, 155; stone door,2055.See alsoEast Greeceand
individualsites
Asine: Argive figurines,3643, 443, 17014
Assur:figurine,205
Astragalos,9, 232f., 237;dedicationsof, 9; significance
of, 9, 232
Atalante: figurine,72
Athena: dedicationsto, 7, 8; figurines,7, 19, 79, 117,
118f., 128f.; on shield, 220; sculpture, 129, 131
Athens:
Acropolis: architectural terracottas, 281; Attic
figurines,31, 3223, 38, 42, 486, 8726, 982, 1043, 14720,
235; bronzes, 65, 6794, 103, 10614,196, 21816;dedications on, 8, 217; Nike temple sculptures,122,
127; Parthenon:east pediment, 192, frieze, 12335,
135, 181f., 192; sculpture, 69, 8328, 86, 99, 100,
10214, 103, 12226,1356, 138, 191; shields,terracotta,
217, 220, 223, 227, 228
Agora:Attic figurines,3118,144, 170, 171, 1856, 189,
232, 235, 238; lamps, 2442,258, 262, 263, 264, 265;
loomweights, 268, 27543; moulds, Attic, 153,
23555, Corinthian,13, 214f.; plaque, terracotta,
157; shields, terracotta,217, 219, 223, 228
North slope of Acropolis:figurines,31, 196; lam-ps,

Argive Heraion: architectural terracotta, 281; Argive
figurines, 3120, 3228,33, 3643,3952, 4210,443, 483, 4, 61,

Themistocleanwvall,bases from, 138, 227
provenance,figurinesfrom,attributedto
UiLknown
Athens, 9047, 131, 132, 143, 146, 1772, 178, 19310,
201
Attic figurines: copying of Corinthianmould, 14;
figurines:handmade,31, 44, 170, 1856,mouldmade,
87, 971,982, 1043, 132, 146, 147f., 187; influenceon
Boeotian figurines, 17; influenlceon Corinthian
figurines, 18; style, 14, 31, 119f., 170. See also
Museums,Acropolisand National, and individual
sites
Attica: figurines,111, 156, 159, 178, 184; lamp, 266;
sculpture, 76, 81, 124. See also individual sites
Auxerre,statue from,60, 62, 63, 64, 66, 75, 152

66, 77, 99, 170, 171,182,207, 210, 231,233; bronzes,
61, 2009,204, 212, 21817,23867;dedicationsat, 8;
Corinthian figurinies: cut-out reliefs, 160, 162,
handmade figurines, 3114, 3333, 209, Korai, 87,
91, 92, 95, 96, protomai, 98, 99; miscellaneous
figurines, 194; pottery, 6130; sculpture, 12335;
spools, 27118; terracottareliefs, 154, 242. See also
Prosymna

Argos:figurines:Argive,3120,21, 443, 11510,Corinthian,
90, 9155 1557, 156, 158, 15944, 160, imitation of
Corinthian,2147, miscellaneous, 137, 1413, 193;
spool, 27118

252 f.; mould of Corinthian style, 14; shields: stone,

217, terracotta, 217, 223

Pnyx: figurines, 133, 139, 234; gem impression,
clay, 27439; lamps, 26367, 264; lead wheel, 20012;
loomweights, 27011,15,27543, 27952

Arkades:bronze,60; pottery, 21921
Arkadia: Argive figurines, 483; bronze, 42. See also BALL, 239
Bassai, Hagiorgitika, Kotilon, Lykosoura, Tegea Bassai: bronzes,21816; sculpture,153
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Bead, stone, 283
Bendis, 124
Berbati (Argolid):figurine, 20615
Bird. See Dove
Boat, 196-197
Boeotian figurines: imitation of Attic figurines, 17;
imitation of Corinthianfigurines,15-17, 2090,106,
113,135 (see also Corinthianfigurines,copyingof);
imitation of East Greekfigurines, 105, 10612; imports from Corinth (see Exports from Corinth);
influence on Corinthianifigurines (see Corinthian
figurines); local types, 1021, 276, 46: handmade,
32, 44, 77, 131, 169f., 173, 177f., 179, 184, 189,
20113, 207, 219, 220, 232, 234, 235, 240f., mouldmade, 14, 51, 971, 100, 101, 106, 113, 114, 120,
126f., 132f., 135f., 137, 141, 14312, 187, 193, 194,
207, 20932, 220, 234, 23971, 240f.; shields,

terracotta,219, 223
Borsia (Argolid):figurines,233
Boy, seated, draped:commonto Boeotiaand Corinth,
16, 137; figurines,137; originof, 14; popularityin
Boeotia, 1766,137

Boy, seated, nude: commonto Boeotia and Corinth,
16; export of, 13, 114f.; occurrenceof Corinthian
type, 8, 11, 114f.; origin of, 9, 14, 18, 115
Bread: cake, 288, 91, 206, 210, 234; disk with hole,
233, 237; loaf, 154, 178, 206f., 234; loop, 205,
233f., 237

Bronzes: Corinthian,3, 18, 69, 73, 79, 122, 123;
imitationin Corinthianfigurines,10, 67, 8612,105;
astragaloi,23320; cauldronattachments,64, 22786;
chariot,232; cymbals,218, 238; jewelry, 236, 23870,
24184;lamp,196; mirrors,18, 64, 9914, 122, 123, 158,
212; plastic vase, 231; reliefs, 61, 62, 67, 75, 99,
22665,22786;shields, 217f., 22032, 221; statues,
103, 135; statuettes: Athena, 129, bull, 188, dancing group, 42, female head, 65, female, reclining,
1043, female, running, 1512,female, standing, 60,
61, 62, 64, 75, 88, 1512, 162, Gorgon, 159, Hephaistos, 13943, Herakles, 1512, horse, 170, 193,

male,reclining,1057, 106,male,standing,48, 50,
52, 74, 106, 135, oxen, 232, ram, 182, snake, 192,
Zeus,1512; wheels,200,20113,204
Bulair: stone door, 2055
Bull: figurines:handmade,5, 171, 188, 190, mouldmade, 195; occurrenceof, 8, 188; painted, 212;
relief, 154

Byblos: ivories, 24293
Byzantine period, 209, 274

CAKES.

See Bread

Caltagirone:Corinthianfigurines,9155,98
Cape,wornby femalefigures,60f., 64, 66, 152
Cart, 76163, 197-202
Cart,covered, 118f., 130-132
Carthage:figurines,135's, 284, 235; moulds,215

Centuripe:shields, terracotta, 222, 224
Chair,14, 69, 127f., 134, 138, 206, 209f.
Chalkis: relief, 12554; shields, terracotta, 224

Child,49, 53f., 114-116, 134, 143, 144, 154f.
Chimaera:loomweightstamp, 275
Chios:shields,terracotta,219, 22032,223
Cock:handmade,192; mouldmade,194, 195; relief,
155f., 160f., export of, 13, 16, 156, occurrenceof,
10, 11, 156, origin of, 156
Collections: Castellani: Corinthian pottery, 77;
Greau:figurines, 12217, 14056; Hearst: Corinthian
pottery, 68; Hoffmann:figurines,Corinthian,131,
201, 204, 232, miscellaneous, 174; Leconfield:
sculpture,124; Lecuyer: figurines, 104 , 124, 127,
14055, 24078;Loeb: figurines,Corinthian,156, 161,
miscellaneous,3224, 12013, 12560, 132, 137, 14055,
1772, 179, 187, 18913;Piot: figurines: Corinthian,
161, miscellaneous,163; Robinson: pottery, 2316,
terracotta altar, 273; Sabouroff:figurines,12449,
14055, lamps, 26364,265
Column,205f., 208
Comicactor: figurines,142, 143, 144, 145; occurrence
of, 12
Cone,242
Corinth,excavations:
Asklepieion:figurines:animals,handmade,46, 169,
172, 1791,animals, mouldmade,194, 195, cut-out
reliefs, 156, 15941, 161, 163, decorativedisks, 214,
216, female figures, handmade, 3112, 46, female
figures, mouldmade,20, 72, 121, 127, Korai, 9261,
93, 94, 95, 96, loop, 23327, male figures, mouldmade,82, 136, 137, 143, 145, malefigures,reclining,
1055,108,111,112,seatedboy, 115, standingyouth,
113; lamps, 262, 263, 264
Main excavations: altars, terracotta,272f.; architecturalterracottas,281; bronzewheel, 20012;Byzantinekiln, 209; Corinthianpottery, 15; figurines:
animals,handmade,46,169,173,176, 1771,179, 182,
183, 184, 186, 191, animals, mouldmade,187, 188,
cut-out reliefs, 155, 156, 157, 159, 160, 162, 163,
decorativedisks, 214, 215, dolls, 146, 147, female
figures,handmade,31, 34, 35, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46,
female figures, mouldmade, 20, 60, 72, 82, 121,
123, 124, 12Sf., 128f., 132, 133, 134, figurineswith
Argive influence, 15, Korai, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93,
94, 95, 96, malefigures,handmade,48, malefigures,
mouldmade,13515,143, male figures,reclining,105,
106, 107, 108, 110, 111, 112, modelsof objects,205,
212, 213, 233, 243, protomai, 97, 98, 100, 101,
seated boy, 115, shields, 217, 220, 221, 224, standing youth, 114; gem impression,clay, 27439;lamps,
244-246, 248-253, 255, 256, 257, 259, 260, 262-267;
loomweights, 2697, 2701",15,271, 275, 277, 278,
279; moulds, 127, 214; pigments, 614; sculpture
(seeSculpture);spindlewhorl,280; stone beads,283
North Cemetery:Corinthianpottery, 73, 74, 2009;
figurines,108, 127, 136, 137

INDEX
Tile Factory: figurine,159; shields,terracotta,224,
227
Corinth,figurinesattributedto, 17, 20, 3112, 513, 8832,
90, 9261,120, 124, 12560,127, 129, 132, 133, 146,
14718,1694, 188, 190, 196, 205, 20614
Corinthianfigurines:conservatism,19, 56, 138, 162;
copying of, 13f., 15, 16f., 2090,72, 85, 87, 90, 159,
192, 214f. (seealsoArgos,Athens,Cyprus,Eutresis,
Halai, Ithaka, Kabeireion, Kalydon, Lachidia,
Olynthos, Tegea, Thermon, temple near, Tiryns,
Troizen); export of (see Exports from Corinth);
frontality, 18f., 25, 116, 125f., 129; frontality,
exceptions, 36, 45, 12Sf.; influence from other
centers: Argolid,15, 31f., 36, 88, 39f., 69, 71, 76,
124, 173, Attica, 18, Boeotia, 14, 101, East Greece,
14, 17f., 76, 99f., Orient, 9, 17f., 115; technique:
clay, 4-6, mnakingof figurines by potters, 3f.,
methodsof makingfigurines,4, 9f., 56f., 102, 117,
135, 141, 145, 216f., pigments, 4-7, repairs (see
Repairs),slip, white, 5f., use of vase patterns (see
Vase patterns), wasters (see Wasters); types originatingin Corinth,12f., 85, 95, 97, 113, 154, 156,
159
Cotrone:shields, terracotta,220, 224
Couch,104f., 118f., 207f., 210f.
Crab:painted, 224; relief, 153f.; seal, 282
Crete:bronzes,50, 60, 74, 192, 20012,218; figurines,
60f., 62, 66, 74133, 76162, 196, 239; pithos, 60;
sculpture,60; shields, terracotta, 217, 218f., 220,
222. See also individualsites, and Minoanfigurines
Cumae:Corinthianfigurine,89
Cylinder,239, 240, 243
Cymbals:bronze, 218, 238; model, 238
Cyprus:bronzes, 236; figurines: handmade, 42, 51,
62, 131, 132, 157, 169f., 177f., 1793, 184, 1856,189,
190, 192, 19424, 196, 198, 201, 203, 20616,232, 233,
imitation of Corinthian,90, mouldmade,424, 115,
155, 226, shields, 217, 21812, 221, 222f.; ivories,
24293;lamps, 244, 253; mortars,stone, 284; sculpture, 115, 124, 132, 157; seal, 157
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Disk: clay, 239, 242; stone, 274
Disk, decorative, 213-216; dedications of, 9, 215;
export of moulds for, 13, 214f.; significanceof, 9,
215
Dodona: bronzes,21814, 23320
Dog: handmade,174, 179-181, 185, 243, occurrence
of, 8, 179, significanceof, 8; mouldmade,120, 124f.,
221
Doll, 126, 127, 132, 133, 145-151
Dolphinrider, 153
Door, 205, 208
Dove: handmade,184-186; held by female figure, 8,
37, 85, 87, 88, 92-94, 95, 96f., 121, 123, 134; incised
on lamp, 256; on loomweightstamp, 279; mouldmade, 187f.; occurrenceof, 11, 184f., 187; painted
on shield,229; with rider,46; significanceof, 8
Dreros:bronzes,60, 218
influence on Boeotian figurines (see
Boeotianfigurines);influenceon Corinthianfigurines (see Corinthianfigurines);ivories, 81 (seealso
Ephesos);local figurine types, 14, 85, 105. See also
individualsites
Egypt: figurines, 115, 132, 155, 205; mould, 205;
pottery, 192; shields: faience, 22032,222, stucco,
2176,22032,terracotta,222; yokes, 232
Elateia: dedicationsat, 8; figurines: Corinthian,91,
129, 132, 133, miscellaneous,1412, 142, 1772;loom-

EAST GREECE:

weight, 27012

Eleusis:figurines,31, 137, 147, 1856,204; lamps,262;
pottery, 22028; shields, terracotta, 217, 219, 220,
223, 226f.; Triptolemosrelief, 1162,135
Eleutherna,statue from, 60, 63
Ephesos: coins, 132; ivories, 64, 240, 24293; lamps,
25746, 259; sculpture, 75

Epidauros:Argive figurines,3120,17014, 1856; sculpture, 20
Eretria:shields, terracotta,217, 220-222, 224, 227
Eros: figurines, 214, 216, 221, 222; on loomweight
stamp, 2697,270, 279
DANCER: handmade,42f.; mouldmade,125f., 126f. Eutresis:figurines:Boeotian,1372, 1939,Corinthian,
Delos: figurines,14718,205; loomweight,27543;metal
1652, 98, of Corinthiantype, 120, 12669,15944;
lamps,25330
objects, 2009,12,23558, 23971; pottery, 74133; sculpture, 62, 66, 6797, 75; stone furniture,207, 208, 210, Exports from Corinth:figurines, 13f., 16f., 31, 44,
211, 240, 283, 284
76f., 85, 86-88, 95f., 97f., 136, 138, 146f., 156,
158f., 169, 1771, 179, 188f., 214f.; moulds, 13f.;
Delphi: bronzes, 6714,75, 20012,21816,17, 22032, 238;
figurines:Boeotian,1131,Corinthian,72, 156, 15944,
pottery, 15-17. See also individualsites
mniscellaneous,
52, 53, 11510,1412, 14313,146, 172, Eye: on boat, 195, 196, 197; on lamp, 255f.
179, 187, 189, 193, 194, 234, 235, Mycenaean,20615;
ivories,73, 81; lamps,25950,265; loomweights,241,
2709; mortar, stone, 284; sculpture, 48, 69, 226; FEMALE TYPES: dedicationof, 7f., occurrenceof, 7f.,
9-12, 18. See also individual types
spool, 27118;stone door, 2055
Fig, 234f., 237f.
Demeter: dedicationsto, 253
Figure decorationon garments,66f., 70f.
Demeter Malophoros.See Selinos
Dionysos: figurine, 101, 120; in sculpture, 125; on Fish, 153f.
Flower, 241
shield, 222
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Flute-player,16, 42f., 134, 142, 143, 153
Foot, 231, 236f.
Fruit, 234f., 237f.
GAAULS,221

Gela: figurines, East Greek, 1057; lamps, 262, 264;
spool, 27118; stone object, 280

Inscriptionon figurine,12, 34
Isthmia: Corinthianfigurine,92
Italy: antefix, 22786;bronzes, 52, 6794,22147, 22786,
228; figurines:Corinthian,85, 86, 97, local, 61, 87,
115, 155, 171, 198, 232; spools, 27118.See also individualsites
Ithaka: bronzes,20012,20113;figurines: Corinthian,
85, 98, 147, 156, 15944,localimitationof Corinthian,
77, miscellaneous,1793; ivories, 24293
Ivories. See Byblos, Cyprus, Delphi, East Greece,
Ephesos, Ithaka, Mytilene, Nimrufd, Rosarno
Medma,Sparta, Troy

Gemimpression,clay, 274, 282
FA Y K loomweightstamp, 2697
Goat: handmade,188, 190; loomweightstamp, 279;
occurrenceof, 8
Gorgon: decorative disk, 214; protome, 99; relief,
158f., 162, occurrenceof, 10, originof, 159
JACKET,37f.
Gorgoneion:on decorativedisk, 213, 214; on shield,
221, 223, 226f.
KABEIREION:
dedications at, 8, 1766;figurines: BoeoGrapes:as earrings,83; model of, 234, 237
tian, 1043, 114, 115, 135, 137, 14312,1696, 1793, 182,
Griffin:on lamp, 253-255
1873, 193, 19424,210, 235, Corinthian,14, 16, 17,
Grotesquefigures: female, 75, 125, 143, 153, 2009;
95, 106, 136, 160, 1696, 185, 186, imitation of Comale, 51-54, 141-145, 2009
rinthian, 106, 115, 192; lamp, 25331; pottery,
Groupof two women,62f., 76f., 130-132, 151f.
Boeotian, 131117,Corinthian,1543,with Corinthian
influence,192
Kalaureia: architectura lterracotta, 281; Argive figHAGIA TRIADA: figurines,196, 201, 203
urines, 483,51, 76161,17014
Hagiorgitika,statue from, 61
Kalydon:
figurines: Corinthian,88, imitation of CoHairstyles: female,59, 81, 116f., 129f.; male,17, 103,
rinthian,
1329,85, 8714, 88; loomweight,27746;stone
104
2055
door,
Halai: figurines:imitationof Corinthian,87, 113, 163,
local or Boeotian,16, 87, 100, 10612, 113, 11510,137, Kalyvia Sokhas(nearSparta):Corinthianfigurine,95
Kamarina:figurines: Corinthian,147, copy of Co14312, 170, 1793, 182, 1845, 187, 193, 194, 24185,
rinthian, 15953, 162
shields (perhaps Corinthian),217, 220, 224, 227,
Kameiros:
figurines,1764, 8726, 137,14716,1555,235;
228; loomweights, 27543; sculpture, 236; spool,
stone
283
stamps,
27118
1856,186
Kephallenia:
figurines,
Haliartos:coins, 226; figurilnes,233
273;
figurines: Corinthian, 8832,
Kerkyra:
altar,
Handmadefigurines,7f., 10, 12, 57, 208; export of,
88;
sculptured
pediment,99, 191
miscellaneous,
16; occurrenceof, 10, 11, 12. See also individual
model
208f.
Kiln,
of,
human and animal types
Kirrha(Phokis):Corinthianfigurines,8721,88, 89, 90,
Harpokrates,115, 155
91
Hat: on figurine,128, 132; modelof, 238
Klenies
(Argolid):figurines,14312,156
Helmet: Attic type on figurines,79, 128f., 133, 227f.;
Knidos:
lamps, 25330,266
Corinthiantype on figurines, 153, 157, 228; on
94-97; copying of Corinthiantypes,
Korai,
seated,
Argivefigurines,15
13f.,
of, 8; export of, 13f., 16, 95f.;
95;
dedication
Hephaistos, 7,16, 138f.
10,
11, 95; originof, 14, 95; signioccurrence
of,
8,
Hermes, 138f.
8
ficance
of,
7,
Hermione:Corinthianfigurines,98
Korai, standing, 84-94, 128; copying of Corinthian
Himera:coins,22747;loomweights,27747,27914
Hlorse:handmade, 130f., 163-176, 208, occurrence types, 13f., 85, 87, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93; dedication of,
8; export of, 13f., 16, 85-88; occurrence of, 8, 10,
of, 715,8, 11, 163f., 169f., seal, 282; mouldmade,
11f., 84f.; origin of, 10, 14, 18, 85; significance of,
137, 140f., 192f., 194, cut-out relief, 163, on deco8, 86
7,
rative disk, 213, 214, 215, on shield, 227f.
Kos:
figurines, 155
Horseandriderrelief, 118f., 154f., 160; exportof, 13;
occurrence of, 155; origin of, 9, 18

Hybrid monster,on loomweightstamp, 275
figurines,20615,211, 232
Imported figurines in Potters' Quarter, 13, 121f.,
194, 239, 240

IALYSOS:

Kotilon (Arkadia): bronze, 212

Kourotrophos,54, 72, 130
Kriophoros, 16, 113, 135-137
Krisa (Phokis): figurine, 171
Kyrenaika: figurines: Corinthian, 442, 85, 86, 89, 90,
132, 178, mniscellaneous,1463, 147, 155, 1772, 231,
242; lamnp, 25331
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(Akarnania):figurines,Corinthianor local Melos:figurines:Corinthian,8721,91, 156, 158, 160;
miscellaneous,19310.See also Phylakopi
Laconianfigurines,style of, 276, 32, 44, 48, 52, 170, Menidi:shields, terracotta,217, 2187,219f., 223
Metapontum:figurines,6118;lamp, 256; mould, 215
207
Lamp, 244-267: Attic, 244, 248, 249, 250, 251, 260, Millstone,274, 283
262, 263, 264, 265; bronze,196; Corinthian:archaic, Minoan figurines, 31, 3228,42, 49, 185, 196, 1971, 201,
203
244-249,253-260,imitationof Attic,250,miniature,
244, 251-253, 266f., miniature on base, 252f., Mirror,211-213; as dedications,9, 211f.
266, 267, open, 244, 252, 253, 266, post-archaic, Monkey,172, 177, 178, 188f., 190, 20725,235
244, 249-253, 260-267, 2696,rectangular,244, 253, Monogram,loomweightstamp, 2697
with triglyphs, 246, 247, 258f., 273; Hellenistic, Mortar: model of, 240f.; stone, 274, 283f.
251; marble, 246, 25746,259; Roman, 251; un- Mouse,139, 189, 191
known provenance,248, 249, 250, 251, 259, 260, Mule,131, 132, 175, 177-179, 190, 235; occurrenceof,
11, 177
265
Larisa(AsiaMinor):figurines,201; shields,terracotta, Museums:
Acropolis:bronzes,65, 6794, 103, 10614, 196, 21816;
217, 219, 223
982, 1043, 14720;sculpture,
figurines,Attic, 3119,4211,
Larnaka:shields, terracotta,217, 219, 220, 222
69, 8328, 86, 99, 100, 1021",103, 12226 1356 138,
Leda, 20, 130
191. See also Athens, Acropolis
Leopard,191
Amsterdam:figurines:Boeotian, 3224, 1709,10; mis231; figurines: Corinthian,
Lindos: bronzes,21816,17,
cellaneous,12560,126f., 130106,133
85, 92, 14716, 158, Rhodian: handmade,425, 1697,
Archaeological(Florence): bronze, 232; figurine,
1793, 1844, 188, 18914,190, 206, 231, 234f., mould14312; pottery, 229. See also Pottery, Attic, Franmade, 62, 8726, 1057,9, 1152,12560,1465,1555,1874,
LACHIDIA

imitations, 8721,98

19311, 19415, 226, shield, 223; lamps, 260, 262; pottery, 71111; stone stamp, 283

Lion: gem impression,282; feet, on furniture, 207,
210, 211; head, 209f., 218; protome,99
Livadhostro,Poseidon from, 103
Lokris:exportof Corinthianpottery to, 15; figurines,
113, 137, 139, 159, 189, 193. See also Atalante and
Halai
LokroiEpizephyrioi:figurines,10016,24185;sculpture,
228
Loomweight, 268-271, 274-279: conical, 268-271,
275-279; discoid, 271, 279; inscribed, 268, 2697,
270f., 277, 278; miniature, 277f.; painted, 268,
275, 277; pyramidal, 268, 274f.; stamped, 268,
269f., 275, 277, 278, 279
Loop. See Bread
Lousoi: bronze, 20113; figurines: Corinthian,91, 98,
179, 181, miscellaneous,42, 46, 486,101, 1856
Lucania, Heraion of: figurines:Corinthianor imitations, 486,51, 72, 1856;miscellaneous,235
Ljykosoura:figurines: Argive, 3120, 17014,local, 50,
192; sculpture,279

9ois vase

Berlin: bronzes, 48, 74, 10614,129, 135, 13943,192;
figurines: Boeotian, 3224, 126, 137, Corinthian,17,
20, 513, 120, 125, 126, 132, 138, 162, muiscellaneous,
20 1155 130106,133,140, 14416,1556,24078,Tanagra,
12885;gem, 27440; lamps, 26053; marble furniture,
211; pinax, Corinthian,198; pottery: Attic, 74133,
22027, 22891,231, Corinthian,15828;sculpture,3848,
73, 74f., 103, 117 , 12012, 12452, 12560;shields,
terracotta,223, 224
Bibliothequenationale(Paris):pottery, 75144
Bologna:pottery, 229, 230
Bonn: figurines: Corinthian, 9152, 188; rniscellaneous, 219, 223, 241
Boston: bronzes, 64; figurines: Boeotian, 13515,
Corinthian,89, 167, imitation of Corinthian,72,
miscellaneous,12562,132, 192, Tamagra,2090,128;
gems, 131, 22141; pottery, 192, 196, 21921, 23;
sculpture,134; shields, terracotta,223, 224
BowdoinCollege:figurines: Corinthian,156, 16045;
miscellaneous,15944
British:bronzes,9914,13943, 22786;figurines:Attic,
14826, Boeotian,14123, 1772,178, 1793, 18913,20725,

76f., 804,
22030,Corinthian,
MACEDONIA:

coins, 222; stone doors, 205r. See also

Olynthos
Male types, 7f., 11f., 17; dedication of, 7f.; handmade, 2, 209; occurrenceof, 7f., hlf., 18. See also
individualtypes
Megara:figurines,20, 127, 140, 178, 189
MegaraHyblaia:figurines:copy of Corinthian,15943;
Corinthian,92; local, 6128, 1412, 17119,174
Melianreliefs, 154, 163
loomweightstamp, 268, 269, 279
MEAIX:,

9157,

132, 14718,1694,

1772, 178, 196, 1982,Cypriote,1698,1984, Italian,
137, 143, 1463, 4, 14716,18,
10510, 1156,miscellaneous,
1555, 163, 18710,19310, 19415,231, 235, 23869,Rhodian, 1152,1555, 1874,18914, 19311, 235; gem impressions,27439;jewelry, 23870,27544,28267;lamps,
25330,31, 26053, 262, 263, 26688 90; mould, 205; pottery: Corinthian,1545, 71, 73, 78, miscellaneous,
15712,1982, 3, 2053,226, 22998;sculpture,75152, 103,
shields,terracotta,222, 223, 224
115-, 12448,129100;
25950
Brussels:lamp,
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Capitoline(Rome): sculpture, 1358, 221
Cassel:bronze, 10615;sculpture,13943
Chaironeia:figurines:Corinthian,9047, 15944; miscellaneous, 11510,187, 1939

CorcoranGallery (Washington):figurines: Corinthian, 127; miscellaneous,13515
Cyprus:figurines,42 ,13223, 1698,1961,1984,222f.,
233; lamps, 2442

Danish National (Copenhagen):figurines: Argive,
443, Attic, 14825, 29, Boeotian, 3224, 971, 1131,126f.,
132, 13515 13622, 13727, 28, 1412, 3, 1709,173, 1789,
1873, 18913,91939, Corinthian,9047, 126f., 133,1464,
156, 158, 20614,Cypriote,51, 1698,221, 223, miscellaneous, 11510,142, 14312, 13, 1464, 1555, 15944,
20615,231, Rhodian, 1059,1465,19311,194; mould,
19310;pottery, Corinthian,80, Cypriote,15712
Dresden:figurines:Corinthian,132, miscellaneous,
54; sculpture,135
FitzWilliam(Cambridge):figurine,15944
Frankfurt:bronze, 1043; pottery, 231105
Geneva:figurines:Corinthian,14717, miiscellaneous,
1464,14829;mould, 193
Gotha: shield, terracotta, 224

Ny Carlsberg(Copenhagen):sculpture, 122, 12450,
138
Pennsylvania,University of: figurines,127, 15944,
163, 224, 227, 234
Pigorini (Rome):Minoanfigurines,3115, 3228
Princeton University: figurine, 147
Reading University: terracottashield, 223
Royal OntarioMuseumof Archaeology(Toronto):
Corinthianfigurines,91, 95
Schimatari:figurines,88; sculpture,6122, 64, 1154
Sparta:sculpture,15725. See also Sparta
Spina: figurines, 14718,194

Terme(Rome):sculpture,221
Thebes:Corinthianfigurine,156
Trieste:figurines,111, 1555
Uffizi (Florence):sculpture,12223,131, 13943
Vatican:pottery, 228, 22998,230; sculpture,13943
Vienna: Corinthianpottery, 983; figurines: Corinthian, 92, miscellaneous,131, 1464,201
Villa Albani (Rome):sculpture,129, 131
ATillaGiulia: bronze, 232
Wiirzburg:figurines,101, 14830,224; pottery, 74133,
1175, 15719, 15829,

21923,

2316

Heidelberg:Corinthian
figurine,9047

Yale University: shields, terracotta,219, 223
Hermitage (Leningrad):lamps, 26053, 262, 26476, Mycenae: figurines:Argive, 443, 484, 17014,of My12555
26585; sculpture,
cenaeanperiod,196, 20615;loomweight,280
Istanbul: figurines,15944,19415,223, 2314
Mycenaeanfigurines,3, 27, 31, 171, 188, 196, 206, 209
Karlsruhe:Corinthianfigurine, 127
Myrina: figurines, 128, 14056, 205, 212, 22143, 232,
Lateran (Rome): sculpture,12228
234; shields, terracotta,223
Leyden: figurines,1463,14718,187; pottery, 15719, Mytilene:figurine,187; ivory, 240
15829

Louvre: bronze, 135; figurines: Attic, 148, Boeotian, 13515, 20932, 232, Corinthian,20, 442, 46, 47,
72124,89, 9261, 95f., 125, 159, Cypriote,62 1698,
miscellaneous,20, 122, 124, 131110,14722, 24, 1555
1652,1829,210, Mycenaean,20615,Tanagra,12884;
pottery: Corinthian,74133, 75142, 81, 282, imiseellaneous, 15712, 1982,21921,22029,2316,232; relief,
terracotta, 131; sculpture,122, 125, 127, 138, 221
Madrid:figurines,1463,14718
Manchester:Corinthianpottery, 71115
Metropolitan(New York):bronzes,192, 232, 23661;
figurines: Cypriote, 424, 9048, 1153, 131112, 1698,
1784, 1961, 1984, 20616,22674,imitation of Corinthian, 15944; lamps, 2442; mortar, stone, 28477;
pottery: Attic, 22891,Corinthian,77, 22670;sculpture, 100, 1154
Munich:bronze,64; pottery,228; sculpture,122,226
Naples: figurines: Corinthian,8941,miscellaneous,
71110, 10016, 10510;pottery, 22997
National(Athens):figurines:Argive,443,Boeotian,
1412,3, 173, Corinthian,20, 90, 9261,98, 120, 127,
129, 146, 14718,162, 185, 188f., mniscellaneous,
54,
14312, 14416, 1464, 14718,15944, 19310, 20615 16, 224,

NAUKRATIS:lamp, 25331

Nauplia: figurine, 20616

Negroidtypes, 141, 143, 144
Nike: on loomweightstamp, 279; sculpture,62, 122
Nimr$ud:
ivories, 64, 1512

Notion:relief,12554
Nude female figures,39, 47, 145-150, 153
OBSIDIAN, 274
Olympia:bronzes, 42, 61, 62, 6794, 10614, 135, 170,
182, 193, 20113, 218, 23867;figurines,486, 52, 170,
198, 201; lamps, 262, 263, 264; sculpture:marble,
12222, 227, terracotta,117, 121; spools, 27118
Olynthos:bronzewheels,20012; figurines:Corinthian,
86, 89, 9155, 95, 98, 101, 156, 158, 15944, 161, 163,
imitation of Boeotian, 13515,137, imitation of Corinthian,14, 20, 130, 187, 214f., imitation of Rho-

dian, 101, local, 115, 1175, 130105,10614313 14416,
146, 14714, 1793, 187, 19310, 194, 205, 232; lamps,
251, 25848,26053,263, 264, 26585,266; loomweights,

27012;millstones, 28374'75;

moulds, 13, 14, 115,

214f.; spools, 27118

227, 235; pottery: Corinthian,1546,75142,983, Miscellaneous,15718,19, 190, 22027;sculpture, 75, 99, PALAIKEASTRO:
bronzes, 21815;Minoanfigurines, 42,
49, 196, 1971
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157; Proto-Corinthian:plastic heads, 63, 6569,152,
vase-paintings, 61, 62, 6796,74133,21921,226, 228f.

Palestine, 233, 23662

Pear, 235, 238
Pendant, 240, 241

Praisos:bronzes,217; figurines,66; shields,terracot-

ta, 220, 222
Perachora: altar, 273; bronzes, 6794, 20012,24184; dedication-s at, 8; figurines, Argive, 3643, 3952, 4210, Prinia: bronze,218; pithos, 60; sculpture,60; shield,
terracotta,219, 222
443,77, 1695, 17014,173, 207; figurines,Corinthian:
animals,169, 171, 182, 183, 184, 187, 189, archaic Prosymna:figurines,20615,233, 238; spool,27118.See
also ArgiveHeraion
Protome:female, 97-101: export of, 13, 97f., occurrenceof, 10, 11, 97f., originof, 14, 97, similartypes
reliefs, 156, 159, 161, decorative disks, 214, 216,
in Corinthand Boeotia, 16, 971;male, 97, 101
handmadefemales,251,265,31, 33, 34, 35, 42, 442,
Korai, 8613,87, 88, 90, 92, 93, 95, 96, models of Ptoon, Mt.: bronze, 6794;figurine, 1841; sculpture, 67,
74, 1.03
objects, 196, 2009, 207, 210, 233, post-archaic
mouldmadefemales,20, 123, protomai,97, 98, 100,
101, relief, 66, seated boys, 115, technique, 446,

mouldmadefemales, 56f., 586, 59, 60, 62, 63, 64,
66, 67, 68, 69, 71110, 72, 75, 76, 77, 80, cut-out

57,,10,

611,12,

920,

56f.; figurines,East Greek,

RABBIT, 191

1059, 24185;iron wheels, 20012; plastic heads froml Ram: handmade: 181-183, occurrenceof, 8, 181f.;

pyxides, 83; plastic vase, 70108; spool, 27118; stone
stamp, 283
Pergamon:sculpture,221f.
Perirrhanterion,241
Pestle: model of, 235, 238f.; stone, 283
Phlarsalos:figurines,187; sculpture,12451
Phigaleia.See Bassai
Phokis: figurines:Corinthian,86, 90, 159; local, 193.
See also Abai, Delphi, Elateia, Kirrha,Krisa
Phylakopi:Mycenaeanfigurines,196, 206
Pig, 193f., 195
Pigmnent,lumplsof, 6f.
Pin, model of, 236, 239, 241
Pinakes from Penteskouphia, 61, 62, 65, 67, 198,
208f., 227, 236, 27t3,274
Pitsa: Corinthianfigurines:decorativedisk, 214, 216,
Korai,86, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 95, 96, mouldmade
femalefigures,67, 126,130, mouldmademalefigure,
143, protomai,97, 98, 100, 101; Corinthianmould,
13, 214, 215
Plastic heads fromnpyxides, 68, 69, 71, 73, 77, 78,
80-83; decoratedby potters, 3
Plastic vase, 70, 189, 191, 192, 196, 231, 234, 235, 236
Plataia: figurine,192
Pomegranate,235, 238
Poseidon,8
PotteryJ: Attic: B.F., 62, 13944, 157, 1982,3 8, 2053,
210, 226, 228, 229, 230, 231, Fran9ois vase, 61,
71111, 75, 13944, R.F., 17, 18, 38, 122, 131, 139,
15834,

192,2053,226, 228,229,230,231, 232, 242,

Sophilos, 711"; Boeotian, 15-17, 131, 219, 220,
influencedby Attic, 17, influencedby Corinthian,
16f., relief, 75; Corinthian:export to Boeotia and
Lokris, 15-17, imitation of Attic, 18, influenceon
Boeotia, 16f., Louvre comnastvase, 6237, 65, 81,

miniaturevases, 15, 119, plasticheadsfrompyxides
(see Plastic heads from pyxides), vase-paintings,
65, 67, 74f., 98, 99, 158, 197, 2009,219f., 226, 228f.,
230102, 255, 256, 257, 282; Cypriote,157; Geometric, 61, 74133, 157, 190, 21921,220; Mycenaean,

mouldmade,135f., 137
Recliningfigure: female, 54, 104; male: handmade,
54f., mouldmade,104-112, 118f., dedicationof, 8,
export of, 13, 14, 16f., occurrenceof, 8, 10, hlf.,
105, origin of, 10, 14, 105, 106
Relief, 56, 57, 59, 60, 66, 74, 151-154; cut-out,
154-163
Repairs:figurines,12, 53, 62, 64, 68, 70, 75, 102, 172f.,
174, 211; lamps, 252, 266, 267
Rhamnous:sculpture,12335,192f.
Rhitsona:Boeotianfigurines,32, 44, 113, 165, 1709,10,
182, 184, 1873, 18912, 193, 194, 24186;Boeotianpottery, 219, with Corinthianinfluence, 1648
Rhodes: bronze, 20012; figurines: Corinthian,14716,
local: handmade,33, 169f., 177f., 182, 184, 189,
190, 241, mouldmade,87, 101, 105, 115, 137, 14313,
146, 155, 187, 193, 194; lamp, 266; stone mortar,
284. See also Ialysos, Kameiros,Lindos
Rinig,238, 243
Romanfinds: figurine,3; lamups,
251
Roof tile, model of, 205, 208
Rosarno Medma: ivory, 205; figurines, 10016,234,
235; shields, terracotta,217, 220, 224, 226f.
SAMOS:
bronze, 1057; figurines, 105, 155, 170, 171,
172, 182, 188, 190; lamps, 256, 25849; pottery,
21921;sculpture,61; shields, terracotta,217, 219,
223
Sandal:mnodel
of, 231, 236f.; painted,27, 35, 78, 151
Satyr, 53, 142f.; flute-playing,142, similar type in
Corinthand Boeotia, 16
Sculpture:Corinthian,3, 18, 55, 63, 73, 228; imitation of in figurines,18f.
Seal, 274, 282
Selinos:dedicationsat, 8; figurines:Corinthian,71110,
72, 77, 8116, 158, 1696, miscellaneous,6128, 10016,
101, 214, 235; lamps,25330;plasticvase, 70108;pottery, Corinthian,71115
Sheep. See Ram
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Shield: bronze,217f., 22032,221, 222; faience, 22032,
222; lead, 228, 229; stone, 217; stucco, 217, 22032;
terracotta, 6130, 216-231, as dedications, 9, 217,
held by figure, 148, 150, 173, 221, on relief, 153,
227, significanceof, 9
Shrine,model of, 204f., 208, 233
Sicily: figurines:Corinthian,85, 86, 91, East Greek,
14,
105, imitationof Corinthian,159, rniscellaneous,
61, 85, 87, 115, 155, 171; sculpture,61. See also individualsites
Sikyon: relief, 44
Silen, 141f., 145
Siphnos: shield, terracotta, 219, 223
Siren, 189, 191
Skillous(Elis): Argivefigurines,3120
Snake:handmade,191f.; painted,3, 33, 199,202,229;
relief, 156-158, 161f., 229, occurrenceof, 11, 157
Sounion:figurines,31; stele, 135
South Russia: figurines:Corinthian,85, 8721,88, 91,
109, 146, 156, 160, miscellaneous,115, 132, 140,
146, 147, 1874,193; lamps, 264; pottery, 1175,132;

Tegea:bronzes,74, 20113;figurines:Argive,3120,37,
38, 3952, 443,513, 71, 72, 76161,77167, 150, 17014,171,
233, imitation of Corinthian,8721; sculpture,157f.
Thebes: chest, terracotta, 157; figurines: Argive,
76161,Boeotian, 1873, 1939, Corinthian,76163, 804,
120, 138f., miscellaneous,12562, 1793,204, of Mycenaeanperiod, 20615,16;shield, terracotta, 223
Thera:figurines,1856,187, 188, 190, 19310,242; stone
shield, 217
Thermon,temple near: Corinthianmould, 13; figurines: copies of Corinthian,8830,9152,5 92, 10613,
Corinthian,87, 9047, 95, 10613,miscellaneous,2082,
25331

Thespiai:figurines,91, 1413
Thespianpolyandrion:Boeotian figurines, 16, 113;
Corinthianpottery, 1543
Tiryns: architecturalterracotta,281; dedicationsat,
8; figurines:Argive,20, 3120, 3643,3952, 40, 4210,443,
69, 76161,99, 111, 12440,170, 207, 233, 234, 235, 241,
243, copyingof Corinthian,13f., 91, 92, 95, 98, 128,
Corinthian,13f., 86, 87, 88, 89, 92, 95, 1696, of
Mycenaeanperiod,20616; loomweight,280; shield,
ring, 27950
terracotta,6130,219, 224
Spain: Corinthianfigurine,86f., 89
Tool:
model of, 235f., 239; stone, 283
Sparta: Acropolis:bronze relief, 99, figurines, 170,
228;
Trident,
on shield, 226
224,
220,
217,
1856, 188, shield, terracotta,
24183,
figuTriglyph,
on altars, 273, 282. See also Lamps
84,
240,
objects,
Artemis Orthia:bone
Troizen:
figurines:
Argive, 61, 66, 72, copying of
182,1856,
142,170,1793,
66,
52,
rines, 3228, 33, 485,
75147,
6681,
62,
61,
ivories,
235,
Corinthian,
14,
92,
93, 15944,Corinthian,9155,234;
20724,
188, 190,
Mene229;
228,
figurines,
lamps,
25330,
266;
loomweight,
277; spool, 27118
24293,
lead
76162, 1512,
Troy:
figurines,
35,
243;
ivories,
240, 24293; metal
unknown
235;
20724,
1856,
laion: figurines, 61, 170,
236
figuLaconian
See
also
objects,
20012,
103.
provenance:figurine,
Turtle:handmade,189f., 191; mouldmade,194, 195;
rines
on
159,
relief,
seal, 282
decorative
215;
disks, 213,
Sphinx:
16152, 162f., commonto Corinthand Boeotia, 16, Tweezers,model of, 239
export of, 13, 159, occurrenceof Corinthiantype,
VARI: Corinthianfigurine,98
10, 11, 159, originof, 159
Vasepatterns,use of: on figurines:Conventionalizing,
279f.
271,
whorl,
Spindle
3, 10, 28, 36, 37, 39, 47, 49, 74, 152, 208, 211, 216,
280
271,
Spool,
228-230,
241, 242, Orientalizing,3f., 33, 35, 37, 62,
278
on
270,
stamp,
loomweight
Squid,
70f.,
71110,
74, 98, 152, 199, 202, 212, 226, 230; on
282f.
stone,
Stamp,
98
Corinthian
lamps:
Orientalizing,255, 256f., 258f.,
Corinthian
figurine,
Sybaris:
Proto-Corinthian,253-255, 256
Syracuse: bronze, 21816;figurines: Corinthian,77,
156, East Greek,1057, miscellaneous,17119,1793, Veiled figure, 130-132
Votive: use of figurineas, 7-9, 217, 220; use of lamp
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